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Foreword 
Situated in the northwestern quadrant of the 

Four Corners area of the American Southwest, 
Natural Bridges National Monument offers an 
abundance of archeological resources in addition 
to the unequaled beauty of its three natural 
bridges. The monument was established for the 
express purpose of protecting these treasures. 
Yet, until the initiation of the intensive and 
systematic 1997-1998 survey, the monument's 
archeological resources were poorly known. 
Early surveys focused on areas slated for park 
development and were intended to document sites 
only within those areas. Because early site 
documentation is insufficient by today's 
standards, previously documented sites were re
recorded to bring documentation up to current 
standards. The execution of the present survey 
revealed the richness of the monument's 
archeological legacy and resulted in the 
documentation of 488 sites, 89 of which had been 
previously recorded. The survey encompassed the 
mesa-top of the monument, leaving the canyons as 
yet unsurveyed. Although many sites have been 
documented in the canyons, a systematic survey of 
this last unexamined portion of the monument 
should be the first priority for future work. 

Production of the current volume represents 
the culmination of four years of work. The survey 
results, in combination with those of other 
investigations in the region, further understanding 
of prehistoric settlement and use of the Four 
Corners region and specifically of southeastern 
Utah. To date, no additional publications other 
than this one are anticipated, although an 
intensive regional synthesis of archeological 
investigations in the region would be a most 
valuable contribution, one that we strongly 
recommend for serious consideration. 

This past summer we revisited 18 Natural 
Bridges sites recorded in the 1997-1998 survey to 
collect radiocarbon and dendrochronological 
samples. Radiocarbon sampling was directed 
towards potential Archaic and Basketmaker sites 
with the express purpose of dating these 
occupations at Natural Bridges, a subject of some 
interest since Archaic sites do not appear at Cedar 
Mesa, just south of Natural Bridges. Because 
extant wood construction elements tend to be best 
preserved at Pueblo sites, wood samples were 
collected from Pueblo II and Pueblo 11-111 sites for 
dendrochronological analysis. The chronometric 
samples will help to refine the existing Natural 
Bridges chronology which was constructed using 
simple relative dating techniques. Because we 
were unable to acquire funding for radiocarbon 
and wood sampling during the survey, the results 
of these chronometric analyses will be 
forthcoming as a separate document and will not 
be included here. 

We are very pleased to present this volume 
and the data and interpretations herein. The 
information has been organized in a manner that 
we hope is easily utilized by park personnel for 
management of cultural resources. And we hope 
that it is of value and interest to researchers of the 
region. The 13 chapters proceed in a logical 
fashion from introductory material, through past 
history, research domains, and methodology, to 
the heart of the report: site and cultural material 
descriptions and their interpretation vis-a-vis our 
research questions. The results and conclusions 
are compared and contrasted with regional 
research results, a process that helped to answer 
many questions and raised new ones. We hope 
that this report stimulates further research in the 
region, as well as interest in producing a regional 
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synthesis of the investigatory results already 
available. Because of financial constraints, the 
raw data used for this report have not been made 
available with this volume. Copies of the report 

Janet L. McVickar, Project Director 
Natural Bridges Archeological Survey 
December. 2000 
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can be obtained by calling (505) 988-6743 or 
writing Anthropology Projects, National Park 
Service. P.O. Box 728, Santa Fe, NM 87504. 

Robert P. Powers, Program Manager 
Anthropology Projects 
[ntermountain Support Office. Santa Fe 
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Chapter 1 

Janet L. Mc Vickar 

Introduction 

President Theodore Roosevelt proclaimed 
Natural Bridges a national monument in April 
1908 to preserve for the public benefit "a number 
of natural bridges having heights more lofty and 
spans far greater than any heretofore known to 
exist." The following year the boundaries were 
expanded to include and thereby preserve 
"prehistoric ruins in the vicinity of the bridges." 
Identification of additional ruins and increasing 
appreciation of the archeological remains led, in 
1962, to a third presidential proclamation to 
expand the boundaries to accommodate 
"additional cliff-type prehistoric Indian ruins and 
archeological sites" and to provide areas suitable 
for visitor, administration, and maintenance 
facilities. 

Today Natural Bridges National Monument 
encompasses 3,013 ha (7,445.5 acres) reserved for 
the dual purpose of protecting and preserving the 
natural bridges and the numerous prehistoric 
archeological sites. Only Rainbow Bridge in Glen 
Canyon surpasses the bridges in size and span. 
Cultural resources include archeological sites from 
the Archaic, Anasazi (ancestral Puebloan), 
Navajo, Ute or Paiute, and Euro-American cultural 
affiliations, ranging in age from roughly 6,500 
years before present (B.P.) to the historic era. 
Both natural and cultural resources at Natural 
Bridges continue to attract visitors worldwide. 

Project Location 

Natural Bridges National Monument is in 
west-central San Juan County in southeastern 
Utah. The monument is 72 km (45 mi) west of the 
town of Blanding, 105 km (65 mi) northwest of 
Bluff, and about 1 13 km (70 mi) south-southeast 
of Hanksville (Figure 1.1). Geographically, it 
encompasses much of the upper watershed of 
White Canyon above its confluence with Burch 
Canyon. White Canyon heads between the Bears 
Ears and drains the south end of Elk Ridge, before 
dissecting the broad plateau on which the 
Monument is located and heading west-southwest 
to the Colorado River. The monument is south
west of Elk Ridge, a long southwest-trending ridge 
that extends from the Abajo Mountains towards 
the lower elevation mesas of Natural Bridges. To 
the east lies Comb Ridge, a formidable barrier to 
east-west travel until State Highway 95 was 
dynamited through it. Cedar Mesa, a broad mesa 
slightly lower in elevation than Natural Bridges, 
lies 7 km to the southeast. Farther to the south is 
the San Juan River. Lake Powell (Colorado 
River) is about 50 km west of the monument. 

Project Background 

The 1997-1998 Natural Bridges archeological 
survey was implemented to establish an inventory 
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Figure 1.1. Map shows the location of Natural Bridges National Monument, San Juan County, Utah. 
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of the archeological sites within the monument. 
Since 1906, explorers and archeologists had 
documented 230 archeological sites in the 
monument. A more detailed history of these and 
other investigations is presented in Chapter 3. 
Despite the accumulated inventory, the monument 
had not been systematically investigated, and 
available data were incomplete and sometimes 
contradictory. Previous archeological surveys 
were unsystematic, restricted to areas to be 
impacted by park development, or did not meet 
the Systemwide Archeological Inventory Program 
(SAIP) standards (Aubry et al. 1992). 

The present survey was undertaken to remedy 
the incomplete documentation of the monument's 
archeological holdings and to provide a systematic 
inventory of the cultural resources. It was part of 
a six-year effort culminating in field investigations 
conducted during the 1997 and 1998 field seasons 
by archeologists from the National Park Service 
(NPS) Intermountain Support Office-Santa Fe. 
The survey led to the documentation of 488 
archeological sites, 414 of which were recorded 
for the first time. The remaining sites, originally 
documented during the 1960s, 1970s, or 1980s, 
were reassessed and brought up to current 
documentation standards. The survey 
encompassed 2,877 ha (7,107 acres) of mesa-top 
terrain, ledges below the canyon rims that are 
accessible from the mesa top, and acreage in the 
bottom of the shallower canyons. During the 
intervening months between the first and second 
field season, project archeologists and technical 
personnel designed a data base, input data 
collected in the field into the data base, reviewed 
site forms, drafted site maps, processed 
photographs and artifacts, and prepared and 
distributed a preliminary report. Collected 
artifacts were inventoried, but analyses were not 
conducted until after the second field season. At 
that time, analyses of the lithic and ceramic data 
collected in the field were completed. 

The months following the fieldwork were 
spent preparing the present report, completing the 
curation process, and finalizing project and site 
maps. This report was prepared as a planning and 
management tool for the monument and to inform 

professionals and the public of the prehistoric past 
of the monument. Primarily descriptive in nature, 
the report evaluates and interprets the survey data 
and analytical results, addresses specific research 
questions, and provides site assessment summaries 
for management and recommendations for future 
work. 

Research questions guided field data 
collection and report preparation towards the 
fundamental domains of temporal and cultural 
affiliation of the archeological sites, settlement 
and subsistence patterns, and cultural interaction. 
Use of these domains to structure the analysis and 
interpretation of the survey data provided a basic 
framework for the reconstruction of the prehistory 
of the area. Subsequent regional syntheses can 
build upon or pull from this framework. 

Administrative Summary 

The National Park Service Southeast Utah 
Group Office in Moab, Utah first received funding 
for the project in fiscal year (FY) 1995. FY 95 
funds were used to contract a research design that 
ultimately was not implemented. After attempts to 
award the project to private archeological 
contractors were unsuccessful, FY 96 funds were 
partially obligated through a cooperative 
agreement with Brigham Young University 
(BYU). Under this agreement. BYU agreed to 
provide labor to conduct the archeological survey 
and the National Park Service agreed to use the 
remaining funds for supervision, equipment, 
supplies, and logistical support. In the fall of 1996 
the National Park Service's Intermountain Support 
Office in Santa Fe was asked to administer the 
project in cooperation with Brigham Young 
University. In FY 97, National Park Service and 
Br igham Young U n i v e r s i t y - e m p l o y e d 
archeologists began a pedestrian survey at Natural 
Bridges National Monument to locate and record 
all prehistoric and historic sites within selected 
survey areas beginning with the park mesa top. In 
accordance with the original scope of work. 
survey work was to focus on the mesa-top terrain 
and as much of the canyons as the budget would 
allow. National Park Service archeologists 
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completed the survey of the mesa top in FY 98 
and inventoried a small portion of Armstrong 
Canyon near the west monument boundary. In FY 
99 the data collected during the survey were 
analyzed, this report was prepared for submittal to 
the monument, and a district National Register 
nomination was drafted. The final year of funding 
(FY 00) was devoted to publishing this report and 
revising a National Register nomination for 
Natural Bridges as an archeological district. 

Project Purpose and Objectives 

The primary purpose of the survey was to 
compile a comprehensive, reliable cultural 
resource data base, a baseline map. and summary 
report on the results of the survey to better 
manage, protect, preserve, and interpret the 
monument's cultural resources for the benefit and 
enjoyment of visitors and researchers. Knowledge 
of the location, density, condition, and nature of 
cultural resources at the monument is essential for 
future planning and development. 

The goal of the Natural Bridges archeological 
inventor) was to survey and document to 
Systemwide Archeological Inventory Program 
standards (Aubry et al. 1992) as much of the 
monument's 3.013 ha (7.445 acres) as possible. 
Survey of all mesa-top acreage was the primary 
objective, and, time and funding permitting, 
canyon acreage also was to be surveyed. Beyond 
this immediate goal, other objectives of the 
Natural Bridges archeological inventory project 
were: 

1) To compile inventory-level documentation of 
the cultural resources at Natural Bridges using 
systematic survey methods to locate, docu
ment, and evaluate archeological resources. 
Documentation includes completed site forms 
and a base map showing the locations of all 
sites identified during the survey; 

2) To prepare a summary descriptive report that 
describes the nature of the monument's 
archeological resources and presents the 
results of the survey to the professional 

archeological community and the general 
public. The report also recommends appro
priate strategies for resource conservation and 
preservation; 

3) To prepare an archeological district National 
Register nomination listing eligible sites and 
evaluating site significance in the broader 
contexts of local, regional, and national 
prehistory. 

As such, the goals of the project address both 
management and research concerns. Lastly, based 
upon inventory results, we provide recommenda
tions for future work. 

Methods 

The Natural Bridges inventory project was 
administered by the Intermountain Support Office-
Santa Fe in cooperation with Natural Bridges 
National Monument, the Southeast Utah Group 
Office, and the Colorado Plateau Cluster. Day-to
day operations during the 1997 and 1998 field 
seasons were conducted from a base camp just 
east of the Natural Bridges Monument boundary. 
Administration, analysis, and report writing were 
conducted at the Intermountain Support Office in 
Santa Fe. 

Prefield Logistics 

Prior to initiating the 1997 fieldwork, 
documentation forms and field manuals were 
designed, and employees were hired from the 
Santa Fe office. Given the remote location of the 
project area, a field camp was established just 
outside the east boundary of the monument at a 
previously utilized location. Equipment and 
vehicles were transported to the camp from Santa 
Fe prior to initiation of fieldwork. Most 
equipment was stored at Natural Bridges between 
field seasons, and at the completion of the 
fieldwork, the equipment was turned over to the 
monument. 

The camp provided living accommodations 
for the project employees for both seasons of the 
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survey. Field staff included the field director, 
laboratory archeologist, crew chiefs, crew 
members, volunteers, and camp cook. A large 
cook tent, dining fly, and laboratory tent were set 
up for the duration of each field season. The 
monument provided picnic tables and a 120-gallon 
"'water buffalo" for potable water. Sanitary 
facilities included portable toilets and two 
makeshift shower stalls designed to accommodate 
personal solar shower bags. The monument 
provided indoor laboratory and computer facilities 
at the residence area. 

During the 1997 field season, the project 
director, field director, camp cook, and two crew 
members were National Park Service employees, 
and the remaining crew members were employed 
under the cooperative agreement with Brigham 
Young University. In 1998 all staff members 
were National Park Service employees. The 
National Park Service Volunteers in the Park 
program supported the volunteers for both field 
seasons. Office-based tasks such as data base 
management. Global Positioning System 
technology (GPS), drafting, and support were 
performed by National Park Service employees in 
the Santa Fe office. 

Field Methods 

The 1997 fieldwork extended from May 27 to 
September 22; the 1998 fieldwork began May 26 
and was completed by August 10. The survey was 
conducted with three four-person crews in 1997 
and two four-person crews in 1998. Goverage of 
the mesa top included survey of ledges and 
alcoves accessible from the mesa top. Access was 
gained to sites in cliffs or challenging locations 
only when it could be conducted safely without 
technical devices. 

Linear transects were walked with 15-m 
spacing between individuals, usually on a cardinal 
direction from a fence line. road, trail, or other 
linear feature. In difficult terrain transect direction 
was modified as necessary. Initially, and 
experimentally, transects were conducted using 
10-m intervals, but when only two sites smaller 

than 10 m in diameter were documented during 
that brief interval, wider-spaced transects were 
used to allow for more efficient coverage with a 
minimum of missed sites. Transects were 
established using a compass bearing and were 
compass-checked periodically, especially in dense 
vegetation and in steep or variable terrain in which 
line-of-site contact between crew members was 
difficult to maintain. A line of pin flags or 
fiagging tape was laid at the outside edge of each 
sweep and retrieved on the return sweep. This 
process was repeated until all terrain within the 
selected survey section was covered. When 
features or artifacts were observed, the line of 
survey was halted and the area was examined for 
additional cultural materials. If 10 or more 
artifacts or a feature were observed within a 20-m 
area, the location was considered a site. Isolated 
projectile points, pot drops, and significant or 
highly unusual artifacts in danger of being 
collected by visitors were recorded as isolated 
occurrences (IO). 

At areas designated as sites, a detailed 
recording process was initiated. The area was 
intensively scrutinized to identify the outer 
perimeter of the site. The boundary was 
established and marked with pin flags or flagging 
tape at the point where the artifacts diminished 
and none were observed for at least 20 m. 
Features and artifacts were fiagged and numbered 
to aid in mapping and field artifact analysis. Once 
the site was defined, site documentation using the 
Intermountain Antiquities Computer System 
(IMACS) site forms and supplemental artifact-
documentation forms was initiated. Examples of 
the IMACS. IO, and supplementary forms are 
presented in Appendix 1.1. Plan view maps of the 
sites and selected features were prepared with 
compass and tape, or pacing. An aluminum site 
datum stake stamped with the temporary field 
number was placed in a visible location at each 
site. Sites were located at the datum using Global 
Positioning System (GPS) units. Boundaries of 
some of the larger sites were also documented 
with GPS units. Each site and IO was plotted on 
a 7.5" USGS topographic map to assist in later 
rectification of the GPS data, and at each site one 
or more black-and-white photographs were taken. 

5 
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In 1997, a set of aerial maps was used in the field 
to assist in the location of sites, and to plot site 
locations. Because of their poor quality, use of 
these photos was ultimately abandoned. Color 
slides were taken intermittently for interpretive 
and presentation purposes. At the completion of 
the site documentation process all pin flags were 
removed and the survey was resumed. The sites 
recorded by each crew were plotted onto a master 
base map at the end of the day. After each work 
session, a progress report on the acreage and 
number of sites recorded was submitted to the 
Superintendent, the Southeast Utah Group Office 
archeologist. and the Colorado Plateau Cluster 
archeologist. 

Because quantitative documentation of artifact 
data was not possible using the IMACS form, 
supplementary recording forms were developed to 
allow on-site analysis of ceramics, lithic debitage, 
and flaked and ground lithic tools (see Appendix 
1.1). Ceramic ware, type, and vessel form were 
recorded for each sherd. For flaked and ground-
stone tools, artifact and material type were 
recorded along with size, number of edges. 
presence/absence of thermal treatment, retouch, 
and use wear characteristics. Debitage attributes 
include material type, flake type, and flake size. 
More detailed discussions of the analyzed 
attributes are presented in Chapters 8 and 9 in this 
volume. In 1997 we experimented with the 
architectural supplementary forms developed for 
IMACS by Nickens and Associates for ruins 
stabilization in the 1980s, but because the forms 
were designed for stabilization documentation, we 
found them inadequate for our purposes. 

No artifacts were collected during the survey 
except projectile points or unusual items likely to 
be collected by visitors. Because of the non-
collection policy, artifact analysis was conducted 
in the field using forms designed specifically for 
the analyses. At sites where fewer than 100 
artifacts were estimated, all visible surface 
artifacts were analyzed. At sites with more than 
100 estimated sherds or lithics. artifacts were 
sampled judgmentally by placing a 1 - or 2-m-wide 
linear sample transect through the site or scatter. 
Usually the sample transects were placed in areas 

with the highest density of artifacts. All artifacts 
in the sample area were analyzed. If the number 
of artifacts was insufficient, artifacts in a second 
sample transect were also analyzed. The objective 
was to analyze a minimum of 100 ceramics and 
100 lithics where possible. All lithic tools on the 
site were analyzed even if the remaining artifacts 
were sampled. After analyzing the sample(s), the 
site was examined for artifact types that were not 
represented in the sample. These were noted on 
the site form. A portable template marked with 1 -
cm-square increments was used to quickly 
measure lithic flake size. Tools were measured 
with a ruler or tape. Sherds were examined with 
a hand lens when necessary, and design style 
guidelines were used in the field for comparison 
and identification. 

Laboratory and Office Methods 

Subsequent to the 1997 and 1998 field 
seasons, all recorded site and isolated occurrence 
data were entered into a Microsoft* Access 97 
relational data base. In compliance with Utah and 
National Park Service cultural resource 
requirements, the data base program was designed 
to accommodate both IMACS and National Park 
Service Archeological Sites Management 
Information System (ASMIS) formats. Upon 
completion of data entry, data base files were 
screen-checked against the hard copy site forms 
for entry errors and inconsistencies in data values. 
During the final phase of data compilation, files 
from both seasons were merged into a single 
master data base and checked for inconsistencies 
or data errors that could affect final data sorting 
and subsequent statistical analyses. 

Field-drawn site and feature plan-view and 
profile maps were reviewed and submitted to the 
draftsperson for computer drafting. Each map was 
drawn using Corel Draw Version 8 and Autocad 
Version 14.01. The project baseline map was 
prepared using Arcview. GIS data (monument 
boundary, topographic contour lines, drainages, 
roads and trails, and feature names) for Natural 
Bridges National Monument were provided by the 
Southeast Utah Group Office. The site data 
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collected by the GPS units in the field were 
imported into Arcview and overlaid upon the GIS 
data to produce an overall base map of the park. 
The portion of the baseline map showing the 
locations of each site is included with each 
IMACS site form. 

Following completion of the final report, all 
project data and documentation will be archived at 
the Southeast Utah Group Office. This includes 
original recording forms, photographs and slides, 
maps, supporting documents, and the 
computerized data base. Artifacts are catalogued 
in the Automated National Cataloging System 
(ANCS) and will be curated at the Southeast Utah 
Group Office. 

Report Organization 

The following four chapters of the report 
provide contextual background necessary to the 
presentation and discussion of the survey data in 
the following chapters. Chapter 2 summarizes the 
environmental setting of the project. Chapter 3 
presents the sequence of previous investigations at 
the monument and a brief review of its cultural 
history. Chapter 4 outlines and summarizes the 
research questions used to direct the data 

collection and interpretation; and Chapter 5 
summarizes the results of the fieldwork. 

More substantive chapters, reporting on the 
analytical results and data synthesis, follow. 
Chapter 6 details the site typology used in the field 
and the descriptive and functional typologies 
developed once the site data were compiled. 
Focusing on ever-smaller analytical units, Chapter 
7 provides descriptive information on the 
architectural and nonarchitectural features 
identified at the sites. Chapters 8 and 9 present 
the ceramic and lithic analysis results and discuss 
these finding in light of the project research 
questions. Chapter 10 presents the temporal 
chronology developed for the project based upon 
ceramic types as well as projectile point 
typologies for pre-ceramic sites. The chapter 
concludes with a discussion of cultural affiliation. 
Chapter 11 addresses the research domain of 
settlement and subsistence for Natural Bridges. 
Chapter 12 presents management observations and 
provides recommendations for preservation of 
cultural resources and for future work. Finally, 
Chapter 13 provides a summary and concluding 
discussion and, in particular, addresses research 
questions in light of the information gathered in 
the course of the project. 



Chapter 2 

Environmental Summary 

Janet L. McVickar and Susan Eininger 

Natural Bridges National Monument is 
renowned for its geologic grandeur. The rolling 
topography of its mesa top is characterized by 
reddish-brown soil and pinyon-juniper woodland. 
Minor drainages dissect the mesa terrain and 
periodically expose areas of white Cedar Mesa 
Sandstone. Deep, meandering canyons abruptly 
interrupt this undulating surface, exposing sheer 
vertical walls of white sandstone bedrock. The 
canyons commonly carry flowing water and have 
deep pools rimmed by lush riparian vegetation. 
Higher mesas and ridges are visible to the north 
and east. 

Topographic variability is reflected in the 
range of vegetational communities at the 
monument. Semi-arid climatic conditions support 
the growth of pinyon-juniper woodland on the 
mesa top. The deep canyons contain a variety of 
deciduous trees, shrubs, and semi-aquatic plants. 
Storms caught by the higher elevations of Elk 
Ridge provide runoff that can gently water the 
area or severely scour it. enhancing its biotic 
diversity. Prehistoric human populations ebbed 
and flowed in the area, sometimes in response to 
environmental conditions, sometimes in response 
to social forces. This chapter addresses the 
monument's geologic, hydrologic. and biotic 
diversity and its past climatic variability, setting 
the stage for a human presence on the landscape. 

Topographic Setting 

Natural Bridges National Monument lies at 
the northern margin of the Grand Gulch Plateau, 
south of the Abajo Mountains, and north of the 
San Juan River, along the upper reaches of White 
Canyon and adjacent mesas (Figure 2.1). Elk 
Ridge and the Bears Ears, located to the northeast, 
are easily reached from the park and support 
higher elevation fauna and flora uncommon in the 
monument. These areas also receive greater 
rainfall. The Bears Ears of Elk Ridge, 
Woodenshoe Buttes to the north, Moss Back Butte 
to the southwest, and the culturally rich mesa top 
and canyons of Cedar Mesa to the south are 
prominent landmarks for the monument vicinity. 

Undulating pinyon-and-juniper-covered mesa 
tops dissected by deep sandstone-rimmed canyons 
characterize the 3,013 ha (7,445 acres) comprising 
Natural Bridges. Elevation within the monument 
ranges from 2,022 m (6,635 ft) on the mesa top 
near the northeastern boundary to 1,707 m (5,600 
ft) at the westernmost boundary in the bottom of 
White Canyon. In White Canyon, the monu
ment's primary drainage, elevation from canyon 
rim to canyon bottom ranges from 73 m (240 ft) to 
122 m (400 ft). Depending on the exposure and 
elevation, canyon walls vary from vertical bedrock 
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Figure 2.1. Location of Natural Bridges National Monument and vicinity. 
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Figure 2.2. Aerial view of White Canyon in Natural Bridges National Monument 

to steeply sloping talus, rounded sandstone 
exposures, and alternating benches of bedrock and 
talus debris. These elevational changes support a 
variety of ecotones within the relatively small area 
encompassed by the monument boundaries. It is 
this variability that is likely to have drawn 
prehistoric populations to the area. 

White Canyon flows in a southwesterly 
direction through the northern portion of the 
monument and on to the Colorado River (Figure 
2.2). Tributaries, mostly flowing from the north, 
further divide the landscape creating side canyons 
and secondary drainage basins. Deer Canyon and 
Armstrong Canyon, both major tributaries of 
White Canyon, join the main drainage in the 
western portion of the monument from the north 
and southeast, respectively. Burch Canyon joins 
White Canyon in the northeast portion of the 
monument, and Tuwa and To-ko-chi canyons, 

tributary to Armstrong Canyon, flow through the 
southern portion of the monument. 

Geology 

Natural Bridges National Monument is 
situated in the Monument Upwarp portion of the 
Colorado Plateau physiographic province (Stokes 
1977). The north-trending, tectonically uplifted 
area encompasses 6,475 sq km (2,500 sq mi) with 
over 914 m (3,000 ft) of relief (Kelley 1955). It is 
bounded on the east by the formidable east-facing 
Comb monocline commonly known as Comb 
Ridge and "descends gently and rather uniformly 
across the White Canyon slope and into the Henry 
Basin" to the west (Kelley and Clinton 1960:39). 

Geologic strata exposed within the monument 
are the Cedar Mesa Sandstone member of the 
Permian Cutler Formation (Stokes 1986). Cedar 
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Mesa Sandstone is characterized by thick, white, 
cross-bedded sandstone varying in thickness from 
30 to 152 m (100 to 500 ft). These thick beds 
interfinger with thinner beds of fine-grained red 
sandstones, siltstones, and shales which in some 
places measure only a few inches thick. Baars 
(1983) attributes Cedar Mesa Sandstone to near-
shore marine deposition along the east edge of an 
extensive Permian sea. Thin, discontinuous beds 
and occasional concretions and root casts of 
limestone, gypsum deposits, and calcite nodules 
are indicative of evaporative conditions, 
presumably from shallow marine pools. 

The prominence of the Cedar Mesa Sandstone 
is reflected in the naming of White Canyon, where 
thick bands of the exposed white sandstone form 
vertical canyon walls. The three bridges for which 
the monument was established-Sipapu, Kachina, 
and Owachomo-are carved from gooseneck-like 
extensions of Cedar Mesa Sandstone by the 
persistent flow of the meandering canyon drainage 
(Baars 1983). The strength and resistance of the 
bridges to erosional forces is attributed in part to 
cross-bedding from hundreds of eolian and alluvial 
depositionai events. The more rapid erosion of 
shale and siltstone lenses, which are softer and less 
resistant, results in the formation of alcoves and the 
stair-stepped pattern of benches and ledges that 
characterize the canyon walls. These alcoves 
provide habitation locations for prehistoric people 
as well as shelter for more recent Euroamerican 
ranchers and explorers. 

Exposures of the Triassic Moss Back member 
of the Chinle Formation occur to the north, east, 
and southwest of the monument and are visible as 
ledges and low cliffs on Woodenshoe and Moss 
Back Buttes. Nodules and chunks of chert, 
silicified wood, siltstone. limestone, and quartzite 
originating from these strata are evident on the 
mesa top and drainages in Natural Bridges. Water 
flow and gravity have transported these materials 
from their source into the monument confines. 
These lithic materials served as aboriginal lithic 
source materials (Baars and Molenaar 1971). No 
quarrying sites have been identified in the area, and 
because of this, future lithic sourcing studies should 
be performed. Overlying the cliff-forming Moss 

Back member are several strata composed of 
siltstone. mudstone. limestone, and sandstone, some 
which are bentonitic and may have served as 
aboriginal clay sources. These strata exhibit a 
variety of green, purple, red, and gray hues and 
erode more readily than the underlying strata 
forming irregular talus slopes visible from the 
monument. Windes (1971) reports the presence of 
petrified wood on the ridge north and west of Burch 
Canyon, just east of the monument boundary. 
Exposed logs measuring up to 0.6 m (2 ft) in dia
meter and 1.8 m (6 ft) long are present, suggesting 
a possible aboriginal source of lithic material. 

Soils 

Soils on the mesa top and benches within 
Natural Bridges range from very shallow to deep. 
with depths up to 1 52 cm (60 in) (Hansen and Fish 
1993). The well-drained, moderately permeable 
sandy loam soil was formed in eolian and alluvial 
contexts. The residuum content of the soil is 
derived from decomposition of the local sandstone 
bedrock. The soils are structurally weak and 
blocky and tend to be slightly calcareous with few 
to common tine roots and pores. Organic content is 
low and the potential for erosion from water and 
wind is moderate to severe. The upper 10 cm (3.9 
in) of soil grades in color from light reddish-brown 
to reddish-brown to yellowish-red, and in texture 
extends from very fine sandy loam to tine sandy 
loam. Surface soil tends to be loose and poorly 
consolidated, and often is stabilized by the growth 
of cryptobiotic colonies that form a dark crust that 
retains moisture, provides nutrients to the soil, and 
promotes soil development (Figure 2.3). 

Sandstone outcrops throughout the monument, 
but the most expansive exposures occur along mesa 
edges, canyon walls, and cliff faces. What little soil 
that has accumulated near exposed bedrock along 
the mesa edges and canyon ledges, tends to be very 
stony or cobbly fine sandy loam. Although 
generally very shallow, deeper soils do occur on the 
gentler slopes. Mesa-top areas with deeper soils 
and minimal slopes appear to be well suited for dry 
farming and may have been important agricultural 
areas for the prehistoric inhabitants. 
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Figure 2.3. Close-up of soil showing cryptobiotic soil development Pin-flagged she is in the middle 
ground. 

Soils in the canyon bottoms consist of mixed 
alluvial and colluvial deposits of widely varying 
depth and have a higher organic content than mesa-
top soils. Although canyon bottom soils are 
irrigable with simple floodwater techniques, other 
factors limit their agricultural potential. Seasonal 
flooding, limited acreage, cold air drainage, and 
periodic channel entrenchment are likely to have 
placed both short- and long-term constraints on 
prehistoric canyon bottom agricultural practices. 

Hydrology 

Despite the extensive canyon system draining 
the monument, no permanent water sources are 
known in the monument. The lack of perennial 
water is offset by the relative abundance of 
intermittent water sources. Intermittent seeps and 
springs, and canyon bottom and mesa-top drainages 

retain water following periods of precipitation. 
Pools in the canyons and potholes scattered across 
bedrock exposures act as natural cisterns, some 
retaining water for extended periods of time. 
Despite these rainy season sources, water within the 
monument is scarce during the relatively dry 
months of May and June and during periods of 
drought. 

Several seeps and springs have been identified 
in canyon settings, some of which were identified 
during Fagan's (1984) search for the endangered 
Kachina daisy (Erigeron kachinensis). Many of the 
springs and seeps flow continuously during periods 
of plentiful precipitation, giving the effect of 
permanent water, only to dry up during arid 
periods. Two possibly permanent springs have 
been reported: one at the mouth of Tuwa Canyon 
upstream from its confluence with Armstrong, and 
a second in a spur of Armstrong Canyon above its 
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confluence with White Canyon (Kramer et al. 
1991:5). 

During the summer monsoon season, water 
flow in the canyons is plentiful. Flash floods are 
common, resulting in rapid increases in stream 
level. During one such episode in July 1997, the 
water level in White Canyon rose to 4.9 m (16 ft). 
Summer moisture, in the form of direct rainfall on 
the mesa-top and floodwater runoff in canyons and 
surface washes, would have been essential for 
prehistoric agricultural practices (Figure 2.4). 
Heavy precipitation would have caused large-scale 
floods, and runoff may have obliterated agricultural 
plots in the canyons and on the mesa top. 

Vegetation 

The primary floral community in the 
monument, the pinyon-juniper woodland, is part of 
the Upper Sonoran life zone (Figure 2.5). 
Understory vegetation at Natural Bridges typically 
consists of 10 percent grasses, 10 to 15 percent 
forbs, and 75 to 80 percent shrubs (Hansen and Fish 
1993). Taxa observed by survey crews include 
Colorado pinyon {Pinus edulis), Utah juniper 
(Juniperus osteospermd), roundleaf buffaloberry 
(Shepherdiarotundifolia). big sagebrush {Artemisia 
tridentata). Mormon tea (Ephedra viridis), 
mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus spp.), snake
weed (Guterrizia sarothrae), barberry (Berheris 
fremontii), prickly pear (Opuntia sp.), yucca (Yucca 
spp.). Indian ricegrass (Oiyzopsis hymenoides or 
Stipa hymenoides), and other grasses (see also 
Appendix 2.1). Smaller areas of sagebrush and 
grassland associated with deeper soils occur mostly 
in the southern portion of the monument. 

In contrast, areas of exposed bedrock on the 
mesa top are largely devoid of vegetation, although 
slickrock pockets and deeper crevices accumulate 
soil and often support limited vegetation growth. 
Riparian vegetation characterizes the canyon 
bottoms and includes cottonwood (Popuhis 
fremontii), willow (Salix sp.). ash (Fraxinus 
anomala), boxelder (Acer negundo). sedges (Carex 
spp.), rushes (./uncus spp.). and numerous shrubs, 
forbs. and grasses. Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga 

menzesii) and an occasional Ponderosa pine (Pinus 
ponderosa) are evident on north-facing canyon 
slopes. South-facing canyon walls are generally 
devoid of vegetation or are limited to sparse growth 
where soils accumulate. Although no montane 
vegetational communities are found in the 
monument, upper montane coniferous forests are 
present on the nearby Woodenshoe Buttes and Elk 
Ridge to the north and northeast, respectively. 

Prehistorically, the native vegetation at Natural 
Bridges was probably similar to that of today. 
Pinyon trees, many shrubs, and a wide variety of 
forbs, grasses, and succulents yield an abundance of 
edible resources that were exploited by aboriginal 
groups. Many of these resources mature at different 
times, providing sustenance through much of the 
year. Nonetheless these yields are directly 
correlated with climatic conditions. Prolonged 
aridity can cause reduction or absence of fruit and 
seed production, sometimes for several consecutive 
years. Abundant precipitation, on the other hand, 
can result in bumper crops in which yields are 
plentiful and surpluses are common. 

Fauna 

Wildlife in the monument is characteristic of 
pinyon-juniper woodland and canyon environments 
across the Southwest. Mammals include mule deer 
(Odocoileus hemionus), ring-tailed cat (Bassariscus 
astutus), skunk (Mephistis mephistis), black-tailed 
jackrabbit (Lepus californicus). porcupine 
(Erythrizon dorsatum), desert cottontail (Sylvilagus 
auduhonii), a variety of rodents including woodrats 
(Neotoma spp.). chipmunks (Eutamius spp.). 
ground squirrels (Spermophilus sp.). mice 
(Perognathus sp.. Dipodomys ordii, Peromyscus 
spp.) and bats (Myotis spp.). Carnivores include 
coyote (Canis latrans), fox (Vulpes vulpes), 
raccoon (Procyon lotor), badger (Taxidea taxis), 
mountain lion (Eelis concolor). and bobcat (Felis 
rufus) (Natural Bridges National Monument n.d.). 
Elk (Cervus sp.) are no longer present in the 
monument but were reported at the turn of the 
century. Until 20 years ago, desert bighorn sheep 
(Oris canadensis) were found within the monument 
(Kramer et al. 1991). A single eroded horn core 
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Figure 2.4. View of runoff on bedrock ledges from a late July 
thunderstorm. 

Figure 2.5. View of the mesa-top pinyon-juniper woodland community at 
Natural Bridges National Monument The Bears Ears are in 
the upper left of photo. 
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was observed north of White Canyon during the 
1997 survey season. 

A wide variety of birds ranging from 
hummingbirds and passerines to raptors (including 
the endangered peregrine falcon [Falco 
peregrinus]) have been observed in the monument 
(Natural Bridges National Monument 1997). 
Common herpetofauna include the red-spotted toad, 
Woodhouse toad, Great Basin spadefoot toad, the 
rare tiger salamander (Persons 1991), as well as the 
plateau whiptail lizard, collared lizard, short-horned 
lizard, sagebrush lizard, Eastern fence lizard, side-
blotched lizard, and Western whiptail. Snakes 
include the gopher snake, Western terrestrial garter 
snake, and prairie rattlesnake (Natural Bridges 
National Monument 1997). 

Climate 

Natural Bridges, like much of the Southwest, 
has a semi-arid climate with hot summers and cold 
winters. Climatological data collected at Natural 
Bridges in 1998, for example, show yearly average 
temperatures ranging from 38 to 62° F with 
minimum and maximum extremes of 0 to 98° F. 
Annual precipitation in 1998 totaled 30 cm (11.96 
in) (Natural Bridges National Monument 1998) and 
it can reach a maximum of 36 cm (14 in). The 
growing season averages 133 days, varying 
substantially from mesa top to canyon bottom. 
Cold air drainage and limited direct sunlight reduce 
growing season length in many canyon bottom 
locations. Roughly 40 percent of the yearly 
precipitation falls between April and September. 
May and June are typically the driest months. Most 
of the summer precipitation occurs in July and 
August during the monsoon season. The prevailing 
winds are from the southwest. 

Past Climate 

Analysis of past climate at Natural Bridges can 
assist in our comprehension of settlement and 
subsistence patterns practiced by the monument's 
prehistoric occupants. Lacking direct evidence for 
past climate, researchers generally rely upon 

various sets of proxy data to model climatic 
attributes and variation. 

Paleoenvironmental research on the Colorado 
Plateau has flourished in the last two decades, 
especially in southeastern Utah (Agenbroad and 
Mead 1989, 1993a, 1993b, 1995; Betancourt 1984, 
1986, 1990; Betancourt and Biggar 1985; Davis et 
al. 1984; Dean 1988; Dean et al. 1985; Grissino-
Mayer 1996; Kerns 1992; McVickar 1991; Mead et 
al. 1987; Petersen 1988; Phillips 1995; Spaulding 
and Van Devender 1980; Withers 1989). Mead et 
al. (1987) report Pleistocene remains of an extinct 
mountain goat {Oreamnos harringtoni) in the 
inaccessible upper alcove of Bare Ladder Ruin in 
White Canyon at Natural Bridges. Analysis of 
plant macrofossils associated with the remains 
indicates the presence of Engelmann's spruce 
(Picea engelmanii), limber pine (Pinusflexilis), and 
Douglas fir where riparian and pinyon-juniper 
communities now thrive. The remains of these 
mesic, higher elevation taxa and the presence of 
extinct mountain goat remains in the alcove 30 m 
above the canyon bottom indicate that the climatic 
regime was far different from that of today and that 
White Canyon was drastically downcut during the 
Holocene. Pollen and gastropod analyses indicate 
a significant downcutting event in Kane Gulch on 
Cedar Mesa, at 6,600 B.P. (Agenbroad and Mead 
1989), an event that also may have occurred in 
White Canyon. 

Betancourt (1984) summarizes results of 
packrat midden analyses from two alcoves located 
just east of Natural Bridges in Comb Ridge. The 
earliest plant remains in the middens over 12,000 
B.P. document an elevational depression of 850 m 
for subalpine and upper montane flora, reflecting a 
southward displacement of the polar jet stream and 
a climate significantly cooler and wetter than today. 
Modern plant communities start to appear by 
1 1,300 B.P. in the Southwest (Van Devender et al. 
1987) and by roughly 10,000 years ago in the area. 
This transition most likely occurred because a 
northward shift of the polar jet stream forced 
subalpine and montane taxa upwards to current 
elevational positions and caused northward 
displacement of the monsoonal boundary (see 
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detailed discussion in Mitchell 1976). Early Holo-
cene modification of air stream positions caused 
increased summer and annual temperatures, 
decreased spring freezes, and initiated a summer-
dominant precipitation regime. These climatic 
changes permitted the development of the modern 
vegetational communities, including the migration 
of the now ubiquitous pinyon (Pinus edulis) into the 
region by 3,740 B.P. (Betancourt 1984). McVickar 
(1991) documents pinyon remains in apackrat mid
den near Cowboy Cave (60 mi northeast of Natural 
Bridges) even earlier at 5,960± 60 years ago. 

By the middle Holocene, temperatures were 
generally warmer than today. Betancourt (1984) 
suggests that it was also wetter until approximately 
2,000 B.P when the appearance of more xeric plant 
remains in the middens indicates the onset of 
increasing aridity. In his multidisciplinary study of 
climate in southwestern Colorado, Petersen (1988) 
reports similar climatic patterns. Between 5.600 
and 2,800 B.P., subalpine and montane forests were 
elevationally broader than today indicating greater 
snowpack. Pinyon was not a significant component 
of the vegetation in southwestern Colorado until 
about 4.300 B.P. Its appearance suggests a shift to 
warmer summers and wet winters. By 2,800 B.P., 
both temperature and precipitation decreased, 
causing contraction of the upper elevation montane 
forest zone and the pinyon woodlands, and an 
expansion of open, unforested areas at the lower 
limits of the woodland. Following this date, 
climatic conditions approached those of the present. 

To track past climate at Natural Bridges we 
examined graphic representations of the Palmer 
Drought Severity Index (PDSI). a meteorological 
index of drought severity, in 150-year intervals 
from A.D. 100 to 1300 (Figures 2.6 to 2.13). 
According to Palmer (1965), the index measures the 
severity of prolonged moisture deficit. Rose et al. 
(1982) reiterate Palmer's (1965:3) definition of 
drought as "an interval of time, generally on the 
order of months or years in duration, during which 
the actual moisture supply at a given place rather 
consistently falls short of the climatically expected 
or climatically appropriate moisture supply. 
Further, the severity of the drought may be 
considered as being a function of both the duration 

and magnitude of the moisture deficiency." PDSI 
records collected from Natural Bridges, Grand 
Gulch, and Cedar Mesa were compiled for the 
Southwest Paleoclimate Project by the Laboratory 
of Tree-Ring Research based upon a 1,500-year 
chronological tree-ring sequence derived primarily 
from wood from archeological contexts (Dean and 
Robinson 1977, 1978, 1979). 

High-resolution precipitation and temperature 
data available from the southwestern tree-ring 
chronology provide the basis for the PDSI for 
Natural Bridges. Values of- 3.0 or below represent 
severe to extreme droughts and those of + 3.0 or 
above represent extremely wet periods (Palmer 
1965). Graphic representations of the Natural 
Bridges PDSI between A.D. 100 and 1300 
demonstrate the degree of climatic variability for 
the project area. Climatic variability is measured 
by observation of the relative frequency and degree 
of change in the annual precipitation. The 
superposition of a 10-year running average over the 
annual index values smoothes the variability 
making it easier to see trends in effective moisture. 
The sequence is divided into 150-year intervals for 
ease of comparison with cultural periods. Because 
we do not have a tight temporal sequence for 
Natural Bridges, the occupation sequence at Cedar 
Mesa just southeast of Natural Bridges is used as a 
proxy for Natural Bridges in this chapter (Haase 
1983; Matson 1991; Matson et al. 1988). 

Figures 2.6 and 2.7 correspond to the interval 
just prior to and continuing through the late 
Basketmaker II occupation at Cedar Mesa (A.D. 
200 to 400). The PDSI values at Natural Bridges 
for A.D. 100 to 250 show an interval with normal 
to moderately wet conditions. Moderate to high 
variability in the precipitation pattern and extremes 
of drought and precipitation continued until about 
A.D. 180 (Figure 2. 6). After this date, a prolonged 
period of stable, favorable moisture persisted at 
Natural Bridges until about A.D. 255. After A.D. 
255 climatic variability increased for about 70 years 
with the index exhibiting extreme highs and lows, 
although overall moisture remained near to, or 
slightly below normal (Figure 2.7). During this 
interval, short-term droughts increased in 
frequency, but not severity, a condition that 
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NATURAL BRIDGES PALMER DROUGHT SEVERITY 
INDEX 

A.D. 100-250 

Figure 2.6. Palmer Drought Severity Index for A.D. 100 to 250 at Natural Bridges National Monument. 
Annual precipitation measures are overlain by a 10-year running average (dark line). 

NATURAL BRIDGES PALMER DROUGHT SEVERITY 
INDEX 

A.D. 250-400 

Figure 2.7. Palmer Drought Severity Index for A.D. 250 to 400 at Natural Bridges National Monument. 
Annual precipitation measures are overlain by a J 0-year running average (dark line). 
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NATURAL BRIDGES PALMER DROUGHT SEVERITY 
INDEX 

A.D. 400-550 

Figure 2.8. Palmer Drought Severity Index for A.D. 400 to 550 at Natural Bridges National Monument. 
Annual precipitation measures are overlain by a 10-year running average (dark line). 

NATURAL BRIDGES PALMER DROUGHT SEVERITY 
INDEX 

A.D. 550-700 

Figure 2.9. Palmer Drought Severity Index for A.D. 550 to 700 at Natural Bridges National Monument. 
Annual precipitation measures are overlain by a 10-year running average (dark line). 
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NATURAL BRIDGES PALMER DROUGHT SEVERITY 
INDEX 

A.D. 700-850 

Figure 2.10. Palmer Drought Severity Index for A.D. 700 to 850 at Natural Bridges National Monument. 
Annual precipitation measures are overlain by a 10-year running average (dark line). 

NATURAL BRIDGES PALMER DROUGHT SEVERITY 
INDEX 

A.D. 850-1000 

Figure 2.11. Palmer Drought Severity Index for A.D. 850 to 1000 at Natural Bridges National 
Monument. Annualprecipitation measures are overlain by a 10-year running average (dark 
line). 
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NATURAL BRIDGES PALMER DROUGHT SEVERITY 
INDEX 

A.D. 1000-1150 

Figure 2.12. Palmer Drought Severity Index for A.D. 1000 to 1150 at Natural Bridges National 
Monument. A nnualprecipitation measures are overlain by a 10-year running average (dark 
line). 

NATURAL BRIDGES PALMER DROUGHT SEVERITY 
INDEX 

A.D. 1150-1300 

Figure 2.13. Palmer Drought Severity Index for A.D. 1150 to 1300 at Natural Bridges National 
Monument. Annual precipitation measures are overlain by a 10-year running average (dark 
line). 
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probably did not severely impact crop production 
for prehistoric farmers. After about A.D. 340. 
available moisture declined gradually, reaching a 
low in A.D. 362. Variability also decreased, 
indicating that climate became relatively stable and 
moderately arid. In contrast to the gradual decline 
in moisture at Natural Bridges, Dean et al. (1985) 
document a sharp drop in the water table for the 
southern Colorado Plateau around A.D. 235 that 
stayed suppressed until around A.D. 400 (see Dean 
et al. 1985, Figure 1). Natural Bridges" more 
northerly position on the Colorado Plateau may 
have ameliorated the more extreme conditions 
reported by Dean et al. (1985) farther to the south. 

Despite the frequency of climatic extremes 
documented at Natural Bridges during this 150-year 
interval, a Basketmaker II population persisted at 
nearby Cedar Mesa from A.D. 200 to 400 (Pipe and 
Matson 1971; Matson and Lipe 1978: Matson et al. 
1988). Investigations on Cedar Mesa indicate a 
dispersed settlement pattern and a diversified 
economy in which agriculture and wild resources 
played a significant role. According to studies 
conducted at Turkey Pen Ruin in Grand Gulch (a 
major drainage of Cedar Mesa) (Chisolm and 
Matson 1994; Matson and Chisolm 1991), focus on 
maize agriculture was as significant during the 
Basketmaker II occupation as it was in later 
Puebloan times. Canyons were occupied seasonally 
and base camps were concentrated on canyon rims 
to provide access to both canyon and mesa-top 
environments. Because of these factors, climatic 
variability probably did not heavily impact 
Basketmaker II livelihood. Basketmaker II site 
locations at Natural Bridges show elevational 
variability and a similar settlement pattern to that of 
Cedar Mesa where access to resources is also a 
primary consideration (see Chapter 12). 

The PDSI for the interval between A.D. 400 to 
550 (Figure 2.8) corresponds to the first 150 years 
of an occupational hiatus on Cedar Mesa (A.D. 400 
to 650). During this interval climatic variability 
was relatively low, and conditions fluctuated 
between slightly drier to slighter wetter than 
normal. Variability increased somewhat after A.D. 
455. but conditions remained at a normal to slightly 
wetter than normal level for most of the 150 vears. 

Conditions were generally favorable and stable 
until a severe drought occurred between A.D. 512 
and 51 7. Drought frequency and severity increased 
for the next 30 years, after which arid conditions 
were replaced by a stable climate with greater than 
average precipitation. A severe two-year drought 
followed in A.D. 553 to 554 (Figure 2.9). 

Southern Colorado Plateau hydrologic systems 
documented by Dean et al. (1985) show that this 
prolonged period of favorable conditions (since 
A.D. 400) was interrupted about A.D. 550 by a 
hiatus in sedimentary deposition and a drop in the 
water table. This interruption corresponds with the 
A.D. 553 to 554 drought seen in the Natural 
Bridges PDSI. Despite generally favorable 
conditions. Cedar Mesa was uninhabited, as was 
Natural Bridges, as will be discussed in subsequent 
chapters. 

Low frequency variability and stable, generally 
normal precipitation prevailed until A.D. 738. The 
interval A.D. 550 to 700 (Figure 2.9) encompasses 
the last 100 years of the occupational hiatus on 
Cedar Mesa. By A.D. 650, coinciding with the start 
of the Basketmaker III occupation at Cedar Mesa, 
the region underwent a prolonged period of 
generally favorable conditions and low climatic 
variability. Between roughly A.D. 620 and 690, 
climatic variability was at the lowest of the entire 
sequence (A.D. 100 to 1300). This interval, which 
brackets the beginning of the Cedar Mesa Basket-
maker III occupation, shows that the climate was 
normal to slightly wet. creating conditions 
favorable for agriculture throughout the Basket-
maker III period. The Basketmaker III occupation 
at Natural Bridges also flourished, and agriculture 
played a more significant role than in previous 
occupations (see Chapters 9 and 11). The southern 
Colorado Plateau composite chart (Dean etal. 1985. 
Figure 1) also shows a prolonged period of favor
able conditions. By A.D. 690 climatic variability 
increased, although conditions remained favorable 
and climatic extremes were at a minimum. 

Between A.D. 704 and 709 the PDSI shows 
precipitation shifting to below normal with vary ing 
degrees of drought severity, although low climatic 
variability probably tempered those extremes 
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(Figure 2.10). The index shows an increase in 
precipitation, and variability remained low until 
A.D. 738 after which climatic variability increased, 
a condition that persisted until about A.D. 905. 
Overall moisture availability fluctuated from above 
to slightly below normal for about 40 years (after 
A.D. 738), after which it rose and stayed slightly 
above normal until about A.D. 860 (Figure 2.10 and 
2.11). Climatic variability remained consistently 
high, however, making the timing and intensity of 
precipitation unpredictable. On Cedar Mesa, the 
Basketmaker III occupation terminated by about 
A.D. 725, possibly after an extreme drought in A.D. 
724, initiating an occupational hiatus that lasted 
until A.D. 1060, encompassing the entire Pueblo I 
and early Pueblo II periods. Most likely, conditions 
were marginal enough that climatic extremes made 
growing maize and natural resource availability 
unpredictable. Elsewhere on the southern Colorado 
Plateau, the water table dropped severely about 
A.D. 750, accompanied by erosion, low effective 
moisture, and increased climatic variability (Dean 
et,al. 1985). High populations on some portions of 
the Colorado Plateau were adversely affected by 
these conditions because precipitation was less 
predictable and agricultural production probably 
was sufficiently low in some years to prevent 
accumulation of surplus goods. Evidence from the 
Natural Bridges survey indicates that Natural 
Bridges was also unoccupied during this interval. 

After roughly A.D. 850, climatic variability 
was still fairly high although it failed to reach the 
extremes of deficit and abundance seen in the 
previous 100 years (Figure 2.11). Overall measures 
stay slightly above normal, although just after A.D. 
970 climatic extremes were again common for the 
next 35 years. Dean et al. (1985) report floodplain 
aggradation and rising water tables by about A.D. 
900, and by A.D. 1000, a more stable precipitation 
regime bolstered improved hydrologic conditions. 
Despite improving climatic and hydrologic 
conditions, no discemable prehistoric population 
established itself on Cedar Mesa until after 
A.D. 1000. Although the lack of chronometric dates 
at Natural Bridges prevents us from identifying 
when prehistoric populations returned to the 
monument, the occupational hiatus appears to 
roughly parallel that of Cedar Mesa. 

A generally favorable and stable climate 
prevailed until a succession of moderate droughts 
started in A.D. 1043, succeeded by a severe, two-
year drought in A.D. 1066 and 1067 (Figure 2.12). 
After these dry intervals, the frequency and range of 
variability increased, but not to the extent seen in 
the 8th and 9lh centuries. Generally, precipitation 
levels were near normal to moderately above 
normal until A.D. 1150. After a 300-year hiatus. 
Cedar Mesa was reoccupied from A.D. 1060 until 
1150, coinciding with the latter part of the Pueblo 
II period. Ceramic evidence suggests that this 
interval of occupation was either strongly 
influenced by the Kayenta tradition, or that a 
migration of Kayenta people to Cedar Mesa 
occurred (Haase 1983; Matson and Lipe 1977). 
Survey data indicate that Natural Bridges was 
reoccupied and its population peaked during this 
interval. Hydrologic systems were strong, the 
precipitation regime was relatively consistent, and 
generally favorable conditions were conducive to 
population establishment and growth. Dean et al. 
(1985) observe that conditions on the southern 
Colorado Plateau were favorable for interaction 
between spatially distinct populations. 

After A.D. 1150, the PDSI index fluctuates 
rapidly between extreme highs and lows, with 
variability reaching a peak for the period investi
gated (Figure 2.13). A.D. 1150 may also mark the 
start of a low-point or interruption in the occupa
tion of Cedar Mesa coinciding with the end of the 
Pueblo II period (Haase 1983; Matson and Lipe 
1977). Dendroclimatic records for the southern 
Colorado Plateau show a prolonged drought from 
roughly A.D. 1150 to nearly 1300, that is 
distinguished by extremely low variability, and 
unremittingly harsh conditions (Dean et al. 1985). 
The PDSI for Natural Bridges neither reflects the 
protracted drought nor the climatic stability of that 
interval, although short-term drought frequency and 
severity do indicate that conditions were 
unfavorable. Furthermore, the high frequency of 
years with extreme conditions counterbalanced by 
severe to extreme droughts indicates that the water 
table was not consistent and that downcutting may 
have been severe. This may have had a negative 
impact on floodplain agriculture. Despite the 
highly variable conditions indicated by the PDSI, a 
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Pueblo III population was present on Cedar Mesa 
from A.D. 1165 until A.D. 1270. 

The Palmer Drought Severity Index for the 
Natural Bridges area indicates that despite high 
climatic variability, precipitation remained 
generally normal to slightly above normal for all of 
the Pueblo III occupation. Extremely variable 
conditions were partly ameliorated after A.D. 1265 
by seven years of normal to extremely wet 
conditions and by a noticeable reduction in 
variability. Nonetheless, investigations on Cedar 

Mesa show that the Pueblo III occupation 
terminated by A.D. 1270. The PDSI for Natural 
Bridges indicates two severe droughts-one in A.D. 
1273 and a second in 1276, after which climatic 
conditions remained stable but moisture levels were 
low. Ceramic evidence suggests that the Pueblo III 
occupation of Natural Bridges was substantial, 
although not as great as that in the Pueblo II period. 
Comparison of the cultural chronology for Natural 
Bridges with settlement patterns may indicate the 
extent to which climate played a role in patterning 
the occupation of the monument. 



Chapter 3 

Previous Investigations and Cultural Background 

Janet L. McVickar and Susan Eininger 

White Canyon was first explored by cattlemen 
and miners in the last half of the 19th century 
(Hobler and Hobler 1978:6; Judd 1950, 1968). 
Cattle grazing was reported in Tuwa Canyon in 
1878. Five years later, in 1883, mining 
prospectors Cass Hite, Indian Joe, Edward 
Randolph, and Scotty Ross visited the area. 
Although their mining activities were not 
productive, they were the first to describe the 
natural sandstone bridges. Hite named them, in 
descending order of size: President, Senator, and 
Congressman. Subsequent explorers in the region 
include W. C. McLoyd and C. C. Graham in 1 892 
and 1 893 (Blackburn and Atkins 1993; Knipmeyer 
1993), followed by Emery Knowles and cattlemen 
James Scorup, Tom Hall, and Jim Jones in 1895. 
In 1903 Scorup guided engineer Horace Long to 
the bridges. During this visit Scorup, who was 
evidently not familiar with Hite's names, renamed 
the bridges Caroline, Augusta, and Little Bridge. 
A year later, Long"s employer. W. W. Dyar 
(1904), published Long's photographs and journal 
in a 1904 issue of Century Magazine, igniting 
national interest in the area. In April 1905, 
members of the Commercial Club of Salt Lake 
City, including club artist and Utah Art Institute 
board member H. A. Culver, accompanied 
cattleman Scorup on a trip to record the bridges 
and nearby prehistoric sites. Culver left a painted 
inscription on the cliff face near Sipapu Bridge. 
The sponsor of the expedition, Edwin Holmes, 
published an article on the bridges in National 

Geographic Magazine and suggested they be 
protected by the federal government. 

The first professional documentation of 
archeology of White Canyon took place a few 
years later in 1906 and 1907 when archeologists 
Byron Cummings. Neil Judd, and Edgar Hewett 
included White and Armstrong Canyons in their 
reconnaissance of the San Juan canyons. Their 
primary goal was to map the bridges and describe 
the nearby ruins (Anderson 1978a; Judd 1950, 
1968). Cummings (1910) noted several Anasazi 
sites along the canyon walls and provided detailed 
descriptions of their architecture and condition. 

In 1908, following establishment of the 
monument by Theodore Roosevelt, W. B. 
Douglass, representing the General Land Office, 
surveyed the monument boundaries, discarded the 
earlier bridge names given by Scorup, and 
provided them with Indian names (Anderson 
1978a). Because the archeological ruins in the 
vicinity of the bridges reminded him of the Hopi 
pueblos, he selected Hopi names. Owachomo was 
named for the "rock mound" formation on its 
eastern abutment. Kachina was chosen because of 
a lightning petroglyph under the bridge, an image 
that also appears on Hopi Kachina dancers. The 
highest and longest bridge, Sipapu, reminded 
Douglass of the Hopi emergence myth. After 
creation of the monument, Zeke Johnson, a local 
cattleman familiar with the bridges, was selected 
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Figure 3.1. Zeke Johnson at Natural Bridges 
National Monument in the 1930s 
(courtesy of Philip J. Hobler). 

as the caretaker of the new monument, beginning a 
long career and fruitful stewardship of Natural 
Bridges (Figure 3.1). 

In addition to describing these spectacular 
natural features, Douglass (1908:63) reported on 
several archeological sites and, like Cummings, 
provided detailed descriptions of their architecture 
and condition. Douglass drew maps of Bare 
Ladder, Lightning House, and Lestaki Ruins 
(Anderson 1978a). Site descriptions prepared by 
these early investigators represent the first efforts to 

document the archeology of Natural Bridges 
National Monument. 

Over the next 30 years, despite visits from 
several archeologists, no archeological investiga
tions were conducted within the monument 
boundaries. Byron Cummings and A.V. Kidder 
both visited White Canyon in 1917 (Hobler and 
Hobler 1978). During their 1929 expedition to the 
lower San Juan River, Charles Bernheimer and Earl 
Morris of the American Museum ofNatural History 
spent one day in White Canyon before heading off 
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in search of larger, more spectacular site remains 
(Anderson 1978a; Hobler and Hobler 1978). 

In 1937, National Park Service archeologist 
Charlie Steen investigated several well-preserved 
sites in White Canyon, and "took notes of nine 
sites, [collected ceramics from six,] and cleaned 
two kivas and a small circular room" at Site 8, now 
known as Horse Collar Ruin (Steen 1937:329). His 
work represents the first professional excavation 
conducted in the monument and is the earliest 
documented research focusing on Natural Bridges' 
Anasazi architectural sites. In 1941, Deric 
Nusbaum, sponsored by Gila Pueblo, surveyed the 
upper White Canyon drainage and collected tree-
ring samples from several sites, including two 
sites within the monument (Hobler and Hobler 
1978:8). 

As part of the Navajo land claims studies 
conducted in the 1950s, the monument and the 
surrounding area were investigated for evidence of 
historic Navajo occupation (Anderson 1978a). 
Navajo sites were found north and west of the 
monument and a small number of pot sherds and 
tree-ring samples were collected (currently at the 
University of Arizona). David Brugge (1966) 
reports sporadic Navajo activity north of the San 
Juan River in the Abajo Mountains and the Bears 
Ears as well as in Recapture, Cottonwood, and 
Butler washes. 

In the fall of 1956, Lloyd Pierson and John 
Oakes visited nine Anasazi sites in the monument: 
two open sites and seven alcove sites (including 
Lightning House, Bare Ladder, Horse Collar Ruin. 
Kachina Bridge Ruin, and Teepee House). 
Pierson published a report of his work (1957) 
including brief descriptions of the sites and a few 
general photographs. 

Philip and Audrey Hobler surveyed the upper 
White Canyon area, including portions of the 
monument lands, between the summer of 1960 
and fall of 1961 (Hobler 1962; Hobler and Hobler 
1978). Of the 200 Basketmaker II, Basketmaker 
Ill-Pueblo I. and Pueblo Il-III sites recorded. 90 
are located within the monument. No Paleoindian. 
Archaic, or historic sites were recorded. The 

Hoblers collected all the visible surface ceramics 
at most sites, recovered tree-ring samples, and 
conducted test excavations at one open 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 1 site (Hobler 1962; 
Hobler and Hobler 1978). Their collections are 
housed at the University of Arizona. 

Albert Schroeder excavated two Basketmaker 
Ill-Pueblo I sites in 1964 as part of salvage 
excavation conducted prior to construction of the 
monument access road. Five structures were 
exposed and tree-ring and pollen samples were 
collected (Schroeder 1965). In 1969, Bannister, 
Dean, and Robinson published a compendium of 
dated southeastern Utah archeological sites. 
Eighteen Natural Bridges sites are included in this 
dendrochronological summary (Bannister et al. 
1969; Troup 1976). Based on the results of tree-
ring analyses and site ceramic typologies, most of 
the sites appear to be Pueblo III, although a few 
Basketmaker sites are indicated. 

James and Jennifer Head conducted four 
weeks of archeological survey, supplementary to 
the Hobler survey, between the fall of 1976 and 
spring of 1977 as part of the National Park 
Service's Volunteers-in-Park program (Head and 
Head 1977). "All of the areas with the exception 
of the South branch of Upper Tuwa Canyon 
within the boundaries were checked with emphasis 
placed on open mesa-top areas" (Head and Head 
1977:6). A total of 56 sites were recorded, 
including a variety of alcove and open habitation, 
camp, and storage sites. As on nearby Cedar Mesa 
(Matson et al. 1988), the Heads noted the presence 
of Basketmaker II. Basketmaker III, and late 
Pueblo 11—111 sites and the absence of Pueblo I and 
early Pueblo II remains. 

National Park Service archeologist Adrienne 
Anderson conducted a small clearance survey in 
the area around a proposed solar voltaic facility in 
1978. One sparse artifact scatter was noted 
(Anderson 1978b. 1978c). In 1982. a rock art 
survey of southeastern Utah parks resulted in the 
documentation of rock art at two sites at Natural 
Bridges: Conical Ruins (42SA6808) and Kachina 
Bridge Site (42SA6801) (Kramer et al. 1991; 
Noxon and Marcus 1982). 
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In response to growing concerns about the 
preservation of the monument's more prominent 
alcove sites, the focus of the next archeological 
investigation shifted to architectural sites within 
the canyons. Between 1984 and 1987, 
archeologists from Nickens and Associates, 
including this chapter's authors, conducted ruins 
stabilization at ten alcove sites (Eininger et al. 
1986; Metzger and Chandler 1986; Metzger et al. 
1985;Metzgeretal 1988). Although the emphasis 
of the work was stabilization of architectural 
remains, pre-stabilization documentation resulted 
in the compilation of detailed data on architectural 
features, construction techniques, and fabric. 
Crew members also conducted limited test 
excavations in support of the stabilization 
activities. 

Nickens and Associates archeologists 
excavated and stabilized an open site, Loop Road 
Ruin (42SA6845), in 1987 (Chandler 1988; 
Chandler and Eininger 1988). The site, consisting 
of two masonry rooms, an earthen pitstructure, 
and an activity area, was proposed as a park inter
pretive stop. The masonry walls were stabilized 
for exhibition, but subsequently park managers 
decided to rebury the site (Metzger et al. 1988). 

Nickens and Associates personnel also 
conducted two small surveys in the monument. 
Todd Metzger (1986) surveyed the proposed 
interpretive trail at Loop Road Ruin and Paul 
Nickens (1987) conducted pre-construction survey 
for two pit toilets and a portion of the Loop Road 
right-of-way. Five sites and three isolated finds 
were located along the Loop Road, but these 
remains were apparently never formally recorded 
(Chandler and Eininger 1988). In 1986, National 
Park Service personnel conducted several small 
reconnaissance surveys in preparation for road. 
trail, fence, and facility improvement projects. No 
new cultural resources were identified as a result 
of these inventories (Kramer et al. 1991; Roth 
1986a, 1986b, 1986c, 1986d, 1986e: Roth and 
Kitchell 1986). 

Cultural resource compliance requirements 
motivated the next archeological activity in the 
monument. National Park Service Midwest 

Archeological Center archeologists surveyed 
approximately 344 ha (850 acres), mostly on the 
mesa top, during July 1987 (Kramer et al. 1991). 
They located 40 sites and 73 isolated occurrences; 
of these, 12 sites had been previously recorded. 
The sites were documented using Intermountain 
Antiquities Computer System (IMACS) forms 
supplemented by artifact inventories from 
judgmentally placed sample transects. The survey 
identified sites attributed to Basketmaker III 
through Pueblo III time periods, although Pueblo 
I to early Pueblo II sites were only sparsely 
represented. No historic sites were recorded. 

In September 1992, two sites threatened by 
Loop Road maintenance activities, 42SA6661 and 
42SA18646, were excavated (Firor 1993). 
Excavation at 42SA6661 revealed a rock 
concentration and a large, modern charcoal stain 
that was perhaps the result of vegetation burning 
associated with the Loop Road construction. Two 
features were exposed and over 200 surface and 
subsurface lithics were recovered at 42SA18646. 
Based on the results of the excavation of 
42SA18646, Firor (1993:33-35) proposed a 
Basketmaker II affiliation and logistical camp and 
food cache function. 

In sum, past archeological investigations at 
Natural Bridges have been sporadic, relatively few 
in number, and fairly limited in scope. The focus 
of previous efforts has alternated between 
prominent alcove sites within the canyons and the 
numerous open sites scattered across the 
monument mesa top. Despite efforts to survey 
portions of the monument, no intensive systematic 
survey had been conducted prior to 1997. The 
intent of the Natural Bridges Archeological 
Survey was to address this void in the 
archeological record and to contribute signifi
cantly to archeological research at the monument. 

Cultural Background 

The cultural history of the monument is not 
fully developed, although portions are known 
through investigations made during various 
archeological projects at Natural Bridges and in 
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the surrounding region. These include investiga
tions, previously described, at Natural Bridges 
(Anderson 1978a: Coulam 1996: Head and Head 
1977: Hobler and Hobler 1978; Kramer et al. 
1991), as well as others on Cedar Mesa and the 
Grand Gulch Plateau (Benson 1984; Camilli 1983: 
Chisolm and Matson 1994; Dalley 1973: Dohm 
1988, 1994; Geib and Davidson 1994; Haase 
1983; Lipe and Matson 1971; Matson 1994; 
Matson and Lipe 1977. 1978; Matson et al. 1988; 
Nelson 1994; Tipps 1988), Elk Ridge and vicinity 
(Barnett et al. 1994; DeBloois and Green 1978: 
Fetterman and Honeycutt 1988; Fetterman et al. 
1988; Honeycutt and Fetterman 1988: Louthan 
1977), the Red Rock Plateau and Glen Canyon 
(Ambler 1984, 1996; Geib 1996: Jennings 1980; 
Lipe 1967). White Mesa (Brown 1983: Davis ed. 
1985: Firor et al. 1998), and Recapture Wash 
(Nielson et al. 1985). Jennings (1978), Matson 
(1991). and Nickens (1982) provide general 
overviews of the region. Inventory and testing 
reports for the Canyonlands area north of Natural 
Bridges provide additional data (Tipps 1995; 
Tipps and Hewitt 1989; Tipps et al. 1996). The 
following brief summary of the cultural history of 
the area draws on the results of these 
investigations. 

The earliest human occupants of the Colorado 
Plateau were small, mobile Paleoindian groups 
who subsisted by hunting large game and 
collecting wild plant resources. Evidence in 
southeastern Utah lor archeological remains from 
this period is scarce. A single Clovis point is 
known from Lime Ridge (Davis 1989; Davis and 
Brown 1986). and a broken base of a Folsom point 
was found on Milk Ranch Point in the late 1980s 
(Susan Eininger. personal communication. 1999). 
The only known Folsom site is the Montgomery 
Site (Davis 1985). Firor (1998) reports the 
identification of a Piano component (Reed 1996) 
at a site near Monticello, northeast of Natural 
Bridges. Finally, a broken fluted biface identified 
during the current Natural Bridges survey is 
further evidence of Paleoindian use of the area. 

Efforts during the Cedar Mesa project failed to 
identify any Archaic sites despite surface collec
tion of "a half-dozen Archaic projectile points 

(depending on one's definition)" (Matson 
1994:223). The presence of these points suggests 
that buried sites may be present on Cedar Mesa. 
Overall, available evidence indicates Archaic use 
of the area was sporadic and the population small 
and diffuse. Because of the paucity of Archaic 
sites in the area, evidence from the Glen Canyon 
region is relied upon to flesh out this portion of 
the culture history. 

Archaic people appeared in the early 9,000s 
B.P. and subsisted by hunting large and small 
game and gathering wild plant resources. A 
sandal from Walters Cave adjacent to Cowboy 
Cave in south central Utah (the northern portion of 
the Glen Canyon region) returned an early Archaic 
date of 8.875±125 B.P. (Jennings 1980), as did 
yucca leaves lining a storage pit at Dust Devil 
Cave (8.830±160 B.P.) (Ambler 1984). Despite 
disturbance of strata. Cowboy Cave yielded a 
number of early Archaic dates (Jennings 1980). 
Closer to Natural Bridges, an early Archaic date of 
7,440±100 B.P. was obtained from a sandal 
fragment from Old Man Cave on the east edge of 
Cedar Mesa (Geib and Davidson 1994). 

Sites with early Archaic components in Glen 
Canyon, (see Geib 1996) show a notable drop in 
or were devoid of cultural deposits after about 
6,000 B.P. The absence of cultural material 
suggests a gap in occupation during this time. 
Continued work in the area indicates that the 
hiatus may be due to the failure to identify these 
early sites rather than abandonment, although the 
distinct reduction in sites is also postulated to 
reflect, in part, climatic change (Geib 1996 and 
others). The transition to the middle Archaic in 
the late 6.000s B.P. exhibits a change in mobility 
and residential patterns. There are fewer sites or 
components during this period, possibly indicating 
a decline in population density. Conversely, lower 
site density may also reflect a broader range of 
exploitation of natural resources that would result 
in a more diffuse and less detectable archeological 
record (Geib 1996). The interval encompassing 
much of the 6.000s B.P. coincides with a warm 
climatic interlude, although whether it was dry or 
moist is debated (see discussion by Geib 1996:32-
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33). Packrat midden evidence from Cowboy Cave 
on the north periphery of Glen Canyon suggests 
that the interval may have been moist (McVickar 
1991), but in the southern part of Glen Canyon 
and nearer to Natural Bridges, evidence appears to 
support a warm, dry interval. In either case, 
middle Archaic hunter-gatherers appear to have 
adapted to the change in climatic conditions, either 
by leaving the area, or adjusting their subsistence 
and settlement strategies to maximize resource 
intake. 

An increase in the number of radiocarbon 
dates after about 4,000 B.P. probably reflects a 
late Archaic population increase in the Glen 
Canyon region (Geib 1996:Figure 7). Gypsum 
points, diagnostic of the late Archaic, are 
numerous in Glen Canyon sites. Cowboy Cave 
has a strong late Archaic component (Jennings 
1980), but southern Glen Canyon sites yield only 
a light scatter of late Archaic diagnostics (Geib 
1996). Split twig figurines have been found at late 
Archaic sites on the Colorado Plateau, but not in 
the immediate region. Termination of the Archaic 
period coincides with the introduction of 
agriculture in the Glen Canyon region around 
2,400 years ago (Geib 1996). 

Investigations in other areas also found 
evidence for the Archaic. During a survey in the 
Needles District of Canyon lands, 15 Archaic sites 
were identified that represent all three Archaic 
periods, demonstrating that the population had 
settled in that location (Tipps and Lucius 1989). 
Testing in the Squaw Butte area in Canyonlands 
National Park revealed a buried hearth dating to 
the middle Archaic period (Tipps 1995) and 
confirmed the virtual invisibility of Archaic sites 
in the region (because the feature was not noted 
during survey). 

Closer to the study area, DeBloois and Green 
(1978) identified Archaic sites on Elk Ridge on 
the basis of Pinto and other early diagnostic 
points. Other locations in southern Utah with 
evidence of Archaic cultural remains include Bent 
Oak Shelter with a date of 6.700 B.P. and 
Boomerang Shelter with a surface sandal dating to 

8.300 B.P. Both of the latter sites are in Butler 
Wash, east of Natural Bridges (Smiley 1997; 
Francis Smiley, personal communication 1999) 
and indicate occupation of the area during the 
early Archaic. 

Although a hiatus has been proposed between 
3,000 and 2,500 B.P. for the northern Colorado 
Plateau (e.g. Berry and Berry 1986), no gap in 
occupation is identifiable at Glen Canyon (Geib 
1996). Instead occupational continuity is suggest
ed by Geib and others prior to the introduction of 
agriculture, although the number of sites appears 
to decrease during that interval. As with the 
middle Archaic period, a shift in settlement and 
subsistence strategies may result in a less visible 
archeological record. As explained above, a small 
population spread across a broader area may give 
the appearance of fewer sites when in fact they are 
just more thinly distributed. Despite the absence 
of Archaic sites on Cedar Mesa, the somewhat 
higher elevation of Natural Bridges makes the 
potential for an Archaic presence in Natural 
Bridges good. 

Prehistoric occupation of southeastern Utah 
increased during the early Basketmaker period, 
although population density remained low. 
Radiocarbon and tree-ring dates indicate that 
Cedar Mesa was inhabited during Basketmaker II 
between A.D. 200 and 400 before being 
abandoned for 250 years (Matson and Lipe 1978; 
Matsonetal. 1988). Sites generally are located on 
canyon rims, on divides between drainages, and in 
the upper reaches of canyons (the most common 
site location). These locations were selected to 
maximize access to resources and to support a 
diversified subsistence strategy. Locations with 
deeper soils were ideal for the practice of farming. 
and although not all Basketmaker II sites were 
located in deep soils, maize agriculture appears to 
have been an important component of their 
subsistence. On Cedar Mesa, dense pinyon-
juniper woodland was used as a proxy to indicate 
good agricultural locations because it is indicative 
of deep, well-drained soils (Matson 1991; Matson 
et al. 1988). Many Basketmaker II sites are 
situated in these wooded locations. 
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Recent work by Smiley east of Natural 
Bridges and Cedar Mesa documents the presence 
of the earliest Basketmaker II sites in the region 
dating between 2,600 and 1,500 years ago (Smiley 
1997). These early Basketmaker II sites are 
located mostly in rockshelters. According to 
Smiley, these rockshelter sites are earlier than the 
open sites identified by Matson and Lipe on Cedar 
Mesa. These sites display the earliest evidence for 
maize farming in the region. 

Cedar Mesa Basketmaker II sites, as defined 
by Dohm (1988, 1994) and Matson et al. (n.d.), 
include shallow pitstructures with slab-lined 
entry ways, fire-cracked or unburned limestone, 
and abundant lithic artifacts, including large side-
or corner-notched projectile points and one-hand 
manos. Ceramics are not present. Lithic artifact 
frequencies and materials appear to be different 
from those of later periods (Keller 1982; Matson 
et al. n.d.). Metates tend to be basin-shaped, 
although trough metates were also recovered from 
Basketmaker II sites. Informal hearths (unlined) 
are rare on all but Basketmaker II sites on Cedar 
Mesa according to Matson et al. (n.d.). Dohm 
(1988. 1994) indicates that the above attributes are 
good evidence for Basketmaker II sites, and 
emphasizes that "even a single slab might denote 
a pithouse." Identification of pithouses is 
frequently difficult because of the lack of surface 
evidence. 

At sites from both the Archaic and 
Basketmaker II periods, ceramic artifacts are 
generally absent. Coulam (1996) observes that 
Archaic and Basketmaker II sites at Natural 
Bridges can be difficult to distinguish, as both are 
characteristically aceramic surface lithic scatters 
on mesa tops, sometimes accompanied by slab-
lined pits or cists and hearths. Anderson (1978a) 
warns that Basketmaker sites also can be obscured 
by later Puebloan sites. Separation of Archaic 
from early aceramic Basketmaker sites, and early 
Basketmaker sites from aceramic Puebloan sites is 
a focus of the current analysis. 

Whereas Cedar Mesa is thought to have 
supported the major Basketmaker II population of 

the region, upper Recapture Canyon (east of Comb 
Ridge) displays one of the largest concentrations 
of Basketmaker III sites in the region (Janetski and 
Wintch 1985). The Basketmaker III occupation 
(A.D. 650 to 725) of Cedar Mesa followed a 250-
year hiatus and is thought to have been similar in 
size to that of the Basketmaker II period 
population (Matson et al. 1988). Pottery 
production was initiated during this period. 
Recognition of Basketmaker III sites is based on 
the presence of plain gray and early decorated 
white ware sherds, slab-lined pit and surface 
structures, and burned jacal concentrations. 
Ceramic types that are indicative of Basketmaker 
III are Lino Black-on-gray, Chapin Black-on-
white, and Lino Gray (Dohm 1988), as is an 
abundance of plain gray pottery (Matson et al. 
n.d.). Lithic tool types are not distinctive and 
lithic materials stay the same throughout this 
period (Keller 1982). Pitstructures are deeper than 
Basketmaker II structures, and often are 
accompanied by surface storage structures. 
Agriculture played a more significant role in the 
subsistence strategy and, on Cedar Mesa, Matson 
and Lipe (1978) observe that both floodwater and 
dry farming were practiced. Habitations tend to 
be more aggregated than during Basketmaker II 
times, and villages were common, although the 
settlements were still relatively dispersed. 

Janetski and Wintch (1985) report that the 
Basketmaker III population at Recapture practiced 
floodwater farming. At Recapture, Basketmaker 
III sites are clearly clustered into communities. 
On Elk Ridge both the Basketmaker II and III 
populations appear to be smaller than those 
indicated at lower elevations. Early survey results 
at Natural Bridges (Hobler and Hobler 1978) indi
cate increased population during the Basketmaker 
III period. Coulam (1996) reports that the earliest 
documented occupation at Natural Bridges is a 
Basketmaker III slab-lined pithouse village, and 
suggests that other Basketmaker III sites should be 
present on the mesa tops. The results of the 
Natural Bridges survey support this contention. 
Bond (1994) reports that Basketmaker III plain 
gray and decorated sherds of the Mesa Verde 
tradition are common on Natural Bridges sites. 
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Matson et al. (1988) observe a lack of 
evidence for Pueblo I sites on Cedar Mesa and 
interpret this as evidence for the 250 year 
occupational hiatus that persisted until mid-Pueblo 
II. In contrast, DeBloois and Green (1978) 
document a significant site increase in the Elk 
Ridge area during A.D. 700 to 900, the Pueblo I 
period. The Elk Ridge sites, dated on the basis of 
neck-banded ceramics and tree rings, represent 
one of the highest concentrations of Pueblo 1 sites 
in the region. At Recapture Canyon, an area lower 
in elevation than Elk Ridge, only a few late Pueblo 
I-early Pueblo II sites are present, although a 
Pueblo I village is reported on Alkali Ridge to the 
southeast of Recapture (Brew 1946). Firor et al. 
(1998) found little in the way of Pueblo I remains 
on White Mesa. 

Natural Bridges may also have been 
unoccupied or sparsely occupied during the 
Pueblo 1 period. Bond (1994) notes an absence of 
Pueblo I sherds in a small collection of ceramic 
artifacts from Natural Bridges, and Hobler found 
no clear evidence for Pueblo I use of the area 
(Hobler and Hobler 1978). He groups 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 1 sites because he was 
unable to distinguish Basketmaker III and Pueblo 
I from one another. Coulam suggests that an 
"ephemeral" Pueblo I population was present at 
the monument. 

A proliferation of masonry architecture, 
corrugated gray wares, and late decorated ceramic 
types indicate a Pueblo 11—111 presence in the 
region and at Natural Bridges. These sites occur 
on the mesa tops and in the canyons, although 
canyon habitations, especially in cliff alcoves, 
increase markedly during the latter portion of the 
interval. Jacal and slab-lined structures are also 
common. Ceramic artifacts from both Mesa 
Verde and Kayenta traditions are present, 
suggesting either migration into the area or 
interaction with groups to the east and west. 
Canyon and mesa-top site locations suggest that 
both dry and floodwater farming were practiced. 
The absence of early Pueblo II sites on Cedar 
Mesa is further evidence for a hiatus in the 
occupation of that area. In general, Pueblo II sites 
are numerous, non-aggregated habitation units and 

roomblocks. Matson et al. (1988) see the late 
Pueblo Il-Pueblo III occupation of Cedar Mesa as 
part of a larger settlement expansion that probably 
included Natural Bridges. The concentration of 
late Pueblo 11—111 sites in the deeper soils of the 
northern portion of Cedar Mesa suggests that a 
northward expansion towards Natural Bridges 
may have occurred. Matson and Lipe (1978) 
observe Kayenta tradition ceramics and fewer 
Mesa Verde ceramics at late Pueblo II sites on 
Cedar Mesa, followed by a decrease in Kayenta 
ceramics and a sharp increase in Mesa Verde 
tradition ceramics on Pueblo III sites. 

Matson and Lipe were able to separate the late 
Pueblo 11—111 occupation of Cedar Mesa into four 
periods representing two ceramic traditions, 
Windgate (A.D. 1060 to 1100). Clay Hills (A.D. 
1100 to 1150), Woodenshoe (post A.D. 1165 to 
1200), and Red House (A.D. 1200 to 1270) (Haase 
1983; Matson and Lipe 1977). The late Pueblo II 
Windgate phase is characterized by Mancos 
Black-on-white pottery with less Cortez, McElmo, 
and Mesa Verde Black-on-white. The relative 
abundance of Sosi and Dogoszhi Black-on-white 
ceramics in the Clay Hills phase reflects the 
increase of Kayenta influence in late Pueblo II. 
The Pueblo II period on Cedar Mesa shows a 
pattern shifting from no occupation during the first 
half of the period to occupations with primarily 
eastern and southern influence. Following this 
influx of Kayenta people or ideas, the area appears 
to have been depopulated once again. Similar 
declines in population are observed in Glen 
Canyon and the Red Rock Plateau (Geib 1996; 
Lipe 1967). Abandonment of Cedar Mesa is 
suggested by the almost complete absence of 
overlap with the succeeding Woodenshoe phase 
ceramics (Matson and Lipe 1977). This Pueblo III 
phase initiated about A.D. 1165 and its 
preponderance of Mesa Verde Black-on-white 
ceramics shows that the cultural influence was 
again from the east. The final phase of Puebloan 
occupation of the region, the Red House phase, 
shows a continuation of the Mesa Verde ceramic 
tradition at Cedar Mesa. 

During Pueblo III a shift to canyon occupation 
at Cedar Mesa and at Natural Bridges suggests 
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Figure 3.2. View facing north of the first ranger station located southwest of the confluence of 
Armstrong and Tuwa Canyons. Owachomo Bridge is in the background (photograph by 
Philip J. Hobler). 

increased focus on floodwater farming, although 
use of the mesa top for habitation, and presumably 
dry farming, persisted. Defensive sites with 
retaining walls and sometimes with angled 
viewports, as well as sites located in high alcoves 
or on promontories or other locations with 
restricted access, began to occur during Pueblo III. 
Occupation of Cedar Mesa persisted until 
approximately A.D. 1270, later than other portions 
of the region. The date of abandonment of Natural 
Bridges is not known. Although tree-ring dates 
are available from Pueblo III Natural Bridges 
sites, none are cutting dates. Additional tree-ring 
and radiocarbon dates are required to provide finer 
chronological site resolution, to demonstrate a 

clearer distinction between the Pueblo II and III 
periods, and to assist in identifying the timing of 
the departure of the Puebloan population. 

By the late thirteenth century, Natural Bridges 
was no longer occupied. There is limited evidence 
of protohistoric and historic use of the area by 
Paiute and Navajo (Farmer 1952; Hobler and 
Hobler 1978; Schroeder 1964). In the historic 
period, monument lands were used periodically by 
late nineteenth and early twentieth century cattle
men. After Natural Bridges became a national 
monument, a ranger station and campground were 
established (Figure 3.2). Today the monument is 
toured by thousands of visitors each year. 



Chapter 4 

Research Domains 

Janet L. McVickar 

The research design for the Natural Bridges 
archeological survey builds upon and is designed 
to complement designs developed for Glen 
Canyon (Geib 1996) and Canyonlands National 
Park (Tipps 1995; Tipps and Hewitt 1989). In the 
latter two studies, the following research domains 
were addressed: cultural affiliation and 
chronology, settlement patterns, environmental 
adaptation, and cultural interaction. These 
research domains provide the fundamental context 
for prehistoric use of the area, through which 
issues and questions specific to Natural Bridges 
are addressed. Because archeological survey does 
not usually provide evidence necessary to 
reconstruct past environmental conditions, 
inference of human adaptation to the environment 
is often limited, indirect, or ambiguous. One 
indirect means of evaluating environmental 
conditions is through analysis of archeological 
subsistence and settlement patterns. 
Environmental conditions can also be extrapolated 
through proxy data from studies such as 
dendrochronology, packrat midden analysis, 
geomorphology, and the like. These data can 
reflect past precipitation, temperature, past 
vegetation, and depositional patterns, which in 
turn reflect past environmental conditions. In the 
absence of such ancillary studies, the 
environmental adaptation research domain has 
been omitted from the present research design, and 
issues concerning adaptation to the environment 
will be addressed within the context of settlement 

patterns. The research domains addressed in this 
volume include cultural chronology and 
affiliation, settlement and subsistence patterns, 
and cultural interaction. 

Cultural Chronology and 
Affdiation 

The goal of this domain is to identify the 
cultural affiliation and chronological position of 
the survey sites to establish a cultural and 
temporal chronology for Natural Bridges. Matson 
and Lipe (1977) constructed a chronology for the 
prehistoric occupation of Cedar Mesa based on 
ceramic seriation of sherds examined during 
extensive surveys conducted in the 1970s. They 
propose that Cedar Mesa was unoccupied during 
the Archaic, Pueblo I and early Pueblo II periods, 
and possibly for a brief interval between Pueblo II 
and III. Their data indicate that the area was 
occupied for three periods prehistorically: late 
Basketmaker II (A.D. 200 to 400), late Basket-
maker III (A.D. 650 to 725), and late Pueblo II 
and Pueblo 111 (A.D. 1060 to 1270) (Matson et al. 
1988). Because of Cedar Mesa's proximity and 
geographic and physiological similarity to Natural 
Bridges, Matson and Lipe's model was used to 
determine whether the Natural Bridges data are 
comparable to or distinct from those of Cedar 
Mesa. Specific questions include: Did Archaic 
people occupy Natural Bridges and, if so, can a 
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distinction be made between Archaic and 
Basketmaker II sites based on surface evidence? 
Do hiatuses occur in the occupational sequence? 
Is there evidence to indicate Ute, Paiute, or Navajo 
occupation of the area? And, does Natural 
Bridges form part of a regional occupational 
pattern? 

Culturally and chronologically diagnostic 
ceramic and Iithic assemblages and other 
diagnostic materials were utilized to construct a 
chronology for the monument and to identify the 
cultural affiliation of the prehistoric occupants. A 
small number of tree-ring and radiocarbon dates 
from Natural Bridges sites, in conjunction with 
tree-ring dated ceramic types, form the foundation 
of the chronology. Future collection of additional 
tree-ring and radiocarbon dates may provide 
much-needed finer chronological resolution for 
the sites. Ceramic types were utilized to 
distinguish the Basketmaker and Puebloan time 
intervals because individual types associated with 
each period were manufactured and used for a 
limited and identifiable time range. The temporal 
spans of these types also were used to determine if 
hiatuses in occupation at Natural Bridges 
occurred. Additional radiocarbon and tree ring 
dates could help to verify (or refute) the relative 
ceramic dates. Analysis of the Iithic assemblages, 
especially projectile points, was critical in 
identifying instances of Archaic use, and helped to 
distinguish between Archaic and early 
Basketmaker sites. 

Finally, the Natural Bridges survey data were 
examined for evidence of use of the area by 
protohistoric and historic groups. Schroeder 
(1964) found evidence for Navajo use of White 
Canyon, although the current survey data base 
shows sparse evidence for Navajo use of the 
monument. Historic accounts of the area were 
examined for evidence of other protohistoric 
activity; this evidence was compared to the survey 
data to determine whether historic groups used the 
monument area, thus extending the chronology. 

Subsistence and Settlement 
Patterns 

To investigate these domains at Natural 
Bridges, we used the settlement and adaptation 
model proposed and tested by Lipe and Matson for 
Cedar Mesa (Lipe and Matson 1971; Matson and 
Lipe 1978; Matson et al 1988). Recognition of 
settlement and subsistence patterns is contingent 
upon of a number of factors, including available 
resources, site type, location, and frequency, 
spatial and temporal site distribution, adaptational 
strategies, and climatic variables. Matson and 
Lipe formulated hypotheses about the prehistoric 
occupation of Cedar Mesa based upon the above 
factors and then tested them. Their model follows. 

Based upon the paucity of Archaic-style 
projectile points, they concluded that there was no 
Archaic presence on Cedar Mesa. The few 
Archaic points found may have been picked up by 
later groups and subsequently dropped or 
discarded in another location. Matson (1994:223) 
suggests that if Archaic sites are present on Cedar 
Mesa, they would not be identified by "easily 
identified projectile point styles". 

In contrast, there is clear evidence for a 
Basketmaker II population concentrated on the 
divides between canyons, with relatively few sites 
identified in the canyons. This pattern of 
occupation maximizes access to canyon and mesa-
top environments, a strategy that is suited to a 
diversified subsistence base reliant upon farming 
as well as hunting and gathering, (Matson 1994; 
Matson et al. 1988). Arable, well-watered land is 
a component in the location of a majority of 
Basketmaker II sites on Cedar Mesa (Matson 
1994; Matson and Chisolm 1991; Matson et al. 
1988) indicating clear reliance upon agriculture. 
This factor is confirmed by isotopic evidence for 
C4 plant (maize) consumption recovered from 
human bone collagen (Chisolm and Matson 1994) 
and by the recovery of maize remains in coprolites 
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(Aasen 1984) and bulk soil samples (Lepofsky 
1986) from Turkey Pen Ruin in Grand Gulch. 

By Basketmaker III times, site location and 
material culture reflect increased reliance upon 
mesa-top farming. Rather than utilizing canyon 
floodwaters for their crops, Basketmaker III 
residents probably exploited seasonal rainfall as 
well as runoff from mesa-top washes and exposed 
slickrock, practices identified by Matson and Lipe 
(1978:5) as "rainfall farming." Basketmaker III 
sites are located at relatively high elevations 
mostly in the northern and northeastern portions of 
Cedar Mesa. Matson and Lipe suggest that this 
pattern of higher elevation occupation supports 
their hypothesis that the Basketmaker 111 
population was reliant upon mesa-top farming for 
subsistence, and that greater rainfall in the higher 
elevations was critical to the success of this 
strategy. Overall site frequency was lower than 
during the Basketmaker II period (Matson and 
Lipe 1978), sites are more spatially aggregated, 
and the population was estimated to range from 
600 to 1,200 people, similar to the Basketmaker II 
population (Matson et al. 1988). 

Radiocarbon determinations from the Cedar 
Mesa project indicate a hiatus between the 
Basketmaker II and III occupations (A.D. 400 to 
650). The timing of the hiatus and the 
concentration of Basketmaker III sites in the 
higher elevations of the northern and northeastern 
areas suggest that reliance upon rainfall farming 
during the Basketmaker III period required a shift 
to better-watered locations. It also suggests that 
the Cedar Mesa area may not have been optimal 
for an intensified farming strategy. This hiatus 
coincides with a period of increased climatic 
variability and low effective moisture (Dean et al. 
1985) that may have played a role in the absence 
of prehistoric use of the area. 

A hiatus of over three centuries follows the 
Basketmaker III period on Cedar Mesa (A.D. 725 
to 1060). The absence of Pueblo I sites on Cedar 
Mesa contrasts sharply with the proliferation of 
small one-to-five room Pueblo 1 sites on Elk Ridge 
where rainfall is more plentiful than on Cedar 

Mesa or Natural Bridges. Site density peaks at 
roughly 2,195 m (7,200 feet) elevation suggesting 
that moisture requirements may have driven the 
population to areas with greater precipitation. In 
Glen Canyon, first thought to also lack late Bas
ketmaker Ill-Pueblo I sites, careful re-examina
tion of data from current and earlier investigations 
indicate that these early sites are present. These 
sites, with ample evidence for agricultural activity, 
are situated primarily in well-watered canyon 
locations, suggesting that water was a primary-
consideration in site location. Interestingly, the 
Glen Canyon sites exhibit Fremont characteristics, 
which is why they had been previously overlooked 
(Geib 1996). They also appear to be seasonally 
occupied. Locations of more permanent 
residential sites have yet to be encountered. 

The Basketmaker III pattern of dry farming 
deep, arable mesa-top soils is also apparent in late 
Pueblo II sites and persists into the early Pueblo 
III period (Matson and Lipe 1978). But, a shift 
towards increased use of the canyon environment 
occurs late in the period. Additionally, Matson 
and Lipe postulate an increase in defensive site 
attributes during Pueblo III, a fact that is borne out 
by their survey data. Some Pueblo III sites in the 
canyons and on promontories above canyons 
exhibit defensive attributes. Cedar Mesa appears 
to have been abandoned by the Anasazi by A.D. 
1260 to 1270s. 

To test whether the settlement and subsistence 
patterns of the Natural Bridges area parallel those 
of Cedar Mesa, we examined Natural Bridges site 
type, frequency, location, and temporal affiliation, 
and ceramic and lithic assemblage variability. The 
investigations focus on identifying the presence or 
absence of Archaic sites in Natural Bridges, de
termining if Natural Bridges was occupied during 
the same intervals as Cedar Mesa, and if patterns 
of settlement and subsistence were similar in the 
two locations. We also investigated whether 
occupation of the Natural Bridges area was 
transitional between the lower elevations of Cedar 
Mesa and the higher elevations of Elk Ridge (see 
DeBloois and Green 1978) during the northward 
population shift of the Basketmaker III period. 
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Although we anticipated that the Natural 
Bridges survey would yield sufficient data to 
address these issues, the focus of the 1997 and 
1998 field seasons was on the mesa top. 
Systematic documentation of the canyons, and 
consequent investigation of canyon settlement 
patterns, was not possible within existing funding 
constraints. Data from previously documented 
canyon site locations were utilized in a very 
general way, although the degree of 
documentation varies considerably from that 
collected at the mesa-top sites. Data 
comparability among the previous surveys and the 
1997-1998 survey is limited. In addition to 
current and past Natural Bridges survey data, we 
also explored regional archeological data (Brown 
1983: Camilli 1983: DeBloois and Green 1978: 
Dohm 1981. 1988, 1994; Firor et al. 1998; Geib 
1996; Matson 1994; Nelson 1994; Tipps 1995; 
Tipps and Hewitt 1989: and others) and 
paleoenvironmental studies on pollen, packrat 
middens, geomorphology, and dendrochronology 
(Betancourt 1984; Dean et al. 1985; Grissino-
Mayer 1996; Hack 1942; Mead et al. 1987: 
Petersen 1988; Van West 1994; West 1978). The 
latter studies provided paleoenvironmental 
information that helped to define climatic and 
environmental conditions from the Archaic to the 
abandonment of the area. 

Cultural Interaction 

Mesa Verde and Kayenta cultural influence is 
evident at Cedar Mesa as well as at Natural 
Bridges. Using ceramic style, the most common 
indicator of cultural tradition, investigators at 
Cedar Mesa observe that Mesa Verde ceramic 
styles are prevalent in assemblages during mid- to 
late Pueblo II (A.D. 1060 to 1 100), suggesting an 
eastern or Mesa Verde origin or influence for the 
inhabitants (Haase 1983; Matson and Lip* 1977). 
During late Pueblo II or the Clay Hills phase 
(A.D. 1100 to 1150). both Mesa Verde and 
Kaycnta-style ceramics were present, kayenta 
styles predominate at some sites, suggesting either 
an influx of people from the east and south or 
introduction of ceramic vessels through trade. 
Mesa Verde ceramic styles predominate again 

during early Pueblo III (ca. A.D. 1165 to 1210) 
reflecting a renewal of the relationship with, or 
immigration of, eastern populations. This 
influence persists to the end of the Pueblo III 
period at Cedar Mesa. The southern influence of 
the Kayenta tradition was most prominent during 
the late Pueblo II period. A similar pattern was 
observed on the Red Rock Plateau (Lipe 1967). 
Farther east, in the Mesa Verde region, a light 
representation of Kayenta sherds also occurs. In 
contrast, ceramics from Puebloan sites on White 
Mesa to the southeast of Natural Bridges indicate 
little intra-regional interaction, although some 
contact with both the Kayenta and Mesa Verde 
regions is evident (Firor et al. 1998). In the 
Needles District in Canyonlands National Park, 
Tipps and Hewitt (1989) report architectural as 
well as ceramic evidence for Mesa Verde and 
Kayenta influences. 

Looking at the ceramics recorded during the 
1987 survey at Natural Bridges, Hurst suggests 
that Basketmaker III ceramics were locally made 
or came from east of Comb Ridge, and that no 
distinct outside influence was apparent (Kramer et 
al. 1991). During the late Pueblo II period, he 
indicates that the assemblages are characterized by 
a mix of Mesa Verde and Kayenta styles with 
some site assemblages being nearly pure Kayenta 
in style. Architectural elements also suggest a 
Kayenta influence (see Rohn 1989, for example). 
Pueblo III ceramic assemblages again appear to be 
predominantly Mesa Verdean, although I hirst also 
proposes the possibility of local pottery 
production (Kramer et al. 1991:125). 

At Natural Bridges, analysis of ceramic 
assemblages, lithic materials, and architectural 
styles are examined to identify the presence and 
timing of outside influences. These data are also 
investigated to determine whether outside cultural 
traits at Natural Bridges sites indicate migration 
into the region or whether the traits result from 
trade, intermarriage, or other mechanisms. Issues 
addressed within this research domain include: did 
cultural interaction occur, what groups were 
involved, and what was the evidence for. and the 
extent of the influence? 



Chapter 5 

Synopsis of Field Results 

Susan Eininger 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a 
brief quanti tat ive summary of the 
accomplishments and findings of the 1997-1998 
Natural Bridges survey. Following the IMACS 
recording format, site data have been grouped into 
administrative, environmental, and archeological 
data categories. The intent is to present a basic 
sorting and tallying of the various data fields 
recorded during the survey to provide a general 
overview of the variability and frequency of the 
cultural resources encountered. Discussion, 
definitions, analyses, and interpretations of these 
data fields and their relevance to the 
reconstruction of Natural Bridges culture history 
are presented in subsequent chapters. 

Survey Statistics 

The 1997-1998 Natural Bridges archeological 
survey examined a total of 2.877 ha (7,107 acres), 
the equivalent of 29 sq km (11 sq mi). Two thirds 
of the project area (1,924 ha, 4,754 acres) was 
examined during the 1997 field season and the 
remaining third, a total of 952 ha (2,353 acres) 
was surveyed over the course of the 1998 field 
season. Differences in coverage between the two 
years' work are attributed to fewer crews and 
reduced field time during the second survey 
season. The 1997 field season consisted of nine 
work sessions utilizing three survey crews, and the 
1998 field season ran six field sessions with two 

crews. Survey coverage during both field seasons 
averaged 2.8 ha (6.8 acres) or .03 sq km (.01 sq 
mi) per person per day. Table 5.1 summarizes the 
fieldwork accomplishments. 

A total of 488 sites and 54 isolated 
occurrences were recorded over the course of the 
survey (Figures 5.1 and 5.2; Appendices 5.1 and 
5.2). Based on the acres surveyed and the number 
of sites encountered, site density is calculated at 
one site per 5.9 ha (one site per 14.6 acres) or 1 7 
sites per sq km (44 sites per sq mi). Three 
hundred and fifty-four sites (73 percent) were 
recorded in 1997 and 134 sites (27 percent) in 
1998. Typically one to two sites were recorded 
per crew per day. In a few instances individual 
crews recorded as many as five sites in a single 
day. 

Administrative Site Data 

Of the 488 sites recorded, 478 are prehistoric 
(461 single component and 17 multicomponent), 
4 are historic, 4 consist of both prehistoric and 
historic components, and 2 are of unknown 
affiliation (Table 5.2). A total of 499 prehistoric 
components, 8 historic components, and 2 
unknown components were identified. Site types 
assigned during field documentation denote the 
presence of architecture, features, rockshelters, 
and artifact scatters (Table 5.3). Fifty-seven site 
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Table 5.1 Summary of Natural Bridges fieldwork accomplishments. 

Field 
Season 
1997 
1998 
Total 

Dates 
5/27-9/22 
5/26-8/10 

No. of 
Work 

Sessions3 

9 
6 

15 

No. of 
Survey 
Days 

67 
43 

110 

No. of 
Survey 

Person-days 
704 
344 

1,048 

No. of 
Sites 

354 
134 
488 

No. 
of 
IOs 
44 
10 
54 

Survey 
Acres 

4,754 
2,353 
7,107 

Survey 
SqMi 

7.4 
3.7 

11.1 

Acres/ 
Person-

day 
6.8 
6.8 
6.8 

SqMi/ 
Person-

day 
.01 
.01 
.01 

awork sessions typically consisted of eight ten-hour days. 

types were identified. For analytical and 
interpretative purposes, these field types were later 
collapsed and refined into descriptive and 
functional site typologies (see Chapter 6). 

Artifact scatters (lithic, sherd, or lithic and 
sherd) are the predominant site type encountered 
(n = 230; 47.1 percent of all sites). Sites 
comprised of features (hearths, cists, ash stains, 
rock alignments, etc. ) with or without associated 
artifact scatters, are the next most prominent site 
type (n,= 174; 35.7 percent). Architectural sites 
with or without associated features and scatters 
total 76 sites (15.6 percent). The four historic 
sites include two hearth sites, a rockshelter with a 
hearth, and a historic fenceline. The four 
multicomponent prehistoric and historic sites 
consist of two prehistoric artifact scatters with 
historic architecture, features and artifacts; one 
rockshelter with prehistoric architecture, features, 
and artifacts in association with an historic can 
scatter; and one site with prehistoric architecture, 
features, and artifacts, and a historic dump (Table 
5.3). Forty-six (9 percent) of the 488 sites are 
rockshelter sites and 442 (91 percent) are open 
sites. Given the project area's mesa-top focus, the 
low percentage of rockshelter sites is not 
unexpected. 

Of the 1 17 previously recorded sites identified 
within the 1997-1998 project area, 89 sites were 
relocated during the more recent survey. Of these. 
74 sites were re-recorded and are included in the 
project data base. The recording tasks conducted 
at these sites varied depending on the previous site 
documentation and its correlation with present-day 
observations. As with the newly-discovered sites, 
all re-recorded sites were GPS-located. IMACS 

forms were completed at those sites lacking 
previous IMACS documentation. Sites with 
IMACS forms on record were field checked and if 
needed, additional or updated information was 
appended to the existing form and site map. 
Artifact analysis was also conducted to enhance 
the existing artifact records and provide data 
comparability with other 1997-1998 sites. 

Thirteen previously recorded sites were re
recorded within the boundaries of adjacent sites 
and as a result are subsumed under other previous 
site numbers. In some cases, this combining of 
sites was done to rectify site numbering problems 
resulting from a single site having been recorded 
during two separate survey efforts using two 
different site numbers. In other instances, two or 
more sites were located in close enough proximity 
to warrant combining their areas into a single site. 

Two previously recorded sites were relocated 
but no further work was conducted: 42SA6960 
was inaccessible and 42SA8287 had previously 
been 100 percent collected. The remaining 28 
previously recorded sites were not relocated. It is 
possible that some of these sites were incorrectly 
plotted, or perhaps were too eroded or indistinct to 
recognize. A summary of the recording status of 
the 116 previously recorded sites is presented in 
Table 5.4. Appendix 5.3 presents individual 
listings of the previously recorded sites, their 
recording status, and any changes in numbering 
that may have occurred as a result of the project. 

Management Data 

Of the 488 sites recorded, 293 (60 percent) are 
considered significant and are recommended as 
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Figure 5.1. Map of Natural Bridges National Monument showing sites recorded during the 1997 and 
1998 field seasons. 
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Figure 5.2. Map of Natural Bridges National Monument showing isolated occurrences recorded during 
the 1997 and 1998 field seasons. 
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Table 5.2. Site class and component counts. 

Site Class 
Prehistoric 

Prehistoric multicomponent 
Prehistoric and historic 

Historic 

Unknown 

Total 

No. of Sites 
461 

17 
4 

4 

2 

488 

No. of Prehistoric 
Components 

461 

34 
4 

499 

No. of Historic 
Components 

4 

4 

8 

No. of Unknown 
Components 

2 

2 

eligible to the National Register of Historic Places. 
The remaining 195 sites (40 percent) are evaluated 
as ineligible based on their individual significance; 
however, 87 of these sites have the potential to 
yield important information when considered as 
part of an archeological district. National Register 
eligibility was determined based on the potential 
to yield information important to the prehistory of 
the area. 

Most of the sites (n = 368; 75 percent) are in 
fair condition. Sixty-four sites (13 percent) are in 
poor condition, 55 sites (1 1 percent) are consider
ed to be in good condition, and only 1 site (less 
than 1 percent) is in excellent condition. Of the 
141 sites that were evaluated for future threats, 53 
sites (38 percent) are in low threat situations, 75 
sites (53 percent) in moderate threat situations, 
and 13 sites (9 percent) in high threat situations. 

Active deterioration was most commonly 
attributed to natural weathering factors. Impacts 
from water and wind erosion were noted at 472 
sites (97 percent). Human-related impacts were 
less apparent or pervasive. Visitor impacts were 
noted at 26 sites (5 percent) and development-
associated disturbance at 7 sites (1 percent). The 
reader is referred to Chapter 12 for an in-depth 
discussion of on-site impacts and other 
management-related issues such as site signifi
cance, eligibility, condition, threats, and recom
mendations for future work recommendations. 

Artifact Collection 

The survey artifact collection strategy was 
designed to retrieve diagnostic projectile points, 
high-input tools, and unique artifacts such as 
pendants, ornaments, or rare material types. This 
limited artifact collection was undertaken simply 
to prevent visitor collection Collected artifact 
proveniences were point-located in relation to the 
site datum using a compass and tape or pacing. A 
total of 89 artifacts were collected from 68 sites. 
Projectile points comprise the majority of the 
collection (n = 66). The results of the post-field 
projectile point typology and chronology studies 
are included in Chapter 10. Other collected 
artifacts include 10 bifaces. 4 pendants, 2 drills. 1 
ornament. 1 knife, 1 utilized flake (collected as a 
lithic material sample), 1 shell bead, 1 sherd. 1 
piece of shell, and 1 piece of azurite. Excavation 
of a nearly complete ceramic jar from a small 
alcove site also resulted in the collection of several 
subsurface lithics, pollen and flotation samples, 
and sherds originating from the broken section of 
the almost complete vessel. 

Environmental data 

Environmental attributes-elevation, aspect, 
slope, landform, soil, vegetation, and potential 
water sources-were documented on a site-by-site 
basis as part of the IMACS recording process. A 
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Table 5.3. Summary of field site types. 

Field Site Type 
No. of 
Sites 

Architecture with artifact scatter 14 
Architecture with feature(s) 2 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 26 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter; Historic dump 1 
Depression with feature(s) and artifact scatter 1 
Feature(s)/ash stain 2 
Feature(s)/ash stain and rock concentration with artifact scatter 4 
Feature(s)/ash stain and upright slabs with artifact scatter 1 
Feature(s)/ash stain w/firecracked rock 2 
Feature(s)/ash stain w/firecracked rock and upright slabs with artifact scatter 1 
Feature(s)/ash stain w/firecracked rock with artifact scatter 8 

Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 30 
Feature(s)/ash stain, rock concentration, rock alignment with artifact scatter 1 

Feature(s)/cist 3 
Feature(s)/cist with artifact scatter 2 
Feature(s)/firecracked rock with artifact scatter 1 
Feature(s)/grinding station with artifact scatter 1 
Feature(s)/hearth 27 
Feafure(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact scatter 12 
Feature(s)/hearth and possible kiln 1 

Feature(s)/hearth and rock alignment with artifact scatter 2 
Feature(s)/hearth and rock concentration with artifact scatter 3 
Feature(s)/hearth and upright slabs with artifact scatter 2 
Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 37 
Feature(s)/hearth, ash stain w/ firecracked rock, cist with artifact scatter 1 
Feature(s)/hearth, ash stain w/ firecracked rock, rock art with artifact scatter 1 
Feature(s)/hearth, ash stain, firecracked rock with artifact scatter 1 
Feature(s)/hearth. ash stain, midden with artifact scatter 1 
Feature(s)/hearth, rock concentration, firecracked rock with artifact scatter 1 
Feature(s)/midden and ash stain w/firecracked rock with artifact scatter 1 

Feature(s)/midden and hearth with artifact scatter 2 
Feature(s)/midden with artifact scatter 1 
Feature(s)/roasting pit with artifact scatter 1 

Feature(s)/rock alignment with artifact scatter 5 

Feature(s)/rock concentration and upright slabs with artifact scatter 1 
Feature(s)/rock concentration with artifact scatter 3 

Feature(s)/stone circle and upright slabs 1 

Feature(s)/upright slabs 1 

Feature(s)/upright slabs with artifact scatter 2 

Historic architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter; Lithic scatter 1 
Historic feature(s)/hearth 2 
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Field Site Type 
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No. of 
Sites 

Historic fenceline 1 
Historic rockslielter with feature(s) 1 
Lithic and sherd scatter 53 
Lithic and sherd scatter; Historic architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 1 
Lithic scatter 169 
Pithouse with artifact scatter 2 
Pithouse with feature(s) and artifact scatter 3 
Rockslielter with artifact scatter 6 
Rockslielter with feature(s) 3 
Rockslielter with feature(s) and artifact scatter 8 
Rockshelter/architecture 9 
Rockshelter/architecture with artifact scatter 5 

Rockshelter/architecture with feature(s) 4 
Rockshelter/architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 10 
Rockshelter/architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter; Historic can scatter 1 
Sherd scatter 2 
Total 488 

Table 5.4. Status of previously recorded sites in 
1997-1998 project area. 

Table 5.5. Site elevations. 

Site Status No. of Sites 
Re-recordeda 74 
Subsumed within other sites 13 
Relocated; no work performed 2 
Not relocated 28 
Total 1 17 

aAll previously recorded sites were GPS-located, 
IMACS forms were completed at 43 sites, and artifact 
analysis was conducted at 64 sites. 

summary of these findings is presented in the 
following paragraphs. In-depth discussion and 
interpretation of these variables and their effect on 
human behavior and the distribution of cultural 
resources across the monument are presented in 
Chapter 11. 

Elevation 

As noted in Chapter 2, elevation within the 
monument ranges from 1,707 m (5,600 ft) in the 
bottom of White Canyon to 2,022 m (6,635 ft) on 

Elevation 
Feet 

5,601-5,700 

5,701-5.800 

5,801-5,900 

5,901-6,000 

6,001-6,100 

6.101-6.200 

6.201-6.300 

6.301-6.400 

6.401-6.500 

6,501-6,600 

6.601-6,700 

Total 

Meters 
1,707-1,737 

1,738-1.768 

1,768-1,798 

1,799-1.829 

1,829-1,859 

1,860-1,890 

1,890-1.920 

1,921-1,951 

1,951-1,981 

1.982-2,012 

2,012-2.042 

No. of Sites 
1 

5 

11 

47 

41 

116 

58 

98 

76 

34 

1 

488 

% of Sites 
0.2% 

1.0% 

2.3% 

9.6% 

8.4% 

23.8% 

11.9% 

20.1% 

16.0% 

7.0% 

0.2% 

100.5% 

the mesa top in the northeastern portion of the 
monument. Cultural resource site elevations range 
from 1,716 m (5,630 ft) to 2,015 m (6,610 ft) 
encompassing almost the full extent of the 
monument's elevation variability (Table 5.5). 
Although sites were found across a 299-m (980 ft) 
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Table 5.6. Site aspect. 

Aspect 

346-15° (N) 

16-45° (NNE) 

46-75° (ENE) 

76-105° (E) 

106-135° (ESE) 

136-165° (SSE) 

166-195°(S) 

196-225° (SSW) 

226-255° (WSW) 

256-285° (W) 

286-315° (WNW) 

316-315° (NNW) 
No Aspect (Level) 

Total 

No. of Sites 

39 

24 

16 

31 

34 

41 

61 

83 

62 

36 

22 

29 
10 

488 

Percent of Sites 

8.1% 

4.9% 

3.3% 

6.4% 

7.0% 

8.4% 

12.5% 

17.0% 

12.7% 

7.4% 

4.5% 

5.9% 
2.0% 

100.1% 

Table 5.7. Site slope. 

Slope No. of Sites Percent of Sites 
0-2° " 128 26.2% 

3-5° 227 46.5% 

6-8° 75 15.4% 

9-11° 35 7.2% 

12-14° 7 1.4% 

15-17° 4 0.8% 
18-20° 9 1.8% 

21-23° 1 0.2% 

28° 1 0.2% 

90° 1 0.2% 

Total 488 99.9% 

elevation range, the vast majority (72 percent) are 
located between 1,860 m (6.101 ft) and 1.981 m 
(6.500 ft) elevation. This clustering is largely a 
reflection of the project's mesa-top focus and the 
predominance of this elevation range across the 
project area. 

Aspect 

Aspect, or direction of slope, was recorded for 
all site locations. Sites occur within a wide variety 
of aspect settings from 0 to 3 5 9 ; however, a 
slightly greater frequency of sites (n = 206; 42 
percent) were recorded with south to west-
southwest aspects (Table 5.6). Without looking at 
other variables such as site type, function, 
temporal period, or landform. it is difficult to draw 
any immediate conclusions concerning site aspect 
preferences. The reader is referred to Chapter 1 1 
for additional discussion of this variable as a 
factor in site location selection. 

Slope 

As is evident in Table 5.7. sites are located 
along a wide range of slope gradients, ranging 
from 0 to 90 ' . Despite this variability, the vast 
majority of sites occur along level to gently 

sloping terrain. Roughly 70 percent of the sites (n 
= 355) are located in areas with less than a 6° 
slope and all but three of the sites (99 percent) are 
located on slopes of 20° or less. The three sites 
located on steep slopes (greater than 20°) are 
associated with alcove settings, and their cultural 
remains occur primarily within the alcove limits. 
Site42SA6861 (1CRC97-6861), recorded on a 90° 
slope, consists of an inaccessible rockshelter 
within a vertical to steeply sloping cliff face. 

Landform 

Following IMACS recording guidelines, site 
landform is defined using primary and secondary 
topographic designations (Table 5.8). As 
expected, given the project's upland focus, ridge 
(n = 236; 48 percent) and mesa top (n = 1 77; 36 
percent) were the most commonly recorded 
primary landforms. Canyon settings were noted at 
only 75 sites (15 percent), most of which are 
associated with the canyon rim and the uppermost 
ledges accessible from the mesa top. Thirteen 
types of secondary landform were recorded. As 
indicated in Table 5.8. slope, terrace or bench, and 
ridge or knoll were the most commonly recorded 
secondary landforms. 

Soils 

The majority of sites (n = 477; 98 percent) are 
located in aeolian and residual depositional 
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Table 5.8. Primary and secondary landform types: site counts and percentages. 

Secondary Landform 

Slope 

Terrace or bench 

Ridge or knoll 

Mesa 

Alcove or rockshelter 

Ledge 

Valley 

Arroyo 

Ephemeral wash 

Alluvial fan 

Floodplain 

Cliff 

Cutbank 

Rim 

Total 

Primary Landform 
Ridge 

156(32.0%) 

28 (5.7%) 

33 (6.8%) 

2 (0.4%) 

14 (2.9%) 

2 (0.4%) 

1 (0.2%) 

236 (48.4%) 

Mesa 

53(10.9%) 

31 (6.4%) 

40 (8.2%) 

29 (5.9%) 

8 (1.6%) 

2 (0.4%) 

11 (2.3%) 

2 (0.4%) 

1 (0.2%) 

177(36.3%) 

Canyon 

7 (1.4%) 

26 (5.3%) 

17 (3.5%) 

6 (1.2%) 

1 (0.2%) 

4 (0.8%) 

3 (0.6%) 

4 (0.8%) 

3 (0.6%) 

2 (0.4%) 

1 (0.2%) 

1 (0.2%) 

75(15.2%) 

Total Sites 
(Percent of Sites) 

216 (44.3%) 

85(17.4%) 

73(15.0%) 

29 (5.9%) 

27 (5.5%) 

22 (4.5%) 

12 (2.5%) 

8 (1.6%) 

5 (1.0%) 

4 (0.8%) 

3 (0.6%) 

2 (0.4%) 

1 (0.2%) 

1 (0.2%) 

488(100.0%) 

Table 5.9. On-site depositional environments. 

Depositional Context 
Aeolian 
Aeolian and residual 
Residual 

Fan 

Bedrock 

Colluvium 

Streambed 

Alluvial plain 
Total 

No. of Sites 
322 
134 
21 

4 

3 

2 

1 

1 
488 

% of Sites 
66.0% 
27.5% 

4.3% 

0.8% 

0.6% 

0.4% 

0.2% 

0.2% 
100.0% 

alluvial plain environments were noted at a few 
sites (n = 6; 1 percent). 

Site soil types, like the depositional types, are 
relatively consistent throughout the project area. 
Reddish brown sandy and silty loams 
predominate. Cryptogamic soil and exposed 
bedrock characteristic of the monument's mesa-
top environment were observed at many of the 
sites. Other, less prevalent soil types recorded 
include orange, tan, and yellow sandy loams and 
silty clays. 

environments. The predominance of aeolian soils 
is attributed to the mesa-top and ridge settings 
associated with majority of site locations. The 
semi-protected locations of many of the alcove 
sites also account for the accumulation of aeolian 
deposits. Residual soils were typically found in 
alcoves and on ledges, as well as terraces and 
benches characterized by shallow soils and 
decomposing bedrock. Table 5.9 summarizes the 
frequencies of on-site depositional environments. 
In addition to aeolian and residual soils, water-
deposited soils associated with fan, streambed, and 

Vegetation 

Vegetation was recorded as three separate data 
fields: primary site vegetation, secondary site 
vegetation, and surrounding vegetation. 
Regardless of the data field in question, pinyon-
juniper was the most commonly encountered 
vegetation community type, not an unexpected 
finding given the mesa-top focus of the project 
and its characteristic pinyon-juniper woodland 
environment. Pinyon-juniper woodland is the 
primary vegetation type at 459 sites (93 percent) 
and the secondary vegetation type at 195 sites (40 
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Table 5.10. Primary and secondary site vegetation types. 

percent) (Table 5.10). Other primary vegetation 
types include barren (n = 25; 5 percent), 
grasslands (n = 3; 0.6 percent), and low sagebrush 
(n=l; 0.2 percent). Low sagebrush and barren 
vegetation environments were also commonly 
recorded secondary vegetation types, and were 
noted at 133 sites (27 percent) and 125 sites (26 
percent) respectively. Review of the data base 
indicates 95 percent of the sites (n = 463) are 
surrounded by pinyon-juniper. Of the 25 
remaining sites (5 percent), 14 sites lack 
information on the surrounding vegetation 
community, 5 are surrounded by barren slickrock 
exposures, 3 by riparian vegetation, 2 by 
grasslands, and 1 by low sagebrush. 

Water sources 

Although the IMACS recording system 
requires the documentation of a site's nearest 
permanent water source, the relevance of this data 

field in relation to the Natural Bridges sites is 
limited due to the lack of permanent water in the 
monument or in the immediate vicinity. Rather 
than record distant water sources such as the Col
orado River, which are beyond the range of rea
sonable access, the recording format was amended 
during the second season of survey to allow for 
the documentation of seasonal water sources with
in 500 m of each site. Seasonal water sources sites 
were recorded for 157 sites using this approach. 

Intermittent and ephemeral drainages, springs, 
seeps, pools, and potholes in the canyons and 
across the mesa tops were recorded as potential 
water sources. A total of 116 of the 157 sites (73 
percent) are within 500 m of an intermittent or 
ephemeral drainage. Twenty-two sites (5 percent) 
are within 500 m of canyon bottom seeps and 
springs, 20 sites (4 percent) are near natural 
slickrock catchments, and 2 sites (0.4 percent) are 
near dripline collection areas. 

Primary Vegetation Secondary Vegetation No. of Sites Percent of Sites 
Pinyon-juniper Pinyon-juniper 177 36.3% 

Low sagebrush 131 26.8% 
Barren 117 23.9% 
Grassland or steppe 18 3.7% 
Mountain brush 10 2.0% 
Tall sagebrush 5 1.0% 
Douglas fir 1 0.2% 

Subtotal 459 93.9% 

Barren Pinyon-juniper 15 3.1% 
Barren 8 1.6% 
Low sagebrush 2 0.4% 

Subtotal 25 5.1% 

Grassland/steppe Pinyon-juniper 2 0.4% 
Grassland or steppe 1 0.2% 

Subtotal 3 0.6% 

Low sagebrush Pinyon-juniper 1 0.2% 
' Subtotal 1 0.2% 

Total 488 99.8% 
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Table 5.11. Prehistoric component temporal 
affiliations. 

Prehistoric Site Data 

As shown in Table 5.2, 482 prehistoric sites 
were recorded. Of this total, 461 sites are single 
component prehis tor ic s i tes , 17 are 
mufticomponent prehistoric sites, and 4 are 
multicomponent prehistoric and historic sites. 
Each component was assigned a cultural affiliation 
and temporal interval based on the presence and 
interpretation of diagnostic indicators noted at the 
site. These assignments were later refined, 
incorporating the results of the post-field ceramic 
and lithic data analyses. Table 5.11 summarizes 
the prehistoric component temporal affiliations 
assigned as a result of the inventory and analysis. 
The reader is referred to Chapter 10 for discussion 
of the methods and considerations used in 
identifying component cultural affiliations and 
developing the project"s site chronology. 

Temporal affiliations were determined for 256 
(51 percent) of the 499 prehistoric components. A 
total of 186 components were dated based on their 
ceramic assemblages, while 61 were dated based 
on the presence of diagnostic projectile points. 
Seventeen sites were dated based upon their 
architectural remains and one site date, 
42SA22559 (ICRC98-22559), was based on a 14C 
date obtained as a result of a 1994 hearth 

excavation. The overwhelming majority of dated 
prehistoric components are Anasazi (n = 198; 40 
percent), and of these most date to the Pueblo II-
Pueblo III periods (n = 122; 25 percent). Twelve 
Archaic, 45 Archaic-early Basketmaker, 55 
Basketmaker III to Pueblo I, and 1 Protohistoric 
component are also identified. The remaining 243 
components (49 percent) are of indeterminate 
prehistoric temporal association due to the absence 
of diagnostics. 

Site Size 

Prehistoric site size varies widely across the 
project area depending on site type, location, 
activities represented, and duration of use. At one 
end of the spectrum are small sites consisting of 
single features less than 1 sq m. In contrast, 
dispersed but continuous artifact scatters 
extending across several thousand square meters 
of the landscape are not uncommon. Table 5.12 
summarizes site size data, cross tabulating size 
groups in relation to eight basic site types (derived 
from the 57 field types presented in Table 5.3). Of 
the 482 prehistoric sites, 241 (50 percent) are 
relatively small covering less than 500 sq m. 
Roughly a third of the prehistoric sites (n = 178; 
37 percent) range from 501 to 2,500 sq m, and 55 
sites (11 percent) range between 2,501 and 10,000 
sq m . A small number of sites (n = 8; 2 percent) 
are more than 10,000 sq m. The largest site 
measures 150,000 sq m. 

Estimated Depth of Cultural Fill 

Depth of cultural fill was estimated for each 
site based on site location, soil depth, exposed 
bedrock, erosional patterns, site type, and the 
presence of subsurface features. The majority of 
sites (n = 392; 81 percent) have some potential for 
subsurface cultural materials, although estimated 
site depth varies from a few centimeters to more 
than a meter (Table 5.13). Ninety sites (19 
percent) are surface sites with no cultural depth. 
Roughly a third of the sites (n = 171; 35 percent) 
appear to contain shallow cultural deposits, and 
another third (n = 176; 36 percent) are of 
indeterminate depth. 

No. of Percent of 
Temporal Affiliation Components Components 
Archaic 12 2.4% 
Archaic-Basketmaker 
II 45 9.0% 
Basketmaker III-
Pueblol 55 11.0% 
Pueblo II 58 11.6% 
Pueblo II-III 64 12.8% 
Anasazi (general) 21 4.2% 
Protohistoric 1 0.2% 
Prehistoric unknown 243 48.7% 
Total 499 99.9% 
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Table 5.12. Site size by site type. 

Table 5.13. Estimated depth of cultural fill. 

Estimated Depth 

Surface 
0-20 cm 

20-100 cm 

100 c m -

Fill noted but depth unknown 

Depth suspected but not 

Total 

No. of Sites 

90 
171 

43 

2 

69 

107 

482 

% of Sites 

18.7% 
35.5% 

8.9% 

0.4% 

14.3% 

22.2% 

100.0% 

Artifact Sampling 

As mentioned in Chapter 1. recording 
procedures included on-site artifact inventory and 
attribute analyses. The majority of artifact scatters 
(n = 370; 77 percent) were 100 percent 
inventoried. Artifact sampling procedures were 
implemented at 84 sites (17 percent) and no 
inventories were conducted at 32 sites (7 percent). 
This was due to either the lack of associated 
artifacts (n = 28; 6 percent) or the existence of 
previously recorded artifact inventories for those 
sites (n = 4; 1 percent). Over 42.600 artifacts were 

recorded and analyzed as a result of the on-site 
inventory and sampling procedures. 

Summary of Artifacts and Debris 

As part of the IMACS recording format, the 
various artifact types and cultural debris 
comprising the site assemblages were identified 
(fable 5.14). Flaked lithics, ground stone, and 
ceramic artifacts were the most abundant artifact 
types encountered. Inventory and attribute 
analyses of these artifact types form the basis of 
much of the project's post-field site analyses, the 
results of which are discussed in Chapters 8 and 9. 
Fire-cracked rock, accumulations of limestone, 
and charcoal deposits were observed at several 
sites, typically in association with hearths or 
midden deposits. Unique artifact types such as 
pendants, ornaments, and ground minerals were 
found at a small number of sites. 

Lithic Tools and Debitage 

More than 2,600 lithic tools and 29,000 pieces 
of debitage were inventoried as part of the 1997-

Site Size (sq m) 

101 to 501 to 1.001 to 2.501 to 5.001 to 10.001 to T°ta* 
Site Types <1Q1 500 l.OQQ 2.500 5.000 10.000 100.000 > 100.000 ( / o ) 
Artifact scatters 24 90 45 46 17 2 2 226 

(5.0%) (18.7%) (9.3%) (9.5%) (3.5%) (0.4%) (0.4%) (46.9%) 
Architecture with features 1 1 2 

(0.2%) (0.2%) (0.4%) 
Architecture with features and 4 5 16 9 8 4 1 47 
artifact scatter (0.8%) (1.0%) (3.3%) (1.9%) (1.7%) (0.8%) (0.2%) (9.7%) 

Feature(s) 33 3 36 
(6.8%) (0.6%) (7.4%) 

Feature(s) with artifact scatter 24 33 27 26 9 6 1 126 
(5.0%) (6.8%) (5.6%) (5.4%) (1.9%) (1.2%) (0.2%) (26.1%) 

Rockshelter with artifact scatter 1 4 1 6 
(0.2%) (0.8%) (0.2%) (1.2%) 

Rockshelter with architecture 1 1 1 2 1 15 
and/or features (2.3%) (0.2%) (0.4%) (0.2%) (3.1%) 
Rockshelter with architecture 4 8 3 5 4 24 
and/or features and artifact scatter (0.8%) (1.7%) (0.6%) (1.0%) (0.8%) (5.0%) 
Total 98 143 83 95 39 16 7 1 482 

(20.3%) (29.7%) (17.2%) (19.7%) (8.0%) (3.3%) (1.5%) (0.2%) (99.9%) 
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Table 5.14. Summary of site artifact types and 
cultural debris. 

Artifacts and Cultural Debris 
Lithic scatter/concentration 
Ground/pecked stone 
Scatter/concentration 
Ceramic scatter/concentration 
Burned stone/firecracked rock 
Charcoal scatter 
Vegetal/organic remains 
Pendants 
Ornament/gaming piece 
Bone scatter 
Ground mineral 
Shell 
Basketry/textiles 
Total 

No. of 
Sites 
441 
203 

199 
43 
28 
14 
12 
6 
4 
3 
2 
1 

455" 

% o f 
Sites 

91.5% 
42.1% 

41.3% 
8.9% 
5.8% 
2.9% 
2.5% 
1.2% 
0.8% 
0.6% 
0.4% 
0.2% 
100.0 

%a 

'Many sites contain more than one artifact type. 

1998 survey. Lithic tool attribute analyses were 
conducted at 376 sites (78 percent) resulting in the 
documentation of 80 tool types and 36 lithic raw 
material types. As many as 52 individual tools 
were inventoried at 42SA6677 (1CRC97-6677), 
although one to 10 tools per assemblage were a 
more common occurrence. Lithic debitage 
inventory and analyses were conducted at 431 
sites (89 percent). Ninety-nine debitage raw 
material types were identified and all stages of 
lithic reduction were noted, although intra-site 
occurrence is highly variable. Only 90 sites (19 
percent) were noted with all stages of lithic 
reduction present. 

Lithic debitage quantities vary widely from 
site to site depending on site type, period of use. 
and site condition (Table 5.15). Most of the 
Natural Bridges sites contain relatively small lithic 
debitage assemblages. A total of 347 sites (72 
percent) contain 100 or fewer pieces of lithic 
debitage; 84 (17 percent) contain 101 to 500 
debitage flakes; 8 sites (2 percent) consist of more 
than 500 pieces of debitage. and 43 sites (9 
percent) are devoid of any lithic debitage 
materials. Intra-site artifact densities vary from 
one to 100 lithics per sq m. although densities of 

one to 10 lithics per sq m predominate (n = 359; 
74 percent) (Table 5.16). Lithic densities exceed
ing 20 artifacts per sq m were noted at only a 
small number of sites (n = 21; 4 percent). 

Ceramic Artifacts 

Ceramic inventory and analyses were 
conducted at 197 prehistoric sites (41 percent) and 
included more than 10.800 sherds. Fifty-three 
ceramic types were identified. Many of these 
types occur at only a few sites, while others are 
more pervasive and occur throughout the project 
area. Jars, bowls, handle and ladle fragments, and 
unknown vessel forms were observed. Of 
particular interest, and unusual for a survey 
investigation, four complete vessels were also 
discovered and recorded. 

Overall, ceramic density tends to be low. Of 
the 180 sites with ceramic density information 
(Table 5.16). 124 sites or roughly two-thirds, have 
maximum densities of one to five ceramics per sq 
m. Two sites [42SA6648 (ICRC97-6648) and 
42SA6680 (ICRC98-6680)] contain extremely 
high ceramic densities of 200 and 150 ceramics 
per sq m. respectively. 

Nonarchitectural Features 

Prehistoric nonarchitectural features were 
recorded at 212 sites, slightly less than half of all 
prehistoric sites. Sixteen feature types and a total 
of 373 individual features are represented (Table 
5.1 7). As many as nine features are present at a 
single site (42SA6670[ICRC98-6670j); however, 
single feature sites are more common (n = 127; 

Table 5.15. Lithic debitage quantities per site. 

Lithic Debitage Quantities No. of Sites % of Sites 
1-9 " 63 13% 
10-25 123 26% 
26-100 161 33% 
101-500 84 17% 
500+ 8 2% 
None 43 9% 
Total 482 100% 
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Table 5.16. Maximum lithic and ceramic densities per site. 

Maximum Artifact 
Density (per sq m) 
0 

1-5 

6-10 

11-20 

21-100 

>100 

No information 

Total 

Lithics 
No. of Sites 

41 

256 

103 

48 

21 

0 

13 

482 

% of Sites 
8.5% 

53.1% 

21.4% 

9.9% 

4.4% 

0.0% 

2.7% 

100.0% 

Ceramics 
No. of Sites 

284 

124 

24 

16 

14 
2 

18 

482 

% of Sites 
58.9% 

25.7% 

5.0% 

3.3% 

2.9% 

0.4% 

3.7% 

99.9% 

59 percent of the 215 sites). Thermal features are 
the most prevalent (n = 279) including 154 
hearths, 98 ash stains, 19 ash stains with fire-
cracked rock, 7 fire-cracked rock concentrations, 
1 possible kiln, and 1 roasting pit. Rock features, 
consisting of concentrations, alignments, and 
upright slabs, are common, occurring at 41 sites. 
Rock art panels (15 pictographs and 1 

petroglyph) are present at 10 sites, with one to 
three panels per site. 

Architectural Features 

One hundred and sixty prehistoric 
architectural features were identified at 89 sites 
(18 percent). Most of these sites (n = 72) contain 
a maximum of one to two architectural features 
each, although as many as nine architectural 
features were recorded at a single site (42SA6837 
[ICRC98-6837]). Architectural feature types and 
frequencies are presented in Table 5.18. Twelve 
architectural types were identified, the most 
common of which, the single-room structure (n = 
78), was recorded at 48 sites. Multi-room 
structures (n = 4) occur at only four sites. Storage 
features such as cists (n = 21), granaries (n = 10), 
and storage bins (n = 2) were observed at 27 sites. 
Detailed discussion of architecture and features is 
provided in Chapters 6 and 7. 

Historic and Unknown Affiliation 
Site Data 

Historic site data were recorded at eight sites: 
four historic sites and four sites with both historic 
and prehistoric components. Historic affiliation 
was determined based on the presence of 
diagnostic artifacts and features indicating 
nonaboriginal occupation or use. Two sites of 

Table 5.17. Prehistoric nonarchitecturalfeature 
types. 

No. of No. of 
Non-architectural Feature Type Features Sites 
Hearth/firepit 154 118 
Ash stain 98 66 
Rock concentration 27 18 
Ash stain w/fire-cracked rock 19 17 
Midden 18 14 
Upright slab(s) 15 13 
Pictograph 15 9 
Rock alignment 10 10 
Burned stone/fire-cracked rock 
concentration 7 4 
Smoke-blackening 4 4 
Possible kiln 1 1 
Stained soil-generic 1 1 
Upright slab, rubble, beams 1 1 
Petroglyph 1 1 
Roasting pit 1 1 
Grinding station 1 1 
Total 373 212a 

"Many sites contain more than one feature type. 
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Architectural Feature 
Single-room structure 
Cist 

Unknown structure 
Pithouse 

Granary 
Wall 

Unknown rubble 
Multi-room structure 
Kiva 
Depression 
Storage bin 
Use area 

Lean-to 
Total 

No. of 
Features 

78 
21 

13 
10 

10 

o 
7 
4 
4 
2 

2 

1 

1 
162 

No. of Sites 

48 
18 

9 
8 

8 

8 
6 

4 
4 
2 

1 
1 
1 

89a 

"Many sites contain more than one architectural feature 
type-
unknown affiliation also were recorded. Because 
of the lack of associated artifacts and temporally 
diagnostic indicators, it is uncertain whether these 
two sites represent historic or prehistoric 
activities. Table 5.19 summarizes the two 
unknown affiliation sites and eight historic sites. 
Only four historic sites were dated: three are 
attributed to the mid-twentieth century and one 
dates from the late 1 800s to mid-1900s. 

Site Size and Depth 

The historic and unknown sites, like the 
prehistoric sites, vary in size depending on the 
activities represented, duration of use, and 
topographic setting. Five sites, all representing 
single use episodes, are of limited extent and 
range between 6 and 30 sq m. The two unknown 
sites, 42SA23455(ICRC97-148) and 42SA24130 
(ICRC98-295), measure 52 and 116 sq m, 
respectively. Site 42SA24194 (ICRC98-361), a 
historic fenceline, is over 200 m long and covers 
an area roughly 490 sq m in size. The 
architectural remains, features, and artifact scatters 

associated with the two largest historic sites 
(42SA23600 [1CRC97-293] and 42SA24204 
[ICRC98-37I]) are scattered across 5,000- and 
1,570-sq-m areas, respectively, and represent more 
intensive and continuous use activities. 

Most of the historic sites appear to have little 
cultural fill: four are surficial and three contain 
shallow cultural deposits less than 20 cm in depth. 
One site (42SA24204 [1CRC98-371]) has 
subsurface potential, but its depth is unknown. 
The two unknown sites appear to be surficial, with 
no evidence of subsurface remains. 

Summary of Artifacts and Debris 

Artifact scatters were identified at six of the 
eight historic sites. Tin cans, glass, wire nails, and 
wire occur at several of the scatters. Wood, metal, 
rubber, and ceramics are present at only one or 
two of the sites. As expected, the architectural 
sites and the historic dump have the most varied 
and abundant artifact assemblages. A maximum 
density of 57 glass and ceramics artifacts per 1 sq 
m is present at the dump. No artifacts were 
observed at the two unknown affiliation sites. 

Features and Structures 

Three architectural features and 27 
nonarchitectural features were identified among 7 
historic sites and the 2 unknown sites (Table 5.20). 
Fire hearths are the most predominant feature 
type. Eighteen were recorded, 15 of which are 
located at site 42SA23600 (ICRC97-293), a now 
abandoned NPS ranger station and campground. 
Cabin remains, a rock concentration, and trail 
were also documented at this locale. Site 
42SA24204 (1CRC98-371), a temporary campsite, 
consists of a tent platform, a depression, and an 
artifact scatter. Three upright slabs in association 
with a semicircular arrangement of rock are 
present at 42SA23455 (ICRC97-148), one of the 
unknown affiliation sites. The other unknown 
site, 42SA24130 (ICRC98-295), consists of two 
leaning logs within a rockshelter. 

Table 5.18. Prehistoric architectural feature 
types. 
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Table 5.19. Historic and unknown affiliation site types. 

Site (42SA) 
6642a 

23370 

23397s 

23455 

23569 

23599 

23600a 

24130 

24204a 

34194 

Affiliation 
Historic 
Historic 

Historic 

Unknown 

Historic 

Historic 

Historic 

Unknown 

Historic 

Historic 

Site Type 
Dump 
Feature/hearth(s) 

Can scatter 

Feature/stone circle and upright slabs 

Feature'hearth(s) 

Rockshelter with feature(s) 

Architecture w/feature(s) and artifact scatter 

Rockshelter with feature(s) 

Architecture w.'feature(s) and artifact scatter 

Fenceline 

Historic Theme 
Recreation/tourism 
Unknown 

Unknown 

n'a 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Recreation/tourism 

n'a 

Farming/ranching 

Farming/ranching 

Dates 
1931-modern 
Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

1872-1950+ 

1920-1968 

Unknown 

1940-1950s 

Unknown 

'Multicomponent site, includes historic and prehistoric components. 

Table 5.20. Historic and unknown affiliation 
sites: architectural and nonarchi-
tectural features. 

Feature Type 
Hearth 

Upright slabs 

Cabin 

lent platform 

Fence 

Depression 

Rock concentration 

Road 

Dump 

Stone circle 

Leaning logs 

Total 

No. of 
Features 

18 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

30 

No. of 
Sites 

4 

1 

1 

1 

! 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

9s 

''Several sites have multiple feature types. 

Isolated Occurrences 

A total of 54 isolated occurrences (IOs) were 
recorded in the project area and are summarized in 
Appendix 5.2. With the exception of one historic 
and one unknown, all of the isolated occurrences 

are prehistoric. Projectile points and ceramic pot 
drops were the most commonly recorded isolated 
occurrence type. Isolated occurrences also include 
three bifaces, two metates, and individual 
instances of other miscellaneous flaked or ground-
stone tools. A shell pendant, a single wood beam, 
and an historic can were also recorded. Twenty-
two isolated occurences were collected, including 
18 projectile points, 2 bifaces, 1 pendant, and 1 
ornament. Collected artifacts were provenienced 
in the course of recording GPS coordinates for 
isolated occurrence locations. 

Summary 

Use of IMACS data fields and the addition of 
several data fields to meet research- and 
management-specific objectives has resulted in the 
compilation of a large amount of cultural resource 
survey data. This chapter presents a cursory 
summary of the type, range, and frequency of the 
collected data. Quantitative data representing the 
various administrative, environmental, prehistoric, 
and historic data fields are presented. Interpreta
tion of these data and their relevance to the 
research and management goals targeted by this 
project are discussed in the following chapters. 



Chapter 6 

Site Classification: 
Descriptive and Functional Site Types 

Janet L. McVickar 

Superficially, site classification is undertaken 
as a means of organizing data; it is a useful tool 
for separating sites into easily recognized 
categories that can be manipulated to provide 
information relevant to the study. On a more 
significant level, however, a site typology is 
critical to the process of identifying land use, 
settlement and subsistence patterns, and 
understanding the range of variability present in 
the cultural system. 

We present two levels of site classification: 
descriptive and functional, both of which are 
determined from surface attributes observed 
during the Natural Bridges survey. The 
descriptive typology is based on observed surface 
attributes without interpreting the attribute's 
function or the function of the site. It should be 
noted that, imbedded within the descriptive site 
types, are feature types that are functional in 
nature, such as hearth, midden, cist, and so forth. 
These terms have been retained for the sake of 
brevity and familiarity, and follow the feature 
classification identified in the IMACS system of 
site recordation that was utilized for the project. 
Functional types, often less easily and accurately 
defined, are classified on the basis of interpreta
tion of the site's material culture assemblages. 

Although surface attributes are the primary 
means by which sites are identified in a survey, 
the observed characteristics may not be 
representative of the subsurface portion of a site. 
Surface materials indicate that specific cultural 
activities took place at a location, and diagnostic 
materials can indicate the time period in which 
these activities occurred. But, natural and cultural 
post-depositional processes can obscure, 
obliterate, or otherwise modify the original site 
structure, thereby altering its surface appearance. 
Because no subsurface testing or excavation was 
conducted during the current study, the full range 
and depth of cultural activities represented at sites 
cannot be determined. Site function is interpreted 
on the basis of the observed material culture and 
surface features, and, in view of these limitations, 
the functional site classification used here is 
deliberately broad. 

Descriptive Typology 

A descriptive site typology was used during 
the survey to categorize prehistoric and historic 
sites. The resulting 55 field types (Appendix 6.1) 
were entered into the project data base, and were 
subsequently separated into architectural and 
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Table 6.1. Architectural sites recorded during the Natural Bridges Archeological Survey. 

Percent of Total 
Site Type Count of Sites Percent of Sites Sites (n = 488) 
Architecture with artifact scatter 14 17.5 2.9 
Architecture with feature(s) 2 2.5 0.4 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 26 32.5 5.3 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter; 
Historic dump 1 1.3 0.2 
Depression with feature(s) and artifact scatter 1 1.3 0.2 
Historic camp; Lithic Scatter 1 1.3 0.2 
Lithic and sherd scatter; Architecture with feature(s) 
and artifact scatter 1 1.3 0.2 
Pit house with artifact scatter 2 2.5 0.4 
Pit house with feature(s) and artifact scatter 3 3.8 0.6 
Rock shelter/architecture 9 11.3 1.8 
Rock shelter/architecture with artifact scatter 5 6.3 1.0 
Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) 4 5.0 0.8 
Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and artifact 
scatter 10 12.5 2.0 
Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and artifact 
scatter; Can scatter 1 1.3 0.2 
Total 80 100.0 16.4 

nonarchitectural types, before being further 
subdivided. Architectural sites are defined by the 
presence of one or more structures or structural 
elements, rubble indicative of structures, 
pithouses, or depressions indicative of subsurface 
structures. Most architectural sites have one or 
more features and artifact scatters, and they are 
located in the open and in rockshelters (Table 6.1). 
The term rockshelter in this study includes both 
large alcoves and smaller areas sheltered by rock 
overhangs or boulders that provide protection 
from the elements. Eighty (16.4 percent) of the 
surveyed sites are architectural in nature. Features 
and artifact scatters accompany half of these (44 
sites). Six architectural sites (7.5 percent) have 
features but no artifacts, and 21 (26.5 percent) 
have artifacts but no features. Nine sites, all in 
rockshelters, are architectural, but have neither 
features nor artifacts. Three are multicomponent 
sites with prehistoric and historic components, two 
of which have historic architectural elements. 

Nonarchitectural sites are those without archi
tectural elements. These include sites with artifact 
scatters and with features such ash stains, hearths. 

middens, rock concentrations, and other features 
not customarily thought of as architectural, as well 
as rockshelters containing nonarchitectural 
features and artifact scatters. Nearly 84 percent 
(408) of the Natural Bridges sites fall within the 
nonarchitectural site category (Table 6.2). 

Nonarchitectural site types are further 
subdivided into three types: sites with multiple 
features (n = 63), sites with a single feature (n = 
115), and artifact scatters without features, the 
latter representing 56 percent (n = 230) of the 
nonarchitectural sites. Of this group, 173 are lithic 
scatters (two are in rockshelters, and one is a 
multicomponent site with a prehistoric lithic 
scatter and a historic camp). Fifty-six are lithic 
and sherd scatters (four are in rockshelters, and 
two are sherd scatters). 

Multiple feature sites have more than one 
nonarchitectural feature. Features such as thermal 
features, cists, upright slabs, nonarchitectural rock 
alignments and concentrations, middens, and 
possible kilns are included. Artifact scatters can 
accompany these features. Single feature sites 
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Table 6.2. Nonarchitectural sites recorded during the Natural Bridges Archeological Survey. 

consist of sites with one nonarchitectural feature 
with or without artifacts. Artifact scatters include 
lithic scatters, lithic and sherd scatters, sherd 

scatters, and scatters of historic artifacts. No 
evidence of features or architecture is present. 

Percentage of 
Percentage of Total Sites 

Site Type Count of Sites Sites (n = 488) 
Feature(s)/ash stain 2 0.5 0.4 
Feature(s)/ash stain and rock concentration with artifact scatter 4 1.0 0.8 
Feature(s)/ash stain and upright slabs with artifact scatter 1 0.2 0.2 
Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR 2 0.5 0.4 
Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR and upright slabs with artifact scatter 1 0.2 0.2 
Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter 8 2.0 1.6 
Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 30 7.4 6.1 
Feature(s)/ash stain, rock concentration, rock alignment with 
artifact scatter 1 0.2 0.2 
Feature(s)/cist 3 0.7 0.6 
Feature(s)/cist with artifact scatter 2 0.5 0.4 
Feature(s)/FCR with artifact scatter 1 0.2 0.2 
Feature(s)/grinding station with artifact scatter 1 0.2 0.2 
Feature(s)/hearth 29 7.1 5.9 
Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact scatter 12 2.9 2.5 
Feature(s)/hearth and possible kiln 1 0.2 0.2 
Feature(s)/hearth and rock alignment with artifact scatter 2 0.5 0.4 
Feature(s)/hearth and rock concentration with artifact scatter 3 0.7 0.6 
Feature(s)/hearth and upright slabs with artifact scatter 2 0.5 0.4 
Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 37 9.1 7.6 
Feature(s)/hearth, ash stain w/FCR, cist with artifact scatter 1 0.2 0.2 
Feature(s)/hearth, ash stain w/FCR, rock art w/ artifact scatter 1 0.2 0.2 
Feature(s)/hearth, ash stain, FCR with artifact scatter 1 0.2 0.2 
Feature(s)/hearth, ash stain, midden with artifact scatter 1 0.2 0.2 
Feature(s)/hearth, rock concentration, FCR with artifact scatter 1 0.2 0.2 
Feature(s)/midden and ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter 1 0.2 0.2 
Feature(s)/midden and hearth with artifact scatter 2 0.5 0.4 
Feature(s)/midden with artifact scatter 1 0.2 0.2 
Feature(s)/roasting pit with artifact scatter 1 0.2 0.2 
Feature(s)/rock alignment with artifact scatter 5 1.2 1.0 
Feature(s)/rock concentration and upright slabs w/ artifact scatter 1 0.2 0.2 
Feature(s)/rock concentration with artifact scatter 3 0.7 0.6 
Feature(s)/stone circle and upright slabs 1 0.2 0.2 
Feature(s)/upright slabs 1 0.2 0.2 
Feature(s)/upright slabs with artifact scatter 2 0.5 0.4 
Historic fenceline 1 0.2 0.2 
Lithic and sherd scatter 53 13.0 10.9 
Lithic scatter 169 41.7 34.6 
Rock shelter with artifact scatter 6 1.5 1.2 
Rock shelter with feature(s) 4 1.0 0.8 
Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter 8 2.0 1.6 
Sherd scatter 2 0.5 0.4 
Total 408 100.0 83J6 
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Figure 6.1. Temporal distribution of descriptive site types. 

Figure 6.1 shows the distribution of 
descriptive types by time period. Architectural 
sites, not unexpectedly, are most prevalent during 
the Pueblo II to Pueblo III periods. Multiple 
feature sites are also most common at this time. 
Artifact scatters are most numerous during the 
Archaic to Basketmaker II and Basketmaker III to 
Pueblo I periods. Note that the components in 
multicomponent sites were separated and added to 
their respective temporal component types in this 
figure. Also the temporal scheme used in this 
analysis is broader than the temporal scheme 
developed subsequent to this analysis (see Chapter 
10). The full descriptive site classification is 
presented along with field and functional site 
types in Appendix 6.1. 

Functional Typology 

Whereas a descriptive site typology classifies 
sites on the basis of observed cultural attributes, a 
functional typology groups sites on the basis of 
behavioral inferences drawn from the observed 
cultural attributes. As such, a functional typology 
may be used to identify variability in settlement 
and subsistence patterns. Although equating 
differences in site architecture, features, and 
artifacts with differences in function must be 
approached cautiously, previous typological 
classifications and ethnographic analogy provide 
the basis for the function-based typology 
presented here. 
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To develop a functional site typology for 
Natural Bridges, we reviewed three earlier 
regional typologies (Geib and Bremer 1996; Geib 
et al. 1986; Tipps and Schroedl 1988; see also 
Matson et al. n.d.). These researchers decry the 
construction of typologies in which descriptive 
and functional site types are combined. Their 
functional typologies were developed through the 
application of diversity indices and principle 
components or cluster analyses to a number of 
variables, including artifact frequency and density, 
lithic tool types, feature types and frequency, and 
site size. The resulting three- or four-tiered ty
pologies encompass cultural remains ranging from 
hunter-gatherer to sedentary agricultural sites. 
Recently Geib and Bremer (1996) developed an 
even finer-grained, multi-tiered typology. 
Although the Natural Bridges typology is based on 
these studies, its construction is simpler, and 
fewer, broader site categories were developed. 

The primary justification for using a simpler 
typology at Natural Bridges is the potentially mis
leading nature of surface archeological remains. 
Natural and cultural processes affect the appear
ance of a site during its formation as well as sub
sequent to its abandonment. Cultural processes in
clude reuse by the same or different groups result
ing in palimpsests of cultural remains, often a 
greater number of features and artifacts, and fre
quently larger site size. On the other hand, prehis
toric and contemporary scavenging of cultural 
materials leads to artificially impoverished sites. 
We were told by the park archeologist, for exam
ple, that visitors and collectors have repeatedly 
scavenged highly visible sites at Natural Bridges 
for eye-catching artifacts, especially sites with 
prominent architectural remains. Natural process
es, mostly water- and wind-related, cause soil 
deflation and aggradation, migration or burial of 
cultural materials, and erosion, breakage, and 
destruction of these remains. These processes can 
affect sites on both a small and large scale, often 
repeatedly, resulting in varying degrees of modi
fication to nearly all sites. Because typing of sites 
based upon the nature of their surface attributes 
can result in incorrect classification, development 
of a functional site typology does not guarantee 
accurate interpretation of site function. A general 

site classification has the advantage of being more 
likely to correctly interpret site function, and it has 
the disadvantage of reducing our ability to identify 
specific land uses and behavioral patterns that 
could lead to a clearer understanding of 
subsistence and settlement systems. 

Another justification for a simple typology 
rests in the subjective nature of interpretation. 
Sebastian (1983) raises questions about the 
interpretation of common site types such as field 
houses, gathering camps, and habitations. Her 
review of Puebloan ethnographic literature reveals 
that forays for collecting wild food resources most 
often were day trips made with prepared foods 
requiring no cooking, and resulting in minimal or 
no visible surface remains. Resource processing 
was conducted at home rather than in the field 
(Sebastian 1983:404). She implies that gathering 
camps are uncommon, particularly during Pueblo 
II and III times when an agricultural life style was 
dominant, and reliance upon non-cultivated foods 
was low. 

Sebastian emphasizes that field houses, a 
common site type, range from multiple-room 
masonry structures with domestic features and 
trash deposits to temporary brush structures 
lacking features or refuse. The degree of 
structural durability and number and diversity of 
features and artifacts at field houses depends 
largely on the use patterns employed. Agricultural 
fields close to habitations require only day trips 
for crop planting, maintenance and protection, 
making anything more than a simple perishable 
shelter unnecessary. Distant fields, on the other 
hand, necessitate the construction of more 
substantial accommodations and longer stays. 
These latter sites may be used repeatedly with a 
greater accumulation of debris and, therefore, 
greater archeological visibility. 

In sum, small artifact scatters with and without 
features may be resource gathering camps used 
once or a few times, or they may represent "day-
camps" situated near fields. In contrast, masonry 
structures with one or two rooms may have been 
occupied seasonally as field houses, becoming, in 
effect, short-term habitations. 
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Table 6.3. Long-term habitation sites. 

Prehistoric subsistence and land use patterns 
described by Sebastian in the San Juan Basin are 
not fully comparable with those in the Natural 
Bridges area. The prehistoric occupants of 
Natural Bridges were likely to have placed more 
reliance upon wild resources, in conjunction with 
their focus on maize agriculture, even during the 
later Puebloan periods, although dependence on 
wild foods did decrease in later Puebloan sites 
(Matson and Chisolm 1991). Because early 
prehistoric populations in the Natural Bridges area 
were generally smaller and more sparsely 
distributed than in the San Juan region, 
competition for wild resources may have been 
minimal or nonexistent. If so, we should expect 
greater evidence for gathering sites at Natural 
Bridges than in the San Juan Basin. Surface 
cultural signatures do suggest that gathering and 
processing sites are present at Natural Bridges, as 
are field houses. 

Because sites may be more complex than is 
evident on the surface, and because sites of similar 
function may display a wide range of variability 
reflecting duration of use, a classification of three 
functional site types was created: long-term 
habitation, short-term habitation/intermittent use, 
and limited activity. These types, defined below, 
were selected because they encompass the range 
of site variability resulting from activities of 
mobile hunters and gatherers, as well as those of 
sedentary agriculturalists. Sites range from those 
of longest use and usually the greatest complexity 
to those that represent a single, one-time activity. 

Long-term habitation sites are the fewest in 
number (n = 23), short-term habitation/intermittent 
use sites are more numerous (n = 86), and the 
greatest number of sites reflects limited activity or 
brief use (n = 379) (Tables 6.3 to 6.5). Most of 
the non-architectural sites fall into the limited 
activity category. Fifty-five sites with architectur
al remains are categorized as short-term habita
tion/intermittent use sites, and the remainder are 
long-term habitation sites, all with architecture. 

Long-Term Habitation Sites 

Long-term habitation sites have structures or 
architectural elements in which considerable 
investment of time and labor is usually evident, 
and they were constructed and maintained to 
withstand impacts of time and weather [see Geib 
and Bremer's "'permanent habitation"' (1996:138)] 
(Table 6.3). This site type was established to 
accommodate sites exhibiting evidence of food 
cultivation and processing activities that allowed 
(or required) people to occupy one place year after 
year, and in which a variety of domestic or 
ceremonial activities were conducted within and 
adjacent to the habitation. Accompanying these 
sites are a variety of domestic features, and in 
most cases, a trash deposit containing a high 
frequency and diversity of artifacts indicating 
performance of numerous tasks on a regular basis. 
These sites were occupied year-round or for an 
extended period of time, and are located in open 
environments and in protected rockshelters. 
Substantial architecture indicating long-term use 

Count of Percentage Percentage 
Long-term Habitation Sites Sites of Sites of Total 
Architecture with artifact scatter 1 4.3 0.2 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 12 52.2 2.5 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter; Historic dump 1 4.3 0.2 
Pit house with artifact scatter 2 8.7 0.4 
Pit house with feature(s) and artifact scatter 1 4.3 0.2 
Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) 1 4.3 0.2 
Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 4 17.4 0.8 
Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter; Can scatter 1 4.3 0.2 
Total 23 100.0 4/7_ 
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Table 6.4. Short-term habitation/intermittent sites. 

Short-term Habitation/Intermittent Use Sites 
Architecture with artifact scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Depression with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain and rock concentration with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR and upright slabs with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/grinding station with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth, ash stain, midden with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/midden and hearth with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/midden with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/rock alignment with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)ash stain, rock concentration, rock alignment with artifact scatter 
Historic architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter; Lithic scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter; Historic architecture with features and artifact scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Pithouse with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Rock shelter/architecture 
Rock shelter/architecture with artifact scatter 
Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) 
Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Total 

Count of 
Sites 

12 
2 

14 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
9 
1 
4 
2 
1 
9 
5 
3 
6 
86 

Percentage 
of Sites 

14.0 
2.3 

16.3 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
3.5 
1.2 
2.3 
1.2 
2.3 
1.2 
1.2 

10.5 
1.2 
4.7 
2.3 
1.2 

10.5 
5.8 
3.5 
7.0 

100.0 

Percentage 
of Total 

2.5 
0.4 
2.9 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.6 
0.2 
0.4 
0.2 
0.4 
0.2 
0.2 
1.8 
0.2 
0.8 
0.4 
0.2 
1.8 
1.0 
0.6 
1.2 

17.6 

includes shaped and unshaped coursed masonry, 
jacal, daub, upright slabs, and log beams. Pit-
houses are also considered substantial architecture. 

An example of a long-term habitation is 
42SA6668 (ICRC97-6668) (Figure 6.2). an open 
site consisting of two masonry rooms, a slab-lined 
feature, rubble mound, midden with dark ashy 
sediment, and a dense artifact scatter. The rubble, 
although dispersed by an erosional channel, is 
considerable in extent, as is the artifact 
assemblage. Surface artifacts are estimated to be 
on the order of 500 or more items, including 
abundant ground- and flaked-stone tools, Mesa 
Verde gray and white wares and Kayenta white 
and red wares. Rock alignments, indicating 
additional rooms, are visible in the rubble and 
beyond. Based on the durability of the 

architecture, the extent of the rubble and midden, 
and the dense and diverse nature of the artifact 
assemblage, the site is considered a long-term 
habitation. 

Most of the substantial and well-preserved 
habitation sites at Natural Bridges, particularly 
later Puebloan sites, are located in rockshelters in 
the canyons. Although the best known rockshelter 
sites are in the canyons, numerous rockshelters 
containing habitation are located on the upper 
ledges of the canyons and are accessible from the 
mesa top. Site 42SA6837 (1CRC98-6837), for 
example, is located in an east-facing alcove on the 
west bench of To-ko-chi Canyon in the 
southwestern corner of the monument. It consists 
of eight partially standing or collapsed masonry 
structures, rock art panels, a kiva in the alluvium 
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Table 6.5. Limited activity sites. 

Limited Activity Sites 
Architecture with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain 
Feature(s)/ash stain and rock concentration with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain and upright slabs with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR 
Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/cist 
Feature(s)/cist with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/fire-cracked rock with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth 
Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth and possible kiln 
Feature(s)/hearth and rock alignment with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth and rock concentration with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth and upright slabs with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth, ash stain w/FCR. cist with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth, ash stain w/FCR, rock art with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth. ash stain, fire-cracked rock with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth, rock concentration, fire-cracked rock with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/midden and ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/roasting pit with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/rock alignment with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/rock concentration and upright slabs with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/rock concentration with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/stone circle and upright slabs 
Feature(s)/upright slabs 
Feature(s),'upright slabs with artifact scatter 
Historic fence line 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Rock shelter with artifact scatter 
Rock shelter with feature(s) 
Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Sherd scatter 
Total 

Count of 
Sites 

1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
7 

29 
3 
2 
1 

29 
11 

1 
2 
3 
2 

34 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 

43 
166 

6 
4 
7 
2 

379 

Percentage of Percentage of 
Sites Total 

0.3 
0.5 
0.8 
0.3 
0.5 
1.8 
7.7 
0.8 
0.5 
0.3 
7.7 
2.9 
0.3 
0.5 
0.8 
0.5 
9.0 
0.3 
0.3 
0.3 
0.3 
0.3 
0.3 
0.8 
0.3 
0.8 
0.3 
0.3 
0.5 
0.3 

11.3 
43.8 

1.6 
1.1 
1.8 
0.5 

100.0 

0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.2 
0.4 
1.4 
5.9 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
5.9 
2.3 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.4 
7.0 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.6 
0.2 
0.6 
0.2 
0.2 
0.4 
0.2 
8.8 

34.0 
1.2 
0.8 
1.4 
0.4 

77.7 

beyond the shelter, and a dense artifact scatter 
(Figure 6.3). This site is unquestionably a long-
term habitation site, as defined above. Although 
on the surface, the open site. 42SA6668 (ICRC97-
6668), is smaller than 42SA6837. the density of its 
cultural remains suggests that it was occupied for 
an extended period of time, although perhaps not 
aslongas42SA6837. 

Another sheltered site, 42SA6779 (ICRC98-
6779), fits the criteria for a long-term habitation 
site, but it is chiefly ceremonial in function. This 
site, situated in a south-facing alcove overlooking 
Sipapu Bridge, consists of a complete cribbed-log 
kiva with roof and ladder posts. Also present are 
a small, contiguous dry-laid masonry room, a 
small storage feature under a boulder, rock art, and 
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Figure 6.2. View of42SA6668 (ICRC97-6668) showing rubbie mound 
from collapsed structures. 

Figure 6.3. View of masonry structures at 42SA683 7 (ICRC98-683 7). 
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"sharpening" grooves (Figure 6.4). Artifacts at 
the site are few, and no midden is evident. The 
paucity of cultural debris suggests that the site was 
not used for long-term habitation, although the 
kiva clearly exhibits considerable expenditure of 
time and energy in its construction. Long-term 
ceremonial use is likely. The artifacts, presence of 
one or more storage features, and the observation 
of a corncob in the fill of the small masonry room 
indicate that limited domestic activity was also 
conducted at the site, a pattern that is generally 
considered typical of small Mesa Verde-style 
kivas elsewhere on the Colorado Plateau. 

Short-Term Habitation/ 
Intermittent Use Sites 

A total of 86 sites meet the criteria for short-
term habitation/intermittent use sites (Table 6.4). 
The functional category of short-term habitation/ 
intermittent use encompasses sites in which people 
lived for an abbreviated period or seasonally over 
a period of years. Included are both architectural 
and nonarchitectural sites, usually with two or 
more features, and one or more artifact scatters. 
Feature and artifact counts and densities can be 
lower or higher than those for long-term 
habitations depending on duration of occupation 
and number of repeat uses. The following criteria 
were used to distinguish this site type. Usually 
two or more features are present in short-term 
sites, artifact density is 10 or more artifacts per sq 
m, and 10 or more lithic tools with three or more 
tool types are represented. Short-term habitation 
site remains reflect diverse activities, although 
generally not as diverse as at long-term 
habitations. Temporary habitations, base camps, 
field houses, some logistical camps, and reused 
locations fall within this category. Short-term 
habitation and intermittently and repeatedly used 
sites are combined in this category because of the 
difficulty in accurately separating them. The 
repeat use site is often indistinguishable from the 
short-term use site on the basis of surface remains 
alone. Archeologists have attempted to 
differentiate between the short-term use and repeat 
use sites with varying degrees of success. Lacking 

the benefit of subsurface investigation to guide our 
conclusions, we have combined these types. 

Fifty-five sites with architecture were 
identified as short-term habitation/intermittent use 
sites based upon the temporary or limited nature of 
the architectural remains. Sites without archi
tecture (n = 31) were designated as short-term 
habitation/intermittent use sites when the artifact 
assemblage met the stated criteria of artifact 
density and tool frequency. 

A minimal amount of time is invested in the 
construction of short-term habitation structures, 
and often perishable materials are used, although 
construction material type is not necessarily an 
indicator of whether the site was occupied short-
or long-term. Coursed masonry, for example, is 
usually assumed to be indicative of greater 
investment in construction and greater longevity 
of occupation. At Natural Bridges, as well as at 
other locations in the northern Southwest, 
architectural construction methods other than 
coursed masonry can also reflect long-term 
occupation. For example, early pithouses and 
extensive midden deposits, can indicate longevity 
of occupation during the late Archaic and 
Basketmaker II periods (see Wills and Huckell 
1994), although such features are also indicative 
of frequent seasonal reuse. Another example is 
the use of perishable jacal construction with 
coursed masonry architectural elements in early 
Pueblo II long-term habitation structures in the 
region, such as at Yellow Jacket in southwestern 
Colorado (Rohn 1989:157-158). Conversely, 
coursed and semi-coursed, dry-laid rock structures 
seen regularly at Natural Bridges and at other 
locations in the region are examples of masonry 
construction involving minimal time investment. 
These structures are frequently accompanied by 
minimal artifact deposition and clearly reflect 
short-term use. 

More typical of short-term architectural sites 
are shallow pitstructures with evidence for brush 
or other perishable superstructures. Large ash 
stains with artifact scatters are frequent at Natural 
Bridges and may represent the remains of 
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Figure 6.4. Planview map of42SA6779 (ICRC98-6779) showing log kiva (Structure I) and Structure 2. 
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pitstructures, but because surface evidence for 
architecture, such as upright slabs, masonry, or 
jacal. is absent, most large ash stains have been 
categorized as nonarchitectural sites. In other 
studies, such stains have been identified as 
pitstructures. 

Nonarchitectural sites in this class have 
enough features and artifacts to suggest that they 
were used as dwelling places, either for a limited 
amount of time, or on a seasonal basis. These 
sites were probably occupied during the growing 
season to provide access to fields or other food 
resources. Perishable structures, no longer visible 
in the archeological record, may have been 
constructed at these locations. 

Camilli (1983) cites Lipe (1967). Plog and 
Hill (1971), and Powell (1980) who underscore 
weaknesses in identifying habitation sites on the 
basis of surface architecture. Absence of 
structural visibility is not always a reliable 
indicator that a site was for short-term habitation. 
Mild winters, for example, may negate the need 
for construction of deep pithouses or thick-walled 
masonry structures, indicators of long-term 
habitation, in favor of temporary structures for 
both long-and short-term dwellings, obscuring the 
distinction between long- and short-term 
habitations. Other situations come to mind, such 
as Cowboy Cave or Sudden Shelter, both alcove 
sites in which no structural remains are visible on 
the surface, yet both sites have subsurface 
indications of repeated and possibly prolonged use 
of the shelters for habitation (Schroedl and 
Coulam 1994). Nonetheless, structural durability, 
when present, usually connotes some degree of 
permanence, and we rely on this factor for 
distinguishing long-term habitations in this study. 
The absence of durable structural remains at 
architectural sites, on the other hand, does not 
necessarily indicate short-term habitation. 

Because not all short-term habitation/ 
intermittent use sites have architecture, sites 
without structural remains were also scrutinized 
on the basis of number of features, artifact density 
by square meter, and lithic tool count. Number of 
features, originally used as a measure, was not a 

reliable indicator of occupation longevity because 
feature count was not sufficiently sensitive. At 
sites without architecture, reliance upon the 
criteria of artifact density of 20 or more artifacts 
per sq m, and lithic tool counts of 20 or more were 
thought to be better indicators of long-term use. 
The use of both architectural and artifactual 
criteria in the selection process accommodates a 
range of sites that have numerous features and 
artifacts, but are lacking visible or substantial 
architectural remains. The resulting group of sites 
reflects short-term habitation and use of a location 
whether or not structures were built. A base or 
residential camp, despite absence of architectural 
evidence, for example, is a form of habitation, and 
was probably occupied for roughly the same 
amount of time as a field house. As discussed, 
length of occupation cannot be readily 
distinguished from repetition of use. so these 
criteria are thought to reasonably account for those 
differences and to embrace this variability. 
Nonetheless, because of the above-mentioned 
factors, a degree of overlap between long- and 
short-term habitation site types occurs in the 
current typology. 

Site 42SA23348 (ICRC97-41) (Figure 6.5) 
consists of two contiguous, eroded sub-round 
structures measuring 2 m in diameter, one of 
which has a slab-lined hearth inside it. Two 
exterior hearths are also documented. Artifacts 
are concentrated on the south side of the 
structures. Based upon the absence of substantial 
structural remains and on the modest artifact 
assemblage, the site appears to be a short-term 
habitation. 

Another site with structural remains is less 
easily typed. Site 42SA23355 (ICRC97-48) is 
categorized as a short-term habitation/intermittent 
use site based upon the presence of what appears 
to be a temporary shelter (Figure 6.6). Four 
juniper logs, one with a burned base, lean against 
a living juniper tree, enclosing the east side of a 
natural enclosure formed by six to eight pinyon 
and juniper trees. A pair of oxidized slabs lies 5 m 
to the east, and a core, a biface tip, and a flake are 
in the vicinity. The configuration of the trees 
suggests a protohistoric. possibly Navajo, shelter. 
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Figure 6.5. Planview map of42SA23348 (ICRC97-41). 

PLANVIEW MAP: ICRC97-41 
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Figure 6.6. View of42SA23355 (ICRC97-48) showing leaning log 
feature. 

To conform to the criteria used to define the site 
types, we considered this site a short-term 
habitation/intermittent use site based upon the 
presence of architectural elements (the prepared 
upright logs). The site may have been a shelter 
used during pinyon nut harvesting, and its use life 
appears to have been brief. The presence of low 
cost architectural elements at the site is indicative 
of short-term habitation, even though the 
hypothesized activity conforms better to the 
definition of a limited use site. 

An example of repeated, short-term use of a 
location is site 42SA24178 (ICRC98-344) (Figure 
6.7). This site consists of a smoke-blackened 
alcove enclosing a slab-lined feature and an ash-
filled midden with abundant artifacts including 
Archaic to Basketmaker II projectile points and 
Pueblo 11-111 sherds (lithic artifact density of 50 
per sq m and ceramic density of two per sq m). 
The alcove provides ample shelter and if 
structures were present, they may have been 
constructed of perishable materials that could be 
renewed each year. The potential for depth in the 
midden, and the artifact diversity, suggest that the 
site was used repeatedly. 

Situated at the head of a tributary to White 
Canyon, site 42SA24160 (ICRC98-326) (Figure 
6.8) consists of a slab-lined hearth and five ash 
stains, two artifact concentrations, and a midden. 
Artifact density is 15 lithics and one sherd per sq 
m. The variation in artifacts at this site indicates 
that a range of domestic activities were conducted, 
and the frequency of thermal features suggests that 
the location was used repeatedly. No distinct 
evidence for habitation structures was observed, 
although the sizes of three irregularly shaped ash 
stains (from 100 to 160 cm by 70 to 150 cm) may 
indicate the presence of one or more pitstructures. 
Because evidence of durable structural remains is 
lacking, the site is considered a short-term 
habitation/intermittent use site. The site is 
strategically located to provide access to both the 
canyon and the mesa-top environments and is a 
good candidate for repeated use. 

Another example of an intermittent use site 
without evidence of habitation is 42SA23335 
(ICRC97-28) (Figure 6.9). Located on a ridge 
overlooking a large tributary of White Canyon, the 
site consists of two artifact concentrations 
composed primarily of lithic flakes and flaked 
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Figure 6.7. Planview map of42SA24178 (ICRC98-344). 

PLANVIEW MAP: ICRC98- 344 
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Figure 6.8. View of42SA24160 (ICRC97-326) showing slab-lined hearth. 

tools, as well as a few ground-stone tools and 
sherds. No features are evident on the site, but the 
artifact abundance and density of SO lithics and 2 
ceramics per sq m suggest that the site had been 
used many times. The artifact richness precludes 
the site's inclusion with limited activity sites. The 
location, like 42SA24160 (ICRC98-326), is 
optimal for access into the canyon and mesa-top 
environments, and for observing game. 

Limited Activity Sites 

The third functional site type is the limited 
activity site. This category of 379 sites includes 
artifact scatters, artifact scatters with one, and 
occasionally several, features (including storage 
pits), and single features without artifacts (Table 
6.3). Limited activity sites are formed during a 
single, specific activity, such as lithic tool 
manufacture or maintenance, or floral or faunal 
resource processing. They also include transitory, 
briefly occupied camps situated along a migratory 
or travel route. Use is usually limited to a single 

economic season or shorter, architecture is absent, 
and lithic assemblages primarily reflect 
manufacturing debris and discarded tools 
(Schlanger and Orcutt 1986). The criteria used to 
separate these sites from short-term 
habitation/intermittent use sites are artifact density 
of less than 20 items per sq m and the presence of 
fewer than 20 lithic tools on the site. Sites 
consisting of artifact scatters and single features 
comprise the majority of sites in this category. 
But, when the minimum artifact density and lithic 
tool count criteria are applied to all nonarchi-
tectural sites, several sites were classified as short-
term habitation/intermittent use sites because of 
their higher artifact density and tool frequency and 
are not included in this category. 

By applying the above criteria, 379 sites were 
designated limited activity sites, over 75 percent 
of the sites recorded. Of these, 55 percent are 
artifact (primarily lithic) scatters, the most 
prevalent site type in Natural Bridges survey area. 
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Figure 6.9. Planview map of42SA23335 (ICRC97-28). 

Also common are hearths or ash stains with or 
without artifacts (92 sites or 24 percent). These 
limited activity sites probably reflect specialized 
activities such as lithic reduction, tool 
manufacture, tool maintenance, floral and faunal 
resource processing, grinding, storage, and 
transient camps. No lithic procurement sites were 
identified. In some sites more than one activity is 
represented, but the diversity of activities is 
limited. 

Site 42SA23455 (ICRC97-148) fits the criteria 
for limited use because no artifacts accompany it 
(Figure 6.10). The 1.5-m, stone semi-circle partly 
encloses a shallow depression on gently south-
sloping bedrock above a prominent tributary of 
White Canyon. At least three large, single upright 
slabs supported by smaller rocks are situated in a 
large, irregular semicircle to the north and 
northwest of the stone semicircle. Other slabs 
have toppled to a horizontal position. No rubble 

PLANVIEW MAP: ICRC97-28 
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Figure 6.10. View of42SA23455 (JCRC97-148) showing masonry semi-circle feature. 

is present. Neither the use of the site nor its age is 
known. Because of its location on exposed 
bedrock, little additional information can be 
gleaned from the site other than by comparison to 
sites with similar configurations. Honeycutt and 
Fetterman (1988:32-33) interpret stone circles in 
Woodenshoe Canyon northeast of Natural Bridges 
as ceremonial or communication loci. Their 
description of these features as 4- to 6-m-diameter, 
coursed masonry rings does not conform to the 
description of 42SA23455 (ICRC97-148), but the 
promontory location of this site is similar. 
Subsequent examination of the area failed to 
reveal additional features indicating the presence 
of a system of communication as described by 
Honeycutt and Fetterman. Tipps (1995:78) 
describes a 4-m-diameter stone circle in 
Canyonlands that is similar in size to those 
described by Honeycutt and Fetterman (1988), but 
she concludes that the feature is a room. Again, 
the description of the Canyonlands feature does 
not compare favorably with the Natural Bridges 
site. Other researchers report similar structures in 

other contexts in southeastern Utah. The Natural 
Bridges feature may be a solstice observation 
point or, possibly, a lookout. 

More typical sites in this functional category 
include the nearly ubiquitous lithic scatter, and 
single feature sites such as 42SA24180 (ICRC98-
346). This site consists of a slab-lined hearth with 
dark ashy fill, a circular ash and charcoal stain, a 
tested cobble, and a core reduction flake. The site 
probably represents a transient camp or possibly a 
processing locale. As is the case with sites in the 
other functional categories, the likelihood of 
subsurface cultural remains at this and other 
limited activity sites is good, and their inclusion in 
this category is based upon surface remains only. 

Discussion 

Given the use of these broad functional types, 
I expected the short-term habitation/intermittent 
use site type to encompass a larger proportion of 
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Figure 6.11. Temporal distribution of functional site types. 

the sites than it does. As a test to determine 
whether the criteria of 20 artifacts per sq m 
density and the 20-count limit for lithic tool 
frequency was too high, I reduced the artifact 
density and lithic tool count to 10 to see how 
many limited activity sites would be reclassified as 
short-term habitation/intermittent use sites. Only 
13 additional sites out of 379 qualified for the 
middle category indicating that the 20-count 
artifact density and tool frequency criteria were 
adequate, and reducing these measures did not 
significantly alter the outcome. It also suggests 
that the artifact density and tool frequency criteria 
may not be sufficiently sensitive measures to 
distinguish long- from short-term habitation sites 
and that the development of additional criteria 
may be advisable. 

Shown graphically, limited activity sites 
generally exceed other site types for all prehistoric 
temporal periods (Figure 6.11). From a strong 
representation during the Archaic-Basketmaker II 
interval, short-term habitation/ intermittent use 
sites decline during Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I and 
peak during Pueblo II.' Long-term habitation 
sites, in contrast, peak during Basketmaker III-
Pueblo I and show a decline during Pueblo II 
before increasing slightly during Pueblo II-III. If 
the canyon terrain of the monument had been 
included in the survey, it seems likely that the 
Pueblo II and III long-term habitation site 
frequency would be higher. As stated previously, 
the temporal scheme used in this analysis is 
broader than the temporal scheme developed 
subsequent to this analysis (see Chapter 10). 
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Table 10.1 summarizes the time periods used in 
this study. 

Summary 

The sites recorded during the Natural Bridges 
survey fall along a functional continuum in which 
the blurring of boundaries between site types 
results in site types that are not always mutually 
exclusive. The functional site typology serves as 
a guide and management tool for cultural 
resources at Natural Bridges, as well as a means to 
identify broad categories of sites and patterns of 
behavior and land use. Regardless of whether 
categories are broadly or tightly defined, some 
sites are not easily classified. Other archeologists 
have invested considerable time and effort in the 
creation of finer-grained typologies (for example. 
Geib and Bremer 1996). thereby providing 
specific site data for identifying subsistence and 
settlement systems. But. no matter how 
typologies are derived, the criteria for categorizing 
sites often fail to "cleanly" separate the sites into 
exclusive categories. As Sebastian (1983:403) 
points out, even though a Held house is a specific 
functional entity, morphologically it can span a 
continuum from a multi-room masonry structure 
to a simple, perishable shelter barely visible in the 
archeological record. Nor is it possible to clearly 
distinguish sites occupied briefly and repeatedly 
from sites occupied for a several-month period. 
After conducting an exhaustive cluster analysis of 
sites to achieve a more precise classification. Geib 
and Bremer conclude that even though their sites 
successfully group statistically according to 
specific attributes, this is no guarantee that these 
groups correlate with real site types (Geib and 
Bremer 1996:153). Limitations of functional site 
typologies notwithstanding, we have placed all the 
Natural Bridges sites into the three functional 
categories, recognizing that within each type is a 
range of complexity and a continuum of variables 
represented, and that some degree of overlap 
between the types is present. 

Discussion 

To test the validity of the descriptive and 
functional site typologies. Hurt (Chapter 8) and 

Irwin (Chapter 9) analyze artifact diversity as a 
measure of site function and duration by applying 
coefficients of variation (CV) to the richness and 
evenness of ceramic and lithic artifact 
assemblages. Artifact diversity was not used as a 
criterion for defining site types to avoid circular 
reasoning and to retain that variable as an 
independent means of evaluating the validity of 
the typology. Hurt discusses "diversity theory" in 
depth in Chapter 8. 

Analysis of the ceramic data indicates that 
differences in ceramic artifact diversity in the 
three functional site types are evident. Limited 
activity sites have the lowest degree of evenness 
(i.e., the greatest variability in artifact class), as 
expected, but the greatest evenness in artifact 
diversity is apparent in short term habitations 
rather than in long-term sites (see Chapter 8). 
This result runs counter to the expectation that 
sites occupied for a greater duration of time will 
exhibit the greatest evenness in artifact diversity 
of the three site types. One possible cause for this 
result is that the criteria used in developing the 
functional site typology to differentiate long- from 
short-term occupations may not adequately 
discriminate long-term from short-term sites. 
Alternatively, because some long-term habitation 
sites at Natural Bridges exhibit greater visibility 
(because of standing architecture), they are more 
likely to be impacted by visitor artifact collection, 
consequently reducing artifact evenness. Or, the 
surface artifact assemblages simply do not 
adequately represent site function or duration ot 
occupation. In descriptive site types, ceramic 
artifact diversity more closely correlates with site 
types. 

Results of the lithic diversity analysis meet 
expectations more closely for both descriptive and 
functional site types. In both analyses, ceramic 
and lithic artifact diversity reflect a clearer 
distinction between limited activity and habitation 
sites than between short- and long-term habitation 
sites. The results suggest that the criteria used to 
develop the typologies do not fully address the 
differences in site function or duration. Our 
findings reinforce the need for subsurface testing 
or excavation to more accurately classify the sites. 
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Notes 

1. Additional work with site types subsequent to the 
final calculations presented in this report demonstrated that 
eight sites currently typed as limited activity sites have ash 
stains 2 m or greater in length and width. It is possible that 
these sites have buried pilstruetures and could be re-typed as 

short-term hahitation/intermittent sites. Ifash stains with one 
dimension of 2 m or greater are included, the number of 
short-term habitation/intermittent sites increases to 18. 
Closer examination of these features, however, reveals that 
many of them are "smears" of ash from probable informal 
hearths. The recalculation was not done because changes in 
several chapters would follow, and time was not available. 
Of the 18 sites. 5 are Archaie-Basketmaker II in age. 1 is 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I in age. and 2 are Pueblo II in age. 



Chapter 7 

Features: Architectural and Nonarchitectural 

Janet L. McVickar 

Features are among the primary elements of a 
site and, in addition to artifacts, they comprise the 
full extent of site structure. In the preceding 
chapter, I classified the Natural Bridges sites using 
descriptive and functional site types. In this 
chapter, I investigate the nature and frequency of 
the features that make up the sites. The features 
are presented by architectural and nonarchitectural 
types and by time period. Of the 565 features 
identified during the survey, 540 are prehistoric 
and 25 are historic. One site is protohistoric. Ten 
sites, five of which have Archaic and Archaic-
Basketmaker II components, have a total of 12 
features. The remaining prehistoric features are 
Anasazi. Fourteen of these features are located in 
multicomponent sites. Five of the multicompo-
nent sites have Anasazi and historic components. 

Architectural Features 

Prehistoric architectural features identified 
during the survey occur in every time period 
represented and range in size from cists to room 
blocks (Table 7.1). Note that in the feature 
discussion, cists are counted as architectural, 
although cists were not tallied as architectural in 
the descriptive site classification. 

Storage Features 

Three types of storage features were 
identified: storage bins (2), cists (21), and 
granaries (10). Based on its size, one depression 
(70 by 70 cm) is likely to have been a storage 
feature. The storage bins, both temporally 
unidentified, were constructed of jacal. The cists 
are predominantly slab-lined. One is Archaic-
Basketmaker III in age, four are Basketmaker III-
Pueblo I in age, and six occur on sites dating from 
Pueblo II to Pueblo III periods. The granaries are 
coursed masonry, mostly wet-laid, and are Pueblo 
II to Pueblo III in age. 

Habitation Features 

Ten pitstructures, possibly houses, were 
identified during the survey, although several 
indeterminate ash stains may also be pitstructures 
(see Note 1 for Chapter 6). Eight are Basketmaker 
Ill-Pueblo I in age, and two date to Archaic-
Basketmaker II based upon the presence of Elko 
Series projectile points. Most of the possible 
pitstructures were identified by the presence of 
partly exposed upright slabs. The size of the areas 
defined by the upright slabs ranges from 3 by 2 m 
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Table 7.1. Architectural features. 

Feature Type Material Count 
Cist Masonry (stone) 1 
Cist Upright slab 20 
Depression Unknown 3 
Granary Masonry (stone) 10 
Kiva Masonry (stone) 2 
Kiva Wood 1 
Kiva Upright slab 1 
Lean-to Wood 1 
Multi-room structure Masonry (stone) 3 
Multi-room structure Upright slab I 
Pithouse Jacal/masonry 1 
Pithouse Earthen/subterranean 1 
Pithouse Upright slab 8 
Single-room structure Masonry (stone) 34 
Single-room structure Wood 1 
Single-room structure Jacal (mud/stick) 2 
Single-room structure Jacal/masonry 8 
Single-room structure Jacal/adobe 1 
Single-room structure Other 1 
Single-room structure Adobe/masonry 2 
Single-room structure Upright slab 24 
Single-room structure Masonry/beam 5 
Storage bin Jacal (mud/stick) 2 
Unknown Masonry (stone) 3 
Unknown Wood 2 
Unknown Jacal (mud/stick) 1 
Unknown Jacal/masonry 1 
Unknown Upright slab 6 
Unknown (rubble) Masonry (stone) 5 
Unknown (rubble) Masonry/beam 2 
Use area Masonry (stone) 1 
Wall Masonry (stone) 9 
Total 163 

to 8 by 7 m. One site, 42SA23516 (ICRC97-209) 
has a 1.7-m exposure of upright slabs on the edge 
of a mound completely covered by the thick 
growth of mountain mahogany. Three depressions 
are possible pitstructures also, although one is 
clearly too small to have been a residence (70 by 
70 cm). At site 42SA23577 (ICRC97-270). a 
possible pithouse depression measures 8 by 2 m. 
and. at site 42SA6902. an 1 l-by-8-m depression 
also may be a pithouse. Kramer et al. (1991) refer 
to two depressions at 42SA6670 with a small ash 
stain associated with each. Although only the ash 
stains were given feature numbers and discussed, 
the 10- to-12-m depressions are likely candidates 
for pithouses. 

Kivas were identified at four sites (42SA6638. 
42SA6671, 42SA6779, and 42SA6837). Their 
sizes range from 3.4 by 3.3 in to 6.4 by 5.5 m. 
Two were constructed of masonry, and upright 
slabs define another. Two (42SA6638 and 
42SA6779) are exposed and identified from the 
presence of kiva-like attributes such as pilasters 
and ventilators. Two, measuring 3.4 by 3.3 m and 
6.4 by 5.5 m, are situated in front of alcoves 
containing structures. The D-shaped kiva at 
42SA6779 is fully above ground and was 
constructed of large cribbed logs or beams lain 
horizontally to form walls that supported a cribbed 
roof. A masonry and upright slab footing supports 
the log structure. Because of its location in an 
alcove, its preservation is excellent. The kivas 
date to Pueblo II and Pueblo 11—111 periods. Only 
one subsurface kiva was identified on the basis of 
a depression situated south or southeast of a rubble 
roomblock. 

Single masonry structures are the most 
common form of architectural feature in the 
monument, although slab-lined structures were 
also numerous. Thirty-four single masonry 
structures were documented; 16 sites have two or 
more of these structures. Most of them are single 
rooms, either freestanding or abutted to an alcove 
back. Some rooms abut one another, and two sites 
have multiple structures with contiguous rooms. 
With the possible exception of site 42SA6677, the 
earliest single structures date to Basketmaker III-
Pueblo I, although some of the sites of unknown 
temporal affiliation may date to this period or 
earlier. Most of the masonry single room 
structures as well as those with beam or wood 
elements date to Pueblo 11—111. Some structures 
have walls made from a combination of masonry 
and horizontally placed beams or logs, or walls 
composed solely of beams or logs. At one site 
(42SA23354 [ICRC97-47]) the logs, now 
collapsed, appear to have been positioned 
vertically with masonry supports. No evidence of 
adobe is present to suggest that the construction 
was jacal. Log or beam walls are not rare at 
Natural Bridges, and the use of this construction 
medium suggests that logs may have been more 
readilv available and abundant. 
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This may also explain the relative frequency 
of jacal construction. Because of its perishable 
nature, few intact jacal structures were identified 
during the survey, although evidence of burned 
adobe or daub, often impressed with small 
diameter logs and other vegetal material, and 
sometimes accompanied by masonry rubble or 
upright slabs, indicates jacal construction was 
common. Thirteen sites have single room 
structures of jacal or adobe, and most of these date 
to late Basketmaker III to Pueblo I, although some 
occur at Pueblo II sites. Twenty sites have single 
room structures constructed of upright slabs. 
Roughly half date to late Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 
I, and the others date to Pueblo II-III. Both jacal 
and upright slab construction persisted through 
much of the occupation at Natural Bridges. 

Few multi-room structures or roomblocks 
were documented during the survey. Two 
explanations for this absence come to mind. One 
is that the population at Natural Bridges remained 
relatively dispersed throughout most of its 
occupation, with little aggregation occurring until 
the Pueblo III period. Multiple room structures or 
possible room blocks exist in open sites, but 
surface evidence is sufficiently deteriorated as to 
obscure most of the room alignments. For 
example. Kramer et al. (1991) recorded site 
42SA1 8647 as a 20-room roomblock measuring 8 
by 4 m in size. Reinvestigation in 1998 resulted in 
identification of four to six rooms based on the 
amount of rubble and a few visible wall 
alignments. Several mounds identified on the 
mesa top and accompanied by abundant artifacts, 
rubble, burned construction materials, and 
charcoal may be roomblocks. but excavation is 
required to confirm this possibility. Sites in 
alcoves are better preserved, and several have 
multiple rooms, but none are roomblocks per se. 
Most multiple-room sites have contiguous rooms 
one row deep that are built against the alcove 
back. Some sites, such as 42SA6821. have 
evidence of three tiers of rooms. But those 
examples are rare. Even the larger alcove sites in 
White Canyon with multiple rooms do not have 
actual roomblocks. During the field survey, 
multiple rooms at a site generally were recorded as 
single room structures unless evidence for a 

roomblock was clear. Most of the structures in 
alcoves were multiple single rooms. 

Walls 

Nine masonry walls not associated with a 
structure or room were identified during the 
survey. All but one are in alcoves or under ledges. 
The function of the walls is unclear; some may be 
the remains of deteriorated structures and some 
may have been robbed for construction of features 
elsewhere. Others may have served as windbreaks 
or temporary shelters. One at 42SA23536 
(ICRC97-229) functioned as a retaining wall. 
This multicomponent Archaic-Basketmaker II and 
early Pueblo Il-Pueblo III site is situated on top of 
an isolated rock monolith located inside a meander 
of Armstrong Canyon. The dry-laid masonry 
wall, portions of which are missing, encircles the 
east end of the bedrock monolith. The precarious 
location of the site and its limited access suggest 
that the site was used as a refuge, and that the 
surrounding wall is defensive. The approach to 
the monolith is from the east, and the only access 
up to the top is on the southeast where the wall 
was constructed. This is the only mesa-top site 
documented during the survey that exhibits 
potentially defensive characteristics. 

Twenty-one architectural features were not 
specifically identifiable. Construction materials 
include jacal, upright slabs, masonry rubble, and 
masonry and beams. The deteriorated nature of 
these features precludes clear identification, 
although all are likely to be structures of some 
sort. 

Lean-to 

A lean-to (42SA23355 [ICRC97-48]). 
described in Chapter 6, is the only site of its type 
identified during the survey. The lean-to had been 
fashioned from juniper logs placed against a living 
juniper. The structure, accompanied by an oxidiz
ed upright slab feature and sparse lithic artifacts, 
is possibly protohistoric Navajo, Paiute or Ute in 
origin (David Brugge personal communication, 
1999). Brugge suggests that if it is Navajo, it may 
date to within the last two centuries, or possibly a 
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Figure 7.1. Natural Bridges National Monument Headquarters, 1960 (contributed by Philip M. 
Hobler). 

bit older. The presence of lithics suggests to him 
an early date. If so, the concealed location (on the 
north-facing side of a tributary of White Canyon 
in a cluster of large and abundant pinyon trees) 
may be indicative of the need for protection from 
enemy attack. It also may be a temporary camp 
used for pinyon nut harvest. 

Historic Anglo-American Features 

Only two historic architectural features, the 
remains of the old ranger station and a tent 
platform, were identified. According to a 1960 
photograph taken by Philip M. Hobler, the old 
visitors' center and ranger station (42SA23600 
[ICRC97-293]) consisted of two structures, one of 
which was a trailer. A variety of temporary 
features are also present (Figure 7.1). During the 
survey, one concrete footing was identified in 
addition to 13 hearths and scattered concrete 

rubble. The footing probably was for the structure 
to the right of center in the photograph. 

The tent platform is part of a multicomponent 
site (42SA24204 [ICRC98-371]). The historic 
component appears to be a temporary camp or 
short-term habitation that includes lumber, wire, 
boots, and other assorted debris, in addition to a 
small privy or trash depression. 

Architectural Features: A 
Temporal and Cultural 

Perspective 

As discussed in Chapter 6, architectural 
remains are present at 80 mesa-top sites at Natural 
Bridges (Table 6.1). The presence of architecture 
was used to distinguish habitation sites from 
intermittent use and limited activity sites, and to 
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determine short- and long-term site occupation. 
Architectural style, when discernible, can also be 
utilized, to a limited degree, to distinguish cultural 
affiliation and the temporal period of a site, 
although this criterion does not replace the greater 
reliability of ceramic, lithic, and other 
chronometric indicators. 

The earliest known architectural sites in the 
Natural Bridges area are Basketmaker II pithouses 
or shallow surface structures, the primary 
architectural form for this period. Surface 
evidence of pitstructures usually takes the form of 
roughly circular or irregular burned areas, 
depressions, or upright slabs (Hobler and Hobler 
1978). Without diagnostic artifacts, excavation, or 
radiocarbon dates, use of these surface attributes 
alone can be tenuous for classifying a site 
temporally. Because no excavation has been 
performed and no radiocarbon samples taken, the 
cultural and temporal attribution of prehistoric 
architectural sites is reliant mostly upon the 
presence of diagnostic artifacts, primarily 
projectile points for the early Basketmaker sites, 
and ceramic artifacts for later sites. Results from 
past excavations and some physical attributes are 
also suggestive of temporal placement and cultural 
affiliation and these data are explored below. 

Two sites with pitstructures are attributed to 
the Archaic-Basketmaker II period on the basis of 
projectile point styles and absence of pottery 
(42SA23577 [ICRC97-270] and 42SA24145 
[ICRC98-311 ]). At site 42SA23577, a depression 
measuring 8 by 7 m accompanied by an artifact 
scatter, is probably a habitation. Several upright 
slabs and an ash stain (7 by 4 m) accompanied by 
a sparse artifact scatter at site 42SA24145 have 
been identified as a pithouse. Parallel slabs may 
indicate an entryway (see Matson et al. 1988:248). 
Five additional architectural sites without pitstruc
tures were also identified as Basketmaker II on the 
basis of projectile point style. Elko Series 
projectile points broadly indicate Archaic to 
Basketmaker II affiliation, and Basketmaker II 
Series points also represent this period (see 
Chapter 9 for a more detailed discussion of diag
nostic Basketmaker II points). During the earliest 

survey at Natural Bridges, Hobler (Hobler and 
Hobler 1978) noted that many rockshelters contain 
cultural remains such as slab-lined cists that 
probably were Basketmaker II in origin. Similar 
cists were also identified in the current survey, but 
without tree-ring, or radiocarbon dates, they can 
not be temporally classified with assurance. Sites 
with evidence of pitstructures but lacking ceramics 
or diagnostic lithic artifacts were categorized as 
temporally unknown, although some are likely to 
date to the Basketmaker II period. 

Limited excavations at Natural Bridges 
provide additional clues about the nature of slab-
lined circular structures. In 1964 Schroeder 
(1965) excavated two sites (42SA1440 and 
42S A1441) prior to construction of the monument 
access road. Both sites showed several partly 
buried upright slabs accompanied by surface 
artifacts. Excavations revealed two and three 
contiguous, circular to sub-round structures. Site 
42SA1440 consisted of two contiguous structures 
lined with upright slabs and measuring 2.5 by 2.1 
m and 1.8 by 1.5 m in size. The smaller structure 
was not only lined with upright slabs, but its floor 
was "paved" with horizontally placed slabs. Few 
of the upright slabs remained in the larger 
structure, and its floor was unpaved. Few artifacts 
were recovered from the interior, and no internal 
features were found. Three contiguous structures 
were found at site 42SA1441, two of which are 
circumscribed by upright slabs. The third 
structure, only partially excavated, had slabs lying 
adjacent to it, possible evidence for robbing of 
materials. The excavated structures measure 3.8 
by 2.7 m and 3.7 by 3.4 m, and the partially 
excavated structure is estimated to be 3.1 by 2.7 m 
in size. The floors are unpaved. In one structure 
there are two remnants of upright timbers in the 
floor. A single post hole was observed in two of 
the structures. Burned roof timber and clay 
remnants, some with timber impressions, were 
recovered from the fill at both sites. Tree-ring 
dates from wood samples from the two sites and 
sherds from the floors suggest that they were in 
use in the late A.D. 600s during the Basketmaker 
III period. Schroeder suggests both sites were 
used for storage. 
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Excavations at a third site (42SA6827). 
conducted by Hobler (1978), showed similar 
results. Investigation of mostly buried upright 
slabs revealed a 2.3 m diameter structure with a 
slab-lined wall, slab-lined interior bench, and a 
slab-paved floor. The structure is 1.2 in deep. 
Roof fall was recovered from the interior fill 
overlying the 1.3-m floor. Hobler suggested that 
the structure was used for storage because of its 
small size, although the presence of a bench is 
puzzling. Artifacts from the site suggest a 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I period of use. 

Interpretation of the results of these 
excavations indicate that many of the circular, 
slab-lined features recorded at Natural Bridges 
may be Basketmaker III storage features rather 
than habitations. Other slab-lined features and 
depressions identified during the survey as 
pithouses are larger than the excavated structures, 
opening the possibly that they are habitations. 

Identification of Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 1 
architectural sites is also dependent upon 
diagnostic artifacts and on visible structural 
remains, although the architectural remains can be 
indistinguishable from the earlier Basketmaker 
architectural sites. Surface architectural evidence 
at these sites includes circular, burned areas. 
sometimes lined with uprights slabs, similar to 
those representing the earlier Basketmaker II 
period, and burned jacal accompanied by the 
remains of upright slabs and, less commonly, 
masonry footings. The circular stains and upright 
slab circumferences define semi-subterranean and 
subterranean structures, such as Feature 1 at 
42SA6827, the excavated pitstructure described 
above. This slab-lined pitstructure provides a 
three-dimensional model for similar surface 
evidence observed elsewhere during the survey. 
Other architectural sites of this period at Natural 
Bridges have rectangular and square slab-lined 
structural remains or are defined by sparse rubble 
and jacal. Smaller, probably shallower, 
pitstructures once with perishable superstructures 
are also present. The size of the depression or ash 
stain, presence of upright slabs, and artifact 
assemblages assist in categorizing these sites 
chronologically, although those with no diagnostic 

artifacts have been categorized as temporally 
unknown. 

Evidence for slab-lined subterranean 
pitstructures and jacal structures, accompanied by 
artifacts diagnostic of the Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 
1 period, was documented at eight and five Natural 
Bridges sites, respectively. Arcs or alignments of 
upright slabs and slab-lined cists were also 
reported. Masonry was not abundant and its 
presence as scattered rubble and occasional 
alignments reflects its use mostly as footings for 
jacal or brush structures. The masonry is 
unshaped, blocky sandstone. One wall remnant 
exhibits coursing, and the absence of mortar 
suggests that the stones were dry-laid or that the 
mortar had eroded. From his excavation results, 
Schroeder (1965) surmised that many of the 
shallow slab-lined pitstructures had aboveground 
architecture extending from upright-slab footings 
to walls of mud and posts or other vegetal 
materials on which timber and mud roofs were 
supported. Evidence for these wall extensions can 
be difficult to discern in the archeological record 
and is often impossible to see on the surface. He 
also suggests that these shallow structures were 
temporary habitations and that more permanent 
residences were in deeper pithouses nearby. Most 
of these structures are not contiguous, although at 
sites such as 42SA18647 (ICRC98-18647), slab 
alignments accompanied by burned daub suggest 
construction of a jacal room block. 

Thompson (1985) points out that in the 
Recapture Wash area east of Comb Ridge, later 
Basketmaker pitstructures tend to be clustered, 
possibly belonging to the same hamlet, unlike the 
dispersed pattern of earlier Basketmaker 
settlement. Rohn (1989) summarizes similar 
construction and settlement patterns observed at 
Navajo Reservoir (Dittert et al. 1961; Eddy 1966). 
Chapin Mesa (O'Bryan 1950; Rohn 1977). 
Wetherill Mesa(Flayes 1964; Hayes and Lancaster 
1975), the Dolores River Valley (Kane 1983, 
1984, Lipe and C. Breternitz 1980), and 
Montezuma Canyon (Janetski and Hurst 1984). 
Davis (1985) reports Basketmaker III pithouse 
aggregates on White Mesa. Clustering of 
pitstructures at Natural Bridges is not evident. 
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although pitstructure sites may be more numerous 
than surface remains indicate. As Hayes and 
Lancaster (1975:6) observe on Wetherill Mesa, 
surface evidence for pitstructures can be meager. 

No purely Pueblo I architectural sites were 
identified at Natural Bridges. Pueblo 1 
architectural sites are plentiful at Elk Ridge, Allen 
Canyon, Chippean Ridge, and Milk Ranch Point 
(DeBloois and Green 1978), and Cottonwood 
Canyon (Fetterman et al. 1988). Most of the 
Pueblo I sites on Elk Ridge and surrounding areas 
are small, one- to five-room structures. Pueblo I 
sites are also absent from central Cedar Mesa 
(assuming an A.D. 750 start for Pueblo I). 

Use of pitstructures is common from the late 
Archaic and early Basketmaker periods well into 
Pueblo II. Style, size, and methods of 
construction evolve from small, simple structures 
with few internal features to structures that are 
larger and more complex in both internal and 
external configuration. The development and 
introduction of particular attributes are indicative 
of specific temporal periods and regional 
affiliations and can be used to place sites 
chronologically and culturally. Sites without 
visible attributes remain temporally and culturally 
indeterminate, unless diagnostic artifacts are 
present or until the structures are excavated and 
radiocarbon or dendrochronological samples are 
analyzed. 

Pueblo II architecture reflects a departure from 
the use of pitstructures for habitation to their use 
as ceremonial structures. The transition is evident 
as early as Pueblo I with the identification of large 
pitstructures known as great kivas although none 
were identified at Natural Bridges (see regional 
summary in Rohn 1989). Another change is in the 
increased use of aboveground structures for 
habitation. Jacal construction persists throughout 
most of the Pueblo II period (Rohn 1989) 
including at Natural Bridges, although masonry 
roomblocks become more prevalent later in 
Pueblo II and at Pueblo III architectural sites. 
Masonry and jacal construction co-occur at Pueblo 
II sites at Natural Bridges but are not common. 
The predominance of shaped, coursed masonry is 

a late Pueblo II and Pueblo III characteristic 
common to the Mesa Verde and Chaco regions, 
although construction styles vary. Shaped 
masonry blocks are rarely evident in mesa-top 
sites at Natural Bridges. Although they are 
present in some of the rockshelter sites in the 
canyon, they are not used with sufficient regularity 
to be temporally diagnostic. Hobler (Hobler and 
Hobler 1978) also observed a relative scarcity of 
coursed masonry structures in open locations from 
the Pueblo II and III periods. The Hoblers 
observed, as do we, that masonry structures tend 
to be constructed of unshaped masonry walls, 
single stone in width. Although use of coursed 
masonry is common, non-masonry construction 
from the Pueblo II and III periods is also evident 
and includes jacal, as mentioned earlier, upright 
slabs, adobe with small stones and wood, and 
horizontally placed logs. Pueblo 11 -111 
pitstructures are reported by Hobler, and at least 
one depression thought to be a Pueblo II 
pitstructure was recorded during the Natural 
Bridges survey. 

Architectural style becomes more clearly 
diagnostic during the Pueblo II and III periods. 
Pueblo III architecture in the Mesa Verde region 
is predominantly masonry, usually distinguished 
by shaped masonry blocks with flat, pecked 
interior and exterior faces (Rohn 1989). Jacal 
construction is rare by this time. Masonry 
construction became more complex with the 
introduction of double stone and double stone with 
rubble core walls. Kivas with compound and core 
and veneer walls are commonplace. Defensive 
walls become more prevalent. 

At Natural Bridges, shaped or pecked masonry 
is not common during this time, and single stone 
walls are prevalent. During stabilization efforts at 
Natural Bridges, Metzger et al. (1988) noted that 
shaped masonry blocks occurred infrequently 
around entryways. Their work focused solely on 
alcove architectural sites in the canyon bottoms, 
however, so the sites are not necessarily 
representative of mesa-top construction patterns. 
In the protected Pueblo 11—111 canyon sites, 
masonry structures co-exist with jacal 
construction. The jacal structures have masonry 
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Table 7.2. Nonarchitecturalfeatures 

Feature Type Count 
Ash stain 98 
Ash stain w/FCR (fire-cracked rock) 19 
Burned stone/ fire-cracked rock concentration 7 
Hearth/fire pit 154 
Midden 18 
Other - grinding station 1 
Other - kiln? 1 
Other - two leaning logs 1 
Other - upright slab(s) 18 
Other - upright slab, rubble, beams 1 
Petroglyph 1 
Pictograph 15 
Roasting pit 1 
Rock alignment 10 
Rock concentration 27 
Smoke-blackening 4 
Stained soil-generic 1 
Stone circle 1 
Total 378 

Unlike the broad patterns of influence exhibited in 
the ceramic assemblages, (see Chapter 8), the 
architectural influences are less clear cut. 
Evidence for Kayenta and Mesa Verde influences 
on architectural style does occur during the Pueblo 
II and III periods at Natural Bridges, and possibly 
earlier. The influence from Mesa Verde is 
probably stronger, as was observed in the ceramic 
assemblages. 

Nonarchitectural Features 

Most features identified during the survey are 
nonarchitectural, and of these, the majority are 
thermal features. Thermal features include ash 
stains and slab-lined and rock-lined hearths. Other 
features include middens, rock art, nonarchitec
tural rock alignments and concentrations, and 
additional features that occur only once or rarely. 

Ash Stains 

or slab footings and frequently one or more 
masonry walls, typical of jacal construction found 
in the Kayenta region. Dean (1969), in his 
investigation of Tsegi Phase sites in northeastern 
Arizona, indicates that jacal construction is 
prevalent during Pueblo II and III. The use of this 
construction style requires the setting of upright 
posts that serve to anchor the wall into the 
underlying fill. At42SA6821 (ICRC97-6821) in 
Natural Bridges, a jacal structure was constructed 
on an artificial base of packed, mortared fill laid 
upon an uneven, sloping alcove floor. The 
addition of the base provided a flat building 
surface. Eroded remains of jacal structures were 
documented during the Natural Bridges survey at 
19 open mesa top sites and 3 sheltered sites. This 
construction medium appears to have been favored 
by the mesa-top inhabitants, possibly indicating 
cultural interaction with Kayenta populations. 

Although masonry construction did not 
become more complex as it did at Mesa Verde and 
Chaco, influence from these regions is evident. 

Of the 378 prehistoric nonarchitectural 
features identified during the survey, 1 17 are ash 
stains (not including middens) (Table 7.2). These 
features are circular to irregularly shaped dark 
stains reflecting soil oxidation and mixing with 
ash and charcoal residue. Fifty-four ash stains are 
smaller than 1 m in size, four are between 1 and 3 
m. Nineteen are over 3 m in size and are probably 
structures. Forty-six cannot be placed temporally, 
and 19 date to the Archaic-Basketmaker II period. 
Of the Archaic-Basketmaker II ash stains, three 
are 3 m or more in size and are likely to be 
pitstructures (42SA24203 [ICRC98-370], 
42SA24212 [ICRC98-379], and 42SA24225 or 
[ICRC98-392]). One site also has a late 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I component. Six ash 
stains are from one Basketmaker II and Pueblo II 
multicomponent site. There are 19 Basketmaker 
Ill-Pueblo I ash stains and 21 ash stains from 
Pueblo II through Pueblo III sites. Most of the 
smaller ash stains are informal unlined hearths, but 
some of the larger, circular stains indicate the 
presence of pitstructures. 
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Hearths 

Hearths are features in which wood and other 
materials were burned once, repeatedly in a single 
season, or year after year. In the current study, 
hearths are predominantly formal, with upright 
slabs or a perimeter of rocks circumscribing them. 
Staining from ash and charcoal, and occasionally 
charcoal pieces, are present. A few informal 
hearths are included in this category although 
most thermal features lacking stone are 
categorized as ash stains. A total of 154 
prehistoric hearths were identified; seven of these 
are from multicomponent sites. Twenty-seven 
sites have two to four hearths, probably indicative 
of multiple uses of the site. Fourteen hearths date 
to the Archaic to Basketmaker II period, 31 
hearths are Basketmaker II to Pueblo I in age, 40 
hearths are located in Pueblo II to Pueblo III sites, 
and one is protohistoric. The remaining hearths 
are either Anasazi (general) or temporally 
unknown. Seventy percent of the hearths are lined 
with upright slabs and a much smaller percentage 
ringed with rocks. Twenty hearths are 
accompanied by fire-cracked rock. Eighty-eight 
percent of the hearths are under 2 m in size, and 
the size of the remaining features reflects, for the 
most part, the extent of the ash, charcoal, and rock 
elements dispersed by erosion and downslope 
migration. Hearth shapes vary from circular and 
ovate to square and rectangular, although the latter 
two shapes are not prevalent. 

Middens 

Middens are the result of disposal of domestic 
refuse, usually associated with habitation 
structures, over an extended period of time or 
repeatedly for short periods. Middens are 
distinguishable from artifact concentrations by the 
density of artifacts usually mixed with ash, 
charcoal, and other cultural materials. Eighteen 
middens were identified ranging from the early 
Basketmaker period through Pueblo III. 

The midden from site 42SA24178 (ICRC98-
344), a sheltered site, contains Elko Series projec
tile points and Pueblo II sherds indicating repeated 

use. 42SA24133 (ICRC98-298) is a Basketmaker 
to Pueblo II site with a rich concentrated midden 
with dark charcoal and ash staining, fire-cracked 
rock, a Basketmaker II point, Basketmaker III-
Pueblo I plain gray sherds, and several indented 
corrugated sherds. At the top of the sloping 
midden, a whole Tusayan Corrugated jar was 
found in a niche at the base of the cliff. A midden 
at a third Basketmaker site contained early 
Puebloan plain gray sherds, a few white ware 
sherds, and a small stemmed projectile point, 
probably Rosegate, found in a dark ashy matrix. 
One site with two middens dates to Basketmaker 
Ill-Pueblo I, and 13 sites with middens date to 
Pueblo II and Pueblo II-III. One Pueblo II site 
was overlain by a historic component, and another 
site could not be placed temporally. Although 
structural remains are not evident at all sites with 
middens, all are either habitation sites or seasonal 
camps, probably used repeatedly. 

Rock Art 

Ten sites have rock art, predominantly 
pictographs, although a few sites, including the 
cribbed-log kiva site (Lestaki or 42SA6779 
[ICRC98-6779]), also have petroglyphs. Positive 
and negative hand impressions, zig-zags, lines, 
spirals, and other geometric shapes, figures, 
shields, birds, amorphous images, splatters, 
anthropomorphs with earbobs, and dog-like 
figures are among the images expressed. One 
panel includes hand prints superimposed over a 
pecked anthropomorph. Reddish brown, gray-
brown, and white are the pigment colors used, all 
attainable from local sediments and clays. Clay 
"blobs," usually on the alcove ceiling, are 
common at many sites with rock art in the Natural 
Bridges region. Their purpose is not known. All 
sites with rock art are in alcoves and are associated 
with architectural remains, and all panels from 
datable sites are Pueblo II and Pueblo II-III in age. 

Rock Alignments and 
Concentrations 

Some features were not readily identifiable. 
Seven fire-cracked rock concentrations, 27 
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Table 7.3. Historic architectural and non-
architectural sites. 

Feature Type Count 
Cabin (other) 
Tent platform 
Depression 
Dump 
Hearth or campfire 
Log fence 
Rock concentration 
Trail or road 
Total 

I 
I 
I 
I 

18 
I 
1 
I 

25 

unburned rock concentrations, and 10 rock 
alignments were documented. Most of the fire-
cracked rock concentrations are not temporally 
identifiable and may be Archaic or early 
Basketmaker in age. They most likely are 
indicative of cooking activities. Many of the 
oxidized limestone concentrations are also thought 
to be from this time period. Unoxidized rock 
concentrations of sandstone and, in some cases, 
limestone occur as early as Basketmaker II (two 
sites), and during Basketmaker III and 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I (four sites), Pueblo II 
(nine sites), late Pueblo 11—111 (five sites). They 
are also present at seven sites of unknown 
temporal affiliation. Many concentrations appear 
to be collapsed architectural features, although no 
alignments are evident. Erosional processes may 
have aggregated other concentrations. Artifacts 
accompany several of the concentrations. 

Most rock alignments are at late Pueblo 11—111 
sites. The placement of an L-shaped alignment 
(42SA23361 [ICRC97-54]) adjacent to a wash 
suggests an agricultural feature. Another linear 
feature (42SA18655 [ICRC97-1 8655]) lies across 
a small erosional drainage and may be a check 
dam. Others are linear or circular alignments of 
slabs or masonry of uncertain function. 

Other Features 

The remaining feature types occur 
infrequently (stone circle, indeterminate upright 

slab features, two leaning logs, a grinding station, 
and a possible kiln). The stone circle at 
42SA23455 (ICRC97-148), described in the 
Chapter 6. is a 1.7-m-diameter semicircle of stones 
surrounded by a larger, irregular semicircle of 
large upright slabs up to 53 cm tall. The function 
of these features was not ascertained. 

Site 42SA21 898 (ICRC97-21 898) consists of 
two slab-lined features. One is a hearth and the 
other is rectangular and measures 2.2 m long by 
1.0 to 1.3 m wide. Its function is not known, 
although its size and configuration are reminiscent 
of a pottery-firing kiln. Charcoal was observed in 
both features but not in a sufficient amount to 
indicate intensive use, as might be the case with a 
kiln. No artifacts were recovered from the site. 
Testing of the rectangular feature is recommended 
to ascertain its function. A similar feature is 
present at 42SA6827 (ICRC97-6827). It too is 
situated in proximity to a hearth; it measures 3 m 
long by 1 m wide and is slab-lined. Dark ashy 
sediment and charcoal fill the feature and extend 
to the hearth, also rich with black, charcoal-filled 
sediment. An abundance of early Mesa Verde 
sherds surrounds both the hearth and the 
rectangular feature. Thin, tabular, very oxidized 
pieces of sandstone are plentiful in both features, 
especially in the hearth. The proliferation of 
ceramic sherds and the heavy oxidation may be 
indicative of the feature's use as a kiln. One 
reason not to identify the feature as a kiln, is its 
location less than 10 m from a small, slab-lined 
pitstructure. Alternatively, it may be a large, 
heavily used hearth. 

Historic Features 

Eight historic architectural and nonarchi-
tectural features were documented during the 
survey (Table 7.3). 42SA24194 (ICRC98-361) is 
a historic fenceline constructed of horizontal logs, 
trees, and branches, mostly juniper, laid in 
segments that zig-zag for roughly 250 m on either 
side of State Highway 95 on the west side of the 
monument. The fence line, constructed about 
1910, was used for livestock control as late as the 
1940s. 
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Site 42S A23600 (ICRC97-293) is the remains 
of the old visitors' center and ranger station 
located just south of Owachomo Bridge and 
Armstrong Canyon. The current hiking trail has 
impacted the remains of the main building. 
Fifteen campfire locations and a road or trail loop 
are also present. In addition to these sites, three 

additional historic hearths were recorded, two of 
which were accompanied by a stack of firewood. 
One can dump was documented, as was the 
remains of a historic camp with a log tent 
platform, a depression, possibly from a privy, and 
a variety of artifacts (42SA24204 [ICRC98-371]). 



Chapter 8 

Ceramic Studies 

Teresa D. Hurt 

A total of 10,860 ceramic sherds and four 
whole pots were recorded at 187 sites during the 
1997-1998 archeological survey of Natural 
Bridges National Monument. These 187 sites 
represent 38 percent of the 488 new and 
previously recorded sites documented during the 
survey. Ceramics were also recorded at 19 non-
site locations as isolated occurrences (IOs). 
Eighteen of these were ceramic "pot drops," and 
one was a very large isolated sherd. Data from 
ceramic IOs are not included in the site-based 
ceramic analyses that follow. 

Ceramic assemblages represent Basketmaker 
III to Pueblo III temporal affiliations. Pueblo I 
ceramics are quite rare at Natural Bridges, 
suggesting that the Pueblo I Anasazi occupational 
hiatus observed in surrounding areas such as 
Cedar Mesa (Dalley 1973; Matson and Lipel977, 
1978; Matson et al. 1988), Beef Basin (Rudy 
1955), most of the Red Rock Plateau (Lipe 1967), 
Glen Canyon (Geib 1996), and parts of 
Canyonlands (Thompson 1978) is present here 
also. 

Both Mesa Verde and Kayenta tradition 
ceramics are present within the monument. Mesa 
Verde ceramics are more numerous than Kayenta 
ceramics during all time periods. Kayenta 
ceramics are common in assemblages chiefly 
during the Pueblo II period, and to a lesser extent 
during Pueblo III. Mesa Verde ceramics are 

common during Basketmaker III, Pueblo II, and 
Pueblo III. In addition, three micaceous gray ware 
jar sherds with coarse quartz sand temper were 
found on one site (42SA23324 [ICRC97-17]). 
These sherds are consistent with the description of 
the Protohistoric Southern Paiute Utility Ware 
described by Baldwin (1950). Micaceous gray 
ware or brown ware sherds found in southeastern 
Utah and southwestern Colorado have been 
variously classified as Ute/Paiute, or Shoshonean 
(Fetterman and Honeycutt 1988; Lucius and 
Breternitz 1992; Wilson and Blinman 1988). 
These ceramics can be confused with other 
micaceous ceramics produced by Apachean 
groups or prehistoric Puebloan groups of northern 
New Mexico (Lucius and Breternitz 1992; Wilson 
and Blinman 1988); therefore they cannot 
confidently be assigned to a particular ceramic 
tradition. 

In this chapter ceramic data collected through 
in-field analysis of surficial artifacts will be 
applied to the three research domains: (1) 
chronology and cultural affiliation, (2) cultural 
interaction, and (3) subsistence and settlement 
patterns. First, type counts will be used to refine 
the temporal classification of all sites with datable 
ceramics, using a probabilistic dating technique 
developed by Benedict (1996), and applied to 
ceramic data by Powell (n.d.). Ceramic type and 
ware frequency data also will be examined across 
time and space to better understand cultural 
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interaction at Natural Bridges, which appears to be 
situated within a shifting zone of cultural overlap 
between the Mesa Verde and Kayenta branches of 
the Anasazi culture area. Finally, ceramic data 
will also aid in answering questions of settlement 
and subsistence that will also be addressed by 
lithic and architectural data sets. Ceramic 
information will be used chiefly to help 
differentiate long-term and short-term habitations. 

Field Methods 

Ceramic artifacts recorded during the survey 
were classified by type and vessel form, where 
possible, using commonly accepted type 
descriptions (e.g. Breternitz et al. 1974; Colton 
1955, 1956; Wilson and Blinman 1995). 
Although no other variables were recorded, 
attributes such as temper type are implicit in the 
type classification, and information such as the 
presence of repair holes or worked sherds were 
noted in descriptive text accompanying ceramic 
data forms. Sherds were not collected, with the 
exception of a few sherds that were used at the 
beginning of the project to aid crew members in 
learning to identify local types. Recorders 
classified ceramic artifacts in the field on the basis 
of slip, paint, surface treatment, and temper type, 
with the aid of a lOx hand lens. 

On sites with few sherds the entire ceramic 
assemblage was recorded. On sites with large 
assemblages, sample units were established with 
the goal of recording roughly 100 to 200 sherds 
representative of the whole site (see Chapter 1, 
Methods). When sample units did not yield at 
least 100 sherds additional units were established. 
Additional sampling was occasionally foregone if 
the ceramic assemblage present on the remainder 
of the site appeared to be similar to that within the 
established sample units. 

Ceramic types and wares recorded during the 
1997-1998 survey are listed in Table 8.1, with 
references used for their identification. Several 
catchall types were created to classify sherds that 
could not be placed within specific established 
types for the region. For example, the types Early 

Mesa Verde White Ware (which encompasses 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I types), Pueblo II Mesa 
Verde White Ware, and Pueblo III Mesa Verde 
White Ware were used to classify sherds that were 
either too small, eroded, or lacked sufficient 
painted decoration to be placed within specific 
type categories. Sherds were assigned to these 
broad temporal categories on the basis of surface 
treatment, sherd thickness, temper, and paste and 
rim characteristics. 

Classification of gray ware sherds presented 
some difficulties for both in-field classification 
and later interpretation of ceramic data, because of 
the practice of sand tempering in culinary wares in 
both the Kayenta and Mesa Verde areas. While 
classic type definitions for Mesa Verde Gray Ware 
ceramics describe crushed igneous rock as the 
tempering agent, it is now known that the use of 
sand temper (instead of or in addition to rock 
temper) occurs throughout the Mesa Verde area 
(Bond 1994; Kramer et al. 1991; Wilson and 
Blinman 1988, 1995). Use of sand tempering has 
been noted in western Mesa Verde areas in 
particular (Firor et al. 1998; Kramer et al. 1991; 
Lipe 1967; Lipe and Matson 1971). Because sand 
temper may occur in both plain and corrugated 
Mesa Verde Gray Ware ceramics, it is difficult to 
classify any sand-tempered gray ware sherds in the 
Natural Bridges area as Tusayan (Kayenta) Gray 
Ware with confidence. 

Lipe (1967) defines a "Loper Variety" of 
Mesa Verde Corrugated that is sand-tempered yet 
shares vessel shape and rim form characteristics 
with traditional rock-tempered Mesa Verde 
Corrugated (Lipe 1967:368-369), and therefore 
may be distinguished easily from Tusayan 
Corrugated when the presence of whole vessels 
allows determination of shape. Loper Variety 
vessels have the same strongly everted rim and 
"egg-shaped" profile as Mesa Verde Corrugated, 
rather than the "wide-mouthed bag-like" form of 
Tusayan Corrugated (Lipe 1967:359, 369). 

All four of the whole vessels recorded during 
the 1997-1998 survey are corrugated vessels. 
Three of these are jars with the egg-shaped profile 
Lipe describes for Loper Variety Mesa Verde 
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Table 8.1. Ceramic types recorded in the 1997-1998 survey of Natural Bridges National Monument. 

a Tusayan White Ware types: Ambler (1985): Colton (1955) 
b Mesa Verde White Ware, Mesa Verde Gray Ware types: Breternitz et al. (1974) 
c Tsegi Orange Ware types: Colton (1956) 
d San Juan Red Ware types: Lucius and Breternitz(1981) 
c Dolores Corrugated (Mesa Verde Gray Ware type): Lucius and Wilson (1981) 
1 These types were either created by this project or are types used by the Intermountain Antiquities Computer System 

(IMACS). For example, the generic type "Kayenta Affiliation Red Ware" is an 1MACS type signifying a Tsegi 
Orange Ware sherd of unknown type. Other generic types not included in IMACS lists were specifically for this 
project. Date ranges are based on the composite temporal span of the types encompassed by the created type. For 
example, "Early Mesa Verde White Ware" includes both Basketmaker 111 and Pueblo 1 types. Therefore the date range 
for this type is derived from the range of all the Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 1 Mesa Verde White Ware types, relying on 
the source listed above for Mesa Verde White Ware (Breternitz et al. 1974). 

' Tusayan Gray Ware types: Colton (1955) 

Corrugated (Figures 8.1. 8.2, and 8.3). although 
rim eversion on these vessels is within the range 
of Dolores Corrugated rather than Mesa Verde 
Corrugated. One of the three (Figure 8.1) was 
found partially buried in a small drainage and was 
excavated from site 42SA23564 (1CRC97-257) to 
preclude further damage from water erosion (see 

Appendix C in McVickar 1998a). This vessel was 
initially classified as Tusayan Corrugated, on the 
basis of sand temper, but the vessel profile 
suggests it may better fit Lipe's description of 
Loper Variety Mesa Verde Corrugated. The other 
two egg-shaped vessels (Figure 8.2 and 8.3) are 
classified as Dolores Corrugated and unknown 

Ware Type 
Mesa Verde Chapin Gray b 

Gray Ware Mancos Gray b 

Dolores Corrugated ' 
Mancos Corrugated b 

Mesa Verde Corrugated b 

Mesa Verde Affiliation Plain Grayr 

Mesa Verde Affiliation Corrugated 

Tusayan Lino Gray s 

Gray Ware Tusayan Corrugated * 
Moenkopi Corrugated s 

Kayenta Affiliation Plain Graj Ware 
Kayenta Affiliation Corrugated Ware 

Mesa Verde Chapin Black-on-white b 

White Ware Piedra Black-on-white b 

Mancos Black-on-white b 

McElmo Black-on-whiteb 

McElmo/Mesa Verde Black-on-white ' 
Mesa Verde Black-on-white b 

Early Mesa Verde White Ware ' 
Pueblo II Mesa Verde White Waref 

PII/PI11 Mesa Verde White Ware ' 
Pueblo 111 Mesa Verde White Ware ' 
Mesa Verde Affiliation White Ware ' 

Ware Type 
Tusayan Lino Black-on-white " 
White Ware Black Mesa Black-on-white" 

Sosi Black-on-whitea 

Dogoszhi Blaxk-on-White1 

Kayenta Black-on-white' 
Tusayan Black-on-whitea 

Kayenta Affiliation White Ware ' 

San Juan Deadmans Black-on-red d 

Red Ware Mesa Verde Red Ware r 

Tsegi Medicine Black-on-redc 

Orange Tusayan Black-on-red c 

Ware Citadel Polychrome c 

Tusayan Polychrome c 

Tusayan/Citadel Polychrome r 

Tsegi Polychrome L 

Kayenta Affiliation Red Ware ' 

Unknown. Early Pueblo Plain ' 
generic Late Pueblo Plain ' 
types Early Pueblo White Ware ' 

Middle Pueblo White Ware1' 
Unknown gray ware ' 
Unknown red ware' 
Unknown corrugated ware ' 
1 inknown unspecified ceramic' 
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Figure 8.1. Tusayan Corrugated jar from site 42SA23564. 

Figure 8.2. Large Dolores Corrugated jar from site 42SA24156. 
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Figure 8.3. Small unknown type corrugated jar from site 42SA24156. 

corrugated, respectively, the former having 
igneous rock temper and the latter having temper 
that was "unobservable" in the field. One 
additional small jar was recorded with a profile 
more reminiscent of Tusayan Corrugated (Figure 
8.4). This vessel has sand temper and is classified 
as Tusayan Corrugated. 

In his investigations on the Red Rock Plateau, 
Lipe felt he was able to distinguish Loper Variety 
Mesa Verde Corrugated body sherds from 
Tusayan Corrugated body sherds on the basis of 
paste color and texture, and depth of indentations 
(Loper Variety sherds have a dirtier paste than 
Tusayan Corrugated, do not fracture as cleanly, 
and have deeper indentations) (Lipe 1967:368-
369). In addition, Matson and Lipe note that 
Loper Variety sherds may contain additional 
tempering materials along with sand (Matson and 
Lipe 1977:6-7). Nevertheless, Matson and Lipe 

speculate that the difficulty in differentiating 
Tusayan Corrugated from Loper Variety Mesa 
Verde Corrugated may have been responsible for 
a bimodal frequency distribution observed for 
Tusayan Corrugated on Cedar Mesa sites (Matson 
and Lipe 1977:7), which led them to exclude gray 
ware sherds from their seriation analysis of Cedar 
Mesa ceramic sites. 

Because of the difficulty of classifying sand-
tempered gray ware sherds, investigators during 
an earlier survey of Natural Bridges (conducted by 
the Midwest Archeological Center of the National 
Park Service in 1987) (Kramer et al. 1991) used an 
attribute-level system for describing corrugated 
gray ware rather than the traditional typology 
(Kramer et al. 1991:131-132). Sherds were 
classified by style of corrugation (early 
"exuberant" corrugation style, intermediate style, 
and late or Moenkopi style which exhibits 
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Figure 8.4. Tusayan Corrugated jar from site 42SA 24133. 

flattened indentations and coils) and style of rim 
eversion (early, intermediate, and late styles). 
Time and monetary constraints on the present 
survey, however, did not allow recording of 
individual sherd attributes, so gray ware sherds 
were classified using the traditional typologies 
provided by the IMACS manual. Some sand-
tempered gray ware sherds were classified as 
Tusayan Gray Ware types or, in the case of body 
sherds, as Kayenta-affiliation plain or corrugated. 
This was done with the knowledge that these 
artifacts might not be truly Kayenta-affiliated. 
Nevertheless, by recording these sherds as 
Kayenta types rather than "unknown gray ware," 
we at least preserved the information that these 
were sand-tempered ceramics. 

The common occurrence at Natural Bridges of 
sand-tempered gray ware sherds on sites that are 
otherwise composed exclusively of Mesa Verde 
sherds suggests that many of these sherds may not 

be Kayenta imports. Of the 158 sites containing 
sherds that could be assigned a cultural affiliation, 
29 sites (18 percent) have sand-tempered gray 
ware sherds combined with Mesa Verde types. In 
addition, the notable lack of early (Basketmaker 
Ill-Pueblo I) Tusayan White Ware types in 
Natural Bridges assemblages (only one Lino 
Black-on-white sherd was recorded) strongly 
suggests that the early plain sand-tempered 
ceramics in particular are not necessarily Kayenta 
affiliated. Because of the lack of confidence in 
ware assignments for sand-tempered gray ware in 
this area, these artifacts were not included in 
analyses of cultural interaction. 

Chronology 

Ceramic sites were classified in the field into 
traditional Pecos chronology periods, using 
ceramic cross-dating. Many sites contain ceramics 
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that span several time periods, so a technique of 
probabilistic dating (Benedict 1996) was used to 
narrow the temporal assignments for individual 
sites. In addition to providing more restricted date 
ranges for individual sites, this approach yields a 
more precise overall ceramic-era chronology, 
allowing us to better address questions such as 
whether there was a Pueblo I to early Pueblo II 
occupational hiatus within the monument. 

Probabilistic Dating 

Benedict's technique of probabilistic dating 
was created as a way to combine multiple 
radiocarbon dates from a site into a single date 
range. This procedure relies on the fact that 
radiocarbon dates are not precise dates, but rather 
probability distributions representing date ranges 
for each l4C sample (Benedict 1996:7). Benedict 
combines multiple discrete probability 
distributions into a single, averaged distribution 
for a site, yielding both statistical output and a 
graphical representation of the site's date range. 
This technique has recently been applied to 
ceramic data to refine the ceramic chronology for 
Pecos National Monument in New Mexico 
(Powell n.d.). Although Benedict's technique was 
developed independently, a similar approach was 
developed and applied to historic ceramic sites by 
Steponaitis and Kintigh (1993).' 

Benedict's probabilistic dating technique is 
utilized for Natural Bridges assemblages because 
it is an efficient method of dating surface 
assemblages, necessitating far less time 
investment in analysis and simpler data 
requirements than multivariate techniques such as 
multidimensional scaling or Plog and Hantmaifs 
(1986) multiple regression technique. In addition, 
it has significant advantages over other approaches 
that are applied with similar ease and efficiency, 
such as South's (1972) mean ceramic dating 
technique. 

Plog and Hantman's multiple regression 
application was developed for use with attribute 
data rather than type counts and requires fairly 
large sample sizes to be used with confidence. In 

addition, local tree-ring dated sites are necessary 
to provide a calibration data set to generate the 
multiple-regression formulas used to date surface 
assemblages. Because many Natural Bridges 
survey assemblages are quite small, because few 
sites are tree-ring dated sites, and because type 
counts were the only ceramic data recorded, this 
dating method was eliminated from consideration. 

South's (1972) mean ceramic dating 
technique, which was first applied to historic sites, 
has been used by several researchers in the 
Southwest including Cline and Cline (1983), 
Goetze and Mills (1993), Gomolak (1980), 
Kincaid et al. (1983), Lerner (1979), Linthicum 
(1980), Mills (1986, 1988, 1990), Miskell (1985), 
Upham and Bockley (1989), and Warburton and 
Graves (1992). This technique provides a single 
relative date that is calculated by averaging the 
median of the production date range of types 
present on a site, weighted by the number of 
sherds of each type. Tests of the reliability of this 
technique are limited, although Christenson (1994) 
and Goetze and Mills (1993) have conducted 
analyses comparing ceramic mean dates derived 
for sites dated by absolute techniques. Both 
studies conclude that South's technique is an 
efficient method of dating that yields results 
similar in accuracy to tree-ring dates, even when 
it is applied to small assemblages. Although 
Goetze and Mills caution against relying on dates 
from sites with less than 10 datable sherds 
(1993:103), Christenson found no significant 
differences in the accuracy of mean dated samples 
of 5, 10, 15, and 20 sherds drawn randomly from 
an assemblage of a known date (Christenson 
1994:309). 

Benedict's technique is similar to South's 
mean dating technique in its ease of use, but 
affords both theoretical and practical advantages 
over mean dating. Because this approach treats 
each sherd as a frequency distribution, rather than 
as a single median date, the composite site date 
ranges yielded by the technique more accurately 
reflect the probabilistic nature of ceramic type date 
ranges than do the single mean dates yielded by 
South's technique. 
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Figure 8.5. Bimodai probability distribution, site 42SA1441. 

On a practical note, another advantage of 
Benedict's technique is that the graphic output 
allows easy identification of probable multicom-
ponent sites (see Figure 8.5). Whereas mean 
dating may combine and therefore obscure 
different components into a single date. Benedict's 
technique yields graphs of multi-modal 
distributions for multicomponent sites that have 
assemblages of different ceramic types with low-
temporal overlap. 

The use of both South's and Benedict's 
techniques requires the assumption that type 
frequencies are normally distributed. Therefore, 
the mid-range date of the start and end of 
production for a given type will truly be the 
median (Christenson 1994:302). Christenson 
(1994) has evaluated the validity of this 
assumption concerning Kayenta ceramic types. 
Building upon earlier work by Ambler (1985), 

who found that early Kayenta types for the most 
part have unimodal, bell-shaped frequency 
distributions, Christenson concluded that post-
A.D. 1000 Kayenta types (with the exception of 
Tusayan Corrugated) also satisfy assumptions of 
normality. Similar studies have not been 
conducted on the Mesa Verde types that form a 
large portion of the Natural Bridges ceramic 
assemblages, although Goetze and Mills have 
argued that the normality of ceramic type 
distributions is probably a safe assumption 
throughout the Southwest, based on the 
observation of bell-shaped curves in numerous 
ceramic seriations throughout the region (Goetze 
and Mills 1993:103). In addition, they correctly 
point out that the normality assumption is a basic 
theoretical requirement of any technique of 
stylistic seriation, following from the definition of 
style as neutral variation (Dunnell 1978). 
Therefore, the assumption of normality underlies 
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Figure 8.6. Composite probability distribution for site 42SA 6689. 

any relative dating method dependent on ceramic 
typologies, not simply SoutlTs or Benedict's 
techniques. 

To apply Benedict's technique to ceramic 
data, each type is treated as a probability 
distribution, the shape of which is based on the 
production date range of the given type and its 
standard deviation. The standard deviation is 
calculated based on the assumption that the 
frequency distribution of each ceramic type 
approximates a normal distribution. All of the 
probability distributions for a site are combined 
and weighted by the number of sherds of each 
type present to yield a single distribution for each 
site. 

Figure 8.6 shows an example of a composite 
site probability distribution using data from site 
42SA6689 (1CRC97-6689). This site contains 

sherds of three types: Mancos Black-on-white, 
McElmo Black-on-white, and Tusayan/Citadel 
Polychrome2. Probabilities for the three types are 
weighted by the number of sherds of each type 
and the three curves are combined, resulting in a 
composite probability distribution for the site as a 
whole. 

The area under the composite curve represents 
the probability that the site was occupied during 
the time span represented on the x-axis. The 
distribution can be sub-divided into discrete 
intervals, each having their own mean probability 
determined by the area under the curve for the 
interval chosen. A probability level can then be 
chosen, depending on the degree of confidence 
desired for a given temporal assignment. For 
example, Figure 8.7 shows the composite 
probability distribution for site 42SA23412 
(ICRC97-105). using 50-year time intervals 
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Figure 8. 7. Temporal probability distribution for site 42SA23412, with three 50-year intervals 
exceeding the .20probability level. 

beginning with A.D. 500. If a probability level of 
.20 is chosen (on the y-axis). then the site will be 
assigned to the time intervals (on the x-axis) 
whose mean probability exceeds .20. In this way 
the site would be assigned to three 50-year time 
intervals, with a date range of A.D. 950 to 1 100. 
The aggregate probability for this time interval is 
the sum of the three interval probabilities (.24. .38. 
and .24, respectively)3, which total .86, meaning 
that there is an 86 percent probability the site was 
occupied during this time span. 

Natural Bridges Chronology 
Analysis 

With the probabilistic technique, time can be 
divided into any intervals that are desired for a 
particular analysis. I created six ceramic-era time 

periods of 150 years each, beginning with A.D. 
450, as these provided sufficient temporal 
precision for this report. (Some studies elsewhere 
in this report collapse these periods into broader 
time intervals). These time intervals also result in 
periods with starting and ending dates that 
correspond fairly closely to important time 
divisions already in use in the surrounding area 
(see Table 8.2)'. In addition. 150-year intervals 
were chosen to yield an exclusively Pueblo I 
period, and to divide Pueblo II into an early period 
and a late period. This makes it possible to 
address the question of whether there was an 
occupational hiatus within the monument during 
Pueblo 1 and early Pueblo II. as has been observed 
for nearby areas. 

No established criteria exist for choosing the 
probability level that is used for assigning sites to 
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Table 8.2. Natural Bridges National Monument Chronology, Pecos Chronology, and Cedar Mesa 
Phases (Pecos periods and Cedar Mesa phases after Lipe !993:Tahie 1:1; Matson et al. 
1988: Figure 2f. 

particular time intervals. Sites could be classified 
by choosing a confidence interval of 95 percent 
for all sites, yielding date ranges that represent 95 
percent of the area under the temporal probability 
curve for each site. This would result in a series 
of site date ranges of varying lengths for different 
sites, which would not be practical for comparison 
with other chronologies that are divided into 
established time periods such as the Pecos 
classification. If assignment to particular time 
intervals is desired, then a set confidence interval 
cannot be used for all sites. Instead, a probability 
cutoff level that can be applied to each time 
interval must be chosen that will eliminate time 
intervals in the "tails'* (the left and right extremes 
of each curve, which represent low probabilities) 
of each site's temporal probability distribution and 
yield a satisfactory aggregate probability for the 
temporal range assigned to the site. 

For the Natural Bridges ceramic chronology, 
a probability level of .20 for each 150-year 
interval satisfied these conditions. For example. 
by using this criterion, site 42SA6657 (ICRC97-
6657) is classified as both early Pueblo II (A.D. 
900 to 1050) and late Pueblo II (A.D. 1050 to 
1200) because both intervals exceed the .20 
probability level (Figure 8.8). Time intervals in 
the two tails of the distribution are eliminated and 
an aggregate probability of .96 can be given for 
the early Pueblo II-late Pueblo II classification of 
the site. litis is calculated by adding the 
probabilities for the two time periods (.48 + .48). 

To generate the chronology of Natural Bridges 
ceramic sites a list was created of all ceramic types 
recorded within the monument with their 
production starting and ending dates. Date ranges 
were primarily drawn from data presented by 
Goetze and Mills (1993). who combined 
numerous relevant sources to establish updated 
production date ranges for most of the types 
included in this analysis. Fable 8.3 lists the types 
and production date ranges used in the Natural 
Bridges chronology analysis, as well as the 
references used by either Goetze and Mills (1993) 
or by the author to establish the date ranges. 

The chronology data were run three times, 
using different ceramic data sets expected to yield 
differing levels of precision for site date ranges. 
The white ware and red ware types generally have 
much more restricted production time spans than 
do the gray ware types. For example. Figures 8.9 
and 8.10 show very different probability 
distributions for Mesa Verde Black-on-white and 
Mancos Corrugated, respectively, with the white 
ware type being produced during a much shorter 
time span and therefore exhibiting a much tighter, 
more "peaked" distribution. 

In addition, gray ware sherds are much more 
numerous than white or red ware sherds on most 
sites. Therefore, including them in the analysis 
can "swamp" the tighter temporal data from 
decorated types present on a given site. In 
addition, gray ware types may be more likely to 

Natural [fridges 150-year Periods Pecos Periods Cedar Mesa Phases 
Parly Basketmaker III (AD 450-600) Basketmaker III (AD 500-750) Hiatus 
Late Basketmaker 111 (AD 600-750) Mossbacks (AD 650-725) 
Pueblo 1 (AD 750-900) Pueblo I (AD 750-900) Hiatus 
Early Pueblo II (AD 900-1050) Hiatus 
Late Pueblo II (AD 1050-1200--includes the Pueblo II (AD 900-1150) Windgate (AD 1060-1100) 
first 50 years of Pecos Chronology Pueblo III) Clay Hills (AD 1 100-1 150) 
Pueblo III (AD 1200-1350) Pueblo 111 (AD 1150-1350) Woodenshoe (AD 1165-1210) 

Redhouse(AD 1210-1270) 
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Figure 8.8. Temporal probability distribution for site 42SA66S7, with two 150-year intervals 
exceeding the .20 probability level. 

violate the normal curve assumptions of the 
technique (this issue will be explored further 
below.) Therefore, analysis was first done using 
only decorated ceramic types. 

Because many sites contained only sherds that 
could not be classified to a particular type, catchall 
types used by the project, such as "Pueblo II Mesa 
Verde White Ware" (A.D. 900 to 1150). were 
included in the first run. Although these types 
have longer time spans than other decorated types, 
they are generally of shorter duration than utility 
ware types. Generic types such as "Kayenta 
Affiliation White Ware" (any unknown Tusayan 
White Ware sherd), which has a date range 
extending throughout the Kayenta ceramic 
sequence, were not included in the first analysis. 
The second and third runs of the analysis 
classified sites with only gray ware or generic 
decorated sherds. In the second, only diagnostic 
grav ware rim sherds were utilized. In the third. 

unclassified decorated sherds and gray ware body 
sherds were used to date the remainder of the sites. 

The first run classified 1 12 of the I 87 ceramic 
sites recorded during the 1997-1998 survey. Of 
these 1 12 sites. 55 (49 percent) had less than five 
typed decorated sherds. These sites were assigned 
a lower confidence level than the others and 
generally are not used for further temporal studies 
elsewhere in this report. A count of five sherds 
was chosen as the minimum number of sherds 
necessary for dating with high confidence on the 
basis of the aforementioned study by Christenson 
(1994). which found no significant differences in 
the accuracy of ceramic mean dates based on 
samples of 5. 1 0. 1 5. and 20 sherds. Dates for the 
remainder of the sites, which contain only gray 
ware sherds or generic decorated types, were also 
classified as low-confidence due to the broad 
temporal spans of these ceramics. 
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Table 8.3. Ceramic types and date ranges used in the Natural Bridges National Monument ceramic 
chronology. 

References used in establishing date ranges: 
a Tusayan White Ware: Ambler (1985): Christenson and Bender (1985): Colton (1955): Dean (1991) 
0 Mesa Verde White Ware. Mesa Verde Gray Ware: Breternitz et al. (1974) 
1 Tsegi Orange Ware: Ambler (1985); Colton (1956) 
d San Juan Red Ware: Lucius and Bretemitz (1981) 
' Dolores Corrugated (Mesa Verde Gray Ware type): Lucius and Wilson (1981) 
r These types were either created by this project or are types used by the Intermountain Antiquities Computer System (1MACS). 

Date ranges are based on the composite temporal span of the types encompassed by the created type. Lor example. Early Mesa 
Verde White Ware includes both Basketmaker III and Pueblo I types. Therefore the date range for this type is derived from the 
range of all the Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 1 Mesa Verde White Ware types, relying on the source listed above for Mesa Verde White 
Ware (Breternitz et al. 1974). 

B Tusayan Gray Ware: Colton (1955) 

Ceramic type Production start (A.D.) Production end (A.D.) Median date (A.D.) Range in years 
Black Mesa Black-on-white a 1000 1100 1050 100 
Chapin Black-on-whiteb 575 800 688 225 
ChapinGray" 575 900 738 325 
Citadel Polychrome1 1125 1175 1150 50 
Deadmans Black-on-redd 800 1000 900 200 
Dogoszhi Black-on-white' 1040 1210 1125 170 
Dolores Corrugated • 1000 1150 1075 150 
Early Vpa Verde White Ware' 600 900 750 300 
Early Pueblo Plain' 575 900 738 325 
Early Pueblo White Ware' 600 900 750 300 
Kayenta Affiliation Plain Gray YVare1 500 950 725 450 
Kayenta Affiliation Corrugated Ware1 900 1300 1100 400 
Kayenta Affiliation Red Ware' 1050 1300 1175 250 
Kayenta Affiliation White Ware' 600 1300 950 700 
Kayenta Black-on-white' 1250 1300 1275 50 
Late Pueblo Plain' 900 1300 1100 400 
Lino Black-on-white" 600 850 725 250 
Lino Gray ' 500 700 600 200 
Mancos Black-on-white" 900 1150 1025 250 
Mancos Corrugatedb 900 1200 1050 300 
Mancos Gray" 875 950 913 75 
McElmo Black-on-white" 1075 1275 1175 200 
McElmo/Mesa Verde Black-on-white' 1075 1300 1188 225 
Medicine Black-on-redc 1000 1115 1058 115 
Mesa Verde Black-on-whiteb 1200 1300 1250 100 
Mesa Verde Corrugated" 1100 1300 1200 200 
Mesa Verde Affiliation Corrugated1 900 1300 1100 400 
Mesa Verde Affiliation Plain Gray' 575 950 763 375 
Mesa Verde Affiliation White Ware1 575 1300 888 625 
Middle Pueblo White Ware' 900 1150 1050 250 
Moenkopi Corrugated» 1150 1300 1225 150 
Piedra Black-on-white" 750 900 825 150 
PII/PII1 Mesa Verde White Ware1 900 1300 1100 400 
Pueblo II Mesa Verde White Ware1 900 1150 1025 250 
Pueblo III Mesa Verde White Ware' 1075 1300 1188 225 
Sosi Black-on-white' 1070 1180 1125 110 
Tsegi Polychromec 1225 1300 1263 75 
Tusayan Black-on-redc 1050 1210 1130 160 
Tusayan Black-on-white' 1200 1300 1250 100 
Tusayan Corrugated,: 900 1150 1025 250 
Tusayan Polychromec 1125 1290 1208 165 
Tusa\an/Citadel Polychrome ' 1J25 1/290 1208 I65_ 
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Figure 8.9. Fifty-year probabilities, Mesa Verde Black-on-white. 

Figure 8.11). Fifty-year probabilities, Maneos Corrugated. 
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Table 8.4. Temporal affiliations and associated probabilities of sites dated with high confidence. 

Site Period(s) Probability 
42SA23323 Early-Late PII 0.97 
42SA23327 Early-Late PII 0.85 
42SA23328 Early-Late PII 0.97 
42SA23329 Late PII-PIII 0.80 
42SA23331 Late PII 0.77 
42SA23334 Late PII-PIII 0.92 
42SA23335 Early-Late PII 0.90 
42SA23337 Late PII-PIII 0.99 
42SA23341 Early-Late PII 0.98 
42SA23343 Early PII-PIII 0.99 
42SA23344 Late PII-PIII 0.98 
42SA23348 Late PII-PIII 0.79 
42SA23353 Early-Late PII 0.97 
42SA23354 Late PII-PIII 0.97 
42SA23361 Early PII-PIII 0.99 
42SA23362 Late PII-PIII 0.88 
42SA23397 Early-Late PII 0.88 
42SA23409 PI-Early PII 0.83 
42SA23412 Early-Late PII 0.96 
42SA23413 Early BMIII-PI; Early-Late PII 0.98 
42SA23428 Late PII-PIII 0.99 
42SA23429 Late BMIII-PI 0.94 
42SA23430 Late PII-PIII 0.99 
42SA23443 Early-Late PII 0.87 
42SA23489 Late PII-PIII 0.99 
42SA23499 Early-Late PII 0.82 
42SA23551 Late BMIII 0.73 
42SA23567 Late BMIII-PI 0.96 
42SA23590 Early-Late PII 0.97 
42SA24170 Late PII 0.94 
42SA1441 Late BMIII; Early PII 0.60 
42SA6638 Late PII-PIII " 0.87 
42SA6642 Early-Late PII 0.95 
42SA6645 Late PII-PIII 0.80 
42SA6647 Early PII-PIII 0.97 
42SA6648 Late PII-PIII 0.87 
42SA6649 Early-Late PII 0.93 
42SA6655 Late BMIII-PI 0.96 
42SA6657 Late BMIII-PI 0.96 
42SA6660 Late PII-PIII 0.93 
42SA6668 Early PII-PIII 0.83 
42SA6670 Early-Late PII 0.97 
42SA6671 Late PII-PIII 0.89 
42SA6672 Late BMIII-PI 0.96 
42SA6680 Early-Late PII 0.97 
42SA6689 Early PII-PIII 0.99 
42SA6690 Early-Late PII 0.97 
42SA6692 Late BMIII-PI 0.95 
42SA6821 Late PII-PIII 0.99 
42SA6826 Early-Late PII 0.81 

Chronology Results 

Table 8.4 lists the temporal classification and 
associated probabilities of all of the ceramic sites 
at Natural Bridges that were classified with high 
confidence. Although the sites dated with low 
confidence were not used for further temporal 
analyses, dates for all sites with ceramics5 are 
provided in Appendix 8.1. Sites listed in this table 
with a confidence level of "A" are those classified 
with high confidence, and low-confidence sites are 
those with a " B " confidence level. 

Figure 8.1 1 shows the ceramic chronology 
generated by sites dated with high confidence; 
Figure 8.12 shows the chronology when all 
ceramic sites are included. Both figures indicate 
that the most common site classifications are early 
Pueblo Il-late Pueblo II. followed by late Pueblo 
Il-Pueblo III, and late Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I, 
respectively. Early Pueblo Il-late Pueblo II sites 
at Natural Bridges are dominated by corrugated 
gray ware types, with Mancos Black-on-white as 
the most common decorated type, followed by the 
catchall type Pueblo II Mesa Verde White Ware 
and the generic Kayenta Affiliation Red Ware 
(Figure 8.13). Late Pueblo Il-Pueblo III sites are 
also dominated by corrugated body sherds with 
Mesa Verde Affiliation White Ware and Pueblo 
III Mesa Verde White Ware as the most common 
decorated types (Figure 8.14). McElmo Black-on-
white, Mesa Verde Black-on-white, and the 
catchall type McElmo/Mesa Verde Black-on-
white are also common. Late Basketmaker III-
Pueblo I sites are typified by plain gray body 
sherds, and the catchall type Early Mesa Verde 
Black-on-white (Figure 8.15). 

Site Period(s) Probability 
42SA16837 Late PII-PIII 0.99 
42SA6915 Late PII 0.62 
42SA18636 Late BMIII-PI 0.96 
42SA18642 Early-Late PII 0.96 
42SA18647 Late BMIII-PI 0.95 
42SA18655 Late PII-PIII 0.83 
42SA18659 Early-Late PII 0.93 
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Figure 8.11. Natural Bridges National Monument ceramic chronology 
utilizing sites dated with high confidence (n = 5 7). 

Figure 8.12. Site temporal affiliations, all ceramic sites. 
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Figure 8.13. Most common ceramic types from early Pueblo Il-late 
Pueblo II sites dated with high confidence (n = 22). 

Figure 8.14. Most common ceramic types from late Pueblo II-Pueblo III 
sites dated with high confidence (n = 18). 
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Figure 8.15. Most common ceramic types from late Basketmaker Ill-Puehlo I sites dated with high 
confidence (n = 8). 

Sites dating to a single 1 50-year time period, 
or a single Pecos period such as Basketmaker III, 
are rare as most sites contain ceramic assemblages 
representing broad production date ranges. 
Chronology analysis results do show, however, 
that all Anasazi time periods except Pueblo I are 
well represented at Natural Bridges. Although 
sites classified as late Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 1 
are common, most of these sites arc considered to 
be primarily Basketmaker III sites. Pueblo I (as 
well as early Pueblo II) occupation of the 
monument, is probably overestimated by the 
ceramic chronology analysis, as will be explained 
in the following discussion. 

Ceramic sherds dating specifically to the 
Pueblo I or Pueblo l-early Pueblo II periods are 
quite rare within the survey assemblages, as was 
also noted in earlier surveys of the monument 
(Head and Head 1977: Hobler and Hobler 1978: 

Kramer et al. 1991). Five sites yielded a total of 
28 sherds of the late Pueblo l-early Pueblo II San 
Juan Red Ware type. Deadmans Black-on-red. 
One rim sherd of Mancos Gray also dating to the 
late Pueblo l-early Pueblo II periods was found. 
Only one sherd was found that dates exclusively to 
Pueblo I. This was a Piedra Black-on-white 
specimen, not usually seen this far west in the 
Mesa Verde region. Hurst et al. (1985) define a 
western variant of Piedra Black-on-white, White 
Mesa Black-on-white, that shares the 
technological characteristics of Piedra Black-on-
white as originally defined, but has designs more 
reminiscent of the Kayentatype Kana'a Black-on-
white. Wilson and Blinman argue that White 
Mesa Black-on-white should be considered a new 
type rather than a variety because it has a longer 
production range (A.D. 775 to 1000) than Piedra 
Black-on-white, making it a Pueblo l-early Pueblo 
II type (Wilson and Blinman 1995). No White 
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Mesa Black-on-white sherds were recorded during 
the 1997-1998 survey. The single Piedra Black-
on-white sherd has designs distinctive of this type 
and was found on a site with other sherds 
identified as Early Mesa Verde White Ware 
(Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I) as well as sand-
tempered, plain gray ware sherds. 

The dearth of Pueblo 1-early Pueblo II sherds 
in Natural Bridges assemblages indicates that an 
occupational hiatus is likely during these periods. 
Of the 57 sites dated with high confidence (Table 
8.4. Figure 8.1 1). only one site (1.8 percent) was 
classified as Pueblo I-early Pueblo II. and one as 
early Pueblo II. No site was classified exclusively 
as Pueblo I. In addition, the eight high-confidence 
sites classified as late Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I 
are probably exclusively Basketmaker III sites. 
The late Basketmaker III to Pueblo 1 date range 
for these sites may be regarded as an artifact of the 
nature of the ceramic typology and the 
classification process used. For example, low-
confidence site 42SA23356 (1CRC97-49) was 
classified as Basketmaker III-Pueblo I. because the 
only decorated sherds on the site were typed as 
Early Mesa Verde White Ware sherds. This type 
was used to classify sherds that did not contain 
enough information to be classified as a specific 
type, but have technological characteristics 
consistent with Basketmaker III and Pueblo I 
Mesa Verde White Ware types. The dale range 
for this type is A.D. 600 to 900 with a median date 
of A.D. 750. which is the ending date of the late 
Basketmaker III period and the start of the Pueblo 
I period. Sites with only early Mesa Verde White 
Ware sherds, therefore, are classified as late 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I. reflecting the evenly 
split probability that the site could have been 
occupied during either of these periods. Similarly, 
the late Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I gray ware sites 
date to both of these periods because the early 
gray ware ceramic types in this region, such as 
Chapin Gray, also have long production spans 
covering the Basketmaker III to Pueblo I periods. 

The nearly complete lack of ceramics dating 
exclusively to the Pueblo I period (Moccasin 
Gray. Bluff Black-on-red. Piedra Black-on-white) 
in Natural Bridiies assemblages sueuests that the 

sites classified as Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I were 
likely occupied during Basketmaker III only. 
Pueblo I site components are, therefore, 
overestimated by the probabilistic dating 
technique, because of the relatively long temporal 
spans of the early white ware and gray ware types. 
Types covering the Pueblo I-early Pueblo II period 
(Deadmans Black-on-red. Mancos Gray. White 
Mesa Black-on-white) are also very rare at Natural 
Bridges (White Mesa Black-on-white did not 
occur at all), although more numerous than 
exclusively Pueblo I types. This suggests that 
early Pueblo II affiliations represented by sites 
classified as early Pueblo Il-late Pueblo II may be 
overestimated also. 

In contrast, early Basketmaker III affiliations 
are probably underestimated as a result of the 
technique used. The long production spans of the 
early ceramics result in probability curves with 
peaks in the late Basketmaker III and Pueblo I 
periods, leaving the early Basketmaker III period 
in the left tail of the distribution. Figure 8.16 
illustrates the probability curve for Chapin Gray, 
which indicates a peak from A.D. 700 to 750, 
falling within the late Basketmaker III period. 
Only six sites were classified as having an early 
Basketmaker Ill/late Basketmaker III affiliation 
(Figure 8.12). These are all gray ware sites dated 
with low confidence; none of the high-confidence 
sites with decorated sherds date to this period 
(Figure 8.11). All six low-confidence sites 
contained sherds typed as Lino Gray, which has a 
somewhat shorter duration than Chapin Gray and, 
therefore, has an earlier peak (A.D. 550 to 650) in 
its temporal probability distribution (Figure 8.1 7). 
As mentioned earlier, the classification of sand-
tempered gray ware ceramics is difficult in this 
area and the sherds tvped as Lino Gray may 
instead be a local Mesa Verdean variant with an 
unknown temporal span. Therefore, the temporal 
classification of these sites, as well as that of all 
sites dated on the basis of gray ware sherds alone, 
should be taken with a grain of salt. 

Accuracy of the Analysis 

The chronology analysis can be evaluated by 
comparing the ceramic probabilistic dates with 
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Figure H.I 6. Temporal probability distribution, Cltapin Gray. 

Figure H. 17. Temporal probability distribution. Lino Gray. 
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tree-ring dates from 10 sites. This test is limited 
for several reasons. First, the sample of tree-ring-
dated sites is quite small. Second, none of the 
sites predates the Pueblo II period: therefore, the 
accuracy of the dating technique cannot be 
evaluated for early ceramic sites. Finally, the 
reliability of the tree-ring dates is questionable, as 
the majority of the dates are not cutting dates, and 
most of the wood appears to be from dead snags 
rather than live trees (Hobler and Hobler 1978:37-
38). This should result in tree-ring dates that are 
consistently older than their associated sites. 

Tree-ring samples were gathered from I 8 sites 
and four isolated snags at Natural Bridges during 
survey work by Hobler and Hobler during 1960. 
1961, and 1962. Ceramics were collected at 10 of 
these sites.'' These sites were dated using the 
probabilistic technique and the resulting ceramic 
date ranges were compared to the tree-ring dates 
obtained earlier. Although a few of these sites 
were revisited during the 1997-1998 survey, sherd 
counts published by Hobler and Hobler (1978) 
were used to determine the ceramic date ranges 
because later investigators enlarged site 
boundaries in some cases and may have included 
additional components not recognized during the 
1960-1962 survey. The original ceramic counts 
were used to assure that only those artifacts that 
were clearly associated with the tree-ring samples 
taken by Hobler and Hobler were included in the 
evaluation of the chronology analysis. 

fable 8.5 presents the ceramic date ranges 
yielded by the probabilistic technique and tree-
ring dates for the 10 sites. Eight of the sites had 
more than one tree-ring date; the range of dates is 
given for these sites. 7"-tests~ comparing the 
means of the ceramic dates and tree-ring dates 
were conducted for these eight sites. The results 
of these comparisons also appear in Table 8.5. 

For seven of the sites, the mean of the tree-
ring dates (or the single date available for three of 
the sites), falls within the ceramic date range. For 
the remaining sites, two out of three have mean 
tree-ring dates that are earlier than the mean of the 
ceramic date range. This is not unexpected in 
light of Hobler and Hobler's (1978) observations 

regarding the use of old wood in the monument 
area. They note that most structural wood used in 
the area was not cut, but rather appears to be dead 
trees that were either burned or broken off at the 
base. 1 lobler and Hobler obtained dates for four 
snag specimens standing in 1960 and found that 
they had been dead from 100 to 244 years. Thus, 
tree-ring dates more than 100 years earlier than 
ceramic dates would not be surprising for Natural 
Bridges sites. The average deviation of the tree-
ring dates from the ceramic dates for the 10 sites 
evaluated is -50.8 years, with seven out of 10 
having earlier tree-ring date means than ceramic 
date means. 

Despite this expected deviation of the ceramic 
dates from the tree-ring dates, /-tests comparing 
the means of the two date ranges (for the seven 
sites that have a range of tree-ring dates rather 
than a single date) indicate that there are no 
significant differences between the two means for 
any of the seven sites, at the .05 level (fable 8.5). 
Further evaluation of ceramic dates based on 
comparisons with radiocarbon or other types of 
absolute dates would be desirable, considering the 
problems with the reliability of tree-ring dates in 
this area . 

Cultural Interaction 

Ceramics are durable and ubiquitous artifacts, 
containing abundant technological and stylistic 
information. As such they are one of the best 
sources for information about prehistoric cultural 
interaction (Arnold 1985: Hill 1977; Matson 1965: 
Rice 1987;Shepard 1956). The use of ceramics as 
indicators of cultural boundaries and measures of 
social interaction in the Southwest rests in part 
upon Colton's early work in constructing the 
ceramic chronology of northern Arizona (Colton 
1939). Colton proposed that ceramic types reflect 
temporal change, while wares delineate spatial 
variability. He distinguished types based on 
attributes such as surface treatment, temper type, 
and style of design. Similar types that appeared to 
be part of a shared tradition through time were 
grouped into wares, and the distribution of the 
ware was thought to reflect the geographic range 
of a cultural group (Colton 1939). 
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Table 8.5. Comparison of ceramic probabilistic dates and tree-ring dates. 

Site Number 
42SA6779 

42SA6799 

42SA6803 
42SA6819 
42SA6821 
42SA6863 

42SA6866 

42SA6960 

42SA6961 

42SA6965 

Ceramic Date 
Range (A.D.) 

1050-1350 

1050-1350 

900-1350 
1050-1350 
1050-1350 
1050-1350 

900-1200 
1050-1350 

900-1200 

1050-1350 

Tree-ring Dates3 

891++vv 
1053v 
121I++G 
991++V 
1082vv 
l l l 5 v v 
1230++G 
1149++V 
1208+vv 
1041++W 
944+vv 
1132++V 
1091++W 

1084vv 
1148vv 
1150+vv 
1I53++C 
1167w 
125lrGB 
104lrB 
1042vv 
l076++rB 
1125vv 
1136vv 
I137vv 
1142rB 
1l43rB 
1147vv 
1179++r 

Mean Tree-ring 
Date (A.D.) 

1051 

1110 

1 149 
1208 
1041 
1038 

1091 

11 17 

1202 

1110 

Mean Ceramic 
Date (A.D.) 

1200 

1200 

1125 
1200 
1200 
1200 

1050 

1200 

1050 

1200 

t-test. P= 
0.57 

0.69 

0.46 

0.68 

0.51 

0.68 

Deviation 
(dendro-ceramic) 
-149 

-90 

24 
8 
-159 
-162 

41 

-83 

152 

-90 

"Symbols for outside rings: 

B Bark present: best indicator for cutting date 
G Beetle galleries present on surface; usually a good cutting date indicator. 
c Outermost ring is continuous around full circumference (used only with full section). 
r Outermost ring is continuous around available circumference (used with less than full section). 
v Variable; few. if any rings missing (0-5 or so); essentially a cutting date). 
vv Very variable; unknown number of rings missing: unknown cutting date 
+ One or more rings missing near end of ring sequence. 
++ Time of tree death; unknown cutting or use date. 

The symbols B. G. C. and r indicate cutting dates in order of decreasing confidence unless + or • I are present. 
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Despite extensive debate concerning the 
empirical reality of analytical constructs such as 
types and wares (Brew 1946; Dunnell 1971; Ford 
1954; Krieger 1944; Phillips et al. 1951; Rouse 
1939; Spaulding 1953) and their utility as 
measures of cultural entities, ceramic ware 
distributions are still primary tools used in 
defining cultural boundaries and tracking social 
interaction. Ceramic ware distributions may also 
reflect migration, trade, and information 
transmission, making interpretation of temporal 
and spatial patterns difficult. This is especially 
true in an area such as Natural Bridges, which is 
near the "boundaries" of both the Mesa Verde and 
Kayenta areas, and where most ceramics are 
imports (Kramer et al. 1991), as will be discussed 
in detail below. 

Natural Bridges ceramic assemblages indicate 
that the monument is within an area of changing 
cultural affiliation or interaction between the Mesa 
Verde and Kayenta Anasazi regions. Site cultural 
affiliations were determined using only decorated 
sherds and Mesa Verde Gray Ware sherds, 
because of the difficulty of classifying sand-
tempered gray ware ceramics into ware categories. 
A total of 158 sites had sufficient decorated and 
gray ware ceramics to allow assignment of cultural 
affiliation. Sites with only Mesa Verde ceramics 
are the most common (104 sites) constituting 66 
percent of the sample, followed by sites with a 
mixture of Mesa Verde and Kayenta ceramics (44 
sites. 28 percent) and Kayenta sites (10 sites. 6 
percent) (Figure 8.18). 

Temporal Patterns 

A subset of these 1 58 sites (n = 57). consisting 
of those with five or more decorated sherds 
(confidence level A sites), was subjected to 
temporal analysis. Figure 8.19 shows that Mesa 
Verde sites are prevalent in the earlier periods. 
Kayenta influence peaks during Pueblo II and 
Pueblo III times, when sites with mixed cultural 
affiliation are more common than Mesa Verde 
sites and the few purely Kayenta sites occur. 
Because eliminating sites with less than five 
decorated sherds from the temporal analysis 

resulted in a rather limited data set (57 sites, or 36 
percent of the 158 sites with a known temporal 
affiliation), an expanded sample including all sites 
with decorated ceramics was also examined. This 
increases the sample to 112 sites, including 66 
Mesa Verde sites, 41 mixed sites, and five 
Kayenta sites. Slightly different patterns are 
observed over time with this larger data set 
(Figure 8.20). The peak of Kayenta influence is 
still in the Pueblo II and Pueblo III periods, but 
Mesa Verde sites are more common than mixed 
sites during the early Pueblo II-late Pueblo II 
period and late Pueblo II-Pueblo III period. The 
results of the more limited, higher confidence, 
data set (Figure 8.19) probably better represent the 
true nature of these later periods, however. The 
higher proportion of pure Mesa Verde Pueblo II 
and Pueblo III sites in the larger data set are likely 
the result of including sites with very small sherd 
assemblages. These samples may be too small to 
represent accurately the full range of types 
associated with the sites (particularly for highly 
visible later sites with architecture that may be 
more subject to visitor collection). Excavation of 
some of these "pure" Mesa Verde small-sample 
sites could yield much larger site sherd samples 
and might reveal more mixed assemblages. 

Interpretation of Ware Frequencies 

It is always difficult to determine whether the 
changing frequencies of wares from different 
culture areas represents trade, the movement of 
people, or simply the transmission of information. 
This problem is compounded at Natural Bridges, 
because Kramer et al. (1991) have argued that 
prior to the middle-to-late Pueblo III occupation of 
the monument, all ceramics at Natural Bridges 
were imported. Therefore, an influx of Kayenta 
ceramics during the later periods is not easily 
identified as an increase in non-local ceramics, 
signaling increased trade or population movement, 
because there is no early local ceramic tradition to 
use for comparison. 

Not until middle to late Pueblo III were white 
ware ceramics produced at Natural Bridges 
(Kramer et al. 1991). Produced from locally 

111 
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Figure 8.18. Site cultural affiliations. 

Figure 8.19. Cultural affiliations by time period; sites dated with high 
confidence. 
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Figure 8.20. Cultural affiliations by time period; all sites containing typed decorated sherds. 

available clays, these ceramics had a distinctive 
dark gray paste, and were sherd-tempered and 
often vitrified (Kramer et al. 1991). Hurst (Hurst 
1995; Kramer et al. 1991) notes that this dark-
paste ware occurs throughout the Elk Ridge 
Plateau during Pueblo III. and is correlated with 
sources of iron-rich Triassic red clays and shales 
of the Monument Upwarp. The darkness of the 
paste is thought to be from reduction of the iron in 
the clay, rather than incomplete oxidation of 
organic materials during firing. As a result, sherds 
in cross-section may appear to have an "oreo-
cookie effect", with the outer margins appearing 
darker than the center (Hurst 1995:68). Because 
white-firing clays are not available locally, slip 
clays still had to be imported to finish local white 
ware ceramics, which Hurst argues explains the 
rather conservative use of thin slips often applied 
only to decorated surfaces (Kramer et al. 
1991:126). 

The 1997-1998 survey crews did not record 
attributes such as paste color. Therefore, it is not 
possible to assess whether the dark-paste tradition 
of Pueblo 111 Mesa Verde white ware ceramics is 
common within the monument. If the dark paste 
tradition is common, it would suggest a Mesa 
Verde affiliation for the local population at least 
for this time period. Nor do survey results provide 
direct evidence of Mesa Verde tradition ceramic 
production within the monument. Two possible 
kiln features were recorded at Natural Bridges at 
sites42SA21898(ICRC97-21898)and42SA6827 
(ICRC97-6827). Both features are morphological
ly similar to other kilns that have been excavated 
in southwestern Colorado and southeastern Utah 
(Barnett et al. 1994; Fuller 1984; Helm 1973) but 
they may simply be rectangular hearths (See 
Appendix 8.2 for a detailed description of both of 
these features). No artifactual evidence, such as 
the presence of firing waste materials or pottery 
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Figure 8.21. Ware totals, all sites (except the gray wares, which could not he classified with 
confidence in this area). 

production tools, is present at either feature to 
strengthen the argument that they were kilns. Site 
42SA21 898 contains no artifacts. Site 42SA6827 
has plain gray ware sherds (both sand-tempered 
and igneous rock- tempered) associated with the 
possible kiln. Pueblo III Mesa Verde White Ware 
sherds are not present on the site. Pipe (personal 
communication 1999) recalls finding, probable kiln 
features on central Cedar Mesa, although the 
information has never been published. 

Although no direct evidence for production of 
Mesa Verde tradition ceramics within the 
monument has been found, it could be argued that 
the Natural Bridges population in general was 
primarily associated with the Mesa Verde region 
as the vast majority of the ceramics are Mesa 
Verde types (Figure 8.21) and the majority of sites 

contain only Mesa Verde ceramics (Figure 8.1 8). 
The influx of Kayenta ceramics during Pueblo II 
and Pueblo 111 times, therefore, could simply 
reflect changing preferences for trade goods, or 
changes in the availability of ceramics from 
different areas, rather than influxes of Kayenta-
afflliated people. 

Hurst argues, however, that Kayenta ceramics 
at Natural Bridges may indeed represent 
movement of Kayenta peoples, based on "the 
frequent association of Kayenta-dominated 
assemblages with jacal architecture"(Krameretal. 
1991:125). Examination of the 1997-1998 survey 
data shows no significant association between 
Kayenta ceramics and jacal architecture, however. 
Twenty-one sites were recorded with evidence of 
jacal construction materials. Of these eight (38 
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percent) are sites with mixed assemblages of 
Kayenta and Mesa Verde ceramics, and 13 (62 
percent) are sites with only Mesa Verde ceramics. 
These percentages are very close to what would be 
expected if the association between jacal 
architecture and Kayenta ceramics is simply due to 
chance, as pure Mesa Verde sites make up 66 
percent of the total of 1 58 sites that were assigned 
a cultural affiliation and sites with Kayenta 
ceramics (pure or mixed assemblages) are 34 
percent of the total. A chi-square analysis8 shows 
the hypothesis that the non-random association 
between Kayenta ceramics and jacal should be 
rejected (chi-square = 0.1 81. df= 1, critical value 
at the .05 level = 3.841). Use of jacal in this area 
may simply be a functional adaptation to the 
scarcity of building stone on the mesa tops of the 
monument and not a cultural marker of Kayenta 
people specifically. 

The increase in Kayenta ceramics during 
Pueblo II and III could, therefore, reflect an 
increasing desire by a stable population for 
Kayenta imports, particularly Tsegi Orange Ware 
types, during a period when red ware ceramics 
were no longer produced in the Mesa Verde area. 
Although mixed sites are prevalent in the later 
occupations at Natural Bridges, these sites as a 
whole contain mostly Mesa Verde ceramics 
(Figure 8.22). Most (79 percent) of these sites 
have Mesa Verde ceramics combined with Tsegi 
Orange Ware sherds and lower numbers of 
Tusayan White Ware sherds. The lack of any 
clear geographic clustering of Kayenta and Mesa 
Verde sites (see Figure 8.23). as well as the large 
number of mixed sites also suggests that the 
presence of Kayenta ceramics at Natural Bridges 
does not necessarily correspond to a migration of 
Kayenta people. 

Patterns of cultural affiliation based on 
ceramics at Natural Bridges differ somewhat from 
those in nearby areas such as Cedar Mesa. White 
Mesa. Cany on lands, and the Red Rock Plateau. 
Areas to the north that are farther removed from 
the Kayenta area, such as the Needles District and 
Squaw Butte in Canyonlands National Park, have 
predominantly Mesa Verde ceramics with very 
few Kayenta sherds (Tipps 1995; Tipps and 

Hewitt 1989). On White Mesa to the southeast. 
Reed (1998) notes very little evidence of inter
regional interaction, with most assemblages 
composed of Mesa Verde types made of locally 
available materials. Trade wares on White Mesa 
are primarily Kayenta types, which increase in 
number during Pueblo II and Pueblo III as they do 
at Natural Bridges. On Cedar Mesa to the near 
southeast. Basketmaker III pottery is primarily 
Kayenta, Pueblo II sites include a mixture of 
Kayenta and Mesa Verde types, and Pueblo III 
sites are primarily Mesa Verde (Haase 1983; Lipe 
and Matson 1971). Lipe (1967) saw a similar 
pattern on the Red Rock Plateau to the west, with 
Kayenta types prevailing during Pueblo II. and 
Mesa Verde types uncommon until Pueblo III. 

Madsen (1973) has compared ceramic data 
from the Highway U-95 sites (that abut the 
northern end of Cedar Mesa) with data from the 
Red Rock Plateau and Cedar Mesa and coneludes 
that Mesa Verde influence in southeastern Utah 
"gradually expanded westward in the mesa 
country to the north of the San Juan River" 
replacing Kayenta ceramics with Mesa Verde 
types after the Basketmaker III period (Madsen 
1973:223). Patterns at Natural Bridges and other 
nearby areas such as Recapture Wash and White 
Mesa do not seem to fit this general model. 
Instead, there seems to be an early identification 
with the Mesa Verde area, followed by a gradual 
influx of Kayenta ceramics beginning in Pueblo II, 
which, as Janetski and Wintch note, occurs for all 
the northern San Juan area between Comb Wash 
and Glen Canyon (Janetski and Wintch 1985:19). 
At Recapture Wash, early sites contain only Mesa 
Verde ceramics, with intrusives (primarily from 
the Kayenta area) appearing during the Pueblo II 
to Pueblo III transition period (Hurst 1985). As 
mentioned above. Reed (1998) finds a similar 
pattern on White Mesa. 

The difficulty in classifying sand-tempered 
plain gray ware ceramics may be the cause for 
these differing conclusions regarding cultural 
affiliation patterns in southeastern Utah. 
Madsen's conclusions concerning an early 
Kayenta presence in southeastern Utah are based 
on his observation that Cedar Mesa Basketmaker 
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Figure 8.22. Ware totals, mixed assemblage sites (excluding gray wares). 
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Figure 8.23. Map of Natural Bridges sites by cultural affiliation. 
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III sites contain predominantly sand-tempered 
Lino Gray sherds, as well as Chapin Gray and 
Chapin Black-on-white (Madsen 1973:222-223). 
Reed, however, cautions that sand-tempered gray 
ware ceramics were produced in the Cibola, 
Chuska. Kayenta, and Mesa Verde region, and 
notes that when Lino Gray is removed from the 
ceramic samples of White Mesa sites, only Mesa 
Venfle ceramics are present until about A.D. 1000 
(Reed 1998:348). For this reason studies of 
cultural interaction at Natural Bridges were 
conducted without considering the frequency of 
sand-tempered gray ware ceramics. Such 
considerations are perhaps even more important at 
Natural Bridges than on White Mesa because of 
the lack of igneous rock sources on the west side 
of the formidable geographic barrier of Comb 
Ridge, which separates these two areas (Winston 
Hurst, personal communication. 1997). The 
absence of typical Mesa Verde tempering 
materials in the Natural Bridges area together with 
the ready availability of sand means that even if 
the local population was associated with the Mesa 
Verde area, any gray ware ceramics, if 
manufactured locally, would likely be sand-
tempered rather than rock-tempered. 

Discussion 

Areas such as Natural Bridges, where 
ceramics were all imports (for most of the 
occupation of the monument), pose interesting 
questions and call attention to problems with the 
basic essentialist assumptions of ceramic 
typology. One of the assumptions of ceramic 
typological classification in the Southwest is that 
ceramic wares represent distinct cultural groups, in 
that people who make ceramics the same way 
belong to a shared cultural tradition (Colton 
1939). Ceramics often provide the clearest means 
for dividing populations into categories, such as 
Kayenta, Cibola, and Mesa Verde, within larger 
cultural units such as Anasazi. Therefore, in areas 
where people do not make their own ceramics, it 
is difficult to classify them into these categories. 
Should the people of Natural Bridges be 

considered part of the Mesa Verde area because 
they imported mostly Mesa Verde ceramic types, 
and used sherd temper in their white ware 
ceramics once they did begin making their own? 
Should they be considered a separate, indigenous 
population affiliated with neither the Kayenta nor 
the Mesa Verde areas on the basis of the well-
represented mix of both traditions, and the 
presence of sand-tempered gray ware ceramics 
that could be classified as belonging to either 
tradition? Or should we simply acknowledge that 
the Natural Bridges area calls attention to the 
continuous nature of artifact variation across the 
landscape, which makes it difficult to impose our 
own cultural boundaries on the prehistoric record? 
Ceramic assemblages here exhibit a mix of traits 
common to both the Kayenta and Mesa Verde 
areas, which is not unexpected in an area that is on 
the margins of both. Cultural groupings such as 
Kayenta and Mesa Verde are analytical constructs 
useful for some purposes. But boundaries that 
seem clear to analysts working in the heartland 
may become fuzzy in the hinterland, where trade, 
the movement of marriage partners, and the 
transmission of ideas may all contribute to well-
mixed ceramic assemblages, that are difficult to 
place within a single cultural type. 

Site Function and Duration 

Site typological classifications made in the 
field were later collapsed into four descriptive 
types: architectural sites, multiple feature sites, 
single feature sites, and artifact scatters. A 
functional typology was then constructed, placing 
sites into three different categories: long-term 
habitations, short-term habitations/intermittent 
use. and limited-activity sites. This was done 
using an intuitive grouping process based on 
variables such as the total number of artifacts and 
the nature of features and architecture on the site 
(see Chapter 6 for a complete discussion of this 
process). Artifact diversity was not used as a 
grouping variable in the site typology, allowing its 
use as an independent line of evidence with which 
to evaluate the typology. 
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Site Duration and Artifact Diversity 

Understanding the effects of site duration on 
ceramic assemblage composition is important for 
understanding site functional differences. Powers 
et al. (1999) note that most factors examined in 
studies of site function, such as site size, type and 
permanence of architecture, and artifact diversity 
and density, are more directly measures of actual 
or intended duration of occupation rather than 
function (Powers et al. 1999:118; see also 
Schlanger 1990). Nevertheless, site duration and 
function are not mutually exclusive subjects. 
Conclusions regarding duration of occupation 
impact interpretations of site function. For 
example, two architectural sites may both be 
classified as habitations, although other features 
and artifactual evidence may suggest that one site 
functioned as a long-term, year-round residence 
while the other was used for short periods of time 
on a seasonal basis. 

Functional interpretation of site artifact 
assemblages must take into account the effects of 
duration of occupation, because of the differential 
use-lives of various artifacts (Schiffer 1975). 
Studies utilizing artifact assemblage composition 
to evaluate site duration (Camilli 1988; Kohler 
and Schlanger 1980; Mills 1986; Powers et al. 
1999; Schlanger 1990; Stone 1993) generally rely 
on Schiffers (1975) "use-life" model, which 
predicts that sites occupied for a short time will be 
composed disproportionately of artifacts with 
relatively short use-lives, such as cooking jars. 
Sites used for similar functions should then have 
varying proportions of different ceramic 
functional types if they were used for different 
periods of time (Schiffer 1975:265). 

Mills (1989) discusses Schiffers use-life 
model in light of several ethnographic and 
ethnoarcheological studies (David 1972; David 
and Hennig 1972; Deal 1983; de Barros 1982; 
DeBoer 1974; DeBoer and Lathrap 1979; Foster 
1960:Longacre 1985; Nelson 1985;Pastron 1974) 
of vessel breakage rates over time. She finds that 
changes in frequencies of different functional 
classes of vessels (cooking, serving, storage. 

other) occur in a linear fashion, with the relative 
frequencies stabilizing after a period of four to 10 
years, depending on the particular ethnographic 
context (Mills 1989:142). She suggests that short-
duration sites should, therefore, show low variety 
(richness) and high variance (low evenness) in the 
relative frequencies of vessel functional classes, 
and that the opposite should be displayed by long-
duration sites (Mills 1989:142-143). Furthermore, 
she argues that sites used repeatedly for short 
occupations will show higher variability than sites 
occupied for a single long duration totaling the 
same amount of time overall, as the stabilization 
point in vessel frequencies may not be reached 
during any one short occupation (Mills 1989:143). 

Mills and others (Mills 1986; Powers et al. 
1999; Reid 1982; Whittlesey and Reid 1982) use 
these expectations for artifact diversity both to 
develop and to evaluate site typologies based on 
other evidence such as the nature of architecture 
and other features. Mills notes that assemblage 
composition may be particularly useful for 
differentiating short-term and long-term 
habitations, which normally may be classed 
together on the basis of the presence of permanent 
architecture. For example, in her analysis of 
ceramics from sites in and around Chaco Canyon 
she finds greater evenness in the relative 
frequencies of functional attributes of ceramics on 
architectural sites with formal middens. This 
suggests that these sites represent longer 
occupations than other architectural sites lacking 
formal middens, that exhibit greater variance in 
artifact frequencies (Mills 1986:143). 

Sample Size Effects 

Despite its potential usefulness for 
constructing a site typology, there are problems 
related to sample size that are inherent in the use 
of diversity measures. The concept of artifact 
diversity is based on broad analogies with the 
ecological concept of species diversity (Rice 
1989:111). Archeologists have applied species 
diversity measures to artifact classes to test 
hypotheses related to topics ranging from regional 
social interaction and craft specialization to site 
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function and duration. Diversity can be expressed 
in terms of richness (the number of classes) or 
evenness (the relative abundance of each class in 
a population), or in terms of heterogeneity, which 
combines both of these components into one 
measure (Bobrowsky and Ball 1989). Both 
richness and evenness are affected by sample size, 
as has been discussed thoroughly in the 
archeological literature (Grayson 1981, 1984; 
Jones et al. 1983; Leonard and Jones 1989; 
Thomas 1983, 1989). Because large samples are 
relatively richer and more even than small 
samples, archeologists must consider these effects 
whenever samples, rather than populations, are the 
subject of interest. 

Archeologists generally focus on artifact 
richness to examine differences in the range or 
duration of activities represented in different 
assemblages, and many argue that sample size 
effects on richness must be considered before any 
comparisons between assemblages can be made 
(Grayson 1981, 1984; Jones et al. 1989; Leonard 
1989, 1997; Leonard et al. 1989; Rhode 1988; 
Thomas 1983, 1989). Others challenge the 
validity of automatically "controlling" for sample 
size, arguing that prehistoric behavior may be 
responsible for observed differences in sample 
size as well as diversity (Plog and Hegmon 1993. 
1997). Removing sample size effects may thus 
inadvertently obscure information relevant to 
understanding site function. 

Nevertheless, as Leonard (1997) points out, 
sample size effects cannot be ignored if samples, 
rather than populations, are the subjects of 
interest. Conclusions regarding site function or 
duration based on artifact diversity must be 
tempered by the realization that behavior may 
affect the size and composition of assemblages, 
but that observed diversity may be partly an 
artifact of the sample size (Dunnell 1989; Schiffer 
1983; Thomas 1983). Because of this problem, 
diversity alone is not a reliable indicator of site 
duration. Nevertheless, artifact diversity analysis 
may still be useful for the more limited purpose of 
testing for expected differences in diversity 
between various functional site types that have 
been defined on the basis of other lines of 

evidence. The results of such a diversity analysis 
should not be considered as "proof" that sites 
classified as long-term habitations are 
significantly different from those classified as 
limited-activity sites in terms of site duration. 
Results that are counter to expectations, however, 
such as higher diversity on limited-activity sites, 
may be helpful in pointing out possible problems 
with site classification. In the section below I 
examine differences in ceramic richness and 
evenness between the three functional types of the 
Natural Bridges site typology, in light of 
expectations generated by Schiffefs use-life 
model. 

Expectations for Ceramic 
Assemblage Diversity 

Sites classified as long-term habitations are 
expected to exhibit the highest levels of ceramic 
artifact richness and evenness for two reasons. 
The use-life model predicts that long-duration 
sites will show greater diversity of functional 
ceramic types, first because both long- and short-
use-life artifacts should be represented, and 
second, because these sites are expected to have 
relatively larger sample sizes as a correlate of their 
greater duration of use. Short-term-habitations/ 
intermittent use sites are expected to score lower 
for diversity, followed by limited-activity sites, as 
these site types are assumed to represent shorter 
occupations, respectively. 

Richness is measured by the number of 
ceramic functional types present on a site. Three 
functional types were created on the basis of 
surface treatment and vessel type: gray ware jars, 
decorated jars, and decorated bowls. Ethnographic 
studies of ceramic use have classified vessels into 
functional categories such as cooking, storage, or 
serving. On the basis of ethnographic analogy, 
archeologists generally assume that bowls were 
used for food serving and mixing, decorated jars 
as storage and transport vessels, and gray ware jars 
as cooking vessels (Bunzel 1929; Habicht-Mauche 
1993). Lacking additional information such as 
use-wear data or residue analysis, the three types 
are assumed to represent at least three different 
functions. 
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Sum of Squares df Mean Square F P = 
Between groups 
Within groups 
Total 

20.55 
100.87 
121.43 

2 
172 
174 

10.28 
.59 

17.52 .000 

Table 8.7. Analysis of variance, differences in CVs between functional site types. 

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F_ 
Between groups 
Within groups 
Total 

1.58 
25.78 
27.36 

2 
172 
174 

.79 

.15 
5.28 .006 

Evenness is measured by calculating a 
coefficient of variation (CV) for the counts of 
the three functional ceramic types for each site. 
The coefficient of variation is useful for 
comparing samples with means of different 
magnitudes, because it is the standard deviation 
expressed as a percentage of the mean of the 
sample (Sokal and Rohlf 1981). The CV is 
calculated by multiplying the sample standard 
deviation by 100, then dividing by the mean of 
the sample. For example, a site with six gray 
ware jars, one decorated jar, and six bowls will 
have a mean of 4.3 and a CV of 67 percent or 
.67. Sites with more even proportions of the 
three functional types will have lower CVs; 
therefore, long-term habitation sites should have 
lower CVs than either short-term or limited-
activity sites. 

Results and Discussion of 
Diversity Analysis 

Significant differences in ceramic artifact 
diversity are found between the three functional 
site types. Analysis of variance (ANOVA)9 

indicates that the differences between the mean 
richness of the three site types are significant at 
the .05 level (Table 8.6), as are the differences 
between the mean CVs for the three site types 
(Table 8.7). The nature of these differences, 
however, is not as expected. Figure 8.24 shows 
that richness increases, as expected, with 

presumed site duration. Fimited-activity sites 
have the lowest average richness and long-term 
habitations score highest, but the same trend 
does not occur for evenness (Figure 8.25). 
Fimited-activity sites have the highest mean CV 
(lowest evenness) as expected, but the sites 
classified as short-term habitations/intermittent 
use have a lower mean CV (greater evenness) 
than those classified as long-term habitations. 
These data indicate that the short-term sites have 
more even proportions of short- and long-use-
life artifact types than sites classified as long-
term. These unexpected results suggest that the 
criteria used for differentiating short- and long-
duration habitations, or the evidence available 
from the surface survey, may not be sufficient 
for distinguishing these sites. 

Although the ANOVA for richness and for 
CVs (evenness) both show significant 
differences between the three functional site 
types, post-hoc comparisons of the three groups 
indicate that the difference between the long-
term and short-term sites is not significant for 
either variable. The results of Tukey's Honestly 
Significant Difference (HSD)10 multiple 
comparisons between richness and CV means 
are presented in Tables 8.8 and 8.9, respectively. 
This suggests that if artifact diversity is an 
indicator of differences in site occupation 
duration, then these differences are not reflected 
in the Natural Bridges site typology, perhaps 
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Figure 8.24. Mean richness hy functional site type. 

Figure 8.25. Mean CV by functional site type. 
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Table 8.8. Tukey's HSD multiple comparisons for differences in CVs between functional site types. 

Site Type" Site Type3 Mean Difference Standard Error P -

1 2 .2102b .065 .003 
3 .1022 .091 .503 

2 1 -.2102" .065 .003 
3 -.1080 .097 .509 

3 1 -.1022 .091 .503 
2 .1080 .097 .509 

1 Site Type l=Limited activity, Site Type 2=Short-term habitation/Intermittent use, Site Type 3=Long-term 
habitation. 

b The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 

Table 8.9. Tukey's HSD multiple comparisons for differences in richness between functional site 
types. 

Site Typea Site Type3 Mean Difference Standard Error P = 
1 2 -.64b .129 .000 

3 -.79b .181 .000 
2 1 .64" .129 .000 

3 -.15 .193 .708 
3 1 .79b .181 .000 

2 .15 .193 .708 

a Site Type l=Limited activity, Site Type 2=Short-term habitation/Intermittent use, Site Type 3=Long-term 
habitation. 

b The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 

because there is overlap in classification of the 
long- and short-duration sites, as McVickar 
(Chapter 6) suggests. 

The ceramic sites classified as long-term 
habitations are a subset (22 sites, 12 percent) of 
the 175 sites with sherds of a known vessel type 
(required for inclusion in the diversity analysis). 
Long-term habitations generally have masonry 
architecture and several features. As a result, 
these sites have high visibility on the landscape 
and may be disproportionately subject to visitor 
collection of surface artifacts. Many of these 
sites are located near the monument road, 
allowing easy visitor access. Selective 
collecting of decorated sherds may explain why 
these sites have less even proportions of the 
three functional ceramic vessel types than do the 
less visible short-term habitations/intermittent 
use sites. The percentages of red ware sherds 

(Figure 8.26), and decorated sherds in general 
(Figure 8.27), are, in fact, lowest for the long-
term habitation sites. 

Previous collection of "diagnostic" sherds 
by archeologists could also affect the evenness 
of the ceramic assemblages. All but four of the 
sites classified as long-term habitations were 
recorded by previous surveys in the monument. 
The recording practices followed by these 
projects do not appear to have biased ceramic 
assemblage frequencies, however. Kramer et al. 
(1991:22) report no collection of artifacts and 
Hobler and Hobler (1978:5) made 100 percent 
collections of sherds. Although additional 
sherds were found on sites that were supposedly 
completely collected by Hobler and Hobler in 
1960 to 1961, these artifacts were probably not 
visible during the earlier survey (or not included 
within site boundaries). Head and Head 



Figure 8.26. Percentage of red ware sherds on different types of sites. 
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Figure 8.27. Percentage of decorated sherds on different types of sites. 
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Figure 8.28. Mean CV by descriptive site type. 

selectively collected "items of special interest" 
(1977:20) during their 1976-1977 survey, but 
their site forms indicate sherds were collected on 
only four sites, and totaled just six sherds. 

As suggested by McVickar (Chapter 6). 
another factor that may contribute to the 
unexpectedly high evenness (low mean CV) 
observed for the short-duration sites is the 
possibility that many of them may actually be 
long-term sites, with features and permanent 
architecture that are no longer visible on the 
surface. In a study of ceramic artifact diversity 
on excavated Chacoan sites. Mills (1986) 
compared evenness of functional vessel types 
with site structural data. Her results indicate a 
close concordance with the expectations of the 
use-life model, as her architectural sites show 
less variability in functional vessel type 
frequencies than sites without architecture. 

Similar results might be obtained with 
excavation of Natural Bridges sites. 

When artifact diversity is examined using 
the descriptive site types, in which all 
architectural sites are grouped together, the 
relationship between CVs and site type more 
closely fits the expectations of the use-life 
model. Descriptive site types in Figure 8.28 are 
arranged on the x-axis so that increased duration 
of occupation is presumed to increase from left 
to right. Although the slight increase in CVs on 
single feature sites in relation to artifact scatters 
without features is unexpected, architectural 
sites have the lowest mean CV. This suggests 
that differences in artifact counts and perceived 
investment in architectural elements (factors 
used to create the functional site types) are not 
reliable measures of short-term versus long-term 
habitation sites. 
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Figure 8.29. CV versus sample size. 

Differences in the observed trends in 
richness and evenness (CVs) in relationship to 
presumed site duration are curious (Figures 8.24 
and 8.25), and suggest that these two aspects of 
diversity may have differing utility for 
evaluating site typological classifications. 
Richness appears to be more directly tied to 
sample size and. therefore, may be a good 
indicator of the intensity of occupation (number 
of inhabitants), whereas evenness (measured by 
CVs) is much less clearly related to sample size 
and may be a more sensitive indicator of site 
duration. A scatterplot of site CVs versus 
sample size shows the lack of a strong linear 
relationship between these two variables (Figure 
8.29). Regression analysis" indicates that this 
relationship is not significant at the .05 level12. 
In contrast, a regression of richness as a function 
of sample size shows that a significant amount 
of the variation in richness is explained by the 
linear relationship with sample size1'. 

One of the criteria used for classifying sites 
(at Natural Bridges and elsewhere) as long-term 
habitations is the number of artifacts on the site. 
This can lead to the misclassification of some 
large assemblage sites that were occupied for a 
short time by relatively large numbers of people, 
or were occupied intermittently over an 
extended period of time (see also Chapter 6). 
Such sites may have relatively large 
assemblages and have high richness (number of 
artifact classes), yet the frequencies for each 
artifact class may be quite uneven (resulting in 
high CVs) due to the short duration of the 
occupation or series of occupations. Larger 
numbers of individuals using ceramics increases 
the likelihood of accidental breakage of even 
long use-life vessels. Therefore, larger groups 
will not only produce more sherds and leave 
behind larger assemblages, but they will tend to 
be richer assemblages simply because they are 
larger samples. For example, if just one 
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decorated jar and one bowl are broken, along 
with many plain utility jars, an assemblage will 
have the maximum richness (number of ceramic 
functional types) of three. If the site is occupied 
for a short time, long use-life vessel sherds will 
still be rare, regardless of the size of the group 
and the resulting sherd assemblage. As a result, 
this same large assemblage with maximum 
richness would still score very low in evenness, 
because of the short duration of occupation and 
the differential breakage rates of ceramic 
vessels. The use of CVs or other measures of 
assemblage evenness may, therefore, prove to be 
a useful measure for differentiating large 
assemblages that are intensive but short-term or 
intermittent occupations from those that are 
continuous long-duration occupations. Long-
term sites at Natural Bridges do score highest for 
richness; however, they do not have the most 
even assemblages. These sites may be richer 
simply because, as a group, they have the largest 
assemblages. The lower evenness (higher CVs) 
of long-term sites suggests that site duration may 
not be represented accurately by Natural Bridges 
surface assemblages, or that these sites do not 
necessarily represent longer dura t ion 
occupations on average than the other two site 
type groups. It is possible that long-term sites 
do not exist on the mesa-top areas of the 
monument, and are instead located solely within 
the canyons, which were not included in the 
survey. 

Comparision with Lithic Data 

Lithic tool evenness (CVs) more closely fits 
the expectations for artifact diversity in 
relationship to site functional classification, with 
CVs decreasing as presumed site duration 
increases (Chapter 9:Figure 9.15). As with 
ceramic assemblage evenness, the greatest 
difference in lithic tool mean CV is between the 
limited-activity sites and the short-term sites. 
Also, a slight decrease in lithic tool CVs occurs 
between short-term and long-term sites, as was 
expected, but not observed, with the ceramic 

data. The differing results for ceramic and lithic 
artifacts may result from visitor collection of the 
highly visible sites classified as long-term 
habitations. With the exception of projectile 
points, most lithic tool types such as utilized 
flakes, cores, and expedient bifaces are probably 
less attractive items for collectors than are 
decorated sherds, resulting in less disturbed 
lithic assemblages. 

Temporal Trends in Vessel 
Frequencies 

Temporal differences in ceramic functional 
vessel type frequencies were also noted. Mean 
assemblage evenness (CVs) and richness were 
examined for the three most common temporal 
classifications at Natural Bridges: late 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 1, early Pueblo Il-late 
Pueblo II. and late Pueblo Il-Pueblo III. Figures 
8.30 and 8.31. respectively, show that richness 
increases while CVs decrease (evenness 
increases) over time. These results indicate that 
site functional diversity or site duration, as 
indicated by ceramic functional diversity, 
increase over time at Natural Bridges. Gray 
ware jars are always the most common 
functional type, but over time proportions of 
decorated jars and bowls increase in comparison 
with gray ware jars (Figure 8.32). The biggest 
change in ceramic vessel type richness and 
evenness occurs between the late Basketmaker 
Ill-Pueblo I sites and the early Pueblo Il-late 
Pueblo II sites (Figures 8.30 and 8.31). This 
may indicate significant changes in subsistence 
practices and site occupation duration, such as 
intensification of agriculture and increased 
sedentism. These changes should lead to 
increased use of storage, resulting in more even 
proportions of vessel types in assemblages as the 
use of storage vessels becomes more common 
over time. Because of increased site duration an 
increase in sedentism related to intensification of 
agricultural practices should also result in the 
observed patterns of increasing ceramic 
diversify. 



Figure 8.30. Mean richness by time period. 

Figure 8.31. CV by time period. 
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Figure 8.32. Ceramic functional types by time period. 

Red Ware Frequencies 

In addition to examining differences in 
frequencies of ceramic functional types, 
differences in ware frequencies were also 
examined. Decorated ceramics are relatively 
rare in most assemblages in the Southwest in 
comparison with gray ware ceramics. 
Therefore, high concentrations of decorated 
sherds may indicate important functional 
differences between sites. Decorated ceramics, 
in general, are considered higher valued goods 
than gray ware ceramics because of the greater 
labor investment required for their production 
(Feininan et al. 1981). as well as their higher 
representation at sites thought to be political and 
economic centers (Upham et al. 1981). In the 
Four Corners area, red ware ceramics in 
particular have been associated with ritual 
(Wilshusen 1988) and public-gathering contexts 
(Blinmanand Wilson 1985). 

Red ware sherds are rare on Natural Bridges 
sites, making up just 3.4 percent of the total 
assemblage from the survey. Only 32 percent of 
ceramic sites contain red ware. Variation in the 
proportion of red ware in individual site 
assemblages (indicated by CVs) is higher than 
that of white ware or gray ware, suggesting 
differential distribution of red ware between 
sites. The CV for red ware across Natural 
Bridges sites is 2.71. and the white ware and 
gray ware CVs are 1.99 and 1.59, respectively. 
A scatterplot of the percentage of red ware on 
sites versus sample size suggests that these 
differences are not simply due to sample size 
(Figure 8.33). Regression analysis indicates the 
relationship between these two variables is not 
significant at the .05 level". Red ware sherds 
average 17.4 percent of the assemblage on sites 
that contain red ware. A small number of sites 
contain percentages of red ware higher than this 
average, but most of these sites have very small 
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Figure 8.33. Red ware percentage versus sample size. 

sample sizes (n = 10). Only six of these sites 
have sample sizes greater than 10 sherds, and 
none of these appear to have ritual or public-
gathering functions. Three sites are lithic and 
sherd scatters without features, one site is an ash 
stain with an artifact scatter, one contains a 
concentration of rock of unknown function and 
an artifact scatter, and one has a single-room 
masonry structure and an artifact scatter. Kivas 
were recorded at five sites during the 1997-1998 
survey, but none of these sites has a high 
percentage of red ware. One kiva site has no red 
ware and the others have percentages ranging 
from 1.2 percent to 4.4 percent. These sites all 
have relatively large sample sizes (n = 40). so 
the low percentage of red ware is probably not 
attributable to sample size effects. However, as 
discussed above. Natural Bridges architectural 
sites may be more subject to visitor collection of 
surface artifacts resulting in lower than expected 
numbers of decorated sherds. 

Alternatively, red ware may not have the 
same association with ritual and public functions 

in this area as has been observed in other parts 
of the Mesa Verde region. Research from the 
Dolores Archaeological Project documents these 
associations during the ninth century A.D. 
(Pueblo I), with San Juan Red Ware (Blinman 
and Wilson 1988:418). Pueblo I ceramics, 
including San Juan Red Ware types, are very 
rare at Natural Bridges, however. Most red ware 
ceramics within the monument are Pueblo II 
Tsegi Orange Ware, and these do not appear to 
have any association with ritual contexts. 
Higher percentages of these ceramics at some 
sites may simply reflect differing preferences, or 
an association with functions not clearly 
reflected by physical evidence in the 
archeological record. 

Conclusion 

Ceramic data gathered during the 1997-1998 
survey have been used to generate a ceramic site 
chronology and to better understand cultural 
interaction in the Natural Bridszes area. Ceramic 
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evidence shows a significant occupation of the 
monument during the Basketmaker III, Pueblo 
II, and Pueblo III periods. Some Pueblo I 
settlement is suggested by ceramics produced 
during the broad time span from Basketmaker III 
to Pueblo I. The nearly complete lack of 
ceramic types dating exclusively to the Pueblo 1 
period, however, supports other regional 
evidence of a hiatus during this time. The local 
population appears to be affiliated with the Mesa 
Verde ceramic tradition primarily, with an influx 
of Kayenta traits during the Pueblo II and 
Pueblo III periods. 

Ceramic artifact diversity studies provide 
information related to site function and duration. 
Measures of assemblage richness and evenness 
show clear differences in site function or 
duration between sites classified as limited-
activity and those classified as habitations. 
Expected differences between long-term and 
short-term habitations were not observed, 
however. Temporal trends in ceramic artifact 
diversity may reflect important changes in 
subsistence and settlement practices. Increasing 
richness and evenness over time in vessel types 
suggests increasing site functional diversity or 
duration at Natural Bridges. Increases arc most 
significant between Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 1 
and Pueblo II period sites, which may reflect an 
intensification of agriculture accompanied by 
increased sedentism. 

Insights gained from ceramic data point to 
several areas for future research. The ceramic 
chronology indicates the monument was 
occupied during the Basketmaker III. Pueblo II, 
and Pueblo III periods, with the peak in 
occupational intensity occurring during Pueblo 
II. Additional chronometric data (radiocarbon 
and dendrochronological data) obtainable 
through excavation or testing would be useful 
for refining the chronology and better 
understanding the Pueblo 1 occupational hiatus 
within the monument and surrounding areas. 
These data could also provide independent 
evidence for evaluating the probabilistic dating 
of surface ceramic assemblages. 

Ware distributions across time and space 
indicate considerable mixing of cultural traits 
during the Pucbloan sequence at Natural 
Bridges. Sourcing (compositional analyses of 
local clays) and other studies are necessary for 
determining the sources of imports and of the 
local dark-paste ceramics. A better 
understanding of ceramic resources in and 
around the monument area might help answer 
questions such as why did the people of the 
Natural Bridges area import all of their ceramics 
before the middle to late Pueblo III period 
(Kramer et al. 1991). and from where were these 
imports obtained? 

Results of ceramic artifact diversity analyses 
suggest that additional research may be needed 
to refine the Natural Bridges site typology. The 
unexpected results of the diversity analysis 
regarding assemblage evenness may be due to 
the inherently incomplete nature of surficial site 
data, to biased sherd frequencies on high-
visibility sites, or to the lack of substantive 
differences in occupation duration between 
short-term/intermittent and long-term habitation 
sites. Excavation of some Natural Bridges sites 
could be helpful in evaluating conclusions about 
site function derived from the survcv data. 

Notes 
1. kintigh provides a program (ARRANGE), similar to 
Benedict's, in his statistical package "Tools for 
Quantitative Archaeology" (Kintigh 1994). 

2. fhe types Tusayan Pol) chrome and Citadel Polychrome 
were combined into one type during the survcv because it 
is difficult to distinguish these two types at the sherd level. 
Because the two types arc distinguished on the basis of the 
distribution of exterior slip, very large sherds or whole pots 
are required for successful typing. 

3. I'hese probabilities are statistical output from Benedict's 
probabilistic dating program. 

4. The date range of A.D. 1150 to 1350 for Pueblo 111 is 
simply a result of dividing time into 150-year intervals 
beginning with A.I). 450. No evidence for Anasazi 
occupation of the monument beyond the traditional cut-off 
of A.D. 1300 for Pueblo 111 in the Northern San Juan was 
recovered durina the survcv. 
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5. Five sites with ceramics are not included in Appendix 
8.1. These are sites that have Archaic components and 
only one sherd each. It was decided that the ceramics are 
probably intrusive to these sites. One additional site 
(42SA6681 [ICRC98-6681]) is listed in Appendix 8.1. but 
was not included in any of the cultural or temporal analyses 
in this chapter. This site was recorded during previous 
surveys of the monument but was not re-recorded during 
1997-1998 because of the extremely disturbed nature of the 
site. 

6. An additional site (42SA1441 [ICRC98-1441]) also has 
tree-ring dates and a ceramic assemblage. This site was not 
included in the evaluation of the ceramic chronology 
because subsequent surveys greatly expanded the size of 
this exceptionally large, multicomponent site. Many 
additional ceramic artifacts were recorded during the later 
surveys, making it difficult to assess whether the tree-ring 
dates and sherd counts obtained in the 1960-1962 survey 
accurately represent the site. 

7. The r-test examines the hypothesis that two sample 
means are significantly different, meaning that they 
represent different populations. To determine this, the / 
statistic (the ratio of the difference between the means to its 
standard error) is calculated—values that exceed a critical 
value result in rejection of the null hypothesis that there are 
no significant differences between means. 

8. A chi-square test of independence examines the 
statistical significance of associations between categorical 
variables. This is done by measuring the difference 
between observed values and the expected values to test the 
correspondence (lit) between these sets of values. 

9. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is a statistical method 
that is commonly used for testing for significant 
differences in means among more than two populations, or 
groups of observations (with just two groups the r-test [see 
endnote 7] is used). 

10. Tukey's Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) is a 
method for determining where the significant differences 
lie in an ANOVA (see endnote 9) that has found significant 
differences between the means of different populations, by 
comparing the means of all possible combinations of 
populations. Tukey's method differs from multiple t-test 
(see endnote 7) comparisons of means by controlling for 
the increase in the Type 1 error rate resulting from multiple 
comparisons. (A Type I error is the rejection of a correct 
null hypothesis—in other words, accepting that differences 
between means are significant when they are not.) 

11. Regression analysis tests the strength of the 
relationship between two continuous variables by 
expressing the value of one variable in terms of a linear 
function of the other. (The relationship can also be 
expressed in terms of more complex functions.) 

12. Regression analysis results for CV as a function of 
sample size: R2 = .019. F= 3.324. P = .07. 

13. Regression analysis results for richness as a function of 
sample size: R2 = .217. /•' = 47.98 . P = .000 . 

14. Regression analysis results for red ware percentage as 
a function of sample size: R2 = .011. F = 1.904. P = .169. 



Chapter 9 

Stone Tool Manufacture and Use 

Donald C. Irwin 

This chapter presents the results of the 
analysis of 31,734 flaked and groundstone 
artifacts from 438 sites recorded during the 1997 
and 1998 field seasons at Natural Bridges National 
Monument. The results of this analysis have 
expanded our understanding of the depth of 
human use in the area and aspects of settlement 
and subsistence. This has been accomplished 
through a diachronic study of stone tool 
manufacture and use in the project area. 

Research Orientation 

Three research domains are identified in the 
project research design (McVickar 1998b): 
cultural affiliation and chronology, settlement and 
subsistence, and cultural interaction. This study 
investigates these issues through analysis of the 
tools and debitage documented at sites during the 
survey of Natural Bridges. 

To determine temporal and cultural affiliation 
of sites, a temporal analysis of the projectile points 
found during the survey was conducted. A 
preliminary temporal framework for the sites was 
established by classifying the projectile points into 
types that have been documented in well-dated 
stratigraphic contexts elsewhere in the region 
(e.g.. Beck 1998; Brown 1988; Brown etal. 1993; 
Holmer 1978, 1986; Schroedl 1976; Thomas 
1981). 

Recent studies indicate that flaked stone 
technology is strongly related to the settlement 
and subsistence systems employed by various 
groups (Andrefsky 1994; Bamforth 1986; Irwin 
1994, 1998; Nelson 1994; Parry and Kelly 1987). 
These studies show that groups employing 
considerable residential mobility used portable 
tools designed to be adapted to a variety of 
anticipated uses. In contrast, sedentary groups 
tend to focus on producing expedient tools, with 
locally available stone materials, for situational 
use (Bostwick and Shackley 1987; Irwin 1993b, 
1994; Nelson 1994; Parry and Kelly 1987). Under 
expedient systems, tool replacement is 
economically more viable than the intensive use 
and reuse of individual tools characteristic of 
formal tool technologies. 

The frequency, sophistication, and diversity of 
groundstone tools also changed as prehistoric 
settlement and subsistence changed from a focus 
on wild animal and plant resources to one based 
on the production and consumption of agricultural 
products. The introduction of wild plant 
processing and consumption is considered a 
hallmark of the Archaic Period (e.g., Jennings 
1974), but the introduction and adoption of maize 
agriculture resulted in a shift to an increasingly 
sedentary life reliant on the production and storage 
of agricultural products. The transition to an 
agricultural economy resulted in an increased 
emphasis on the production and use of 
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groundstone tools at the expense of hunting and 
the production of many flake tools. 

In addition to technologically based studies 
that address issues of settlement and subsistence, 
the number and kinds of stone tools found at sites 
are important sources of information for 
understanding the activities conducted at sites and 
potential functional differences between sites. 
Two measures of tool diversity, richness and 
evenness, provide important measures of sampling 
effects and occupation duration that are critical for 
evaluating the potential meaning of the differential 
distribution of artifacts at sites. 

The lithic data are also used to address 
questions of interaction through the study of 
regional and local exchange. Previous studies 
conducted on the Colorado Plateau (Brown 1991; 
Cameron 1984; Irwin 1997; Neily 1983) have 
indicated that exchange of lithic raw material and 
finished products was an important component of 
(he economy of some prehistoric communities. 

Methods 

The data used in this analysis were collected 
through in-field analyses conducted during the 
1997 and 1998 field seasons. Technological and 
functional data were collected from tools and 
debitage to evaluate the nature of lithic production 
systems that operated prehistorically in the project 
area. The variables used in the in-field debitage 
and tool analyses are introduced below; the coding 
formats and operational definitions used in this 
analysis are presented in Appendix 9.1. 

Debitage Analysis Methods 

The debitage analysis draws from models of 
staged lithic production and related concepts of 
organizational models of technology to identify 
attributes diagnostic of differing modes of 
production (e.g., Bradley 1975; Callahan 1979; 
Collins 1975; Hoffman 1988; Irwin 1993a, 1993b, 
1994 1997). Variables used in the analysis 
include lithic raw material, debitage type, cortical 
variation, and artifact size. 

The raw material categories are based on local 
and regional geologic sources, as well as tool 
stone identified by previous research in the region 
(e.g., Keller 1979, 1982; Tipps 1995). Four 
debitage types were distinguished, including 
biface reduction flakes, core reduction Bakes, 
indeterminate Bake fragments, and angular debris. 
The striking platform of biface reduction Bakes is 
frequently multifaceted and exhibits modification 
through retouch or abrasion. The striking 
platform is small in comparison to core reduction 
Bakes and generally exhibits lipping on the ventral 
edge. The exterior platform angle is generally less 
than 45° and the bulb of force is weak. These thin 
Bakes are frequently less than 2 mm thick with a 
relatively even thickness from proximal to distal 
end and a Bake cross-section that shows a 
pronounced curvature. The edge outline is ovoid 
and the dorsal scar orientation is frequently 
parallel or opposing. 

Core reduction Bakes are generally detached 
from the core through hard hammer percussion. 
These Bakes frequently exhibit large single 
faceted or cortical platforms with exterior platform 
angles measuring 45° or more. Dorsal scars are 
few and randomly oriented. The outline of the 
Bake is generally irregular. Core reduction Bakes 
tend to be thicker than biface reduction Bakes. 
The thickest portion is the platform, with the Bake 
diminishing in size towards the distal end. The 
bulb of force is pronounced and conchoidal and 
the Bake cross-section is generally straight. 

Broken Bakes that could not be measured or 
accurately categorized were classified as 
indeterminate Bakes. Angular pieces of stone that 
lacked definable Bake attributes, such as the 
striking platform or bulb of percussion were 
classified as angular debris. 

Cortex and artifact size were also monitored in 
the debitage analysis. Cortex was measured on an 
ordinal scale distinguishing no cortex, 1 to 75 
percent, and 76 to 100 percent cortex. Flakes 
were size graded (e.g., Ahler 1989) into groups of 
less than 1 cm, 1 to 3 cm, 3 to 5 cm, and greater 
than 5cm. Previous studies of lithic technology 
(e.g., Ahler 1989; Newcomer 1971) indicate that 
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progressive reductions in the size offtakes and the 
amount of cortex visible on flakes are expected as 
reduction progresses. 

Tool Analysis Methods 

The morphological and functional aspects of 
individual tools were documented in the in-field 
tool analysis. Artifact type, raw material type, 
length, width, thickness, condition, thermal 
alteration, the number of worked edges, presence 
and distribution of retouch, and the kind and 
distribution of use wear were observed for each 
tool. Raw materials were categorized into the 
same categories used in the debitage analysis. 
Tools were categorized into types, such as 
unidirectional core, multidirectional core, drill, or 
utilized flake, that characterized the morphological 
and functional properties of the individual tools. 
These types are described in Appendix 9.1. 

The length, width, and thickness of each tool 
were measured to the nearest millimeter. The 
condition of each tool, whether complete or 
broken, was also noted. Thermal alteration 
attributes include luster, crazing, discoloration, 
and pot lid fractures. 

Four variables were used to describe 
functional aspects of the tools. The number of 
worked or used edges was noted. Use-wear was 
observed macroscopically or with the aid of a 10 x 
hand lens. Attributes such as microflaking, edge 
rounding, polish, striations oriented perpendicular 
to the edge, striations oriented parallel to the edge, 
circular grinding, reciprocal grinding, unspecified 
grinding, battering, and other, were recorded. The 
distribution of use wear observed on tool edges also 
was noted as unifacial, bifacial, or edge wear. The 
distribution of retouch on tool edges was 
documented as either unifacial, bifacial, or absent. 

Projectile Point Analysis Methods 

In addition to the variables coded in the field, 
17 attributes were coded for projectile points during 
laboratory analysis. Nominal variables included 
seven attributes that categorized aspects of 

projectile point form including provisional type, 
portion, blade shape, presence or absence of 
serration, stem form, base form, and notch location. 
Additionally, evidence of reuse or reworking of 
projectile points was noted for each specimen. 
Nine additional variables were measured including 
proximal shoulder angle (PSA), distal shoulder 
angle (DSA), notch opening index (NOI), notch 
width, notch depth, stem height, base width, neck or 
stem width, and shoulder width. These measure
ments were taken on collected specimens and on 
line drawings of points rendered in the field or 
laboratory. 

Temporal Analysis of Projectile 
Points 

During the survey, 196 projectile points were 
identified: 1 76 at sites and 20 in isolated contexts. 
These projectile points were classified using 
identification keys (Figures 9.1 and 9.2) based on 
keys developed by Thomas (1981) and Brown 
(Brown et al. 1993). The goal of the classification 
was to classify the points found during the survey 
into regionally recognized projectile point types and 
to establish a preliminary temporal framework for 
sites in Natural Bridges. This classification is based 
on the assumption that aspects of point morphology 
reflect stylistic or functional variation that 
undergoes patterned change through time 
(Appendix 9.2) (e.g., Beck 1998; Irwin-Williams 
1973; Thomas 1981). 

Large Projectile Points 

Medium- to large-sized points comprise 89 
percent of the point assemblage. These points are 
greater than 25 mm in length and are believed to 
represent the stone tips of atlatl darts. Of these 
points. 124 were classifiable into established types 
described below; 51 points were too fragmentary 
for classification or did not fit the established type 
descriptions and were classified as unknown points. 

Fluted Biface 

A fluted biface, broken in manufacture, was 
identified at site 42SA24179 (ICRC98-345). It 



Large Points 
Length >=30 mm 

Unshouldered 

PSA=0° 
Shouldered 
PSA >0° 

Clovis Point 
(fluted biface) 

Stemmed 
PSA<=110 
NOI>60 

Side-Notched 
PSA>=150 

Corner-Notched 
>110 PSA <150 

Long stem 
Stem Height >20 mm 

Short stem 
Stem height < 20 mm 

Jay Point 

Narrow notches 
< 5 mm 

Straight to 
contracting stem 
PSA<100 

Straight to slightly 
expanding stem 
PSA>100 

Basketmaker II stemmed 
lanceolate 
straight to convex base 

Armijo Stemmed 
Concave base 

Broad notches 
a 5 mm 

Narrow notches 
< 5 mm 

Broad Notches 
> 5 mm 

Basketmaker II 
Side-notched 

Stem height 
<10mm 

Stem height 
>10 

Basketmaker II 
Corner-notched 

Elko Corner-notched 
Straight to convex base 

GateclifTStemmed 
triangular 
straight to convex base 

Elko Side-notched 
Straight to convex base 

Elko Earred 
Concave base 

Sudden Side-notched 
Straight to convex base 

San Rafael Side-notched 
Concave base 

Figure 9.1. Classification key for large projectile points. 
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Small points 
Length < 30 mm 

Cottonwood 
Triangular 
Straight to 
concave base 

Bull Creek 
Concave base 

Shouldered 

Side-notched 
PSA> 130 

Desert Side-notched 
Concave base 

Puebloan Side-notched 
Straight to convex base 

Corner-notched 
PSA 90-130 

Rosegate Corner-notched 
Expanding base 

Rosegate Stemmed 
Straight to slightly 
expanding base 

Figure 9.2. Classification key for small projectile points. 

Unshouldered 
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represents the sole artifact dating to the Paleoindian 
period in the project area (Figure 9.3a). This biface 
appears to have been broken during the fluting 
process and remains unfinished, but the collateral 
flaking and ground lateral margins are typical of 
Clovis point technology. Although the specimen is 
broken and unfinished, the distinctive fluted 
technology is typical of Clovis or Folsom 
Paleoindian technologies dating somewhere 
between 10,000 and 8.000 B.C. Other isolated 
Paleoindian points found in southeastern Utah 
include: a Clovis point and two possible 
Paleoindian point bases identified in Canyonlands 
(Tipps 1995); the Lime Ridge Clovis site (Davis 
and Brown 1986); and a possible Folsom point base 
identified on Elk Ridge north of Natural Bridges 
near the Milk Ranch Point bench mark (James 
Firor, personal communication, 1999). 

Elko Series Points 

, Elko Series points occur throughout the Great 
Basin and the Colorado Plateau with three 
recognized variants: Elko Corner-notched, Elko 
Side-notched, and Elko Eared types (Holmer 1978). 
These points have triangular forms with deep, 
narrow notches, and blade widths that exceed the 
width of the base. 

Elko Corner-notched. Thirty-nine projectile 
points were classified as Elko Corner-notched 
points (Figures 9.4 and 9.5c). Elko Corner-notched 
points have triangular blade forms with straight to 
slightly convex blades (Holmer 1978: 35). 
According to Thomas (1981:20-21), Elko Comer-
notched points have a basal width greater than 10 
mm and PSA measuring between 110° and 150°. 
Brown (Brown et al. 1993:386) notes that the 
notches on Elko Comer-notched points are less than 
5 mm wide and generally 4 mm or more in depth. 

Elko Comer-notched points in the Natural 
Bridges assemblage have expanding bases with a 
PSA ranging between 111° and 143° (x = 128.2, A 
= 10.3) and DSA between 137° to 193 ° (x = 166.6, 
5=13.6). The NOI ranges between 14° and 67° (x 
= 38.4, 5 = 13.2). The notches on these points are 
narrow, ranging from 3 mm to 5 mm (x = 3.7, S = 

0.5). Complete Elko Comer-notched points range 
between 23 mm and 51 mm in length (x = 35.0, S 
= 9.3), and point width varies between 12 mm and 
30 mm (x = 21.2, S = 4.3). Thickness ranges 
between 3 mm and 5 mm (x = 3.9, S= 0.6). 

Elko Eared. Elko Eared points also have a 
triangular form and comer notches, but a 
pronounced basal concavity or notch typifies these 
points. Tangs are rare on Elko Eared points and the 
DSA often approaches horizontal (180°) (Holmer 
1978:38). Eight Elko Eared points were identified 
in the assemblage including one heavily reworked 
specimen (Figure 9.6d-h). These points have a 
PSA ranging between 123° and 146° (x = 134.1, S 
= 8.78) and a DSA of 142° to 190° degrees (x = 
164.6, 5 = 15.6). The NOI ranges between 11 ° and 
52° (x = 30.7, 5 = 17.7). 

Elko Side-notched. Four Elko Side-notched 
points were identified in Natural Bridges, one of 
which is shown in Figure 9.6c. These points 
typically grade into the variability range recognized 
for Elko Corner-notched points and are argued to 
represent the same type (Holmer 1978; 1986). The 
maximum stem width is approximately equal to the 
maximum blade width, tangs are rare, and the distal 
notch angle frequently approaches horizontal 
lending a shouldered appearance to the blade. 
Brown (Brown et al. 1993: 386) notes Elko Side-
notched points have narrow side notches (<5 mm) 
and a PSA greater than 150°. 

The four Elko Side-notched points exhibit an 
NOI ranging between 1 l°and 55° (x = 26.0, S = 
19.77) and a PSA of 150° to 155° ( x = 151.7,5 = 
2.4). The DSA ranges between 166° and 205° (x = 
177.8°, 5 = 18.4). The base width varies between 
16 and 20 mm (x = 18.7. 5 = 2.3) and shoulder 
widths range between 20 and 24 mm (x = 21.3, 5 = 
2.3). Stem height ranges between 8 and 10 mm, 
distinguishing these points from "high-on-the-side" 
middle Archaic side-notched points. Elko side-
notched points in the Natural Bridges assemblage 
are between 18 and 22 mm wide (x = 20.0,5 = 1.6) 
and 3 to 4 mm thick (x = 3.8, 5 = 0.5). The two 
complete Elko side-notched points are 36 mm and 
38 mm in length. 
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Figure 9.3. Paleoindian (a), early Archaic (h-c), middle Archaic Side-notched (d-j), Armijo Stemmed (g), 
and unknown stemmed (h) projectile points. 
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Figure 9.4. Elko Corner-notched projectile points (a-p). 



Figure 9.5. Unknown corner-notched (a-h), possible Elko Corner-notched (c), unknown triangular (f) and 
unknown side-notched (d) projectile points, unknown projectile points (e, g, k); and preforms 
(h-j). 
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Figure 9.6. Elko Series projectile points: Elko Corner-notched (a-h), Elko Side-notched (c), and Elko Eared 
(d-h). 
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Discussion. Elko series points occur across a 
broad area of the Colorado Plateau and Great Basin 
in contexts ranging in age from 6000 B.C. to the 
Historic period, although they are generally viewed 
as an Archaic period point type. Hiatuses in their 
production have been documented between 4200 
and 3000 B.C. and between 1400 B.C. and A.D. 
200. At Cowboy Cave, Elko Eared points 
terminate by approximately 1400 B.C. (Holmer 
1986:102). At Sudden Shelter, Pinto points 
dominate the earliest Black Knoll phase (6350 to 
4250 B.C.) strata, Elko series points and Northern 
Side-notched points dominate the latter portion of 
the phase. 

The morphological variability observed for 
Elko Comer-notched points in the assemblage 
encompasses variability recognized in Cedar Mesa 
Basketmaker II style points (Matson 1991). In fact, 
previous researchers in the Four Comers region 
(e.g., Morris and Burgh 1954; Matson 1991) have 
indicated that some of the points represented at 
Basketmaker II sites could also be classified as Elko 
Comer-notched points. 

Shoulder and comer breaks are relatively 
common among Elko Comer-notched points in the 
assemblage and several exhibit asymmetries 
indicative of breakage and maintenance. The result 
is higher DSA values and wider notch widths that 
are continuous with or overlap variability typical of 
Basketmaker II points. Given the overlapping 
variability with Cedar Mesa Basketmaker II points, 
high rates of breakage and maintenance, and the 
problematic temporal placement of these points, the 
Elko points in the collection are considered to 
indicate a broad Archaic to Basketmaker II time 
range. 

Pinto Series Points 

Regionally, Pinto points occur in the Great 
Basin and Northern Colorado Plateau in contexts 
that date to the early Archaic period between 6300 
B.C. and 4200 B.C. (Holmer 1978, 1986; Schroedl 
1976). Pinto points are triangular with bifurcated 
stems. Holmer (1978) defines three Pinto variants: 
Pinto Shouldered, Pinto Shoulderless, and Pinto 
Single Shouldered points. 

Pinto Shoulderless. One point was classified 
as a possible Pinto Shoulderless point. The Pinto 
Shoulderless point has a triangular unnotched blade 
and convex edges (Holmer 1978:41). The stem is 
the same width as the blade, and the base is 
markedly notched forming rounded lobes on each 
side. 

The possible Pinto Shoulderless point exhibits 
a bifurcated base with a PSA of 105°. The point is 
nearly as wide at the base (16 mm) as the shoulders 
(17 mm) following Holmer's description. Two 
wide (9 mm), shallow (2 mm) side notches form 
sloping, rounded shoulders (DSA 242°). 

Pinto Single Shouldered. One possible Pinto 
Single Shouldered point was identified (Figure 
9.3c). It has one shoulder formed by a deep notch 
opposite an unnotched side. The base on the 
notched side is broken, but, on the opposing side, 
the rounded lobe remains intact. The PSA of the 
intact side of the base is 103° and the DSA 
measures 175 °. 

Discussion. Pinto series points date to the early 
Archaic period between 6300 B.C. and 4200 B.C. 
in the Great Basin and northern Colorado Plateau 
(Holmer 1986). These points dominate the earliest 
portion of the Black Knoll Phase (6200 B.P. to 
8300 B.P.) at Sudden Shelter and Joe's Valley 
Alcove (Schroedl 1976). Schroedl postulates that 
Pinto series points may be part of a large mammal 
hunting tool kit; their absence at Cowboy Cave 
reflects the emphasis on plant resource gathering 
and processing, and the paucity of large mammal 
procurement at the site. The possible Pinto series 
points from Natural Bridges may indicate early 
Archaic use of the project area, although breakage 
renders classification problematic and somewhat 
tentative. 

Side-notched Points 

Side-notched projectile points with horizontal 
notches positioned moderately high on the blade, 
such as Northern, Sudden, and Rocker Side-notched 
points, are typical of the middle Archaic period on 
the northern Colorado Plateau (Holmer 1978,1986; 
Shroedl 1976). San Rafael Side-notched points are 
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introduced after 2400 B.C. during the late Archaic 
period. Sudden, Rocker, and San Rafael Side-
notched points were identified at Natural Bridges in 
addition to possible Oxbow or Northern Side-
notched points. 

Sudden Side-notched. Two broken Sudden 
Side-notched points were identified during the 
survey (Figure 9.3d). Sudden Side-notched points 
have narrow, horizontal notches moderately high on 
the side of the point (Holmer 1978). Brown et al. 
(1993) note that these points have a PSA greater 
than 150° and a stem height greater than or equal to 
10 mm. 

One of the Sudden Side-notched points is a 
basal fragment with a deep (4 mm), narrow (2 mm), 
horizontal notch (PSA 179°) placed high (11 mm) 
on the blade. The second Sudden Side-notched 
point is a base and midsection fragment with 
shallow, semi-circular notches measuring 3 mm 
wide and 3 mm deep. The PSA measures 176° and 
theDSA 180°. 

San Rafael Side-notched. Two San Rafael 
Side-notched points were identified. San Rafael 
Side-notched points are triangular with high 
horizontal notches forming a parallel-sided, 
concave-based stem that is equal in width to the 
blade (Holmer 1978). Brown et al. (1993) note 
these points have a PSA greater than 150° and the 
stem height is greater than or equal to 10 mm. 

Both of the San Rafael side-notched points 
have parallel, straight-sided, deeply concave bases 
and high side notches. One of the points is a basal 
fragment with one intact and deep (5 mm), 
horizontal (PSA 159°) side notch positioned high 
on the blade, as reflected by a stem height of 12 
mm. The second point is a base and midsection 
fragment with shallow (2 mm deep), horizontal 
(PSA 1 75°) notches. The stem height of this point 
measures 14 mm. 

Rocker Side-notched. One Rocker Side-
notched point was identified during the survey 
(Figure 9.3e). Holmer (1978: 54) describes Rocker 
Side-notched points as wide lanceolate blades with 

moderately high, horizontal side notches forming a 
stem that approaches semicircular in shape. Edges 
above and below the notches form a continuous 
smooth curve, broken only by the presence of the 
notches. 

The Rocker Side-notched point identified in the 
project area exhibits a pronounced convex base that 
is 11 mm high. The notches on this nearly 
complete specimen are relatively wide (5 mm) and 
moderately deep (4 mm). The PSA measures 152°, 
the DSA 212°, and the NOI 60°. 

Oxbow Side-notched. Two points at Natural 
Bridges with triangular blade forms, slightly convex 
edges, a concave base, and side notches were 
tentatively typed as Oxbow Side-notched points 
(Figure 9.3L). Similar points found in the 
Canyonlands area (Tipps 1988) were classified as 
Oxbow Side-notched points. 

The two possible Oxbow Side-notched points 
found in the study area are broken, but exhibit 
concave bases and wide side-notches that are 
typical of this type. One of the Oxbow Side-
notched points has a broad, concave base with a 
stem height of 11 mm. It has one intact, broad 
(8mm wide), moderately deep (5 mm) notch with a 
NOI of 80°. The PSA for this point is 155° and the 
DSA is 201° reflecting the sloping shoulders of the 
point. The second Oxbow Side-notched point also 
has a broad, concave base with a stem height of 
17mm. It has one broad (10 mm wide), moderately 
deep (6 mm) notch remaining with a NOI of 60°. 
The PSA measures 141° and the DSA 201°. The 
classification of this point is largely founded on 
base morphology, but the unusually large size of 
this point suggests it may represent a knife rather 
than a projectile tip. 

Discussion. Collectively, these side-notched 
projectile points indicate a middle Archaic 
occupation of the project area. Holmer (1978) 
indicates that Sudden Side-notched points date from 
approximately 4400 B.C. to 2700 B.C. at their type 
site. Sudden Shelter. Sudden Side-notched points 
are relatively common in southern and central Utah 
(Brown 1988: Jennings 1978; Tipps 1988). 
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Rocker Side-notched points were recovered 
from strata at Sudden Shelter dated between 6800 
to 5300 B.P. Holmer (1978:68). These points have 
been found in the Canyonlands area (Tipps 1988; 
1995) and elsewhere in central Utah (Brown 1988). 
Schroedl (1976) indicates that Rocker Side-
notched, Sudden Side-notched, and Hawken Side-
notched points typify the Castle Valley phase of the 
Northern Colorado Plateau Archaic dating between 
4500 B.P. and 6200 B.P. Sudden, Rocker, and 
Hawken Side-notched types are most prevalent 
during the early portion of the Castle Valley phase, 
up until approximately 5000 B.P., when they 
decrease in frequency in favor of Humbolt series 
and lanceolate point forms (Schroedl 1976: 64). 

At Sudden Shelter, Sudden Side-notched points 
are replaced by San Rafael Side-notched points by 
2400 B.C. (Holmer 1986:104). Holmer (1978:69) 
estimates San Rafael Side-notched points date 
between 4600 to 3700 B.P. (roughly 2600 B.C. and 
400 B.C.). In the vicinity of Natural Bridges, San 
Rafael Side-notched points have been identified at 
sites in Middle Woodenshoe, Dark, and Peavine 
Canyons (Fetterman and Honeycutt 1988). 
Elsewhere in central and southeastern Utah, these 
points have been found at Sudden Shelter (Holmer 
1978: Schroedl 1976), Ghost Rock (Brown 1988). 
Canyonlands (Tipps 1988), and in the La Sal 
Mountains (Hunt 1953). San Rafael Side-notched 
points have also been found at sites in southwestern 
Colorado (Smiley 1995) and northwestern New 
Mexico (Brown et al. 1991). 

Oxbow points are a Northern Plains type that 
dates between 5000 and 2800 B.P. Similar points 
have been recovered from Cowboy Cave and open 
sites in the region, although they have been 
classified as Elko or Northern Side-notched types 
(e.g., Tipps 1988). The possible Oxbow Side-
notched points in this assemblage are notched high 
on the side of the blades and are similar to Northern 
Side-notched points from Sudden Shelter (Holmer 
1978, 1986; Tipps 1988). 

Stemmed Projectile Points 

A variety of stemmed projectile points were 
found during the Natural Bridges survey. Stemmed 

points include Gatecliff Stemmed points and 
unknown stemmed types that indicate potential late 
Archaic use of the project area. 

Gatecliff Stemmed. The stems of Gatecliff 
Contracting Stem points usually contract markedly, 
but straight to slightly expanding stems also occur 
in this series (Brown 1988). This straight to 
contracting stem is reflected by a PSA less than or 
equal to 100° and an NOI greater than 60° (Thomas 
1981:23). Brown found Gatecliff Contracting Stem 
points from the Ghost Rock area of Utah to possess 
a notch opening index range from 62° to nearly 
180° (Brown 1988:324). Using these classification 
criteria, seven Gatecliff stemmed points were 
identified in the Natural Bridges collection (Figure 
9.7i, k, and 1). 

The Gatecliff series points from Natural 
Bridges have straight to slightly contracting stems, 
a triangular form, and well-defined shoulders. 
These points have a PSA range between 85° and 
100° (x = 91.4, S = 5.8) and a DSA between 133° 
and 201° (x = 179.1,5 = 25.76). The NOI ranges 
between 40° and 119°(x = 87.7, S = 26.9) for these 
points. Complete Gatecliff series points range 
between 23 and 58 mm length (x = 39.2, 5= 14.1). 
18 and 31 mm in width (x = 22.6, 5 = 4.1), and 3 to 
5 mm thickness (x = 4.3, 5= 0.95). 

Unknown Stemmed Points. Two projectile 
points were classified as unknown stemmed points 
(Figures 9.3h and 9.7j). One is complete and has a 
straight-to-slightly expanding stem (PSA=105°) 
with a convex base and convex blades. It measures 
29 mm in length, 16 mm in width, and 3 mm thick. 
The second unknown stemmed point is a base and 
mid-section fragment. It has one rounded, sloping 
shoulder (DSA=205°) and a straight stem 
(PSA=98°) with a concave base. 

Discussion. During the early 1980s, Thomas 
(1981) suggested the Gatecliff series as a possible 
solution to the growing debate over the spatial and 
temporal patterns of large bifurcate stemmed points, 
or the "Pinto Problem". He defined the Gatecliff 
Split Stem and Gatecliff Contracting Stem types to 
describe the late Archaic stemmed points found in 
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Figure 9.7. Baskettnaker II Stemmed (a-c,e-h), Basketmaker II Corner-notched (d), Gatecliff Stemmed (i, 
k, I), and unknown stemmed (j) projectile points. 
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the Monitor Valley collection and to differentiate 
them from the large bifurcate stemmed Pinto Points 
found in the Great Basin dating to the early Archaic 
Period. The classic Gypsum type was subsumed 
under the Gatecliff series. Defining the Gatecliff 
series points has been a positive step in typological 
research, but the range of late Archaic Period 
stemmed points found in central Utah (e.g.. Brown 
1988) and the present project suggest the defined 
types within this series may need to be broadened. 

Gatecliff series points occur throughout the 
northern Colorado Plateau and Great Basin where 
they are indicative of late Archaic occupations 
(Brown 1988; Holmer 1986; Schroedl 1976; 
Thomas 1981) between 3000 B.C. and 1300 B.C. in 
the Great Basin and 2500 B.C. and A.D. 500 on the 
northern Colorado Plateau. The Gypsum style 
point, subsumed by Thomas (1981), Holmer 
(1986), and Brown (1988) into the Gated iff series, 
occurs at Sudden Shelter and Cowboy Cave in well-
dated late Archaic contexts (Holmer 1986; Schroedl 
1976). In the Ghost Rock area of central Utah, 
Gatecliff Contracting Stemmed points include 
Gypsum style points along with straight stemmed, 
squared-base variants that depart from the Gypsum 
style points that are consistently associated with late 
Archaic contexts (Brown 1988). Schroedl (1976) 
indicates that Gypsum points and San Rafael Side-
notched points are diagnostic of the Green River 
Phase of the northern Colorado Plateau Archaic. 

Gypsum style points have been found near 
Natural Bridges in Middle Woodenshoe Canyon 
(Honeycutt and Fetterman 1988). A Gypsum point 
has also been found in the monument (Hobler and 
Hobler 1978:53). The Gatecliff Stemmed points 
found at Natural Bridges during the 1997-1998 
field seasons do not include typical Gypsum style 
points. Instead, these points have straight to 
slightly expanding stems and straight to slightly 
convex bases similar to the Ghost Rock Gatecliff 
series points. 

Oshara Tradition Stemmed Points 

Two Oshara tradition points were identified at 
Natural Bridges. Points of the Oshara tradition are 
found throughout the San Juan Basin (Brown 1991; 

Irwin-Williams 1973; Moore 1994), northeastern 
Arizona (Huckell 1977; Parry and Christenson 
1987; Parry et al. 1994), southwestern Colorado 
(Gooding 1980; Smiley 1995), and Utah (Lindsay 
etal. 1968). 

Jay Point. One large stemmed point identified 
in the project area has been classified as a Jay point 
(Figure 9.3b). It has a long (27 mm), straight-to-
contracting stem (PSA=91°), a convex base, and 
sloping shoulders (DSA=214°). It measures 59 mm 
in length. 28 mm wide, and 8 mm thick. 

Armijo Stemmed. One Armijo Stemmed 
point has been identified in the assemblage (Figure 
9.3g). Brown (Brown et al. 1993) notes Armijo 
Stemmed points have stems less than 10 mm in 
height, a PSA greater than or equal to 90°, and an 
NOI greater than 105°. These points generally have 
an expanding stem with a concave base and serrated 
blades. 

The Armijo Stemmed point found at Natural 
Bridges exhibits an expanding stem with a concave 
base and straight serrated blades similar to an 
illustrated example by Brown in Turnbow 
(1997:1 77g). It has a triangular form with serrated 
blades and a wide (15 mm), concave base with a 
stem height of 10 mm. It has a PSA of 
115°degrees. distal shoulder angle of 233°, and 
notch opening index of 118°. This point is small, 
measuring 30 mm in length, 12 mm wide, and 4 
mm thick, but it does fall within the range of 
variability recognized for this type. 

Discussion. Oshara tradition points are not 
common in southeastern Utah, but they have been 
found in the neighboring regions of Arizona, 
Colorado, and New Mexico. Their identification at 
Natural Bridges suggests that some groups from the 
San Juan Basin ventured into the country north of 
the San Juan River, but that these forays were 
infrequent. The presence of a Jay point suggests 
intermittent use of the area by San Juan Basin 
Archaic groups during the early Archaic. The Jay 
Point of the Oshara tradition (Irwin-Williams 1973) 
is found in the San Juan Basin at sites dating 
between 5500 B.C. and 4800 B.C. Jay points are 
very similar to Lake Mojave and Silver Lake points 
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of the Western Pluvial Lake Tradition of the Great 
Basin that dates between 8000 B.C. and 6000 B.C. 
(Holmer 1986). Whereas these latter point types 
are generally associated with hunting and gathering 
bands utilizing the shrinking lake shore 
environments of the Great Basin, Jay points are part 
of a mixed hunting and foraging economy found 
throughout the San Juan Basin in northwestern New 
Mexico. Large stemmed points have been reported 
in the Canyonlands (Tipps 1988. 1995), as well as 
in the Durango, Colorado area (Gooding 1980) and 
northwestern New Mexico (Schutt 1983). 

Use of the area by San Juan Basin Archaic 
groups is also indicated during the late Archaic 
period by the Armijo point (1 800 B.C. to 800 B.C.). 
These Oshara tradition points are commonly 
reported at sites in northwestern New Mexico (e.g., 
Brown 1991; Moore 1994) with lesser numbers 
found in northeastern Arizona (Parry et al. 1994), 
and southwestern Colorado (e.g. Smiley 1995) 
where they occur in contexts that date between 
1800 B.C. and 800 B.C. San Jose and Armijo style 
points have also been identified in the vicinity of 
Natural Bridges at sites in Middle Woodenshoe 
Canyon (Honeycutt and Fetterman 1988). 

Basketmaker II Series Points 

Basketmaker 11 points are similar to Elko 
Corner-notched points in many ways, but they also 
differ in several respects. Basketmaker II points 
documented on Cedar Mesa and in the Durango 
area (e.g.. Matson 1991; Morris and Burgh 1954) 
exhibit lanceolate or triangular forms; those from 
the Kayenta region (Geib 1996; Parry and 
Christenson 1987) tend to have a lanceolate form. 
Basketmaker II points also tend to have broader, 
shallower notches than Elko series points. 
Examples with deep, narrow notches are also found 
on Cedar Mesa (Matson 1991) and in the Durango 
area (Morris and Burgh 1954) that are nearly 
identical to Elko series points. White Dog 
Basketmaker II points from the Kayenta region are 
notched at right angles to their long axis, with each 
notch extending about one-third of the point width 
to form a very narrow neck (Geib 1996). The 

notches are broad with the top of the notch 
generally straight and parallel to base. The 
shoulders of the point are not generally barbed and 
the blades are usually not serrated (Parry and 
Christenson 1987). 

This analysis utilizes the En Medio type 
description along with generalized observations of 
Basketmaker II points from the Cedar Mesa and 
Kayenta regions to aid in the identification of 
Basketmaker II points in the assemblage. Although 
originally presented as a late Archaic complex 
(Irwin-Williams 1973), En Medio series points span 
the 800 B.C. to A.D. 400 time range generally 
associated with the Basketmaker II occupation in 
the Southwest. These points possess wide side or 
corner notches (>5 mm) that contrast with the 
narrow notching of the Elko Series points. 

Basketmaker II Corner-notched. Basketma
ker II Corner-notched points (n=18 ) are common 
in the assemblage (Figures 9.7d and 9.8a-g, k). As 
mentioned above, this analysis has delineated 
Basketmaker II points as those points exhibiting 
expanding stems with a PSA less than or equal to 
150°, wide corner notches greater than 5 mm wide, 
and straight to slightly convex bases (Brown et al. 
1993). They can be both corner- and side-notched, 
but the broad notch best characterizes this type. 

Basketmaker II Comer-notched points from 
Natural Bridges exhibit a PSA between 1110 to 
145° (x = 121.6, S = 8.9) and DSA between 156° 
and 263° (x = 197.9. S = 29.5). Notch width 
ranges between 5 and 11 mm (x = 6.9, S = 2.1), 
notch depth between 2 mm and 6 mm (x = 4.1, S= 
1.2). The NOI for these points ranges between 41 ° 
and 131° (x = 76.3. S = 25.4). The length of 
complete Basketmaker II corner-notched points 
ranges between 11 and 49 mm (x = 27.9 mm, S = 
9.95), while width ranges between 15 mm and 29 
mm (x = 22.1 mm, S = 3.9). 

Basketmaker II Side-notched. Five points 
have been classified as Basketmaker II side-notched 
points (Figure 9.8i-j, 1). Regionally, Basketmaker 
II Side-notched points frequently have shallow, 
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Figure 9.8. Basketmaker II Corner-notched (a-g, and k), White Dog Basketmaker II Corner-notched (h), 
and Basketmaker II Side-notched (ij, and I) projectile points. 
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broad notches situated relatively low on the blades, 
although the deeply notched Durango style of 
Basketmaker II side-notched points is a notable 
exception to this generalization (Camilli 1983:32; 
Matson 1991:45-46). Brown et al. (1993) suggest 
En Medio Side-notched points have broad (> 5 
mm), shallow notches, a stem height that measures 
less than 10 mm, and a PSA greater than 150°. 

Basketmaker II side-notched points from 
Natural Bridges exhibit a PSA between 112° to 
164° (x = 146.6, S = 20.0) and a DSA between 
168° and 215° (x = 193.4, S= 18.97). A single 
specimen with broad side notches and a convex 
base that is similar to San Pedro points has an 
unusually low PSA for a side-notched point. Notch 
width measures for the Basketmaker II side-notched 
points range between 5 and 11 mm (x = 6.6, S = 
2.5), and notch depth varies between 3 and 5 mm 
(x = 3.4, S = 0.90). The NOI for these points 
ranges between 17° and 90° (x = 47.2, S = 30.8). 
The length of complete Basketmaker II side-
notched points ranges between 32 and 49 mm (x = 
43.3 mm, S = 9.8), and width ranges between 20 
and 27 mm (x = 24.0 mm, .9 = 2.7). 

Basketmaker II Stemmed. Eight projectile 
points have been tentatively typed as Basketmaker 
II stemmed points (Figure 9.7a-c, e-h). These 
points exhibit a lanceolate form with squared to 
sloping shoulders and broad corner notches that 
form straight to slightly expanding bases. These 
points have a PSA between 81 ° and 102° (x = 95.3. 
S= 6.7) and a DSA of 150° to 214° (x = 193.9, S = 
22.7). The NOI ranges between 55° and 131 ° (x = 
101.5, S = 24.3). The length of complete 
Basketmaker II stemmed points ranges between 34 
and 45 mm (x = 39.8 mm, S = 3.97), and width 
ranges between 12 and 28 mm (x = 20.8 mm, .9 = 
5.6). 

Discussion. Although the Pecos Classification 
defines the Basketmaker II period as encompassing 
the period from 1500 B.C. to A.D. 500, most of the 
Basketmaker II sites in the region date between 
A.D. 1 to A.D. 400 (Fuller 1989; Gregg and Smiley 
1995; Matson etal. 1988; Morris and Burgh 1954; 
Smiley 1995). The Cedar Mesa Project (Matson et 

al. 1988 ) Basketmaker II sites were all tightly 
group dating between A.D. 200 and 400. 

Basketmaker II components in the project area 
are likely to be under represented because of 
difficulties posed by morphological overlap 
between Elko series and Basketmaker II points and 
the absence of chronometric dates. These 
difficulties have been noted by previous researchers 
working in the region (e.g., Matson 1991; Morris 
and Burgh 1954), emphasizing the need for further 
typological and chronometric studies focusing on 
Basketmaker II and Elko points in the Four Corners 
region. Although several of the Natural Bridges 
projectile points exhibit a lanceolate form, only one 
point was classified as a White Dog Basketmaker II 
point (Figure 9.8h). 

Morris and Burgh's (1954) typology of 
Basketmaker II points from the Durango, Colorado 
area included stemmed forms with convex blades, 
but, elsewhere in the region, stemmed points are not 
as common as other forms of Basketmaker II 
points. Basketmaker II stemmed points grade into 
the variability found among Gatecliff Stemmed 
points in the assemblage, suggesting this point style 
may be an outgrowth of the stemmed point tradition 
that develops during the late Archaic period. 

Unknown Large Projectile Points 

Large projectile points of unknown type 
primarily represent broken specimens that were not 
complete enough for classification. A small 
number of complete points that were not 
classifiable into existing types are also included in 
this category. 

Unknown Corner-notched. Unknown corner-
notched points comprise nearly 10 percent of the 
point assemblage. Although these points are 
broken, prohibiting accurate classification, most 
could be subjectively placed into the Elko and 
Basketmaker II Comer-notched types. One nearly 
complete point classified as an unknown corner-
notched point may be an Elko point that has been 
broken and reworked (Figure 9.5c). This point 
exhibits reworked concave blade edges and the 
corner and shoulder are broken on one side. The 
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shoulder break has removed the shoulder barb 
resulting in a nearly horizontal shoulder. On the 
opposite side, it has an intact, but reworked 
shoulder (DSA=210°) and a broad (9 mm wide), 
shallow (3 mm deep) notch that illustrate the effects 
of breakage and maintenance. A second, complete, 
unknown corner-notched point (Figure 9.5b) has 
also been reworked. This point has a short, convex 
blade, sloping shoulders (DSA=219°), and broad (6 
mm wide), and shallow (3 mm deep) notches. 
These points illustrate the effects of breakage and 
maintenance on point morphology and how these 
processes may effect our ability to classify points 
with a large amount of breakage into temporally 
meaningful types. 

Unknown Side-notched. Seven large 
unknown side-notched points are included in the 
assemblage. Like their corner-notched 
counterparts, these points are fragments that were 
not classifiable into known types. Two complete, 
or nearly complete, points that did not fit the 
established type descriptions are also included in 
this category. One is a complete, reworked side-
notched point that is diamond-shaped with broad (7 
mm wide), shallow (3 mm deep) side notches 
(Figure 9.5d). The second exhibits broad (5 mm 
wide), shallow (3 mm deep) side notches and a 
concave, expanding base (PSA= 118°) that is similar 
to late Archaic period (1800 B.C. to 800 B.C.) 
Armijo Side-notched points of the Oshara tradition. 

Unknown Points. Unknown large projectile 
points (n=32) comprise 16 percent of the point 
total. These points are primarily tip and mid
section portions of points that are not complete 
enough for classification; four complete or nearly 
complete points are also included in this type 
category. One of the complete unknown type 
points is a triangular point with a pronounced 
concave base (Figure 9.5f). It is larger than Bull 
Creek or Cottonwood Triangular points and lacks 
the sophistication of Humbolt points. A second 
triangular point has straight serrated blades and a 
straight base (Figure 9.5e). A third specimen is an 
expediently produced point with basal notches and 
a tapering stem (PSA=63°) that is manufactured 
from a biface thinning flake (Figure 9.5g). A leaf-

shaped point or preform is also included in this 
category (Figure 9.5h). 

Projectile Point Preforms. Seven (3.6 
percent) projectile points were classified as 
preforms. These points are unfinished and do not 
have regular outlines or hafting features (notches 
or stems). It is likely that additional point 
preforms were classified within the biface 
category. 

Small Projectile Points 

Twenty-one small points comprise 10.7 
percent of the point assemblage. These points are 
less than 30 mm in length and represent the stone 
tips of arrows. Stemmed, corner, and side-notched 
types are present in the assemblage in addition to 
unnotched triangular arrow points. 

Rosegate Series Points 

Following Thomas (1981) and Holmer (1986). 
small triangular stemmed and corner-notched 
points typically classified as Rose Springs and 
Eastgate styles were classified as Rosegate points. 
Regional studies of these points have 
demonstrated substantial morphological and 
chronological overlap exists among these types 
suggesting that they should be combined (Holmer 
1978; 1986; Thomas 1981). 

Rosegate Corner-notched. Eight Rosegate 
Corner-notched points comprise 4 percent of the 
point assemblage (Figure 9.9b-g). Rosegate 
Corner-notched points have an expanding base 
with a PSA ranging between 90° and 130° 
(Thomas 1981:19). 

Complete Rosegate Corner-notched points 
(n=4) from Natural Bridges measure between 1 7 
and 26 mm in length (x = 22.2, S = 3.6), 12 and 
15 mm (x = 14.0, .9= 1.1) in width, and 2 and 3 
mm (x = 2.5, S= 0.6) in thickness. They have a 
PSA ranging between 110° and 136° (x = 122.2, 
S = 10.4), a DSA between 145° and 178° (x = 
168.2, S= 19.59), and an NOI between 31° and 
66° (x = 46.0, S= 14.0). 
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Figure 9.9. Rosegate Corner-notched (h-g), Rosegate Stemmed (a, h-i), Puehloan Side-notched (j), 
unknown side-notched (k), and Desert Side-notched (I) projectile points. 
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Rosegate Stemmed. Six Rosegate Stemmed 
points are present in the assemblage (Figure 9.9a, 
h-i). The two complete Rosegate Stemmed points 
measure 19 and 29 mm in length (x = 24.0. S = 
7.07). 12 and 1 7 mm in width (x = 14.5. .9= 3.5), 
and 3 mm in thickness. Rosegate Stemmed points 
have a PSA between 67° and 114°(x= 103.8. S= 
20.6), a DSA between 141° and 166° (x = 156.8, 
5 = 9.4). and NOI between 45° and 76° (x = 53.4. 
5=13.0). 

Discussion. Rosegate points are the most 
common arrow points represented in the Natural 
Bridges assemblage. These have been 
subjectively divided into comer-notched and 
stemmed varieties, although PSA measures clearly 
demonstrate overlap between these types. 
Rosegate points generally date between A.D. 300-
925 in the region (Holmer 1986). At Cowboy 
Cave. Rosegate points were found in strata dated 
between A.D. 300 to A.D. 450 (Holmer 1986: 
106). Rosegate series points are frequently found 
at Fremont sites in the northern Colorado Plateau 
region, but these point styles are common at 
Anasazi sites in the region as well (Brew 1946; 
Davis 1985; Gooding 1980; Parry and Christenson 
1987; Smiley 1995; Walling 1985). The stemmed 
varieties are common at Anasazi sites dating to the 
Basketmaker III and Pueblo I periods and the 
comer-notched points are more common during 
the Pueblo II through Pueblo III periods. 

Miscellaneous Triangular Points 

Triangular points with no notches were 
classified as Bull Creek or Cottonwood Triangular 
types. These small triangular points comprise 3 
percent of the point total. 

Bull Creek. Four projectile points were 
classified as Bull Creek points; three are broken 
and one is complete (Figure 9.1 Od-e). Bull Creek 
points are small triangular points with a 
pronounced concave base. Their length is 
generally at least twice the width of the point, 
giving them an elongated triangular form. The 
complete point is 30 mm long, 10 mm wide, and 
2 mm thick. The broken Bull Creek points are 12 

and 14 mm wide and 2 to 5 mm thick. Each of 
these points exhibits the elongated triangular form 
and pronounced concave base typical of this type. 

Cottonwood Triangular. Small triangular 
arrow points with straight or concave bases are 
commonly classified as Cottonwood Triangular 
points in the northern Colorado Plateau and Great 
Basin (Brown 1988; Holmer 1986; Thomas 1981). 
Three points were classified as Cottonwood 
Triangular points (Figure 9.10a-c). These points 
are shorter and wider than Bull Creek points in the 
assemblage. Cottonwood Triangular points are 19 
to 28 mm long and 13 to 20 mm wide. The largest 
of these points is crude and may represent a 
preform rather than a finished point. Two of the 
points have straight bases; the third has a slightly 
concave base. 

Discussion. Cottonwood Triangular points 
occur in sites dating after A.D. 1300 in many areas 
of the northern Colorado Plateau and Great Basin 
where they are associated with Numic occupations 
(groups from Uto-Aztecan linguistic stock) 
(Holmer 1986:108; Thomas 1981). At Nawthis 
Village in the Fremont area, these points were 
found in contexts dating between A.D. 950 and 
1300 (Holmer and Weder 1980). Cottonwood 
Triangular points in the Natural Bridges collection 
include two examples that are probably preforms, 
but one appears to be a true Cottonwood 
Triangular point. One of the preforms and the 
finished Cottonwood Triangular point were found 
on an Anasazi site dating to the Pueblo II to 
Pueblo III period; the third was found in an 
isolated context. These data suggest that 
Cottonwood Triangular points are produced by 
late Anasazi and Fremont groups as well as by 
later Numic groups (e.g. Holmer 1986). The 
misclassification of preforms as Cottonwood 
Triangular points and potential misclassification 
of these points as preforms are persistent problems 
that inhibit our understanding of the distribution 
and temporal affiliation of these tools. 

Bull Creek Triangular points are also found in 
the project area. Holmer (1986:107) states that 
Bull Creek points are commonly found at Fremont 
and Kayenta Anasazi sites in the Canyonlands 
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Figure 9.10. Cottonwood Triangular (a-c), Bull Creek (d-e), Parowan Basal-notched (f), and unknown 
side-notched (g) arrow points. 
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area. These points occur at sites in the region 
dating between A.D. 950 and 1250. Bull Creek 
points are well made, with narrow, long triangular 
forms with concave bases. They are found on 
sites in the project area with ceramic assemblages 
dating to the late Pueblo II to early Pueblo III 
period. 

Small Side-notched Projectile Points 

Two side-notched arrow points were found at 
Natural Bridges. These points represent Puebloan 
and Protohistoric point types that are commonly 
found in the region. 

Puebloan Side-notched. One small 
triangular arrow point with a straight to slightly 
convex base and shallow, horizontal notches was 
classified as a Puebloan Side-notched point 
(Figure 9.9j). This small triangular point is 25 
mm long, 15 mm wide, and 3 mm thick and has a 
PSA of 178°. a DSA of 1 86°. and an NOI of 8°. 

Desert Side-notched. Small, triangular side-
notched points with concave or notched bases are 
commonly classified as Desert Side-notched 
points (Brown 1991; Holmer 1986; Holmer and 
Weder 1980; Irwin 1996; Thomas 1981). Thomas 
(1981) suggests these points have a PSA of 130°. 
whereas Brown (Brown et al. 1993) suggests these 
points have a PSA greater than or equal to 130° 
and a stem height greater than or equal to 8 mm. 

The sole Desert Side-notched point was found 
in an isolated context at Natural Bridges (Figure 
9.91). It is 23 mm long, 16 mm wide, and 3 mm 
thick with a pronounced concave base and 
parallel, straight to slightly contracting sides that 
distinguish it from the Puebloan side-notched 
point described above. It has a PSA of 157°. a 
DSA of 1 86°. and an NOI of 29°. 

Discussion. The Puebloan Side-notched point 
is similar to side-notched arrow points found at 
Pueblo II to Pueblo III Anasazi sites on Alkali 
Ridge (Brew 1946) and at sites in the Mesa Verde 
region (Irwin 1993a; Rohn 1977). These points 
are generally well made with narrow, horizontal 

notches and a straight flange base. They are 
morphologically similar to later Desert Side-
notched points, but Puebloan Side-notched points 
have a straight or convex base rather than the 
distinctive concave or notched base of Desert 
Side-notched points. Desert Side-notched points 
generally date to the period between A.D. 1200 
and 1 700. They are associated with Numic groups 
in the Great Basin and Utah (Holmer and Weder 
1980), but they have also been recognized at 
Dinetah phase Navajo sites in the San Juan Basin 
(Brown et al. 1991). 

Unknown Small Projectile Points 

A few small projectile points were classified 
as unknown point types; one was classified as a 
Parowan Basal-notched point. These points are 
described below. 

Parowan Basal-notched. One possible 
Parowan Basal-notched point was identified at 
Natural Bridges (Figure 9.1 Of). Parowan Basal-
notched points are small triangular points with a 
narrow, contracting stem formed by two shallow, 
basal notches (Holmer 1986). They are found at 
Fremont sites dating A.D. 850 to 1 150, but they 
are also commonly recovered from Western 
(Virgin) Anasazi sites (Holmer 1986:107). The 
possible Parowan Basal-notched point found in the 
project area exhibits a small, contracting stem 
(PSA 64°), and shallow basal notches. It is 27 mm 
long, 13 mm wide, and 3 mm thick. 

Unknown Small Side-notched Points. Three 
points were classified as unknown side-notched 
arrow points. One is a complete specimen with 
basal and side notches (Figure 9.10g) that is 
similar to the Parowan Basal-notched point 
described above, but with the addition of two 
shallow (1 mm) side notches. This point is 25 mm 
long, 14 mm wide, and 3 mm thick. Another of 
these points is a fragment with an irregular form, 
shallow (2 mm) side notches, and a PSA of 160°. 
The third point is a small triangular point with 
horizontal side notches and corner breaks that 
have removed the lateral portions of the base 
(Figure 9.9k). 
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Unknown Small Corner-notched Point. 
One point has been classified as an unknown small 
corner-notched point. This point is a midsection 
fragment with a DSA of 146°. It is well made and 
may represent a broken Rosegate Comer-notched 
point. 

Temporal Summary 

The projectile points identified in the project 
area have been classified into regionally 
recognized types according to methods developed 
by Thomas (1981) and others (e.g.. Brown et al. 
1993; Holmer 1978, 1986) to establish a 
preliminary temporal framework for sites in the 
Natural Bridges project area. Temporally, the 
projectile points represent a broad span of time 
from the Paleoindian to Protohistoric periods. 
Perhaps the most significant result of this 
projectile point study is the identification of 
Paleoindian and Archaic projectile point types 
within the project area. This finding contrasts 
with previous investigations in the Cedar Mesa 
and Natural Bridges areas (e.g.. Hobler and Uobler 
1978; Kramer et al. 1991; Matson et al. 1988; 
Nelson 1994) in which Archaic remains were not 
identified. 

The earliest occupation of the project area is 
potentially indicated by the fluted biface, although 
the association between this heavily worn, 
unfinished biface and the site where it was found 
may be spurious. No other tools were present and 
the slab-lined hearth found at the site is more 
typical of later periods, suggesting that the fluted 
biface may be a scavenged artifact or incidental 
incorporation into the site. 

A Jay point and two possible Pinto points 
indicate an early Archaic occupation of the area. 
Jay points of the Oshara Tradition (Irwin-Williams 
1973) are typically found in the San Juan Basin at 
sites dating between 5500 B.C. and 4800 B.C. 
Pinto points are more commonly represented in 
the northern Colorado Plateau region where they 
generally date between 6300 and 4200 B.C. 
(Holmer 1986; Schroedl 1976). 

The presence of "high-on-the-side" side-
notched points, such as Sudden Side-notched and 
Rocker Side-notched points, indicates a middle 
Archaic occupation of the project area. Holmer 
(1978) indicates that Sudden Side-notched points 
date from approximately 4400 B.C. to 2700 B.C. 
and Rocker Side-notched points date between 
4800 and 2700 B.C. (Holmer 1978). 

Late Archaic occupation of the project area is 
indicated by San Rafael Side-notched points, 
Gatecliff stemmed points, and an Armijo point. 
San Rafael Side-notched points replace Sudden 
Side-notched points at Sudden Shelter at 
approximately 2400 B.C. (Holmer 1986). 
Regionally, these points have been found in 
contexts dating between 2600 B.C. and 400 B.C. 
(Holmer 1978). Schroedl (1976:66) indicates that 
San Rafael Side-notched points are introduced, 
along with Gypsum points (Gatecliff Contracting 
Stem), during the early portion of the Green River 
Phase. Armijo Stemmed points are Oshara 
tradition points that have been reported from sites 
in northwestern New Mexico (e.g., Brown 1991; 
Moore 1994), northeastern Arizona (Parry et al. 
1994), and southwestern Colorado (e.g. Smiley 
1995) where they are found in contexts that date 
between 1800 B.C. and 800 B.C. 

The Basketmaker II occupation at Natural 
Bridges appears to be well represented. 
Basketmaker II corner- and side-notched points 
were identified in the assemblage primarily on the 
basis of notch attributes. Seven points were 
tentatively classified as Basketmaker II stemmed 
points on the basis of overall form. 

The size of both the Archaic and Basketmaker 
II period occupations is probably underestimated 
as a result of two factors. First, the number of 
broken points that are not classifiable results in the 
exclusion of as many as 60 points from con
sideration. Secondly, Elko series points (n=52) 
comprise approximately one-quarter of the points. 
These points were identified primarily on the basis 
of the notch morphology of Brown et al. (1993). 
This method has successfully distinguished Elko 
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points and En Medio style points, but the degree 
of morphological overlap between Elko and 
Basketmaker II points is great and poses problems 
for accurately distinguishing Archaic and Basket-
maker II components. To further complicate the 
picture, Elko points are found at sites dating from 
6000 B.C. to at least A.D. 1000, but absent from 
contexts dating between 1400 B.C. and A.D. 200 
in the northern Colorado Plateau region (Holmer 
1986). The lack of sufficient temporal resolution 
for Elko points and the morphological overlap 
with Basketmaker II points make the "Elko 
Problemf a significant factor in evaluating the 
Archaic and Basketmaker II occupations at 
Natural Bridges and the surrounding region. 

Basketmaker III and Pueblo I Anasazi 
occupations are indicated by Rosegate Stemmed 
points. Although Rosegate series points are 
frequently considered Fremont point types in the 
northern Colorado Plateau region (Holmer and 
Weder 1980), these points occur at sites with 
Anasazi ceramics. Rosegate Stemmed points are 
commonly found at Basketmaker III and Pueblo I 
sites throughout the region (e.g., Brew 1946; 
Smiley 1995; Tipps 1988; Walling 1985). Later 
Puebloan sites dating to the Pueblo II to Pueblo III 
periods include a variety of point types, including 
Rosegate Corner-notched, Puebloan Side-notched, 
Bull Creek Triangular, and Cottonwood 
Triangular points. In addition to these Pueblo II to 
Pueblo III period point styles, one Parowan Basal-
notched point was found on a Pueblo II period 
site. Parowan Basal-notched points are found at 
Fremont sites dating from A.D. 850 to 1150, but 
this style of point is also commonly recovered 
from Western (Virgin) Anasazi sites (Holmer 
1986). 

Finally, one Desert Side-notched point was 
identified during the survey. Desert Side-notched 
points are indicative of Protohistoric period (A.D. 
1200 to 1 700) occupations throughout the region. 
These are associated with Numic groups in the 
Great Basin and southeastern Utah (Holmer and 
Weder 1980), but they have also been recognized 
at Dinetah phase Navajo sites in the San Juan 
Basin (Brown et al. 1991). The presence of this 
isolated Desert Side-notched point may indicate 

low-level use of the project area by Ute or Navajo 
groups during the Protohistoric period. 

Lithic Production and Use 

Recent research indicates a strong relationship 
between settlement and subsistence systems and 
the organization of lithic technology (Andrefsky 
1994; Bamforth 1986; Irwin 1994, 1996, 1998; 
Lizotte 1995; Nelson 1994; Parry and Kelly 
1987). These studies suggest that flaked stone 
technology is primarily conditioned by the degree 
of mobility employed by a group. 

Formal tools, such as bifaces, were used by 
early hunting and gathering groups that employed 
highly mobile settlement systems. These tools are 
light and transportable, useful for a variety of 
tasks, and, when maintained, they have long use-
lives. Highly efficient cores were also used to 
produce flakes with high edge-to-mass ratios 
(Kelly 1988). Bifacial tools often require high 
quality materials for their manufacture, frequently 
necessitating specialized trips to good quality tool 
stone sources where blanks are prepared for future 
use (Beck and Jones 1990). Tools are produced in 
stages (Bradley 1975; Callahan 1979; Collins 
1975; Hoffman 1988; Irwin 1996) and in advance 
of anticipated use. 

In contrast, prehistoric agriculturists in the 
Southwest manufactured expedient, low energy 
input flake tools of locally available stone material 
for situational use (Bostwick and Shackley 1987; 
Irwin 1993b, 1994; Nelson 1994; Parry and Kelly 
1987). These implements are mostly flakes that 
were used without being shaped into more formal 
tools. Fewer formal flaked stone tools are 
produced by sedentary agriculturists, and flaked 
stone tool diversity declines among these 
assemblages (Nelson 1994). At the same time, 
groundstone tools become more numerous and 
increasingly specialized as the importance of plant 
processing and consumption increases. 

This study focuses on issues of settlement and 
subsistence through a diachronic study of tools 
and manufacturing debris. Variability in lithic 
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Table 9.1. Litltic raw material by debitage, tool, and assemblage totals. 

Chert, Cedar Mesa 
Chert, algalitic 
Chert, Brushy Basin 
Chert, brown 
Chert, white 
Chert, gray 
Chert, oolitic 
Chert, pinkish white, mottled 
Chert, other 
Quartzite 
Orthoquartzite 
Limestone 
Sandstone 
Siltstone. brown 
Siltstone, gray to green 
Petrified wood 
Chalcedony, Summerville 
Chalcedony, other 
Obsidian 
Other igneous 
Other 
Total 

Debitage Total: 
No. 

16,303 
610 
120 
132 
154 
480 

23 
51 

1,031 
352 

45 
76 
4 

57 
97 

1,182 
7.167 
1,198 

3 
1 
8 

29,094 

% 
56.0 
2.1 
0.4 
0.5 
0.5 
1.6 
0.1 
0.2 
3.5 
1.2 
0.2 
0.3 

<0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
4.1 

24.6 
4.1 

<0.1 
<0.1 
<0.l 
100.0 

Tool Totals 
No. 

1,141 
54 
18 
29 
22 
48 

3 
1 

122 
128 
24 
20 

557 
15 
7 

77 
251 

92 
1 

23 
9 

2,642 

% 
43.2 

2.0 
0.7 
1.1 
0.8 
1.8 
0.1 

<0.1 
4.6 
4.8 
0.9 
0.8 

21.1 
0.6 
0.3 
2.9 
9.5 
3.5 

<0.1 
0.9 
0.3 

100.0 

Assemblage ' 
No. 

17,444 
664 
138 
161 
176 
528 
26 
52 

1,153 
480 

69 
96 

561 
72 

104 
1,259 
7,418 
1,290 

4 
24 
17 

31,736 

rotals 
% 

55.0 
2.1 
0.1 
0.5 
0.6 
1.7 
0.1 
0.7 
3.6 
1.5 
0.2 
0.3 
1.8 
0.2 
0.3 
4.0 

23.4 
4.1 

<0.1 
0.1 
0.1 

100.0 

tools and manufacturing debris through time is 
examined to investigate potential changes in the 
organization of lithic technology that reflect 
changes in settlement and subsistence. Secondly, 
lithic tool diversity and variability are examined 
within the context of functional and descriptive 
site types. The discussion relates tool diversity to 
sample size and occupation duration, issues that 
are important to functional site interpretations 
based on the differential distribution of tools. 

Raw Material Procurement 

The first step in the lithic production system is 
the acquisition of suitable materials for the 
production of stone tools (Ericson 1984). In all, 
34 material types were identified for tools; 99 
material types were identified during in-field 
debitage analysis. These data have been reduced 
to 21 material types to facilitate analysis. 

A summary of lithic raw materials present at 
sites indicates that local materials are predominant 

in the Natural Bridges lithic assemblage (Table 
9.1). Local materials represented in the assem
blage include a variety of cherts, siltstones, and 
chalcedonies that derive from the Cedar Mesa, 
Chinle, and Moenkopi formations. Cedar Mesa 
chert is the most abundant material in the 
assemblage, comprising 55 percent. It encom
passes a variety of colors including red (jasper), 
yellow-red (JasPer)- purple-red, red-gray, gray-
white, white-with-red, and other colors. In 
particular, the blocky red jasper variety of Cedar 
Mesa chert is found in large scatters of primary 
reduction debris along the lower talus slope of 
Moss Back Butte to the southwest of the 
monument. Blocky red jasper also occurs 
naturally in streambed deposits in Armstrong and 
To-ko-chi canyons, as well as on the mesa top 
north of White Canyon at the base of Woodenshoe 
Butte. Keller (1979:4-5) identifies a red chert 
(jasper) on Cedar Mesa sites that occurs as 
nodules and lenses in limestone beds in the lower 
portion of the Cedar Mesa sandstone. He also 
notes a streaked yellow-red jasper originating in 
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the Chinle Formation in the Cedar Mesa area. The 
chert from the Natural Bridges assemblages does 
not exhibit the streaking noted for Chinle 
Formation jasper, but the chert pieces near the foot 
of Woodenshoe Butte and Moss Back Butte, 
below where the Chinle Formation outcrops. 
suggest a Chinle Formation origin for these 
materials. Recently, the author documented 
blocky red jasper in contexts at the base of Elk 
Ridge, providing support for a Chinle Formation 
origin for some of the red and streaked materials. 

The second most common material, a clear to 
milky-white chalcedony, occasionally with red 
streaks, was thought to originate from the 
Summerville Formation as described by Tipps 
(1995) for Canyonlands National Park. This 
material is ubiquitous in Natural Bridges, 
comprising approximately 23 percent of the 
assemblage. Within the tributary drainages in the 
western portion of Natural Bridges, such as To-ko-
chi Canyon, several pieces of Cedar Mesa chert 
were observed to grade into this chalcedony, 
suggesting that the clear chalcedony with red 
streaks and clouds is probably a locally available 
Cedar Mesa chalcedony. Tipps (1995:40) also 
reports one piece of red-orange Cedar Mesa chert 
that grades into clear chalcedony on a site in 
Canyonlands National Park. 

Petrified wood constitutes 4 percent of the 
assemblage. Large chunks of low and moderate 
quality gray petrified wood occur naturally along 
the talus slopes, on the mesa surface, and in 
drainages in the north portion of the project area. 
Petrified wood originates in the Chinle Formation 
exposed in Woodenshoe Buttes to the north 
(Keller 1979). Another local material is a low 
quality, brown siltstone found in the Moenkopi 
Formation that comprises only 0.2 percent of the 
assemblage. Other materials, such as gray chert, 
white chert, algalitic chert, and brown chert 
probably also derive from the Cedar Mesa 
formation, but these materials were not observed 
in natural context within the project area (Keller 
1979; Tipps 1995). The sandstone and limestone 
materials in the assemblage also derive from the 
Cedar Mesa Formation. 

Obsidian, a nonlocal material, occurs very 
rarely at Natural Bridges (< 0.1 percent). The San 
Francisco volcanic field in northern Arizona and 
several northern New Mexico locations, such as 
Polvadera Peak, Obsidian Ridge, and Mount 
Taylor, are the nearest sources of obsidian to the 
project area. Visual inspection of a collected piece 
of obsidian from the project area indicated the 
material is similar to Polvadera Peak obsidian 
from the Jemez Mountains. Small amounts of 
other igneous materials also present in the 
assemblage (0.1 percent) include andesite, granite, 
basalt, and diorite procured from unknown 
sources. No sources of igneous material were 
observed within the project area. The pri-mary 
sources for these materials are the Abajo and Ute 
Mountains, although igneous materials are found 
at closer range in secondary deposits along 
drainages and rivers distant from their origin. 

Brushy Basin chert and a gray-to-green 
siltstone also come from nonlocal sources. Brushy 
Basin chert, the gray-to-green siltstone, and the 
distinctive green silicified siltstone of the 
Morrison Formation outcrop east of Natural 
Bridges beyond Comb Ridge. Another possibly 
nonlocal material is a pink-and-white chert that 
may be from the Bluff area (Keller 1979). Keller 
(1979:10) refers to several varieties of pastel-
colored pink, white, brown, green, and gray 
opaque, powdery-textured cherts from Cedar Mesa 
that may be the same as the Natural Bridges 
materials. Based on personal observation, these 
materials also are common among colluvial 
deposits in the South Cottonwood Wash area to 
the west of Blanding and east of Natural Bridges. 

Orthoquartzite may also originate from 
sources outside the local area. Unfortunately, this 
category mixes a variety of materials including tan 
and green fine-grained orthoquartzites of the 
Dakota and Morrison formations,- a whitish to 
pinkish tan "tapioca" orthoquartzite from an 
unknown source, and a small amount of white 
orthoquartzite from the Cedar Mesa Formation. 
However, the low frequency of these materials 
(0.2 percent) in the assemblage is consistent with 
a nonlocal origin. 
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Local Cedar Mesa chert and chalcedony (also 
called Summerville chalcedony; see earlier 
discussion) dominate all the other lithic materials 
regardless of time and the settlement and 
subsistence system employed (Table 9.2). At 
Archaic sites. Cedar Mesa chert and Summerville 
chalcedony constitute 79 percent of the 
assemblage. Archaic sites have higher 
percentages of Summerville chalcedony than later 
periods, indicating a preference for this fine
grained material. The paucity of lithic materials 
from east of Comb Ridge during the Archaic, such 
as Brushy Basin and the pinkish-white chert, 
suggests the range of Natural Bridges hunters and 
gatherers may not have extended past Comb 
Ridge. 

Local materials dominate the Basketmaker II 
assemblage and recognizable nonlocal materials 
are represented in low frequency. The use of 
Summerville chalcedony drops, but Cedar Mesa 
chert peaks. The low frequency of the pink-and-
white chert may indicate the introduction of a new 
nonlocal material from the Bluff area during the 
Basketmaker II period (Keller 1979). 

Procurement appears increasingly 
opportunistic during the Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 
I period. Low quality locally available materials 
such as limestone, brown siltstone. and petrified 
wood increase in the Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 1 
assemblages. Few nonlocal materials are present 
in these assemblages. In contrast to preceding 
periods, Pueblo Il-Pueblo III sites have greater 
amounts of Brushy Basin chert in their 
assemblages. This and other nonlocal materials 
are common on Mesa Verde sites elsewhere in the 
region (Irwin 1993a: Neily 1983). 

Tool Manufacture 

The stone tools and production debris found at 
archeoiogical sites provide an important source of 
information about prehistoric lithic production 
systems. Relying only on tools to formulate 
interpretations may be problematic because of the 
potential for tool curation. scavenging, and site 
reoccupation. Consequently, lithic debris may 

play a particularly important and complementary 
role in understanding lithic production, because 
these materials generally remain at the site of 
manufacture and frequently comprise the bulk of 
lithic assemblages at sites. 

Debitage 

The relative frequencies of biface reduction 
flakes and indeterminate flakes found at Archaic 
and multicomponent Archaic and Anasazi sites 
indicate an emphasis on biface production (Table 
9.3). Sullivan and Rozen (1985) have argued 
formal tool production produces large numbers of 
flake fragments and few complete flakes, broken 
flakes with platforms, and angular debris. In 
contrast. Basketmaker II. Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 
I. and Pueblo 11-Pueblo III show a decline in 
biface production along with a corresponding 
increase in core reduction activities. Although the 
relative frequency of core reduction flakes 
fluctuates through time, the high frequencies of 
angular debris in Puebloan assemblages reflects an 
increase in core reduction activities (e.g., Irwin 
1993a; 1994; Sullivan and Rozen 1985). The 
lower relative frequencies of angular debris and 
biface reduction flakes and the moderately high 
relative frequencies of indeterminate flake 
fragments at Basketmaker II sites are noteworthy. 
A recent study of Basketmaker II lithic technology 
near Durango Colorado (Irwin 1998) indicates the 
use of prepared cores in addition to biface 
production and expedient core reduction. The use 
of a prepared core technology might lead to 
reductions in angular debris and increases in 
broken flakes in an assemblage. 

Flake Size. Previous studies of lithic 
technology (e.g., Ahler 1989; Newcomer 1971) 
indicate progressive reduction in the size of flakes 
and the amount of cortex visible on flakes as the 
reduction sequence progresses. Early stages of 
reduction produce greater numbers of larger flakes 
than smaller flake sizes (Ahler 1989:90). As 
reduction proceeds, such as in intensive core 
reduction or biface production, fewer large flakes 
and greater numbers of smaller flakes are 
produced. 



Table 9.2. Summary oflithic raw material by temporal period. 

Chert. Cedar Mesa 

Chert, algalitic 

Chert, Brushy Basin 

Chert, brown 

Chert, white 

Chert, gray 

Chert, oolitic 

Chert, pinkish white, mottled 

Chert, other 

Quartzite 

Orthoquartzitc 

Limestone 

Sandstone 

Siltstone, brown 

Siltstone, gray to green 

Petrified wood 

Chalcedony, Summcrville 

Chalcedony, other 

Obsidian 

Igneous, other 

Other 

Total (No.) 

(%) 

Archaic 
No. 
% 

702 
51.8 

23 
1.7 

1 
0.1 

6 
0.4 
12 

0.9 
28 

2.1 
1 

0.1 

74 
5 5 
20 

2.1 
2 

0.2 

5 
0.4 

2 
0.1 

2 
0.1 
30 

2.2 
368 

27.2 
68 

5.0 
1 

0.1 

1 
0.1 

1,355 
4.3 

Archaic-
BMI1 
No. 
% 
2,052 

55.5 
46 
1.2 
21 

0.6 
17 

0.5 
30 

0.8 
48 
1.3 

39 
1.1 
86 

2.3 
40 
1.1 

3 
0.1 

1 
<0.1 

50 
1.4 
12 

0.3 
5 

0.1 
88 

2.4 
939 

25.4 
217 
5.9 

1 
<0.1 

3 
0.1 

3.698 
11.6 

BMII 
No. 
% 

515 
63.0 

20 
2.4 

1 
0.1 

1 
0 1 

4 
0.5 
16 

2.0 

4 
0.5 
52 

6.4 
10 

1.2 
1 

0.1 
3 

0.4 
13 

1.6 
6 

0.7 
3 

0.4 
28 

3.4 
94 

11.5 
44 
5.4 

3 
0.4 

818 
2.6 

BM11I-P1 
No. 
% 

1,826 
55.0 

82 
2.5 

8 
0.2 
28 

0.8 
15 

0.5 
60 
1.8 

1 
<0.1 

101 
3.0 
84 

2.5 
15 

0.5 
19 

0.6 
123 
3.7 
11 

0.3 
15 

0.5 
151 
4.5 
618 
18.6 
154 
4.6 

5 
0.2 

4 
0.1 

3,320 
10.5 

P11-P1II 
No. 
% 
5,160 

61.3 
109 
1.3 
87 
1.0 
60 

0.7 
37 

0.4 
142 
1.7 
18 

0.2 

381 
4.5 
152 
1.8 
14 

0.2 
34 

0.4 
207 
2.5 
16 

0.2 
39 

0.5 
289 
3.4 

1,436 
17.1 
220 
2.6 

2 
<0.1 

5 
0.1 

3 
<0.1 
8.411 

26.5 

Multicomponent 
Archaic-BM 11/ 

Anasazi1 

No. 
% 

1,333 
49.1 
129 
4.7 

5 
0.2 

7 
0.3 
21 

0.8 
74 

2.7 
1 

<0.1 
1 

<0.1 
108 
4.0 
32 
1 2 

2 
0.1 
12 

0.4 
31 
1.1 

9 
0.3 
10 

0.4 
103 
.3.8 

668 
24.6 
162 
6.0 

3 
0.1 

5 
0.2 

2.716 
8.6 

Multicomponent 
Anasazi 

No. 
% 

102 
58.3 

4 
2.3 

3 
1.7 
21 

12.0 

6 
3.4 

1 
0.6 

4 
2.3 

8 
4.6 
22 

12.6 
4 

2.3 

175 
0.6 

Anasazi 
General 

No. 
% 

787 
64.8 

22 
1.8 

3 
0.2 

4 
0.3 

5 
0.4 

7 
0.6 

30 
2.5 
16 

1.3 

13 
1.1 
24 

2.0 

4 
0.3 
58 

4.8 
222 
18.3 

16 
1.3 

3 
0.2 

1,214 
3.8 

Protohistoric 
No. 
% 

1 
100 

1 
<0.1 

Undated 
No. 
% 
4,967 

49.5 
229 
2.3 
12 

0.1 
38 

0.4 
52 

0.5 
153 
1.5 

5 
<0.1 

8 
0.1 

318 
3.2 
95 

0.9 
32 

0.3 
14 

0.1 
102 
1.0 
15 

0.1 
22 

0.2 
504 
5.0 

3,051 
30.4 
405 
4,0 

2 
<0.1 

1 
<0.1 

10.025 
31.6 

Total 
No. 
% 

17,444 
55.0 
664 
2.1 
138 
0.4 
161 
0.5 
176 
0.6 
528 
1.7 
26 

0.1 
52 

0.2 
1,153 

3.6 
480 
1.5 
69 

0,2 
96 

0.3 
561 
1.8 
72 

0.2 
104 
0.3 

1,259 
4.0 

7.418 
23.4 

1.290 
4.1 

4 
<0.1 

24 
0.1 
14 

<0.1 
31,733 

100 

GO 

| 

o 
r 
GO 

Multicomponent Archaic-BMII/Anasazi includes all Archaic/Anasazi, Archaic-BMIl/Anasazi. and BMII/Anasazi multicomponent sites. 
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Table 9.3. Summary of lit/tic debitage types by temporal period. 

Biface 
reduction 
flake 
Core 
reduction 
flake 
Indeterminate 
flake 
Angular 
debris 
Total (No.) 

Archaic 

No. 
% 

178 
14.2 

613 
48.9 

352 
28.1 
111 
8.9 

1,254 

Archaic-
BM 11 
No. 
% 

766 
22.1 

998 
28.8 

1339 
38.6 
368 
10.6 

3,471 

BMH 
No. 
% 

66 
9.2 

308 
42.7 

258 
35.8 

89 
12.3 
721 

BMIII-PI 
No. 
% 

252 
8.6 

1270 
43.3 

859 
29.3 
551 
18.8 

2,932 

pii-pin 
No. 

% 

733 
10.1 

3,407 
44.9 

1,881 
24.8 

1,559 
20.6 

7,585 

Multicomi 
Archa 

BMII/An 

No. 
% 

sonent 
ic- Mi 
lasazi 

557 
22.5 

772 
31.1 

932 
37.6 
220 
8.9 

2,481 

ilticom 
Anasi 

No. 
% 

ponent 
rzi 

23 
5.8 

127 
32.2 

151 
38.3 

93 
23.6 
394 

Anasazi 
General 

No. 
% 

98 
11.3 

327 
37.7 

339 
39.1 
104 

11.98 
868 

Undated 
No . 

% 

1,357 
14.5 

3,946 
42.0 

3,048 
32.5 

1,035 
11.0 

Total 

No. 
% 

2,675 

11,768 

9,159 

4,130 

9,386 29,092 

No pronounced differences in the size 
distributions for biface and core reduction flakes 
were observed among temporal periods (Table 
9.4). Archaic and multicomponent Archaic and 
Anasazi sites have somewhat higher relative 
frequencies of small biface reduction flakes (<1 sq 
cm) than other periods. Pueblo Il-Pueblo III sites 
also have higher relative frequencies of small 
biface reduction flakes possibly resulting from a 
focus on arrow point production as the primary 
goal of Anasazi biface production. Basketmaker 
II sites have the least intensive biface reduction 
patterns with few small biface reduction flakes 
represented in comparison to other size grades. 

The relative frequency of core reduction 
flakes is similar between Archaic and Anasazi 
sites, but larger numbers of small (< 1 cm2) core 
reduction flakes at Archaic sites suggests Archaic 
core reduction was more intensive than during the 
Anasazi period. Basketmaker II sites are again 
unique with greater numbers of larger flakes and 
fewer small core reduction flakes. These data may 
provide support for the argument for the use of 
prepared cores during the Basketmaker II period. 
Although simple preference for larger cores and 
nonintensive reduction might also account for the 
pattern, a comparison of mean core lengths for 
Basketmaker II (x = 62 mm), Archaic (x = 73 
mm), and early and late Anasazi (x = 74 mm and 
73 mm) periods does not support this contention. 

Cortical Patterns. Cortex, the outer rind or 
surface of the raw material, also progressively 
decreases as reduction proceeds (Ahler 1989). 
Theoretically, raw materials are 100 percent 
cortical prior to initiating the reduction process. 
Each successive flake detachment results in a 
decrease in the amount of cortex present on the 
core or tool and on the dorsal face of flakes 
although the specific reduction strategy employed 
may affect this process. For instance, in tools 
requiring multi-stage manufacturing strategies, 
such as in biface manufacture, cortex is removed 
rapidly and completely during the earliest stages 
of reduction (Ahler 1989). The debitage found at 
Natural Bridges sites is primarily non-cortical (89 
percent); semi-cortical and cortical debitage 
comprise 8 percent and 3 percent of the 
assemblage, respectively (Table 9.5). Nearly one-
half of the semi-cortical and cortical flakes are 
found on Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I and Pueblo II-
Pueblo III sites, and undated sites contribute 28 
percent of the debitage with cortex. The incidence 
of cortex at these sites strongly contrasts with 
Archaic and Basketmaker II assemblages that 
contribute only 2.3 percent and 2.2 percent of the 
cortical debitage, respectively. The increase in the 
relative frequency of semi-cortical and cortical 
debitage seen in Puebloan assemblages suggests a 
trend towards less intensive, expedient core 
reduction. Regionally, reliance on expedient core 
reduction is generally associated with embedded 
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Table 9.4. Summary of size for biface and core reduction flakes. 

Flake Type 
and Size 

Core reduction 
1 cm2 

1-3 cm2 

3-5 cm2 

>5 cm2 

Subtotal 

Biface reduction 
1 cm2 

1-3 cm2 

3-5 cm2 

>5 cm2 

Subtotal 

Archaic 
No. 
% 

87 
14.2 
459 
74.9 

61 
9.95 

6 
0.97 
613 

51 
28.7 
122 

68.5 
5 

2.8 
-

178 

Archaic-
BM 11 
No. 
% 

74 
7.4 

729 
73.1 
158 

15.8 
37 

3.7 
998 

243 
31.7 
493 
64.4 

28 
3.7 

2 
0.2 
766 

BM II 
No. 
% 

5 
16.2 
190 

61.7 
92 

29.9 
21 

6.8 
308 

9 
13.6 

55 
83.3 

2 

3.0 
-

66 

BMIII-
Pl 

No. 
% 

62 
4.9 
926 

72.9 
242 
19.1 

40 
3.2 

1,270 

59 
23.4 
183 

72.6 
9 

3.6 
1 

0.4 
252 

P1I-PI11 
No. 
% 

312 
9.2 

2,297 
67.4 
655 
19.2 
143 
4.2 

3,407 

232 
31.4 
486 

65.9 
19 

2.6 
1 

0.1 
738 

Multicomponcnt 
Archaic-

BMII/Anasazi 
No. 
% 

81 
10.5 
588 

76.2 
87 

11.3 
16 

2.1 
772 

222 
39.9 
327 

58.6 
8 

1.4 
-

557 

Multicompo 
Anasazi 

No. 
% 

nent 

13 
10.2 

77 
60.6 

27 
21.3 

10 
7.9 
127 

1 
4.3 
20 

86.95 
2 

8.7 
-

23 

Anasazi 
General 

No. 
% 

29 
8.9 

236 
72.2 

54 
16.5 

8 
2.5 

327 

29 
29.6 

65 
66.3 

4 
4.1 

-

98 

Undated 
No. 
% 

389 
9.9 

2,789 
70.7 
633 
16.0 
135 
3.4 

3,946 

371 
27.3 
903 

66.5 
79 

5.8 
4 

0.3 
1 ,357 

Table 9.5. Cortical variation for debitage by temporal period. 

Cortex 
0% 

1-75% 

76-100% 

Total 

Archaic 
No. 
% 
1,179 
94.0 

46 
3.7 
29 
2.3 

3,471 
11.9 

Archaic-
BM 11 
No. 
% 
3.163 
91.1 
229 
6.6 
79 

2.3 
3.471 

11.9 

BM II 
No. 
% 
649 

90.0 
53 
7.4 
19 

2.6 
721 
2.5 

BMIII-
PI 
No. 
% 
2.542 

86.7 
302 
10.3 

88 
3.0 

2,932 
10.1 

P1I-
PI1I 
No. 
% 

6.299 
83.0 
958 
12.6 
328 
4.3 

7,585 
26.1 

Multi-
component 

Archaic-
BMII/_ 
Anasazi 

No. 
% 

2,324 
93.7 
122 
4.9 
35 
1.4 

2,481 
8.5 

Multi-
component 

Anasazi 
No. 
% 

115 
82.1 

21 
15.0 

4 
2.9 
140 
0.5 

Anasazi 
General 

No. 
% 
1.051 
93.7 

57 
5.1 
14 

1.2 
1.122 

3.9 

Undated 
No. 
% 
8.664 
90.2 
669 
7.1 

253 
2.7 

9,386 
32.3 

Total 
No. 
% 

25.786 
88.6 

2,457 
8.4 

849 
2.9 

29,092 
100.0 
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procurement strategies, but embedded procure
ment strategies typically produce assemblages 
with high proportions of semi-cortical and cortical 
flakes relative to interior flakes, a pattern typical 
of Anasazi assemblages throughout the region 
(e.g., Brown 1991; Davis 1985; Firor et al. 1998; 
Irwin 1993a, 1994; 1997; Walling 1985). The 
cortical patterns observed at sites in the Natural 
Bridges area deviate from these regional patterns 
with greater amounts of non-cortical debitage 
expressing a pattern much more typical of direct 
procurement and staged lithic reduction strategies. 
Under direct procurement strategies, special trips 
are made to source locations and raw materials are 
partially reduced into cores and biface preforms 
and are transported to residential and other 
locations for further reduction. This strategy 
results in greater numbers of non-cortical debitage 
in relation to cortical debitage. 

Tools 

trend is understated because of the large 
contribution groundstone tools make to the 
Anasazi assemblages. If only the flaked stone 
tools are considered, the trend is much clearer 
(Table 9.7). Cores increase from 16.4 percent 
during the Archaic period to 36.8 percent during 
the Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I period and 32.7 
percent during the Pueblo II to Pueblo III period. 

The increased production of groundstone tools 
through time is indicative of the increasing 
importance of plant processing in the Anasazi 
economy (see Table 9.6). In fact, approximately 
two-thirds of the groundstone tools documented in 
the project area were found at Anasazi period 
sites. These tools constitute 39 percent of the 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I and 30 percent of the 
Pueblo Il-Pueblo III tool assemblages. These 
tools not only increase in frequency over time, but 
the variety of groundstone tools reaches its peak 
during the Pueblo Il-Pueblo III period (Table 9.8). 

Previous studies indicate that changes in lithic 
technology and use are correlated with change in 
settlement and subsistence strategies through time 
(e.g., Lizotte 1995; Nelson 1994; Parry and Kelly 
1987). The debitage analysis presented above 
supports that lithic production at Natural Bridges 
follows regional patterns that document a trend 
towards the increased use of expedient core 
technologies through time. As with the Cedar 
Mesa area (Nelson 1994), biface reduction 
continues to be important during the Anasazi 
period at Natural Bridges. The stone tool data 
support this generalization, but, when coupled 
with the results of the debitage analysis, these data 
also indicate patterns that illuminate important 
differences in the organization of lithic technology 
at Natural Bridges. 

The increasing importance of expedient core 
technology and decreasing role of biface 
technology during the Puebloan period follows 
regional patterns, but, as in Nelson's (1994) study, 
the continued importance of bifaces in the Anasazi 
stone tool assemblage is indicated by the relative 
frequency of bifaces at these sites (Table 9.6). 
Cores become more frequent in Anasazi 
assemblages than in earlier assemblages, but the 

Sites identified in the Natural Bridges project 
area generally conform to Nelson's model of 
organization of lithic technology on Cedar Mesa. 
Archaic sites follow regional patterns (e.g. Parry 
and Kelly 1987) with notably higher relative 
frequencies of bifaces and lower relative 
frequencies of cores than later Puebloan 
assemblages (Figure 9.11). Surprisingly, Archaic 
and multicomponent Archaic/Anasazi sites have 
proportionately higher frequencies of utilized 
flake tools in their assemblages than Basketmaker 
II, Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I, and Pueblo Il-Pueblo 
III sites where expedient technologies are 
expected to prevail. Basketmaker II tool 
assemblages exhibit an increase in the relative 
frequencies of cores from the Archaic period 
reflecting an increasing role of expedient core 
reduction, but the number of utilized flakes 
drastically declines during this period and formal 
tools, such as bifaces, show little change in 
relative frequency from the Archaic period. 
Predictably, Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I and Pueblo 
Il-Pueblo III sites have high relative frequencies 
of cores, hammerstones, and core tools, but higher 
input tools, such as bifaces and retouched flake 
tools, outnumber utilized flakes in these 
assemblages. 



Table 9.6. Summary of lit/tic tool types by temporal period. 

"Multicomponent Archaic-BMII/Anasazi includes all Archaic/Anasazi, Archaic-BMII/Anasazi, and BMIl/Anasazi multicomponent sites. 

Core 

Scraper 

Utilized flake 

Flake tool, other 

Biface 

Projectile point 

Hammerstone 

Core tool 

Grinding tool 

Ground stone, 
indeterminate 

Ground stone, other 

Total 

Archaic 
No. 

% 

16 

15.8 

6 
5.9 

15 

14.9 
8 

7.9 

21 

20.8 

17 

16.8 

2 

2.0 

8 

7.9 

8 

7.9 

101 

3.8 

Archaic-
BMII 
No. 

% 

26 

11.5 

14 

6.2 

16 

7.0 

15 
6.6 

55 

24.2 

33 

14.5 

3 

1.3 

12 

5.3 

41 

18.1 

11 
4.8 

1 

0.4 

227 

8.6 

BMII 
No. 
% 

22 

22.7 

8 

8.2 

4 

4.1 

4 

4.1 

18 

18.6 

14 

14.4 

3 

3.1 

6 

6.2 

16 

16.5 

1 
1.0 

1 

1.0 

97 

3.7 

BMIII-
Pueblo I 

No. 

% 

92 

23.7 

16 

4.1 

16 

4.1 

17 

4.4 

54 

13.9 

16 

4.1 

10 

2.6 

17 

4.4 

120 

30.9 

24 
6.2 

6 

1.5 

388 

14.7 

Pueblo II-
Pueblo III 

No. 

% 

207 

25.1 

44 

5.3 

69 

8.4 

42 

5.1 

92 

11.1 

20 

2.4 

38 

4.6 

63 

7.6 

195 

23.6 

49 
5.9 

7 

0.8 

826 

31.3 

Multicomponent 
Archaic-

BMII/Anasazi3 

No. 

% 

29 

12.3 

5 

2.1 

45 

19.1 

14 

5.9 

56 

23.7 

36 

15.3 

3 

1.3 

4 

1.7 

38 

16.1 

6 
2.5 

236 

8.9 

Multi-
component 

Anasazi 
No. 

% 

9 

25.7 

3 

8.6 

3 

8.6 
^ 
j 

8.6 

3 

8.6 

4 

11.4 

2 

5.7 

7 

20.0 

1 
2.9 

35 

1.3 

Anasazi 
General 

No. 

% 

17 

18.5 
4 

4.3 

5 

5.4 

1 

1.1 
14 

15.2 

8 

8.7 

1 

1.1 

9 

9.8 

20 

21.7 

9 
9.8 

4 

4.3 

92 

3.5 

Protohistoric 
No. 
% 

1 

100 

1 

0 

Undated 
No. 

% 

133 

20.8 

49 

7.7 

44 

6.9 

49 

7.7 

194 

30.4 

19 
3.0 

15 
2.3 

23 

3.6 

92 

14.4 

21 
3.3 

639 

22.2 

Total 
No. 
% 

551 

20.9 

149 

5.6 

217 

8.2 

153 

5.8 

508 

19.2 

167 

6.3 

75 

2.8 

144 

5.5 

537 

20.3 

122 
4.6 

19 
0.7 

2,642 

100 

c/r 
H 
o z w 
H 
o 
o r 
t/a 

C/i 
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Table 9.7. Flaked stone tool types by temporal period. 

Core, undifferentiated 
Core, unidirectional 
Core, bidirectional 
Core, multidirectional 
Core, bifacial 
Tested cobble 
Scraper 
Drill 
Knife 
Denticulate 
Utilized flake 
Flake tool, other 
Reamer 
Graver 
Biface. NFS 
Biface preform 
Biface. finished 
Uniface 
Projectile point 
Hammerstone 
Core tool 
Chopper 
Total 

Arc] 
No. 

4 
1 

10 

1 
6 
1 

15 
3 

1 
14 
5 
2 
3 

17 
2 
3 
5 

93 

haic 
% 

45 
1.1 

10.8 

1.1 
6.5 
1.1 

16.1 
3.2 

1.1 
15.1 
5.4 
2.2 
3.2 

18.3 
2.2 
3.2 
5.4 
4.7 

Arcf 
BIv 

No. 
6 

5 
11 
3 
1 

14 
8 
1 
1 

16 
1 

4 
37 
17 

1 

3.3 
3 
9 
3 

174 

laic-
III 
% 
3.4 

2.9 
6.3 
1.7 
0.6 
8.0 
4.6 
0.6 
0.6 
9.2 
0.6 

2.3 
21.3 

9.8 
0.6 

19.0 
1.7 
5.2 
1.7 
8.9 

BV 
No. 

3 
2 
6 

11 

8 
1 

4 
2 

1 
12 
6 

14 
3 
6 

79 

111 

% 
3.8 

2.5 
7.6 

13.9 

10.1 
1.3 

5.1 
2.5 

1.3 
15.2 
7.6 

17.7 
3.8 
7.6 

4.0 

BM 
I 

No. 
7 

3 
16 
60 

2 
4 

16 
4 
3 

16 
11 

42 
7 
5 

16 
10 
16 

1 
239 

(II-P 

% 
2.9 
1.3 
6.7 

25.1 
0.8 
1.7 
6.7 
1.7 
13 

6.7 
4.6 

17.6 
2.9 
2.1 

6.7 
4.2 
6.7 
0.4 

12.2 

PII-I 
No. 

30 
18 
33 

102 
6 

18 
44 

6 
5 
4 

69 
25 

2 
1 

58 
31 

3 

20 
38 
58 

5 
576 

'III 
% 
5.2 

3.1 
5.7 

17.7 
1.0 
3.1 
7.6 
1.0 
0.9 
0.7 

12.0 
4.3 
0.3 
0.2 

10.1 
5.4 
0.5 

3.5 
6.6 

10.1 
0.9 

29.3 

Multicom 
Anas; 

No. 
1 

3 
5 

3 
2 

3 
1 

1 
1 
1 

4 

2 

27 

I 
ponent 
tzi 

% 
3.7 

11.1 
18.5 

11.1 
7.4 

11.1 
3.7 

3.7 
3.7 
3.7 

14.8 

7.4 

1.4 

vlulticom] 
Archaic-1 

Anasa; 
No. 

9 

5 
14 

1 
5 
7 
1 

45 
5 

39 
12 
5 
1 

36 
3 
3 
1 

192 

Donent 
3MII/ 
zia 

% 
4.7 

2.6 
7.3 

0.5 
2.6 
3.6 
0.5 

23.4 
2.6 

20.3 
6.3 
2.6 
0.5 

18.8 
1.6 
1.6 
0.5 
9.8 

Ana 
Gen 

No. 
1 
2 
2 

13 

4 

5 
1 

13 
1 

8 
1 
7 
2 

59 

.sazi 
ieral 

% 
1.7 

3.4 
3.4 

20.3 

6.8 

8.5 
1.7 

22.0 
1.7 

13.6 
1.7 

11.9 
3.4 
3.0 

Protoh 
No. 

1 

1 

istoric 

% 

100.0 

0.1 

Und; 
No. 

27 

5 
21 
58 

2 
20 
49 
14 

5 
44 
26 

1 
1 

119 
53 
22 

2 
19 
15 
21 

2 
526 

ited 
% 
5.1 
1.0 
4.0 

11.0 
0.4 
3.8 
9.3 
2.7 

1.0 
8.4 
4.9 
0.2 
0.2 

22.6 
10.1 
4.2 
0.4 
3.6 
2.9 
4.0 
0.4 

26.8 

Tot 

No. 
88 
31 
91 

283 
13 
45 

149 
43 
10 
10 

217 
75 

3 
8 

336 
133 
39 

6 
167 
75 

125 
19 

1.966 

al 

% 
4.5 
1.6 
4.6 

14.4 
0.7 
2.3 
7.6 
2.2 
0.5 
0.5 

11.0 
3.8 
0.2 
0.4 

17.1 
6.8 
2.0 
0.3 
8.5 
3.8 
6.4 
1.0 

100.0 

z 
> 
H 
C 

r 
CO 

5 
O 
m 
E/J 
C 
70 
< 

'Multicomponent Archaic-BMII/Anasazi includes all Archaic/Anasazi. Archaic-BMII/Anasazi. and BMII/Anasazi multicomponent sites. 
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Table 9.8. Groundstone tool type by temporal period. 

Mano, NFS 

Mano, one-hand 

Mano, two-hand 

Mano, 
undifferentiated 

Mano, preform 

Polishing stone 

Metate, NFS 

Metate, trough 

Metate, slab 

Metate, basin 

Metate, 
undifferentiated 

Palette 

Mortar 

Groundstone, 
unknown 

Axe 

Maul 

Abrader 

Total (No.) 

(%) 

Archaic 
No. 
% 

2 

25.0 

6 

75.0 

8 
1.2 

Archaic-
BMI1 
No. 
% 

16 

30.2 

14 

26.4 

3 

5.7 

2 

3.8 

3 

5.7 

2 

3.8 

1 

1.9 

11 
20.8 

1 

1.9 

53 
7.8 

BM11 
No. 
% 

5 

27.8 

3 

16.7 

1 

5.6 

2 

11.1 

1 

5.6 

3 

16.7 

1 
5.6 

1 
5.6 

1 

5.6 

18 
2.7 

BM III-
PI 

No. 
% 

30 

20.1 

20 

13.4 

17 

11.4 

15 
10.1 

4 

2.7 

22 

14.8 

2 

1.3 

5 

3.4 

8 

5.4 

1 
0.7 

24 
16.1 

1 

0.7 

149 
22.0 

PII-PIII 
No. 
% 

62 

24.8 

40 

16.0 

44 

17.6 

8 
3.2 

4 

1.6 

1 

0.4 

1 

0.4 
2 

0.8 

26 

10.4 
2 

0.8 

4 
1.6 

1 

0.4 

1 

0.4 

49 
19.6 

2 

0.8 

2 

0.8 

1 

0.4 

250 
37.0 

Multicomponent 
Archaic-BMII/ Mi 

Anasazi 
No. 
% 

18 

40.9 

3 

6.8 

6 

13.6 

2 
4.5 

3 

6.8 

1 

2.3 
2 

4.5 

1 

2.3 

2 
4.5 

6 
13.6 

44 
6.5 

jlticomponent 
Anasazi 

No. 
% 

3 

37.5 
2 

25.0 

1 

12.5 

1 
12.5 

1 
12.5 

8 
1.2 

Anasazi 
General 

No. 
% 

4 

12.1 

8 

24.2 

2 

6.1 

1 
3.0 

2 

6.1 

1 

3.0 

2 

6.1 

1 

3.0 

1 

3.0 

9 
27.3 

1 

3.0 

1 

3.0 

33 
4.9 

Undated 
No. 
% 

30 

26.5 

29 

25.7 

4 

3.5 

7 
6.2 

8 

7.1 

1 
0.9 

7 
6.2 

2 

1.8 

4 
3.5 

21 
18.6 

113 
16.7 

Total 
No. 
% 

170 

25.1 

125 

18.5 

78 

11.5 

34 
5.0 

4 

0.6 

7 

1.0 

39 

5.8 

9 

1.3 

45 

6.7 

18 

2.7 

12 
1.8 

2 

0.3 

1 

0.1 

122 
18.0 

5 

0.7 
2 

0.3 

3 

0.4 

676 
100.0 
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Figure 9.11. Percentage of tools in assemblages by temporal period. Upper: Archaic through 
Basketmaker II. Lower: Basketmaker Il-Pueblo I through Pueblo II-III and 
multicomponent Anasazi sites. In legend, Ana. = Anasazi, Arch = Archaic, and Multi. = 
multicomponent. 
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Table 9.9. Expedient and formal tools from Natural Bridges and Cedar Mesa assemblages. 

Natural Bridges: 

Archaic 

Archaic-Basketmaker II 

Basketmaker II 

Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I 

Pueblo II-Pueblo III 

Cedar Mesa: 

Basketmaker II 

Basketmaker III 

Pueblo II-Pueblo III 

Expedient Tools'1 

No. 

28 

36 

15 

43 

145 

Expedient Tools0 

No. 

5,104 

1,298 

2,759 

% 

41.8 

27.1 

31.9 

35.8 

54.1 

% 

89.2 

87.5 

90.6 

Formal Toolsb 

No. 

39 

97 

32 

77 

123 

Formal Tools'" 

No. 

620 

185 

287 

% 

58.2 

72.9 

68.1 

64.2 

45.9 

% 

10.8 

12.5 

9.4 

"Includes scrapers, denticulates, utilized flakes, flake tool-other, reamers, gravers, and unifaces. 
"Includes drills, knives, bifaces, and projectile points. 
'Includes flake scrapers, retouched flakes, steep-angle utilized flakes, narrow-angle utilized flakes, bifacially 
retouched flakes, gravers, snapped denticulates, flaked denticulates, and core scrapers. 
""Includes biface fragments, large point fragments, small point fragments, jumbo corner-notched, large corner-
notched, straight base, large corner-notched, round base, large side-notched point, small shallow side-notched or 
stemmed, large knives and fragments, small knives and fragments, T or flanged drills, and other or plain shaft drills. 

Nelson (1994), in his study of lithic 
technology in the neighboring area of Cedar Mesa, 
found no strong trends towards the production of 
expedient tools from the Basketmaker II through 
late Anasazi periods. He concluded that this 
represented evidence for the shift to a more 
sedentary agricultural life by the Basketmaker II 
period. The debitage and tool evidence from 
Natural Bridges suggests that stone tool 
technology follows a regional trend towards 
reliance on expediently produced tools through 
time. Bifaces continue to be important 
constituents of lithic tool assemblages regardless 
of time period, however. Comparing the 
proportions of expedient and formal tools 
represented in the assemblages documented at 
Natural Bridges to those from the Cedar Mesa 
Project (Table 9.9), the shift to expedient tool 
technology does not become apparent until the 

Pueblo II-Pueblo III period, and then pretty much 
only at Natural Bridges. This trend is also 
supported by an examination of biface-to-core 
ratios for the two projects (Table 9.10). The ratios 
show an incremental decrease in the number of 
bifaces relative to cores through time, but there is 
a clear decrease in the ratio during the 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I period indicating that 
expedient core technology clearly begins to 
replace more formalized tool technology 
following the Basketmaker II period. 

The notable decrease in the relative 
frequencies of bifaces and projectile points (Figure 
9.1 1) following the Basketmaker II period does 
not support Nelson's contentions that the shift to 
more sedentary agricultural strategy occurred prior 
to the Basketmaker II period. In fact, the high 
relative frequencies of expedient tools in 
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Table 9.10. Biface:core ratios for Natural 
Bridges and Cedar Mesa 
assemblages. 

Time Period 
Natural Bridges: 

Archaic 
Archaic-Basketmaker II 

Basketmaker II 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I 

Pueblo II-Pueblo III 
Cedar Mesa: 

Basketmaker II 
Basketmaker III 

Pueblo II-Pueblo III 

Bifaces:Cores 

1.31 
2.1 

0.82 
0.59 
0.44 

1.7 
1.37 
0.83 

Archaic assemblages, and the similarities between 
Archaic and Basketmaker II flaked stone tool 
assemblages, suggest that the adoption of 
sedentary agricultural life is not reflected by the 
Basketmaker II lithic tool assemblages represented 
at'Natural Bridges. The stone tool data from 
Natural Bridges suggests that the transition to 
sedentary agricultural strategies was an 
incremental process that began in the Basketmaker 
II period, but did not solidify until later Puebloan 
times. 

Tool Diversity, Settlement, and 
Subsistence 

Lithic tools (n=2,642) documented at 376 sites 
in the Natural Bridges project area provide a 
means of determining the activities conducted at 
sites and the function of the site in the settlement 
and subsistence system. Theoretically, variation 
in artifact diversity reflects activities within a 
given period and may inform on the structure of 
the settlement and subsistence system employed. 
Recent studies (Camilli 1983;Conkey 1989; Jones 
et al. 1983; Vierra and Doleman 1994), though, 
suggest that differences in tool diversity at sites 
may also reflect differences in sample size, e.g.. 
the number of tools present at sites, and 

occupation duration rather than functional 
differentiation among sites. 

Tool Diversity and Sample Size 
Effects 

As a first step towards investigating the 
meaning of diversity, the relationship between 
sample size and tool diversity is evaluated to 
determine the extent to which differences in tool 
diversity at sites are attributable to variation in 
sample size. Two measures of tool diversity are 
used: tool richness and tool evenness. Richness is 
a measure of the number of categories over which 
cases are distributed; evenness is the proportional 
assignment of cases to categories (Dunnell 1989). 
First, the relationship between tool richness and 
sample size was examined to evaluate the effects 
of sample size on tool diversity. Sample size was 
estimated using the log of the total number of 
tools at each site, adjusting for the non-normal 
distribution of tool counts at the sites. The 
number of tool classes represented at each site was 
used as a measure of tool richness. Given the 
large number of tool types documented at sites, 
the tools were grouped into 11 tool classes to 
facilitate analysis: cores, bifaces, projectile points, 
scrapers, utilized flakes, other flake tools, 
hammerstones. core tools, grinding tools, other 
groundstone tools, and indeterminate groundstone 
tools. A linear regression analysis was performed 
using these variables (r=0.78267, p=.000). The 
result suggests that much of the variability in tool 
richness at Natural Bridges sites is explained by 
differences in sample size rather than behavioral 
factors (Figure 9.12). 

Tool evenness was measured using the 
Coefficient of Variation (CV) to evaluate the 
variance in the proportions of artifact classes in 
tool assemblages (see also Chapter 8). Tool 
evenness correlates moderately with sample size 
(r=0.63617, p=000), but sites are distributed 
relatively randomly suggesting that factors other 
than sample size are affecting the sample (Figure 
9.13). 
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LoglO (Total No. of Tools) 

Figure 9.12. Log of the total number of tools by the number of tool classes. 

Figure 9.13. Log of the total number of tools by the coefficient of variation. 
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Tool Diversity, Occupation 
Duration, and Site Typology 

Tool evenness, measured by CV, is used to 
investigate the relationship between tool diversity, 
occupation duration, and the site typologies 
developed for this project (see Chapter 6). In 
theory, a strong relationship should exist between 
functional site types and the CV calculated for 
lithic tools since the functional typology is based 
on differences in site occupation duration. A 
lesser degree of association is expected for the 
descriptive site types. 

Sites in the project area separate into two 
groups on the basis of tool evenness (CV) 
regardless of the site typology used. Long-term 
habitation and short-term habitation/ intermittent 
use sites are distinct from limited activity sites, 
and little difference is evident between short-term 
habitation/intermittent use and long-term 
habitation sites (Figure 9.14). A similar pattern is 
seen for the descriptive site typology in which the 
artifact scatters and single feature sites are similar 
to one another, and are different from sites with 
multiple features and architecture (Figure 9.15). 

Below, a discussion of settlement systems by 
temporal period focuses on site occupation 
duration. Variability in tool evenness is used in 
conjunction with site type to evaluate the 
prehistoric settlement systems at Natural Bridges 
through time. 

Archaic Period 

Eleven limited activity sites and one short-
term habitation/intermittent use site with lithic 
tools date to the Archaic period. Limited activity 
and short-term/intermittent use sites both have low 
mean CVs suggesting a high degree of redundancy 
in the activities conducted at these sites (Table 
9.11). This pattern is consistent with forager 
strategies (Binford 1980) where much of the 
assemblage diversity is the product of 
reoccupation and redundant use of sites as 
temporary residential sites (Vierra and Doleman 
1994). The forager economy is based on a high 

degree of residential mobility and "the constant 
relocation of the same sets of activities" (Vierra 
and Doleman 1994:90) such as food processing, 
tool maintenance and manufacture, etc.. 

Basketmaker II Period 

Basketmaker II sites include six limited 
activity sites and four short-term habitation/ 
intermittent use sites. The low variability in tool 
evenness evident at these sites suggests that many 
of the differences in the tool assemblages are the 
products of differences in occupation duration and 
site reoccupation (see Table 9.11). Regionally, 
Basketmaker II sites exhibit an increasing reliance 
on maize agriculture and the first indications of 
sedentary life and village formation in the region 
(Matson 1991; Morris and Burgh 1954; Nelson 
1994). The low level of differentiation indicated 
for Basketmaker II sites does not conform to the 
patterns one might expect with the development of 
sedentary agricultural life. Unlike the Cedar Mesa 
Project where the Basketmaker II settlement 
system includes substantial numbers of 
habitations, field camps, limited activity, and lithic 
reduction sites, the Basketmaker II sites at Natural 
Bridges are primarily lithic scatters along with a 
rock shelter with features, one architectural site 
with a pitstructure and features, and two sites with 
hearths and artifact scatters. The large number of 
Basketmaker II habitations identified on the Cedar 
Mesa Project is simply not reflected at Natural 
Bridges. It is difficult to determine the cause of 
these differences with the present data, but the low 
level of variability in tool evenness, as measured 
by the CVs, suggests Basketmaker II use of the 
Natural Bridges area was seasonal and, as 
discussed below, primarily geared toward the 
exploitation of wild resources. 

Archaic-Basketmaker II Period 

The low level of differentiation indicated by 
the CVs for Basketmaker II sites may simply be 
the product of small sample size, but it may also 
be indicative of differences in the kinds of sites 
represented at Natural Bridges and those 
documented during the Cedar Mesa Project. To 
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Figure 9.15. Mean CV (coefficient of variation) measures for descriptive site type. (1 = 
artifact scatter, 2 = single feature site, 3 = multiple feature site, and 4 = 
architectural site) 

Figure 9.14. Mean CV (coefficient of variation) measures for functional site types. (1 = 
limited activity sites, 2 = short-term/intermittent sites, and 3 = long-term 
habitation sites) 



Table 9.11. Descriptive statistics for the Coefficient of Variation by site type and temporal period. 

Period 

Archaic 

Archaic-Basketmaker II 

Basketmaker II 

Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I 

Pueblo II-Pueblo III 

Multicomponent 
Archaie-BMII/Anasazi 

Multicomponent Anasazi 

Anasazi General 

Protohistoric 
Undated 

Descriptive Site Types 

Artifact scatter 
Single feature with artifact scatter 
Multiple features with artifact scatter 
Artifact scatter 
Single feature with artifact scatter 
Multiple features with artifact scatter 
Architecture 
Artifact scatter 
Single feature with artifact scatter 
Architecture 
Artifact scatter 
Single feature with artifact scatter 
Multiple features with artifact scatter 
Architecture 
Artifact scatter 
Single feature with artifact scatter 
Multiple features with artifact scatter 
Architecture 

Artifact scatter 
Single feature with artifact scatter 
Multiple features with artifact scatter 
Architecture 
Artifact scatter 
Multiple features with artifact scatter 
Architecture 
Artifact scatter 
Single feature with artifact scatter 
Multiple features with artifact scatter 
Architecture 
Architecture 
Artifact scatter 
Single feature with artifact scatter 
Multiple features with artifact scatter 
Architecture 

No. 
Sites 

6 
3 
3 

12 
3 
5 
2 
6 
2 
2 

17 
4 
4 

13 
28 
15 
14 
35 

5 
1 
2 
4 
1 
1 
2 
5 
3 
2 
3 
1 

107 
40 
20 

5 

Mean 
CV 

1.60 
1.82 
1.08 
2.05 
1.24 
2.02 
1.00 
1.60 
1.08 
1.81 
2.60 
2.34 
1.44 
1.57 
2.22 
2.08 
2.01 
1.63 

1.41 
1.71 
1.27 
1.52 
3.32 
2.06 
1.31 
1.75 
1.60 
2.58 
2.78 
3.32 
2.44 
2.62 
2.42 
2.49 

Standard 
Deviation 

0.36 
0.76 
0.17 
0.75 
0.05 
0.82 
0.05 
0.51 
0.26 
0.60 
0.74 
0.22 
0.32 
0.55 
0.63 
0.59 
0.81 
0.64 

0.22 
-

0.28 
0.36 

-
-

0.76 
0.55 
0.33 
1.03 
0.48 

-
0.75 
0.71 
0.78 
0.80 

functional Site Types 

Limited activity 
Short-term habitation 

Limited activity 
Short-term habitation 

Limited activity 
Short-term habitation 

Limited activity 
Short-term habitation 
Long-term habitation 

Limited activity 
Short-term habitation 
Long-term habitation 

Limited activity 
Short-term habitation 
Long-term habitation 

Limited activity 
Short-term habitation 

Limited activity 
Short-term habitation 

Short-term habitation 
Limited activity 
Short-term habitation 

No. 
Sites 

11 
1 

16 
6 

6 
4 

21 
8 
9 

47 
33 
12 

2 
9 
1 

2 
2 

10 
3 

1 
165 

7 

Mean 
CV 

1.52 
1.33 

2.06 
1.22 

1.62 
1.40 

2.56 
1.40 
1.64 

2.23 
1.67 
1.54 

1.56 
1.37 
1.95 

2.68 
1.31 

2.00 
2.35 

3.32 
2.48 
2.42 

Standard 
Deviation 

0.50 
. 

0.76 
0.18 

0.48 
0.59 

0.66 
0.36 
0.60 

0.68 
0.61 
0.52 

0.07 
0.25 

-

0.89 
0.76 

0.60 
1.16 

. 
0.74 
0.79 

> 

CO 

O 

w 

1 
-
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examine these propositions further, the Archaic-
Basketmaker II sites, defined on the basis of 
projectile points of the Elko series, are considered 
as potential Basketmaker II manifestations, as they 
were during the Cedar Mesa Project. Unlike the 
Basketmaker II sample, these sites do show 
differences in CV measures between short-term 
habitation and limited activity sites that are similar 
to later agriculturalists in the project area. This 
suggests the absence of differentiation noted for 
the Basketmaker II sample is probably the product 
of small sample size. 

Basketmaker IH-Pueblo I Period 

Tool evenness measures emphasize 
differences between limited activity and 
residential sites during the Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 
I period, but differences are also apparent between 
the short-term habitation/intermittent use and 
long-term habitation sites (see Table 9.11). The 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I settlement system is the 
first in the project area to clearly show differences 
in site occupation duration, indicative of a 
settlement system composed of long-term 
habitations and seasonal resource extraction 
locations. The high mean CV for limited activity 
sites indicates these tool assemblages are the 
product of sporadic and variable activities, and the 
low mean CV for short-term habitation/ 
intermittent use and long-term habitation site 
assemblages is indicative of redundant activities 
typical of residential sites (c.f, Mills 1986). 
These activities will be examined further below. 
Among the descriptive site types, this dichotomy 
is evident between sites with architecture or 
multiple features and artifact scatters or single 
feature sites. These data suggest that the former 
sites functioned as habitation sites, and artifact 
scatters and single feature sites are camps focused 
on short-term resource extraction and processing 
activities. 

Pueblo II-Pueblo III Period 

sites, but not between short-term habitation/ 
intermittent use and long-term residential sites 
(see Table 9.11). Unlike the preceding period, 
tool evenness measures for descriptive site types 
indicate a difference between architectural sites 
and all other site types rather than a dichotomy 
between sites with multiple features or 
architecture and those with artifact scatters or 
single features. The shift to increased surface 
architecture during the Pueblo II-Pueblo III period 
probably accounts for this pattern. 

Tool Diversity and Subsistence 

The preceding section examined the 
relationship between tool diversity and site types 
at the project level. In the following, differences 
in the kinds of tools at sites are related to changes 
in settlement and subsistence through time. 

Archaic Period 

Surface assemblages at Archaic limited 
activity sites indicate that site occupants were 
strongly oriented towards hunting and game 
processing, although plant processing was also 
important as indicated by the presence of one-
hand manos and mano fragments (Table 9.12). 
Hammerstones and cores indicate a strong focus 
on lithic reduction that is not seen at the short-
term habitation/intermittent use site dated to this 
period. The moderately high relative frequencies 
of projectile points, choppers, and flake tools 
suggest an emphasis on hunting activities (71.5 
%); plant processing gear comprises only 7.9 
percent of these tool assemblages. The single 
Archaic short-term habitation/intermittent site has 
fewer tool types than the limited activity sites 
dating to this period, although no distinction in 
occupation duration was detected between these 
site types, and the sample is too small for 
meaningful patterns to be distinguished. 

Basketmaker II Period 

During the Pueblo II-Pueblo III period, as 
with the preceding period, the CVs reflect a 
dichotomy between limited activity and other 

Basketmaker II tool assemblages reflect a 
mixed subsistence economy based on hunting and 
wild and cultivated plant resources (see Table 
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Table 9.12. Temporal summary of artifact type by descriptive and functional site types. 

Period Artifact Type 
Archaic Core.undifferentiated 

Core, unidirectional 
Core, 
multidirectional 
fested eobble 
Scraper 
Drill 
Utilized flake 
flake too], other 
Graver 
Bifacc, NFS 
Biface, preform 
Biface, finished 
Uniface 
Projectile point 
1 laminerstone 
Core tool 
Chopper 
Mano. NFS 
Mano. one-hand 
Total 

Archaic-BMII Core, 
undifferentiated 
Core, bidirectional 
Core, 
multidirectional 
Core, bifacial 
Tested eobble 
Scraper 
Drill 
knife 
Denticulate 
Utilized flake 
flake tool, other 
Graver 
Biface, NFS 
Biface, preform 
Bifacc, finished 
Projectile point 
1 lanimerstone 
Core tool 
Chopper 
Mano, NFS 
Mano, one-hand 
Mano. two-hand 
Mctate, NFS 
Metate, trough 
Mctate. slab 
Metate, basin 
Groundstone. 
indeterminate 
Axe 
Total 

BM II Core, 
undifferentiated 
Core, unidirectional 
Core, bidirectional 
Core, 
multidirectional 
Scraper 
Drill 
Utilized Hake 
Flake tool, other 
Graver 
Biface, NFS 
Biface, preform 
Projectile point 
1 lanimerstone 
Core tool 

Artifact 
scatter 

No. (%) 

1(2.0) 

6(12.0) 

4(8.0) 
1(2.0) 

8(16.0) 
2(4.0) 
1(20) 

12(24.0) 
2(4.0) 
1(2.0) 

7(14.0) 

1(20) 

4(8.0) 
50(49.5) 

2(29) 

1(1.5) 
1(1 5) 

4(59) 

1(1.5) 

11(162) 

15(22.1) 
1(1.5) 
1(1 5) 

14(20.6) 
1(1 5) 
1(1.5) 
2(2.9) 
2(2 9) 

8(11.8) 

2(2.9) 

1(1 5) 

68(50.0) 

3(5.3) 
1(1-8) 
2(5 5) 

5(8.8) 
7(12.3) 

2(3.5) 
1(18) 

8(140) 
2(55) 

10(17.5) 
1(1.8) 
4(7.0) 

Descripti 
Feature with 

artifact scatter 
No. (%) 

5(15.6) 
1(4.5) 

4(18.2) 

2(9.1) 
1(4.5) 

1(4.5) 
5(22.7) 

1(4.5) 
1(4.5) 
2(9.1) 

1(4.5) 
22(21.8) 

2(6.1) 

2(6 1) 

1(3.0) 
1(5.0) 
2(6.1) 

3(9.1) 
1(3.0) 

1(3.0) 
5(15.2) 

6(18.2) 
1(3.0) 

1(5 0) 

5(9 1) 

2(6.1) 

1(5 0) 
1(3.0) 

33(14 5) 

3(10 7) 

3(10.7) 
1(3.6) 
1(3.6) 
1(3.6) 

1(3.6) 
4(14.3) 

2(7.1) 
2(7.1) 
2(7.1) 
2(7.1) 

ve Site Types 
Multiple features 
w.artifact scatter 

No Co) 
4(13 8) 

1(3.4) 

2(6.9) 

3(10.3) 
1(3.4) 

2(6.9) 
1(3.4) 
2(6.9) 

5(17.2) 
1(3.4) 
1(3.4) 

3(10.3) 
2(6.9) 
1(3.4) 

29(28.7) 

4(9.1) 
2(4.5) 

2(4.5) 
2(4.5) 

2(4.5) 

1(2.3) 
6(13.6) 
6(13.6) 

9(20.5) 
1(2.3) 
1(2.3) 

3(6.8) 
1(2.3) 
1(2.3) 

1(2.3) 
2(4.5) 

44(19 4) 

Architecture 
No. (%) 

1(12) 

6(73) 

7(8 5) 
6(7.7) 

1(1.2) 
2(2.4) 

3(3 7) 
15(18.3) 

5(6 1) 

4(49) 

7(8.5) 

11(13.4) 
2(2.4) 
2(2.4) 

1(1.2) 

9(11.0) 

82(36.1) 

1(83) 
3(25.0) 

3(25.0) 

1(8 3) 
1(8.3) 

2(167) 
2(16 7) 

Fu 
Limited 
activity 
No (%) 

4(5.0) 
1(1.3) 

9(11.3) 
1(1.3) 
3(3.8) 

8(10.0) 
1(13) 
1(1.3) 

9(11.3) 
4(5.0) 
2(2.5) 
3(3.8) 

16(20.0) 
2(2.5) 
3(3.8) 
5(6.3) 
2(2.5) 
6(7.5) 

80(79.2) 

6(6.3) 
2(2,1) 

3(3,2) 
1(1.1) 
1(1.1) 
6(63) 
1(1.1) 

11(11.6) 

1(1.1) 
13(13.7) 

7(7 4) 
1(1.1) 

21(22.1) 
1(1.1) 
2(2.1) 
2(2.1) 
2(2.1) 
8(84) 
1(1.1) 
2(2.1) 

1(1.1) 

1(1.1) 
1(1.1) 

95(41.9) 

3(7.0) 

2(4.7) 

3(7.0) 
3(7.0) 

3(7.0) 
1(2.3) 

7(16.3) 
3(7.0) 

8(18,6) 
1(2.3) 
2(4,7) 

nctional Site Typ 
Short-term 
residential 
No. (%) 

1(4.8) 

3(14.3) 
1(4.8) 

7(33.3) 
2(9.5) 

5(23.8) 
1(4.8) 

1(4.8) 

21(20.8) 

3(2,3) 

8(6.1) 
2(1.5) 

8(6.1) 
7(5.3) 
1(0.8) 
1(0.8) 
5(3.8) 
1(0.8) 
3(2.3) 

24(18.2) 
10(7.6) 

12(9 1) 
2(15) 
7(5.3) 
1(0.8) 

14(10.6) 
6(45) 
2(1.5) 

3(2.3) 
1(0.8) 
1(0.8) 

10(7.6) 

132(58.1) 

2(3.7) 
4(7.4) 

8(14.8) 
5(9.3) 
1(19) 
1(1.9) 
1(1.9) 
1(1.9) 
5(9.3) 
3(5.6) 

6(11.1) 
2(3.7) 
4(7.4) 

cs 
Long-term 
residential Total 
No. (%) No. (%) 

4(4.0) 
1(1.0) 

10(9 9) 
1(1.0) 
6(5.9) 
1(1.0) 

15(14.9) 
3(3.0) 
1(10) 

14(13.9) 
5(5.0) 
2(2.0) 
3(3.0) 

17(16.8) 
2(20) 
3(3.0) 
5(5.0) 
2(2.0) 
6(5 9) 

101(100.0) 

6(2.6) 
5(2.2) 

11(48) 
3(1.3) 
1(0.4) 

14(6.2) 
8(3.5) 
1(0.4) 
1(0.4) 

16(7.0) 
1(0 4) 
4(1 8) 

37(16.3) 
17(7.5) 

1(0.4) 
33(14.5) 

3(1.3) 
9(4.0) 
3(1.3) 

16(7.0) 
14(6.2) 
3(1.3) 
2(0.9) 
3(1.3) 
2(0.9) 
1(0.4) 

11(4.8) 
1(0.4) 

227(100.0) 

3(3.1) 
2(2.1) 
6(6.2) 

11(11 3) 
8(8.2) 
1(1.0) 
4(4.1) 
2(2.1) 
1(1.0) 

12(12.4) 
6(6.2) 

14(14.4) 
3(3.1) 
6(6.2) 
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Period Artifact Type 
Mano, NTS 
Mano, one-hand 
Mano, two-hand 
Metate, NFS 
Metate, slab 
Metate, basin 

Metate, 
undifferentiated 
Groundstone, 
indeterminate 
Axe 
Total 

Anasazi General Core, 
undifferentiated 
Core, unidirectional 
Core, bidirectional 
Core, 
multidirectional 
Scraper 
Utilized flake 
Flake tool, other 
Biface, NFS 
Biface, preform 
Projectile point 
Hammerstone 
Core tool 
Chopper 
Mano, NFS 
Mano, one-hand 
Mano, two-hand 
Mano, 
undifferentiated 
Polishing stone 
Metate, NFS 
Metate, slab 
Metate, basin 
Palette 
Groundstone, 
indeterminate 
Axe 
Abrador 
Total 

BMII1-PI Core, 
undifferentiated 
Core, unidirectional 
Core, bidirectional 
Core, 
multidirectional 
Core, bifacial 
Tested cobble 
Scraper 
Drill 
Knife 
Utilized flake 
Flake tool, other 
Biface, NFS 
Biface, preform 
Biface, finished 
Projectile point 
Hammerstone 
Core tool 
Chopper 
Mano, NFS 
Mano, one-hand 
Mano, two-hand 
Mano, 
undifferentiated 
Polishing stone 

Artifact 
scatter 

No. (%) 
2(3.5) 
2(3.5) 
1(1.8) 
2(3.5) 

3(5.3) 

1(1.8) 

57(58.8) 

2(6.1) 
2(6.1) 

1(3.0) 
2(6.1) 
1(3.0) 
1(3.0) 

6(18.2) 

1(3.0) 
1(3.0) 
3(9.1) 
2(6.1) 
1(3.0) 
1(3.0) 
1(3.0) 

2(6.1) 

" K3.0) 

5(15.2) 

33(35.9) 

3(3.6) 

18(21.4) 
1(1.2) 

2(2.4) 

1(1.2) 
6(7.1) 
6(7 1) 

20(13.8) 
3(3.6) 
1(1.2) 
3(3.6) 
2(2.4) 
3(3.6) 

7(8.3) 
6(7.1) 

Descnpti 
Feature with 

artifact scatter 
No. (%) 

3(10.7) 
1(3.6) 

1(3.6) 
1(3.6) 

28(28 9) 

1(2.4) 

2(4.8) 

4(9.5) 

5(11.9) 
1(2.4) 
4(9.5) 

4(95) 

3(7.1) 
6(14.3) 

K2.4) 

1(2.4) 

1(2.4) 
2(48) 
1(2.4) 

4(9.5) 
1(2.4) 
1(2.4) 

42(45.7) 

1(9.1) 

1(9.1) 
1(9.1) 

3(27.3) 
1(91) 

1(9.1) 

2(18.2) 
1(9.1) 

ce Site Types 
Multiple features 
w/artifact scatter 

No (%) 

12(124) 

3(42.9) 
2(286) 

1(14.3) 

1(14.3) 

7(76) 

2(3.3) 
1(1.7) 
2(3.3) 

3(5.0) 

2(33) 
1(1.7) 

3(5.0) 
1(1.7) 

12(20.0) 
1(1.7) 
3(5.0) 
1(1.7) 
3(5.0) 
1(1.7) 

6(10.0) 
4(6.7) 
1(1.7) 

1(1.7) 

Architecture 
No. (%) 

1(83) 

3(7 7) 

6(60.0) 

1(10.0) 

2(20.0) 

1(2.6) 

10(10.9) 

6(2.5) 
2(0.8) 

11(4.6) 

39(16.4) 
1(0.4) 
4(1.7) 

11(4.6) 
3(1.3) 
2(0.8) 
6(2.5) 
3(13) 
7(2.9) 
2(0.8) 
2(0.8) 

12(50) 
2(0.8) 

11(4.6) 
1(0.4) 

16(6.7) 
10(4,2) 
17(7.1) 

14(5.9) 
4(1.7) 

Fur 
Limited 
activity 
No. (%) 

2(4.7) 
1(2.3) 
1(2.3) 

2(4.7) 

1(2.3) 

43(44.3) 

1(1.5) 

1(15) 

6(9.0) 
3(4.5) 
4(6.0) 
1(1.5) 

13(19.4) 
1(1.5) 

8(11.9) 
1(1.5) 
4(6.0) 
1(1.5) 
3(4.5) 

7(10.4) 
2(3.0) 

1(15) 

1(15) 
2(3.0) 
1(1.5) 

4(6.0) 
1(1.5) 
1(1.5) 

67(72.8) 

1(13) 

1(1.3) 

10(13.0) 
1(13) 

3(3 9) 

1(13) 
7(9.1) 
2(2.6) 

15(19.5) 
4(5.2) 
2(26) 
3(3.9) 
3(3.9) 
3(3.9) 

8(10.4) 
7(9.1) 

1(1.3) 

ctional Site Tyt 
Short-term 
residential 
No. (%) 

3(5.6) 
2(3.7) 

2(3.7) 
1(1.9) 
1(1.9) 

1(19) 
1(1.9) 

54(55.7) 

2(80) 
1(4.0) 

6(24.0) 
1(4.0) 
1(4.0) 

3(12.0) 
1(4.0) 
1(4.0) 
1(4.0) 

2(8.0) 

1(4.0) 

5(20.0) 

25(27.2) 

4(2.5) 
1(0.6) 
6(3.8) 

35(22.0) 

6(3.8) 
1(0.6) 

6(3.8) 
8(5.0) 

23(14.5) 
2(1.3) 
2(1.3) 
3(19) 
3(1.9) 
4(2.5) 

10(6.3) 
8(5.0) 
5(3.1) 

14(8.8) 
1(0.6) 

>es 
Long-term 
residential 

No. (%) 

2(1 3) 
2(13) 
9(5.9) 

15(9.9) 
1(0.7) 
4(2.6) 
7(4.6) 
3(2.0) 

2(13) 
3(2.0) 
1(0.7) 
4(2.6) 
1(0.7) 
1(0.7) 

10(66) 
4(2.6) 
9(5.9) 
1(0.7) 

12(7.9) 
5(3.3) 

12(7.9) 

3(2.0) 

Total 
No (%) 

5(5 2) 
3(3.1) 
1(1.0) 
2(2.1) 
1(1.0) 
3(3.1) 

1(1.0) 

1(1.0) 
1(10) 

97(100.0) 

1(1 1) 
2(2.2) 
2(2.2) 

12(130) 
4(4.3) 
5(5.4) 
1(1.1) 

13(14.1) 

1(11) 
8(87) 
1(1.1) 
7(7.6) 
2(2.2) 
4(4 3) 
8(87) 
2(2.2) 

1(1 1) 
2(2.2) 

1(1.1) 
2(2.2) 

1(1-0 
1(11) 

9(9.8) 
1(1.1) 

1(11) 
92(100.0) 

7(1.8) 
3(0.8) 

16(4.1) 

60(15.5) 
2(0.5) 
4(1.0) 

16(4.1) 
4(10) 
3(0.8) 

16(4.1) 
11(2.8) 

42(10.8) 
7(1.8) 
5(13) 

16(4 1) 
10(2.6) 
16(4.1) 
1(0.3) 

30(7.7) 
20(5.2) 
17(4.4) 

15(3.9) 
4(10) 
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Table 9.12. (continued) 

Period 

PII-PIII 

Multicomponent 
Anasazi 

Artifact Type 
Metate, NFS 
Metale, trough 
Metate, slab 
Metate, basin 
Metate, 
undifferentiated 
Groundstotie. 
indeterminate 
Abradcr 
dotal 

Core, 
undifferentiated 
Core, unidirectional 
Core, bidirectional 
Core. 
multidirectional 
Core, bifacial 
i'ested cobble 
Scraper 
Drill 
Knife 
Denticulate 
Utilized flake 
Flake tool, other 
Reamer 
Graver 
Biface, NFS 
Biface, preform 
Biface, finished 
Projectile point 
llainmerstone 
Core tool 
Chopper 
Mano. NFS 
Mano. one-hand 
Mano, two-hand 
Mano, 
undifferentiated 
Mano, preform 
Polishing stone 
Metate. NFS 
Metate. trough 
Metate, slab 
Metate, basin 
Metate. 
undifferentiated 
Palette 
Mortar 
Groiindstone. 
indeterminate 
Axe 
Maul 
Abrader 
dotal 

Core, 
undifferentiated 
Core, bidirectional 
Core, 
multidirectional 
Scraper 
Drill 
Utilized Flake 
Flake tool, other 
Biface, NFS 
Biface, preform 
Biface. finished 
Projectile point 

Artifact 
scatter 

No (%) 

1(1 2) 

1(1.21 
84(21.4) 

2(1.4) 
5(3.6) 
6(4 3) 

.3.3(2.3 6) 

1(07) 
.3(2.1) 

13(9.3) 
2(1.4) 
1(0.7) 

15(107) 
4(2.9) 

5(3 6) 
7(5.0) 

4(2.9) 
3(2.1) 
7(5.0) 

7(5.0) 
10(7.1) 
2(1.4) 

1(0.7) 

3(2 1) 

1(0.7) 

4(2.9) 

1(0.7) 

140(16.9) 

1(100.0) 

Descnpti 
Feature with 

artifact scatter 
No (°o) 

11(28) 

1(1.4) 
3(4.3) 
1(1.4) 

8(11.4) 

1(1.4) 

7(10.0) 

1(1.4) 

7(10.0) 
2(2.9) 
1(14) 
2(2.9) 
4(5.7) 
4(5.7) 
1(1.4) 

8(11.4) 
6(8.6) 
2(2.9) 

1(1.4) 

4(5.7) 
1(1.4) 

1(1.4) 

4(5.7) 

70(85) 

1(20.0) 

ve Site Types 
Multiple features 
w'artifact scatter 

No (°o) 
1(1.7) 
1(1 7) 
1(1.7) 

9(15.0) 

60(15.3) 

7(5.7) 
4(3.3) 
5(4.1) 
5(4.1) 

7(5.7) 
1(0.8) 
2(1.6) 
1(0.8) 

17(13.8) 
6(49) 

1(0.8) 
15(12.2) 

1(0.8) 
1(0.8) 
1(0.8) 
8(6.5) 
6(4.9) 
3(2.4) 
6(4.9) 
5(4.1) 
9(7.3) 

1(0.8) 
4(3.3) 
1(0.8) 

1(0.8) 

2(1.6) 

123(14.9) 

1(20.0) 

Architecture 
No (%) 

21(8.8) 
1(0.4) 
4(1.7) 
7(2.9) 

1(04) 

15(63) 

238(60.6) 

20(4.1) 
6(1 2) 

21(4.3) 
21(4.3) 

5(1 0) 
8(1.6) 

30(6.1) 
2(0.4) 
2(0.4) 
4(0.8) 

30(6.1) 
15(3.0) 

1(0.2) 

31(63) 
1(02) 
1(0.2) 

13(2 6) 
23(4.7) 
41(8.3) 

1(0.2) 
41(8.3) 
19(3,9) 
31(63) 

7(1.4) 
3(06) 
1(02) 
1(0.2) 
1(0.2) 

15(3.0) 

3(0.6) 

39(7.9) 
2(0.4) 
1(0.2) 
1(0.2) 

493(59.7) 

3(10.3) 

5(17.2) 
2(6.9) 
2(6.9) 

3(10.3) 
1(3.4) 
1(3.4) 
1(3.4) 

4(1.3.8) 

Fu 
Limited 
activity 
No. (%) 

1(1.3) 

1(13) 

3(39) 

77(19.8) 

5(2.5) 
8(4.0) 
6(3.0) 

18(8.9) 

8(4.0) 
10(5.0) 
2(1 0) 
2(1.0) 

29(14.4) 
7(3.5) 
1(0.5) 
1(0.5) 

11(5.4) 
10(5.0) 
1(0.5) 
6(3.0) 

11(54) 
7(3.5) 
3(1.5) 

13(6.4) 
13(6.4) 
10(5.0) 

1(0.5) 
9(4.5) 
1(0.5) 

1(0.5) 
1(0.5) 

7(3.5) 

202(24.5) 

1(16.7) 

1(167) 

1(167) 

ictional Site Ty 
Short-term 
residential 

No. (%) 
1(0.6) 
1(0.6) 
1(0.6) 
4(2.5) 

9(5.7) 
1(0.6) 

159(41.0) 

19(5.3) 
6(1 7) 
8(2.2) 

43(12.0) 

5(1.4) 
4(1.1) 

17(4,7) 
4(1 1) 
2(0.6) 
2(0.6) 

23(6.4) 
9(2.5) 

39(10.9) 
7(1.9) 
2(0.6) 
5(1.4) 

16(4.5) 
32(89) 

2(0.6) 
25(7.0) 
21(5.8) 
14(3.9) 

1(0.3) 
1(0.3) 
1(0.3) 
1(0.3) 
1(0.3) 
6(1.7) 
1(0.3) 

3(0.8) 

1(0.3) 

33(9.2) 
2(0.6) 
2(0.6) 
1(0.3) 

359(43.5) 

3(10.3) 

5(17.2) 
2(6.9) 
2(6.9) 

3(10.3) 
1(34) 
1(3.4) 
1(3.4) 

4(13.8) 

res 
Long-term 
residential 
No. (%) 

20(13.2) 
1(0.7) 
3(2.0) 
4(26) 

1(0.7) 

12(7.9) 

152(39.2) 

6(2.3) 
4(1.5) 

19(7.2) 
41(15.5) 

1(0.4) 
6(2.3) 

17(6.4) 

1(0.4) 
2(0.8) 

17(6.4) 
9(3.4) 
1(0.4) 

8(3.0) 
14(5.3) 

9(34) 
11(4.2) 
19(7,2) 

24(9.1) 
6(2.3) 

20(75) 

7(2.6) 
7(26) 

11(4.2) 

9(3 4) 

265(32.1) 

dotal 
No. (%) 

22(57) 
2(0.5) 
5(1.3) 
8(2 1) 

1(0.3) 

24(6.2) 
1(03) 

388(100.0) 

30(3.6) 
18(2.2) 
33(4.0) 

102(12.3) 

6(0.7) 
18(2.2) 
44(5.3) 

6(0.7) 
5(0.6) 
4(0.5) 

69(8 4) 
25(3,0) 

2(0.2) 
1(0.1) 

58(7.0) 
31(38) 

3(0.4) 
20(2.4) 
38(46) 
58(70) 

5(0.6) 
62(7.5) 
40(4.8) 
44(5.3) 

8( 1,0) 
8(1.0) 
1(0.1) 
1(0.1) 
2(0.2) 

26(3.1) 
2(0.2) 

4(0.5) 
1(0.1) 
1(0.1) 

49(5.9) 
2(0.2) 
2(0.2) 
1(0.1) 

826(100.0) 

1(2.9) 
3(8.6) 

5(14 3) 
3(86) 
2(5.7) 
2(5.7) 
1(2.9) 
1(2.9) 
1(2.9) 
1(2.9) 

4(11.4) 
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Table 9.12. (continued) 

Period Artifact Type 
Core tool 
Mario, NFS 
Mano, one-hand 
Mano, two-hand 
Mano, 
undifferentiated 
Groundstone, 
indeterminate 
Total 

Protohistoric Bifacc. NFS 
Total 

Undated Core, 
undifferentiated 
Core, unidirectional 
Core, bidirectional 
Core, 
multidirectional 
Core, bifacial 
Tested cobble 
Scraper 
Drill 
Denticulate 
Utilized flake 
Flake tool, other 
Reamer 
Graver 
Biface. NFS 
Biface, preform 
Bifacc, finished 
Uniface 
Projectile point 
Hammerstone 
Core tool 
Chopper 
Mano, NFS 
Mano, one-hand 
Mano, two-hand 
Mano, 
undifferentiated 
Metate, NFS 
Mctate, trough 
Metate. slab 
Metate, basin 
Metate, 
undifferentiated 
Groundstone, 
indeterminate 
Total 

Archaic-BMIP 
Anasazi Core. 

undifferentiated 
Core, bidirectional 
Core, 
multidirectional 
Tested Cobble 
Scraper 
Drill 
Knife 
Utilized Flake 
Flake tool, other 
Biface, NFS 
Biface, preform 
Biface, finished 
Uniface 
Projectile point 
Hammerstone 
Core tool 

Artifact 
scatter i 

No. (%) 

1(2.9) 

10(2.6) 
2(0.5) 

12(3.1) 

34(8.8) 
1(0.3) 
7(1.8) 

37(9.6) 
11(2.8) 
3(0.8) 

34(8.8) 
16(4.1) 

1(03) 
1(0.3) 

80(20.7) 
29(7.4) 
14(3.6) 

1(0.3) 
14(36) 
12(3.1) 
15(3.9) 

1(03) 
10(2.6) 
17(4.4) 
2(0 5) 

6(1 6) 
2(0.5) 

5(1.3) 
1(0.3) 

2(0.5) 

6(1.6) 
386(60.4) 

2(3.1) 
2(3.1) 

2(3.1) 

2(3 1) 
2(3.1) 
1(1.5) 

9(13.8) 
4(6.2) 

12(18.5) 
2(3.1) 
1(1.5) 

11(16.9) 

Descnp 
Feature with 

artifact scatter 
No (%) 

5(14.3) 

8(5.6) 
1(0.7) 
6(4.2) 

15(105) 
1(0.7) 
5(3.5) 
4(2.8) 
2(1.4) 
1(0.7) 
3(2.1) 
6(4.2) 

28(19 6) 
6(4.2) 
4(2.8) 
1(0.7) 
5(3.5) 

6(4.2) 
1(0.7) 

17(11.9) 
8(5.6) 
2(1.4) 

1(0.7) 
1(0.7) 

1(0.7) 
1(0.7) 

9(6.3) 
143(22.4) 

1(33.3) 

1(33.3) 

1(33.3) 

tive Site Tapes 
Multiple features 
w/artifact scatter 

No C„) 

1(20.0) 
1(20.0) 
1(20.0) 

29(82.9) 

9(9.9) 
2(2.2) 

1(1.1) 

5(5 5) 

4(4.4) 
6(6.6) 
1(1.1) 
1(1.1) 
7(7.7) 
4(4.4) 

11(12.1) 
15(16.5) 

4(44) 

3(3.3) 

3(3.3) 
4(4.4) 

4(4.4) 
1(1.1) 

2(2.2) 

4(44) 
91(14.2) 

1(1.7) 
2(3.4) 

1(1.7) 
1(17) 
1(17) 
2(3.4) 

5(8.6) 

10(17.2) 
6(10.3) 

1(1.7) 

8(13.8) 

3(5.2) 

Architecture 
No Co) 

2(6.9) 
2(6.9) 
1(3.4) 

1(3.4) 

1(3.4) 

1(100.0) 
1(100.0) 

2(10.5) 

4(21.1) 

4(21.1) 
2(10.5) 

3(15.8) 

1(5.3) 

1(5.3) 

2(10.5) 
19(3.0) 

6(55) 
1(0.9) 

10(9.1) 

2(1.8) 
3(2.7) 

31(28.2) 
1(0.9) 

17(15.5) 
3(2.7) 
3(2.7) 
1(0.9) 

16(14.5) 
3(2.7) 

Fun 
Limited 
activity 
No. Co) 

1(16.7) 
1(16.7) 
1(16.7) 

6(17 1) 

27(4.5) 
5(0.8) 

19(3.2) 

52(8.6) 
2(0 3) 

16(2.7) 
46(7.6) 
14(2.3) 
5(0.8) 

44(7.3) 
26(4.3) 

1(0.2) 
1(0 2) 

116(19.3) 
44(7.3) 
19(3.2) 
2(0.3) 

19(3.2) 
15(2.5) 
19(3.2) 
2(0.3) 

30(5.0) 
28(4.7) 

4(0.7) 

7(1.2) 
7(1.2) 
1(0.2) 
6(1.0) 
2(0.3) 

4(0.7) 

19(3.2) 
602(94.2) 

1(6.7) 

3(20.0) 
1(6.7) 

3(20.0) 

3(20.0) 

ctional Site T\ 
Short-term 
residential 

No. Co) 
2(69) 
2(6.9) 
1(3.4) 

1(3.4) 

1(3.4) 
29(829) 

1(100.0) 
1(100.0) 

2(5.4) 

6(16.2) 

4(10.8) 
3(8.1) 

3(8 1) 
9(24.3) 

3(8.1) 

2(5.4) 

1(2.7) 

1(2 7) 

1(2.7) 

2(5.4) 
37(5.8) 

9(4.2) 
5(2.3) 

14(6.6) 
1(0.5) 
5(2.3) 
6(2.8) 
1(0.5) 

42(19.7) 
4( 1.9) 

34(16.0) 
12(5.6) 
4(1.9) 
1(0.5) 

29(13.6) 
3(1.4) 
3(14) 

pes 
1 .ong-terin 
residential 
No. (%) 

2(25.0) 

1(12.5) 

4(50.0) 

Total 
No Co) 

2(5.7) 
3(8.6) 
2(5.7) 
1(2.9) 

1(2.9) 

1(2 9) 
35(100.0) 

1(100.0) 
1(100.0) 

27(4 2) 
5(0.8) 

21(3.3) 

58(9.1) 
2(0.3) 

20(3.1) 
49(7.7) 
14(2.2) 
5(0.8) 

44(6.9) 
26(4.1) 

1(0.2) 
1(0.2) 

119(18.6) 
53(8.3) 
22(3.4) 

2(0.3) 
19(3.0) 
15(2.3) 
21(3.3) 

2(0.3) 
30(47) 
29(4.5) 
4(0.6) 

7(1.1) 
8(1.3) 
1(0.2) 
7(1.1) 
2(0.3) 

4(0.6) 

21(3.3) 
639(100.0) 

9(3.8) 
5(2.1) 

14(5.9) 
1(0.4) 
5(2.1) 
7(3.0) 
1(0.4) 

45(19.1) 
5(2.1) 

39(16.5) 
12(5.1) 
5(2.1) 
1(0.4) 

36(15.3) 
3(1.3) 
3(1.3) 
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Table 9.12. (continued) 

Period Artifact Type 
Chopper 
Mano, NFS 
Mano, one-hand 
Mano, two-hand 
Mano, 
undifferentiated 
Melale, NFS 
Melate. trough 
Metate, slab 
Metate, basin 
Metate, 
unditlerenttated 
(iroundstone, 
indeterminate 
Total 

Artifact 
scatter 

No (%) 

7(10.8) 

3(4.6) 

1(1.5) 

2(3.1) 

2(3.1) 
65(27.5) 

Descriptive Site types 
Feature with 

artifact scatter 
No (%) 

3(1.3) 

Multiple features 
w/artifact scatter 

No. (%) 

6(10.3) 
1(1.7) 
4(6.9) 

2(34) 

1(1.7) 

3(5.2) 
58(24.6) 

Architecture 
No. (%) 

1(0.9) 
5(4.5) 
2(1.8) 
2(1.8) 

1(0.9) 
1(0.9) 

1(0.9) 
110(46 6) 

Functional Site Tv 
Limited 
activity 
No. (%) 

1(6.7) 

2(13.3) 

1(6.7) 
15(6 4) 

Short-term 
residential 

No. (%) 
1(0.5) 

18(85) 
3(1.4) 
6(2.8) 

2(0.9) 
3(1 4) 

2(0.9) 

5(2.3) 
213(90 3) 

pes 
Long-term 
residential 
No. (%) 

1(12.5) 

8(3.4) 

Total 
No. (%) 

1(0.4) 
18(7.6) 
3(1.3) 
6(2.5) 

2(0.8) 
3(1.3) 
1(0.4) 
2(08) 
1(0.4) 

2(0.8) 

6(25) 
236(100.0) 

9.12). The relative frequencies of projectile points 
and other hunting and game processing gear 
indicate that hunting activities continue to be of 
importance in the Basketmaker II economy. In 
fact, the relative frequency of projectile points and 
bifaccs decreases only slightly from the Archaic to 
the Basketmaker II period, but the overall 
frequency of hunting gear decreases to 49.4 
percent. An increase in the frequency of plant 
processing gear (16.5 %) at Basketmaker II sites 
from the preceding period suggests an intensified 
focus on plant products in the subsistence base. 
Maize processing tools, such as two-hand manos, 
slab and trough metates, and generalized plant 
processing tools, such as one-hand manos and 
basin metates (e.g., Irwin 1993a. 1993b), are 
represented at Basketmaker II sites indicating the 
importance of both wild and cultivated plants in 
the diet. 

few differences are indicated in the kinds of 
tools represented at sites dated to the Basketmaker 
II period. A slightly greater diversity of flaked 
stone tools, core tools and groundstone tools is 
found at short-term habitation/intermittent use 
sites than at limited activity sites, but the 
differences are relatively small. This pattern 
suggests that these sites were functionally similar 
with differences in tool representation largely 
reflecting differences in sample size and 
occupation duration. 

Archaic-Basketmaker II Period 

As in the preceding section, the Archaic-
Basketmaker II sites appear to be potential 
Basketmaker II manifestations. At these sites, 
41.8 percent of the assemblage is comprised of 
hunting gear while 18 percent of the tools 
represent plant-processing gear (see Table 9.12). 
The kinds of tools represented at limited activity 
and short-term habitation/intermittent use sites 
does not differ substantially, but the relative 
frequencies of certain tool categories do indicate 
some potentially noteworthy trends. Projectile 
points and utilized flakes are represented at 
limited activity sites almost twice as frequently as 
they are at short-term habitation sites. Although 
groundstone tools are present at limited activity 
sites, groundstone and core tools are more 
frequently associated at short-term habitation/ 
intermittent use sites. These differences suggest 
that most plant processing activities were 
conducted at the habitations and limited activity 
sites were primarily concerned with hunting and 
wild resource procurement. 

Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I Period 

Groundstone tools reach a project high at 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I sites, comprising over 
30 percent of the tool assemblage. Maize 
processing gear, such as two-hand manos and 
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trough and slab metates, drastically increases 
during the Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I period, 
especially at short-term habitation/intermittent use 
and long-term habitation sites (see Table 9.12). 
Three-quarters of the metates are found at long-
term habitation sites, as are numerous manos, 
reflecting a strong focus on plant processing and 
consumption at these sites. Battered core tools 
also increase in frequency, correlating with 
increased groundstone maintenance activities. 
Hunting and game processing decrease 
substantially from the preceding period, as 
indicated by the decreasing relative frequencies of 
projectile points and game processing tools. 
Polishing stones, an abrader, and ornamental items 
found at these sites provide evidence of craft 
production during Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 1 times. 
The tools found at short-term habitation/ 
intermittent use and long-term habitation sites are 
similar. The higher relative frequencies of 
portable gear (such as flake tools, bifaces, and 
manos) found at limited activity sites, compared to 
those at residential sites is noteworthy, and 
possibly indicates seasonal mobility strategies. 

Pueblo II-Pueblo III Period 

Although groundstone tools decrease in 
overall frequency in Pueblo II-Pueblo 111 
assemblages, the agricultural basis of the Pueblo 
II-Pueblo III economy is clearly illustrated by the 
abundance of groundstone tools used to process 
domesticates (see Table 9.12). In spite of inflated 
counts resulting from scavenged Archaic, 
Basketmaker II, and other projectile points in 
these assemblages, the relative frequency of 
projectile points reaches an all-time low. 
Projectile points comprise 1.4 percent of the 
assemblages found at limited activity sites, 3.0 
percent at short-term residential/intermittent use 
sites, and 3.4 percent at long-term residential sites. 
Other flaked stone tools, such as scrapers, 
unifaces, bifaces, and choppers, also decrease 
from preceding periods suggesting a decline in the 
importance of hunting in the Pueblo II-Pueblo III 
economy. 

Manos and metates comprise 20 percent or 
more of the assemblages at these sites. Manos and 
metates comprise 28 percent of the tool 
assemblages at long-term residential sites followed 
by 23 percent at limited activity sites, and 20 
percent at short-term residential/intermittent use 
sites. The diversity of groundstone tool types 
increases during the Pueblo II-Pueblo III period 
from the preceding period. 

Although the mean CVs for limited activity 
and residential sites indicates differences in 
occupation duration between these sites, few 
differences in the kinds of tools can be found. 
Similar activities were conducted at these sites 
regardless of presumed differences in site types. 

The similarity in tool types at Pueblo II-
Pueblo III limited activity and residential sites 
contrasts with those of the preceding period, 
suggesting a decrease in seasonal mobility, and 
perhaps an increasing focus on agricultural 
production at the expense of wild plant and animal 
exploitation. 

Cultural Interaction 

Lithic raw material variability and projectile 
point stylistic traditions are potential sources for 
examining issues of cultural affiliation and inter
action. Lithic raw material variability has been 
linked to group mobility, specialized production, 
and exchange. Projectile points have been used as 
indicators of group affinity, i.e.. Great Basin and 
northern Colorado Plateau versus Oshara (Holmer 
1986; Irwin-Williams 1973; Schroedl 1976). 
Local lithic materials are predominant in the 
Natural Bridges stone artifact assemblage regard
less of time period (see Table 9.2). Nonlocal 
materials are infrequent by comparison and reflect 
patterns of mobility and exchange of exotic and 
utilitarian stone. The only long distance lithic 
exchange item in the Natural Bridges assemblage 
is obsidian from an unknown source in northern 
New Mexico or Arizona. Visual inspection of a 
single collected obsidian biface fragment from the 
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Local 
Non-local 
Unknown 
Total 

Unknov 
Mesa Verde Kayenta Mixed Ceram 

No. 
7,584 

467 
244 

8,295 

% 
91.4 

5.6 
2.9 

51.4 

No. 
630 
49 
62 

741 

% 
85.0 
6.6 
8.4 
4.6 

No. 
4,400 

201 
298 

4.899 

% 
89.8 
4.1 
6.1 

30.4 

No. 
2,079 

78 
37 

2,194 

vn 
ic 
% 
94.7 

3.6 
1.7 

13.6 

Total 
No. 

14,693 
795 
641 

16,129 

% 
91.1 

4.9 
4.0 

100.0 

project area suggests that the obsidian is probably 
from Polvadera Peak or one of the Jemez 
Mountains source areas. Other nonlocal materials 
derive primarily from sources to the east and 
southeast of the monument . Brushy Basin chert 
and gray to gray-green siltstone derive from 
geologic strata that outcrop to the east of Comb 
Ridge. Additionally, several pieces of fine
grained orthoquartzite may derive from the 
Morrison or Dakota Formations also exposed east 
of Comb Ridge. Not surprisingly, nonlocal 
materials are primarily found at Pueblo Il-Pueblo 
III sites when Anasazi communities elsewhere in 
the region show the highest levels of exchange in 
utilitarian and exotic goods (e.g., Cameron 1984; 
Irwin 1994, 1997; Neily 1983). Even though 
nonlocal raw materials are coming primarily from 
east of C o m b Ridge, these materials do not occur 
in higher relative frequencies at sites with Mesa 
Verde ceramic assemblages (Table 9.13). In fact, 
the Kayenta-dominant ceramic sites have the 
highest frequencies of nonlocal materials, but 
these do not differ greatly from the sites with 
Mesa Verde assemblages. 

Changes in projectile point styles are probably 

more strongly connected to functional factors than 

cultural differences through time (Beck 1998). At 

Natural Bridges, projectile point styles indicate 

weak patterns of changing land use. The presence 

of the fluted biface of Brushy Basin chert, in 

combination with other Paleoindian tools in the 

region, suggest that Paleoindian groups in 

southeastern Utah may have utilized a wide area 

including the Natural Bridges area, as well as 

areas east of Comb Ridge. The principal Archaic 

period point styles found at Natural Bridges are 

commonly found in the northern Colorado Plateau 
and Great Basin, suggesting the area was used by 
groups from the north and west, or, at least, that 
diffusion of ideas and styles emanated from those 
directions. The presence of a Jay point and 
possibly an Armijo point suggest sporadic use of 
the area by San Juan Basin Archaic groups. Use 
of the area by or trade with San Juan Basin groups 
is supported by the presence of San Jose and 
Armijo style points at sites in Middle Woodenshoe 
Canyon (Honeycutt and Fetterman 1988). 

The low incidence of White Dog Basketmaker 
II points ( n = l ) in the assemblage suggests 
interaction with Basketmaker II groups of the 
Glen Canyon and Kayenta areas was infrequent. 
The side- and diagonally-notched Basketmaker II 
projectile point styles reflect the variability typical 
of both the local Cedar Mesa and Durango, 
Colorado Basketmaker II traditions (e.g., Matson 
1991; Morris and Burgh 1954). 

The projectile point styles represented at 

Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I sites and Pueblo II-

Pueblo III sites, widespread and common 

throughout the Mesa Verde and Kayenta regions, 

are poor indicators of potential cultural variation. 

The sole Protohistoric point type, a Desert Side-

notched point, is also a poor cultural indicator. 

These points are common among Numic sites in 

the Great Basin and Northern Colorado Plateau 

(Holmer 1986), but they are also found in early 

Dinetah Phase contexts in the San Juan Basin 

(Brown et al. 1991). Both the Ute and Navajo are 

known to have used this region in the 

Protohistoric period. 

Table 9.13. Summary of local and nonlocal lit/tic materials at Anasazi sites. 
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Conclusions 

Analysis of over 30,000 stone artifacts from 
sites in the Natural Bridges National Monument 
has contributed to our understanding of aspects of 
cultural affdiation and chronology, settlement and 
subsistence, and regional interaction. The 
temporal analysis of projectile points indicates a 
broader span of human use in the project area than 
was demonstrated previously for the Natural 
Bridges area. A fluted biface suggests that human 
use of the area may have been initiated during the 
Paleoindian period (ca. 10,000 B.C. to 8000 B.C.). 
Archaic projectile point styles suggest continuing 
use of the project area through the early, middle, 
and late Archaic periods. Basketmaker II use of 
the project area is also indicated by projectile 
point styles characteristic of this period. 
Unfortunately, high rates of breakage, 
maintenance, and problems posed by overlapping 
morphological characteristics of some Archaic and 
Basketmaker II projectile points inhibit temporal 
inferences and results in under-representation of 
Archaic and Basketmaker II sites. Reliance upon 
an Archaic-Basketmaker II designation for sites 
with those points (i.e. Elko points) is another 
consequence. Further research is needed on the 
nature of projectile point variability and dating at 
Natural Bridges and in the region. 

The identification of Archaic period sites 
allows evaluation of continuity and change in the 
organization of lithic technology, resulting in 
insights into changing settlement and subsistence 
in Natural Bridges. Tools and debitage 
documented at sites in the project area indicate a 
general trend towards a decreased reliance on 
formal tool technology in favor of expedient 
technology overtime, following regional patterns. 
The unusually high relative frequencies of utilized 
flakes present at Archaic sites and the abundance 
of bifaces and other higher-input tools at Anasazi 
sites suggests a mixture of expedient and formal 
tool technologies were used at Natural Bridges 
regardless of time and settlement and subsistence 
system employed. Continuity in the organization 
of technology between Basketmaker II and later 
Anasazi sites, as noted by Nelson (1994) and 

interpreted as evidence for the adoption of a 
sedentary agricultural system by Basketmaker II 
times on Cedar Mesa, is not supported by the 
Natural Bridges lithic data. Instead, the shift to an 
expedient tool-dominant technological system 
occurred during the Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I 
period at Natural Bridges. 

Measures of tool richness suggest much of the 
variation in tool types represented at project sites 
is the product of sample size. Tool evenness, 
measured using the Coefficient of Variation, 
indicates differences between sites that are. in 
turn, related to sample size, as well as to 
differences in occupation duration that are related 
to settlement and subsistence systems employed 
by prehistoric groups. These measures indicate 
the Archaic period settlement and subsistence 
system was probably based on a foraging 
economy. Much of the tool diversity at Archaic 
sites is accounted for by differences in occupation 
duration and reoccupation. The Basketmaker II 
sites follow a similar pattern, but the variety of 
tools present at these sites increases indicating an 
increased emphasis on plant processing in the 
Basketmaker II diet. Archaic-Basketmaker II sites 
exhibit variability that is more consistent with the 
development of increased sedentism and an 
agricultural settlement system. By the 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I period, a logistically 
organized system developed, with tool evenness 
measures indicating a division between limited 
activity and residential sites that is based on 
differences in occupational duration. The 
dominance of formal tools at limited activity sites 
contrasts with the dominance of expedient tools at 
residential sites, suggesting seasonal mobility may 
have been an important aspect of the Basketmaker 
Ill-Pueblo I economy. These differences are not 
evident at Pueblo Il-Pueblo III sites suggesting 
that the emergence of sedentary life based on 
maize agriculture developed at Natural Bridges 
during the late Anasazi occupation. 

Lithic raw material selection does not change 
appreciably through time. All groups that utilized 
the area relied on local chert and other materials to 
produce a variety of formal and expedient tools. 
The results of this analysis indicate that the 
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availability and quality of the stone resources is a 
major factor in the organization of technology at 
Natural Bridges. Nonlocal materials are 
infrequent in the assemblage, indicating limited 
interaction with groups outside of the area, to the 
east of Comb Ridge primarily during the late 
Anasazi period. 

In conclusion, the study of over 30,000 stone 
artifacts from the Natural Bridges National 
Monument shows that human use was initiated 
during the Paleoindian and Archaic periods. 

Identification of this early occupation has allowed 
for an evaluation of change in the organization of 
technology and settlement and subsistence. The 
results indicate that, in contrast to Nelson's (1994) 
contention that the transition to sedentary 
agricultural life occurred by the Basketmaker II 
period, the transition was incremental, and it 
appears to have begun during Basketmaker II 
period, but solidified later during the ceramic era 
at Natural Bridges with fulbblown sedentary life 
not occurring until the Pueblo II period. 



Chapter 10 

Chronology and Cultural Affiliation 

Teresa D. Hurt and Donald C. Irwin 

The research domain of cultural chronology 
and affiliation is addressed by synthesizing data 
derived from lithic and ceramic analyses. The 
goals of this domain are to identify temporally 
specific cultural attributes at Natural Bridges sites 
to establish a chronology for the monument, and 
to assign cultural affiliation to sites. Because of 
the proximity of Natural Bridges to Cedar Mesa, 
the chronology constructed by Lipe, Matson, and 
others (Lipe and Matson 1971; Matson and Lipe 
1977; Matson et al. 1988) serves as a model for 
comparison with the prehistoric occupation of 
Natural Bridges. Conclusions regarding temporal 
and cultural affiliation of sites are necessarily 
tentative due to the relative nature of the dating of 
surficial remains; nevertheless some broad 
patterns were discerned and are presented below. 

Typological cross-dating of ceramic and lithic 
assemblages indicates discontinuous prehistoric 
occupation of the monument from Archaic 
through Pueblo III times. Evidence for limited 
Protohistoric and historic use of the area was also 
recovered. Ceramic artifacts provide relative dates 
for 187 sites, and 61 sites are dated on the basis of 
lithic tools alone or a combination of ceramic and 
lithic data. Seventeen multicomponent sites were 
identified; 13 contained Archaic or Basketmaker 
II projectile points in combination with Anasazi 
ceramics, and four sites were multicomponent 
ceramic sites. These data, summarized in Figure 
10.1, suggest a significant occupation of the 

monument during the Archaic, Basketmaker II, 
Basketmaker III, Pueblo II, and Pueblo III periods. 
Paleoindian use of the area is suggested by the 
presence of a single, unfinished, fluted biface 
base. The Paleoindian period is not reflected in 
the site chronology presented in Figure 10.1, as 
the fluted biface base was considered intrusive to 
the site on which it was found (Chapter 9). 
Although it appears from Figure 10.1 that there is 
a Pueblo I occupation of the monument, this is 
simply a result of the poor resolution of the 
ceramic typologies used for relative dating of 
sites. Detailed consideration of ceramic 
assemblages reveals very little Pueblo I and early 
Pueblo II use of the area (Chapter 8). Ceramics 
also indicate temporal variation in cultural 
affiliation within the monument, with earlier sites 
associated with the Mesa Verde region, followed 
by an influx of Kayenta ceramics (with a 
continued Mesa Verde presence) during Pueblo II 
and Pueblo III (Chapter 8). 

The time periods resulting from lithic and 
ceramic temporal analyses (Figure 10.1) have not 
been used uniformly throughout this report, but 
were grouped or modified for specific purposes. 
Chronological analysis of ceramics utilized six, 
150-year temporal divisions for Anasazi sites, in 
order to explore the possibility of an occupational 
hiatus during the Pueblo I and early Pueblo II 
periods. These Anasazi periods were collapsed 
into two time periods (Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I 
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Figure 10.1 Ceramic and lithic site chronology. Note: Aceramic sites are dated on the basis of diagnostic 
projectile point types. Ceramic sites are dated on the basis of diagnostic ceramics; "A " sites 
are those dated with high confidence, "B" sites with low confidence (see Chapter 8 for a 
discussion of ceramic site chronology method). Multicomponent lithic and ceramic sites are 
those that contain ceramics and early (Archaic-Basketmaker II) lithics. The four 
multicomponent ceramic sites are not graphed separately; their individual components are 
added to the total for the respective time periods. 

and Pueblo Il-Pueblo III) for lithic studies, 
however, as significant differences in lithic 
technology and use were not observed at the finer 
time scale. Similarly, finer time increments from 
lithic and ceramic temporal analyses were 
collapsed into fewer, more workable, periods for 
the chapters on site typology and settlement and 
subsistence. These differing temporal groupings 
are summarized in Table 10.1. 

Previous Chronometric Work 
at Natural Bridges 

Previous investigations at Natural Bridges 
provide limited chronometric data for the pre
historic occupation of the monument and relative 
dates derived from ceramic and lithic artifact type 
frequencies. Radiocarbon dates were obtained 
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Table 10.1. Temporal periods used in Natural Bridges survey report. 

Lithic Periods 
Archaic 
Archaic-BMII 
BMII 
Anasazi General 
BMIII-P1 

PII-PIII 

Protohistoric 
Historic 

Ceramic Periods 

Early Basketmaker III 
Late Basketmaker III 
Pueblo I 
Early Pueblo II 
Late Pueblo II 
Pueblo III 

Grouped Periods3 

Archaic 
Archaic-BMII 

Anasazi General 
BMIII-PI 

PII 
PII-PIII 

Protohistoric 
Historic 

"These periods were used in studies of site typology and settlement and subsistence. 
Lithics studies separated Basketmaker II from Archaic where possible. 

for only three sites. Nickens and Associates' 
personnel collected carbon samples from a hearth 
and a post during stabilization at Loop Road Ruin 
(42SA6845) in 1987 (Chandler and Eininger 
1988). Although the hearth dated to A.D. 777 to 
986 (one sigma calibrated range), Chandler and 
Eininger (1988:72) argue that these dates are 
probably inaccurate, because of the use of old 
wood for fuel. Ceramics at the site and a 
calibrated radiocarbon date range of A.D. 984 to 
1186 (one sigma) for the post suggest a Pueblo II 
occupation instead. In 1992 Alpine Archaeologi
cal Consultants excavated one prehistoric site 
(42SA6661 [ICRC98-6661]) in advance of road 
maintenance work that yielded two radiocarbon 
dates from the Basketmaker II period (Firor 1993). 
Burned material from a cist and a hearth dated to 
A.D. 230 to 540 and A.D. 3 to 240 (two sigma 
calibrated range), respectively. In 1994 Coulam 
excavated two slab-lined hearths and one "rock-
and-charcoal filled" feature of unknown function 
at site 42SA22559 (ICRC98-22559) (site forms on 
file at SEUG). All three features fall within the 
late Archaic, with dates of 3300 +/- 70 B.P. and 
2800 +/-100 B.P. for the hearths and 1900 +/- 50 
B.P. for the unknown feature. Coulam indicates 
on site forms that the features are not 
contemporaneous. The significance of these dates 
to the current study is that they are the only 
Archaic dates from Natural Bridges, although the 

dates, obtained from charred wood, may reflect 
the "old wood effect" (Schiffer 1986) and be as 
much as 200 years too old. Even so, the earlier 
two dates still fall within the late Archaic, and the 
latter date is early Basketmaker II. 

Tree-ring dates from 18 sites and four isolated 
snags are reported by Hobler and Hobler 
(1978:Table III; see also Troup 1976). Most of 
these dates are from wood specimens collected 
during their 1960-1962 survey of the monument. 
Dates for two excavated sites obtained by 
Schroeder (1965) in 1964, are also reported by 
Hobler and Hobler (1978) and Troup (1976). 

Two tree-ring-dated sites at Natural Bridges 
pre-date A. D. 650, but most fall within a range 
from about A. D. 900 to 1250 (Hobler and Hobler 
1978:Figure 38). A noticeable gap in the se
quence occurs during the Pueblo I period. Hobler 
and Hobler (1978:36) note that most beams at 
Natural Bridges sites do not appear to be from live 
trees felled with stone axes, but are from dead 
trees roughly broken off or burned at one end. 
The four standing snags died between 100 to 244 
years prior to being sampled; therefore, dates 
reported for sites may be older than construction 
events by a considerable amount (Hobler and 
Hobler 1978:38). If most specimens are older 
than actual construction dates, sites with dates in 
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the A. D. 900s may actually post-date A.D. 1000, 
suggesting a gap during early Pueblo II as well. 

Ceramic data gathered during the 1960-1962 
survey of the monument (Hobler and Hobler 
1978) indicate a Pueblo I occupational hiatus. 
Although Hobler and Hobler acknowledge that a 
gap in ceramic technology and style existed 
between Basketmaker III and Pueblo II, they 
suggest that Basketmaker III types may continue 
into Pueblo I times, as a cultural hiatus during this 
time period seems "unlikely" (Hobler and Hobler 
1978:44). P. Hobler (1962) hypothesized that 
Pueblo I ceramic types may not have been 
produced in southeastern Utah, though the area 
was occupied at the time (Hobler 1962:9). 
Subsequent research at Natural Bridges (Head and 
Head 1977; Kramer et al. 1991) and in 
surrounding areas (Dalley 1973; Matson and Lipe 
1977, 1978; Matson etal. 1988; Thompson 1978) 
suggests an occupational hiatus for some parts of 
the area, rather than a lag in ceramic styles or the 
absence of Pueblo I pottery production, is the 
more likely explanation for the gap in ceramic 
data. Areas such as Cedar Mesa and Natural 
Bridges apparently were abandoned during Pueblo 

I and early Pueblo II when populations moved 
northward to higher elevations, such as Elk Ridge 
and Milk Ranch Point, during a period of lower 
effective moisture (DeBloois and Green 1978; 
Green 1971; Louthan 1977). 

Although ceramic data collected during the 
1997-1998 survey generally confirm occupational 
sequences observed by previous investigators, 
lithic data do not. Hobler and Hobler (1978) 
recorded one Natural Bridges site (42S A6969) that 
predates Basketmaker II, and Head and Head list 
II sites as Basketmaker II or earlier, but no sites 
as Archaic specifically (Head and Head 
1977:Table 5). Analysis of projectile points 
collected during the 1997-1998 survey provides 
new evidence for a significant Archaic occupation 
that was not recognized previously at Natural 
Bridges (Head and Head 1977; Hobler and Hobler 
1978; Kramer et al. 1991) (Chapter 9). Results of 
lithic and ceramic chronology analyses are 
summarized in the sections that follow. 

Paleoindian through 
Basketmaker II 

Projectile point typologies were used to date 
aceramic sites when possible, utilizing 
classification methods developed by Brown et al. 
(1993), Holmer( 1978,1986), and Thomas (1981). 
In addition, some sites were classified as 
multicomponent Archaic/Anasazi (11 sites) or 
Basketmaker II/Anasazi (three sites) on the basis 
of both projectile point and ceramic typologies 
(see Chapter 9). Identification keys were used for 
large and small points (Figures 9.1 and 9.2) based 
on those developed by Thomas (1981) and Brown 
et al. (1993). These keys are derived from 
typologies such as those for the Great Basin and 
Oshara tradition. The reliability and validity of 
these lithic tool classificatory schemes, and the 
ceramic typology are examined in the discussion 
section. 

Possible use of the area during Paleoindian 
times is indicated by the single fluted biface. 
Evidence for Paleoindian occupation of 
southeastern Utah is limited, consisting of mostly 
isolated finds of Clovis points (Copeland and Fike 
1988; Geib and Bremer 1988; Schroedl 1991) and 
a Folsom point base (James Firor, personal 
communication, 1998). One campsite, the Lime 
Ridge Clovis site, received detailed investigation 
(Davis and Brown 1986). The fluted biface base 
found at Natural Bridges may be a scavenged or 
curated artifact because it was found on a site with 
a slab-lined hearth more typical of Archaic or 
early Anasazi sites. 

A variety of projectile points dating to the 
early, middle, and late Archaic periods were 
collected during the 1997-1998 survey. Temporal 
spans for recorded projectile points are illustrated 
in Figure 10.2. Table 10.2 provides references 
used to establish the date ranges, and Appendix 
9.2 summarizes the points by temporal period and 
site. Specific criteria used to type the points can 
be found in Chapter 9. The early Archaic is 
represented at Natural Bridges by a Jay point and 
two possible Pinto Series points. Two Sudden 
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Figure 10.2. Date ranges for projectile point types or series recorded at Natural Bridges. (Elko [Series], 
Pinto [Series], Jay, Northern Side-notched, Rocker Side-notched, Sudden Side-notched, San 
Rafael Side-notched, Oxbow Side-notched, Gatecliff Stemmed, Armijo Stemmed, 
Basketmaker II Corner-notched, Rosegate [Series], Parowan Basal-notched, Puebloan Side-
notched, Bull Creek, Desert Side-notched, and Cottonwood Triangular.) 

Side-notched, one Rocker Side-notched, and two 
Oxbow Side-notched points indicate middle 
Archaic use of the monument. Late Archaic 
occupation is represented by two San Rafael Side-
notched, one Armijo Stemmed, and seven 
Gatecliff Stemmed points. Dating of particular 
sites with these points is problematical, as some 
may be curated items. Nevertheless, they do 
suggest strongly use of the monument area 
throughout the Archaic. (See Chapter 9 for more 
detailed discussion of these point types and their 
temporal significance.) 

Thirty-one points were classified as 
Basketmaker II. Most of these (n = 23) fall within 
the broad category of corner-notched and side-
notched Basketmaker II projectile points, utilizing 
the En Medio type description (Brown et al. 1993; 
Irwin-Williams 1973). Seven lanceolate points 
were tentatively classified under the general 

category of Basketmaker II stemmed. One point 
was classified as White Dog Basketmaker II. In 
addition, 52 Elko Series points (including Elko 
Corner-notched, Side-notched, and Eared types) 
were found. Although the first Elko points were 
made during the early Archaic (Elko Eared and 
possibly Elko Side-notched points have been 
considered late Archaic [Holmer 1986]), they 
continue to be manufactured for 7,000 years on 
the northern and central Colorado Plateau (Holmer 
1986). They have been associated with sites 
dating from 6000 B. C. to A. D. 1000 (and 
perhaps later), although Holmer (1978, 1986) 
notes their absence during two time periods (4200 
to 3000 B. C. and 1400 B. C. to A. D. 200). The 
long duration of the Elko Series, as well as the 
considerable morphological overlap between Elko 
points and Basketmaker II points makes it difficult 
to assess the extent of both the Archaic and 
Basketmaker II occupations of Natural Bridges. 
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Table 10.2. Date ranges and references for projectile points recorded at Natural Bridges. 

Type 
Elko (Series) 
Pinto (Series) 
Northern Side-notched 
Rocker Side-notched 
Sudden Side-notched 
San Rafael Side-notched 
Oxbow Side-notched 
Gatecliff Stemmed 
Jay 
Armijo Stemmed 
Basketmaker II Corner-notched 
Rosegate (Series) 
Parowan Basal-notched 
Puebloan Side-notched 
Bull Creek 
Desert Side-notched 
Cottonwood Triangular 

Start (years B.P.) 
8,000 
8,300 
6,900 
6,800 
6,400 
4,600 
5,000 
4,500 
7,500 
3,800 
2,800 
1,700 
1,150 
1,100 
1,050 
800 
700 

End (years B.P.) 
1,000 
6,200 
6,300 
5,300 
4,700 
3,700 
2,800 
1,500 
6,800 
2,800 
1,600 
1,000 
850 
650 
750 
300 
250 

Reference 
Holmer 1978 
Holmer 1978 
Holmer 1978 
Holmer 1978 
Holmer 1978 
Holmer 1978 
Tipps 1988 
Holmer 1986 
Irwin-Williams 1973 
Irwin-Williams 1973 
Irwin-Williams 1973 
Holmer 1986 
Holmer 1986 
Brew 1946; Irwin 1993a; Rohn 1977 
Holmer 1986 
Holmer 1986 
Holmer 1986 

Accordingly, many sites with these points have 
been designated temporally as Archaic-
Basketmaker II sites. 

Distinguishing Archaic sites from more recent 
aceramic sites on the basis of other supporting 
evidence is also problematical. Characteristics 
typical of Archaic sites in southeastern Utah, such 
as slab-lined hearths and the absence of pottery 
and architectural features (Hewitt et al. 1989:135) 
are, unfortunately, not exclusive to this time 
period. Slab-lined hearths occur on Anasazi sites 
at Natural Bridges, and other Anasazi sites lack 
surface ceramics. Basketmaker II sites are also 
typified by traits that are present during other time 
periods, such as the presence of burned limestone 
and, again, a lack of ceramics (Matson et al. 
1988). As Camilli(1983:41)notes, limestone may 
have been used for cooking without ceramic 
containers, an activity that may have occurred in 
particular contexts even during ceramic-era 
periods. 

Because the lithic data do not lend themselves 
to a sufficiently fine-grained chronology, the 
Basketmaker II-Basketmaker III occupational 
hiatus observed at Cedar Mesa (Matson et al. 

1988), cannot be confirmed at Natural Bridges, 
although it may have occurred here as well. The 
hiatus, thought of as fairly widespread (Berry 
1982), is indicated on Cedar Mesa mostly by tree-
ring dates. These show the latest Basketmaker II 
date as prior to A.D. 400 and the earliest 
Basketmaker III date in the late A.D. 600s or early 
700s (Matson et al. n.d.), thereby creating a 250-
year hiatus between late Basketmaker II and late 
Basketmaker III. 

Basketmaker III through 
Pueblo III 

Basketmaker III through Pueblo III sites were 
classified on the basis of ceramic artifacts, 
utilizing a technique of probabilistic dating 
developed by Benedict (1996). Temporal 
probability curves were generated for ceramic 
types, based on their production date ranges. Type 
curves were combined and weighted by the 
number of sherds of each type to produce an 
aggregate temporal probability distribution for 
each site. Six ceramic periods, each of 150-years 
duration, were defined: early Basketmaker III, late 
Basketmaker III, Pueblo I, early Pueblo II, late 
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Pueblo II, and Pueblo III (see Chapter 8, Table 8.3 
for period date ranges). Sites were then assigned 
to one or more of these periods, based on the 
probabilities associated with occupation during 
each of the 150-year time intervals. Sites 
containing five or more diagnostic sherds were 
considered dated with high confidence. Temporal 
assignments for these sites are reported in Table 
8.4, with the probabilities associated with each 
site's date range. Dates for all ceramic sites are 
reported in Appendix 8.1. (See Chapter 8, for 
detailed discussion of the dating technique.) 

Results of the chronology analysis show a 
ceramic-era occupational sequence for Natural 
Bridges similar to that of Cedar Mesa. The 
Basketmaker III, Pueblo II, and Pueblo III periods 
are all well-represented at Natural Bridges, the 
occupational hiatus proposed by Lipe, Matson, 
and others (Matson and Lipe 1977; Matson et al. 
1988) during Pueblo I and early Pueblo II, 
however, appears to be repeated at Natural 
Bridges. 

While sites classified as late Basketmaker III-
Pueblo I and early-late Pueblo II are both 
common, the Pueblo I and early Pueblo II 
occupations suggested by these classifications are 
probably overestimated by the ceramic chronology 
analysis. Temporal resolution of the Pueblo I and 
early Pueblo II periods, utilizing ceramic type 
counts, is difficult because of the length of 
production of most of the types made during this 
time. The chronology analysis focuses on 
diagnostic decorated types, that are generally of 
much shorter production duration than gray ware 
types, but even use of these types precludes 
precise dating. Early decorated types found in the 
project area, such as Chapin Gray, were made 
from the Basketmaker III through the Pueblo I 
periods, and common Pueblo II ceramics, such as 
Mancos Black-on-white, were made during both 
early and late Pueblo II. Therefore, identifying 
Pueblo I and early Pueblo II sites is difficult with 
the data available (see Chapter 8, for more detailed 
discussion of the accuracy of the ceramic 
chronology). Nevertheless, an occupational hiatus 
during these periods is suggested by the nearly 
complete lack of ceramics that date exclusively to 

Pueblo I or early Pueblo II. Only one sherd of the 
Pueblo I type Piedra Black-on-white, 28 sherds of 
Deadmans Black-on-red, and one Mancos Gray 
rim, both of which date to late Pueblo I-early 
Pueblo II were found. No sherds were found of 
the Pueblo I-early Pueblo II type White Mesa 
Black-on-white, a variant of Piedra Black-on-
white that is more common than Piedra in 
southeastern Utah. Although the Natural Bridges 
area is higher in elevation than Cedar Mesa, and is 
in proximity to northern areas with relatively high 
numbers of Pueblo I-early Pueblo II sites, ceramic 
data suggest that the monument was not 
transitional between these areas and experienced 
very low population levels during this time. 

Mesa Verde and Kayenta influences are both 
reflected in ceramic assemblages at Natural 
Bridges. Ware frequency data indicate an early 
identification with the Mesa Verde region that 
continues throughout the Puebloan occupation of 
the monument. An influx of Kayenta ceramics 
occurs during the Pueblo II period, and continues 
during Pueblo III, when sites with mixed 
assemblages of Mesa Verde and Kayenta ceramics 
are more common than pure Mesa Verdean sites. 
These trends are illustrated in Figure 8.19 
(Chapter 8), which shows the number of sites with 
Mesa Verde, Kayenta, and mixed assemblages, 
during different time periods. Cultural affiliations 
for all sites containing diagnostic ceramics are 
listed in Appendix 8.1. (See Chapter 8 for more 
extensive discussion of ceramics and cultural 
interaction at Natural Bridges.) 

Cultural interaction patterns at Natural 
Bridges contrast with those on Cedar Mesa. 
Kayenta-affiliated sites at Cedar Mesa are more 
common than Mesa Verde sites during 
Basketmaker III, with a mixture of Kayenta and 
Mesa Verde sites observed during Pueblo II. 
Mesa Verde influence is predominant during 
Pueblo III (Haase 1983; Lipe and Matson 1971; 
Matson et al. 1988). 

Lithic artifacts provide low temporal 
resolution for understanding Anasazi chronology 
at Natural Bridges. Although projectile points 
supply date ranges for pre-ceramic components at 
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multicomponent Archaic/Anasazi (Archaic and 
indeterminate Anasazi) and Basketmaker 
II/Anasazi sites, dates for all purely Anasazi sites 
were based on ceramic artifacts. Points dating to 
the Basketmaker III through Pueblo III periods 
includes Rosegate series types, Puebloan Side-
notched, Bull Creek, and Parowan Basal-notched 
points. These types have relatively broad time 
spans, and do not aid in narrowing the date ranges 
for ceramic sites. No Anasazi points were found 
on sites that do not also contain ceramics. 

Protohistoric and Historic 

One Desert Side-notched point was identified, 
indicating limited Protohistoric use of the 
monument (Chapter 9). Desert Side-notched 
points date between A.D. 1200 and 1700, and 
have been associated with Dinetah phase Navajo 
sites in the San Juan Basin (Brown et al. 1993) 
and with Numic occupations in the Great Basin 
and Utah (Hohner and Weder 1980). The 
presence of six micaceous gray ware sherds on 
one site also suggests a possible Protohistoric 
occupation by Numic groups. These sherds are 
consistent with the type description for 
Protohistoric Southern Paiute Utility Ware 
(Baldwin 1950), although they were found on a 
site also containing early Puebloan ceramics 
(Chapter 8). In addition, Schroeder (1964) and 
Farmer (1952) collected a small number of Navajo 
ceramic sherds, and related tree-ring specimens, 
during investigations conducted to evaluate a 
Navajo land claims case before the Indian Land 
Claims Commission. Only one site was recorded 
as Protohistoric during previous surveys of the 
monument. Hobler and Hobler note that two low, 
dry-laid, masonry walls at site 42SA6966 
resemble sheep pens used by contemporary 
Navajos (Hobler and Hobler 1978:35). They also 
found a single sherd of Jeddito Yellow Ware (a 
Pueblo IV Hopi ware), that they attributed to use 
of the area after Pueblo III by "local travelers'" 
(Hobler and Hobler 1978:34), presumably 
nomadic Utes or Navajos. Hobler and Hobler also 
note evidence of Paiute knowledge of the Natural 
Bridges area, reported by the surveyor W. B. 
Douglass (1908) in connection with his efforts to 

learn indigenous names for the three natural 
bridges in White Canyon. Hobler and Hobler 
(1978:35) argue that Paiutes probably did not have 
permanent habitations at Natural Bridges, but 
were familiar with the area because of occasional 
travel to hunting grounds on Elk Ridge to the 
north. 

Eight historic sites were recorded, consisting 
of one log fence line; one can scatter; one large 
trash dump of cans, bottles, wood, and other 
materials; three isolated campfires; and two camps 
with artifact scatters. One of the camps is the site 
of the old monument ranger station and 
campground (42SA23600 [ICRC97-293]) (and the 
large trash dump may well be associated with the 
site). These sites reflect use of the area for early 
exploration and ranching before the establishment 
of Natural Bridges National Monument for 
recreation and tourism. 

Discussion 

Temporal classification of sites within the 
project area using the probabilistic technique relies 
on published production date ranges derived from 
regional seriations of ceramic and lithic artifact 
types. One of the assumptions of the method of 
seriation when it is used to infer chronological 
rather than simply formal relationships, is that the 
units ordered behave "historically," in that they 
are chiefly representative of change in time 
(Dunnell 1970). This requirement was recognized 
during the cultural historical period of archeology 
when it was argued that the frequency distribution 
of a historical class should form a unimodal curve 
through time, reflecting a pattern of inception 
followed by a gradual rise and fall in popularity 
(Ford 1949; Phillips, Ford, and Griffin 1951; 
Rouse 1939). The theoretical basis for seriation 
has been formalized by evolutionary archeologists, 
who argue that seriation works because it 
generally utilizes stylistic (rather than functional) 
variation that behaves in a fashion analogous to 
neutral genetic variation (Dunnell 1978; Neiman 
1995; O'Brien and Holland 1990). Neutral 
genetic and cultural variants are expected to 
behave similarly over time as they are both free to 
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vary regardless of selection, resulting in the 
lenticular-shaped, normal frequency distributions, 
recognized as the typical "battleship-shaped" 
curves (Ford 1952, 1962) of cultural-historical 
seriation. 

Ceramic types in the Southwest are generally 
recognized as valid historical types in that they 
chiefly reflect changes in style over time and 
satisfy the normality assumptions for frequency 
seriation (Ambler 1985;Christenson 1994;Goetze 
and Mills 1993). Ambler (1985:28) notes that 
although functional attributes, such as temper 
grain size, are correlated with stylistic variation, 
Kayenta ceramics of the same ware can be sorted 
into types on the basis of design differences alone. 
The same point can be made for Mesa Verde 
ceramics, which can also be typed on the basis of 
design (within wares) regardless of temper 
characteristics, changes in which are also 
correlated with stylistic attributes. 

The validity of point types as chronological 
units is more suspect for two reasons. First, as 
Beck (1998) notes, projectile point types are 
defined mainly by differences in functional 
attributes that have important consequences for 
tool performance (Beck 1998). Therefore, point 
type frequencies should be subject to changes in 
subsistence practices across space or time, and 
will not necessarily fade in and out of use 
according to the random model of neutral 
variation. Nevertheless, Beck (1998) argues that 
projectile point types may still be valid temporal 
markers. In a study of change in metric traits of 
Great Basin points from Gatecliff Shelter, she 
notes that these types behave historically, although 
she believes that all of the traits she examined 
were functional (Beck 1998:38). She argues that 
functional types in general may be valid temporal 
units, if it can be demonstrated empirically that 
they behave historically. In other words, the shape 
of the frequency distributions of functional types 
cannot be assumed a priori. But post hoc 
examination of their distributions through time, 
through comparison with chronometric data, may 
prove them to be useful temporal markers that can 
be used on otherwise undated sites (Beck 
1998:39). 

Secondly, some have argued that projectile 
points are not valid temporal units because 
rejuvenation of broken points may result in 
incorrect typological classification, resulting in 
temporal assignments that pre- or post-date 
manufacture and use of the point. In a critique of 
Thomas' reanalysis of the Great Basin projectile 
point chronology, Flenniken and others (Flenniken 
1984; Flenniken and Raymond 1986; Flenniken 
and Wilke 1989) note that experimental studies 
demonstrate that re-working of damaged Elko 
Corner-notched points, in some cases, may yield 
points that would be classified as more recent 
Rosegate types. While Thomas acknowledges the 
potential for error in classification, he argues that 
current-day experiments do not prove that 
substantial prehistoric re-working of points 
occurred, resulting in unacceptable error in 
temporal classification (Thomas 1986). He points 
out that the potential for chronological 
misclassification due to rejuvenation processes is 
probably exaggerated because Great Basin types 
do sort historically, with particular points 
consistently dating to specific time periods 
(Thomas 1986:622). Beck's (1998) temporal 
analysis of Great Basin points supports Thomas' 
observation that these artifacts are useful temporal 
markers. 

Although strong arguments can be made for 
the valid use of lithic and ceramic types as 
temporal markers for Natural Bridges sites, their 
reliability must also be considered. An additional 
requirement of seriation is that all of the types (or 
other units) ordered by a seriation come from the 
same local area, so that they represent a shared 
cultural tradition (Dunnell 1970; Phillips, Ford, 
and Griffin 1951; Rouse 1967). Diffusion across 
space is expected to affect the distribution of units 
included in a seriation, with peaks in their 
occurrences occurring at different times in 
different places (Dunnell 1970:31 1; Phillips, Ford, 
and Griffin 1951:223; Rouse 1967:177-179). As 
Dunnell points out, it is logically impossible to 
satisfy completely the local area criterion, as 
variation across time and space is continuous and, 
therefore, cannot be partitioned into clearly 
delineated local areas (Dunnell 1970:315). He 
argues that spatial variation can be reduced, 
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however, by limiting the seriation to units that 
vary chiefly across time rather than space, 
although "the larger the area is, the fewer the 
classes that will meet the requirements of being an 
'historical' class" (Dunnell 1970:315). In 
constructing the Natural Bridges chronology, we 
relied on seriations developed in other areas, such 
as the Great Basin and New Mexico for projectile 
points, and the eastern Mesa Verde region and 
northern Arizona for ceramics. Spatial variation 
affecting chronology is, therefore, to be expected. 

Previous investigators in southeastern Utah 
suggest there may be either a hiatus (Breternitz et 
al. 1974) or a temporal "lag" in ceramic types for 
the western Mesa Verde region. Dalley (1973:23) 
notes that some Pueblo I types appear to persist 
into later periods on Cedar Mesa sites in 
comparison with other Mesa Verde areas. More 
recent investigations suggest that there is no 
significant temporal difference in ceramic types 
between the eastern and western portions of the 
region. Reed (1998:349) notes that researchers of 
the Dolores Archaeological Program have shown 
that the persistence of some earlier types in later 
contexts is "normal" even in this more eastern area 
of the Mesa Verde region. In addition, he argues 
that the recognition of a western variety of Piedra 
Black-on-white, defined by Hurst et al. (1985) as 
White Mesa Variety, has done much to solve the 
apparent time lag problem. Wilson and Blinman 
(1995) argue that White Mesa Black-on-white 
should be considered a separate type, rather than 
a variety of Piedra, because it has a broader 
production time span that extends into early 
Pueblo II. The presence of White Mesa Black-on-
white sherds on western Mesa Verde sites would, 
therefore, not necessarily indicate a persistence of 
Pueblo 1 ceramic style on Pueblo II sites in 
southeastern Utah. A sample of chronometric 
dates would be useful for evaluating whether types 

at Natural Bridges in particular are contempor
aneous with the rest of the Mesa Verde region. 

The potential for error is greater in dating 
lithic sites at Natural Bridges, because of the 
greater distance from projectile point type sites 
and the rarity of Archaic sites in nearby areas for 
comparison. Temporal inconsistencies across 
space within the Great Basin typology have long 
been recognized (Thomas 1981). Holmer(1986) 
and Thomas (1981) have done much to repair 
these problems for much of the region Holmer 
calls the Intermountain West, which includes 
portions of Oregon, Nevada, Idaho, Colorado, and 
Utah (Holmer 1986:Figure 22). Holmer (1986) 
has divided this region into three areas—western, 
eastern, and northern—to account for geographic 
differences in the temporal occurrence of similar 
morphological types. 

Natural Bridges is on the southeastern 
periphery of Holmer's eastern region. His revised 
projectile point chronology for this region relies 
on radiocarbon dates from sites at some distance 
from Natural Bridges, such as Sudden Shelter and 
Cowboy Cave, both of which lie northwest of the 
Colorado River. As noted above, little Archaic 
lithic material has been recorded in nearby areas 
such as Cedar Mesa. Matson notes that very little 
is known about the Archaic for the San Juan area 
of the Colorado Plateau in general, in comparison 
with surrounding areas (Matson 1991:125). The 
newly recorded Archaic occupation of Natural 
Bridges, therefore, presents an opportunity for 
evaluating the reliability of regional projectile 
point chronologies applied to southeastern Utah. 
Chronometric dates in conjunction with artifact 
frequency data are needed to assess more 
thoroughly the reliability of both lithic and 
ceramic regional typologies for dating Natural 
Bridges sites. 



Chapter 11 

Settlement and Subsistence 

Janet D. Orcutt 

The Natural Bridges survey research design 
(McVickar 1998b, Chapter 4) proposes to test a 
settlement and subsistence model based on Lipe 
and Matson's research at neighboring Cedar Mesa 
(Lipe and Matson 1971; Matson and Lipe 1978; 
Matson et al. 1988). Relying primarily on loca-
tional data, the Cedar Mesa analyses provide a 
sketch of settlement and subsistence change dur
ing three discontinuous occupations. We expect 
Natural Bridges and Cedar Mesa to share some 
similarities, but we also anticipate some differen
ces. Previous research at Cedar Mesa provides the 
basis from which to develop the comparisons. 

Cedar Mesa Model 

There are a few Archaic projectile points from 
Cedar Mesa, but nothing else that would indicate 
more than sparse use of the area (Lipe, personal 
communication 2000). It appears that Cedar Mesa 
was first occupied ca. A.D. 200 to 400 
(Basketmaker II), during an episode of high 
moisture (Matson et al. 1988:256, Figure 9). 
Basketmaker II subsistence was heavily reliant on 
maize (Matson and Chisholm 1991), but regularly 
fell back on wild resources to buffer risk (Dohm 
1988:307; Matson etal. 1988:255). Site locations 
are on mesa tops. Most habitations are in higher 
elevations and dense pinyon-juniper vegetation, 
which are correlated with sufficient moisture and 
deep soils for dry farming. Habitations are clearly 

located in areas suitable for agriculture. Non-
habitation locations display the diversity necessary 
to exploit a variety of floral and faunal resources 
in addition to farming; they cover a wider 
elevation range, do not favor the denser pinyon-
juniper forests that habitations do, and are closer 
to canyons. Basketmaker II habitations are 
small—only one pithouse per site—and based on 
their sample of the 800 sq km study area, 
population is estimated between 440 and 880 
people. Habitation sites are loosely clustered in 
that "at least 80% . . . occur within 200-400 m of 
another habitation" (Matson et al. 1988:250). 

Cedar Mesa is not occupied between A.D. 400 
and A.D. 650. When people return to the area ca. 
A.D. 650 (Basketmaker III), during another 
interval of high moisture (Matson et al. 1988:256), 
site locations and analysis of stable isotopes in 
human skeletons suggest that maize agriculture is 
the primary subsistence pursuit (Matson and 
Chisholm 1991; Matson et al. 1988:255). 
Habitations and limited activity sites are 
concentrated in the "dry-farming zone" (Matson et 
al. 1988:251)—higher elevations and dense 
pinyon-juniper forests on mesa tops. Maize 
storage becomes the primary risk buffering 
strategy at Cedar Mesa in Basketmaker III (Dohm 
1988:307; Matson et al. 1988:255). Population 
size is estimated between 600 and 1,200 people, a 
little larger than during Basketmaker II, and 
spatial aggregation is higher. 
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A second hiatus between ca. A.D. 725 and 
A.D. 1060 coincides with a period of low effective 
moisture and high summer precipitation (Matson 
etal. 1988:256, Figure 9). Population is estimated 
between 500 and 1,500 people during the Pueblo 
period (A.D. 1060 to 1270), which is similar to or 
slightly larger than Basketmaker III levels. The 
Pueblo period occupation is concentrated in the 
higher elevations and dense pinyon-juniper 
forests, obviously targeting the most suitable dry-
farming locations (Matson et al. 1988:251). 
Residences remain small; however, one or two 
sites may house up to four households, and the 
pattern of settlement seems to "fit with a patchy 
distribution of arable soil" (Matson et al. 
1988:252). There may be another hiatus during a 
dry and extremely variable climatic interval from 
A.D. 1150 to 1165 (Matson et al. 1988:256; 
Chapter 2, this volume), which if it occurs, mirrors 
events on the Red Rock Plateau west of Cedar 
Mesa (Matson et al. 1988:256). During the latter 
stages of the Pueblo occupation, habitations are at 
lower elevations and cliff dwellings increase in 
frequency. There are more storage rooms than 
living rooms in the cliff dwellings, indicating that 
these sites probably are designed to protect stored 
foods. Summer precipitation and temperatures are 
low after A.D. 1200 (Matson et al. 1988:256), 
probably leading to internecine warfare and a 
greater necessity to defend stores (Matson et al. 
1988:255). Climate continues to worsen after 
A.D. 1250, and the Pueblo occupants left Cedar 
Mesaca. A.D. 1270. 

Based on the model of settlement provided by 
Cedar Mesa, this chapter describes site locations 
at Natural Bridges according to several 
environmental variables similar to those used in 
the Cedar Mesa analyses. Site distributions are 
examined by period using the functional site types 
described in Chapter 6, and the grouped periods 
listed in Table 10.1, with the exception of Anasazi 
General, Protohistoric, and Historic. 

Natural Bridges Site Locations 

are examined and compared to Cedar Mesa when 
appropriate. Data for landform, deposition, and 
vegetation were recorded in the field using 
IMACS specifications (see Chapter 5), so that is 
how the analyses are structured in this chapter. 
Results are presented in a chronological frame
work, although not all periods are discrete. Box 
plots of elevation, the variable most comparable to 
what Matson et al. (1988) use for Cedar Mesa, 
were produced by SAS/Graph Release 6. 

With respect to temporal placement of sites, 
when purely Archaic sites could be identified, they 
were classified as Archaic. Often, Archaic and 
Basketmaker II sites were difficult to separate with 
survey data, and those that could not be 
distinguished were categorized as Archaic-
Basketmaker II. There are three known 
Basketmaker II sites in the Archaic-Basketmaker 
II period and several others are likely to be 
Basketmaker II as well. The next period is 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I, but all of these sites 
probably are Basketmaker III (Chapter 8, Chapter 
10). The final two intervals, Pueblo II and Pueblo 
II-III, are not separate periods; instead, they reflect 
the difficulty of distinguishing Pueblo II from 
Pueblo III. With these caveats in mind, this 
section describes locations of the different 
functional site types by time period and attempts 
to relate events in Natural Bridges to those at 
nearby Cedar Mesa. 

Archaic 

There are several Archaic sites at Natural 
Bridges (Figure 11.1). Analysis of lithic artifacts 
(Chapter 9) indicates that Archaic subsistence 
focused on hunting, with a secondary emphasis on 
wild plant gathering. Site locations should reflect 
the diversity of animals hunted and plants 
gathered across the landscape. We expect that the 
Archaic population used a wide range of elevation 
and vegetation zones; thus most aspects of 
location should exhibit diversity rather than 
specific patterns. 

Site locations relative to elevation, landform, 
slope, aspect, depositional context, and vegetation 

Archaic limited activity site locations range 
from 1,853 to 2.003 m (6,080 to 6,570 ft) in 
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Figure 11.1. Map of Archaic sites by functional site type. 
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Figure 11.2. Box plot of Archaic site types by elevation. The bottom edge of the box marks the twenty-
fifth percentile, the top edge marks the seventy-fifth percentile, and the center horizontal 
line, when present, marks the median (fiftieth percentile). The vertical lines extending from 
the box mark the extent of data to a distance up to 1.5 interquartile ranges; data beyond that 
range are marked by a square symbol. 

elevation (Figure 11.2), and they are clustered in 
two groups (these are not shown in the 
figure)—one between 1,853 to 1,914 m (6,080 to 
6,280 ft), and one between 1,951 to 2,003 m 
(6,400 to 6.570 ft). The short-term habitation/ 
intermittent-use sites are in higher elevations 
(Figure 112y—two at 1,963 m (6,440 ft) and one 
at 1,999 m (6,560 ft). Elevation diversity appears 
to be less than expected, especially when 
compared to later periods. Locations seem to 
emphasize higher elevations, indicating that either 
we have not identified all the Archaic sites, or that 
these elevations offered something that was not 
available in lower areas. 

Keeping in mind that the survey covered only 
the mesa tops, most Archaic sites are on ridge or 

mesa slopes. Forty-four percent of limited activity 
sites and 67 percent of short-term habitation/ 
intermittent-use sites are on slopes. All short-term 
habitation/intermittent use and most limited 
activity sites are on gentle slopes. Eastern and 
northern aspects are most common among limited 
activity sites, and each short-term habitation/ 
intermittent-use site has a different aspect. 

Two-thirds of limited activity and short-term 
habitation/intermittent-use sites are on aeolian 
deposits. The other limited activity sites are in 
aeolian and residual contexts, and the remaining 
short-term habitation is associated with colluvium. 
Considering the area surveyed is primarily 
aeolian, we expected that most sites would be 
associated with that depositional context. 
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Pinyon-juniper woodland is the primary 
vegetation at all Archaic sites. The most common 
secondary vegetation at limited activity sites is 
low sagebrush, followed by pinyon-juniper 
woodland and barren slickrock. Each of the three 
short-term habitation/intermittent-use sites is 
associated with different secondary vegetation 
types. 

The expected diversity in Archaic site 
locations is reflected in some variables and not in 
others. The elevation range occupied is less than 
expected, indicating that possibly the resources 
exploited fell within a shorter range. Site aspects 
show some diversity, and there is variety in the 
most common secondary vegetation at sites, 
although pinyon-juniper is the primary vegetation 
at all sites. Possibly, use of Natural Bridges was 
intermittent and aimed at acquiring only specific 
resources. The presence of short-term habitation/ 
intermittent-use sites indicates repeated use of 
some locations over time. Because of sparse 
Archaic evidence at Cedar Mesa, it is possible that 
Natural Bridges offered something that Cedar 
Mesa did not; if this is the case, presently we are 
not equipped to identify what the attraction of 
Natural Bridges was. 

Archaic-Basketmaker II 

Sites in this category include Basketmaker II 
and undifferentiated Archaic and Basketmaker II 
sites (Figure 11.3). Although we expect hunting 
and gathering to remain important, we know that 
Basketmaker II locations at Cedar Mesa strongly 
reflect choices for good agricultural areas, and we 
expect to see selection for similar areas at Natural 
Bridges. 

Limited activity sites are found between 1,798 
and 1,957 m (5,900 to 6,420 ft), a slightly wider 
range than Archaic sites (Figure 11.4). The range 
begins lower but does not extend as high among 
the Archaic-Basketmaker II limited activity sites. 
There are more Archaic-Basketmaker II sites than 
Archaic sites, which may be part of the 
explanation for the increased elevation range. It 
also is likely that sites were situated to exploit a 

greater variety of wild plants than Archaic sites 
(see Chapter 9). The sole long-term habitation site 
is at 1,951 m (6400 ft) (Figure 11.4). The numer
ous short-term habitation/intermittent-use sites are 
spread from 1,801 to 2,015 m (5,910 to 6,610 ft) 
(Figure 11.4), and the largest cluster of sites is 
between 1,859 and 1,881 m (6,100 to 6,170 ft). 

Limited activity and short-term 
habitation/intermittent-use sites are associated 
with a variety of landforms and vegetation types; 
however, some aspects of their locations show 
selection for specific situations. In particular, 
short-term habitation/intermittent-use sites are 
common on gentle slopes with southern 
exposures, which are conducive to dry farming 
(Haase 1983). Limited activity sites are associated 
with southern aspects, and are found on a wide 
range of slopes, although gentler slopes are more 
common. The expected differentiation in 
subsistence activities seems to be emerging—i.e., 
limited activity sites represent the exploitation of 
numerous wild resources while short-term 
habitation/intermittent-use locations focus more 
on agricultural production. The single long-term 
habitation has a northern exposure on a gentle 
slope in pinyon-juniper woodland, which offers 
higher moisture but cooler temperatures. All site 
types are associated with aeolian deposits. 

Site locations hint that quite a few of the sites 
in the Archaic-Basketmaker II group are 
Basketmaker II sites, which is when we expect to 
see the appearance of agriculture in the area. 
Lithic assemblages from Basketmaker II sites in 
Natural Bridges (Chapter 9) indicate hunting and 
gathering continue to be important, possibly with 
a slightly greater emphasis on wild plant 
processing than at Archaic sites. The presence of 
maize processing equipment such as two-hand 
manos, and slab and trough metates indicates that 
farming was part of the Basketmaker II 
subsistence system (see Chapter 9). 

Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I 

Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I site locations 
(Figure 11.5) should be more focused on 
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Figure 11.3. Map of Archaic-Basketmaker II sites by functional site type. 
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Figure 11.4. Box plot of Archaic-Basketmaker II site types by elevation. The bottom edge of the box 
marks the twenty-fifth percentile, the top edge marks the seventy-fifth percentile, and the 
center horizontal line, when present, marks the median (fiftieth percentile). The vertical 
lines extending from the box mark the extent of data to a distance up to 1.5 interquartile 
ranges; data beyond that range are marked by a square symbol. 

agriculture than earlier sites, while still reflecting 
a diverse subsistence system incorporating hunting 
and gathering. We expect the greatest diversity in 
limited activity site locations because these are the 
loci most associated with non-agricultural 
activities. Long-term habitations and short-term 
habitation/intermittent-use sites should be in good 
agricultural areas, especially if the latter are field 
houses. 

Limited activity sites are in the widest range 
of elevations, from 1,817 to 2,012 m (5,960 to 
6,600 ft) (Figure 11.6); however, the majority are 
above 1,943 m (6,375 ft), and a large cluster is 
between 1,945 and 1,957 m (6,380 to 6,420 ft). 
Long-term habitations cover a more restricted 
elevation range (Figure 11.6), and occur in two 

clusters—one between 1,875 and 1,914 m (6,150 
to 6,280 ft), and the other between 1,963 and 1,975 
m (6,440 to 6,480 ft). Short-term habitation/ 
intermittent-use sites cover a range of elevations 
from 1,823 to 1,993 m (5,980 to 6,640 ft) (Figure 
11.6), but the majority is above 1,905 m (6,250 ft). 
The range of variability is as expected for each 
site type, although all types favor the higher 
elevations. Long-term habitations and short-term 
habitation/intermittent-use sites were expected in 
higher elevations that offer greater moisture for 
dry farming. 

Limited activity sites are associated with a 
greater variety of landforms, vegetation types, and 
slopes than long-term habitations or short-term 
habitation/intermittent-use sites. Southern aspects 
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Figure 11.5. Map of Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I sites by functional site type. 
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Figure 11.6. Box plot of Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I site types by elevation. The bottom edge of the box 
marks the twenty-fifth percentile, the top edge marks the seventy-fifth percentile, and the 
center horizontal line, when present, marks the median (fiftieth percentile). The vertical 
lines extending from the box mark the extent of data to a distance up to 1.5 interquartile 
ranges; data beyond that range are marked by a square symbol. 

are predominant at limited activity and short-term 
habitation/intermittent-use sites. Eastern and 
southern aspects are most common at long-term 
habitations. 

At Cedar Mesa, dense pinyon-juniper is 
associated with deep soils, and Matson et al. 
(1988) use it as a marker of good agricultural 
locations. At Natural Bridges, pinyon-juniper 
woodland is the primary vegetation at all except 
two sites. Secondary vegetation is more variable 
than primary vegetation. Limited activity sites are 
primarily in pinyon-juniper woodland, barren 
slickrock, and low sagebrush vegetation. Sixty 
percent of the long-term habitations are in low 
sagebrush, and the remainder is in pinyon-juniper 
woodland. Nearly 70 percent of the short-term 

habitation/intermittent-use sites are in low 
sagebrush, and 30 percent are evenly split between 
pinyon-juniper woodland and barren. It is 
possible that locations associated with "barren" 
vegetation allowed inhabitants to take advantage 
of runoff from the slickrock to water fields (Janet 
McVickar, personal communication 1999). 

Lithic analysis (Chapter 9) indicates a major 
increase in maize and other plant processing 
equipment at long-term habitations and short-term 
habitation/intermittent-use sites. In addition, tools 
used to maintain groundstone implements also 
increase. Projectile points and game processing 
tools decrease in Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I 
assemblages. There are more portable artifacts 
such as flake tools, bifaces, and manos in the 
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assemblages at limited activity sites, indicating the 
contrast in function between limited activity and 
more sedentary sites. 

Pueblo II 

Sites that could be identified as strictly Pueblo 
II were placed in this period (Figure 1 1.7). Many 
Pueblo II and Pueblo III sites could not be distin
guished, so they were put in a Pueblo Il-Pueblo III 
category discussed in the following section. We 
expect to see the greatest level of dependence on 
agriculture during the Pueblo period. We also 
expect hunting and gathering to continue, which 
should lend diversity to the locations of limited 
activity sites, although the contribution of wild 
foods to the diet probably declines. 

Limited activity sites cover a wide range of 
elevations, from 1,716 to 2,009 m (5,630 to 6,590 
ft) (Figure 11.8); however, more than half are 
between 1,932 and 1,972 m (6,340 to 6,470 ft). 
Long-term habitations occur between 1,865 and 
1,996 m (6,120 to 6,550 ft) (Figure 11.8), 
although 60 percent of them are between 1,865 
and 1,893 m (6,120 to 6,210 ft). Short-term 
habitation/intermittent-use sites range from 1,817 
to 1,999 m (5,960 to 6,560 ft) in elevation (Figure 
11.8), but more than half are above 1,945 m 
(6,380 ft). Limited activity and short-term 
habitation/intermittent-use sites are more 
concentrated in the higher elevations than long-
term habitations. We expected long-term and 
short-term habitations to predominate in the higher 
elevations because of greater moisture for 
agriculture. Limited activity sites do cover a 
wider range of elevations than the other two types, 
but apparently many of the wild resources 
exploited were in the higher elevations. 

Limited activity sites occupy more different 
landforms than short-term habitation/intermittent-
use sites or long-term habitations. Long-term 
habitations are associated with the least variety of 
landforms, probably because there are so few sites. 
Sites of all types are predominantly on gentle 
slopes, with the exception of some limited activity 
and short-term habitation/intermittent-use sites 

that are on steeper slopes. There is little variation 
in the depositional context associated with the 
different site types, the majority being located on 
aeolian deposits. A higher percentage of short-
term habitation/intermittent-use sites (72 percent) 
are associated with aeolian contexts, versus 50 
percent of limited activity sites and 60 percent of 
long-term habitations, which may indicate 
selection for areas with better soils. 

Pinyon-juniper woodland is the primary 
vegetation at all except two Pueblo II sites. There 
is more variation in secondary vegetation. Low 
sagebrush is most common at limited activity 
sites, followed by barren and pinyon-juniper 
woodland. Low sagebrush and pinyon-juniper 
woodland are equally common at 80 percent of the 
long-term habitations. Pinyon-juniper woodland 
is most common at 52 percent of the short-term 
habitation/intermittent-use sites, followed by low 
sagebrush at 38 percent of the sites. Pinyon-
juniper woodland may be an indicator of good 
agricultural soil (Matson and Lipe 1978), and it 
appears that short-term habitations emphasized 
these locations slightly more than long-term 
habitations. 

More than two-thirds of Pueblo II limited 
activity sites are on slopes with southern or 
northern aspects. Eighty percent of the long-term 
habitations are equally split between northern and 
southern aspects. Northern aspects are wetter and 
cooler and subject to early or late frosts. Southern 
aspects are warmer and drier (Haase 1983). 
Western or southern aspects are most common at 
short-term habitation/intermittent-use sites, 
although 24 percent have a northern aspect. The 
presence of so many western aspects among these 
short-term habitations is puzzling as we expected 
primarily southern aspects at agricultural sites. 

The greatest changes in richness and evenness 
of ceramic types occurs from the Basketmaker III-
Pueblo I period to the Pueblo II period (see 
Chapter 8). Hurt (Chapter 8) feels these changes 
indicate increased reliance on agriculture, greater 
sedentism, and increased use of ceramic vessels 
for storage. 
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Figure 11.7. Map of Pueblo II sites by functional site type. 
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Figure 11.8. Box plot of Pueblo II site types by elevation. The bottom edge of the box marks the twenty-
fifth percentile, the top edge marks the seventy-fifth percentile, and the center horizontal 
line, when present, marks the median (fiftieth percentile). The vertical lines extending from 
the box mark the extent of data to a distance up to 1.5 interquartile ranges; data beyond that 
range are marked by a square symbol. 

Pueblo II-Pueblo III 

Sites in this category cannot be distinguished 
as either Pueblo II or Pueblo III (Figure 11.9). 
Because there probably are several Pueblo III sites 
in this sample, we expect to see locational changes 
similar to those identified at Cedar Mesa. Late in 
Pueblo III at Cedar Mesa, there are more sites in 
alcoves, primarily filled with storage rooms, and 
there appears to be greater concern for defending 
stores. If this occurs at Natural Bridges, we might 
be able to identify it in the elevations occupied, 
especially at habitations, and by shifts in the 
landforms associated with sites. It will be more 
difficult to identify this pattern at Natural Bridges, 
however, because the survey did not cover the 

canyons. Previously recorded sites in canyons, 
many of which are Pueblo II-Pueblo III 
habitations, might allow partial evaluation of this 
question. 

Limited activity sites range in elevation from 
1,768 to 2,009 m (5,800 to 6,590 ft) (Figure 
11.10), although 70 percent are located between 
1,939 and 2,009 m (6,360 to 6,590 ft). Long-term 
habitations are found from 1,786 to 2,006 m 
(5,860 to 6,580 ft) in elevation (Figure 11.10). 
Four of the eight habitations are between 1,786 
and 1,865 m (5,860 to 6,120 ft), and the other four 
are between 1,948 and 2,006 m (6,390 to 6,580 ft). 
Short-term habitation/intermittent-use sites range 
between 1.807 and 2,006 m (5,930 to 6.580 ft) 
(Figure 11.10), but primarily occur in two clusters 



Figure 11.9. Map of Pueblo H-Pueblo III sites by functional site type. 
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Figure 11.10. Box plot of Pueblo H-Pueblo III site types by elevation. The bottom edge of the box marks 
the twenty-fifth percentile, the top edge marks the seventy-fifth percentile, and the center 
horizontal line, when present, marks the median (fiftieth percentile). The vertical lines 
extending from the box mark the extent of data to a distance up to 1.5 interquartile ranges; 
data beyond that range are marked by a square symbol. 

at 1,807 to 1,890 m (5,930 to 6.200 ft) and 1,945 
to 2,006 m (6,380 to 6,580 ft). More than 60 
percent of the short-term habitations are in the 
higher elevation group. 

Short-term habitation/intermittent-use sites are 
associated with a greater variety of landforms than 
limited activity sites. This may indicate that 
agriculture became less predictable, and as a 
result, a variety of locations were planted to 
increase the chances of successful harvests. Long-
term habitations are spread among five landforms; 
however, 38 percent of the sites are in 
rockshelters, and all of these are in the lower 
elevation group. This may be a hint that sheltered, 
less accessible locations were chosen to protect 
provisions from raids, similar to Cedar Mesa 

(Matsonetal. 1988). The Pueblo Il-Pueblo III site 
group is the only one in which more long-term 
habitations are associated with aeolian and 
residual contexts than with aeolian deposits, 
probably reflecting the greater use of alcoves or 
rockshelters and less concern with proximity to 
arable land. Most limited activity sites are on 
aeolian deposits, while short-term habitation/ 
intermittent-use sites are almost evenly split 
between aeolian (45 percent) and aeolian+residual 
(40 percent). 

Pinyon-juniper woodland is the primary 
vegetation at more than 90 percent of Pueblo II-
Pueblo III sites. Low sagebrush, barren, and 
pinyon-juniper woodland are the most common 
secondary vegetation types at limited activity 
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sites. Low sagebrush and pinyon-juniper 
woodland are equally common secondary 
vegetation types at long-term habitations, and 
barren slickrock represents the remainder of sites. 
Barren, low sagebrush, and pinyon-juniper 
woodland are all equally represented secondary 
vegetation types at 90 percent of short-term 
habitation/intermittent-use sites. 

Limited activity locations most often have 
western, southern, or northern aspects. Most of the 
long-term habitations have southern or western 
aspects. Seventy percent of the short-term 
habitation/intermittent-use sites are evenly split 
between southern and western aspects (35 percent 
each), and 20 percent of the sites have northern 
aspects. 

Groundstone tools are more frequent at Pueblo 
Il-Pueblo III sites than in any other time group 
(Chapter 9). The diversity of groundstone 
implements increases in this period, while 
projectile points and other tools associated with 
hunting are at a low. Apparently, Pueblo II-
Pueblo III occupants were processing more maize 
than in previous periods. 

Some obvious differences emerge between 
Pueblo II and Pueblo Il-Pueblo III sites. Pueblo II 
long-term habitations do not occur in the lower 
elevations seen in Pueblo Il-Pueblo III locations, 
and the Pueblo Il-Pueblo III high elevation cluster 
is higher than Pueblo II. Pueblo Il-Pueblo III 
short-term habitation/intermittent-use sites also 
have a lower elevation component not seen at 
Pueblo II sites. Finally, Pueblo Il-Pueblo III long-
term habitation site aspects are predominantly 
southern or western, but Pueblo II sites are 
primarily southern or northern. 

Discussion 

Although it may not represent a temporal 
progression, differences are evident in the 
locations of Archaic and Archaic-Basketmaker II 
sites at Natural Bridges. Archaic-Basketmaker II 
sites cover a wider elevational range, but do not 
extend as high in elevation as Archaic sites. There 

are more Archaic-Basketmaker II sites, and they 
are associated with a greater diversity of 
landforms and slopes than Archaic sites, possibly 
because of intensified use of the area for 
diversified hunting, gathering, and agriculture. 
We do not know how many sites are Basketmaker 
II, the period in which agriculture began, or 
whether suitability for agriculture was a 
consideration in choosing the area. The data hint 
that site locations were responsive to agricultural 
requirements. Basketmaker II settlement locations 
at Cedar Mesa are diverse, but agriculture was the 
primary subsistence strategy (Matson and 
Chisholm 1991; Matson et al. 1988:255). The 
Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) indicates 
that when the Basketmaker II occupation began at 
Cedar Mesa ca. A.D. 200, and presumably also at 
Natural Bridges, precipitation was normal or 
slightly above, and climatic variability was 
relatively low (Chapter 2). In the mid-A.D. 250s, 
annual variability increased, and precipitation 
hovered near normal and below. Greater stability 
returned after about A.D. 310, and precipitation 
was normal or above normal for about 30 years. 
Cedar Mesa was abandoned ca. A.D. 400 
following a long string of primarily below normal 
years that may have made the area less desirable. 

After a hiatus between A.D. 400 and 650 at 
Cedar Mesa, and probably Natural Bridges, the 
area was reoccupied late in Basketmaker III (A.D. 
650 to 725). Cedar Mesa sites are better dated 
than those at Natural Bridges, although it appears 
there is little or no occupation of Cedar Mesa 
during Pueblo I. The absence of Pueblo I ceramic 
types at Natural Bridges strongly suggests this 
hiatus (Chapter 8), but it is not definitive, hence 
our period is labeled Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I. 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I sites at Natural Bridges, 
especially limited activity ones, are in a diversity 
of elevations. Even those site types in a wide 
range of elevations, however, are predominantly 
located in higher elevations, and long-term 
habitations are only found above 1,859 m (6,100 
ft). Limited activity sites are associated with the 
greatest variety of landforms and vegetation types, 
which probably indicates exploitation of a wide 
range of resources at Natural Bridges. Long-term 
habitations and short-term habitation/intermittent-
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use sites are primarily over 1,905 m (6,250 ft), on 
gentle slopes, and in pinyon-juniper woodland. 
As a group, long-term and short-term habitations 
have primarily southern aspects, although long-
term habitations more commonly have eastern 
than southern aspects. Natural Bridges site 
locations are similar to Cedar Mesa, where 
agriculture was the major subsistence strategy, and 
where site locations favored higher elevations with 
more moisture and dense pinyon-juniper forests 
associated with deeper soils. 

Climatic variability during the A.D. 650 to 
725 period of occupation at Cedar Mesa and 
Natural Bridges is relatively low for 
approximately 40 years. There are severe 
droughts in A.D. 660, 663. 677. and 692; 
however, moisture is primarily normal to above 
normal until ca. A.D. 700. The first quarter of the 
ninth century is much drier, and the Basketmaker 
III occupation of Cedar Mesa ends following an 
axtremely severe drought in A.D. 724. After 
enduring several episodes of slightly below 
normal precipitation, the severity of the drought 
probably convinced residents they could make a 
better living elsewhere. 

The lack of occupation at Cedar Mesa and 
Natural Bridges from A.D. 725 to 1060 is in 
contrast to that at Elk Ridge (DeBloois and Green 
1978). Population increased in this nearby, higher 
elevation setting during Pueblo I. a period often 
characterized by high variability in moisture. 

Cedar Mesa and Natural Bridges are 
reoccupied in the Pueblo period, from A.D. 1060 
to 1270. There probably is a short hiatus at Cedar 
Mesa from A.D. 1 1 50 to 1 165 (Matson and Lipe 
1978;Matsonetal. 1988). The Pueblo occupation 
of Natural Bridges (Pueblo II and Pueblo II-
Pueblo III) is characterized by high locational 
diversity, and each site type is distributed across a 
wider range of elevations than in the Basketmaker 
Ill-Pueblo I period. Pueblo II long-term 
habitations cluster at a lower elevation than earlier 
sites, and there is an even lower elevation cluster 
among Pueblo Il-Pueblo III long-term habitations. 
The latter may correspond to the late Cedar Mesa 
cliff sites built in alcoves that could be defended 

from raids (Matson et al. 1988:255). In general, 
the locational information from Cedar Mesa and 
Natural Bridges points to continued use of a 
diversified subsistence strategy with agriculture 
providing the majority of calories. In the later 
Pueblo periods, people are choosing a variety of 
field situations, probably to minimize the risk of 
subsistence failure and defend against raids. 

The Pueblo II reoccupation occurred when 
precipitation was close to or slightly above 
normal, and climatic variability was not especially 
high. At A.D. 1150, the beginning of a short 
hiatus at Cedar Mesa, climate is highly variable 
with large swings between dry and wet years. 
Climatic fluctuations diminish in the A.D. 1 160s. 
and Cedar Mesa is reoccupied ca. A.D. 1165. It is 
possible that occupation at Natural Bridges 
follows a similar pattern; however, we lack the 
data to identify a hiatus. The Pueblo III period at 
Cedar Mesa dates from A.D. 1165 to 1270, during 
which precipitation is mostly normal or slightly 
above. Variability in the PDSI is moderately high, 
and there are major extremes from year-to-year 
between very wet and severely dry years. 

After initial occupation in Pueblo I, the 
occupation at Elk Ridge continues in Pueblo II 
and Pueblo III, but there is quite a difference 
between Elk Ridge and the Cedar Mesa-Natural 
Bridges area. Pueblo II sites at Elk Ridge are 
larger and fewer in number than in Pueblo I. The 
trend toward fewer, larger sites continues in 
Pueblo III, and aggregates of up to 80 rooms are 
present (DeBloois and Green 1978). Although 
small households at Cedar Mesa are spatially 
clustered, people did not aggregate into larger sites 
like those at Elk Ridge. It appears that Natural 
Bridges, as in many other respects, is similar to 
Cedar Mesa. 

Population 

A discussion of settlement and subsistence 
would be incomplete without population 
estimates. Because of a lack of room or pithouse 
counts for most Natural Bridges sites, I chose to 
use floor area as a proxy for people at long-term 
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Table 11.1. Habitation area in long- and short-term sites. 

Period 
Long term habitation Long term habitation Short term habitation 
area (sq m) area per year (sq m) area (sq m) 

Short term habitation 
area per year (sq m) 

Archaic 
Archaic-BM II 
BMIII-PI 
P II-P III 

0 
0 

261 
693 

0 
0 

3.5 
3.6 

76 
146 
476 
719 

0.02 
0.02 
6.3 
3.7 

habitations. The proxy uses the total area (sq m) 
encompassed by potential habitation features— 
one-room structures, multi-room structures, rock 
concentrations, pithouses, depressions, upright 
slabs, unknown rubble, and some miscellaneous 
features—at long-term habitations in each period. 
The features areas are not converted to number of 
people. I also measure feature area at short-term 
habitation/intermittent-use sites to gain insight 
into agricultural intensify. 

Total feature area in each period is divided by 
the length of the period, which yields an estimate 
of area per year, allowing comparisons of periods 
of differing lengths. The lengths of the Archaic 
(5,000 years) and Archaic-Basketmaker II (7,000 
years) periods are based on Lipe (1993 :Table 1.1). 
Because Natural Bridges ceramics suggest occupa
tion spans similar to Cedar Mesa (see Chapters 8 
and 10), I use Cedar Mesa dates to calculate the 
lengths of the Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I and 
Pueblo Il-Pueblo III periods (Matson et al. 1988). 

There are no Archaic long-term habitations, 
and the Archaic-Basketmaker II habitation does 
not have measurable features. There are 261 sq m 
of habitation area at Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I 
long-term habitations (Table 11.1). I combined 
Pueblo II sites with Pueblo Il-Pueblo III sites to 
estimate the Pueblo period population. Total 
long-term habitation area almost triples in the 
Pueblo Il-Pueblo III period (Table 11.1). When 
habitation area is standardized to area per year, 
there is no difference between the Basketmaker 
Ill-Pueblo I and Pueblo Il-Pueblo III periods 
(Figure 11.11). 

Total feature area in field houses (short-term 
habitation/intermittent-use sites) indicates increas

ing use of this site type over time. There is more 
feature area in Archaic-Basketmaker II short-term 
habitation/intermittent-use sites than in Archaic 
sites (Table 11.1). When corrected for period 
length, the pattern is different (Figure 11.12). 
Because the Archaic and Archaic-Basketmaker II 
periods are so long, feature area per year is very 
low. The Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I population 
made the greatest use of field houses—building 
almost twice as much feature space per year in 
field houses than habitation space in habitations. 
Possibly, this indicates that field locations 
changed frequently (Benson 1984:93). In the 
Pueblo Il-Pueblo III period, the area per year for 
habitations and field houses is nearly equivalent 
(Table 11.1), possibly indicating a more sedentary 
system, and one that is in contrast to the Owl 
Creek community on Cedar Mesa, where smaller 
more temporary sites increased after A.D. 1200 
(Benson 1984:92-93). 

Conclusion 

This chapter has described site locations and 
presented a relative estimate of population change 
through time at Natural Bridges. The prehistory 
of Natural Bridges appears similar to Cedar Mesa, 
although the latter lacks evidence of a substantive 
Archaic occupation. Archaic use of Natural 
Bridges focused on hunting, and wild plant gather
ing was a secondary activity (Chapter 9). Greater 
use of higher elevations during the Archaic 
probably reflects the emphasis on hunting. The 
Archaic-Basketmaker II category includes a mix 
of sites from widely different periods. Even so, 
there are hints that sites are located in areas 
suitable for dry farming—higher elevations, 
southern exposures—and lithic assemblages 
contain plant and maize processing tools. 
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Figure 11.11. Habitation feature area (sq m) in long-term habitations. 

Figure 11.12. Habitation feature area (sq m) in short-term habitations. 
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Tools associated with hunting and game 
processing decrease at Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I 
sites, while maize and other plant processing 
implements increase at long-term habitations and 
short-term habitation/intermittent-use sites. In 
addition, tools necessary to maintain groundstone 
implements also increase. Site locations in higher 
elevations with southern exposures, especially 
among short-term habitation/intermittent-use sites, 
reinforce the importance of agriculture during this 
period. 

Population levels are the same in the 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I and Pueblo Il-Pueblo III 
periods, similar to the pattern at Cedar Mesa. The 
Natural Bridges population farmed the higher 
elevations, apparently shifting field locations more 
often in the Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I period. One 
group of Pueblo Il-Pueblo III sites is clustered at 
a lower elevation, and the sites are in alcoves. 
Presumably, this is similar to the later Pueblo III 
phenomenon at Cedar Mesa where storage 
structures were built in canyons in protected 

alcoves that could be defended. This may indicate 
that the highly variable Pueblo III climate made 
agriculture less predictable and that raiding 
developed to cope with food shortages. Lending 
support to this idea is the diversity of landforms 
associated with short-term habitation/intermittent-
use site locations. Precipitation is highly variable 
during Pueblo III, and possibly this 
unpredictability forced farmers to diversify the 
locations of their fields to guarantee a suitable 
harvest. The decline in short-term habitation/ 
intermittent-use site area per year in Pueblo II-
Pueblo III seems counter to this, however. 
Instead, we might expect more use of temporary 
sites or field houses if resources became less 
reliable (Benson 1984:92). Pueblo II ceramics 
indicate increased reliance on agriculture, greater 
sedentism, and more storage in ceramic vessels. 
There is more ground stone, and a greater 
diversity of groundstone tools at Pueblo Il-Pueblo 
III sites than during any other period, and 
projectile points reach a low in these assemblages. 



Chapter 12 

Management Observations and 
Recommendations 

Susan Eininger, Catherine H. Spude, and Janet L. McVickar 

One of the primary goals of the Natural 
Bridges Archeological Survey is to provide park 
managers with a better understanding of the 
monument's cultural resources. Toward this end, 
a variety of management-related data fields were 
incorporated into the site recording process. Site 
condition, impacts, and National Register 
eligibility were evaluated as part of the standard 
Intermountain Antiquities Computer System 
(IMACS) site recording format. In 1998, in an 
effort to enhance data quality, additional 
management fields were added for site threat. 
National Register criteria, research potential, and 
future management recommendations. The 
resulting information updates the monument's 
existing cultural resource data base and provides 
information needed to develop future preservation 
strategies and address cultural resource concerns. 

Site Condition 

Present-day site condition was documented at 
all Natural Bridges Survey sites. Condition 
evaluations were designed to reflect overall site 
integrity and the cumulative results of natural and 
human-induced deterioration. Recognizing that all 
sites show some degree of deterioration as a result 
of site formation processes, condition evaluations 
were assigned on a relative scale using 

comparative rankings of poor (more than 50 
percent disturbed), fair (50 to 75 percent 
undisturbed), good (75 percent undisturbed), and 
excellent (virtually undisturbed). These defini
tions are part of the Intermountain Antiquities 
Computer System (IMACS). All aspects of the 
sites were considered: architectural remains, 
nonarchitectural features, cultural deposits, artifact 
scatters, and the natural site environs. Table 12.1 
presents a summary of the survey's site condition 
findings. 

Sites ranged from excellent to poor condition 
representing various degrees of cultural resource 
displacement, damage, and loss. The condition 
variability noted throughout the project area is 
attributed to differences in the nature of the site 
remains, the types and intensity of effective 
impacts, and the susceptibility of the site and its 
immediate environment to ongoing erosional 
forces. The majority of Natural Bridges sites were 
in fair condition (n = 368; 75 percent), indicative 
of the cumulative affects of several hundred years 
of weathering and deterioration. A total of 64 
sites (13 percent) were in poor condition. These 
are predominantly open sites exposed to severe 
surface erosion and heavy visitor impacts. Fifty-
five sites (11 percent) were found in good 
condition, and one site (0.2 percent), 42SA241 56 
(ICRC98-322)—an alcove cache of two complete 
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Table 12.1. Evaluations of site condition and threat. 

a Threat evaluations were incorporated into the recording system in 1998. As a result, only 141 sites were evaluated. 
b Percentage is calculated based on the total number of sites evaluated for potential threat (n = 141). 

ceramic vessels and an intact basket—was in 
excellent condition. All sites, regardless of their 
type and setting, typically show some signs of 
deterioration, whether displacement of artifacts, 
deflation of cultural deposits, deterioration of 
features, or collapse of architectural remains. 

Potential Threat 

Although condition serves as a measure of a 
site's present-day status, it does not always 
provide a clear indication of site stability and 
future threats. Site environment and erosional 
factors can change over time, accelerating or 
reducing deterioration levels. Certain types of 
impacts, though active in the past may no longer 
be a factor; conversely, previously well-preserved 
sites may be imminently threatened by new or 
accelerated impacts. In order to gain a better 
understanding of the potential for future site 
deterioration and threats to cultural resources, an 
additional recording field entitled "site threat" was 
added to the 1998 recording form. The intent was 
to provide data concerning the immediacy and 
severity of anticipated threats, that in combination 
with other management data, could be used to 
identify future preservation concerns and 
priorities. 

Potential threat was evaluated at 141 of the 
488 project sites (29 percent). Site stability, 
observable erosion patterns, and environmental 
conditions were considered in making this 
evaluation. Recognizing that there is no way to 
reliably predict when future deterioration will 
occur or what the extent future damage will be, 
threat potential was determined on a relative scale 
of low, moderate, or high. At one end of the 
spectrum, "high threat" was assigned to sites 
where imminent and significant damage was 
likely. At the other end of the spectrum, "low 
threat" indicated a situation where future 
deterioration was anticipated, but at a slow, 
gradual rate. Moderate threat, as expected, falls 
somewhere in between. 

Table 12.1 presents a summary of the 1998 
threat evaluations cross-tabulated with the site 
condition evaluations. Moderate and low threat 
situations are the most prevalent among the 
evaluated sites. Slightly more than half of the 
evaluated sites (n = 75; 53 percent) were given a 
potential threat rating of moderate with additional 
impacts likely. Most of the moderate sites (68 out 
of 75; 93 percent) are already in fair to poor 
condition, the cumulative result of previous 
deterioration and an indication of the constancy of 

Degree of Potential Threat 
Site Condition Number (Percent) of Sites Low Moderate High Not evaluated' 
Excellent 1 1 - -
(mostly undisturbed) (0.2%) 

Good 55 15 7 - 33 
(75% undisturbed) (11.3%) 

Fair 368 35 56 3 274 
(50-75% undisturbed) (75.4%) 

Poor 64 2 12 10 40 
(<50% undisturbed) (13.1%) 

Totals 488 53 75 13 347 
(100.0%) (37.6%)b (53.2%)b (9.2%)b 
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Table 12.2. Site impacts. 

Impact Agent 
Erosion (general) 
Deflation 

Recreation/visitor usea 

Road 

Structural decay 

Previous sample collection 

Vegetation damage3 

Dripline runoff 

Number of Sites 
472 

79 

26 

16 

16 

16 

13 

10 

Impact Agent 
Rodent damage 
Reburial3 

Development project 

Rockfall 

Vandalism 

Grazing3 

Anthill 

Fire 

Number of Sites 
9 
8 

7 

7 

2 

5 

2 

1 
a These values are probably underrepresented due to the typical lack of visible evidence confirming their impacts and/or 
inclusion in other broader categories (e.g., reburial considered as part of erosion). 

some of the on-site impacts. Seven of the 
moderate threat sites (9 percent) however, are in 
good condition though their future condition and 
stability are threatened. 

A little more than a third of the evaluated sites 
(n = 53; 38 percent) were noted as being in low 
threat situations. Thirty-seven of these low threat 
sites are in fair to poor condition. Although active 
and future threats appear to be minimal, previous 
impacts have had a significant cumulative affect 
on the present conditions of these sites. Sixteen 
sites evaluated as low threat (30 percent) are in 
excellent to good condition. Presumably these 
sites and their surrounding environments have 
been relatively stable up to the present and there is 
no indication that this situation will change in the 
foreseeable future. 

A total of 13 sites (9 percent) were found in 
high threat situations. All of these sites have 
already been heavily impacted and as a result are 
presently in fair to poor condition. Water erosion 
is having a significant impact and continues to be 
the primary threat at these sites. 

Impacts 

In the process of determining site condition 
and potential threats, the type and nature of 
previous and on-going impacts were identified at 
each site. Evidence of natural and human-induced 
impacts such as sheet wash, channel erosion, 
rockfall, surface collection, construction 

disturbance, and vandalism were noted. Table 
12.2 presents a list of the identified impact agents 
and the number of sites at which they were 
observed. 

As expected, surface erosion was the most 
commonly observed impact. Almost all sites 
showed some degree of erosion from direct 
precipitation, channel wash, sheet wash, and/or 
wind deflation. All of these processes contribute 
to site deterioration through displacement, 
reburial, damage, or destruction of cultural 
remains. The rate and intensity of erosional 
processes vary depending on topographic location, 
vegetation cover, slope, aspect, soil type, and 
climatic patterns of the site and surrounding area. 
The susceptibility of the site components to these 
impacts is also variable depending on the nature 
and stability of their remains. For example, 
surface artifact scatters are more susceptible to 
displacement from surface erosion than collapsed-
to-grade rubble; buried deposits are typically 
buffered from weathering impacts, but once 
exposed they are easily eroded. Rockshelter sites, 
on the other hand, are often protected from the 
wind and water erosion affecting open sites, but 
are susceptible to dripline runoff, rockfall, 
moisture seepage, and rodent activity typical of 
overhang environments. 

Human-induced impacts within the monument 
are typically less severe than natural impacts and 
tend to occur only in the more accessible areas. 
Visitor use impacts such as surface collection 
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Table 12.3. Summary of National Register recommendations and research potential evaluations. 

National Register 
Recommendations 
Eligible 

Not eligible 

Total 

Number of 
Sites 
293 

195 

488 

Not evaluated 
222 

133 

355 

High 
7 

7 

Research Potential 
Low 
33 

31 

64 

Moderate 
31 

31 

None 

31 

31 

Note: These numbers are preliminary until the final archeological district nomination is completed. 

and/or foot traffic were identified at 26 sites (5 
percent). Surface collecting is probably more 
widespread than these numbers indicate, but the 
lack of on-site evidence makes this impact 
difficult to quantify. Sites located in areas of 
heavy visitor traffic—along foot trails, near 
campsites, interpretive stops, or park facilities— 
are the most susceptible to visitor damage. 
Although recreational impacts are often 
unintentional, and individually may have only a 
minor impact, repeated events can result in 
significant cumulative impact. 

Pot hunting was noted at only two sites, both 
rockshelters. Alcove sites with intact structures 
and preserved deposits are more likely targets for 
this kind of activity, although, establishment of the 
monument and the NPS presence have probably 
helped to minimize the occurrence of pot hunting 
activities. Construction-related activities 
associated with monument development have also 
resulted in direct and indirect impacts to sites. 
Although present-day cultural resource clearance 
procedures are designed to minimize the impact of 
development, 16 sites in the park have been 
impacted by road construction and 7 sites by 
development activities associated with fencelineor 
building construction. 

National Register 
Recommendations 

All sites were evaluated for National Register 
of Historic Places (NHRP) eligibility. 
Recommendations for site eligibility are based on 
NHRP Criterion D which requires that sites "have 
yielded, or may be likely to yield, information 

important in prehistory or history" (Office of the 
Federal Registrar 1981). As a result, research 
potential was one of the primary considerations in 
evaluating National Register significance (Table 
12.3). To facilitate these evaluations, an 
additional data field assessing site research 
potential was added to the 1998 recording form. 
Research potential was based on site integrity, 
assemblage size, the potential for subsurface 
deposits, dating potential, site complexity, and 
uniqueness. 

A total of 293 sites (60 percent) were 
identified as eligible for nomination to the 
National Register (Appendix 12.1) and 195 sites 
(40 percent) were identified as ineligible. All high 
and moderate research potential sites were 
recommended for inclusion on the National 
Register. Conversely, all sites recorded as having 
no research potential were evaluated as ineligible. 
Depending on site-specific factors, sites with low 
research potential were classed as both eligible 
and ineligible. In most cases, eligible sites with 
low research potential contain one or more 
features likely to contribute chronometric or 
subsistence data. Their research potential and 
NRHP eligibility lies in their collective, rather 
than individual significance. Those sites with low 
research potential that were found ineligible did 
not meet the requirements of NHRP Criterion D. 

The archeological sites recorded during the 
1997 and 1998 surveys represent a wide range of 
human activities ranging in time from about 8000 
B.C. to A.D. 1950. As a whole and individually, 
these sites have the potential to inform us about 
cultural and environmental change through time, 
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Table 12.4. Summary of site management 
recommendations. 

Management Recommendations 

Additional Resarch 

Testing 

Monitoring 

Stabilization/backfilling 

No further work 

No. of Sites3 

40 

27 

7 

2 

63 
3 Management recommendations were recorded at 133 
sites, 6 of which had multiple recommendations. 

and how humans adapted to and used the 
landscape and its resources. A wealth of other, 
more specific types of information are preserved 
in the sites and await examination by future 
investigations, it is therefore recommended that 
the archeological sites of Natural Bridges National 
Monument be nominated as a district to the 
National Register of Historic Places. In the 
preparation for the archeological district 
nomination, the number of sites recommended for 
eligibility is likely to change. Thus, the numbers 
presented in this chapter are preliminary. 

In addition to the 293 sites that meet National 
Register criteria independently, an additional 87 
sites have the potential to contribute information 
about the prehistory of the monument (Appendix 
12.2). For the most part, these are lithic scatter 
sites with no subsurface deposits and no 
identifiable cultural affiliation. Culturally specific 
information can be extracted from these lithic 
artifact assemblages, such as the spatial and 
temporal distribution of lithic raw materials and 
tool and flake types, evidence of tool manufacture, 
and the diversity and frequency of tools. As more 
is understood about how different types of lithic 
material were used during different time periods, 
or how tools were produced during different 
periods, then these sites will contribute 
information directly to the overall knowledge of 
prehistory. Two sites that do not have cultural 
affiliation and lack subsurface deposits are listed 
as contributing properties because of the unusual 

architectural features present (42SA23455 
[ICRC97-148] and 42SA6784 [ICRC98-6784]). 
We recommend that these 87 sites be listed as 
contributing properties to a Natural Bridges 
Archeological District, even though they do not 
meet the criteria independently. 

Management 
Recommendations 

To assist park managers in developing future 
cultural resource plans and management strategies, 
an additional data field called "management 
recommendations'" was added to the 1998 
recording form. Future management recommen
dations were compiled for 133 sites from the 1998 
survey using the added field. The results of this 
evaluation are presented in Table 12.4. Seventy 
sites (53 percent of the 133), all of which were 
evaluated as eligible to the NRHP, were 
recommended for further work. These recommen
dations include additional research, testing, 
monitoring, and stabilization/backfilling. The 
remaining 63 sites (47 percent) were recorded as 
requiring no further work. The majority of these 
sites (n = 61) are considered ineligible for 
nomination to the National Register. Given their 
limited research potential and lack of integrity, no 
further work is warranted. Two of these sites were 
identified as eligible but their stable condition 
precludes the need for additional work. 

In addition to recommendations for work at 
the site level discussed above, we made seven 
recommendations for future work at Natural 
Bridges. Of these, five suggestions for future 
work are strongly recommended, and two 
recommendations have less urgency, but remain 
important to management of the monument's 
archeological resources. 

1. We strongly recommend that a systematic 
canyon-wide survey be conducted to complete the 
100 percent survey of the monument. Because the 
1997-1998 survey included accessible ledges just 
below the canyon rims, only the canyon bottoms, 
ledges, and alcoves accessible from the canyon 
bottom require investigation. Survey of these 
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areas will require coverage of approximately 340 
acres or 5 percent of the monument. Not only will 
surveying the canyons achieve the SA1P 
requirement of 100 percent survey of the 
monument, it also will allow archeologists to 
assess the complete picture of prehistoric use of 
the monument. Based on analysis of the cultural 
remains documented during the current survey, a 
reasonably clear picture of prehistoric use of the 
mesa top was constructed, but without similar 
documentation of prehistoric activity in the 
canyon, such patterns as mobility, settlement, and 
land use are incomplete. For example, based on 
the pressence of known cliff dwellings in the 
canyon, long-term habitation appears to have 
increased during late Pueblo II and Pueblo III 
periods, but it is less clear if short-term habitation 
or limited activity sites also increased. Nor is it 
clear whether the canyon was occupied or utilized 
in earlier periods. Survey of the canyons will 
answer these questions and will provide a 
complete picture of the prehistory of the 
monument. 

Although sites have been recorded in the 
canyons in the past, several in some detail, the 
comparability of these data with the current survey 
data is generally poor. Most of the previously 
recorded sites are easily visible habitations located 
in protected rockshelters. These form a judgmen
tal sample that probably excludes many less 
visible, but still important archeological sites. 
Because some sites have been recorded, documen
tation on those sites would be minimal. Use of 
two small crews of two to three members each 
could cover both sides of the canyon efficiently, 
with each crew assisting in spotting sites on the 
opposite side for the other crew to record. 

2. A second recommendation is to collect 
radiocarbon and dendrochronological samples 
from selected sites to obtain dates and 
chronometric information necessary to refine the 
dates of prehistoric occupation in the monument. 
Among the issues to be addressed are obtaining 
dates from probable Archaic sites, to assure that 
the sites are Archaic in age, and to determine with 
greater confidence the differences between 
Archaic and Basketmaker II sites at Natural 

Bridges. Chronometric dates will be especially 
helpful for identifying suspected occupational 
hiatuses during late Basketmaker II, early to mid-
Basketmaker III, and the Pueblo I periods. 
Additional dates will also allow refined estimation 
of the duration of each of these periods. Survey 
results provide some answers to these questions, 
but having absolute dates to support (or refute) our 
assumptions is critical to obtaining more complete 
answers. The selection of sites for dating should 
be based upon their potential for yielding 
sufficient charcoal (l4C dating) and or wood 
timbers (dendrochronological dating). 

3. An important series of questions that 
cannot be addressed by survey data alone focuses 
on local versus nonlocal production of ceramic 
vessels, the degree of influence of outside ceramic 
traditions such as Kayenta and Mesa Verde, and 
the question of ceramic importation. To 
investigate these issues, clay and temper sourcing 
and ceramic retiring studies are recommended. 
These studies are critical to the investigation of 
ceramic production and identifying sources for 
clays and tempering materials. Determining if 
Natural Bridges was a ceramic production locale 
would be a significant contribution to regional 
prehistory. Such an investigation will require 
exploration of the monument and surrounding 
areas to identity loci that may have been mined for 
clay and temper materials (see Geib and Lyneis 
1996 for a temper sourcing study). Usually source 
studies focus on broad areas to assure full 
representation of mining sources, and to obtain a 
regional picture of ceramic production. Clay 
samples are collected from the targeted locations 
and subjected to retiring experiments, along with 
small samples of existing sherds, to allow 
correlation of modern samples with clays used in 
prehistoric vessels. This is determined by 
comparing the color and quality of the fired clay 
samples with the fired sherd samples. Matching 
of ceramic clays with modem clay samples allows 
clay-mining loci to be identified, thereby 
demonstrating that pottery was produced locally. 
Results of these studies can also be compared with 
ceramics from Kayenta and Mesa Verde traditions 
to identity the incidence of importation of 
ceramics to Natural Bridges. 
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4. Fourth, a lithic source study to positively 
identify sources for the lithic raw materials 
identified during the survey should be conducted. 
This will allow lithic materials present within and 
outside the monument to be more accurately 
identified. Lithic source studies are critical to 
identifying the locations, range, and distance 
prehistoric residents were willing to travel to 
obtain raw materials for lithic tools. Identification 
of nonlocal materials in the lithic assemblages can 
pinpoint distant sources thereby indicating the 
practice and direction of trade. 

As part of the sourcing study, major regional 
and local sources of lithic raw materials, or at least 
geologic strata that yield these raw materials, 
should be identified (see Keller 1982 for a similar 
study on Cedar Mesa). Keller (1979) created a 
lithic typology for the Cedar Mesa project in 
which he identified possible sources for raw 
materials documented in that project. Some of 
these materials may be the same as ones identified 
in the Natural Bridges lithic assemblages. For 
example, a red-purple chert was traced to a quarry 
site south of Cedar Mesa. Did prehistoric 
inhabitants of Natural Bridges also exploit this 
source? Is this chert the same as the red jasper 
Keller found in nodules and lenses in the lower 
portion of the Cedar Mesa Sandstone formation, in 
exposures along the south and east edges of Cedar 
Mesa, and from a quarry site in the canyon below 
Cigarette Springs (Keller 1979:4)? If so, is this 
material the Cedar Mesa chert identified in the 
Natural Bridges assemblages? 

Keller sourced a white chalcedony to the east 
side of Cedar Mesa, and in particular to a quarry 
site in the shale on the west side of Comb Wash. 
Is this chalcedony the same as the "Summerville" 
chalcedony identified in Natural Bridges lithic 
assemblages? Keller (1996) also identified lithic 
quarry sites at the junction of Dark and 
Woodenshoe canyons on Elk Ridge. These and 
other quarry sites may have been utilized by 
Natural Bridges inhabitants. Identifying material 
sources will assist in clarifying patterns of 
prehistoric use of the region and how they 
changed through time. Comparison of the study 
results with results from other projects in the 

region will greatly advance the understanding of 
regional patterns of prehistoric use of the area. 

5. A fifth recommendation is to conduct 
paleoenvironmental studies at Natural Bridges. 
The results of such a study should be integrated 
with others from the region. Past studies include 
analyses of Pleistocene faunal remains and plant 
macrofossils from packrat middens at Bare Ladder 
Ruin at Natural Bridges (Mead et al. 1987), 
analyses of packrat middens from numerous caves 
and other locations in southeastern Utah dating 
from the Pleistocene to the Holocene (Betancourt 
1984), and analyses of pollen samples (West 
1978) and mollusks and ostracods (Agenbroad and 
Mead 1989) from Kane Springs on Cedar Mesa 
that provide a Holocene sequence of climate and 
vegetation change. Further collection and analysis 
of packrat midden samples from canyon and mesa-
top locations at Natural Bridges will permit 
reconstruction of past environment, climate, and 
changes in vegetation that can be contrasted with 
existing studies to obtain a more complete picture 
of the past environment of the region. In concert 
with other research, these data may help to explain 
occupational hiatuses at Natural Bridges and 
Cedar Mesa, and enhance our understanding of 
subsistence patterns by identifying wild resources 
that were exploited at different time intervals. 

Pursuit of these five recommendations should 
produce significant resource data important to 
managers, visitors, researchers, and especially, 
interpreters. The results of previous investigations 
at Cedar Mesa, Glen Canyon, Recapture Wash, 
White Mesa, and other areas underscore the 
dynamic nature of the region's prehistory, making 
it crucial to fit Natural Bridges into the larger 
regional view of prehistoric occupation and 
abandonment, population shifts, cultural 
interaction, and resource exploitation patterns. 
While survey results will continue to supply the 
basic framework for interpretations, pursuit of the 
ancillary studies recommended above will fill in 
many of the gaps in current knowledge. More 
complete information about the area will enable 
the park to more adequately protect the 
monument's resources, allow rangers and 
interpreters to more fully inform the public about 
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the area, and permit researchers to present a more 
detailed picture of cultural and natural resources. 

Two additional studies should be considered. 
The first is to examine existing collections of 
artifacts from Natural Bridges to assess their 
utility in future research and their potential for 
clarifying the time of occupation of the sites from 
which they came. Major artifact collections made 
by previous Natural Bridges researchers are 
located at the NPS' Western Archeological and 
Conservation Center (WACC) in Tucson Arizona, 
at the Arizona State Museum (ASM) in Tucson. 
Arizona (Kramer et al. 1991, Appendix G), and at 
the curation facility at the National Park Service 
Southeast Utah Group Office in Moab, Utah (see 
Appendix 5.3). Compilation of a comprehensive 
list of the Natural Bridges artifact collections 
should be one of the primary objectives of this 
special study. The collected materials can 
contribute to greater precision in dating the 
occupation of the sites. 

Second, we suggest that an investigation of 
possible kilns be conducted (see Chapter 7 and 
Appendix 8.2). Of several features identified in 
the survey, excevation of Feature 1 at 42SA6827 
is the most promising because of its potential to 
reveal the stratigraphy and nature of deposition in 
this rectangular-shaped slab-lined feature, and to 
determine if it is a kiln. Samples of organic 
material suitable for radiocarbon dating should be 
collected from Feature 1 as well as from Feature 2 

at 42SA21898. Identification of kilns in the 
Natural Bridges area would support the stance 
taken in Kramer et al. 1991 that local ceramic 
production was practiced, during Basketmaker III 
(Kramer et al. 1991:124), as well as during mid to 
late Pueblo III. Verification of local ceramic 
production would significantly contribute to 
knowledge of ceramic manufacture, distribution, 
and cultural influences in the region. 
Furthermore, these would be the first kilns 
identified in the region. 

Finally, the management and preservation 
recommendations made on the site forms are 
readily available to Natural Bridges managers. 
These recommendations are site-specific, unlike 
the broader recommendations above. Each of 
these should be examined and subsequently 
addressed in a timely fashion. 

Gains in knowledge resulting from the 1997-
1998 survey, in combination with the proposed 
studies, will make possible current, state-of-the-art 
knowledge of the monument's prehistory. Greater 
understanding of the prehistory will lead to a more 
thorough understanding of regional prehistory and 
the cultural links to areas beyond the immediate 
region. Broader knowledge will in turn enable 
park managers to more adequately protect the 
cultural resources and it will enable interpreters to 
share a more complete knowledge of the area's 
prehistory with the public. 



Chapter 13 

Summary and Conclusions 

Janet L. McVickar 

The completion of this chapter represents the 
final integration of the data collected in the field 
during the 1997-1998 archeological survey at 
Natural Bridges National Monument with 
subsequent research and analytical results, 
culminating in the production of this report. To 
summarize, the fieldwork focused on the 
monument's mesa-top acreage and accessible 
ledges and slopes just below the canyon rims. 
Ceramic and lithic analyses were conducted in the 
field to avoid extensive artifact collection. The 
few artifacts collected are curated by the National 
Park Service in Moab, Utah. Previously recorded 
sites were re-recorded, sites with I MACS 
documentation were updated, and final site and 
base maps were prepared. All site data were 
entered into a data base for analysis. 

The purpose of the survey was to complete a 
100 percent systematic survey of the mesa top 
within fiscal and temporal constraints. In addition 
to documenting all the sites, goals of the survey 
included: 1) preparing a base map showing the 
archeological sites with a high degree of locational 
accuracy; 2) creating an interactive data base; 3) 
providing recommendations to NPS management; 
and 4) preparing a district National Register 
nomination for Natural Bridges. A summary of 
the results with concluding observations follow. 

Research Summary 

The research domains addressed during the 
survey include chronology and cultural affiliation, 
settlement and subsistence, and cultural inter
action. These issues encompass most aspects of 
prehistoric behavior that can be addressed through 
surface cultural remains. Within the broader 
context of these domains, we address a number of 
specific questions. The results of our investiga
tions in each of the domains are summarized 
within the relevant sections below. 

Chronology and Cultural 
Affiliation 

One of the primary goals of the lithic and 
ceramic analyses was to construct a chronology 
for Natural Bridges and to determine site cultural 
affiliation. A chronology was constructed using 
lithic and ceramic typologies (see Chapter 10). 
Cultural affiliation was determined largely on the 
basis of ceramics, although lithic and architectural 
data provided additional information. We used the 
resulting chronology to compare the occupational 
histories of Natural Bridges and Cedar Mesa and 
to determine if the chronology proposed by 
Matson et al. (1988) was applicable for Natural 
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Bridges. Other chronological research foci 
included verifying an Archaic presence at Natural 
Bridges, distinguishing between Archaic and 
Basketmaker II occupations, and identifying 
occupational hiatuses and evidence of 
protohistoric activity in the area. 

Paleoindian 

The lands now encompassed by Natural 
Bridges National Monument were probably not 
utilized by Paleoindian populations, although 
sparse evidence of their presence in the region has 
been documented (Nancy Coulam personal 
communication 1999; Davis 1989; Davis and 
Brown 1986; James Firor, personal communica
tion 1999; Tipps 1995). At Natural Bridges a 
fluted but unfinished biface base at an Anasazi site 
north of White Canyon is the sole indicator of 
Paleoindian activity. The fact that the artifact is 
located on a later site suggests that it had been 
scavenged, possibly before it was broken. Unless 
sites from this period (10,000-8,000 B.C.) are 
buried or otherwise obscured, this site was not 
occupied during the Paleoindian period. 

Archaic 

Contrary to findings from earlier 
investigations at Natural Bridges, the first 
evidence for human occupation in the monument 
is Archaic. Although evidence is sparse, use of 
the area throughout the Archaic period is 
indicated. Two sites date to the early Archaic 
period (ca. 5500 to 4200 B.C.), based on the 
presence of a Jay point and a possible Pinto point. 
Another Pinto point was recorded as an isolated 
find. These point types are typical at Archaic sites 
in the San Juan Basin to the south (Irwin-Williams 
1973), and at sites on the northern and central 
Colorado Plateau (Holmer 1986; Schroedl 1976). 
The presence of Sudden Side-notched, Rocker 
Side-notched points, and possibly Oxbow Side-
notched points, provides evidence for middle 
Archaic occupation (4800 to 2700 B.C.). 
Evidence for the late Archaic (2600 to 400 B.C.) 
is indicated by the presence of San Rafael Side-
notched points, Gatecliff Stemmed points, and an 
Armijo point. All but one Gatecliff and one San 

Rafael point are from site contexts. Other sites 
were categorized as general Archaic (see Chapter 
10) or Archaic-Basketmaker II because of the 
presence of point types with broad temporal 
ranges, such as Elko Corner- and Side-notched 
points. Because these points are associated with 
both Archaic and Basketmaker II occupations, 
they cannot be used as diagnostics for one period 
or the other. 

Site attributes and other artifacts that 
accompany diagnostic projectile points at Archaic 
sites include lithic scatters, often with a 
preponderance of biface reduction debris; slab-
lined hearths; ash stains; oxidized limestone and 
sandstone fragments; numerous stone tools such as 
bifaces, drills, cores, scrapers, non-diagnostic 
projectile points, and one-hand manos; and greater 
variability in lithic materials including exotic 
materials. Site location can also help to confirm 
Archaic sites although this attribute is hardly 
exclusive to this time period. Several of the 
Natural Bridges Archaic sites are situated so that 
access to several environments is maximized. 
Most frequently the monument sites are positioned 
to allow easy access to both canyon and mesa-top 
environments and resources. Such features and 
tools can also be found on sites from other time 
periods so are not themselves temporally 
diagnostic. Yet their occurrence with diagnostic 
Archaic points at Natural Bridges actually helped 
to confirm their temporal identification. 

Archaic sites can be difficult to place 
temporally without diagnostic points or 
radiocarbon dates. Geib (1996, 2000) suggests 
that open-twined sandals are diagnostic of early 
Archaic sites on the northern Colorado Plateau. 
Although sandals are not likely to be recovered 
from the Natural Bridges open sites, radiocarbon 
samples from these sites could help verify their 
ages and help determine the presence of Archaic 
sites at Natural Bridges. 

In 1994 Coulam sampled charcoal from three 
thermal features at a site north of White Canyon 
that date to the late Archaic (Features 1 and 2) and 
late Archaic-early Basketmaker II (Feature 3). 
She suggests that the radiocarbon dates may 
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reflect the "old wood" effect (Schiffer 1986). If 
true, the dates obtained may be too old by as much 
as two centuries. Calculating a 200-year 
correction for the charcoal used for dating would 
still place Features 1 and 2 in the late Archaic and 
Feature 3 would be Basketmaker II in age. So, the 
"old wood" effect is not sufficient reason to 
discount the Archaic age attribution for this site. 

To review. Archaic sites are not abundant at 
Natural Bridges, but their presence is supported by 
the survey data. On several sites, Elko series 
points, typical of Archaic to Basketmaker periods 
or later, are accompanied by unequivocally 
Archaic projectile points, suggesting that the sites 
are Archaic in age despite the broad temporal 
range of the Elko points. Examination of Archaic 
site locations reveals that all are at the edge of a 
canyon or major drainage, or are within a short 
walking distance to a drainage that provides 
access to a major canyon. Without surveying the 
canyons, we cannot determine if Archaic sites are 
present in them, but observed site locations reflect 
accessibility to both canyon and mesa-top 
environments and resources, a placement that is 
both practical and predictable for a hunter-gatherer 
economy. In light of these results, the absence of 
Archaic sites from central Cedar Mesa is not 
easily explained in view of the presence of 
Archaic sites at Natural Bridges and to the west 
and east. Matson et al. (n.d.) identified five points 
at Cedar Mesa that are arguably Archaic. They 
argue that most of the points are Basketmaker II or 
III in age, and emphasize that they found few 
distinctively Archaic points. The few Archaic 
points they did observe are insufficient to indicate 
an occupation. Thus, the sites on which these 
points were found were identified as Basketmaker 
II. 

The presence of diagnostic Archaic point 
styles at Natural Bridges provides compelling 
evidence for an Archaic presence in the Natural 
Bridges area. Admittedly, projectile points are 
portable, and their presence may reflect 
scavenging and curation by later inhabitants rather 
than in situ deposition as argued by Matson et al. 
(n.d.). Nonetheless, the Natural Bridges evidence 
is interpreted as indicating an Archaic occupation, 

however sparse it may be. Accuracy of this 
interpretation can be ascertained by obtaining 
radiocarbon dates from the Archaic sites. 

These dates could augment the relative artifact 
dating and improve site chronometric resolution. 
Natural Bridges Archaic sites lack the well-
preserved perishable remains of sandals and yucca 
found at Archaic cave sites like Cowboy, Dust 
Devil, and Sand Dune caves (Geib 1996). Instead, 
dating of sites at Natural Bridges is reliant upon 
obtaining dates from charcoal, a problematic 
material for dating because of the old wood 
problem and the decrease in radioactive carbon 
with age (see Smiley 1985, 1997). Nonetheless, 
obtaining one or more absolute dates per site 
would help to verify an Archaic age for these sites, 
and it is strongly recommended. 

Specific cultural affiliation of the Archaic 
inhabitants is not clear, although movement of 
groups or influences into the area may have been 
generally from the central Colorado Plateau and 
San Juan Basin. The presence of possible Oxbow 
Side-notched points implies a weak link with the 
Northern Plains during the middle Archaic. 
Absence of more precise chronological and 
cultural indicators prevents determining whether 
Archaic groups at Natural Bridges gave rise to the 
Basketmaker II population or whether 
Basketmaker II people migrated into the area 
independently. 

Basketmaker II 

Archaic use of the monument is followed by 
a well-represented Basketmaker II occupation, 
identified primarily by the presence of a broad 
range of corner-notched, side-notched, and 
stemmed Basketmaker II points as well as Elko 
Series points. As Irwin (Chapter 9) points out, 
Elko points were first made during the early 
Archaic. The type persisted for the next 7,000 
years and was broadly distributed, making Elko 
points difficult to use for temporal placement or 
cultural affiliation. Basketmaker II style points 
overlap morphologically with Elko series points 
making separation of the styles challenging. Other 
attributes, such as a lack of ceramics, the presence 
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of clusters of limestone (at some sites), and slab-
lined hearths and cists also characterize 
Basketmaker II sites on Cedar Mesa (see Matson 
et al. 1988), as do pithouses with slab-lined 
entryways (Matson et al. n.d.). Although many of 
these surface characteristics were observed on 
Natural Bridges Basketmaker II sites, they do not 
appear to be exclusively Basketmaker II. For 
example, clusters of limestone were present on 
Archaic sites and slab-lined features are present on 
Archaic and Anasazi sites. Surface evidence for 
the parallel slab-lined entryways Matson et al. 
(n.d.) identified during excavations of Basket-
maker II pithouses are not always as distinct as 
they appear to have been on Cedar Mesa. 

Thus, Basketmaker II- and Elko-style 
projectile points, in conjunction with the other 
attributes, were used to identify the broad 
temporal category of Archaic-Basketmaker II 
sites. Sites with Basketmaker Il-style projectile 
points were dated to the Basketmaker II period. 
Lacking chronometric dates or more temporally 
sensitive cultural materials, the Basketmaker II 
occupation of the monument is not as distinct as 
we would wish. 

Attempts to apply cultural affiliation to 
Basketmaker II sites led to the review of other 
efforts to do the same (for example. Berry and 
Berry 1986; Geib 1996; Matson 1991; and Morris 
and Burgh 1954). Certainly, use of projectile 
point styles alone is not adequate to identify' 
regional affinities, although points do supply 
information that is suggestive of general 
affiliation. Point styles identified in the Natural 
Bridges assemblage encompass the range of 
variation observed in Cedar Mesa Basketmaker II 
point styles, including Elko styles. The triangular, 
squat, corner- and side-notched Elko points can be 
characterized as representing the eastern 
Basketmaker II variant (Matson 1991 Tigure 2.42) 
and are broadly similar to points from the Durango 
region. Lanceolate-shaped Basketmaker II points 
found in Natural Bridges assemblages are 
characteristic of the western Basketmaker II style 
of the Kayenta area. One point from Natural 
Bridges was tentatively identified as White Dog 
Basketmaker II (see Chapter 9). Matson (1991) 

proposed an evolutionary model of development 
in which the western or White Dog Phase, derived 
from the Glen Canyon region (see Colton 1939 
and Lipe 1967). evolved into the Lolomai phase 
(Smiley 1985) identified at Black Mesa, and 
subsequently into the Grand Gulch phase (Matson 
et al. n.d., 1988), of Basketmaker II on Cedar 
Mesa. He viewed the Durango, or Los Pinos. 
cultural manifestation as a variant representing a 
separate cultural development (Matson 1991). 
The Natural Bridges assemblage appears to have 
elements of both cultural developments, although 
additional investigations both in the study area and 
in other locations are necessary before well-
grounded conclusions can be reached. 

In Matsoivs (1994) reassessment of 
Basketmaker II sites on Cedar Mesa, he reaffirmed 
the lack of Archaic sites there, and the unlikely 
possibility that Basketmaker II is derived from the 
earlier hunter-gatherer tradition. He confirmed 
that anomalous Basketmaker II sites from Cedar 
Mesa date to the late Basketmaker II period 
(Grand Gulch Phase, A.D. 200 to 400) rather than 
the Archaic, although materials at one site may 
date to the earlier White Dog Basketmaker II 
phase. Other than that site, no early Basketmaker 
II sites were identified on Cedar Mesa. Testing, 
recovery, and dating of radiocarbon samples from 
the Natural Bridges Basketmaker II sites would 
greatly assist in the clarification of the chronology 
for this time period by enabling us to determine 
whether people were in the area early in the 
Basketmaker II period and to ascertain if the 
occupational pattern parallels that of Cedar Mesa. 

Basketmaker I l l -Pueblo I 

Sherds on Basketmaker III through Pueblo III 
sites were used to place the sites temporally, and 
the chronology for these periods was established 
on the basis of probabilistic ceramic dating (see 
Chapter 8). Most of the sherds dating to the 
Basketmaker III period have broad temporal 
ranges, so sites were typed as Basketmaker III-
Pueblo I, although a few sherds date to 
specifically late Basketmaker III and fewer still 
date to Pueblo I. Projectile points dating to this 
period were identified at several sites but, because 
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the point types also have broad temporal ranges, 
they were not effective in refining the chronology. 
Rosegate series arrow points, common at Natural 
Bridges, were manufactured during Basketmaker 
III through Pueblo I (A.D. 300 to 925), and are 
indicative of Anasazi as well as Fremont activity, 
so cultural affiliation is not clearcut. 

East of Comb Ridge and Cedar Mesa, in such 
locations as Butler and Cottonwood Washes, 
Pueblo I sites are numerous. Comb Ridge appears 
to be a boundary west of which Pueblo I sites do 
not occur in any frequency. 

Pueblo H-Pueblo III 

On Cedar Mesa, Matson et al. (1988) argue 
that a 250-year hiatus precedes late Basketmaker 
III (A.D. 650 to 725) with no evidence for early 
and mid-Basketmaker III sites. At Natural 
Bridges, the presence of ceramic types made only 
during late Basketmaker III indicates late Basket-
maker III use of the area, and a possible hiatus 
during the earlier phases of the period. Evidence 
of Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I ceramic types at a 
larger number of sites indicates that prehistoric 
occupation increased during Basketmaker III-
Pueblo I, a pattern visible elsewhere in the region 
(Janetski and Wintch 1985; Reed 1998). 

Because Matson et al. (1988) identify another 
hiatus during Pueblo I and the first half of Pueblo 
II, one of the goals of the Natural Bridges survey 
was to determine whether the hiatus was evident 
at Natural Bridges also. Results of the ceramic 
analysis demonstrate that Pueblo I and early 
Pueblo II sherds are rare (Chapter 8). Ceramic 
types that span the Basketmaker III and Pueblo I 
intervals are prevalent, and sherds dating to 
Pueblo I-Pueblo II are present, although the latter 
are not common. From these and others factors 
detailed in Chapter 8, we believe that a Pueblo I 
occupation of Natural Bridges is unlikely, 
although the presence of a few people during the 
interval is possible. Thus, the occupational hiatus 
at Cedar Mesa appears to be duplicated at Natural 
Bridges, although the length may differ. 

Research conducted elsewhere in the region 
shows that Pueblo I populations were common at 
higher elevations such as Elk Ridge (DeBloois and 
Green 1978; Louthan 1977) and Alkali Ridge 
(Brew 1946). Isolated Pueblo I site locations have 
been reported elsewhere in the region by Janetski 
and Wintch (1985) who note a few late Pueblo I-
early Pueblo II sites at Recapture Wash. A similar 
pattern was observed on White Mesa (Reed 1998). 

The occupational hiatus on Cedar Mesa 
persisted from the end of Basketmaker III (A.D. 
725) to late Pueblo II (A.D. 1060) (Matson et al. 
1988). The length of the hiatus at Natural Bridges 
is less distinct. The highest number of dated sites 
at Natural Bridges are from the Pueblo II period 
and are identified as early to late Pueblo II 
because of the temporal range of the sherds 
present on the sites (roughly A.D. 900 to 1200). 
Seven sites date specifically to late Pueblo II. The 
most prevalent ceramic types are corrugated gray 
wares and Mancos Black-on-white, types that 
persist throughout the Pueblo II period. Kayenta 
red wares, such as Tusayan Black-on-red, are also 
present. Late Pueblo Il-early Pueblo III sites also 
were numerous, implying a continuous occupation 
from mid-Pueblo II through the Pueblo III periods. 
Pueblo II and III point types recovered from 
Natural Bridges sites, although not prevalent, 
suggest interaction with the Kayenta and possibly 
Fremont groups (for example, Cottonwood 
Triangular and Bull Creek points, A.D. 950 to 
1250 or 1300) (Holmer 1986). A possible hiatus 
identified at Cedar Mesa between A.D. 1150 and 
1 165 is not apparent at Natural Bridges. 

Protohistoric 

Evidence for protohistoric use of Natural 
Bridges is limited to a single campsite that may be 
Navajo in origin. If use of the monument lands 
occurred protohistorically, which is likely, use was 
probably confined to brief stops enroute to hunting 
grounds in higher elevations, or to seasonal 
resource exploitation. Brugge (1966) recorded 
19* century Navajo use of the Bears Ears for 
hunting, and Navajo activity was reported in 
Recapture Wash east of Natural Bridges. Utes 
were also in the region although no evidence of 
their presence was encountered during the Natural 
Bridges survey. 
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Historic 

During the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, livestock was grazed in White Canyon 
and on the mesa top. Early exploring expeditions 
investigated Natural Bridges, resulting in reports 
on the bridges and ruins, for which the monument 
was established. Four historic sites and four 
historic components of multicomponent sites were 
documented during the survey. Two have historic 
architecture, one is a fenceline for controlling 
livestock, and the remainder include artifact 
scatters and small features. Additional historic 
sites can be found in White Canyon. 

Current use of the monument is restricted to 
the seven-mile paved loop road, hiking trails to the 
bridges and across the mesa, a campground, and 
the visitors' center, administration, and residence 
facilities. Occasionally, natural and cultural 
resources studies are also conducted in the 
monument. 

Settlement and Subsistence 

Patterns of settlement and subsistence 
observed in the Natural Bridges survey data were 
contrasted with the model developed for Cedar 
Mesa (Lipe and Matson 1971; Matson and Lipe 
1978; Matson et al. 1988, n.d.). Such factors as 
site type and location, elevation, aspect, landform, 
and vegetation, were examined, as were features 
and artifact assemblages. The Palmer Drought 
Severity Index (PDS1) and relevant regional 
literature were used to relate environmental 
conditions to settlement and subsistence patterns 
as a means of identifying adaptive strategies used 
to survive in the area. 

Archaic and Archaic-Basketmaker II 

Archaic sites at Natural Bridges were 
categorized as limited activity and short-term 
habitation/intermittent use sites. They are located 
generally at higher elevations of the monument in 
pinyon-juniper woodland. Aspect and slope do 
not appear to have played a significant role in their 
location. Predictably, the lithic artifact 
assemblages indicate that hunting was a primary 

subsistence strategy, and the presence of one-hand 
manos and other ground stone indicate plant 
processing. 

For several sites, evidence was not sufficient 
to distinguish between Archaic and Basketmaker 
II. These sites are limited activity and short-term 
habitation/intermittent use sites, and one long-term 
habitation. Most short-term habitation sites are 
situated on gentle south-facing slopes conducive 
to dry-farming. Limited activity sites also have a 
southern exposure, but they are located on a wider 
range of landforms, probably reflecting diversity 
in resources and related activities. Artifact 
assemblages and features hint that some of the 
sites in this category are likely to date to the 
Basketmaker II period. Basketmaker II sites 
elsewhere in the region indicate a heavy reliance 
upon maize (Chisolm and Matson 1994; Matson 
1991; Smiley 1997), and groundstone assemblages 
suggest that maize was grown at Natural Bridges 
as well. The number of projectile points in the 
Archaic-Basketmaker II assemblages indicate that 
hunting was also an important practice. 

If sedentism is a result of embracing 
agriculture, then habitation sites should be present. 
The Natural Bridges survey data show one 
Archaic-Basketmaker II long-term habitation. 
Rather the preponderance of limited activity sites 
indicates that a hunter-gatherer subsistence 
strategy persisted well into Basketmaker II. 
Hunting probably was most important during the 
Archaic period, and an increase in plant 
processing tools in Archaic-Basketmaker II sites 
indicates that wild plant resources and maize 
production played an increasingly large role. 
Also, Archaic-Basketmaker II sites are generally 
lower in elevation than Archaic sites, and they 
cover a wider range of elevations and landforms. 

On Cedar Mesa, no Archaic sites were 
recorded and the early Basketmaker II period is 
missing. The late Basketmaker II (A.D. 200 to 
400) population was significant (Matson et al. 
1988), and, if we can assume a good portion of the 
Archaic-Basketmaker II sites at Natural Bridges 
are Basketmaker II, the population in the 
monument was substantial as well. The Cedar 
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Mesa site types include habitation, campsite, and 
limited activity sites. If we corrrelate the Cedar 
Mesa "campsite" with our short-term 
habitation/intermittent use site type, the resulting 
group of sites are similar in elevation and are 
prevalent on both Cedar Mesa and at Natural 
Bridges. On Cedar Mesa, these sites tend to be 
within easy access to water, whereas at Natural 
Bridges, the sites do not follow a discemable 
pattern of location. Cultural materials in both 
locations indicate that dependence on hunting and 
wild resource procurement persisted even as 
reliance upon maize agriculture increased. 

The Basketmaker II occupation on Cedar 
Mesa is followed by a 250-year hiatus (A.D. 400 
to 650) that encompasses early and mid-
Basketmaker III. Evidence for a similar hiatus at 
Natural Bridges is indicated by the absence of 
ceramic and lithic artifacts that are diagnostic of 
only early and mid-Basketmaker III. The PDSI 
values for early to mid Basketmaker III show a 
prolonged period of generally average moisture 
and low climatic variability. Brief sustained 
droughts (two to four years long) are evident 
intermittently throughout the A.D. 500s and early 
600s and may have contributed to the lack of 
appeal of the region for habitation. Dean et al. 
(1985) indicate that this 250-year period was 
preceded by a brief period of pronounced 
environmental instability on the Colorado Plateau 
that may have discouraged people from moving 
into the area. A clear explanation for the hiatus 
remains elusive, although environmental 
conditions appear to be one plausible cause. 

Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I 

As expected, the Basketmaker III population 
in the region was strongly committed to 
agriculture, and they practiced both floodwater 
and dry-farming (Lipe 1978). Artifact 
assemblages at Natural Bridges sites indicate an 
increase in maize and other plant processing 
implements, as well as tools designed to maintain 
groundstone tools. Hunting and butchering tools 
decrease, in keeping with the expected decline in 
hunting. Short-term and limited activity site 
locations exhibit southern exposures, an aspect 

that is conducive to agriculture. A rise in the 
number of long-term habitation sites during this 
interval implies an increase in sedentism, a logical 
outcome of greater agricultural reliance. 

Investigations at Recapture Wash (Janetski 
and Wintch 1985) show an extensive Basketmaker 
III population that congregated into major 
residential clusters or communities. At Cedar 
Mesa, Natural Bridges and elsewhere, sites tended 
to be more scattered. Cedar Mesa Basketmaker III 
sites were larger than earlier sites and were 
concentrated in the northeast portion of the study 
area where rainfall was greater, possibly indicating 
that the area was otherwise marginal for successful 
farming. Many of the Natural Bridges 
Basketmaker III sites are situated in proximity to 
washes and most are at higher elevations than sites 
of the preceding period, suggesting that 
precipitation and water availability was a primary 
factor in their location. 

The linkage of Basketmaker III and Pueblo I 
sites at Natural Bridges reflects the long period of 
manufacture of diagnostic lithic and ceramic 
artifacts, the primary means of dating these sites. 
Evidence for occupation of Natural Bridges in 
Pueblo I is minimal, and sites in this temporal 
category are suspected to be Basketmaker III. At 
Cedar Mesa, a hiatus was identified from early 
Pueblo I to mid-Pueblo II (A.D. 725 to 1060). 
Pueblo I sites are present in the region mostly at 
higher elevations, such as Elk Ridge, where they 
are abundant, and at mid-elevations east of Comb 
Ridge as in the case of Site 13 on Alkali Ridge 
(Brew 1946). Janetski and Wintch (1986:21-17) 
suggest that Pueblo I sites were located in 
environments where they would benefit from 
direct rainfall rather than floodwaters for farming. 
Dean et al. (1985) document a period of 
pronounced environmental instability during this 
time, as well as major floodplain degradation 
throughout the Colorado Plateau. The PDSI 
values for Natural Bridges show significantly 
increased climatic instability during this interval, 
although overall rainfall appears to be adequate. 
One can argue that highly variable climatic 
conditions could negatively affect maize 
cultivation because harvests and storable surpluses 
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would not be predictable, possibly discouraging 
migration into the area. Because rainfall may have 
been more variable within the region, natural 
resources also might be negatively affected by 
climatic instability. A moderate influx in 
population would have been sufficient to exceed 
the carrying capacity of some locations. 

Pueblo H-Pueblo III 

People re-entered Natural Bridges during the 
Pueblo II period. Mesa Verde ceramic types are 
the most prevalent during this interval, although 
Kayenta types are also fairly common. The 
greatest number of sites at Natural Bridges date to 
Pueblo II and Pueblo 11—111 indicating that the 
population reached its zenith. Arrow point types 
are varied and numerous, although their count is 
reduced from the previous period. Groundstone 
implements are the most prevalent stone tools. 

As with the earlier Puebloan sites, a temporal 
distinction cannot easily be made between Pueblo 
II and Pueblo III sites because of the extended 
time span of manufacture of most ceramic types. 
Some differences between Pueblo II and Pueblo 
11—111 sites do emerge, however. Pueblo II sites are 
located at higher elevations than Pueblo II-Pueblo 
III sites, and they do not occur at the lower 
elevation range of the Pueblo 11—111 sites. Most 
Pueblo 11—111 long-term habitation sites have a 
southern or western aspect, whereas the aspect of 
Pueblo II sites are mostly northern. These 
differences may be associated with agriculture or 
they may indicate other cultural preferences. We 
must keep in mind that data from the sites in 
unsurveyed canyon locations have the potential to 
significantly alter these observations. Early to late 
Pueblo II sites are characterized by Mancos Black-
on-white sherds as well as by an abundance of 
corrugated gray wares, whereas Pueblo II-Pueblo 
III sites have Pueblo III Mesa Verde white wares 
as well as McElmo and Mesa Verde Black-on-
white wares and corrugated gray wares. 

With increased sedentism, as indicated by an 
increase in maize production tools, and a greater 
number of people in the area, we expected that the 
number of long-term habitation sites would peak 

in Pueblo II—III. But, the peak occurs during 
Basketmaker I II-Pueblo I and declines during 
Pueblo II. This curious pattern is likely a result of 
surveying the mesa top only and not the canyons. 
The canyon is rich with habitable rockshelters and 
many large and small Puebloan sites have been 
documented there, leading us to suspect that the 
Pueblo II and Pueblo III populations are not 
adequately represented by the current survey. 
Based on available evidence. Puebloan sites on the 
mesa top appear to be single family dwellings, 
whereas larger residential complexes are present 
elsewhere in the region. This settlement pattern 
may be an adaptation to an area in which wild 
resources are not abundant and which is 
agriculturally risky. Short-term/intermittent use 
sites peak during this time, possibly implying an 
increase in field houses. Maize cultivation and 
food storage continued on the mesa top, and the 
strategies of dry and runoff farming persisted. 
Habitations and storage sites in the canyon may 
indicate that canyon-bottom agriculture also was 
practiced, either as a buffering strategy against 
poor crops or because of population increase and 
the need for more yield. Short-term habitations 
are located on a greater variety of landforms and 
at mostly higher elevations, possibly to counter 
increased unpredictability of rainfall and 
agricultural yields in lower elevations by 
accessing a broader spectrum of wild resources. 

The Pueblo II occupation at Cedar Mesa dates 
from A.D. 1060 to 1150, and the Pueblo III 
population, possibly preceded by a brief 15-year 
hiatus, dates to A.D. 1165 to 1270. After this 
interval no evidence of occupation was detected. 
Multiple household settlements were documented, 
but none was estimated to accommodate more 
than four households and most were single 
households (Matson etal. 1988). These residence 
units appear to be larger than those at Natural 
Bridges, but the modest size still suggests that 
resources are patchy and agriculture is confined to 
small, widely spaced plots. 

Regionally Pueblo II sites are small and 
widely dispersed, although large aggregated sites 
become more common with time, especially in 
what Varien et al. (1996) call the central Mesa 
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Verde region (see also the discussion about Nancy 
Patterson Village and Montezuma Village and 
others in Janetski and Wintch 1985). These larger 
sites are surrounded by widely dispersed small 
habitations. Larger sites decrease in number and 
size towards the western periphery of the region of 
which Natural Bridges is a part. Pueblo II sites at 
Recapture Wash are among the most abundant in 
the region, and they are not aggregated (Janetski 
and Wintch 1985). The Pueblo II population is 
also substantial at White Mesa and it exhibits the 
same regional settlement pattern seen at Cedar 
Mesa and Natural Bridges, a pattern that continues 
into Pueblo III. The pattern of dispersed single 
family household sites continues into Pueblo III 
even as regional population density increases. 
Some areas such as Canyon lands may have 
experienced an infusion of Kayenta immigrants 
into the region during the late eleventh century 
(Varien et al. 1996). Kayenta ceramics at both 
Natural Bridges and Cedar Mesa also indicate an 
influx of people or ideas from the southwest. An 
increase in nonlocal materials in the early twelfth 
century also indicates an increase in inter-regional 
exchange. 

A decrease in population may have occurred 
on the western periphery of the Mesa Verde region 
during early Pueblo III. resulting in a possible 
occupational hiatus at Cedar Mesa (Matson et al. 
1988). Population increased again by mid-Pueblo 
III resulting in large aggregated sites in the central 
Mesa Verde region, although population density 
remained relatively low on the western periphery 
with limited evidence for aggregation (Varien et 
al. 1996). 

Defensive characteristics begin to show up in 
Pueblo III sites in the form of towers, retaining 
walls, and other defensive characteristics, such as 
view ports as seen at Natural Bridges' late 
Puebloan sites. Sites built upon rock 
promontories also become more numerous. Small 
mesa-top habitation sites shift to canyon rims, 
canyon heads, talus slopes, and canyon bottoms. 
Cliff dwellings become more numerous. 
Although Pueblo II sites often were in proximity 
to water sources, Pueblo III sites seem to be 
situated at springs or canyon heads where water 

could be controlled. Paralleling this settlement 
pattern shift, artifact assemblages indicate that 
inter-regional exchange had decreased or ceased 
(Varien at al. 1996). 

The PDS1 values for Natural Bridges during 
the Pueblo II period indicate that rainfall is within 
the near normal range. Only three brief intervals 
of severe drought of less than two years each were 
documented. The last of these extreme drought 
intervals was followed by a prolonged period that 
persisted until the early A.D. 1200s in which 
climatic variability was great and conditions were 
very unstable. On the Colorado Plateau, Dean and 
colleagues (1985) document considerable 
fluctuation in alluvial groundwater leading to a 
sharp drop in the water table at the end of the 13th 

century. Although the PDSI for Natural Bridges 
indicates adequate moisture during Pueblo 11, the 
lack of a consistent pattern in moisture availability 
during Pueblo III may have increased the risk of 
reliance upon agriculture. If so, production of 
excess yields as a buffer against crop failure may 
not have been possible from year to year. 
Prolonged unstable conditions, despite adequate 
rainfall, may have exacerbated the marginality of 
the area by reducing wild resource abundance, by 
causing crop reduction or failure, and by putting 
pressure on the larger more aggregated 
populations which may have led to increased 
territoriality especially where water, fields, and 
wild resources were located. The combination of 
these factors may have ultimately led to the 
abandonment of the area. As observed by Van 
West (1994) for the central Mesa Verde area, at no 
time was the carrying capacity for growing maize 
reached or exceeded, even during intervals of 
prolonged aridity or climatic instability. Despite 
the availability of arable lands and wild resources, 
the large, thirteenth century aggregated villages in 
the central region, and the smaller sites of the 
western area, were commonly situated near water 
supplies or near cliff edges. As aggregation 
increased, population density increased relative to 
site size, and resources, including good 
agricultural soils, became limited by overuse or by 
restrictions based on social ties. With increased 
concentrations of people in smaller areas and with 
gradual resource depletion in those areas. 
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environmental perturbation would have a more 
disastrous effect than if sites were smaller and 
were distributed in a more dispersed pattern 
(Varien et al. 1996). Although environmental 
variability alone is insufficient to explain shifts in 
settlement, environmental factors in conjunction 
with patterns of settlement and subsistence (as 
well as other social factors), can lead to 
considerable stress and may be a potential cause of 
abandonment. 

Cultural Interaction 

Because evidence for Archaic presence at 
Natural Bridges is sparse, identification of an 
outside cultural influence is challenging. 
Determining origins for the Archaic population in 
the region is also difficult, although identification 
of projectile point styles may provide some clues. 
As discussed earlier, projectile points dating to the 
Archaic period indicate movement into the Natural 
Bridges area from the northern or central Colorado 
Plateau, and connection with groups from the San 
Juan Basin to the south. Whether groups from 
these regions migrated into the area, or whether 
groups from other regions collected the points and 
transported them into the study area, or if the 
points were acquired through exchange is not 
known. Investigation of additional Archaic sites 
in the region might assist in identifying the origin 
of this population. 

Continued interaction of people and ideas, or 
their influx from the northern or central Colorado 
Plateau into the Basketmaker II period is 
evidenced by the frequency of Elko series points 
at Natural Bridges sites. The presence of a 
lanceolate point typical of the Kayenta region and 
a White Dog style Basketmaker II point suggests 
that some influence from the southwest also 
occurred. Excavation of pithouses from this time 
period might further assist in identifying cultural 
interactions characteristic of this period. 
Influences may have taken the form of migration 
from outside areas, curation of tools from other 
sites, intermarriage, and trading events. 

By Basketmaker III, ceramics are common on 
sites and their styles are good indicators of cultural 

interaction. Ceramic analysis of sherds from 
Natural Bridges sites indicates the prevalence of 
the Mesa Verde influence. Although the distance 
from the core Mesa Verde area was sufficient to 
encourage localized production of Mesa Verde 
style ceramic vessels, no supportive evidence that 
this occurred was encountered. Hurt (Chapter 8) 
shows that late Basketmaker III sites have only 
Mesa Verde sherds; no Kayenta sherds were 
recovered. Analysis of sherds from Natural 
Bridges sites recorded by Kramer et al. (1991) 
resulted in the identification of mostly Chapin 
Black-on-white sherds on Basketmaker III sites. 
Sand temper was observed in gray ware sherds 
from both Kramer's survey and this project, and in 
both the affiliation with the Kayenta ceramic 
tradition is doubted. Kramer et al. (1991) suggest 
that the sand-tempered gray ware pottery may be 
locally produced, but conclusive evidence is 
lacking. In both studies Pueblo I sherds are rare, 
and the Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I sites in the pre
sent study are most likely Basketmaker III in age. 

The occurrence of jacal construction at 
Basketmaker III habitation sites may be a re-
occurence of connection with the Kayenta 
tradition because of its prevalence on Kayenta 
Puebloan sites (Rohn 1989). The correlation is 
weak, however, because of the occurrence of jacal 
construction at Mesa Verde sites as well. The 
possibility that the construction style developed in 
situ as a response to availability of construction 
materials, or lack thereof, is another consideration. 

Lithic indicators of cultural interaction are 
poor because of wide temporal and geographic 
distributions. The frequency of Rosegate 
Stemmed arrow points on Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 
I sites may be indicative of a Fremont influence 
from the northern Colorado Plateau (Geib 1996), 
although Rosegate points are also common on 
Puebloan sites. Raw lithic materials on sites 
during this period are mostly local materials, 
indicating that little nonlocal raw material 
procurement or trade was undertaken. 

By Pueblo II, both Mesa Verde and Kayenta 
ceramic artifacts are abundant, implying a 
substantial increase in movement of people, 
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influences, or trade, into the study area from both 
culture centers. There is no firm evidence for 
local ceramic production, although two possible 
kiln features were identified. They are 
morphologically similar to kilns excavated in the 
region, but artifacts that customarily accompany 
kilns were lacking. Excavation of these features 
would help to ascertain their function and provide 
a basis for determining if local ceramic production 
occurred. Artifact assemblages from a few other 
sites include polishing stones, also indicative of 
ceramic production. Hurst (Kramer et al. 1991) 
proposed that white ware production at Natural 
Bridges was practiced during Pueblo III using 
local clays. The clays produced a distinctive, dark 
gray, iron-rich paste that, when fired, formed a 
distinctive "oreo-cookie" effect, with the outer 
surfaces appearing darker than the center (Hurst 
1995). Because paste was not analyzed during the 
Natural Bridges survey, this sherd type was not 
documented, and the distinctive style was not 
observed during infield examination. 

The predominance of Mesa Verde sherds 
indicates strong ties with that culture center, but 
the Mesa Verdean influence waxes and wanes. 
Although the influx of Kayenta ceramics is most 
prevalent during Pueblo II, they are generally 
fewer than Mesa Verde sherds. Mixed 
assemblages of Mesa Verde and Kayenta sherds at 
numerous sites reflects the simultaneous exposure 
to, and acceptance of, those traditions, although 
the abundance of sites with just Mesa Verde 
sherds reflects the eastern center as a primary 
alliance. Sites with mixed Mesa Verde and 
Kayenta ceramic assemblages occur throughout 
the Pueblo II and early Pueblo 111 periods. A few 
sites with purely Kayenta sherds occur in late 
Pueblo II and early Pueblo III, but no purely Mesa 
Verde sites are evident in late Pueblo II indicating 
a possible decline in influence by Mesa Verde 
traditions. 

Kramer et al. (1991:124) also found that 
Pueblo II ceramic assemblages indicate an influx 
of Kayenta Anasazi during the eleventh and 
twelfth centuries. They identified several sand-
tempered gray wares and Kayenta white and red 
wares. In late Pueblo II sites, Mesa Verde 

ceramics co-occur with Kayenta ceramics ranging 
from nearly pure Kayenta, to a nearly equal mix, 
to predominantly Mesa Verde. 

In contrast to earlier periods, and correlating 
with Mesa Verde and Kayenta ceramic influences, 
lithic assemblages from Pueblo II and Pueblo III 
sites at Natural Bridges exhibit an increase in 
procurement of lithic raw materials from outside 
the local area. For example, Brushy Basin chert, 
attainable from the Morrison formation east of 
Comb Ridge, becomes more common. Because it 
also occurs on Mesa Verde sites elsewhere in the 
region, its presence at Natural Bridges sites may 
reflect interaction with Mesa Verde peoples. 
Projectile point types on Pueblo II and III sites are 
not sufficiently restricted in distribution to provide 
pertinent cultural information. Cottonwood 
Triangular, Bull Creek, and Parowan points found 
on Pueblo Il-Pueblo III sites might indicate 
Fremont or Numic activities in the vicinity were 
they not also found on Anasazi sites. Bull Creek 
points are common to Fremont as well as Kayenta 
Puebloan sites in Canyonlands (Holmer 1986). 
Geib (1996:107-108) suggests that Bull Creek 
point length might reflect cultural differences. He 
found that "long" Bull Creek points are absent 
from Anasazi sites south and east of the Colorado 
River, whereas "short" ones are restricted to those 
areas. Though the distinction is provocative, the 
significance is not yet apparent. Cottonwood 
Triangular points found on sites throughout the 
west are often confused with preforms and bifaces 
making their use in distinguishing cultural 
influences unreliable (Holmer 1986). Parowan 
points also may indicate association with Fremont 
or with western Virgin Anasazi. Until nuances in 
the typologies are found to be culturally diagnostic 
point styles found at Natural Bridges for this time 
period cannot be considered culturally distinct. 

Use of jacal construction in habitation sites 
also suggests contact with Kayenta people or 
ideas, although, as in the previous period, jacal 
architecture does not always provide a clear 
cultural signature. Jacal construction at some 
Pueblo 11—111 sites in White Canyon exhibit 
Kayenta attributes identified by Dean (1996). 
Kramer et al. (1991) also propose that affiliation 
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with the Kayenta tradition and people may be 
manifested in the co-occurrence of Kayenta sherds 
andjacal construction at Natural Bridges. Results 
of analysis of artifact assemblages at Natural 
Bridges mesa-top sites associated with jacal 
architecture, however, failed to show a correlation. 
Furthermore, masonry construction styles of this 
period reflect a Mesa Verdean influence that is 
more common than the Kayenta jacal 
construction, although several sites exhibit both 
styles. 

Kayenta populations expanded north and west 
during Pueblo II, reaching beyond the San Juan 
and Colorado rivers (Dean 1996). The expansion 
is evident in the increase of Kayenta ceramics in 
assemblages at Natural Bridges during Pueblo II 
and early Pueblo III, on Cedar Mesa during 
Pueblo II until roughly A.D. 1150 (Haase 1983; 
Matson and Lipe 1977, 1978), on Red Rock 
Plateau between A.D. 1100 and 1150 (Lipe 1967). 
and in Glen Canyon during Pueblo II. In Glen 
Canyon, Kayenta ceramics were present to the 
near exclusion of Mesa Verde ceramics (see Geib 
1996:99). At Recapture Wash east of Comb 
Ridge, Kayenta ceramics are prevalent during the 
Pueblo Il-Pueblo III transition (Janetski and 
Wintch 1985). Kayenta ceramics seem to follow 
a temporal continuum from southwest to northeast 
with the Kayenta influence continuing into Pueblo 
III on the eastern periphery. Natural Bridges and 
Cedar Mesa areas are in somewhat of a transition 
zone intermediate between these geographic 
extremes. 

materials such as experimentation with and use of 
jacal construction in various forms, and the 
acceptance of Kayenta red and gray ware styles 
(Mesa Verde red wares were no longer produced 
by this time). The Kayenta intrusion was not 
long-lived. After roughly A.D. 1 150, the decline 
in Kayenta sherds at Natural Bridges as well as on 
Cedar Mesa is balanced by a rise in Mesa Verde 
sherds. An influx of Mesa Verde sherds, as well 
as other outside influences, into the Kayenta 
region is also documented, (Gumerman and Dean 
1989:122). The impetus for this shift is likely the 
effect of population growth and growing concern 
for adequate food and water sources, arable lands, 
and safety. 

In summary, analysis of the ceramic, and, to 
some extent, architectural styles, at Natural 
Bridges sites established that Mesa Verde is the 
primary source of ideas and people, and the 
Kayenta tradition and possibly people were a 
secondary focus of interaction. Projectile point 
types imply both a northern and central Colorado 
Plateau connection, and possibly a San Juan Basin 
connection. Raw lithic materials are mostly local 
or from locations that are not at a great distance 
from the area, so are not good indicators of 
cultural influences much beyond the general area. 
Fremont influences were not detected at Natural 
Bridges, although they may be present. 

Summary of Management 
Recommendations 

The increase in Kayenta ceramics during 
Pueblo II and early Pueblo III is indicative of 
migration into the area from the south, or at least 
an increase in trade between the two regions, 
resulting in an exchange of goods, ideas, and 
possibly individuals. The influx of Kayenta 
characteristics and people into southeastern Utah 
probably was triggered by the rapid growth and 
expansion of the Pueblo II Kayenta population. 
Variability in site location significantly increased, 
trade and interaction grew, social organization 
changed, and environmental conditions were 
favorable (Gumerman and Dean 1989). The 
influx of Kayenta ideas is manifested in cultural 

Several significant outcomes have resulted 
from the survey of Natural Bridges National 
Monument. Of substantial importance to park 
managers are recommendations for managing the 
park's resources in a way that will best preserve 
them, enhance their value, stimulate additional 
research, and benefit the public. Site-specific 
recommendations were made on the site form for 
each site recorded in the Natural Bridges survey. 
As part of these recommendations, the eligibility 
of each site for nomination to the National 
Register of Historic Places was evaluated. Sixty 
percent of the sites were recommended as eligible, 
and all of these were identified as having research 
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potential. Several were recommended for future 
work such as testing, excavation, monitoring, 
stabilization, backfilling, and chronometric 
sampling. The site-by-site recommendations are 
summarized in Chapter 5. Additional recommen
dations encompass a broader scope and are aimed 
at the monument's resources as a whole. These 
include the following: 

1. It is strongly recommended that the 
monument inventory be completed by surveying 
the canyon bottoms and accessible ledges and 
alcoves within the canyons. By so doing, 
Systemwide Archeological Inventory Program 
requirements will be met, a more complete grasp 
of the prehistoric and historic use of the area will 
be achieved, and the total number of sites 
identified. This will enable park managers to 
protect, preserve, and conserve the full extent of 
cultural resources under their charge. 

2. It is recommended that chronometric 
sambles from select sites be collected to verify our 
estimates of site age based on artifact cross-dating. 
A number of significant research questions can be 
answered with radiocarbon and dendrochrono-
logical dates. Additional dates are essential to 
evaluate the proposed ceramic chronology and 
prehistoric periods of occupation. 

3. A third recommendations is to conduct 
ceramic retiring studies and identity clay sources 
used by the prehistoric Natural Bridges 
inhabitants. 

4. The fourth recommendation is to conduct a 
lithic material source study and to locate possible 

quarry locations. Such a study will assist in 
understanding the range of procurement and 
distances traveled for materials required by the 
early inhabitants, and potentially provide more 
evidence for cultural interaction. 

5. A fifth recommendation is to conduct 
paleoenvironmental studies. Such studies should 
include packrat midden and geomorphological 
studies. These would enhance previous investiga
tions and provide a clearer picture of environ
mental conditions during ccupation of the 
monument. 

6. Our final recommendation is to produce a 
regional synthetic report on the results of the 
Natural Bridges survey and other projects 
conducted in the western Mesa Verde region, 
including but not limited to Elk Ridge, Dark and 
Woodenshoe Canyons, Recapture Wash. 
Cottonwood, Comb, and Butler washes, White 
Canyon, White Mesa, Bluff, and the Glen 
Canyonarea. This synthesis should focus on 
patterns of use, settlement, mobility, subsistence, 
cultural interaction, and temporal shifts. Maps 
should accompany the text showing archeological 
sites and landforms, as well as vegetation, 
hydrology, and geology. This will be a significant 
undertaking and may best be accomplished as an 
interagency effort. Geib (1996) has already 
addressed these research domains in the Glen 
Canyon region, and Adler 's (1996) larger-scale, 
pan-Southwest treatment provides the broader 
context. Innumerable contract archeology projects 
conducted in the region by government and state 
agencies in the last several decades will supply the 
majority of the material for the synthesis. 
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Appendix 1 

Site and Supplementary Recording Forms 

The site form used to document sites 
encountered during the Natural Bridges survey is 
part of the Intermountain Antiquities Computer 
System (IMACS). During the first year of the 
survey (1997), the standard IMACS form was 
used. After reviewing the quality of the data 
collected during the months following the field 
work, we modified the form to capture additional 
data specific to the project research goals. The 
standard and modified versions of the form are 
included here (Appendix 1.1 and 1.2). 

Appendices 1.3, 1.4. and 1.5 are the forms 
used for infield ceramic, lithic debitage, and lithic 

tool analyses. As with the site forms, review of 
the data collected following the 1997 field season 
resulted in modification of the analysis forms so 
they would be more reflective of the cultural 
material at the Natural Bridges sites. Modifica
tions to the forms are slight and they include 
changes such as removal of ceramic types not 
encountered during the survey, or addition of 
categories that were encountered. Isolated artifact 
occurrences (IO) were documented on the 10 form 
(Appendix 1.6). The 1998 versions of the forms 
are included here. 
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Appendix 1.1. Standard IMACS Form 
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IMACS Site Form 
INTERMOUNTAIN ANTIQUITIES COMPUTER SYSTEM 

Part A - Administrative Data 

* 1 . State No. 
*2. Agency No. 

3. Temp No. _ 
4. State: Utah County: San Juan 
5. Project NABR Survey 

*6. Report No. 
7. Site Name 

8. Class • Prehistoric • Historic • Paleontologic • Ethnographic 
9. Site Type 
*10. Elevation ft. 
*11. UTM Grid Zone mE mN 
*12. of of ofSection T R 
*13. Meridian SLC 
*14. Map Reference 
15. Aerial Photo 
16. Location and Access 

*17.'Land Owner NPS 
*18. Federal Administrative Units NABR 
*19. Location of Curated Materials SEUG 
20. Site Description 

•21. Site Condition • Excellent • Good • Fair • Poor 
*22. Impact Agent(s) • Bioturbation • Fire •Road/trail • Other: specify 

• Erosion: water • Grazing • Vandalism • Unknown 
• Erosion: wind • Struct/ deterior. • Vegetation growth • 

None 
(See Manual for additional categories) 
*23. National Register Status • Significant • Non-significant • Unevaluated 
Justify 

24. Photos Roll #(s) Exposure #(s) 
25. Recorded by (crew chief: 1st initial, last name) 
*26. Survey Organization IMSF-CAP NPS *28. Survey Date 
27. Assisting Crew Members (1st initial, last name) 
28. List of Attachments: • Part B QTopo Map •Artifact/Fea. Sketch •Ceramic Suppl. Form 
(checkboxes) • Part C QSite Sketch •Photos •Contin. SheetsQLithic Suppl. Forms 
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Part A - Environmental Data 

*29. Slope. (degrees)Aspect. 
*30. Distance to Permanent Water 

Type of Water Source • Spring/seep 
Name of Water Source 

*31. Geographic Unit 

(degrees) 
x 100 meters 

• Stream/river • Lake 

Site No. 
Temp. No. 

• Other 

*32. Topographic Location (See Manual for definitions) 
Primary Landform Secondary Landform 
• Hill 
• Mesa 
• Ridge 
• Valley 
• Plain 
• Canyon 

Describe 

• Alluvial fan • Delta • Ridge/Knoll • Cutbank 
• Alcove/rock shelter • Detached Monolith • Slope • Riser 
• Arroyo • Dune • Terrace/Bench 
• Basin • Floodplain • Talus Slope • Multip. landforms 
• Cave • Ledge • Outcrop • Ephem. Wash 
• Cliff • Mesa/Butte • Valley 

*33. On-site Depositional Context 
•Fan •Stream Terrace 
•Talus •Outcrop 
•Dune •Colluvium 
Description of Soil 

•Floodplain 
•Delta 
•Stream Bed 

•Eolian 
•None 
•Residual 

34. Vegetation 
*a. Life Zone Upper Sonoran 
*b. Community: Primary On-Site 

Describe 
Secondary On-Site. Surrounding Site 

*35. Miscellaneous Text 
36. Comments/Continuations 
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Part B - Prehistoric Sites 

Site No. 
Temp No. 

1. Site Type 
*2. Culture AFFILIATION (1) DATING METHOD AFFILIATION (2) DATING METHOD 

(Use separate Part B for each affiliation ifdistinction can be made) 
Describe 

3. Site Dimensions: 
*4. Surface Collection/Method 

Sampling Method 

_ m X 
• None 
• Grab Sample 

m Area: 
• Designed Sample 
• 100% Collection 

_sq m 

*5. Estimated Depth of Cultural Fill 

How Estimated 

• Surface 
• 0-20 cm 

• 20-100 cm 
• 100 cm + 

• Fill noted but unknown 
• Depth suspected 

but not tested 
*6. Excavation Status 
Testing Method 

• Excavated • Tested • Unexcavated 

*7. Summary of Artifacts and Debris (Check all relevant boxes; see Manual for other options) 
• Lithic Scatter • Ground Stone • Basketry/textiles • Bone Scatter • Shell 
• Ceramic Scatter • Rubble/shaped stone • Isolated Artifact • Charcoal Scatter • Unknown 
• Burned Rock • Organic Remains • Pendant • Lithic Source: 
Describe 

*8. Lithic Tools 
(see Manual for types) 

# Type Type 

Describe See supplementary Lithic Tool Inventory Form (Add additional detail here) 

*9. Lithic Debitage - Estimated Quantity: 

Material Type: 

• None • 10-25 • 101-500 
• 1-9 • 26-100 Q 5 0 1 + 

Flaking Stages: (0) Not Present (1)Rare (2) Common (3) Dominant 
Decortication: Secondary: Tertiary: Shatter: Core: 

10. Maximum Density - No./sq m (all lithics): 

# 
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Part B - Prehistoric Sites 

Site No. 
Temp. No. 

*11. Ceramic Artifacts # Type # Type 
(see Manual for types) 

Describe See supplementary Ceramic Inventory Form (Add additional detail here) 

12. Maximum Density - No./sq m (all ceramics): 

*13. Non-Architectural Features (Put # of features in box) (See Manual for additional categories) 
• Hearth/firepit • Rock concentration • Ash+/or chare, stain w/ FCR • Sharpening grooves 
• Midden • Rubble mound • Rock alignment • Petroglyph 
• Depression • Ash Stain • Water control • Pictograph 
• FCR concentration • Ash/charcoal Stain • Stone circle w/ depression • Smoke blackening 

Describe (include Fea. #) 

'14. Architectural Features (locate on site map) (See Manual for categories and definitions) 
# Construct. Material Type # Construct. Material T y p e 

Describe (include Fea. #) 
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Part B - Prehistoric Sites 

15. Comments/Continuations 

Site No. 
Temp No. 
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PartC Historic Sites 

Site No. 
Temp No. 

1. Site Type 
2. Historic Theme(s) 
*3. Culture AFFILIATION (1) DATING METHOD AFFILIATION (2) DATING METHOD 

4. Oldest Date 
How Determined? 

5. Site Dimensions: 

Recent Date 

m X m Area: _sq m 
*6. Surface Collection/Method • None 

• Grab Sample 
Sampling Method 

• Designed Sample 
• 100% Collection 

*7. Estimated Depth of Cultural Fill • Surface • 20-100 cm • Fill noted but unknown 
• 0-20 cm • 100 cm + • Depth suspected 

How Estimated but not tested 
*8. Excavation Status • Excavated 
Testing Method 

• Tested • Unexcavated 

9. Summary of Artifacts and Debris (See Manual for additional Categories) 
• Glass • Bone • Leather • Ammunition • Domestic Items 
• Metal • Ceramics • Wire • Wood • Kitchen Utensils 
• Nails • Fabric • Tin Cans • Rubber • Car.car parts 
Describe 

• 
• 

10. Ceramic artifacts 
Paste Glaze/ Deco- Pattern Vessel Form(s) 

Slip ration 

*a. Estimated Number of Ceramic Trademarks 
Describe 

11. Glass 

# Manufacture Color Function Trademarks Decoration 

Describe . 

12. Maximum Density-#/sq. m (glass and ceramics) . 
13. Tin Cans 

# Type Opening Size 

Describe . 

Modified Label/Mark Function 

14. Landscape and Constructed Features (locate on site map) 
Describe . 
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15. Buildings and Structures (locate on site map) 

# Material Type 

Describe 

16. Comments and continuations 
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Appendix 1.2. Modified IMACS Form 
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WRITE FIRMLY AND LEGIBLY ON ALL FORMS, MAPS, AND DRAWINGS! Page Of. 

NABR SURVEY 1998 SITE FORM (based on IMACS) 

Part A - Administrative Data 

* 1 . State No. 3. Temp No. 
4. State: Utah County: San Juan 5. Project NABR Survey *6. Report No. 
7. Site Name: 
8. Class: • Prehistoric • Prehistoric Multicomponent • Historic • Prehistoric & Historic • Ethnographic 
9. Site Type: 

*10. Elevation ft. *11. UTM Grid Zone. 12 , m E m N 
*12. of of ofSection , T R *13.Meridian SLC 
*14. Map Reference(USGS 7.5'): 15. Aerial Photo 
16. Location and Access 

*17. Land Owner NPS *18. Federal Administrative Units NABR *19. Location of Curated Materials SEUG 
20. Site Description 

*21. Site Condition: • Excellent • Good • Fair • Poor 
Site threat: • None • Low • Moderate • High • Emergency 

*22. Impact Agent(s): • Erosion water • Recreation • Rodent damage • Vandalism 
• Deflation • Erosion: wind • Road • Structural decay • Vegetation 
• Dripline runoff • Grazing • Rockfall • Trail • Othenspecify 

Impact comments:. 

*23. National Register: • Significant • Non-significant • Unevaluated Criteria: LJa Lib Dc Lid 

Research potential: • None • Low • Moderate • High 

Justify: 

Recommendations: • Additional research • Monitor condition • Erosion control • Stabilize/backfill 
• No further work • Test • Other (specify) 

24. Photos Roll #(s) Exposure #(s) 25. Recorded by 

27. Assisting Crew Members: 

*26. Survey Organization IMSF-CAP NPS *28. Survey Date 

28. List of Attachments: • Part B •Topo Map •Artifact/Feat. Sketch •Ceramic Suppl. QRock Art Form 
• Part C QSite Sketch QPhotos QLithic Suppl. QContin. Sheets 
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Page of 

State No. _ 
*29. Slope. 

NABR SURVEY 1998 SITE FORM (based on IMACS) 
Part A - Environmental Data 

Temp No. 
Aspect *30. Distance to Permanent Water 

*Type of Water Source • Spring/seep • Stream/river • Lake • Other_ 
Name of Water Source 

x 100 meters 

Potential Sources • Spring/seep • Wash/Arroyo • Dripline • Natural catchment • Other_ 

*31. Geographic Unit Inner Canyons 

*32. Topographic Location (See Manual for definitions and additional entries) 

Primary Landform: • Canyon • Ridge • Tableland /Mesa • Hill • Other 

Secondary Landform: • Alcove/rock shelter • Detached monolith 
• Alluvial fan • Dune 
• Arroyo • Ephemeral wash 
• Cliff • Floodplain 
• Cutbank • Ledge 
• Delta • Mesa/Butte 

• Other 

• Ridge/knoll 
• Riser 
• Slope 
• Talus Slope 
• Terrace/Bench 
• Valley 

Describe 

*33. On-site Depositional Context: • Aeolian • Fan • Outcrop • Talus 
• Bedrock •Floodplain •Residual • O t h e r . 
• Colluvium • Landslide slump •Streambed 
• Dune • None (ie. rock art/no soil) •Stream Terrace 

Description of Soil_ 

34*. Vegetation: a Life Zone Upper Sonoran 
b. Community: Primary On-Site Secondary On-Site Surrounding Site 

B Douglas Fir L Riparian Q Low sagebrush R Barren W Mountain Brush 
H Pinyon-juniper M Grasslands P Big sagebrush V Blackbrush (See Manual for additional entries) 

Describe 

*35. Miscellaneous Text (25 char)_ 

*36. Comments/Continuations 
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NABR SURVEY 1998 SITE FORM (based on IMACS) 
Part B - Prehistoric Sites 

Site No. Temp No. 
1. Site Type 

*2. Culture (Use separate Part B for each affiliation ifjdlstinction can be made) 
AFFILIATION (1) DATING METHOD AFFILIATION (2) DATING METHOD 

Describe 

3. Site Dimensions: m X m Area: nr 

*4. Surface Collection/Method • None • Grab Sample • Designed Sample • 100% Collection 

Artifact Analysis Sampling Method • 100% of site • Transect • Unit • Other 

*5. Estimated Depth of Cultural Fill • Surface • 20-100 cm • Fill noted but unknown 
• 0-20 cm • 100 cm + • Depth suspected but not tested 

How Estimated 

*6. Excavation Status • Excavated 
Testing Method 

• Tested • Unexcavated 

*7. Summary of Artifacts and Debris (Check all relevant boxes; see Manual for other options) 
• Lithic Scatter • Burned Stone/FCR • Rubble/shaped stone • Pendant • Other_ 
• Ceramic Scatter • Charcoal Scatter • Vegetal/Organic • Ornament/gaming 
• Groundstone Scatter • Jacal Scatter • Bone scatter • Ground mineral 

Describe 

*8. Lithic Tools 
(see Manual for types) 

Describe 

# Type # 
see lithic tool supplementary inventory form 

Type 

*9. Lithic Debitage - Estimated Quantity: • None • 1-9 • 10-25 • 26-100 0 101-500 • 501+ 

Material Type: 

Flaking Stages: (0) Not Present (1) Rare (2) Common 
Decortication: Secondary: Tertiary: Shatter: 

10. Maximum Density - No./sq m (all lithics): m2 

(3) Dominant 
Core: 
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NABR SURVEY 1998 SITE FORM (based on IMACS) 
Part B - Prehistoric Sites 

Site No. Temp. No. 

*11. Ceramic Artifacts # Type # 
(see Manual for types) see supplemental ceramic inventory form 

Describe 

Type 

12. Maximum Density - No./sq m (all ceramics): nr 

Shape 

(See Manual for additional types) 

Possible Types 
Ash stain/FCR 
Burned stone/FCR 
Rock Concentration 
Rock alignment 
Upright slab 
Pictograph 
Sharpening grooves 

Midden 
Ash stain 
Hearth/firepit 
Rubble mound 
Depression 
Smoke blackening 
Petroglyph 
Other 

*14. Architectural Features (locate on site map) (See Manual for additional categories, and definitions) 

Fea. # Feature Type Material Dimensions (L x W) Shape Possible Types 

cm x cm Cist 
Granary 

c m x c m Storage bin 
^ m ~ „ ~ , Pithouse 
C m x c m Single room str 

cm x cm 

Description (incl. Feat. #) 

*13. Non-Architectural Features (locate on site map) 

Fea. # Feature Type Dimensions (L x W) 

cm x cm 

cm x cm 

cm x cm 

cm x cm 

Description (incl. Feat #) 
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NABR SURVEY 1998 SITE FORM (based on IMACS) 
Part B - Prehistoric Sites 

Feature Continuation Sheet 

Site No. Temp. No. 

Description (incl. Feat #)_ 

*14. Architectural Features Continued 

Fea. # Feature Type Material Dimensions (L x W) Shape 

cm x cm 

cm x cm 

cm x cm 

cm x cm 

Description (incl. Feat. #)_ 

*13. Non-Architectural Features Continued 

Fea. # Feature Type Dimensions (L x W) Shape 

cm x cm 

cm x cm 

cm x cm 

' cm x cm 

cm x cm 

cm x cm 

cm x cm 

cm x cm 

cm x cm 
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Page of 

NABR SURVEY 1998 SITE FORM (based on IMACS) 
Part C - Historic Sites 

Site No. Temp. No. 

1. Site Type 

2. Historic Theme(s)_ 

*3. Culture AFFILIATION (1) DATING METHOD AFFILIATION (2) DATING METHOD 

4. Oldest Date Recent Date 

How Determined? 

5. Site Dimensions: m X m Area: _sq m 

*6. Surface Collection/Method • None • Grab Sample • Designed Sample • 100% Collection 

Sampling Method 

*7. Estimated Depth of Cultural Fill • Surface •20-100 cm • Fill noted but unknown 
• 0-20 cm • 100 cm + • Depth suspected but not tested 

How Estimated 

*8. Excavation Status 
Testing Method 

• Excavated • Tested • Unexcavated 

9. Summary of Artifacts and Debris (See Manual for additional Categories) 
• Glass • Bone • Leather • Ammunition • Domestic Items 
• Metal • Ceramics • Wire • Wood • Kitchen Utensils 
• Nails • Fabric • Tin Cans • Rubber • Car, car parts 
Describe 

• Other 

10. Ceramic artifacts PASTE GLAZE/SLIP DECORATION PATTERN VESSEL FORMS # 

*a. Estimated Number of Ceramic Trademarks 

Describe 

WRITE FIRMLY AND LEGIBLY ON ALL FORMS, MAPS, AND DRAWINGS 
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WRITE FIRMLY AND LEGIBLY ON ALL FORMS, MAPS, AND DRAWINGS Page of. 

NABR SURVEY 1998 SITE FORM (based on IMACS) 
Part C - Historic Sites continued 

Site No. Temp. No. 

11. Glass # Manufacture Color Function Trademarks Decoration 

Describe 

12. Maximum Density-#/sq. m (glass and ceramics) _ 

13. Tin Cans 
# Type Opening 

nT 

Size Modified Label/Mark Function 

Describe 

14. Landscape and Constructed Features (locate on site map, see manual for additional categories) 
• Trail/Road 
• Tailing 
• Rock alignment 

• Dump 
• Depression 
• Cemetery/Burial 

• Dam, Earthen 
• Ditch 
• Inscriptions 

• Hearth/Campfire 
• Quarry 
• Other 

Describe 

15. Buildings and Structures (locate on site map) 
# Material Type # Material Type 

Describe 

16.Comments and continuations 
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Appendix 1.3. Ceramic Inventory Supplementary Form 
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WRITE FIRMLY AND LEGIBLY ON ALL FORMS. MAPS, AND DRAWINGS! 

Natural Bridges Archeological Survey 
1998 Ceramic Inventory Supplemental Form 

Page of. 

Site# Sample #_ Artifact Concentration # Transect # /Size 

Sample Type:_ Recorder: Date: 

Ceramic Type 
(see manual for additional types) 

GRAYWARES, MESA VERDE 
Chapin Gray 

Mancos Gray 

Mancos Corrugated 

Dolores Corrugated 

Mesa Verde Corrugated 

MV affiliated plain gray 

fylV affiliated corrugated 

GRAYWARES, TUSAYAN/KAYENTA 
Lino Gray 

Moenkopi Corrugated 

Tusayan Corrugated 

Kayenta affil. plain gray 

Kayenta affil. corrugated 

GRAYWARES, UNKNOWN 
Early Pueblo Plain 

Late Pueblo Plain 

Unknown plain 

Unknown corrugated 

Unknown gray 

GRAYWARES, OTHER 

Jars 
Body Rim 

Bowl 
Body Rim 

Unknown Other 
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WRITE FIRMLY AND LEGIBLY ON ALL FORMS, MAPS, AND DRAWINGS! P a g e Of 

1998 Ceramic Inventory Supplemental Form cont. 

Site Number Sample* 

Ceramic Type 
(see manual for additional types) 

WHITEWARE, MESA VERDE 
Chapin BAA/ 

Manco BAA/ 

McElmo BAA/ 

Mesa Verde BAA/ 

McElmo/Mesa Verde BAA/ 

Early Mesa Verde b/w 

PI I Mesa Verde b/w 

Pill Mesa Verde b/w 

PII/PIIIMesa Verde b/w 

MV affiliated whiteware 

WHITEWARE, KAYENTA/TUSAYAN 
Black Mesa BAA/ 

Lino BA/V 

Dogoszhi BAA/ 

Sosi BAA/ 

Tusayan BAA/ 

Kayenta affil. Whiteware 

WHITEWARES, UNKNOWN 
Early Pueblo whiteware 

Middle Pueblo whiteware 

Late Pueblo whiteware 

Unknown whiteware 

WHITEWARES, OTHER 

Jars 
Body Rim 

Bowl 
Body Rim 

Unknown Other 
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Site Number 

WKITEFIRMl.YANDI.EGIBI.YON A l l . FORMS. MAPS, AM) DRAWINGS! 

1998 Ceramic Inventory Supplemental Form cont. 

Sample # 

Page of 

Ceramic Type 
(see manual for additional types) 

REDWARES, MESA VERDE 
Abajo R/O 

Abajo Polychrome 

Deadmans B/R 

Mesa Verde redware 

REDWARE, KAYENTA/TUSAYAN 
Kiet Siel B/R 

Tusayan B/R 

Tusayan/Citadel Poly 

Tsegi Orangewares 

Kayenta affil. redware 

REDWARES, UNKNOWN 
Unknown redwares 

Unknown polychrome 

REDWARES, OTHER 

UNKNOWN TYPE/AFFILIATION 
Unkn. unspecifed type 

OTHER/ MISCELLANEOUS 

Jars 
Body Rim 

Bowl 
Body Rim 

Unknown Other 

Comments cont. 
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Appendix 1.4. Lithic Debitage Inventory Form 
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WRITE FIRMLY AND LEGIBLY ON ALL FORMS, MAPS, AND DRAWINGS! 

NATURAL BRIDGES ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
1998 LITHIC DEBITAGE INVENTORY 

Page of 

Site # Sample #_ Artifact Concentration # 
Sample Type: 

Transect # _ 
Recorder: 

/Size 
Date: 

Material Type 
% 
Cortex 

o 
1 

2 " 

0 

1 

2 

o ' 
1 

2 ~ 

0 

1 

2 

0 

1 

2 

0 

1 

~2~ 

o 

1 

2 " 

Biface Reductionfflake size) 
1 2 3 4 

Core Reduction (flake size) 
1 2 3 4 

Indet. 
flakes 

Angular 
Debris 

% Cortex: 0- none; 1- < 75%; 2- =/> 75%. Flake Size: 1= <lcm; 2= l-3cm; 3= 4-6cm; 4= >6cm 

Lithic Types: Summerville Chalcedony; Cedar Mesa Chert; Algalitic Chert; Brushy Basin Chert; Brown chert; 
White chert; Silicified Wood; Quartzite; Brown Siltstone; Gray-green siltstone; Obsidian. 
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Appendix 1.5. Flaked and Non-flaked Stone Tool Inventory Form 
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WRITK FIRMLY AND I.FG1B1.V ON Al l FORMS. MAI'S. AND DRAWINGS! 

Pane of 
NATURAL BRIDGES ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

1998 FLAKED AND NON-FLAKED STONE TOOL INVENTORY 

Site # Sample # Artifact Concentration # Transect # / Size_ 

Sample Type: Recorder: Date: 

Art. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Art. 
Type 

Material Cond. 
Size (mm) 

I. \Y I'll 

Thermal Alteration 
(up to 3 entries) Retouch 

H edge. 
surface, 

end 

Use wear 
(up to 3 entries) 

Use wear 
distrib 

(up to 2 entries) 
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Appendix 1.6. Isolated Occurrence Form 
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NATURAL BRIDGES ARCHEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
ISOLATED OCCURRENCE FORM 

10 # Isolate Type Artifact Type Recorder Date 

LOCATIONAL DATA 

State Utah County San Juan Quad Aerial (1:5000) 

UTMZone 12: E R E; 1/4, 1/4 % of Section 

LocationDescription 

ENVIRONMENTAL DATA: 

Landform Elevation Aspect Slope 

Vegetation Zone Soils 

Comments 
DESCRIPTION: 
Description 

COLLECTIONS 

FS# Artifact Code Description 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

NABR Roll # Exp. ICRC# View Subject 



Appendix 2 

Composite Plant List for Natural Bridges 
National Monument 
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Appendix 2.1. Plant List for Natural Bridges National Monument 
(Adapted from Cedar Mesa Plant List and Natural Bridges National Monument List of Common Plants) 

TREES 

aspen (Populus tremuloides) 
*box elder (Acer negundo) 
Norton wood (Populus fremontii) 
* Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) 
"Garnbel oak (Quercus gambelii) 
* Utah juniper (Juniperus osteosperma) 

New Mexico olive (Forestiera neomexicana) 
* wavy leaf oak (Quercus undulata) 
*pinyon pine (Pinus edulis) 
*singleleaf ash (Fraxinus anomala) 
"tamarisk (Tamarix chinensis) 
"coyote willow (Salix exigua) 

SHRUBS 
apache plume (Fallugia paradoxa) 
big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata) 
bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata) 
black chokecherry (Primus virginiana) 

*blackbrush (Coleogyne ramosissima) 
bricklebrush (Brickellia sp.) 
buckthorn (Rhamnus sp.) 
budsage (Artemisia spinescens) 
ceanothus (Ceanothus greggii) 

"cliffrose (Cowania mexicana) 
currant (Ribes inebrious) 
four-wing saltbush (Atriplex canescens) 

"Fremont barberry (Berberis fremontii) 
fringed sage (Artemisia frigida) 
greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculatis) 

*greenleaf manzanita (Arctostaphylos patula) 
hackberry (Celtis reticulata) 

*Mormon tea (Ephedra viridis) 
•"mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus spp.) 

mountain lover (Pachystima myrsinites) 
*Oregon grape (Berberis repens) 
*rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus nauseosus) 
*rabbitbrush (C. viscidiflora) 

rock spiraea (Petrophytum caespitosum) 
"roundleaf buffaloberry (Shepherdia 
rotundifola) 

Russian thistle (Salsola kali) 
sand sage (Artemisia filifolia) 
shadscale (Atriplex confertifolia ) 

snowberry (Symphoricarpos sp.) 
spiny hopsage (Grayia spinosa) 
squaw-apple (Peraphyllum ramosissimum) 

"squawbush (Rhus trilobata) 
summer cypress (Kochia sp.) 

*Utah Serviceberry (Amelanchier utahensis) 
*wild rose (Rosa woodsii) 

winterfat (Ceratoides lanala) 

GRASSES 
alkali sacaton (Sporobolus airoides) 
barley (Hordeum sp.) 
blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis) 
bluegrass (Poa sp.) 
cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) 
crested wheatgrass (Agropyron cristatum) 
false buffalograss (Munroa squarosa) 
galleta grass (Hilaria jamesii) 
giant dropseed (Sporobolus giganteus) 
hairy tridens (Erioneuron pilosum) 
indian ricegrass (Stipa hymenoides) 
junegrass (Koeleria macrantha) 
little bluestem (Andropogon sp.) 
mesa dropseed (Sporobolus flexuosus) 
needle-and-thread grass (Stipa comata var. 

intermedia) 
needlegrass (Stipa sp.) 
panic grass (Panicum sp.) 
rabbitfoot grass (Polypogon monspeliensis) 
redtop (Agrostis stolonifera) 
reedgrass (Calamagrostis sp.) 
rye (Lolium sp.) 
saltgrass (Distichlis stricta) 
sand dropseed (Sporobolus cryptandrus) 
sandhill muhly (Muhlenbergia pungens) 
scratchgrass (M. asperifolia) 
sedge (Carex sp.) 
sideoats grama (Bouteloua curtipendula) 
six weeks grama (B. barbata) 
six weeks fescue (Festuca octoflora) 
spike pappasgrass (Pappophorum sp.) 
spike dropseed (Sporobolus contractus) 
spikerush (Eleocharis sp.) 
squirrel tail (Sitanion sp.) 
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timothy (Phleum sp.) 
three awn {Aristida sp.) 
western wheatgrass {Elymus smithii) 
wild rye {Elymus sp.) 
windmill grass {Chloris sp.) 

FLOWERING PLANTS 
actinea {Hymenoxys sp.) 
alfalfa (Medicago sativa) 
aster {Aster spp.) 
bedstraw {Galium sp.) 

*bindweed {Convolvulus arvensis) 
birdbeak {Cordylanthus wrightii) 
biscuitroot {Lomatium sp.) 
bladderpod {Lesquerella sp.) 
blanket flower {Gaillardia sp.) 
blazing star {Mentzelia sp.) 

*blue flax {Linum perenne) 
lupine {Lupinus sp.) 
Datil yucca {Yucca baccata) 
bursage {Ambrosia dumosa) 
buttercup {Ranunculus sp.) 
cattail {Typha latifolia) 
cocklebur {Xanthium sp.) 
common reed {Phragmites communis) 
groundcherry {Physalis sp.) 

"columbine {Aquilegia micrantha) 
common mallow {Malva sp.) 
common purslane {Portulaca oleracea) 
copperweed {Oxytenia acerosa) 

*coyote tobacco {Nicotiana attenuata) 
crownbeard {Verbesina sp.) 
cryptantha {Cryptantha sp.) 
dalea {Dalea sp.) 
death camus {Zigadenus sp.) 

*desert trumpet {Erigonum inflatum) 
dock {Rumex sp.) 
dogbane {Apocynum spp.) 

*dusty penstemon {Penstemon comarrhenus) 
dwarf mistletoe {Arceuthobium sp.) 
dwarf pedicularis {Pedicularis sp.) 
Eastwood amsonia {Amsonia eastwoodiana) 

*Eaton's penstemon {Penstemon eatonii) 
*elkweed {Fransera paniculata) 
*evening primrose {Oenothera pallida) 

false pennyroyal {Hedeoma drummondii) 
false solomon seal {Smilicina racemosa) 

finleaf hymenopappus {Hymenopappus sp.) 
fireweed {Epilobium angustifolium) 
fleabane {Erigeron sp.) 

Tour o'clock {Mirabilis oxybaphoides) 
gentian {Gentiana sp.) 
gilia {Gilia sp.) 
globe mallow {Sphaeralcea spp.) 
goldenrod {Solidago sp.) 
goldenweed {Haplopappus sp.) 

*golden aster {Heterotheca villosa) 
granite phlox {Phlox sp.) 
halogeton {Halogeton glomeratus) 
heartleaf twistflower {Streptanthus cordata) 
heath aster {Aster sp.) 
helianthulla {Helianthulla sp.) 

*Heronsbill {Erodium cicutarium) 
*Horehound {Marrubium vulgare) 

horsebrush {Tetradymia sp.) 
horsetail {Equisetum sp.) 
horseweed {Erigeron canadensis) 

*indian paintbrush {Castelleja spp.) 
indian wooly wheat {Plantago sp.) 
knotweed {Polygonum spp.) 
larkspur {Delphinium sp.) 
licorice {Glycyrrhiza lepidota) 
locoweed {Astragulus sp.) 

*many-lobed groundsel {Senecio multilohatus) 
narrowieaf umbreilawort {Mirabalis linearis) 

*newberry twinpod {Physaria newberri) 
narrowieaf yucca {Yucca angustissima) 
onion {Allium sp.) 

*Palmer penstemon {Penstemon palmeri) 
*pepperweed {Lepidium montanum) 
*phlox {Phlox spp.) 

poison ivy {Rhus radicans) 
prairie clover {Petalostemum sp.) 
prairie spiderwort {Tradescantia sp.) 
prickly lettuce {Lactuca serriola) 
prickly poppy {Argemone sp.) 

*princesplume {Stanleya pinnata) 
puccoon {Lithospermum sp.) 
pussytoes {Antennaria sp.) 
red-osier dogwood {Cornus stolonifera) 
redroot {Amaranthus palmeri) 
rock cress {Arabis sp.) 
rock mat {Petrophytum caespitosum) 

*rocky mountain beepiant {Cleome serrulata) 
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rush (Juncus sp.) 
stickseed (Lappula sp.) 

*sacred datura (Datura metaloides) 
salsify (Tragopogon porrifolius) 
sand verbena (Abronia sp.) 
sandwort (Arenaria sp.) 

•sego lily (Calochortus nuttallii) 
•skyrocket gilia (Gilia aggretatd) 
sparse orchid (Habenaria sparsiflora) 
spurge (Euphorbia sp.) 

•sulphur eriogonum (Erigonum umbellatum) 
•sweet white clover (Meliotus albus) 
•sweet yellow clover (M. officinalis) 
thistle (Cirsium sp.) 
toadflax (Linaria vulgaris) 
tomatillo (Lycium sp.) 
townsendia (Townsendia sp.) 
tumble mustard (Sisymbrium altissimum) 

vetch (Vicia sp.) 
•western virgins-bower (Clematis ligusticifolia) 
western wallflower (Erysimuum capitatum) 
yarrow (Achillea sp.) 

•yellow evening primrose (Oenthera 
longissima) 
•yellow flax (Linum aristatum) 
wirelettuce (Stephanomeria sp.) 

CACTUS 
•claret cup (Echinocereus triglochidiatus) 
•fishhook cactus (Sclerocactus whipplei) 
•prickly pear (Opuntia spp.) 

FERNS 
Lipfern (Cheilanthes sp.) 
maidenhair fern (Adiantum sp.) 

• Commonly observed (adapted from Natural Bridges National Monument List of Common Plants) 
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Appendix 5.1. Site summary. 

Field 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
23 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 

State 
No. 

42SA23308 
42SA23309 
42SA23310 
42SA23311 

42SA23312 
42SA23313 
42SA23314 
42SA23315 
42SA23316 
42SA23317 
42SA23318 
42SA23319 
42SA23320 
42SA23321 
42SA23322 
42SA23323 
42SA23324 

42SA23325 
42SA23326 
42SA23327 
42SA23328 
42SA18660 
42SA23330 
42SA23331 
42SA23332 
42SA23333 
42SA23334 
42SA23335 
42SA23336 
42SA23337 
42SA23338 
42SA23339 
42SA23340 

Class 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric -
multicomponent 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric -
multicomponent 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 

Site Type 
Lithic scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Architecture with artifact scatter 

Lithic and sherd scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Rock shelter/architecture with fcature(s) 
Lithic scatter 
Rock shelter/architecture with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact scatter 

Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth, ash stain w/FCR, cist with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/firecracked rock with artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Architecture with artifact scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Feature(s)/rock concentration with artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Feature(s)/rock alignment with artifact scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Architecture with artifact scatter 

Temporal Affiliation 
Archaic (general) 
Archaic-BMII 
Early PII-PII1 
Archaic (general); Early-Late PI1 

Early BMIII-PI 
Early BMIII-PI 
Anasazi/ Pueblo (general) 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early PII-PIII 
Early BMIII-PI 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic-BMII 
Anasazi/ Pueblo (general) 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early-Late PII 
Late BMIII-PI; Early PII-PIII 

Early BMIII-PI 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early-Late PII 
Early-Late PII 
Late PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Late PII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early PII-PIII 
Late PII-PIII 
Early-Late PII 
Early BMIII-PI 
Late PII-PIII 
Early-Late PII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early BMIII-Late PII 

to 
- J 
O 

> 
H 

W 

o w 

c/t 

< 
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Field 
No. 

State 
No. Class Site Type Temporal Affiliation 

34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 

42SA23341 
42SA23342 
42SA23343 
42SA23344 
42SA23345 
42SA23346 
42SA23347 
42SA23348 
42SA23349 
42SA23350 
42SA23351 
42SA23352 
42SA23353 
42SA23354 
42SA23355 
42SA23356 
42SA23357 
42SA23358 
42SA23359 
42SA23360 
42SA23361 
42SA23362 
42SA23363 
42SA23364 
42SA23365 
42SA23366 
42SA23367 

42SA23368 
42SA23369 
42SA23370 
42SA23371 
42SA23372 
42SA23373 
42SA23374 
42SA23375 

prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric -
multicomponent 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
historic 
prehistoric 
Prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 

Feature) s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain and rock concentration with artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Rock shelter/architecture with artifact scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) 
Feature(s)/rock alignment with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 

Feature(s)/hearth and rock alignment with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/rock concentration and upright slabs with artifact scatter 
Historic feature(s)/hearth 
Lithic scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth 
Rock shelter/architecture with artifact scatter 
Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) 
Lithic and sherd scatter 

Early-Late PII 
Late BMIII-PI 
Early PII-PIII 
Late PII-PIII 
Early PII-PIII 
Anasazi/ Pueblo (general) 
Unknown aboriginal 
Late PII-PIII 
Early BMIII-PI 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early-Late PII 
Late PII-PIII 
Protohistoric/ contact (general) 
Late BMIII-PI 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Late BMIII-PI 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early PII-PIII 
Late PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early PII-PIII 
Early BMIII-PI 
Late PII-PIII 
Late BMIII; Early PII-PIII 

Late PII-PIII 
Early-Late PII 
European/ American 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early-Late PII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic-BMII 
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to 

Field 
No. 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 

91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 

State 
No. 

42SA23376 
42SA23377 
42SA23378 
42SA23379 
42SA23380 
42SA23381 
42SA23382 
42SA23383 
42SA23384 
42SA23385 
42SA23386 
42SA23387 
42SA23388 
42SA23389 
42SA23390 
42SA23391 
42SA23392 
42SA23393 
42SA23394 
42SA23395 
42SA23396 
42SA23397 

42SA23398 
42SA23399 
42SA23400 
42SA23401 
42SA23402 
42SA23403 
42SA23404 
42SA23405 
42SA23406 
42SA23407 
42SA23408 
42SA23409 

Class 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric and 
historic 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 

Site Type 
Feature(s)/hearth and rock alignment with artifact scatter 
Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
Sherd scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter; 
Historic can scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Rock shelter/architecture 
Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/rock alignment with artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Feature(s)/rock concentration with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain and rock concentration with artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 

Temporal Affiliation 
Late PII-PIII 
Late BMIII-PI 
Late PII-PIII 
Early-Late PII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early BMIII-PI 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early BMIII-PI 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early BMIII-PI 
Anasazi/ Pueblo (general) 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Late PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic (general) 
Unknown aboriginal 
Middle Archaic 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early-Late PII; European/ American 

Late PII-PIII 
Late BMIII-PI 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early Archaic 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early PII-PIII 
Early-Late PII 
Early-Late PII 
Early-Late PII 
Early-Late PII 
Early-Late PII 
Pi-Early PII 
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Appendix 5.1. (continued) 

Field 
No. 
103 
104 
105 
106 

107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 

State 
No. 

42SA23410 
42SA23411 
42SA23412 
42SA23413 

42SA23414 
42SA23415 
42SA23416 
42SA23417 
42SA23418 
42SA23419 
42SA23420 
42SA23421 
42SA23422 
42SA23423 
42SA23424 
42SA23425 
42SA23426 
42SA23427 
42SA23428 
42SA23429 
42SA23430 
42SA23431 
42SA23432 
42SA23433 
42SA23434 
42SA23435 
42SA23436 
42SA23437 
42SA23438 
42SA23439 
42SA23440 
42SA23441 
42SA23442 
42SA23443 

Class 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric -
multicomponent 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 

Site Type 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Architecture with artifact scatter 

Feature(s)/upright slabs with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth 
Rock shelter/architecture with artifact scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Sherd scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth and rock concentration with artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Architecture with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth 
Feature(s)/rock concentration with artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Rock shelter with artifact scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 

Temporal Affiliation 
Early PII-PIII 
Late BMIII-PI 
Early-Late PII 
Early BMIII-PI; Early-Late PII 

Early-Late PII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Pi-Early PII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early-Late PII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early PII-PIII 
Early PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic-BMII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Basketmaker II 
Late PII-PIII 
Late BMIII-PI 
Late PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Anasazi/ Pueblo (general) 
Early-Late BMIII 
Late PII-PIII 
Early PII-PIII 
Late PII-PIII 
Early-Late PII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early-Late PII 
Early-Late PII 
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Appendix 5.1. (continued) 

Field 
No. 

State 
No. Class Site Type Temporal Affiliation 
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137 42SA23444 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
138 42SA23445 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
139 42SA23446 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
140 42SA23447 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
141 42SA23448 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth and rock concentration with artifact scatter 
142 42SA23449 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth 
143 42SA23450 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter 
144 42SA23451 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth 
145 42SA23452 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
146 42SA23453 prehistoric Rock shelter/architecture 
147 42SA23454 prehistoric Rock shelter/architecture 
148 42SA23455 unknown Feature(s)/stone circle and upright slabs 
149 42SA23456 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain 
150 42SA23457 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
151 42SA23458 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
152 42SA23459 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
153 42SA23460 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
154 42SA23461 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
155 42SA23462 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
156 42SA23463 prehistoric Lithic and sherd scatter 
157 42SA23464 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
158 42SA23465 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
159 42SA23466 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
160 42SA23467 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
161 42SA23468 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
162 42SA23469 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
163 42SA23470 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
164 42SA23471 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
165 42SA23472 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
166 42SA23473 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
167 42SA23474 prehistoric Lithic and sherd scatter 
168 42SA23475 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
169 42SA23476 prehistoric Feature(s)/upright slabs 
170 42SA23477 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
171 42SA23478 prehistoric Lithic scatter 

Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic (general) 
Early-Late PI I 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic (general) 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Late PII-PIII 
Anasazi/ Pueblo (general) 
Early-Late PI I 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic (general) 
Early BMIII-PI 
Archaic-BMII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Basketmaker II 
Unknown aboriginal 



Appendix 5.1. (continued) 

Field State 
No. No. Class Site Type Temporal Affiliation 
172 42SA23479 prehistoric Lithic scatter Unknown aboriginal 
173 42SA23480 prehistoric Lithic scatter Unknown aboriginal 
174 42SA23481 prehistoric Lithic scatter Anasazi/Pueblo (general) 
175 42SA23482 prehistoric Lithic scatter Unknown aboriginal 
176 42SA23483 prehistoric Lithic scatter Unknown aboriginal 
177 42SA23484 prehistoric Lithic scatter Unknown aboriginal 
178 42SA23485 prehistoric Lithic scatter Unknown aboriginal 
179 42SA23486 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Unknown aboriginal 
180 42SA23487 prehistoric Lithic scatter Unknown aboriginal 
181 42SA23488 prehistoric - Rock shelter with artifact scatter Basketmaker II; Early PII-PIII 

multicomponent 
182 42SA23489 prehistoric Rock shelter/architecture with artifact scatter Late PII-PIII 
183 42SA23490 prehistoric Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Late PII-PIII 
184 42SA23491 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth Unknown aboriginal 
185 42SA23492 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth Unknown aboriginal 
186 42SA23493 prehistoric Lithic scatter Archaic-BMII 
187 42SA23494 prehistoric Lithic scatter Archaic-BMII 
188 42SA23495 prehistoric Lithic scatter Unknown aboriginal 
189 42SA23496 prehistoric Lithic scatter Basketmaker II 
190 42SA23497 prehistoric Feature(s)/cist with artifact scatter Unknown aboriginal 
191 42SA23498 prehistoric Pithouse with artifact scatter Early BMIII-PI 
192 42SA23499 prehistoric Lithic and sherd scatter Early-Late PI I 
193 42SA23500 prehistoric Lithic scatter Unknown aboriginal 
194 42SA23501 prehistoric Architecture with artifact scatter BMIII-Early PII 
195 42SA23502 prehistoric Architecture with artifact scatter Late PII-PIII 
196 42SA23503 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth Unknown aboriginal 
197 42SA23504 prehistoric Lithic scatter Unknown aboriginal 
198 42SA23505 prehistoric Lithic scatter Unknown aboriginal 
199 42SA23506 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Unknown aboriginal 
200 42SA23507 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Unknown aboriginal 
201 42SA23508 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Unknown aboriginal 
202 42SA23509 prehistoric Lithic scatter Archaic-BMII 
203 42SA23510 prehistoric Feature(s)/cist Unknown aboriginal 
204 42SA23511 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth Unknown aboriginal 
205 42SA23512 prehistoric Lithic scatter Unknown aboriginal 
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Appendix 5.1. (contin ued) 

Field 
No. 

State 
No. Class Site Type Temporal Affiliation 

206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 

230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 

42SA23513 
42SA23514 
42SA23515 
42SA23516 
42SA23517 
42SA23518 
42SA23519 
42SA23520 
42SA23521 
42SA23522 
42SA23523 
42SA23524 
42SA23525 
42SA23526 
42SA23527 
42SA23528 
42SA23529 
42SA23530 
42SA23531 
42SA23532 
42SA23533 
42SA23534 
42SA23535 
42SA23536 

42SA23537 
42SA23538 
42SA23539 
42SA23540 
42SA23541 
42SA23542 
42SA23543 
42SA23544 
42SA6800 
42SA23546 

prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric -
multicomponent 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 

Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth 
Rock shelter/architecture 
Pithouse with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth 
Fearure(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
Architecture with artifact scatter 

Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Lithic scatter 

Unknown aboriginal 
Early PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early-Late BMIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Basketmaker II 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early BMIII-PI 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic-BMII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic-BMII; Late PII-PIII 

Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Basketmaker II 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Late BMIII 
Basketmaker II 
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Appendix 5.1. (continued) 

Field 
No. 

State 
No. Class Site Type Temporal Affiliation 

240 42SA23547 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
241 42SA23548 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
242 42SA23549 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
243 42SA23550 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
244 42SA23551 prehistoric Lithic and sherd scatter 
245 42SA23552 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
246 42SA23553 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
247 42SA23554 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
248 42SA23555 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
249 42SA23556 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
250 42SA23557 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth 
251 42SA23558 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
252 42SA23559 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
253 42SA23560 prehistoric Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
254 42SA23561 prehistoric Rock shelter with artifact scatter 
255 42SA23562 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
256 42SA23563 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
257 42SA23564 prehistoric Architecture with artifact scatter 
258 42SA23565 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
259 42SA23566 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
260 42SA23567 prehistoric Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
261 42SA23568 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact scatter 
262 42SA23569 historic Historic feature(s)/hearth 
263 42SA23570 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
264 42SA23571 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
265 42SA23572 prehistoric Lithic and sherd scatter 
266 42SA23573 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
267 42SA23574 prehistoric Lithic and sherd scatter 
268 42SA23575 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
269 42SA23576 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
270 42SA23577 prehistoric Depression with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
271 42SA23578 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
272 42SA23579 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact scatter 
273 42SA23580 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
274 42SA23581 prehistoric Lithic scatter 

Unknown aboriginal 
Basketmaker II 
Early BMIII-PI 
Unknown aboriginal 
Late BMIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic (general) 
Archaic-BMII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Basketmaker (general) 
Unknown aboriginal 
Late PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early-Late PII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic (general) 
Late BMIII-PI 
Archaic (general) 
European/ American 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early-Late BMIII 
Early-Late PII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic-BMII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic-BMII 
Archaic-BMII 
Unknown aboriginal 
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Appendix 5.1. (continued) 

Field 
No. 
275 
276 
277 
278 
279 
280 
281 
282 
283 
284 
285 
286 
287 
288 
289 
290 

291 

292 
293 

294 
295 
296 
297 
298 

299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 

State 
No. 

42SA23582 
42SA23583 
42SA23584 
42SA23585 
42SA23586 
42SA23587 
42SA23588 
42SA23589 
42SA23590 
42SA23591 
42SA23592 
42SA23593 
42SA23594 
42SA23595 
42SA23596 
42SA23597 

42SA23598 

42SA23599 
42SA23600 

42SA23329 
42SA24130 
42SA24131 
42SA24132 
42SA24133 

42SA24134 
42SA24135 
42SA23601 
42SA24136 
42SA24137 
42SA24138 
42SA24139 

Class Site Type 
prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Lithic scatter 
prehistoric Lithic scatter 
prehistoric Lithic and sherd scatter 
prehistoric Lithic scatter 
prehistoric Architecture with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth 
prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth 
prehistoric Feature(s)/cist with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Lithic and sherd scatter 
prehistoric Lithic scatter 
prehistoric Architecture with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Lithic scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/grinding station with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Feature!s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
prehistoric - Lithic and sherd scatter 
multicomponent 
prehistoric - Lithic and sherd scatter 
multicomponent 
historic Historic rock shelter with feature(s) 
prehistoric and Lithic and sherd scatter; Historic architecture with feature(s) and 
historic artifact scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/upright slabs with artifact scatter 
unknown Rock shelter with feature(s) 
prehistoric Lithic scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/rock alignment with artifact scatter 
prehistoric - Feature(s)/midden with artifact scatter 
multicomponent 
prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Rock shelter with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Lithic and sherd scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth and rock concentration with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Lithic scatter 
prehistoric Lithic scatter 
prehistoric Lithic scatter 

Temporal Affiliation 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic-BMII 
Early PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early-Late PI I 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early-Late PII 
Early BMIII-PI 
Unknown aboriginal 
Late PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic-BMII 
Early BMIII-PI 
Archaic-BMII; Early BMIII-PI 

Archaic-BMII; Early BMIII-PII 

European/ Am erican 
Early-Late PII; European/ American 

Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Basketmaker II; Early BMIII-PII 

Unknown aboriginal 
Early BMIII-PI 
Early-Late PII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
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Appendix 5.1. (continued) 

Field 
No. 

State 
No. Class Site Type Temporal Affiliation 

306 42SA24140 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR 
307 42SA24141 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain 
308 42SA24142 prehistoric Feature(s)/cist 
309 42SA24143 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter 
310 42SA24144 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
311 42SA24145 prehistoric Pithouse with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
312 42SA24146 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
313 42SA24147 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth 
314 42SA24148 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR 
315 42SA24149 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
316 42SA24150 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
317 42SA24151 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact scatter 
318 42SA24152 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter 
319 42SA24153 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
320 42SA24154 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
321 42SA24155 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
322 42SA24156 prehistoric Rock shelter with artifact scatter 
323 42SA24157 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
324 42SA24158 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
325 42SA24159 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
326 42SA24160 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth, ash stain, midden with artifact scatter 
327 42SA24161 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain and upright slabs with artifact scatter 
328 42SA24162 prehistoric Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
329 42SA24163 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
330 42SA24164 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
331 42SA24165 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
332 42SA24166 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
333 42SA24167 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
334 42SA24168 prehistoric Rock shelter with feature(s) 
335 42SA24169 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
336 42SA24170 prehistoric Lithic and sherd scatter 
337 42SA24171 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
338 42SA24172 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter 
339 42SA24173 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
340 42SA24174 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 

Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Basketmaker II 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early-Late PI I 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Late PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Late PII 

Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic-BMII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
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Appendix 5.1. (continued) 

Field 
No. 
341 
342 
343 
344 

345 
346 
347 
348 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
357 
358 
359 
360 
361 
362 
363 
364 
365 
366 
367 
368 
369 
370 
371 

372 
373 

State 
No. 

42SA24175 
42SA24176 
42SA24177 
42SA24178 

42SA24179 
42SA24180 
42SA24181 
42SA24182 
42SA24183 
42SA24184 
42SA6672 
42SA24185 
42SA24186 
42SA24187 
42SA24188 
42SA24189 
42SA24190 
42SA24191 
42SA24192 
42SA24193 
42SA24194 
42SA24195 
42SA24196 
42SA24197 
42SA24198 
42SA24199 
42SA24200 
42SA24201 
42SA24202 
42SA24203 
42SA24204 

42SA24205 
42SA24206 

Class Site Type 
prehistoric Lithic scatter 
prehistoric Lithic scatter 
prehistoric Rock shelter with artifact scatter 
prehistoric - Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
multicomponent 
prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
prehistoric Lithic scatter 
prehistoric Lithic scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/midden and ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Lithic scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth, ash stain, firecracked rock with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Lithic and sherd scatter 
prehistoric Lithic scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth 
prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth 
prehistoric Rock shelter with feature(s) 
historic Historic fenceline 
prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Lithic and sherd scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/roasting pit with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth 
prehistoric Lithic scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth 
prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact scatter 
prehistoric and Historic architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter; Lithic 
historic scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth, ash stain w/FCR, rock art with artifact scatter 
prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth 

Temporal Affiliation 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic-BMII; Early-Late PII 

Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Late BMIII-PI 
Early-Late BMIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Late BMIII-PI 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown historic 
Late PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early-Late PII 
Early PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic-BMII 
Unknown aboriginal; European/ 
American 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
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Appendix 5.1. (continued) 

Field 
No. 

State 
No. Class Site Type Temporal Affiliation 

374 42SA24207 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter 
375 42SA24208 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
376 42SA24209 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
377 42SA24210 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
378 42SA24211 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
379 42SA24212 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact scatter 
380 42SA24213 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
381 42SA24214 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
382 42SA24215 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
383 42SA24216 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
384 42SA24217 prehistoric Fearure(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact scatter 
385 42SA24218 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
386 42SA24219 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
387 42SA24220 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain and rock concentration with artifact scatter 
388 42SA24221 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
389 42SA24222 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact scatter 
390 42SA24223 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
391 42SA24224 prehistoric Lithic and sherd scatter 
392 42SA24225 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter 
393 42SA24226 prehistoric Feature(s)/midden and hearth with artifact scatter 
394 42SA24227 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
395 42SA24228 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
396 42SA24229 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
397 42SA24230 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
398 42SA24231 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
399 42SA24232 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
400 42SA24233 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
401 42SA24234 prehistoric Rock shelter/architecture 
402 42SA24235 prehistoric Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
403 42SA24236 prehistoric Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) 
404 42SA24237 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
405 42SA24238 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
406 42SA24239 prehistoric Lithic scatter 
407 42SA24240 prehistoric Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
408 42SA24241 prehistoric Lithic scatter 

Archaic-BMII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic-BMII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Late PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic-BMII 
Early-Late PII 
Early BMIII-PI 
Archaic-BMII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Anasazi/ Pueblo (general) 
Unknown aboriginal 
Anasazi/ Pueblo (general) 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Basketmaker II 
Unknown aboriginal 
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Appendix 5.1. (continued) 

Field 
No. 

State 
No. Class Site Type Temporal Affiliation 

to 
oo 
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z 
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H 
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r 
CO a 
s 
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PI 
C/) 

C 
< 
Pi 

409 
410 
411 
412 
413 
414 
415 
416 
417 
999 
1441 

6638 
6642 

6643 
6645 
6647 
6648 
6649 
6655 
6656 
6657 
6659 
6660 
6661 

6663 
6665 
6666 
6667 
6668 
6669 
6670 

42SA24242 
42SA24243 
42SA24244 
42SA24245 
42SA24246 
42SA24247 
42SA24248 
42SA24249 
42SA24259 

42SA1441 

42SA6638 
42SA6642 

42SA6643 
42SA6645 
42SA6647 
42SA6648 
42SA6649 
42SA6655 
42SA6656 
42SA6657 
42SA6659 
42SA6660 
42SA6661 

42SA6663 
42SA6665 
42SA6666 
42SA6667 
42SA6668 
42SA6669 
42SA6670 

prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 

prehistoric -
multicomponent 
prehistoric 
prehistoric and 
historic 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 

prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric -
multicomponent 

Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Feature!s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth 
Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
Rock shelter/architecture 
Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Not a site. This form was created to link I.O.s. 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 

Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter; Historic dump 

Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/cist 
Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR and upright slabs with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth, rock concentration, firecracked rock with artifact 
scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/Tiearth and upright slabs with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain, rock concentration, rock alignment with 
artifact scatter 

Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Late PI I 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 

Late BMIII; Early PII 

Late PII-PIII 
Early-Late PII; European/American 

Early-Late PII 
Late PII-PIII 
Early PII-PIII 
Late PII-PIII 
Early-Late PII 
Late BM1II-PI 
Early-Late PII 
Late BMIII-PI 
Archaic-BMII 
Late PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 

Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Late BMIII-PI 
Early PII-PIII 
Late PII 
Basketmaker II; Early-Late PII 



Appendix 5.1. (continued) 

Field 
No. 

State 
No. Class Site Type Temporal Affiliation 

6671 
6674 
6677 
6678 
6679 
6680 
6681 
6688 
6689 
6690 
6692 

6779 
6784 
6806 
6821 
6826 
6827 
6830 
6837 
6839 
6841 
6861 
6901 
6902 
6914 
6915 
6945 
6947 
6948 
18635 
18636 
18640 
18641 

42SA6671 
42SA6674 
42SA6677 
42SA6678 
42SA6679 
42SA6680 
42SA6681 
42SA6688 
42SA6689 
42SA6690 
42SA6692 

42SA6779 
42SA6784 
42SA6806 
42SA6821 
42SA6826 
42SA6827 
42SA6830 
42SA6837 
42SA6839 
42SA6841 
42SA6861 
42SA6901 
42SA6902 
42SA6914 
42SA6915 
42SA6945 
42SA6947 
42SA6948 
42SA18635 
42SA18636 
42SA18640 
42SA18641 

prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric -
multicomponent 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric -
multicomponent 

Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Architecture with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Feature(s)/midden and hearth with artifact scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 

Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) 
Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Rock shelter/architecture 
Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact scatter 
Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Architecture with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth 
Rock shelter/architecture 
Pithouse with artifact scatter 
Pithouse with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain and rock concentration with artifact scatter 
Rock shelter/architecture 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 

Late PII-PIII 
BMIII-PIII 
Archaic-BMII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early BMIII-PIII 
Early-Late PI I 
Pueblo II-1II 
Early PII-PIII 
Early PII-PIII 
Early-Late PI I 
Archaic-BMII; Late BMIII-PI 

Early-Late PI I 
Unknown aboriginal 
Anasazi/ Pueblo (general) 
Late PII-PIII 
Early-Late PI I 
Early BMIII-PI 
Early BMIII-PI 
Late PII-PIII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Unknown aboriginal 
Anasazi/ Pueblo (general) 
Late BMIII-PI 
Late BMIII-PI 
Anasazi/ Pueblo (general) 
Late PI I 
Anasazi/ Pueblo (general) 
Late BMIII-PI 
Unknown aboriginal 
Early PII-PIII 
Late BMIII-PI 
Early-Late PI I 
Archaic-BMII; Late BMIII-PI 
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Appendix 5.1. (continued) 

Field 
No. 

State 
No. Class Site Type Temporal Affiliation 

18642 
18643 
18644 
18645 
18647 
18648 
18649 

18650 
18652 
18653 
18654 

18655 
18656 
18657 
18659 
21898 
22559 

42SA18642 
42SA18643 
42SA18644 
42SA18645 
42SA18647 
42SA18648 
42SA18649 

42SA18650 
42SA18652 
42SA18653 
42SA18654 

42SA18655 
42SA18656 
42SA18657 
42SA18659 
42SA21898 
42SA22559 

prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric -
multicomponent 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric -
multicomponent 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric 
prehistoric -
multicomponent 

Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Lithic scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
Architecture with artifact scatter 

Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth and upright slabs with artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 

Feature(s)/rock alignment with artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter 
Lithic and sherd scatter 
Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter 
Feature(s)/hearth and possible kiln 
Architecture with feature(s) 

Early-Late PII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic-BMII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Late BMIII-PI 
Unknown aboriginal 
Archaic-BMII; Late BMIII 

Early BMIII-PI 
Early-Late PII 
Early BMIII-PI 
Archaic-BMII; Early BMIII-PI 

Late PII-PIII 
Early BMIII-PIII 
Early BMIII-PIII 
Early-Late PII 
Unknown aboriginal 
Middle Archaic; Pueblo II-III 
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Appendix 5.2. Isolated occurrence summary. 

IP # IP Type Artifact type 
Collected 

(Acc.#NABR76, 1CRC272) 
1 flaked stone unifacial flake 

2 flaked stone scraper 

3 ceramic pot drop - Lino gray 

4 ceramic pot drop - corrugated jar 

5 ceramic pot drop - Kayenta affiliated Corrugated 

6 flaked stone projectile point, Elko Eared 

7 ceramic pot drop - Kayenta affiliated B/w bowl 

8 flaked stone projectile point, Elko Comer-notched 

9 ceramic pot drop - Mancos B/W bowl 

10 ceramic pot drop - plain gray 

11 ceramic pot drop - Mesa Verde Plain gray 

12 ceramic pot drop - Lino style Plain gray jar 

13 flaked stone biface 

14 ceramic pot drop - corrugated gray 

15 flaked stone projectile point, Elko Eared 

16 ceramic pot drop - Tusayan Corrugated 

17 flaked stone projectile point, Rosegate Comer-notched 

18 historic artifact can 

19 ceramic pot drop - Kayenta affiliated corrugated 

20 ceramic pot drop - Mancos B/w 

21 flaked stone projectile point, Elko Comer-notched 

22 ceramic pot drop - Mesa Verde Plain gray 

23 ceramic ceramic, Mesa Verde B/W 

24 flaked stone biface 

25 ceramic pot drop - Mesa Verde Corrugated 

26 ceramic pot drop - Mancos Corrugated jar 

27 groundstone trough metate, 2-hand mano 

28 flaked stone projectile point, San Rafael Side-notched 

29 flaked stone projectile point, BMII Corner-notched 

30 flaked stone projectile point, NFS 

FS#60 

FS#62 

FS#7 

FS#8 

FS# 12 

FS#30 

FS#35 

FS#37 
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Appendix 5.2. (continued) 

10 # IP Type Artifact type 
Collected 

(Acc.# NABR 76, ICRC 272) 
31 flaked stone 

32 flaked stone 

33 flaked stone 

34 flaked stone 

35 other 

36 flaked stone 

37 ceramic 

38 flaked stone 

39 flaked stone 

40 flaked stone 

41 groundstone 

42 ceramic 

43 flaked stone 

44 groundstone 

45 flaked stone 

46 groundstone 

47 shell 

48 flaked stone 

49 flaked stone 

50 flaked stone 

51 groundstone 

52 flaked stone 

53 ceramic 

54 groundstone 

projectile point. Corner-notched, NFS 

projectile point, Gatecliff Contracting stem 

projectile point, Desert Side-notched 

projectile point, BM1I Stemmed 

wooden beam 

projectile point, Gatecliff Contracting stem 

pot drop - Kiet Siel Gray 

projectile point, Pinto, with flakes 

projectile point, preform 

projectile point. Rose Spring Corner-notched 

ornament 

pot drop - plain gray jar 

projectile point, Rosegate Corner-notched 

slab metate 

projectile point, Elko Corner-notched w/flakes 

slab metate 

pendant 

projectile points -BMI1 Corner-notched, BMII stemmed 

biface 

projectile point, corner-notched, NFS 

metate 

core 

pot drop - indented corrugated 

axe 

FS#69 

FS#71 

FS#72 

FS#73 

FS#77 

FS# 113 

FS# 116 

FS# 118 

FS#42 

FS#43 

FS# 81 

FS# 85, 86 

FS# 129 
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Appendix 5.3. Status of previously recorded sites within the 1997-1998 project area (n = 116). 

Site # 
42SA-

GPS 
Located 

IMACS 
recording 

Artifact 
Analysis Comments 

1440 

1441 1997 1987 

6638 1998 1998 
6642 1998 1998 
6643 1998 1998 
6645 1997 1997 
6646 
6647 1997 1997 
6648 1997 1997 
6649 1997 1997 
6650 
6654 
6655 1997 1987 
6656 1997 1997 
6657 1997 1997 
6659 1997 1997 
6660 1997 1987 
6661 1997 1987 
6662 

6663 1997 1997 
6664 
6665 1997 1997 
6666 1997 1997 
6667 1997 1997 
6668 1997 1997 
6669 1997 1997 
6670 1997 1987 
6671 1998 1998 
6672 1998 1998 
6674 1997 1997 
6675 
6676 
6677 1997 1997 
6678 1997 1997 
6679 1997 1987 
6680 1997 1987 
6681 1997 1987 

6688 1997 1997 
6689 1997 1997 
6690 1997 1997 
6691 
6692 1997 1997 
6779 1998 1998 

1998 

1998 
1998 
1998 
1997 

1997 
1997 
1997 

1998 
1997 
1997 
1997 
1998 
1998 

1997 

1997 

1997 
1997 
1997 
1998 
1998 
1998 
1997 

1997 
1997 
1998 
1998 

1997 
1997 
1997 

1997 
1998 

Subsumed under 42SA1441; excavated 1964; artifacts at 
ASM1; tree-ring date of 563 +vv 
Includes 42SA1440, 42SA6646, and 42SA18658; Head and 
Head (1978) artifacts at SEUG2; tree-ring dates of 561vv, 
599vv, 641+vv, 629vv, 638++W. 

Subsumed under 42SA1441. 

Artifacts at SEUG. 

Not relocated. 
Not relocated. 

Includes 42SA6950. 
Artifacts at SEUG. 
Artifacts at SEUG. 

Not relocated, no information provided, may be 
42SA23498; artifacts at SEUG. 

Not relocated 

No artifacts. 

Artifacts at SEUG. 

Not relocated, no information provided. 
Not relocated. 

Recorded by Kramer et al. (1991) as 42SA6898 (artifacts at 
ASM, WACC3). No artifact analysis conducted because of 
disturbed condition. 

Not relocated. 

Tree-ring date of 1053v, 121 l++g, 891++vv. 
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Site# 
42SA-

GPS 
Located 

1MACS 
recording 

Artifact 
Analysis Comments 

6784 
6800 
6806 
6821 
6826 
6827 
6830 
6837 
6838 
6839 
6841 
6842 
6843 
6845 
6848 
6850 
6861 
6893 

6894 
6895 
6896 
6897 

6898 
6899 
6900 
6901 
6902 

6913 
6914 

6915 
6916 
6945 
6946 
6947 
6948 
6949 
6950 
6951 

6952 
6955 

6960 
6968 

1998 
1997 
1998 
1997 
1997 
1997 
1997 
1998 

1997 
1997 

1997 

1997 

1997 
1998 

1997 

1997 

1997 

1997 
1997 

1993 
1997 
1998 
1997 
1997 
1997 
1997 
1998 

1997 
1997 

1997 

1997 
1997 

1987 

1997 

1997 

1987 
1997 

1998 
1997 

1997 
1997 
1997 
1997 
1998 

1997 
1997 

1997 
1997 

1997 

1998 
1997 

Artifacts at WACC. 

No artifacts; tree-ring dates 1007++V, 1149+v, 1129v. 
Tree-ring date of 1041 ++w. 
Artifacts at WACC. 
Excavated by Hobler (1962); artifacts at WACC, SEUG. 
Artifacts at WACC. 
Artifacts at WACC. 
Not relocated, no information provided. 
Artifacts at WACC. 
Artifact at SEUG. 
Not relocated, may be 42SA23542. 
Not relocated. 
Not re-recorded. 
Not relocated, may be outside NPS boundary. 
Subsumed under 42SA18647 
No artifacts. 
Not relocated, may be subsumed under 42SA1441; artifacts 
at ASM. 
Not relocated; artifacts at ASM. 
Not relocated; artifacts at ASM. 
Subsumed by 42SA18652? Artifacts at ASM. 
Not relocated, may be subsumed by 42SA1441; artifacts at 
ASM. 
Subsumed under 42SA6681; artifacts at ASM. 
Not relocated, possibly misplotted; artifacts at ASM. 
Not relocated; artifacts at ASM. 
Artifacts at ASM. 
Was recorded as 42SA18637 in 1987; artifacts at ASM, 
WACC. 
Not relocated. 
Was recorded as 42SA18639 in 1987; artifacts at ASM, 
WACC. 
Artifacts at ASM. 
Subsumed under 42SA18649; artifacts at ASM, WACC. 
Artifacts at ASM. 
Not relocated, no information provided. 
Artifacts at WACC. 
Artifacts at ASM, WACC. 
Not relocated; artifacts at ASM. 
Subsumed under 42SA6657; artifacts at ASM. 
Recorded as 42SA18659 in 1987; was re-recorded in 
1997/1998 maintaining that number (see 42SA18659); 
artifacts at ASM. 
Not relocated; artifacts at ASM. 
Possibly subsumed under 42SA18636 in 1987; artifacts at 
ASM. 
Relocated but no access, not re-recorded; artifacts at ASM. 
Not relocated, no information provided. 
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Appendix 5.3. (continued) 

Site # 
42SA-

GPS 
Located 

IMACS 
recording 

Artifact 
Analysis Comments 

8287 
18635 
18636 
18637 
18638 
18639 
18640 
18641 
18642 
18643 
18644 
18645 
18646 
18647 
18648 

18649 
18650 
18651 
18652 
18653 
18654 
18655 
18656 
18657 
18658 
18659 
18660 
18661 
18662 
18663 
21898 
22559 

1998 
1997 

1997 
1997 
1997 
1997 
1997 
1997 

1997 
1997 

1997 
1997 

1997 
1997 
1997 
1997 
1997 
1997 

1997 
1997 

1997 
1998 

1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 

1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 

1987, 1997 
1987, 1997 

1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 

1987,1997 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1991 
1994 

1998 
1998 

1998 
1998 
1998 
1998 
1998 
1998 

1998 

1998 
1998 

1998 
1997 
1997 
1997 
1998 
1998 

1998 
1997 

100% collected in 1979, not re-recorded; artifacts at SEUG. 

Possibly includes 42SA6955. 
Re-recorded using original site number (see 42SA6902) 
Not relocated. 
Re-recorded using original site number (see 42SA6914) 

Excavated in 1992; artifacts at SEUG(?); not relocated. 
Includes 42SA6850. 
No artifact analyses were conducted - two artifacts noted 
were documented in 1987. 
Includes 42SA6916 

Not relocated. 
Possibly includes 42SA6896. 

Subsumed under 42SA1441. 
Includes 42SA6951. 

Not relocated. 
Not relocated, no information provided. 
Not relocated. 
No artifacts. 
No artifacts. 

1 ASM = Arizona State Museum, Phoenix. 
2 SEUG = Southeast Utah Group, NPS Headquarters, Moab, Utah. 
3 WACC = Western Archeological and Conservation Center, Tucson, Arizona. 
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Appendix 6. Natural Bridges archeological sites, site types, and cultural components. 

Temp. # 42SA- Field Type Descriptive Type Functional Type Cultural Components 
1 23308 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Archaic (general) 
2 23309 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Multiple feature Short term Archaic-BMII 
3 23310 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early PII-PIII 
4 23311 Architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Short term Archaic (general) Early-Late PII 
5 23312 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early BMIII-PI 
6 23313 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early BMIII-PI 
7 23314 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Anasazi/ Pueblo 

(general) 

8 23315 Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
9 23316 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 

10 23317 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early PII-PIII 
11 23318 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early BMIII-PI 
12 23319 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
13 23320 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Archaic-BMII 
14 23321 Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) Architectural Short term Anasazi/Pueblo 

(general) 

15 23322 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
16 23323 Rock shelter/architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Short term Early-Late PII 
17 23324 Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact Multiple feature Limited activity Late BMIII-PI Early PII-PIII 

scatter 

18 23325 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Early BMIII-PI 
19 23326 Feature(s)/hearth, ash stain w/FCR, cist with Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 

artifact scatter 

20 23327 Feature(s)/firecracked rock with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Early-Late PII 
21 23328 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early-Late PII 
22 18660 Architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Short term Late PII-PIII 
23 23330 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
24 23331 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Late PII 
25 23332 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
26 23333 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early PII-PIII 
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Appendix 6. (continued) 

Temp. # 42SA- Field Type Descriptive Type Functional Type Cultural Components 
27 23334 Feature(s)/rock concentration with artifact Single feature Limited activity Late PII-PIII 

scatter 

28 23335 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Short term Early-Late PII 
29 23336 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Early BM1II-PI 
30 23337 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Short term Late PII-PIII 
31 23338 Feature(s)/rock alignment with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Early-Late PII 
32 23339 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
33 23340 Architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Limited activity Early BMIII-Late PII 
34 23341 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Early-Late PII 
35 23342 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Late BMIII-PI 
36 23343 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Long term Early PII-PIII 
37 23344 Feature(s)/ash stain and rock concentration with Multiple feature Limited activity Late PII-PIII 

artifact scatter 

38 23345 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early PII-PIII 
39 23346 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Anasazi/ Pueblo 

(general) 

40 23347 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
41 23348 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Short term Late PII-PIII 
42 23349 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early BMIII-PI 
43 23350 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
44 23351 Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and Architectural Short term Early PII-PIII 

artifact scatter 

45 23352 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
46 23353 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early-Late PII 
47 23354 Rock shelter/architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Short term Late PII-PIII 
48 23355 Architecture with feature(s) Architectural Short term Protohistoric/contact 

(general) 

49 23356 Feature(s)/rock alignment with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Late BMIII-PI 
50 23357 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
51 23358 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
52 23359 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Short term Late BMIII-PI 
53 23360 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
54 23361 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Short term Early PII-PIII 
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Appendix 6. (continued) 

Temp, # 42SA- Field Type Descriptive Type Functional Type Cultural Components 
55 23362 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Short term Late PII-PIII 
56 23363 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
57 23364 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early PII-PIII 
58 23365 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early BMIII-PI 
59 23366 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Late PII-PIII 
60 23367 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Late BMIII Early PII-PIII 
61 23368 Feature(s)/hearth and rock alignment with Multiple feature Limited activity Late PII-PIII 

artifact scatter 
62 23369 Feature(s)/rock concentration and upright slabs Multiple feature Limited activity Early-Late PII 

with artifact scatter 

63 23370 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown 
64 23371 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
65 23372 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
66 23373 Rock shelter/architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Short term Early-Late PII 
67 23374 Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) Architectural Short term Unknown aboriginal 
68 23375 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Archaic-BMII 
69 23376 Feature(s)/hearth and rock alignment with Multiple feature Limited activity Late PII-PIII 

artifact scatter 

70 23377 Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Late BMIII-PI 
71 23378 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Late PII-PIII 
72 23379 Sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early-Late PII 
73 23380 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
74 23381 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early BMIII-PI 
75 23382 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
76 23383 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early BMIII-PI 
77 23384 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
78 23385 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
79 23386 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early BMIII-PI 
80 23387 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Anasazi/Pueblo 

(general) 

81 23388 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
82 23389 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
83 23390 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
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Appendix 6. (continued) 

Temp. # 42SA- Field Type Descriptive Type Functional Type Cultural Components 
84 23391 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Late PII-PII1 
85 23392 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
86 23393 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Archaic (general) 
87 23394 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
88 23395 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Short term Middle Archaic 
89 23396 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
90 23397 Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and Architectural Long term Early-Late PII Unknown 

artifact scatter; Can scatter 
91 23398 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Late PII-PIII 
92 23399 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Late BMIII-PI 
93 23400 Rock shelter/architecture Architectural Short term Unknown aboriginal 
94 23401 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Early Archaic 
95 23402 Feature(s)/rock alignment with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
96 23403 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early PII-PIII 
97 23404 Feature(s)/rock concentration with artifact Multiple feature Limited activity Early-Late PII 

scatter 

98 23405 Feature(s)/ash stain and rock concentration with Multiple feature Limited activity Early-Late PII 
artifact scatter 

99 23406 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early-Late PII 
100 23407 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity Early-Late PII 
101 23408 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early-Late PII 
102 23409 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Short term Pi-Early PII 
103 23410 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early PII-PIII 
104 23411 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Short term Late BMIII-PI 
105 23412 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Short term Early-Late PII 
106 23413 Architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Short term Early BMIII-PI Early-Late PII 
107 23414 Feature(s)/upright slabs with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Early-Late PII 
108 23415 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
109 23416 Rock shelter/architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Short term Pi-Early PII 
110 23417 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
111 23418 Sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early-Late PII 
112 23419 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
113 23420 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
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Appendix 6. (continued) 

Temp. # 42SA- Field Type Descriptive Type Functional Type Cultural Components 
114 23421 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
115 23422 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early PII-PIII 
116 23423 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early PII-PIII 
117 23424 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
118 23425 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Archaic-BMII 
119 23426 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
120 23427 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Basketmaker II 
121 23428 Feature(s)/hearth and rock concentration with Multiple feature Limited activity Late PII-PIII 

artifact scatter 

122 23429 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Late BMIII-PI 
123 23430 Architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Short term Late PII-PIII 
124 23431 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
125 23432 Feature(s)/rock concentration with artifact Single feature Limited activity Anasazi/ Pueblo 

scatter (general) 

126 23433 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early-Late BMIII 
127 23434 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Late PII-PIII 
128 23435 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Early PII-PIII 
129 23436 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Late PII-PIII 
130 23437 Rock shelter with artifact scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early-Late PII 
131 23438 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
132 23439 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
133 23440 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
134 23441 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
135 23442 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early-Late PII 
136 23443 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early-Late PII 
137 23444 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
138 23445 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
139 23446 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
140 23447 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Archaic (general) 
141 23448 Feature(s)/hearth and rock concentration with Multiple feature Limited activity Early-Late PII 

artifact scatter 

142 23449 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
143 23450 Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity Archaic (general) 
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/Temp. # 42SA- Field Type Descriptive Type Functional Type Cultural Components 
144 23451 Feature(s)/hearth Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
145 23452 Fearure(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
146 23453 Rock shelter/architecture Architectural Short term Unknown aboriginal 
147 23454 Rock shelter/architecture Architectural Short term Unknown aboriginal 
148 23455 Feature(s)/stone circle and upright slabs Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
149 23456 Feature(s)/ash stain Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
150 23457 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
151 23458 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
152 23459 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
153 23460 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
154 23461 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
155 23462 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
156 23463 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Late PII-PIII 
157 23464 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity Anasazi/Pueblo 

(general) 

158 23465 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity Early-Late PI1 
159 23466 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
160 23467 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
161 23468 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
162 23469 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
163 23470 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
164 23471 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
165 23472 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
166 23473 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Archaic (general) 
167 23474 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early BMIII-P1 
168 23475 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Archaic-BMIl 
169 23476 Feature(s)/upright slabs Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
170 23477 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Basketmaker II 
171 23478 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
172 23479 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
173 23480 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
174 23481 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Anasazi/Pueblo 

(general) 
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Appendix 6. (continued) 

Temp. # 42SA- Field Type Descriptive Type Functional Type Cultural Components 
175 23482 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
176 23483 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
177 23484 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
178 23485 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
179 23486 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
180 23487 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
181 23488 Rock shelter with artifact scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Basketmaker II Early PII-PII1 
182 23489 Rock shelter/architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Short term Late PII-PIII 
183 23490 Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and Architectural Short term Late PII-PIII 

artifact scatter 
184 23491 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
185 23492 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
186 23493 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Archaic-BMII 
187 23494 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Short term Archaic-BMII 
188 23495 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
189 23496 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Basketmaker II 
190 23497 Feature(s)/cist with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
191 23498 Pithouse with artifact scatter Architectural Long term Early BMIII-PI 
192 23499 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Short term Early-Late PI I 
193 23500 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
194 23501 Architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Short term BMIII-Early P1I 
195 23502 Architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Short term Late PII-PIII 
196 23503 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
197 23504 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
198 23505 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
199 23506 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
200 23507 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
201 23508 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
202 23509 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Archaic-BMII 
203 23510 Feature(s)/cist Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
204 23511 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
205 23512 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
206 23513 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
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Temp. # 42SA- Field Type Descriptive Type Functional Type Cultural Components 
207 23514Feature(s)/hearth Multiple feature Limited activity Early PII-PIII 
208 23515 Rock shelter/architecture Architectural Short term Unknown aboriginal 
209 23516 Pithouse with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Short term Early-Late BM1I1 
210 23517 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
211 23518 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
212 23519 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
213 23520 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
214 23521 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
215 23522 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
216 23523 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
217 23524 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Basketmaker II 
218 23525 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
219 23526 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
220 23527 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
221 23528 Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
222 23529 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity Early BMIII-PI 
223 23530 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
224 23531 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Archaic-BMII 
225 23532 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
226 23533 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
227 23534 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
228 23535 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
229 23536 Architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Short term Archaic-BMII Late PII-PIII 
230 23537 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
231 23538 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
232 23539 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
233 23540 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Short term Basketmaker II 
234 23541 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
235 23542 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
236 23543 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
237 23544 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
238 6800 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Long term Late BMIII 
239 23546 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Short term Basketmaker II 



Appendix 6. (continued) 

Temp. # 42SA- Field Type Descriptive Type Functional Type Cultural Components 
240 23547 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
241 23548 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Basketmaker II 
242 23549 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early BMIII-PI 
243 23550 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
244 23551 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Late BMIII 
245 23552 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
246 23553 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
247 23554 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Archaic (general) 
248 23555 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Archaic-BMII 
249 23556 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
250 23557 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
251 23558 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
252 23559 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
253 23560 Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and Architectural Short term Basketmaker (general) 

artifact scatter 
254 23561 Rock shelter with artifact scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
255 23562 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Late P1I-PIII 
256 23563 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
257 23564 Architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Short term Early-Late PII 
258 23565 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
259 23566 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Archaic (general) 
260 23567 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Long term Late BMIII-PI 
261 23568 Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact Multiple feature Limited activity Archaic (general) 

scatter 
262 23569 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity 
263 23570 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
264 23571 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Short term Early-Late BMIII 
265 23572 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early-Late PII 
266 23573 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
267 23574 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early PII-PIII 
268 23575 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
269 23576 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
270 23577 Depression with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Short term Archaic-BMII 
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Appendix 6. (continued) 

Temp. # 42SA- Field Type Descriptive Type Functional Type Cultural Components 
271 23578 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
272 23579 Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact Multiple feature Limited activity Archaic-BMII 

scatter 

273 23580 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Archaic-BMII 
274 23581 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
275 23582 Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 

scatter 

276 23583 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
277 23584 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Archaic-BMII 
278 23585 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early PII-PII1 
279 23586 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
280 23587 Architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Short term Early-Late PII 
281 23588 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
282 23589 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
283 23590 Feature(s)/cist with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Early-Late PII 
284 23591 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early BMIII-PI 
285 23592 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
286 23593 Architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Short term Late PII-PIII 
287 23594 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
288 23595 Feature(s)/grinding station with artifact scatter Single feature Short term Archaic-BMII 
289 23596 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Early BMIII-PI 
290 23597 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Short term Archaic-BMII Early BMIII-PI 
291 23598 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Short term Archaic-BMII Early BMIII-PII 
292 23599 Rock shelter with feature(s) Single feature Limited activity 1872-post-1950 
293 23600 Lithic and sherd scatter; Historic architecture Architectural Short term Early-Late PII 1920-1968 

with features and artifact scatter 

294 23329 Feature(s)/upright slabs with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
295 24130 Rock shelter with feature(s) Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
296 24131 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
297 24132 Feature(s)/rock alignment with artifact scatter Single feature Short term Unknown aboriginal 
298 24133 Feature(s)/midden with artifact scatter Single feature Short term Basketmaker II Early BMIII-PII 
299 24134 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
300 24135 Rock shelter with artifact scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early BMIII-PI 
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Temp. # 42SA- Field Type Descriptive Type Functional Type Cultural Components 
301 23601 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early-Late PI 1 
302 24136 Feature(s)/hearth and rock concentration with Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 

artifact scatter 

303 24137 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
304 24138 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
305 24139 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
306 24140 Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
307 24141 Feature(s)/ash stain Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
308 24142 Feature(s)/cist Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
309 24143 Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
310 24144 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
311 24145 Pithouse with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Short term Basketmaker II 
312 24146 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
313 24147 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
314 24148 Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
315 24149 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
316 24150 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
317 24151 Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 

scatter 

318 24152 Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
319 24153 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
320 24154 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
321 24155 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
322 24156 Rock shelter with artifact scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early-Late P1I 
323 24157 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
324 24158 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
325 24159 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
326 24160 Feature(s)/hearth, ash stain, midden with artifact Multiple feature Short term Late PII-PIII 

scatter 

327 24161 Feature(s)/ash stain and upright slabs with Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
artifact scatter 

328 24162 Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
329 24163 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 



Appendix 6. (continued) 

Temp. # 42SA- Field Type Descriptive Type Functional Type Cultural Components 
330 24164 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
331 24165 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
332 24166 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
333 24167 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
334 24168 Rock shelter with feature(s) Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
335 24169 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
336 24170 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Late PII 
337 24171 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
338 24172 Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter Single feature Short term Archaic-BMII 
339 24173 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
340 24174 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
341 24175 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
342 24176 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
343 24177 Rock shelter with artifact scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
344 24178 Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter Multiple feature Short term Archaic-BMII Early-Late PII 
345 24179 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Paleoindian 
346 24180 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
347 24181 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Early PII-PIII 
348 24182 Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
349 24183 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
350 24184 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
351 6672 Feature(s)/midden and ash stain w/FCR with Multiple feature Limited activity Late BMIII-PI 

artifact scatter 

352 24185 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Early-Late BMII1 
353 24186 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
354 24187 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
355 24188 Feature(s)/hearth, ash stain, firecracked rock Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 

with artifact scatter 

356 24189 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Late BMIII-PI 
357 24190 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
358 24191 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
359 24192 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
360 24193 Rock shelter with feature(s) Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
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Appendix 6. (continued) 

Temp, # 42SA- Field Type Descriptive Type Functional Type Cultural Components 
361 24194 Historic fenceline Single feature Limited activity Unknown 
362 24195 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Late PI1-PII1 
363 24196 Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
364 24197 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early-Late PII 
365 24198 Feature(s)/roasting pit with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Early PII-PIII 
366 24199 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
367 24200 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
368 24201 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
369 24202 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
370 24203 Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact Multiple feature Limited activity Archaic-BMII 

scatter 

371 24204 Historic architecture with feature(s) and artifact Architectural Short term Unknown aboriginal 1940-1950s 
scatter; Lithic scatter 

372 24205 Feature(s)/hearth, ash stain w/FCR, rock art Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
with artifact scatter 

373 24206 Feature(s)/hearth Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
374 24207 Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Archaic-BMII 
375 24208 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
376 24209 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
377 24210 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
378 24211 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
379 24212 Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact Multiple feature Limited activity Archaic-BMII 

scatter 

380 24213 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
381 24214 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Late PII-PIII 
382 24215 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
383 24216 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
384 24217 Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 

scatter 

385 24218 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
386 24219 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
387 24220 Feature(s)/ash stain and rock concentration with Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 

artifact scatter 
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Temp. # 42SA- Field Type Descriptive Type Functional Type Cultural Components 
388 24221 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
389 24222 Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact Multiple feature Limited activity Archaic-BMII 

scatter 

390 24223 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Early-Late PII 
391 24224 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early BMIII-PI 
392 24225 Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Archaic-BMII 
393 24226 Feature(s)/midden and hearth with artifact Multiple feature Short term Unknown aboriginal 

scatter 

394 24227 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Early PII-P1I1 
395 24228 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
396 24229 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
397 24230 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
398 24231 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
399 24232 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
400 24233 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
401 24234 Rock shelter/architecture Architectural Short term Anasazi/Pueblo 

(general) 

402 24235 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
403 24236 Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) Architectural Short term Anasazi/Pueblo 

(general) 

404 24237 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
405 24238 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
406 24239 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
407 24240 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Basketmaker II 
408 24241 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
409 24242 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
410 24243 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
411 24244 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
412 24245 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
413 24246 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
414 24247 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity Late PII 
415 24248 Rock shelter/architecture Architectural Short term Unknown aboriginal 
416 24249 Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
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Appendix 6. (continued) 

Temp. # 42SA- Field Type Descriptive Type Functional Type Cultural Components 
417 24259 Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and Architectural Short term Unknown aboriginal 

artifact scatter 

1441 1441 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Short term Late BMIII Early P1I 
6638 6638 Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and Architectural Long term Late PII-PIII 

artifact scatter 

6642 6642 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter; Architectural Long term Early-Late PII 1931-modern 
Historic dump 

6643 6643 Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity Early-Late PII 
6645 6645 Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and Architectural Short term Late PII-PIII 

artifact scatter 

6647 6647 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Long term Early PII-PIII 
6648 6648 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Short term Late PII-PIII 
6649 6649 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Long term Early-Late PII 
6655 6655 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Short term Late BMIII-PI 
6656 6656 Feature(s)/cist Single feature Limited activity Early-Late PII 
6657 6657 Feature(s)/ash stain w/FCR and upright slabs Multiple feature Short term Late BMIII-PI 

with artifact scatter 

6659 6659 Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact Multiple feature Limited activity Archaic-BMII 
scatter 

6660 6660 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Short term Late PII-PIII 
6661 6661 Feature(s)/hearth, rock concentration. Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 

firecracked rock with artifact scatter 

6663 6663 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
6665 6665 Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 

scatter 

6666 6666 Feature(s)/hearth Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
6667 6667 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Short term Late BMIII-PI 
6668 6668 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Long term Early PII-PIII 
6669 6669 Feature(s)/hearth and upright slabs with artifact Multiple feature Limited activity Late PII 

scatter 

6670 6670 Feature(s)ash stain, rock concentration, rock Multiple feature Short term Basketmaker II Early-Late PII 
alignment with artifact scatter 
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Appendix 6. (continued) 

Temp. # 42SA- Field Type Descriptive Type Functional Type Cultural Components 
6671 6671 Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and Architectural Long term Late PII-PI1I 

artifact scatter 

6674 6674 Rock shelter with feature(s) and artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity BMIII-P1II 
6677 6677 Architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Short term Archaic-BMII 
6678 6678 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
6679 6679 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Short term Early BMIII-PIII 
6680 6680 Feature(s)/midden and hearth with artifact Multiple feature Short term Early-Late PI 1 

scatter 

6681 6681 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Long term Archaic (general) 
6688 6688 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Early PII-PIII 
6689 6689 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Short term Early PII-PIII 
6690 6690 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Short term Early-Late PI I 
6692 6692 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Short term Archaic-BMII Late BMIII-PI 
6779 6779 Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) Architectural Long term Early-Late PI I 
6784 6784 Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and Architectural Short term Unknown aboriginal 

artifact scatter 

6806 6806 Rock shelter/architecture Architectural Short term Anasazi/ Pueblo 
(general) 

6821 6821 Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and Architectural Long term Late PII-PIII 
artifact scatter 

6826 6826 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Long term Early-Late PI I 
6827 6827 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Long term Early BMIII-PI 
6830 6830 Feature(s)/hearth and ash stain with artifact Multiple feature Short term Early BMIII-PI 

scatter 

6837 6837 Rock shelter/architecture with feature(s) and Architectural Long term Late PII-PIII 
artifact scatter 

6839 6839 Architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Short term Unknown aboriginal 
6841 6841 Feature(s)/hearth Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
6861 6861 Rock shelter/architecture Architectural Short term Unknown aboriginal 
6901 6901 Pithouse with artifact scatter Architectural Long term Late BMIII-PI 
6902 6902 Pithouse with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Long term Late BMIII-PI 
6914 6914 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Anasazi/Pueblo 

(general) 
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Temp. # 42SA- Field Type Descriptive Type Functional Type Cultural Components 
6915 6915 Feature(s)/ash stain and rock concentration with Multiple feature Short term Late PI I 

artifact scatter 
6945 6945 Rock shelter/architecture Architectural Short term Anasazi/ Pueblo 

(general) 

6947 6947 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Long term Late BMIII-PI 
6948 6948 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 

18635 18635 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early PII-PIII 
18636 18636 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Long term Late BMIII-PI 
18640 18640 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early-Late PII 
18641 18641 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Archaic-BMII Late BMIII-PI 
18642 18642 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Short term Early-Late PII 
18643 18643 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
18644 18644 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Archaic-BMII 
18645 18645 Lithic scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
18647 18647 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Long term Late BMIII-PI 
18648 18648 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
18649 18649 Architecture with artifact scatter Architectural Long term Archaic-BMII Late BMII1 
18650 18650 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Multiple feature Limited activity Early BMIII-PI 
18652 18652 Feature(s)/hearth with artifact scatter Single feature Short term Early-Late PII 
18653 18653 Feature(s)/hearth and upright slabs with artifact Multiple feature Limited activity Early BMIII-PI 

scatter 

18654 18654 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Short term Archaic-BMII Early BMIII-PI 
18655 18655 Feature(s)/rock alignment with artifact scatter Single feature Short term Late PII-PIII 
18656 18656 Feature(s)/ash stain with artifact scatter Single feature Limited activity Early BMIII-PIII 
18657 18657 Lithic and sherd scatter Artifact scatter Limited activity Early BMIII-PIII 
18659 18659 Architecture with feature(s) and artifact scatter Architectural Short term Early-Late PII 
21898 21898 Feature(s)/hearth and possible kiln Multiple feature Limited activity Unknown aboriginal 
22559 22559 Architecture with feature(s) Architectural Short term Middle Archaic Pueblo 11—111 
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Temporal and Cultural Affiliation of Ceramic Sites 

Teresa D. Hurt 

Sites dated by five or more typed decorated 
sherds were given a confidence level of "A." 
Sites dated by fewer than five typed decorated 
sherds or those with only gray ware or generic 
decorated types (that could not be classified 
beyond the level of ware) received a "B" 
confidence level. These sites were not included in 
chronological studies, but are presented here (see 
following table). Dates for these sites have been 
extended beyond the range of dates yielded for 
them by the probabilistic technique. This was 
done because the gray ware and generic types do 
not satisfy the assumptions of the dating 
technique, due to their long production spans. 
Probabilistic dates are based on the assumption 
that the frequency curve for each ceramic type is 

a normal curve, with the peak representing the 
time of greatest production intensity for that type. 
Gray ware types (and the generic types that span 
several types), however, represent much longer 
production spans than the decorated types. 
Therefore, the date ranges generated by the 
probabilistic technique may be deceptively narrow 
for these types. 

Sites with an "Unknown" cultural affiliation 
contain sherds of unknown affiliation, or sherds 
with sand-tempered gray ware that could not 
confidently be assigned to either the Mesa Verde 
or Kayenta ceramic traditions. Sites listed as 
"Mixed" contain both Mesa Verde and Kayenta 
ceramics. 
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Appendix 8.1. Temporal and cultural affiliations of ceramic sites. 

Site 
42SA1441 
42SA6800 
42SA18635 
42SA18636 
42SA18640 
42SA18641 
42SA18642 
42SA18647 
42SA18649 
42SA18650 
42SA18652 
42SA18653 
42SA18654 
42SA18655 
42SA18656 
42SA18657 
42SA18659 
42SA18660 
42SA23309 
42SA23310 
42SA23311 
42SA23312 
42SA23313 
42SA23317 
42SA23318 
42SA23323 
42SA23324 
42SA23325 
42SA23327 
42SA23328 
42SA23331 
42SA23333 
42SA23334 
42SA23335 
42SA23336 
42SA23337 
42SA23338 
42SA23340 
42SA23341 
42SA23342 
42SA23343 
42SA23344 
42SA23345 
42SA23346 

Period(s) 
LateBMIII; Early PI I 
Late BMIII 
Early PII-PIII 
Late BMIII-PI 
Early-Late PI I 
Late BMIII-PI 
Early-Late PI I 
Late BMIII-PI 
LateBMIII 
Early BMIII-PI 
Early-Late PI I 
Early BMIII-PI 
Early BMIII-PI 
Late PII-PIII 
Early BMIII-PIII 
Early BMIII-PIII 
Early-Late PI I 
Late PII-PIII 
Early PII-PIII 
Early PII-PIII 
Early-Late PI I 
Early BMIII-PI 
Early BMIII-PI 
Early PII-PIII 
Early BMIII-PI 
Early-Late PI I 
Late BMIII-PI; Early PII-PIII 
Early BMIII-PI 
Early-Late PI I 
Early-Late PI I 
Late PI I 
Early PII-PIII 
Late PII-PIII 
Early-Late PI I 
Early BMIII-PI 
Late PII-PIII 
Early-Late PI I 
Early BMIII-Late PII 
Early-Late PII 
Late BMIII-PI 
Early PII-PIII 
Late PII-PIII 
Early PII-PIII 
Early BMIII-PIII 

Confidence Level 
A 
B 
B 
A 
B 
B 
A 
A 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
A 
B 
B 
A 
A 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
A 

B;B 
B 
A 
A 
A 
B 
A 
A 
B 
A 
B 
B 
A 
B 
A 
A 
B 
B 

Cultural Affiliation 
Mixed 
Mesa Verde 
Unknown 
Mesa Verde 
Mesa Verde 
Mesa Verde 
Mixed 
Mesa Verde 
Mesa Verde 
Mesa Verde 
Mesa Verde 
Unknown 
Mesa Verde 
Mixed 
Mesa Verde 
Unknown 
Mixed 
Mesa Verde 
Unknown 
Mesa Verde 
Mixed 
Mesa Verde 
Mesa Verde 
Mixed 
Unknown 
Mesa Verde 
Mesa Verde 
Unknown 
Mesa Verde 
Mesa Verde 
Mixed 
Mesa Verde 
Kayenta 
Mixed 
Mesa Verde 
Mesa Verde 
Mesa Verde 
Mesa Verde 
Mixed 
Kayenta 
Mixed 
Mesa Verde 
Mixed 
Mesa Verde 
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Appendix 8.1. (continued) 

Site Period(s) Confidence Level Cultural Affiliation 
42SA23348 Late PII-PII1 ~ A Mesa Verde 
42SA23349 Early BMI1I-PI B Unknown 
42SA23351 Early PII-PIII B Unknown 
42SA23353 Early-Late P1I A Mesa Verde 
42SA23354 Late PII-PIII A Mesa Verde 
42SA23356 Late BMIII-PI B Mesa Verde 
42SA23359 Late BMIII-PI B Mesa Verde 
42SA23361 Early PII-PIII A Mesa Verde 
42SA23362 Late PII-PIII A Mixed 
42SA23364 Early PII-PIII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23365 Early BMIII-PI B Unknown 
42SA23366 Late PII-PIII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23367 Late BMIII; Early PII-PIII B;B Mesa Verde 
42SA23368 Late PII-PIII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23369 Early-Late PII B Mixed 
42SA23373 Early-Late PII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23375 Early BMIII-PI B Unknown 
42SA23376 Late PII-PIII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23377 Late BMIII-PI B Mesa Verde 
42SA23378 Late PII-PIII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23379 Early-Late PII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23381 Early BMIII-PI B Mesa Verde 
42SA23383 Early BMIII-PI B Mesa Verde 
42SA23386 Early BMIII-PI B Mesa Verde 
42SA23391 Late PII-PIII B Kayenta 
42SA23397 Early-Late PII A Mixed 
42SA23398 Late PII-PIII B Kayenta 
42SA23399 Late BMIII-PI B Mesa Verde 
42SA23403 Early PII-PIII B Kayenta 
42SA23404 Early-Late PII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23405 Early-Late PII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23406 Early-Late PII B Mixed 
42SA23407 Early-Late PII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23408 Early-Late PII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23409 Pi-Early PII A Mixed 
42SA23410 Early Pueblo II-PIII B Unknown 
42SA23411 Late BMIII-PI B Mesa Verde 
42SA23412 Early-Late PII A Mesa Verde 
42SA23413 Early BMIII-PI; Early-Late PII B;A Mixed 
42SA23414 Early-Late PII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23416 Pi-Early PII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23418 Early-Late PII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23422 Early PII-PIII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23423 Early PII-PIII B Mesa Verde 
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Site Period(s) Confidence Level Cultural Affiliation 
42SA23428 Late P1I-PII1 A Mixed 
42SA23429 Late BMIII-PI A Mesa Verde 
42SA23430 Late PII-P11I A Mixed 
42SA23433 Early-Late BMI11 B Unknown 
42SA23434 Late PI1-PIII B Mixed 
42SA23435 Early PII-PIII B Unknown 
42SA23436 Late PII-PIII B Kayenta 
42SA23437 Early-Late PI I B Mesa Verde 
42SA23442 Early-Late PI I B Mesa Verde 
42SA23443 Early-Late PI 1 A Mixed 
42SA23448 Early-Late PI! B Mesa Verde 
42SA23463 Late PII-PIII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23465 Early-Late PII B Mixed 
42SA23474 Early BMIII-PI B Unknown 
42SA23488 Early PII-PIII B Unknown 
42SA23489 Late PII-PIII A Unknown 
42SA23490 Late PII-PIII B Unknown 
42SA23498 Early BMIII-PI B Mesa Verde 
42SA23499 Early-Late PII A Mixed 
42SA23501 BMIIl-Early PII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23502 Late PII-PIII B Kayenta 
42SA23514 Early PII-PIII B Unknown 
42SA23516 Early-Late BMIII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23529 Early BMIII-PI B Mesa Verde 
42SA23536 Late PII-PIII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23549 Early BMIII-PI B Mesa Verde 
42SA23551 Late BMIII A Mesa Verde 
42SA23562 Late PII-PIII B Kayenta 
42SA23564 Early-Late PII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23567 Late BMIII-PI A Mesa Verde 
42SA23571 Early-Late BMIII B Unknown 
42SA23572 Early-Late PII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23574 Early PII-PIII B Unknown 
42SA23585 Early PII-PIII B Mixed 
42SA23587 Early-Late PII B Mixed 
42SA23590 Early-Late PII A Mixed 
42SA23591 Early BMIII-PI B Mesa Verde 
42SA23593 Late PII-PIII B Mixed 
42SA23596 Early BMIII-PI B Mesa Verde 
42SA23597 Early BMIII-PI B Mesa Verde 
42SA23598 Early BMIII-PII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23600 Early-Late PII B Mesa Verde 
42SA23601 Early-Late PII B Mesa Verde 
42SA24133 Early BMIII-PII B Unknown 
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Appendix 8.1. (continued) 

Site Period(s) Confidence Level Cultural Affiliation 
42SA24135 "" Early BMIII-PI B Unknown 
42SA24156 Early-Late PI I B Mesa Verde 
42SA24160 Late P11-P1I1 B Mesa Verde 
42SA24170 Late PI I A Kayenta 
42SA24178 Early-Late PI I B Mesa Verde 
42SA24181 Early PII-PIII B Mesa Verde 
42SA24185 Early-Late BMIII B Unknown 
42SA24189 Late BMIII-PI B Unknown 
42SA24195 Late PII-PIII B Unknown 
42SA24197 Early-Late PI I B Unknown 
42SA24198 Early PII-PIII B Mesa Verde 
42SA24214 Late PII-PIII B Mesa Verde 
42SA24223 Early-Late PI I B Mesa Verde 
42SA24224 Early BMIII-PI B Mesa Verde 
42SA24227 Early PII-PIII B Unknown 
42SA24247 Late PI I B Mesa Verde 
42SA6638 Late PII-PIII A Mixed 
42SA6642 Early-Late PI I A Mixed 
42SA6643 Early-Late PI I B Mesa Verde 
42SA6645 Late PII-PIII A Mixed 
42SA6647 Early PII-PIII A Mixed 
42SA6648 Late PII-PIII A Mixed 
42SA6649 Early-Late PI I A Mixed 
42SA6655 Late BMIII-PI A Mesa Verde 
42SA6656 Early-Late PII B Kayenta 
42SA6657 Late BMIII-PI A Mesa Verde 
42SA6660 Late PII-PIII A Mixed 
42SA6667 Late BMIII-PI B Mesa Verde 
42SA6668 Early PII-PIII A Mixed 
42SA6669 Late PII B Mixed 
42SA6670 Early-Late PII A Mixed 
42SA6671 Late PII-PIII A Mixed 
42SA6672 Late BMIII-PI A Mesa Verde 
42SA6674 BMIII-PIII B Unknown 
42SA6679 Early BMIII-PIII B Unknown 
42SA6680 Early-Late PII A Mixed 
42SA6681 PII-PIII B Mesa Verde 
42SA6688 Early PII-PIII B Unknown 
42SA6689 Early PII-PIII A Mixed 
42SA6690 Early-Late PII A Mixed 
42SA6692 Late BMIII-PI A Mesa Verde 
42SA6779 Early-Late PII B Mesa Verde 
42SA6821 Late PII-PIII A Mesa Verde 
42SA6826 Early-Late PII A Mesa Verde 
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Site Period(s) Confidence Level Cultural Affiliation 
42SA6827 Early BMIII-P1 " B Mesa Verde 
42SA6830 Early BMI11-P1 B Unknown 
42SA6837 Late PII-P1II A Mixed 
42SA6901 LateBMIII-PI B Mixed 
42SA6902 Late BMIII-PI B Mesa Verde 
42SA6915 Late PI 1 A Mixed 
42SA6947 Late BMI11-P1 B Mesa Verde 
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Possible Kiln Features at Natural Bridges 
National Monument 

Teresa D. Hurt 

Two possible kiln features were recorded at 
Natural Bridges at sites 42SA21898 and 
42SA6827. Both sites were recorded during 
previous surveys at the monument and were 
revisited during the 1997-1998 survey. Each site 
contains one feature classified as a possible kiln 
on the basis of morphological similarity with kilns 
excavated in southwestern Colorado and 
southeastern Utah (Bamett et al. 1994; Fuller 
1984; Helm 1973). Both features are sub-
rectangular with vertical slabs on the perimeter, 
and dimensions fall within the size range reported 
by Fuller (1984) for eight kilns excavated near 
Cortez, Colorado. Because neither is associated 
with artifacts that would provide direct evidence 
of pottery production, they may be rectangular 
hearths or other thermal features of unknown 
function. Descriptions of both features and 
associated artifacts are below. 

Site 42SA21898 

The site consists of two slab-lined features 
located on a 10-degree slope on the bank of a 
drainage. Feature 2, the larger, slab-lined, sub-
rectangular feature, measures 1.0 x 2.2 meters. It 
is fairly large for a hearth and its size and shape 
suggest that it is possibly a kiln. Charcoal is 
visible on the interior surface of the feature, and 
no artifacts are present on the site. Feature 1, a 

hearth, 0.60 x 0.90 meters in size, lies 2.7 meters 
to the northwest of Feature 2. Vegetation grows 
inside it so no charcoal was visible. 

Site 42SA6827 

This site was first recorded by Hobler and 
Hobler in 1961, and Feature 1 (a pit structure) was 
subsequently excavated. Feature 4 is a possible 
slab-lined kiln measuring 1.0 x 3.0 meters. 
Abundant ash-stained sediment and charcoal are 
visible within and surrounding the feature. A 
dense scatter of mostly plain gray ware sherds 
(igneous rock and sand-tempered), and small 
oxidized pieces of thin, tabular sandstone are 
associated with the feature. In contrast to the 
isolated locations on north-facing slopes reported 
for other kilns in the region (Fuller 1984; Helm 
1973), Feature 4 is located just 2 meters southeast 
of the pit structure (Feature 1). A hearth (Feature 
2), also rich in charcoal and ash and accompanied 
by an abundance of small, thin, and shattered 
pieces of tabular sandstone, lies 2 meters south of 
Feature 4. Numerous artifacts were also 
associated with it. The ash and charcoal staining 
is continuous between the two features. No 
artifactual evidence of pottery production 
(manufacturing tools, raw materials, or waste 
products) was observed on the site. 
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Analysis 
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Lithic artifact type codes 

Code Type Description 
10 core, undifferentiated 

11 core, unidirectional 

12 core, bidirectional 

13 core, multidirectional 

14 core, bifacial 

15 cobble, tested 

16 shaped sandstone 

17 slab, shaped 

20 flake tool, scraper 

21 flake tool, drill 

22 flake tool, knife 

23 flake tool, denticulate 

24 flake tool, utilized flake 

25 flake tool, NFS 

26 flake tool, other 

27 flake tool, multi-use 

28 flake tool, reamer 

Lithic material exhibiting no bulb of percussion and having three or more 
negative scars originating from one or more surfaces 

Core with flakes removed from one platform plane 

Core with flakes removed from two opposing platforms 

Core with flakes removed from numerous platforms 

Core with flakes removed from any two surfaces 

Cobbles from which up to two flakes have been removed during testing for 
suitability as a tool medium; cobbles appearing to have been intentionally 
broken in half; tested raw material 

Sandstone slab exhibiting marginal flaking, or grinding of surfaces or edges 

Slab with margins flaked, pecked, and/or ground; used as jar, door, vent 
cover, deflector stone etc. 

Utilized flake with evidence of scraping wear 

Flake tool with long narrow projection used for drilling materials such as 
soft stone or bone; wear, if present, results from rotary motion—tip and/or 
edge rounding, microflaking, and/or striations perpendicular to tip; informal 
tool 

Flake with edge exhibiting wear from cutting activity; informal tool 

A flake tool with a sinuous edge formed through use that results in a serrated 
edge; informal tool 

Flake showing use-wear, but is unmodified after removal from a core; no 
retouch flaking present 

Informal tool formed by retouch flaking on less than 1/3 of the surface or 
surfaces; function cannot be determined 

Flake tool type not listed in other categories 

Flake tool with evidence of multiple uses 

A flake with a pointed projection used to ream or enlarge a hole; wear is 
confined to shank of bit and occurs on opposing sides 
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Lit/tic artifact type codes (continued) 

Code Type Description 
29 graver A tool characterized by a short edge projection produced by unidirectional 

or bidirectional flaking; used for incising or perforating on soft materials 
(hide, bone, wood) 

31 biface, NFS Bifacially flaked artifact with flake scars extending across 1/3 or more of 
ventral and dorsal surfaces. 

32 biface, preform A bifacial artifact not reduced to final morphological type; edges often wavy, 
uneven appearance when observed on edge 

33 biface, finished Bifacially flaked artifact with flake scars extending across 1/3 or more of 
ventral and dorsal surfaces. Finished bifaces exhibit secondary shaping and 
sharpening of edges, regular outline, and may have hafting elements 

34 uniface Artifact with flake scars extending across 1/3 or more of one surface only 

35 drill Formal bifacially flaked tool with long narrow projection used for drilling 
materials such as soft stone or bone; wear, if present, from rotary 
motion—tip and/or edge rounding, microflaking, and/or striations 
perpendicular to tip 

36 awl/borer/perforator Formal tool with a pointed projection, or is needle-shaped; used for 
puncturing or minor drilling/perforating, boring, etc. 

37 knife Large bifacial tool with a distinct base, usually un-notched. Tool has low 
edge angle (less than 40°); edge rounding, polish, and/or microflaking may 
appear on both surfaces; striations will be parallel or oblique, production 
input may be minimal, but some is required to distinguish knives from 
utilized flakes 

38 denticulate Formal tool characterized by a widely spaced, marginal retouch flake scars 
forming a serrated edge 

39 reamer Retouched tool with a pointed projection that has been used to ream or 
enlarge a hole; wear is confined to shank of bit and occurs on opposing sides 

40 projectile point, preform Unfinished point; lacking regular outline or hafting features; can be confused 
with biface 

41 Projectile point, Elko See Chapter 10 text for projectile point specifics 
Side-notched 

42 projectile point, Elko 
Corner-notched 

43 projectile point, Elko 
Eared 
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Lithic artifact type codes (continued) 

Code Type Description 
44 projectile point, BM II 

Corner-notched 
45 projectile point, 

Puebloan Side-notched 
46 projectile point, 

Puebloan Corner-
notched 

47 projectile point, Desert 
Side-notched 

48 projectile point, Corner-
notched, NFS 

49 projectile point, 
Elko/White Dog BM II 

50 projectile point. Bull 
Creek 

51 projectile point, 
Cottonwood Triangular 

52 projectile point, BM III 
Corner-notched 

53 projectile point, 
unknown side-notched 
(dart size) 

54 projectile point, 
indeterminate side-
notched 

55 projectile point, Oxbow 
side-notched 

56 projectile point, Jay 
59 projectile point, NFS 

60 hammerstone Tool with evidence of vertical force application resulting in crushing and 
battering, usually on the end or slight projections; may appear around the 
circumference 

61 core tool Core used after two or more significant flakes had been removed 

62 chopper Tool with one or more flaked edges often exhibiting heavy battering; may be 
hafted or unhafted. Normally large items created by the removal of a few 
large flakes from a cobble or thick slab; flaking is usually restricted to the 
margin of the tool and scarring generally will not extend completely across 
either face 

70 scraper, NFS Artifact with edge angle < 50 degrees formed by contiguous or overlapping 
flake scars; edge may be straight, concave, or convex; microflaking and 
striations, if present, are confined to one edge surface, normally that which is 
produced by flaking; striations are perpendicular to the edge 
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Lit/tic artifact type codes (continued) 

Code Type Description 
71 scraper, end Exhibits consistent, steep flaking of an edge at the end of longest axis 

72 scraper, side Exhibits consistent, steep flaking along one or more edges that run parallel 
to the tool's longest axis 

73 scraper, thumbnail Small end scraper; the end opposite the scraper edge is often retouched to a 
point (spurred) for hafting 

74 scraper, discoidal A disc-shaped scraper 

75 projectile point, 
unknown 

76 projectile point. Rose See projectile point, Rosegate 
Spring 

77 biface. fluted Bifacially flaked stone artifact that is thinned at the base through removal of 
one (occasionally two) relatively long flake parallel to the long axis of the 
artifact 

78 projectile point. Sudden 
Side-notched 

100 mano, NFS Indeterminate, possibly shaped by battering, pecking, and/or flaking; one or 
two use surfaces, possibly with facets; use in place of "mano, 
undifferentiated" 

101 mano, one-hand Palm-sized, slightly flattened cobble or slab; subrectangular, oval, or circular 
in outline; often unmodified but production shaping can be minimal or 
considerable; usually single use surface although two use surfaces possible, 
perhaps faceted; grinding action rotary or reciprocal, not consistently 
unidirectional; associated with basin metates 

102 mano. two-hand Subrectangular flattened cobble or slab; shaped by pecking, flaking, and 
grinding to produce rectangular to subrectangular form, relatively thin in 
relation to length and width; one or two opposed use surfaces, possibly with 
facets 

103 mano, undifferentiated See mano, NFS 
104 mano, preform Cobble or slab roughly shaped for use but no evidence of use 

105 polishing stone Small, finger-gripped stone with little or no production input, material 
usually smooth, dense (pebble, cobble) showing differential polish on one or 
more sides: mostly associated with ceramic manufacture 

110 metate. NFS Large slab or flattened cobble; may be shaped to produce rectangular or 
subrectangular form; use surface usually large, flat to slightly convex or 
more complex in profile, may exhibit pecking and horizontal grinding wear 
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Lit/tic artifact type codes (continued) 

Code Type Description 
111 metate, trough Large slab (usually larger and heavier than basin metate); production input 

from minimal to considerable (shaped base, sides, margins of trough); trough 
use surface produced by repeated, reciprocal, unidirectional (back and forth) 
mano action 

112 metate, slab Usually thinner and smaller than trough metate, large slab with flat to 
slightly concave grinding surface (end to end), often covering entire upper 
surface of artifact, may be pecked; margins often shaped into rectangular 
plan form and base flaked or battered 

114 metate, undifferentiated See metate, NFS 

115 metate, other Type not included in other categories 
116 palette Flattened cobble or slab, usually fine-textured, hand-size or slightly larger, 

shaped by flaking, pecking, and/or grinding to rectangular form; raised 
margin along grinding surface possible 

117 mortar Thick cobble, slab, or bedrock surface with pecked or ground, deep circular 
central depression; margins may be battered; may be circular in plan, shaped 
by flaking, grinding, pecking, and/or battering 

118 pestle Used with mortar, often cylindrical in shape, rounded or flattened ends. 
battering and grinding wear due to vertical force, often hand-sized oblong 
cobble 

119 groundstone, Broken or whole ground stone tool that cannot be classified into a specific 
indeterminate category 

120 axe Wedge shaped; dominant means of shaping is grinding; some flaking may be 
evident; often with grooved hafting elements, with single or spiral groove: 
distal end relatively sharp edge; proximal end, or poll, usually rounded and 
blunt 

121 maul Hafted hammer or battering tool with blunt distal end and notched or 
grooved proximal end for hafting; shaped by grinding or flaking; battering 
on distal end 

122 hoe Similar in shape to axe. sometimes indistinguishable; distal ends sharpened 
wedge or pointed and pick-like; shaped by flaking, grinding, or both; wear 
restricted to distal end, can include battering on end and polish along distal 
faces 

135 abrader Small stone or slab with minimal abrasion or grinding; abraded/ground 
surface exhibits a v-shaped or grooved wear pattern 
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Lithic artifact type codes (continued) 

Code Type Description 
136 anvil stone Large, flat slab or cobble with little to no surface preparation (pitting usually 

near center), sometimes forming a small depression, resulting from repeated 
vertical force applications 

150 manuport Unmodified stone that would not naturally occur on the site 

999 other Includes pendants, gaming pieces and ornamental items not considered tools 

Lithic material codes 

Several lithic material types identified below were also identified during the Cedar Mesa Project (Keller 1979, 
1982) and Canyonlands surveys. Several of these, described below, are discussed in greater detail in Tipps, et al. 
(1989) and Tipps (1995). 

Code Material Description 
8 chalcedony, other Other colors of chalcedony not listed here. 

9 chert, other Cherts not detailed elsewhere 
i 

10 chalcedony, Summerville Clear to milky-white, frequently exhibiting translucent orange to red 
mottling and streaks; thought to originate in the Summerville 
Formation; cortex is usually absent 

11 chalcedony, NFS 
12 silicified/petrified wood 
13 silicified sandstone 
14 siltstone, brown Grades from brown to tan 

15 silicified wood, coarse/gray Gray/white streaked; striated white/gray/black/brown or any 
combination thereof; red, tan and yellow banding also can occur; 
can grade into chalcedony 

16 siltstone, gray/green 
20 chert, NFS 
21 chert, Cedar Mesa Ranges from good quality red to dark red waxy chert (jasper) to 

creamy, creamy-red, or yellowish-red mottled chert and can grade 
into other coloration including red-orange, orange, yellow, reddish-
brown, brown, off-white, and white; can also occur as purple, 
maroon, maroon with distinctive blue spots, or mottled red-blue-
purple; yellow and orange varieties are generally of lesser quality 
and have a higher percentage of carbonates in them making them 
"limey"; the quality of the material ranges from good to poor, 
frequently with flaws and inclusions limiting the size of the 
knappable pieces; from Cedar Mesa Sandstone formation 
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Lithic material codes (continued) 

Code Material Description 
22 chert, algalitic Ranges from brown to yellow; brown grades into dusky red, dark 

reddish brown, reddish gray, and dark reddish gray; lustrous quality, 
highly siliceous; the yellow variety ranges from very pale brown to 
reddish yellow to light reddish brown; the brown has a lustrous 
quality and the yellow has a limey quality and usually contains 
fossil algal structures that are light yellow or cream in color; both 
varieties may contain patches or tiny spots of color, banding, 
swirling, or lacy patterns; the juncture between the yellow and 
brown is abrupt; bands, stripes, and lacy areas may be as small as 1 
mm wide 

23 chert, Brushy Basin Grades from light gray to gray to light reddish tan, often with 
swirling patterns; it is homogenous, good quality material with a 
matte surface; from Morrison Formation 

24 chert, brown Not readily distinguishable as Cedar Mesa chert or algalitic chert; 
highly siliceous with concoidal fracturing pattern; homogeneous 
color 

25 chert, white Not readily distinguishable as Cedar Mesa chert; highly silicious; 
does not grade into same coloration as Cedar Mesa chert 

26 chert, gray Not identifiable as algalitic or Brushy Basin chert; homogeneous, 
lustrous; occasional mottling, ranges from light to dark gray 

27 chert, oolitic Chert with spherical to ellipsoidal inclusions, 0.25 to 2.00 mm in 
size, usually with a nucleus such as a quartz grain 

28 chert, pinkish white, mottled, 
some white flecking 

30 quartzite, NFS 
31 quartzite, white 
32 quartzite, striated white, black, Black, brown, striated black/white/brown 

brown 
34 orthoquartzite White to grayish tan, pinkish tan; cemented quartz grains; structural 

continuity 
40 obsidian 
41 igneous, indeterminate 
50 limestone From the Cedar Mesa formation; color ranges from gray to blueish 

60 sandstone 
61 sandstone, coarse 
69 diorite 
70 gypsum 
75 hematite 
78 granite 
79 andesite 
80 basalt 
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Condition 

complete 
broken 

Size 

length (mm) 
width (mm) 
thickness (mm) 

Thermal alteration 

Term Description 

crazing 

pot-lid fracture 

luster 

Discoloration 

Other 

Minute surface cracks, often cross-hatched, caused by rapid heating/cooling or by 
processing specimen that doesn't heat/cool evenly (too thick); use cautiously because 
some stream-rolled cherts can develop micro-cracks under the cortex that are difficult to 
differentiate from crazing 

Concave flake scars caused by removal of plano-convex flakes resulting from rapid 
heating causing moisture within the material to vaporize and explode outwards 

Often increased "waxy-ness"; change in luster resulting from thermal alteration; difficult 
to detect because of natural luster variability and should be used conservatively and only 
when luster differences between facets are visible 
Color change resulting from heating 

Specify 

Retouch distribution 

0 none 
1 unifacial 
2 bifacial 

Number of edges/surf aces/ends 

Count entered into appropriate cell. 

Use-wear distribution 

0 none 
1 unifacial 
2 bifacial 
3 edge/end/surface 
4 tip only 
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Use-wear 

Code Term Description 
0 none No evidence of wear 

1 microflaking Multiple, contiguous and/or overlapping scars along artifact edge, usually less than 2 
mm in length, often concentrated on slight margin projections or irregularities 

2 edge-rounding Resulting from abrasion, this is indicated by the dulling of the normally angular edge 
margins; it is often best detected by feel, indicated by differential edge 
sharpness -edges tend to be softened and are less acute; rounding is especially 
prevalent on the tougher types of stone such as coarser cherts or basalts 

3 ridge/edge TyPe of edge-rounding associated with very brittle and glassy materials (i.e., 
frosting obsidian) where margins of ridges assume a frosty white character from the abrasion 

4 polish Areas with increased light reflectivity and/or areas of decreased irregularity in surface 
microtopography 

5 striations. Small lines/scratches perpendicular to the edge of an artifact caused by the 
perpendicular movement/abrasion of the artifact across another surface; perpendicular lines are 
to edge associated with scraping action 

6 striations. Small lines/scratches parallel to the edge of an artifact caused by the 
parallel to movement/abrasion of the artifact across another surface; parallel lines are associated 
edge with sawing action 

7 grinding. Abraded surface resulting from repeated friction of one stone or other item being 
circular rubbed against another, usually associated with groundstone, but also shaping; 

striations form a circular pattern produced through rotary motion 

8 grinding. Abraded surface resulting from repeated friction of one stone or other item being 
reciprocal rubbed against another, usually associated with groundstone, but also shaping; 

striations form a parallel pattern produced through a reciprocal motion 

9 grinding, NFS Abraded surface resulting from repeated friction of one stone or other item being 
rubbed against another, usually associated with groundstone. but also used for 
shaping. 

10 battering Indicated by edge crushing and a series of microflake scars of predominantly step 
terminations; battering occurs when a tool edge is struck against a resistant object 

11 other Use only if wear type does not conform to above categories 



Appendix 9.2 

Summary of Projectile Points by Time Period 
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Appendix 9.2. Summary of projectile points by time period. 

Point Type Time Period No. Temporary Site Number 

Fluted Biface Unknown 1 345 
Elko Corner-notched Archaic 1 374 

Archaic-Basketmaker II 18 2, 13, 118, 168. 186. 187. 202, 224, 248. 
270, 277, 288, 338, 370, 379, 392, 6677. 
18644 

Basketmaker II 0 
Anasazi-general 1 33 
Anasazi-Basketmaker III- 2 191 
Pueblo I 
Anasazi-Pueblo II-PuebloIII 2 36.301 

Multicomponent-Anasazi 0 
Multicomponent- 12 4, 290, 291, 344, 6692. 18641, 18649 
Anasazi/Archaic-BMll 
unknown 0 
Isolate 3 

Elko Side-notched 
Archaic-Basketmaker II 3 272,273,288 
Pueblo II-Pueblo III 1 129 

Elko Earred 
Archaic 3 140. 143, 166 
Archaic-Basketmaker II 3 2,270,6659 
Multicomponent- 1 229 
Anasazi/Archaic-
Basketmaker II 

Isolate 2 
Pinto 

Archaic 1 94 
Isolate 1 

Rocker Side-notched 
Archaic 1 259 

Oxbow Side-notched 
Archaic 1 247 
Archaic-Basketmaker II 1 68 

Sudden Side-notched 
Archaic 2 88,374 

San Rafael Side-notched 
General Anasazi 1 33 
Isolate 1 

Jay 
Archaic 1 261 

Armijo Archaic 1 1 
Gatecliff Archaic 2 86,389 

Archaic-Basketmaker II 2 68, 288 
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Appendix 9.2. (continued) 

Point Type Time Period No. Temporary Site Number 
B a s k e t m a k e r m _ P u e b | 0 | j 18647 

Isolate 2 
Basketmaker II Corner-notched Basketmaker II 5 170,189,217.233.407 

Archaic-Basketmaker II 1 6677 
Multicomponent Anasazi/ 4 181, 229, 6670, 6692 
Archaic-Basketmaker II 

General Anasazi 1 18656 
Pueblo II-Pueblo III 2 22,6643 
Multicomponent Anasazi 3 1441 
Isolate 2 

Basketmaker II Side-notched Basketmaker II 2 120,241 
Archaic-Basketmaker II 1 6659 
Multicomponent Anasazi/ 1 344 
Archaic-Basketmaker II 

Pueblo II-Pueblo III 1 6660 
White Dog Basketmaker II Basketmaker II 1 239 
Basketmaker 11 Stemmed Basketmaker II 3 239, 241. 311 

Multicomponent Anasazi/ 1 298 
Archaic-Basketmaker III 

Basketmaker I II-Pueblo I 1 238 
Multicomponent Anasazi 1 1441 
Isolate 2 

Pueblo Side-notched Pueblo II-Pueblo III 1 182 
Bull Creek Triangular Pueblo II-Pueblo III 4 28.34,107,6668 
Parowan Basketmaker I II-Pueblo I 1 42 
Cottonwood Triangular Pueblo II-Pueblo 111 2 90 

Isolate 1 
Rosegate Stemmed Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo 1 4 104.238.6657.18636 

General Anasazi 2 39. 157 
Rosegate Corner-notched Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I 1 6827 

Pueblo II-Pueblo III 2 6642 
General Anasazi 1 174 
Isolate 3 

Desert Side-notched Isolate 1 
Preform Basketmaker II 1 311 

Multicomponent Anasazi/ 4 291.344 
Archaic-/Basketmaker II 
Isolate 2 

Unknown Stemmed Basketmaker I II-Pueblo I 1 74 
Unknown 1 237 

Unknown Corner-notched Archaic 1 374 
Archaic-Basketmaker II 1 68 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I 1 92 
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Appendix 9.2. (continued) 

Point Type Time Period No. Temporary Site Number 
Pueblo Il-Pueblo III i 54 
General Anasazi I 18656 
Multicomponent Anasazi/ 7 4, 290, 344, 18641, 18649, 18654 
Archaic-Basketmaker II 

Unknown 3 145,154,305 
Isolate 2 

Unknown Side-notched Archaic 1 259 
Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I 4 238,260,6655,6947 
Unknown 4 112,165,269,329 
Isolate 1 

Unknown Archaic 2 389 
Archaic-Basketmaker II 4 168,338,370 
Basketmaker II 2 239,241 
Multicomponent Anasazi/ 6 4, 229, 6670, 692, 18649 
Archaic-Basketmaker II 

Basketmaker Ill-Pueblo I 1 191 
Pueblo Il-Pueblo III 4 255,6647,6668 
General Anasazi 1 18656 
Multicomponent Anasazi 1 1441 
Unknown 9 32, 175. 212, 227, 246, 249, 402, 18643 

Isolate 2 
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Sites Independently Eligible to the National 
Register of Historic Places 



Temp. State 
Site Site 
No. No. 
2 42SA 

23309 

4 42SA 
23311 

8 42SA 
23315 

: 

10 42SA 
23317 

13 42SA 
23320 
• 

14 42SA 
23321 

| 

15 42SA 
23322 

16 42SA 
23323 

17 42SA 
23324 

IMACS Site 
Type 

feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact 
scatter 
architecture 
with artifact 
scatter 

feature(s)/ash 
stain w/fcr 
with artifact 
scatter 
lithic and 
sherd scatter 
lithic scatter 

rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with 
feature(s) 

lithic scatter 

rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth and 
ash stain with 
artifact 
scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

Archaic-
BMII 

Archaic 
(general); 
early-late 
PI1 
unknown 
aboriginal 

early PII-
P11I 
Archaic-
BMII 

Anasazi/ 
Pueblo 
(general) 

unknown 
aboriginal 
early-late 
PII 

lateBMIH-
PI; early 
PII-PIIl' 

Features 
stained soil-
generic, ash stain 

unknown rubble 

ash stain; ash 
stain w/FCR 

none 

none 

2 single-room 
structures, cist 

none 

unknown rubble 

ash stain; 
hearth/firepit; ash 
stain 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter; ground/pecked stone 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter: ground/pecked stone 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
vegetation/organic remains 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
pendants 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/FCR rock 
scatter: ground/pecked stone 
scatter 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

good 

fair 

poor 

poor 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion: 
water; 
deflation 

erosion; 
deflation 

erosion; 
deflation 

erosion 

erosion; 
deflation 

rockfall; 
structural 
decay; 
rodent 
damage 
erosion; 
deflation 
erosion 

erosion: 
water: 
deflation 
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Appendix 12.1. Sites that are independently eligible to the National Register of Historic Places. 
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Temp. 
Site 
No. 
18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

25 

26 

27 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23325 

42SA 
23326 

42SA 
23327 

42SA 
23328 

42SA 
18660 

42SA 
23332 

42SA 
23333 

42SA 
23334 

1MACS Site 
Type 

feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth, ash 
stain w/fcr, 
cist with 
artifact 
scatter 
feature(s) 
firecracked 
rock with 
artifact 
scatter 
lithic and 
sherd scatter 

architecture 
with artifact 
scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic and 
sherd scatter 

feature(s)/ 
rock 
concentration 
with artifact 
scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

early 
BMII1-P1 

unknown 
aboriginal 

early-late 
PII 

early-late 
PII 

late PI I-
PI1I 

unknown 
aboriginal 

early P1I-
P1II 

late PII-
PIII 

features 
hearth/firepit 

hearth/firepit; cis 
ash stain w/FCR 

burned stone/ 
firecracked rock 
concentration 

none 

single-room 
structure 

none 

none 

rock 
concentration 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/peeked stone scatter: 
pendants 

; lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/FCR rock 
scatter; ground/pecked stone 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter; ground/pecked stone 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion; 
water: 
deflation 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

erosion 

erosion: 
water: 
structural 
decay 
erosion 

erosion; 
vegetation 

erosion; 
vegetation 
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Temp. 
Site 
No. 
28 

29 

30 

31 

33 

34 

36 

State 
Site IMACS Site 
No. Type 

42SA lithic and 
23335 sherd scatter 

42SA feature(s)/ 
23336 hearth with 

artifact 
scatter 

42SA lithic and 
23337 sherd scatter 
42 S A feature(s)/ 
23338 rock 

alignment 
with artifact 
scatter 

42SA architecture 
23340 with artifact 

scatter 
42SA feature(s)/ 
23341 hearth with 

artifact 
scatter 

42SA architecture 
23343 with 

feature(s) and 
artifact 
scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

early-late 
PII 

early BM1II-
PI 

late PII-PIII 

early-late 
PII 

early BMIII-
lateVlI 

early-late 
PII 

early PII-
PIII 

Features 
none 

hearth/firepit 

none 

rock alignment 

unknown 

hearth/firepit 

2hearth'firepit; 
ash stain; 2 
unknown rubble 
piles 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/FCR rock scatter; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter: ground'pecked stone 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter; ground/pecked stone 
scatter; "round mineral 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

poor 

fair 

fair 

good 

good 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion; 
deflation 

erosion 

erosion; 
deflation 
erosion 

erosion: 
water 

erosion; 
deflation 

erosion; 
rodent 
damage 
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Temp. 
Site 
No. 
37 

39 

41 

44 

47 

48 

50 

51 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23344 

42 S A 
23346 

42SA 
23348 

42SA 
23351 

42SA 
23354 

42SA 
23355 

42SA 
23357 
42SA 
23358 

IMACS Site 
Type 

feature(s)/ash 
stain and rock 
concentration 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact 
scatter 
architecture 
with 
feature(s) and 
artifact 
scatter 
rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with 
feature(s) and 
artifact 
scatter 
rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with artifact 
scatter 
architecture 
with 
feature(s) 

feature(s)/ 
hearth 
lithic scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 
latePII-
PIII 

Anasazi/ 
Pueblo 
(general) 

late PII-
PIII 

early PII-
PIII 

late PII-
PIII 

proto-
historic/ 
contact 
(general) 
unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 

Features 
rock concentration; 
ash stain 

ash stain 

2 single-room 
structures; 3 
heart h/firepits 

4 single-room 
structures2 
pictographs; 
single-room 
structure 

single-room 
structure 

hearth/firepit; lean-
to 

heart h/firepit 

none 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter: ground/pecked stone 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
vegetation/organic remains; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration 

none 

lithic scatter/concentration 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

good 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat Impacts 
unevaluated erosion 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

erosion 

erosion 

erosion: 
water and 
wind; 
dripline 
runoff 

erosion: 
water; 
dripline 
runoff 
erosion: 
water 

unevaluated erosion 

unevaluated erosion: 
deflation 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) U) 
4-
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Temp. 
Site 
No. 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

59 

61 

64 

65 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23359 

42SA 
23360 
42SA 
23361 

42SA 
23362 

42SA 
23363 
42SA 
23364 

42SA 
23366 
42SA 
23368 

42SA 
23371 

42SA 
23372 

IMACS Site 
Type 

lithic and 
sherd scatter 

feature(s)/ 
hearth 
architecture 
with 
feature(s) and 
artifact 
scatter 
lithic and 
sherd scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic and 
sherd scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth and 
rock 
alignment 
with artifact 
scatter 
lithic scatter 

Feature(s)/he 
arth 

Cultural 
Affiliation 
lateBMHI-
PI 

unknown 
aboriginal 
early PII-
PIII 

late P1I-
PI11 

unknown 
aboriginal 
early PII-
P1II 

late PII-
P1II 
late PII-
PI1I 

unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 

Features 
none 

hearth/firepit 

hearth/firepit; rock 
alignment: single-
room structure 

none 

none 

none 

none 

rock alignment; 
hearth/firepit 

none 

hearth/ firepit 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
charcoal scatter; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter'concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

good 

fair 

Site Threat Impacts 
unevaluated erosion 

unevaluated erosion; 
other 

unevaluated erosion 

unevaluated erosion 

unevaluated erosion 

unevaluated erosion 

unevaluated erosion 

unevaluated erosion: 
water 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

erosion: 
water; 
other 
erosion: 
water: 
rodent 
damage: 
vegetation 



Appendix 12.1. (continued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 
66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

74 

84 

86 

88 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23373 

42SA 
23374 

42SA 
23375 

42SA 
23376 

42SA 
23377 

42SA 
23378 

42SA 
23381 
42SA 
23391 
42SA 
23393 
42SA 
23395 

IMACS Site 
Type 

rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with artifact 
scatter 
rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with 
feature(s) 
lithic and 
sherd scatter 

feature(s)/ 
hearth and 
rock 
alignment 
with artifact 
scatter 
rock shelter 
with 
feature(s) and 
artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact 
scatter 
lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

early-late 
PII 

unknown 
aboriginal 

Archaic-
BM11 

late PH-
PI1I 

late BMI1I-
PI 

late PI 1-
PIII 

early 
BM'III-PI 
late PII-
PI11 
Archaic 
(general) 
middle 
Archaic-

Features 
single-room 
structure 

2 storage bins: 
pictograph 

none 

3 hearth/firepits; 
rock alignment 

hearth Tirepit 

hearth firepit 

none 

none 

none 

none 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
charcoal scatter; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
vegetation/organic remains 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter; ground/pecked stone 
scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
charcoal scatter; 
vegetation/organic remains 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

faii-

good 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

good 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion: 
water 

unevaluated erosion; 
recreation 
use 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

erosion: 
water; 
other 
erosion: 
water 

unevaluated erosion: 
water; 
dripline 
runoff 

unevaluated erosion: 
water 

unevaluated erosion 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

erosion 

erosion 

erosion; 
developme 
nt project 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 
to 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 
90 

91 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23397 

42SA 
23398 

42SA 
23401 

42SA 
23402 

42SA 
23403 

42SA 
23404 

IMACS Site 
Type 

rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with 
feature(s) and 
artifact 
scatter; can 
scatter 
feature(s)/hea 
rth with 
artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
rock 
alignment 
with artifact 
scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

early-late 
PII; 
historic -
unknown 
dates 

late PI1-
PIII 

early 
Archaic 

unknown 
aboriginal 

Features Artifacts 
unknown rubble lithic scatter/concentration; 
pile; 2 ceramic scatter/concentration: 
hearth/firepits; vegetation/organic remains; 
granary; wall ground/pecked stone scatter; 

charcoal scatter; tin cans 

hearth/ firep it 

ash stain 

rock alignment 

lithic and early PI I- none 
sherd scatter PHI 

feature(s)/ early-late 
rock PI1 
concentration 
with artifact 
scatter 

42SA feature(s)/ash early-late 
23405 stain and rock PI1 

concentration 
with artifact 
scatter 

3 rock 
concentrations 

ash stain; 2 rock 
concentrations 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter'concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

good 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion 

erosion: 
water; 
dripline 
runoff 
erosion 

erosion 

erosion 

erosion 

erosion: 
water; 
deflation: 
road 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 
100 

101 

102 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23407 

42SA 
23408 

42SA 
23409 

42SA 
23411 

42SA 
23412 

42SA 
23413 

42SA 
23414 

42SA 
23415 
42SA 
23416 

IMACS Site 
Type 

feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact 
scatter 
lithic and 
sherd scatter 

architecture 
with 
feature(s) and 
artifact 
scatter 
architecture 
with 
feature(s) and 
artifact 
scatter 
architecture 
with 
feature(s) and 
artifact 
scatter 
architecture 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
upright slabs 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth 
rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with artifact 
scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

early-late 
PII 

early-late 
PII 

Pi-early PII 

late BMIII-
Pl 

early-late 
PII 

early BMIII-
PI; early-
late PII 
early-late 
PII 

unknown 
aboriginal 
Pl-early PII 

Features 
2 ash stains 

none 

ash stain, single-
room structure 

hearth/firepit; 
single-room 
structure 

hearth/firepit; 
single-room 
structure 

single-room 
structure 

other - upright 
slab(s) 

hearth/firepit 

wall 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/peeked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

poor 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion: 
water 

erosion 

erosion 

erosion; 
structural 
decay 

erosion; 
structural 
decay 

erosion 

erosion 

erosion 

erosion: 
water 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 
Jo-

Temp. 
Site 
No. 
121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

127 

128 

133 

134 

135 

136 

137 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23428 

42SA 
23429 

42SA 
23430 

42SA 
23431 
42SA 
23432 

42SA 
23434 
42SA 
23435 

42SA 
23440 
42SA 
23441 
42SA 
23442 
42SA 
23443 

42SA 
23444 

IMACS Site 
Type 

feature(s)/ 
hearth and 
rock 
concentration 
with artifact 
scatter 
lithic and 
sherd scatter 

architecture 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth 
feature(s)/ 
rock 
concentration 
with artifact 
scatter 
lithic and 
sherd scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth 

lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic and 
sherd scatter 
lithic and 
sherd scatter 

lithic scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

late PII-PIII 

late BMIll-
Pi 

late PII-PIII 

unknown 
aboriginal 
Anasazi/ 
Pueblo 
(general) 

late PII-PIII 

early PII-
PIII 

unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 
early-late 
pn 
early-late 
P1I 

unknown 
aboriginal 

Features 
2 rock 
concentrations; 
hearth/firepit 

none 

single-room 
structure 

hearth/firepit 

rock 
concentration 

none 

hearth/firepit 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
charcoal scatter 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
charcoal scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

poor 

poor 

fair 

good 

fair 

good 

good 

fair 

poor 

fair 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion: 
water; 
deflation 

erosion: 
water; 
deflation 
erosion: 
water; 
vegetation 
erosion: 
water 
erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 
erosion: 
water; 
vegetation 
erosion 

unevaluated erosion 

unevaluated erosion 

unevaluated erosion 

unevaluated erosion 
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Appendix 12.1, (continued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 
140 

142 

143 

145 

147 

148 

150 

154 

155 

157 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23447 

42SA 
23449 
42SA 
23450 

42SA 
23452 

42SA 
23454 

42SA 
23455 

42SA 
23457 

42SA 
23461 
42SA 
23462 

42SA 
23464 

I MACS Site 
Type 

lithic scatter 

feature(s)/ 
hearth 
feature(s)/ash 
stain w/fcr 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact 
scatter 
rock shelter/ 
architecture 

feature(s)/ 
stone circle 
and upright 
slabs 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact 
scatter 
lithic scatter 

feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact 
scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

Archaic 
(general) 

unknown 
aboriginal 
Archaic 
(general) 

unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 

unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 

Anasazi/ 
Pueblo 
(general) 

Features 
none 

hearth/firepit 

2 ash stains 
w/FCR 

ash stain 

wall 

3 upright slab 
features; stone 
circle 

hearth/firepit 

none 

ash stain 

4 ash stains 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/peeked stone scatter; 
ground mineral 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

none 

none 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
charcoal scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
charcoal scatter 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fair 

poor 

good 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion; 
deflation 

erosion: 
water 
erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water; 
road 

erosion; 
rodent 
damage 
erosion: 
water 

erosion 

erosion: 
water 
erosion: 
water 

erosion 
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Temp. State 
Site Site [MACS Site Cultural 
No. No. Type Affiliation 
158 

161 

166 

168 

169 

170 

175 

179 

181 

182 

183 

184 

42SA 
23465 

42SA 
23468 
42SA 
23473 
42SA 
23475 
42SA 
23476 
42SA 
23477 

42SA 
23482 
42SA 
23486 

42SA 
23488 

42SA 
23489 

42SA 
23490 

42SA 
23491 

feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

feature(s)/ 
upright slabs 
lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
rock shelter 
with artifact 
scatter 

rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with artifact 
scatter 
rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth 

early-late 
P1I 

Features 
2 ash stains 

unknown none 
aboriginal 
Archaic none 
(general) 
Archaic- none 
BMII 
unknown upright slab(s) 
aboriginal 
Basket-
maker 11 

none 

unknown none 
aboriginal 
unknown ash stain 
aboriginal 

Basket-
maker II; 
early PII-
PIII 
late PI I-
PII1 

none 

2 single-room 
structures 

late PI I- hearth/firepit; 
PHI upright slab. 

rubble, beams; 2 
unknown features 

unknown hearth/firepit 
aboriginal 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter concentration; 
shell 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
bone scatter 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
ground mineral 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
pendants 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter'concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter: 
charcoal scatter; pendants 

none 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

good 

fair 

fair 

good 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion; 
road 

erosion 

erosion: 
water 
erosion 

erosion 

erosion 

erosion: 
water 
erosion 

erosion: 
water: 
other 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water: 
other 

unevaluated erosion: 
water 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 

Temp 
Site 
No. 
185 

186 

187 

189 

191 

192 

194 

195 

196 

199 

200 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23492 
42SA 
23493 

42SA 
23494 
42SA 
23496 

42SA 
23498 

42SA 
23499 

42SA 
23501 

42SA 
23502 

42SA 
23503 
42SA 
23506 

42SA 
23507 

IMACS Site 
Type 

feature(s)/ 
hearth 
lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

pithouse with 
artifact scatter 

lithic and 
sherd scatter 

architecture 
with artifact 
scatter 
architecture 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 
unknown 
aborisiinal 
Archaic-
BM11 

Archaic-
BMI1 
Basket-
maker 11 

early 
BM11I-PI 

early-late 
PII 

BMIII-
early PII 

latePIl-
PI11 

unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 

features 
heart h/firepit 

none 

none 

none 

pithouse 

none 

single-room 
structure 

single-room 
structure 

hearth/firepit 

hearth/firepit 

hearth/firepit 

Artifacts 
none 

lithic 
scatter 'concentrat ion/ground ,'p 
ecked stone scatter; pendants 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
pendants; ornament/gaming 
piece 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fair 

poor 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion: 
water 
erosion: 
water 

erosion; 
deflation 
erosion: 
water; 
deflation 
erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

unevaluated erosion: 
water 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

erosion 

erosion: 
water 
erosion: 
vegetation 

erosion: 
water 
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Appendix 12.1. (contin ued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 
201 

202 

203 

204 

207 

208 

209 

210 

212 

216 

220 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23508 

42SA 
23509 

42SA 
23510 
42SA 
23511 
42SA 
23514 
42SA 
23515 
42SA 
23516 

42SA 
23517 

42SA 
23519 

42SA 
23523 
42SA 
23527 

IMACS Site 
Type 

feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 

lithic scatter 

feature(s)/cist 

feature(s)/ 
hearth 
feature(s)/ 
hearth 
rock shelter/ 
architecture 
pithouse with 
feature(s) and 
artifact scatter 

feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 

feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 
unknown 
aboriginal 

Archaic-
BMI1 

unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 
early PII-
PIII 
unknown 
aboriginal 
early-late 
BMII1 

unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 

Features 
hearth/firepit 

none 

cist 

hearth/firepit 

3 hearth/firepits 

granary 

pithouse; 2 rock 
concentrations; 2 
hearth/firepits; 2 
ash stains w/FCR; 
ash stain; upright 
slab(s) 
hearth/firepit 

ash stain 

none 

none 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter; ground/pecked stone 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

none 

none 

ceramic scatter/concentration 

none 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

poor 

poor 

fair 

poor 

fair 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat Impacts 
unevaluated erosion: 

water; 
deflation 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

erosion: 
water; 
deflation 
erosion: 
water 
erosion: 
water 
erosion: 
water 
erosion: 
water 
erosion: 
water and 
wind; 
rodent 
damage 

erosion: 
water 

erosion 

erosion 

erosion 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 
221 

222 

225 

226 

228 

229 

2 J J 

235 

238 

239 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23528 

42SA 
23529 

42SA 
23532 
42SA 
23533 

42SA 
23535 

42SA 
23536 

42SA 
23540 

42SA 
23542 
42SA 
6800 

42SA 
23546 

IMACS Site 
Type 

rock shelter 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 

feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
architecture 
with artifact 
scatter 

feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
lithic scatter 

architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 

lithic scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 
unknown 
aboriginal 

early 
BIVlill-PI 

unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 

Archaic-
BMII: late 
PII-PIII 

Basket-
maker 11 

unknown 
aboriginal 
lateBMIII 

Basket-
maker 11 

Features 
ash stain 

2 hearth/firepits 

hearth tlrepit 

hearth'firepit 

hearth,tlrepit 

single-room 
structure: 2 walls 

hearth/firepit 

none 

3 cists: 3 single-
room structures: 
midden 

none 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

ceramic scatter/concentration 

none 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
burned stone/firecracked 
rock scatter; ground/pecked 
stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
"round/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
charcoal scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
ornament gaming piece 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fair 

poor 

fair 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion: 
water; 
other 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 
erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water and 
wind 
erosion: 
water and 
wind 

erosion 

yes unknown fair unevaluated erosion 

yes unknown 

yes unknown 

fair 

fair 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

erosion 

erosion 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 
240 

241 

244 

245 

246 

247 

249 

250 

253 

257 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23547 

42SA 
23548 
42SA 
23551 

42SA 
23552 

42SA 
23553 
42SA 
23554 

42SA 
23556 
42SA 
23557 
42SA 
23560 

42SA 
23564 

259 42SA 
23566 

IMACS Site 
Type 

lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic and 
sherd scatter 

feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
lithic scatter 

feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
lithic scatter 

feature(s)/ 
hearth 
rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 
architecture 
with artifact 
scatter 

lithic scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation Features 
unknown none 
aboriginal 

Basket-
maker II 
late BMIII 

unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 
Archaic 
(general) 

unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 
Basket-
maker 
(general) 

early-late 
PII 

Archaic 
(general) 

none 

none 

hearth/firepit 

none 

hearth/firepit 

none 

hearth/firepit 

2 single-room 
structures; 2 
hearth/firepits 

single-room 
structure 

none 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
pendants; ornament/gaming 
piece 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
pendants 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
charcoal scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration 

none 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fair 

good 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion 

erosion 

erosion 

erosion: 
water 

erosion 

erosion: 
water 

erosion 

erosion 

erosion, 
grazing 

erosion 

erosion; 
vegetation 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 
260 

261 

266 

267 

270 

272 

274 

275 

276 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23567 

42SA 
23568 

42SA 
23573 

42SA 
23574 

42SA 
23577 

42SA 
23579 

42SA 
23581 
42SA 
23582 

42SA 
23583 

IMACS Site 
Type 

architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth and ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
lithic and 
sherd scatter 

depression 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth and ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
lithic scatter 

feature(s)/ 
hearth and ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
lithic scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation Features 
late 3 single-room 
BMIII-PI structures; 2 

heart h/firepits 

Archaic 2 ash stains; 
(general) hearth/firepit 

unknown hearth/firepit 
aboriginal 

early PI 1-
PIII 

Archaic-
BMI1 

none 

hearth/firepit; 
pithouse 

Archaic- hearth/firepit; ash 
BMII stain 

unknown none 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 

ash stain; 
hearth/firepit 

unknown none 
aboriginal 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground.'pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter: 
charcoal scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
charcoal scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water; 
recreation 
use 
erosion: 
water; 
recreation 
use 
erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 
erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water; 
vegetation 
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Temp. 
Site 
No. 
280 

283 

286 

288 

291 

294 

298 

299 

301 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23587 

42SA 
23590 

42SA 
23593 

42SA 
23595 

42SA 
23598 

42SA 
23329 

42SA 
24133 

42SA 
24134 

42SA 
23601 

IMACS Site 
Type 

architecture 
with artifact 
scatter 

feature(s)/cist 
with artifact 
scatter 
architecture 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
grinding 
station with 
artifact scatter 
lithic and 
sherd scatter 

feature(s)/ 
upright slabs 
with artifact 
scatter 

feature(s)/ 
midden with 
artifact scatter 

feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
lithic and 
sherd scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 
early-late 
PII 

early-late 
PII 

late PI 1-
PIII 

Archaic-
BMII 

Archaic-
BMII; 
early 
BMIII-PII 
unknown 
aboriginal 

Basket-
maker II: 
early 
BMIII-PII 
unknown 
aboriginal 

early-late 
PII 

Features 
single-room 
structure 

cist 

single-room 
structure 

other - grinding 
station 

none 

other - upright 
slab(s) 

midden 

2 ash stains 

none 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
around/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter: 
charcoal scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

low 

moderate 

moderate 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

poor 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

poor 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Low 

Low 

Moderate 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

erosion 

erosion: 
water 

erosion; 
deflation 

erosion: 
water; 
deflation; 
erosion: 
wind 
erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 

State 
Site 
No. 

302 42SA 
24136 

309 42SA 
24143 

310 42SA 
24144 

311 42SA 
24145 

312 42SA 
24146 

313 42SA 
24147 

316 42SA 
24150 

317 42SA 
24151 

[MACS Site 
Type 

feature(s)/ 
hearth and 
rock 
concentration 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ash 
stain w/fcr 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
pithouse with 
feature(s) and 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth 
feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth and ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation Features 
unknown hearth/firepit; 
aboriginal rock 

concentration 

unknown 2 ash stains, one 
aboriginal w/FCR; cist 

unknown hearth/firepit 
aboriginal 

Basket-
maker 11 

unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 

hearth/firepit; 
pithouse 

hearth/firepit 

hearth/firepit 

unknown ash stain 
aboriginal 

unknown ash stain; 
aboriginal hearth/firepit 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
charcoal scatter; ground/pecked 
stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

high 

low 

low 

moderate 

low 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

good 

fair 

good 

fair 

good 

poor 

good 

Site Threat 
Low 

Low 

Low 

Low 

Moderate 

Low 

High 

Low 

Impacts 
erosion: 
water; 
development 
project 

erosion: 
water; 
deflation 

erosion: 
water and 
wind 
erosion: 
water and 
wind 
erosion: 
water 

other 

erosion: 
water and 
wind 
erosion: 
water 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) en 
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Temp. 
Site 
No. 
318 

321 

322 

325 

326 

327 

328 

333 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
24152 

42SA 
24155 

42SA 
24156 

42SA 
24159 

42SA 
24160 

42SA 
24161 

42SA 
24162 

42SA 
24167 

Imacs Site 
Type 

feature(s)/ash 
stain w/fcr 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact 
scatter 
rock shelter 
with artifact 
scatter 
lithic scatter 

feature(s)/ 
hearth, ash 
stain, midden 
with artifact 
scatter 

feature(s)/ash 
stain and 
upright slabs 
with artifact 
scatter 
rock shelter 
with 
feature(s) and 
artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact 
scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 

early-late 
PII 

unknown 
aboriginal 

late PII-
PIII 

unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 

Features 
ash stain w/FCR 

hearth/firepit 

none 

none 

4 ash stains; 
midden; 2 
heart h/flrepits 

ash stain; upright 
slab(s) 

ash stain 

ash stain; cist 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration: burned 
stone/firecracked rock 
scatter; ground/pecked stone 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 

low 

moderate 

moderate 

low 

high 

low 

low 

low 

Site 
Condition 

good 

fair 

excellent 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat 
Low 

Moderate 

Low 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Impacts 
erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water: 
deflation 

rockfall 

erosion: 
water; 
deflation 
erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water; 
deflation 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water: 
deflation; 
other 



Appendix 12.1. (continued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 
334 

338 

340 

344 

345 

346 

347 

348 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
24168 

42SA 
24172 

42SA 
24174 

42SA 
24178 

42SA 
24179 

42SA 
24180 

42SA 
24181 

42SA 
24182 

Imacs Site 
Type 

rock shelter 
with 
feature(s) 
feature(s)/ash 
stain w/fcr 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact 
scatter 
rock shelter 
with 
feature(s) and 
artifact 
scatter 

feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact 
scatter 
feature(s).'ash 
stain with 
artifact 
scatter 
rock shelter 
with 
feature(s) and 
artifact 
scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

unknown 
aboriginal 

Archaic-
BMII 

unknown 
aboriginal 

Archaic-
BMII; 
early-late 
Pll" 

unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 

early PII-
PIII 

unknown 
aboriginal 

Features 
cist 

ash stain w/FCR 

2 ash stains 

smoke-blackening; 
midden; 
hearth/firepit 

hearth firepit 

2 hearth 'firepits 

ash stain 

smoke-blackening; 
ash stain 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration; burned 
stone/firecracked rock 
scatter; ground/pecked stone 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 

low 

moderate 

low 

high 

moderate 

moderate 

low-

yes moderate 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

poor 

fair 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat 
Low 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

fair Moderate 

fair Low 

Impacts 
rockfall; 
grazing 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water; 
deflation; 
dripline 
runoff 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 
351 

352 

354 

355 

361 

362 

365 

368 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
6672 

42SA 
24185 

42SA 
24187 

42SA 
24188 

42SA 
24194 

42SA 
24195 

42SA 
24198 

42SA 
24201 

369 42SA 
24202 

IMACS Site 
Type 

feature(s)/ 
midden and 
ash stain w/fcr 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth, ash 
stain, 
firecracked 
rock with 
artifact scatter 
historic 
fencel ine 

feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ 
roasting pit 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth 

Cultural 
Affiliation 
late 
BM1II-PI 

early-late 
BMIII 

unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 

historic -
unknown 
dates 
late PII-
PIII 

early PI 1-
PI1I 

Features 
midden; ash 
stain w/FCR 

hearth/firepit 

ash stain 

3 burned stone/ 
firecracked rock 
concentrations; 2 
hearth/firepits; 
ash stain w/FCR 

historic other 

hearth/firepit 

roasting pit 

unknown hearth/firepit 
aboriginal 

unknown hearth/firepit 
aboriginal 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
pendants; ground/pecked stone 
scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter; ornament/gaming piece; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

none 

ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration 

none 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 

high 

low 

low 

moderate 

low 

low 

low 

low 

moderate 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

good 

good 

fair 

good 

good 

Site Threat 
Moderate 

Low 

Moderate 

Low 

Low 

Low 

Moderate 

Low 

Low 

Impacts 
erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

structural 
decay 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 
370 

371 

372 

373 

374 

376 

379 

384 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
24203 

42SA 
24204 

42SA 
24205 

42SA 
24206 
42SA 
24207 

42SA 
24209 

42SA 
24212 

42SA 
24217 

[MACS Site 
Type 

feature(s)/ 
hearth and ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
historic 
architecture 
with feature!s) 
and artifact 
scatter; lithic 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth, ash 
stain w/fcr, 
rock art with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth 
feature(s)/ash 
stain w/fcr 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth and ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth and ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 
Archaic-
BMII 

unknown 
aboriginal 
; historic. 
1940-
1950s 

unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 
Archaic-
BMII 

unknown 
aboriginal 

Archaic-
BMII 

unknown 
aboriginal 

features Artifacts 
3 ash stains; lithic scatter/concentration 
hearth/firepit 

historic 
depression 

ash stain w/FCR; 
hearth/firepit; 
pictograph 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
misc historic artifacts (glass, 
metal, etc) 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter 

2 hearth/firepits none 

ash stain w/FCR lithic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter 

ash stain lithic scatter/concentration 

2 hearth/firepits; 
ash stain 

lithic scatter/concentration 

2 ash stains; 2 lithic scatter/concentration; 
hearth/firepits ground/pecked stone scatter 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
moderate 

low 

moderate 

low 

moderate 

low 

moderate 

moderate 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

faii-

good 

Site Threat 
Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Low 

Impacts 
erosion: 
water; 
deflation 

erosion: 
water; 
structural 
decay-

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 
erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water; 
deflation 
erosion: 
water and 
wind 

erosion: 
water 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) czi 
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Temp. 
Site 
No. 
385 

386 

389 

390 

392 

393 

394 

397 

398 

401 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
24218 

42SA 
24219 

42SA 
24222 

42SA 
24223 

42SA 
24225 

42SA 
24226 

42SA 
24227 

42SA 
24230 

42SA 
24231 

42SA 
24234 

IMACS Site 
Type 

feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth and ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ash 
stain w/fcr 
with artifact 
scatter 

feature(s)/ 
midden and 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
rock shelter/ 
architecture 

Cultural 
Affiliation 
unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 

Archaic-
BMII 

early-late 
P1I 

Archaic-
BMII 

unknown 
aboriginal 

early PII-
PI1I 

unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 

Anasazi/ 
Pueblo 
(general) 

Features 
ash stain 

ash stain 

hearth/firepit; 
ash stain 

hearth/firepit 

ash stain w/FCR 

midden; 
hearth/firepit 

ash stain 

2 hearth/firepits 

3 hearth/firepits 

single-room 
structure 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/flrecracked rock 
scatter; ground/pecked stone 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter 
lithic scatter'concentration; 
ceramic scatter'concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration 

none 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 

low 

moderate 

moderate 

low 

low 

moderate 

low 

low 

moderate 

moderate 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

poor 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat 
Moderate 

High 

Moderate 

Low 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Low 

Impacts 
erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water; 
deflation 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
wind; 
rockfall 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 
402 

403 

404 

407 

411 

413 

414 

416 

417 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
24235 

42SA 
24236 

42SA 
24237 

42SA 
24240 

42SA 
24244 

42SA 
24246 
42SA 
24247 

42SA 
24249 

42SA 
24259 

IMACS Site 
Type 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

feature(s)/ash unknown 
stain with aboriginal 
artifact scatter 
rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with feature(s) 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 

Anasazi/ 
Pueblo 
(general) 
unknown 
aboriginal 

feature(s)/ Basket-
hearth with maker II 
artifact scatter 

feature(s)/ash unknown 
stain with aboriginal 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth 
feature(s)/ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
rock shelter 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 

rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 

unknown 
aboriginal 
late PII 

unknown 
aboriginal 

Features 
ash stain 

single-room 
structure; 
pictograph 
hearth'firepit 

hearth/firepit 

2 ash stains 

hearth/firepit 

3 ash stains 

ash stain 

unknown single-room 
aboriginal structure; 

depression; 3 
rock 
concentrations 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration 

none 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration 

none 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter; charcoal scatter; 
vegetation/organic remains 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
charcoal scatter; 
vegetation/organic remains; 
bone scatter; other 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 

low 

low-

low 

moderate 

low 

low 

moderate 

low 

moderate 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat 
Low 

Low 

Low 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Low 

High 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Impacts 
erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
wind; 
rockfall 
erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water: 
deflation 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 
erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water; 
dripline 
runoff 

erosion: 
water 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 
1441 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
1441 

6638 42SA 
6638 

6642 42SA 
6642 

6643 42SA 
6643 

IMACS Site 
Type 

architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 

rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 
architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter; 
historic dump 

rock shelter 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 
lateBMIH; 
early PII 

late PII-
PIII 

early-late 
PII; 
historic, 
1931-
modern 

early-late 
PII 

Features 
multi-room 
structure; single-
room structure; 
pithouse; 2 
hearth/firepits; ash 
stain; burned stone/ 
firecracked rock 
concentration; rock 
concentration; 2 
upright slab(s) 
features unknown 
rubble; 2 unknowns 
kiva; 2 single-room 
structures; granary; 
3 pictographs; ash 
stain 

2 single-room 
structures; 2 cists; 
ash stain; midden; 7 
historic dumps 

2 hearth/firepits 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter; ground/pecked stone 
scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
vegetation/organic remains; 
bone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
charcoal scatter; jacal 
fragments; misc historic 
artifacts (glass, metal, etc) 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

moderate 

high 

moderate 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

good 

fair 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

Low 

Low 

Moderate 

Impacts 
erosion: 
water; 
other 

erosion: 
water; 
structural 
decay; 
other 
erosion: 
water: 
deflation 

erosion: 
water 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 
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Temp. 
Site 
No. 

6645 

6647 

6648 

6649 

6655 

6656 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
6645 

42SA 
6647 

42SA 
6648 

42SA 
6649 

42SA 
6655 

42SA 
6656 

IMACS Site 
Type 

rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 

architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 

architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 

architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 

architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/cist 

Cultural 
Affiliation 
late PII-
PIII 

early PI 1-
PIII 

late PII-
PIII 

early-late 
PII 

late BMII1-
PI 

early-late 
PII 

Features 
smoke-blackening: 
unknown rubble 

2 single-room 
structures: 2 
middens 

single-room 
structure; midden: 
cist 

single-room 
structure; rock 
alignment 

2 hearth/firepits; 
pithouse; 3 
unknowns 

cist 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration: 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter; ground/pecked stone 
scatter: vegetation/organic 
remains 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter: 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter; bone scatter; charcoal 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter; charcoal scatter; 
»round/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration: 
vegetation/organic remains: 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter; ground/pecked stone 
scatter; pendants 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

ceramic scatter/concentration 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

good 

fair 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Moderate 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosionp: 
rodent 
damage 

erosion; 
structural 
decay: 
other 

erosion 

erosion; 
structural 
decay 

erosion: 
water 

erosion 



Temp. State 
Site Site IMACS Site Cultural 
No. No. Type Affiliation 

6657 

6659 

6660 

42SA feature(s)/ash late 
6657 stain w/fcr and BMIII-PI 

upright slabs 
with artifact 
scatter 

42SA 
6659 

42SA 
6660 

6661 42SA 
6661 

6663 42SA 
6663 

6665 

6666 

6667 

42SA 
6665 

42SA 
6666 
42SA 
6667 

Features 
ash stain w/FCR; 
upright slab(s) 

feature(s)/ Archaic- 3 ash stains; 2 
hearth and ash BMI1 hearth/firepits 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
architecture late PII-
with feature(s) PHI 
and artifact 
scatter 

wall; hearth/firepit 

feature(s)/ unknown 2 burned stone/ 
hearth, rock aboriginal firecracked rock 
concentration, concentrations; 
firecracked hearth/firepit; rock 
rock with concentration 
artifact scatter 
lithic scatter unknown none 

aboriginal 
feature(s)/ unknown 
hearth and ash aboriginal 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ unknown 
hearth aboriginal 

ash stain; 2 
hearth/firepits 

hearth/firepit 

architecture late 2 single-room 
with feature(s) BMIII-PI structures; 3 
and artifact hearth/firepits 
scatter 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration 

none 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
charcoal scatter 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

poor 

good 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Moderate 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion; 
deflation 

erosion 

erosion: 
water: 
recreation 
use 
erosion: 
water; 
recreation 
use 

erosion: 
water 
erosion: 
water 

erosion 

erosion 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 

6668 

6669 

6670 

6671 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
6668 

42SA 
6669 

42SA 
6670 

42SA 
6671 

6674 42SA 
6674 

6677 42SA 
6677 

6678 42SA 
6678 

IMACS Site 
Tvpe 

architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth and 
upright slabs 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)ash 
stain, rock 
concentration, 
rock alignment 
with artifact 
scatter 
rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 

rock shelter 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 
architecture 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/'hear 
th with artifact 
scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 
early PII-
PIII 

late PI I 

Basket-
maker II: 
early-late 
PI1 

late PII-
PIII 

BMIII-
P I I I 

Archaic-
BMII 

unknown 
aboriginal 

Features 
2 single-room 
structures; midden; 
upright slab(s) 

2 hearth/firepits; 2 
upright slab(s) 
features; cist 

6 ash stains: 3 rock 
concentrations 

single-room 
structure. 3 
granaries; kiva; 
hearth/firepit; 
pictograph; 
unknown 

smoke-blackening; 
cist 

single-room 
structure 

hearth/firepit 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter'concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
vegetation/organic remains: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter'concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
charcoal scatter; 
vegetation/organic remains 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

moderate 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Moderate 

Moderate 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion 

erosion; 
developme 
nt project 

erosion: 
water; 
road; 
recreation 
use 

erosion: 
water: 
structural 
decay; 
dripline 
runoff; 
vegetation 
erosion: 
water 

erosion 

erosion; 
road 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 

6679 

6680 

6681 

6688 

6689 

6690 

6692 

6779 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
6679 

42SA 
6680 

42SA 
6681 

42SA 
6688 

42SA 
6689 

42SA 
6690 

42SA 
6692 

42SA 
6779 

IMACS Site 
Type 

lithic and 
sherd scatter 

feature(s)/ 
midden and 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 

feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 
rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with feature(s) 

Cultural 
Affiliation 
early 
BMIII-
PI1I 

early-late 
PII 

Pueblo II-
111 

early PI 1-
PIII 

early PII-
PIII 

early-late 
PII 

Archaic-
BMITlate 
BMIII-PI 

early-late 
PII 

Features 
none 

2 middens; 
hearth/firepit 

multi-room 
structure; upright 
slab(s) 

hearth/firepit 

single-room 
structure; 
hearth/firepit 

hearth/firepit 

single-room 
structure; ash stain 
w/FCR 

kiva; 2 
petroglyphs: 2 
single-room 
structures; 
pictograph 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
basketry/textiles: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

high 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

good 

poor 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

good 

Site Threat Impacts 
unevaluated erosion: 

water; 
recreation 
use 

Moderate erosion: 
water 

High erosion: 
water; 
recreation 
use; 
developme 
nt project 

unevaluated erosion: 
water; 
deflation 

unevaluated erosion: 
water 

unevaluated erosion: 
water 

unevaluated 

Moderate 

erosion; 
deflation: 
structural 
decay 
erosion: 
water and 
wind: 
structural 
decay: 
other 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 
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Temp. 
Site 
No. 

6784 

6806 

6821 

6826 

6827 

6830 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
6784 

42SA 
6806 

42SA 
6821 

42SA 
6826 

42SA 
6827 

42SA 
6830 

IMACSSite 
Type 

rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 
rock shelter/ 
architecture 

rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 

architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 
architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 

feature(s)/ 
hearth and ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 
unknown 
aboriginal 

Anasazi/ 
Pueblo 
(general) 

late PI I-
PI1I 

early-late 
PII 

early 
BMII1-PI 

early 
BM11I-PI 

Features 
wall; pictograph 

granary 

7 single-room 
structures; rock 
concentration 

single-room 
structure; cist; 
hearth/firepit 

single-room 
structure: cist; 4 
hearth/firepits 

ash stain; 
hearth/firepit 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

none 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter; ground/pecked stone 
scatter; charcoal scatter; 
pendants 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter; ground/pecked stone 
scatter 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

low 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

poor 

fair 

good 

fair 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

Low 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion: 
water; 
structural 
decay: 
other 
erosion: 
wind; 
rockfall; 
recreation 
use; other 
erosion: 
water; 
vandalism; 
rodent 
damage: 
dripline 
runoff 
erosion: 
other; 
structural 
decay 
erosion; 
road; other 

erosion: 
other 



Appendix 12.1. (continued) o 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 

State 
Site 
No. 

6837 42SA 
6837 

6839 42SA 
6839 

6841 42SA 
6841 

6861 42SA 
6861 

6901 

6902 

6914 

6915 

42SA 
6901 

42SA 
6902 

42SA 
6914 

42SA 
6915 

IMACS Site 
Type 

rock shelter/ 
architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 

architecture 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth 

rock shelter/ 
architecture 

pithouse with 
artifact scatter 

pithouse with 
feature(s) and 
artifact scatter 

lithic and 
sherd scatter 

feature(s)/ash 
stain and rock 
concentration 
with artifact 
scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 
late PII-
P11I 

unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 

Anasazi/ 
Pueblo 
(general) 
late BMIII-
Pl 

late BMIII-
PI 

Anasazi/ 
Pueblo 
(general) 

late P1I 

Features 
3 pictographs; 
kiva; granary; 7 
single-room 
structures; midden 

single-room 
structure 

2 hearth/firepits 

single-room 
structure; no 
information 
pithouse 

depression; single-
room structure 

none 

2 rock 
concentrations; ash 
stain 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
charcoal scatter; 
rubble/shaped stone; 
vegetation/organic remains 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration 

none 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/ concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
moderate 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

good 

fair 

fair 

fair 

good 

fair 

Site Threat 
Moderate 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion: 
water; 
rodent 
damage; 
structural 
decay; 
vandalism 
erosion; 
recreation 
use 
erosion: 
water; 
deflation 
rodent 
damage 

erosion; 
deflation; 
other 
deflation; 
road; 
recreation 
use; other 
erosion: 
water: 
recreation 
use; other 
erosion: 
water: 
deflation; 
other 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 

State 
Site 
No. 

1MACS Site 
Type 

6945 42SA rock shelter/ 
6945 architecture 

6947 42SA architecture 
6947 with feature(s) 

and artifact 
scatter 

6948 42SA feature(s)/ash 
6948 stain with 

artifact scatter 

18635 42SA lithic and 
18635 sherd scatter 

18636 42SA architecture 
18636 with feature(s) 

and artifact 
scatter 

18640 

18641 

18642 

18643 

42SA lithic and 
18640 sherd scatter 

42SA lithic and 
18641 sherd scatter 

42SA architecture 
18642 with feature(s) 

and artifact 
scatter 

42 S A 
18643 

lithic scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

Anasazi/ 
Pueblo 
(general) 
late BMI1I-
PI 

unknown 
aboriginal 

early PII-
Plll 

late BMIII-
PI 

early-late 
PII 

Archaic-
BMI1; late 
BM1II-PI 
early-late 
PII 

unknown 
aboriginal 

Features 
granary 

multi-room 
structure; rock 
concentration 

ash stain 

none 

3 pithouses; 2 ash 
stains 

none 

none 

2 single-room 
structures; 
hearth/firepit; 2 
middens; unknown 
none 

Artifacts 
none 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked rock 
scatter; ground/pecked stone 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
vegetation/organic remains; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

good 

good 

good 

good 

fair 

poor 

good 

good 

fair 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

Moderate 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

High 

Moderate 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Moderate 

Impacts 
erosion 

erosion: 
water; 
recreation 
use; road: 
other 
erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water; 
recreation 
use 
erosion: 
water; 
road; 
recreation 
use 
erosion: 
water; 
recreation 
use 
recreation 
use 

erosion: 
water: 
recreation 
use 
erosion: 
water 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 

18644 

18645 

18647 

18648 

18649 

18650 

18652 

18653 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
18644 

42SA 
18645 

42SA 
18647 

42SA 
18648 

42SA 
18649 

42SA 
18650 

42SA 
18652 

42SA 
18653 

IMACS Site 
Type 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

lithic scatter Archaic-
BM1I 

lithic scatter 

architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 

unknown 
aboriginal 

late BMIII-
PI 

feature(s)/ unknown 
hearth with aboriginal 
artifact scatter 
architecture Archaic-
with artifact BMII;late 
scatter BMIII 

feature! s)/ash early 
stain with BM1II-PI 
artifact scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 

early-late 
PII 

feature(s)/ early 
hearth and BMIII-PI 
upright slabs 
with artifact 
scatter 

Features 
none 

none 

multi-room 
structure; single-
room structure; 5 
ash stains; upright 
slab(s) 
hearth/firepit 

single-room 
structure; cist; 
unknown 

2 ash stains 

hearth/firepit 

hearth/firepit: 
upright slab(s) 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
ornament/gaming piece 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter; 
ornament/gaming piece; 
pendants 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
burned stone'firecracked rock 
scatter: ground/pecked stone 
scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter concentration; 
ground'pecked stone scatter 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

poor 

poor 

good 

fair 

fair 

poor 

poor 

poor 

Site Threat Impacts 
unevaluated erosion: 

water 

unevaluated erosion: 
water; 
recreation 
use 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water; 
recreation 
use; road 

Moderate road; 
recreation 
use 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 
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Appendix 12.1. (continued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 

18654 

18655 

18656 

18657 

18659 

21898 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
18654 

42SA 
18655 

42SA 
18656 

42SA 
18657 
42SA 
18659 

42SA 
21898 

IMACSSite 
Type 

lithic and 
sherd scatter 

feature(s)/ rock 
alignment with 
artifact scatter 
feature! sVash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
lithic and 
sherd scatter 
architecture 
with feature(s) 
and artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth and 
possible kiln 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

Archaic-
BMII; early 
BMIII-PI 
late PII-PIII 

early 
BMIII-PII1 

early 
BMIII-PIII 
early-late 
PII 

unknown 
aboriginal 

Features 
none 

rock alignment 

ash stain 

none 

2 middens; ash 
stain; unknown 

hearth firepit; 
possible kiln? 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

none 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

high 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fair 

poor 

good 

fair 

Site Threat Impacts 
unevaluated erosion: 

water 

Moderate 

unevaluated 

erosion: 
water 

erosion: 
water 

unevaluated erosion: 
water 

unevaluated erosion: 
water 

unevaluated erosion: 
water 
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Appendix 12.2. Non-eligible Sites Recommended as Contributing Properties to the National Register of Historic Places. ~ j 
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Temp. 
Site 
No. 

1 

5 

6 

7 

11 

23 

24 

35 

38 

42 

46 

49 

58 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23308 

42SA 
23310 
42SA 
23312 
42SA 
23313 
42SA 
23314 

42SA 
23318 
42SA 
23330 
42SA 
23331 

42SA 
23342 

42SA 
23345 
42SA 
23349 

42SA 
2 J J 5 3 

42SA 
23356 

42SA 
23365 

[MACS Site 
Type 

lithic scatter 

lithic and 
sherd scatter 
lithic and 
sherd scatter 
lithic and 
sherd scatter 
lithic scatter 

lithic and 
sherd scatter 
lithic scatter 

lithic and 
sherd scatter 

lithic and 
sherd scatter 

lithic and 
sherd scatter 
lithic and 
sherd scatter 

lithic and 
sherd scatter 

f'eature(s)/rock 
alignment with 
artifact scatter 
lithic and 
sherd scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

Archaic 
(general) 

early PII-
PII1 
early BMIII-
Pl 
early BMIII-
Pl 
Anasazi 
Pueblo 
(general) 
early BM1II-
PI 
unknown 
aboriginal 
late PI 1 

late BMIII-
Pl 

early Pll-
PIII 
early BM1II-
PI 

early-late 
PII 

late BMIII-
Pl 

early BMII1-
PI 

Features 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

rock 
alignment 

none 

Artifacts 

lithic scatter concentration: 
ground/peeked stone scatter 

lithic scatter concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter'concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ground, pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter'concentration; 
ceramic scatter concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter'concentration 

lithic scatter'concentration: 
ceramic scatter concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic scatter'concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic scatter/concentration 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

no 

no 

no 

yes 

no 

no 

yes 

Research 
Potential 

none 

none 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

poor 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

faii-

poor 

faii-

poor 

poor 

fah-

fair 

poor 

Site Threat 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 

erosion: 
water: 
deflation 

erosion: road 

erosion; 
deflation 
erosion 

erosion; 
deflation 

erosion; 
deflation 
erosion: 
grazing 
erosion; 
deflation 

erosion: 
water: 
deflation 

erosion: 
water 
erosion: 
water 
erosion: water 
and wind 

erosion: 
water 

erosion 



Appendix 12.2. (continued) 

Temp. State 
Site Site IMACS Site Cultural 
No. No. Type Affiliation 
60 42SA lithic and sherd late BMIII: n< 

23367 scatter early PH-
PIII 

62 42SA feature(s)/ rock early-late 
23369 concentration PII 

and upright 
slabs with 
artifact scatter 

63 42SA feature(s)/ historic. 
23370 hearth unknown 

65 42SA feature(s)/ unknown 
23372 hearth aboriginal 

72 42SA sherd scatter early-late 
23379 PII 

76 42SA lithic scatter early BMIII-
23383 PI 

78 42SA lithic scatter unknown 
23385 aboriginal 

79 42SA lithic and sherd early BM1II-
23386 scatter PI 

80 42SA 
23387 

92 42SA 
23399 

lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

Anasazi/ 
Pueblo 
(general) 
late BMIII-
PI 

Features 
me 

rock 
concentration; 
upright slab(s) 

historic 
hearth/campfir 
e 
hearth/ firepit 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

glass 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration; 
burned stone/firecracked 
rock scatter 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration; 
around/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

Research 
Potential 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

poor 

poor 

fair 

fair 

good 

faii-

fair 

fair 

fair 

good 

Site Threat 
unevaluated e 

a 
V 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
rosion: water 
nd wind; 
egetation 
erosion: 
water: 
recreation use 

erosion: water 

erosion: 
water; rodent 
damage: 
vegetation 

erosion: water 
and wind 
erosion 

erosion 

erosion 

erosion 

erosion: 
water: other 
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Appendix 12.2. (continued) 
4-

z 
> 
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Temp. 
Site 
No. 

93 

99 

103 

111 

115 

116 

1 18 

120 

126 

129 

130 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23400 
42SA 
23406 

42SA 
23410 

42SA 
23418 

42SA 
23422 

42SA 
23423 

42SA 
23425 
42SA 
23427 

42SA 
23433 

42SA 
23436 

42SA 
23437 

1 MACS Site 
Type 

rock shelter/ 
architecture 
lithic and sherd 
scatter 

lithic and sherd 
scatter 

sherd scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic and sherd 
scatter 

lithic and sherd 
scatter 

rock shelter 
with artifact 
scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

unknown 
aboriginal 
early-late 
PII 

early PII-
PII1 

early-late 
PII ' 

early PII-
PIII 

early PI 1-
P1II 

Archaic-
BMI1 
Basket-
maker 11 

early-late 
BMII1 

latePII-PUl 

early-late 
PII 

features 

unknown 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

Artifacts 

charcoal scatter 

lithic scatter'concentration: 
ceramic 
scatter'concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic 
scatter concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic 
scatter concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration; 
ground pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration; 
ground'pecked stone scatter; 
charcoal scatter 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

yes 

Research 
Potential 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

poor 

fair 

fair 

fair 

good 

fair 

fail-

fair 

fail-

Site Threat 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 

erosion: water 

erosion: water 

erosion 

erosion 

erosion 

erosion 

erosion: water 
and wind 
erosion 

erosion: water 

erosion: 
water: 
deflation 

erosion: 
water; 
rockfall: 
dripline runoff 



Appendix 12.2. (continued) 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 
132 

141 

144 

146 

149 

156 

164 

167 

174 

190 

206 

217 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23439 
42SA 
23448 

42SA 
23451 
42SA 
23453 
42SA 
23456 
42SA 
23463 

42SA 
23471 
42SA 
23474 

42SA 
23481 

42SA 
23497 

42SA 
23513 

42SA 
23524 

IMACS Site 
Type 

lithic scatter 

feature(s)/ 
hearth and rock 
concentration 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth 
rock shelter/ 
architecture 
feature(s)/ash 
stain 
lithic and sherd 
scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic and sherd 
scatter 

lithic scatter 

feature(s)/cist 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
lithic scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

unknown 
aboriginal 
early-late 
PII 

unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 
late PII PHI 

unknown 
aboriginal 
early BMIII-
PI 

Anasazi/ 
Pueblo 
(general) 
unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 

Basket-
maker II 

features Artifacts 
none lithic scatter/concentration 

rock ceramic 
concentration; scatter/concentration 
hearth/ firepit 

2 hearth/ lithic scatter/concentration; 
firepits ground/peeked stone scatter 
use area; wall none 

ash stain lithic scatter/concentration 

none lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration 

none lithic scatter/concentration; 
ground/peeked stone scatter 

none lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter'concentration; 
ground pecked stone scatter 

none lithic scatter/concentration 

cist lithic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

hearth/ firepit lithic scatter'concentration 

none lithic scatter/concentration 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 

no 

yes 

yes 

no 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

poor 

fair 

fair 

fair 

fair 

poor 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion 

erosion: 
water; 
deflation 

erosion: 
water; road 
erosion; 
recreation use 
erosion: water 

erosion: water 

erosion: water 

erosion 

erosion: water 

erosion: 
water; road 

erosion: water 

erosion 
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Appendix 12.2. (continued) 
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Temp. 
Site 
No. 
224 

242 

248 

255 

262 

264 

265 

273 

277 

278 

281 

282 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23531 

42SA 
23549 

42SA 
23555 
42SA 
23562 

42SA 
23569 

42SA 
23571 

42SA 
23572 

42SA 
23580 
42SA 
23584 
42SA 
23585 

42SA 
23588 
42SA 
23589 

IMACS Site 
Type 

lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

feature(s)/ 
hearth 

lithic scatter 

lithic and sherd 
scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic and sherd 
scatter 

feature(s)/ 
hearth 
feature(s)/ 
hearth 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

Archaic-
BMI1 

early BMIII-
Pl 

Archaic-
BMI1 
late PII-PIII 

historic -
unknown 
dates 
early-late 
BM'III 

early-late 
PI1 

Archaic-
BMII 
Archaic-
BMII 
early PII-
PIII 

unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 

Features 
none 

none 

none 

none 

historic hearth/ 
camp fire 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

hearth/ firepit 

hearth/ firepit 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration 
none 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 
charcoal scatter 

none 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

no 

no 

no 

no 

yes 

no 

no 

no 

no 

no 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 
unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

faii-

fair 

good 

fair 

fair 

poor 

fair 

fair 

poor 

fair 

fair 

Site Threat 
unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

Impacts 
erosion: 
water; 
deflation 
erosion 

erosion 

unevaluated erosion: water 
and wind; 
other 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

erosion: water 

erosion: water 

erosion: water 

erosion: water 

erosion: water 

erosion: water 

erosion: water 

erosion: water 
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I emp. 
Site 
No. 
284 

289 

290 

292 

293 

300 

306 

307 

308 

314 

320 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
23591 

42SA 
23596 

42SA 
23597 

42SA 
23599 

42SA 
23600 

42SA 
24135 

42SA 
24140 
42SA 
24141 
42SA 
24142 
42SA 
24148 
42SA 
24154 

IMACS Site 
Type 

lithic and sherd 
scatter 

featiire(s)/ 
hearth with 
artifact scatter 
lithic and sherd 
scatter 

rock shelter 
with feature(s) 

lithic and sherd 
scatter; historic 
architecture 
with features 
and artifact 
scatter 

rock shelter 
with artifact 
scatter 
feature! s)/ash 
stain w/FCR 
feature! sf'ash 
stain 
feature(s),'cist 

feature(s)/ash 
stain w/FCR 
feature!s) ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

early BMIII-
Pl 

early BMIll-
Pi 

Archaic-
BM11; early 
BMIII-P1 

historic. 
1872-post-
1950 
early-late 
P1I; historic, 
1920-1968 

early BMIII-
PI 

unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 

Features Artifacts 

none lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

hearth/ firepit lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration 

none lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

historic hearth/ wood 
campfire 

historic lithic scatter/concentration; 
trail/road; 15 ceramic 
hearths,' scatter/concentration; 
campfires; ground/pecked stone scatter; 
rock misc historic artifacts (glass, 
concentration metal, etc) 

none lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration 

ash stain none 
w/FCR 
ash stain ground/pecked stone scatter 

cist lithic scatter/concentration 

ash stain lithic scatter/concentration 
w/FCR 
ash stain lithic scatter/concentration 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

no 

yes 

no 

no 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

unknown 

none 

none 

none 

none 

low 

low 

Site 
Condition 

good 

fair 

faii-

fair 

good 

poor 

faii-

good 

poor 

poor 

faii-

Site Threat 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

unevaluated 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

high 

low 

Impacts 

erosion: 
water; other 

erosion: water 

erosion: water 

erosion 

erosion; 
grazing; 
recreation use 

erosion: water 

erosion: water 

erosion: water 

erosion: water 

erosion: water 

erosion: water 
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Temp. State 
Site Site 1MACS Site 
No. No. Type 
336 

339 

343 

356 

358 

359 

360 

363 

364 

366 

381 

42SA 
241 70 

42SA 
24 1 73 

42SA 
24177 

42SA 
24189 

42SA 
24191 
42SA 
24192 
42SA 
24193 
42SA 
24196 

42SA 
24197 

42SA 
24199 
42SA 
24214 

lithic and sherd 
scatter 

feature(s) ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 
rock shelter 
with artifact 
scatter 
lithic and sherd 
scatter 

feature! s) 
hearth 
feature(s)/ 
hearth 
rock shelter 
with feature!s) 
feature(s)/ash 
stain w/FCR 
with artifact 
scatter 
lithic and sherd 
scatter 

feature(s)/ 
hearth 
feature(s)<'ash 
stain with 
artifact scatter 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

late PI 1 

unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 

late BMII1-
Pl 

unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 

early-late 
PII 

unknown 
aboriginal 
late PII-PIII 

Features 
none 

ash stain 

none 

none 

hearth/ firepit 

hearth' firepit 

hearth' firepit 

ash stain 
w/FCR 

none 

hearth,' firepit 

ash stain 

Artifacts 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration: 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration 
none 

none 

none 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration 
none 

lithic scatter/concentration; 
ceramic 
scatter/concentration; 
ground/pecked stone scatter 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

no 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 

none 

none 

low 

none 

low 

low 

low 

none 

none 

low 

low 

Site 
Condition 

fair 

fair 

fail-

fair 

fair 

faii-

poor 

poor 

fair 

good 

poor 

Site Threat 
moderate 

low 

moderate 

low 

low-

low 

high 

low 

low 

low 

high 

Impacts 
erosion: water 

erosion: water 

erosion: water 

erosion: water 

other 

erosion: 
water: other 
other 

erosion: 
water; road 

development 
project 

erosion: 
water: other 
erosion: water 
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fcr = fire-cracked rock 

-J 
cc 

Temp. 
Site 
No. 

387 

391 

406 

408 

409 

22559 

State 
Site 
No. 

42SA 
24220 

42SA 
24224 

42SA 
24239 
42SA 
24241 

42SA 
24242 

42SA 
22559 

1 MACS Site 
Type 

feature(s)/ash 
stain and rock 
concentration 
with artifact 
scatter 
lithic and sherd 
scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

lithic scatter 

architecture 
with feature(s) 

Cultural 
Affiliation 

unknown 
aboriginal 

early BMIII-
Pl 

unknown 
aboriginal 
unknown 
aboriginal 

unknown 
aboriginal 

middle 
Archaic: 
Pueblo 11-111 

features 

2 ash stains: 
rock 
concentration 

none 

none 

none 

none 

granary; 3 
hearth firepits 

Artifacts 

lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration: 
ceramic 
scatter concentration 
lithic scatter/concentration 

lithic scatter concentration 

lithic scatter/concentration 

none 

Subsurface 
Deposits 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Research 
Potential 

low 

low-

low 

none 

none 

unknown 

Site 
Condition 

faii-

fa ii-

fa ir 

faii-

fair 

poor 

Site Threat 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

moderate 

low 

unevaluated 

Impacts 

erosion: 
water: 
deflation 

erosion: 
water; 
deflation 
erosion: water 

erdsion: 
water; 
deflation 
erosion: 
water: 
deflation 
erosion: water 
and wind: 
other 
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limited-activity sites, 70-74, 120-21, 127, 172, 

175, 180, 181, 196-99,201-209 
Lindsay, A. J., Jr., (et al.), 147 
Lino Black-on-uray, 3 1 
Lino Gray, 31, 107. 118 
Linthicum, B. L., 95 
Lipe, W. D„ 66, 90. 93. 115. 191.211; mentions, 

29. 38, 89, 226, 229, 234 
Lipe, W. D., and C. D. Bretemitz, 82 
Lipe. W. D., and R. G. Matson. 36; mentions, 29. 

90, 228 
lithic scatters, 56, 72, 172, 224 
lithics, 50-51, 134, 143, 157-84, 232-35; dating 

with, 185, 188. 191-94; diversity of, 127; 
material sources for. 12. 134, 221; measures 
for, 143, 160, 162; prepared core technique, 
160; sites with, 70, 74, and temporal 
distribution, 29-31. 199. 203. 209, 224-27. 
See also debitage: cores; flakes; groundstone; 
tools 

livestock. 228 
Lizotte, C. M., 157, 164 
Lolomai Phase, 226 
Long, Horace, 25 
long-term habitation sites, 60-64. 73. 74, 120-21, 

123. 126, 127. 172, 175, 181, 199,201,203-
209 

Loop Road Ruin, (Site 42SA6845), 28. 187 
Loper Variety Mesa Verde Corregated, 90, 91, 93 
Los Pinos culture, 226 
Louthan, B. D., 29. 227 
Lucius, W. A„ and D. A. Bretemitz, 89 

Madsen, R., 115 
Mancos Black-on-white, 32, 103. 191, 230 
manos, 175, 180. 181. 199 
masonry, 77. 78, 79, 82, 83, 192 
Matson, R. G., 29, 36, 191, 194, 226; mentions, 

17, 38, 109, 143. 148, 150, 172, 182. 195. 
228,230,231 

Matson, R. G., and B. Chisholm, 22, 60, 195 
Matson, R. G., and W. D. Lipe, 31,32, 35. 37. 93; 

mentions, 23, 29, 30. 38, 89. 228, 234 
Matson, R. G., W. D. Lipe, and W. R. Haase IV, 

31,32, 196, 223-27; mentions, 27, 29, 30, 81, 
89, 150, 190,228,230,231 

McElmo Black-on-white, 103 
McElmo/Mesa Verde Black-on-white. 103 
McVickar. J. L.. 17; mentions. 16. 30 
Mead. J. L. (et al.), 16,38,221 
Mesa Verde culture region/tradition, 38. 83, 84, 

86, 89, 90, 94. 111. 113-15. 118. 155, 160. 
182. 185, 191, 193-94, 230-34; named 
ceramics for, 32, 100, 103, 107. 111. 113, 
114,230 

metates, 3 1, 180, 181, 199 
Metzger. T. R., and S. M. Chandler. 28 
Metzger, T. R., S. M. Chandler, S. Eininger, J. 

Firor, and J. K. Gaunt, 83 
Metzger, T. R., S. Eininger, and J. Gaunt. 28 
Metzger. Todd. 28 
middens, 85, 119; packrat middens, 16, 17, 30. 

221.235 
Milk Ranch Point. 29, 83. 188 
Mills. B.J., 119, 125; mentions, 95. 175 
Miskell. T., 95 
Mitchell, V. L., 17 
Moab. Utah, 3. 222, 223 
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Montezuma Canyon. 82 
Montezuma Village, 231 
Montgomery Site, 29 
Monticello. Utah. 29 
Moore, R. A., 148, 156 
Morris, E. H., and R. F. Burgh. 150; mentions, 

143,148,172,182,226 
Morris, Earl, 26 
Moss Back Butte. 9, 12. 158 

NOI (notch opening index), 135 
Nancv Patterson Villarje, 231 
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National Park Service, 3, 4. 5. 27. 28; old ranger 

station. 53, 80, 87, 192 
National Register (NHRP). 4. 43. 218. 234 
Natural Bridges National Monument: administra

tion and management, 3-4, 39-40, 186-88. 
219. 234; naming the bridges, 12, 25; site 
totals for. 3, 27, 39, and condition, 215-18 

Navajo culture, 1. 27. 33, 36, 79. 155, 182, 192, 
227 

Navajo Reservoir, 82 
Nawthis Village, 153 
Neily, R., 134, 160, 182 
Neiman, F. D., 192 
Nelson. R. J.. 164. 169, 183; mentions, 29, 38, 

133, 157. 172 
New Mexico. 89, 145. 148. 156, 159. 194 
Newcomer, M. H., 134, 160 
Nickens, P. R., 29 
Nickens, Paul. 28 
Nickens and Associates, 6. 28. 187 
Nielson. A. S.. J. C. Janetski, and J. D. Wilde, 29 
nonhabitation sites. 195 
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Northern Side-notched Points, 143 
notch opening index (NOI). 135 
Noxon.J. S.. and D. A. Marcus, 27 
Numic culture/tradition. 153. 155. 182. 192,233 
Nusbaum, Deric, 27 

Oakes, John, 27 
O'Brien, M. J., and T. D. Holland. 192 
O'Brvan, D.. 82 
obsidian. 159, 181 
occupation, hiatus in. 22, 23. 37, 89. 98, 107, 131, 

188-91.227.229 
Old Man Cave, 29 
orthoquartzite, 159 
Oshara culture/tradition. 188; Oshara Tradition 

Stemmed Points, 147. 156 
Owachomo Bridge, 12. 25. 87 
Owl Creek at Cedar Mesa, 21 1 
Oxbow Side-notched Points, 144, 145. 189 

PDSI (Palmer Drotmht Severitv Index). 17-24. 37. 
209.210,228-32 

PSA (proximal shoulder angle), 135 
packrat middens. 16. 17.30.221,235 
Paiute culture/tradition. 1.33,79, 192. See also 

Ute culture 
paleoenvironment, study needs for the, 221 
Paleoindian Period, 29, 138. 182, 183. 185. 188, 

224 
Palmer, W. C , 17 
Palmer Drought Severity Index (PSD1). 1 7-24, 37, 

209.210,228-32 

Parowan Basal-notched Points, 155,157,192,233 
Parry, W. J., and A. L. Christenson, 147, 148, 153 
Parry. W. J., and R. L. Kelly, 133, 157, 164 
Parrv. W. J., F. E. Smiley, and G. Burgett, 147, 

148,156 
Peavine Canyon, 145 
Pecos Classification, 94, 99, 150 
Pecos National Monument, New Mexico, 95 
Persons, T., 16 
Petersen, K. L., 17; mentions, 16. 38 
petrified wood, 12, 159 
petroglyphs, 85 
Phillips, B. G., 16 
Phillips, P., J. A. Ford, and J. B. Griffin, 111 
pictographs, 85 
Piedra Black-on-white, 106, 107, 191, 194 
Pierson, Lloyd, 27 
pigments, 85 
Pinto Series Points, 30, 143, 145, 156, 188 
pithouses, 81. 226; pitstructures, 77-78, 82-84, 

172; as a dating deterent, 86 
pitstructures, 77-78, 82, 83, 84, 86, 172; 

pithouses, 81, 226 
Plog, F., and J .N. Hill, 66 
Plog, S., and J. L. Hantman, 95 
Plog, S., and M. Hegmon, 120 
pollen, 221 
populations, 23, 29-30. 32, 37, 38, 111, 1 13-14, 

131, 181, 195, 196, 210, 231; mobility and 
tools, 133, 172. 181. See also occupation, 
hiatus in 

pot drops, 54, 89, 286-87 
Powell, M. S., 89 
Powell, S. L., 66 
Powers, R. P., (et al.), 119 
projectile points, 81. 135-57, 181, 182, 188; 

breakage. 143, 151, and reworked. 138, 151, 
193; large, 135,150, 151; preforms, 151,153; 
small, 151, 155. See also by named type 

Protohistoric Period, 49, 79. 85, 89, 155, 157, 
182, 192.227 

proximal shoulder angle (PSA), 135 
Pueblo Period, 160, 164, 196. See also separately 
Pueblo I Period, 23. 32, 37, 79, 83, 89, 98, 106, 

107. 130, 153. 157, 185, 187, 188, 194,210, 
227; ceramic list for, 191 

Pueblo I - Pueblo II Period, 106, 107, 227 
Pueblo II Period. 23. 35-38, 58, 64, 73, 78, 79, 83-

86, 89, 98, 99. 103, 106, 107, 1 1 1-15, 127, 
130, 153, 155, 157, 185, 187, 191, 192, 196, 
204-206,210,232-34 

Pueblo II - Pueblo III Period, 27.32, 77-79, 83-86, 
103, 111, 115, 127, 160, 162, 164, 169, 175, 
181 -82, 192, 209-211, 227, 230, 234 

Pueblo III Period, 23-24,27,32-33,35,37.38,58, 
73.89. I l l , 113-15, 153. 155. 157, 185. 191, 
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192, 213. See also Pueblo II - Pueblo III 
Puebloan Side-notched Points, 155. 157, 192 

quarries, 221 

Rainbow Bridge, 1 
Recapture Canyon, 31.32 
Recapture Wash, 29, 82, 1 15, 227, 229, 231, 234 
Red House Phase at Cedar Mesa, 32 
Red Rock Plateau, 29. 32, 38, 89, 93. 115, 196, 

234 
red wares, 99, 103, 106. 115, 129, 234; named, 

103, 106, 115, 130, 191, 192. See also 
separately by named type 

Reed, A. D., 1 15, 118, 194; mentions, 29, 227 
regression analysis, 126, 132 nl 1 
Reid, J. J., 119 
retaining wall, 79 
Rhode, D., 120 
Rice, P.M., 109, 119 
roasting pit, 52 
rock alignments, 86; stone circles. 72, 86. See 

also rocks 
rock art, 27, 52, 85 
rock shelters, 31, 39, 40, 56, 61, 81, 172, 208, 

230; alcoves, 12 ,28 ,79 ,85 ,215 
Rocker Side-notched Points, 144, 145, 156, 189 
rocks, concentrations of, 86; features of, 52; fire-

cracked, 52, 85, 85-86; rock rings, 85. See 
also slab-lined construction 

Rohn, A. H., 82; mentions, 38, 64, 83, 155, 232 
roomblocks, 79; jacal room block, 82. See also 

architecture 
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1. 25 
Rose, M. R., W. R. Robinson, and J. S. Dean, 17 
Rose Springs Points, 151 
Rosegate Series Points, 85. 151, 153, 192; 

Rosegate Comer-notched Points, 151, 156. 
157; Rosegate Stemmed Points, 153, 157,232 

Roth. T., 28 
Roth, T., and K. Kitchell, 28 
Rouse, I., I l l , 192, 193 
Rudy. J. R., 89 

SAIP (Systemwide Archeological Inventory 
Program), 3,4, 220, 235 

SAS/Graph Release 6, 196 
Salt Lake City, Utah, 25 
sampling, ceramic, 99-100, 119. 126; lithic (tool), 

170 
San Dune Cave, 225 
San Jose Points, 148, 182 
San Juan Basin, 147, 148. 155. 156, 182. 192, 

224,225, 232 
San Juan Red Ware, 106. 130 
San Juan River, 1. 9 

San Pedro Points, 150 
San Rafael Side-notched Points, 143-44. 144, 145. 

147. 156, 189 
sandals, 29, 30, 224 
sandstone, 159; thin tabular, 86, 319 
Santa Fe, New Mexico, 3 
Schiffer, M. B., 1 19; mentions. 120. 187, 225 
Schlanger, S. H.. 119 
Schlanger, S., and J. D. Orcutt, 70 
Schroeder, A. H., 36, 187, 192; mentions. 33. 81. 

82 
Schroeder, Albert. 27 
Schroedl, A. R„ 143, 145, 147. 156; mentions, 

133, 181, 188.224 
Schroedl, A. R., and N. J. Coulam, 66 
Schutt, J. A., 148 
Scorup. James, 25 
Sebastian, L„ 59, 74 
sedentism, 228 
seriation theory, 96, 192 
settlement, aggregated. 31,210; multicomponent, 

40, 79, 84, 85, 96. 97. 164, 185, 188: 
nonarchitectural, 51-52, 56; patterns for, 36-
38, 118, 119, 129, 157, 164, 170, 172, 195, 
198, 199,201, 206,228,230-31; repeated use 
of, 68, 85, 172, 175; shifts in, 32-33, 220, 
231; site density/totals for, 27, 39. 40. 126, 
185, 230; site types, 5, 27, 39-40, 49, 55, 58-
60, 64, 70, 1 18. and temporal distribution, 49, 
53,80-84. 195-98,210,211,228-31 

sheep pens, 192 
Shepard. A. O., 109 
short-term/intermittant use habitation sites, 64-70. 

72-73, 74, 120-21. 125, 127, 172, 175, 180, 
181, 198-209 

shoulderless projectile points, 143 
side-notched points, 138, 143-45, 148, 156, 157: 

unknown, 151; unknown small, 155 
siltstone, 159 
Silver Lake Points, 147 
single-shouldered projectile points, 143 
Sipapu Bridge, 12. 25. 62 
site formation processes, 59 
Sites, prefix 42SA: no. 1440, 81: no. 1441. 81, 

103, 132 n6; no. 6638. 78, 103; no. 6648, 51, 
103; no. 6657,99, 103; no. 6661, 28, 187: no. 
6668, 61. 62. 103; no. 6670, 51, 78. 103; no. 
6671, 78, 103; no. 6677. 51. 78: no. 6779, 62, 
78. 85: no. 6680, 51, 103; no. 6681, 132 n5; 
no. 6689. 97, 103; no. 6801, 27; no. 6808,27; 
no. 6821, 79, 84, 103; no. 6827, 82, 86. 113, 
1 14, 222, 319; no. 6837. 52. 61, 62, 78; no. 
6861. 46: no. 6902. 78; no. 6960. 40; no. 
6966. 192; no. 6969. 188; no. 8287, 40; no. 
18646, 28; no. 18647, 79. 82, 103; no. 18655, 
86, 103; no. 21898, 86, 113, 114, 222, 319; 
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12.1; Appendix 12.2 
thermal features, 84, 85-86. See also ash stains; 

hearths; fire-cracked rock 
Thomas, D. H., 135. 138.145, 147, 151, 155, 156, 

188, 193, 194; mentions, 120, 133, 153 
Thompson, C , 82 
Thompson, R. A., 89 
tiers of rooms, 79 
Tipps, B. L., 72, 159; mentions, 29, 34, 38, 115, 

138, 144, 145, 148, 157,224 
Tipps. B. L., and N. J. Hewitt, 38; mentions, 29, 

35,115 
Tipps, B. L., and W. A. Lucius, 30 
To-ko-chi Canyon, 1 1, 61, 158, 159 
tools, analysis of, 135, 164, 170, 183; battered 

core, 181; expedient, 133, 164, and formal, 
157, 160, 169, and portable, 181; 
manufacturing of, 160, and maintenance, 181, 
232; materials for, 158-60, 164, 183, and 
procurement, 164, 232; regional, 169, 183; 
use-life for, 157. See also separately by type 

Troup, T., 187; mention, 27 
Tsegi Orange Ware, 115, 130 
Tsegi Phase, 84 
Tucson, Arizona, 222 
Turkey Pen Ruin, 22, 37 
Turnbow, C. A., 147 
Tusayan Corrugated, 85, 90, 93 
Tusayan White Ware, 115 
Tuwa Canyon, 11, 13,25 

University of Arizona, 27 
Upham, S., and G. M. Bockley, 95 
Upham, S., (eta!.), 129 
Utah, 16,27, 113, 188,234 
Ute culture, 1, 182, 227. See also Paiute culture 
Uto-Aztecans, 153. See also Numic culture 

Van Devender, T. R., R. S. Thompson, and J. L. 
Betancourt, 16 

Van West, C. R., 231 
Varien, M. D., (et ah), 230, 231, 232 
vegetation, 14, 16-17,47; dietary evidence for, 36 
Vierra, B. J., and W. H. Doleman, 170, 172 
visitation, 123, 127,217-18 
Volunteers-in-Parks, 27 

WACC (Western Archeological and Conservation 
Center), 222 

Walling, B., 153, 157, 164 
Walters Cave, 29 
warfare, 196; defensive architecture, 79 
Warburton, M., and D. K. Graves, 95 
water, control of, 23 1 
West, G. J., 38, 221 
Western Archeological and Conservation Center 

no. 22559. 49, 187; no. 23324, 89; no. 23348, 
66. 103; no. 23354, 78. 103; no. 23355, 66, 
68. 79; no. 23356, 107; no. 23361, 86, 103; 
no. 23412. 97. 103; no. 23455, 53,71, 72, 86; 
no. 23516, 78; no. 23536, 79; no. 23564, 91; 
no. 23577, 78, 81; no. 23600. 53, 80, 87, 192; 
no. 24130. 53. 85; no. 24145, 81; no. 24156, 
215; no. 24160, 68; no. 24178, 68, 85; no. 
24179. 135; no. 24180. 72; no. 24194, 53, 86; 
no. 24203, 84; no. 24204, 53, 80, 87; no. 
24212, 84; no.24255, 84 

slab-lined construction, 77, 81, 86; parallel slabs, 
81; upright slabs, 77-86. See also rocks 

slabs, parallel, 81 
slabs, upright, 77, 78. 79, 81, 82, 85, 86 
Smiley, F. E., 31; mentions, 30, 145, 147, 148, 

150, 153, 156, 157,225,226,228 
Sokal, R. R., andF. J.Rohlf, 121 
Sosi and Dogoszhi Black-on-white, 32 
South, S., 95 
Southeast Utah Group Office, 4, 6, 7, 222 
Southern Paiute Utility Ware. 89 
Southwest Paleoclimatic Project, 17 
Spaulding. A. C , 111 
Spaulding, W. G., and T. R. Van Devender, 16 
split stem points, 145 
stabilization, 83 
Steen, Charlie. 27 
Stemmed Projectile Points, 145-47, 150, 153, 156 
Steponaitis, V. P., and K. W. Kintigh, 95 
Stokes, W. L., 1 1 
Stone, T., 119 
stone circles, 72, 86 
storage, features for, 29, 52, 77, 82; cache, 215 
subsistence, 12-14, 36-38, 183, 195, 228; 

aceramic cooking, 190; agricultural features, 
86; at Cedar Mesa, 36; ceramic change and, 
127; dry farming. 12, 31, 195, 196, 199,201, 
203, 204, 228, 229; gathering, 59, 148, 157, 
172, 199, 225, 226; hunting, 228; large 
mammal hunting, 143; maize cultivation, 31, 
36, 180-83, 199; processing foods, 59, 60, 
175. 180, 199; rainfall farming, 37. 203, 229; 
storage, 195-96; tools (lithics) and, 133, 157, 
164,169-70, 172, 175 

Sudden Shelter, 66, 143, 144, 145, 147, 156 
Sudden Side-notched Points, 144, 145, 156, 188-

89 
Sullivan, A. P., and K. Rozen, 160 
Summerville chalcedony, 159, 160 
Systemwide Archeological Inventory Program 

(SAIP), 3,4, 220, 235 

Teepee House. 27 
Temporary Site Numbers, prefix ICRC: no. 98-

295. See site 42SA24130. See Appendix 
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(WACC). 222 
Western Pluvial Lake Tradition, 148 
Wetherill Mesa, 83 
White Canyon. 1. 9, 1 1, 12. 14. 16, 25. 26. 27, 36, 

68.79, 158, 192,224,228,233 
White Dog Phase. 226 
White Dog Points, 148. 150. 182, 189 
White Mesa, 29, 32, 38, 82, 1 15, 1 18. 227. 23 1 
White Mesa Black-on-white, 106. 191, 194 
white wares. 99, 103, 111, 127, 129; named. 31, 

32, 100. 103. 106. 107, 113. 114. 115, 191, 
194, 230, 232. See also separately by named 
type 

Whittlesey, S. M.. and J. J. Reid, 1 19 
wildlife. 14,221 

Wills, W. H.. andB. Huckell, 64 
Wilshusen, R. H., 129 
Wilson, C. D., and E. Blinman, 106, 194; 

mentions, 89, 90 
Windes, T. C , 12 
Windgate Phase at Cedar Mesa, 32 
Withers, K.. 16 
wood in masonry construction, 78 
Woodenshoe Butte, 9, 12, 14, 158, 159 
Woodenshoe Canyon, 72, 145, 147, 148, 182 
Woodenshoe Phase at Cedar Mesa, 32 

Yellow Jacket, Colorado, 64 
yucca, 29 




